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PEEFACE.

In the Commentary whicli forms the larger part of this Ijook

the author's aim has been, by a careful examination of the

grammatical structure of the Epistle, to ascertain, as exactly

as the data permit, what is taught in it, and how the different

parts of the teaching are related to each other. His chief desire

has been to trace the course of thought, and he trusts that,

whilst words and constructions have been discussed with

what seemed adequate fulness, yet it will be found that at

no point has the principal purpose of the work been lost

sight of in mere philological or grammatical disquisition. In

studying this Epistle one has in but small measure that illus-

tration of specialties of thought or expression which is supplied

by other writings or recorded utterances of the same author,

—such as is enjoyed so abundantly by a student occupied

with a work of Paul or John. Some helpful hints of this

kind, however, have been obtained, especially from the dis-

courses of Peter preserved in Acts. But the chief aid to

be found in Scripture for the elucidation of the apostle's

language is derived from the Septuagint, His style is to so

great an extent moulded by its influence, and his thoughts,

even when he is not formally quoting, or in any definite way

following Old Testament lines, so tend to clothe themselves

in the phraseology of the Alexandrian version, that the help

afforded by reference to it—important in the study of any

Hellenistic writing—is pre-eminently valuable here. Outside

of Scripture, illustration of the apostle's words and construc-

tions has been sought for mainly in Philo and in the earliest

post-apostolic Christian literature.
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All those commentators on the Epistle from whom the

author had any reason to believe that help might be obtained

have been carefully consulted. His obligations are specially

great to Bengel, Wiesinger, and Professor Salmond of Aberdeen.

From several of the less strictly critical expositions of the

Epistle, also, he has in various ways and degrees received

help, particularly from the classic work of Leighton, and from

the Expository Lectures of Professor John Brown of Edinburgh,

and Dr. John Lillie of Kingston, New York. In the discussion

of passages susceptible of different interpretations, only views

of the meaning which seemed to have at least a moderate

degree of likelihood have been dealt with in the Commentary,

or indeed, as a rule, even mentioned,—the book being intended,

not as a storehouse of curiosities or whimsical conceits, but as

an aid to the practical study of Scripture. An endeavour has

been made also to avoid loading the pages with needless lists of

the names of scholars holding the various positions. Names

have been mentioned only when they seemed to be in them-

selves to a certain extent arguments, or to afford something

of interesting or helpful illustration. On questions con-

nected with the specialties of Hellenistic Greek, the New
Testament Gi'ammars of Winer and Alexander Buttmann are

frequently referred to (the references being made to the

English translations by Moulton and Thayer), occasionally

also the excellent little work of Sheldon Green. For the

grammar of classical Greek, Jelf and Donaldson have been

used.

There are no formal Dissertations or Excursus. Several of

the discussions, in particular those on the exegesis of chap,

iii. 19, 20, and chap. iv. 6, are considerably detailed; but the

arrangement of the book—in which the text is printed, not

over the expository notes, but at the beginning—permitted

these to be kept in their place in the Commentary. In the

Table of Contents a reference is made to matters treated with

special fulness.

The text which is given in the volume may be described
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as, in substance, that of Tregelles, Tischendorf, and Westcott

and Hort, for there are but few passages in the Epistle with

respect to which there is not a consensus of critical authority.

On the more important of the passages regarding which there

is not agreement, short notes indicate the grounds on which

the reading of the text has been adopted.

The author is greatly indebted to his friend the Eev.

Alexander Mair, D.D., Morningside, Edinburgh, for aid most

kindly and efficiently rendered in the revision of the proofs.

May the Father of lights, from whom has come the " good

and perfect gift " of Holy Scripture, bless this humble attempt

to expound a portion of His Word ! May He forgive its

errors and defects, and graciously use it in some measure

as an instrument for advancing the interests of truth and

rifrhteousness !

United Presbyterian College, Edinburgh,

February 1, 1888.
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n E T P O T A.

1 TIETPOX uTTocrroXo'; ^Irjo-ov Xpiarov eKXeKTot'i nrape-

7riSj]f.ioi<; Siaairopd'? Uovtov, Takariai^, Ka7r7raSoKla<;,

2 'AcTLa'i, KoX BL6vv[a<i, Kara Trpoyvcoacv Oeov Tlarpo'i, ev

a^Laafxcp IIv€VfiaTO<?, et? vTruKOip koL pavTtap,ov aifiaro^;

^Irjaov XpiaTov' %ap6<? v/xlv Kol elp/]V7) irXTjOvvdecT].

3 EvXojTjTO'i o 0eo? Kal Tlarrjp tov Kvplov rj/jLOiv Irjcrov

Xpiarov, Kara to itoXv avTOV eXeo? dvayevvrjaa^; ?5/^a9

et9 iXiTLBa ^(oaav St' dvaardaeo)^ Irjcrov Xpicrrov e/c

4 veKpoiV, eU KXripovofiiav acpOaprov Kol dpLiavTOv Kal dfid-

5 pavTOv, TerrjpijjjbepTjv ev ovpavol^ eU vfid^ toi)<? iv Svvdfxei,

Qeov ^povpovfjuevovi Sia iricrreo]^ et9 crcorijpiav eToifirjv

6 d'iroKaXv<^d rjvau iv Katpo) io-'^dzM. iv w dyaXXidaOe, oXl-

7 yov dpri, el Siov, XvTrrjdevre^; iv itolkIXoi'^ Treipacrfiol^, iva

to SoKifiiov vficbv Trj<i TTiCTTew?, TToXuTt/jiOTepov -^pvaiov,

TOV aTToXXv/jLevov Sid irvpo^ he SoKifia^ofJiivov, eiipeOrj et?

eiraivov Kal ho^av Kal ti/itjv iv aTroKaXvi^ei ^Irjcrov

Critical Notes.

With regard to all but a few passages in this Ej^istle, the evidence of

our authorities for the text is so clear and satisfying that there is agree-

ment among the principal critical editors. Of those places where the

reading is uncertain, there are two or three of which, through the bearing

of the variation on exegesis, it has been found convenient to discuss the

reading not here but in connection with the exposition. On these a

simple reference to the Commentary will be found below. On the others,

a brief statement is given here of the grounds for preferring the reading

of the text. No attempt is made to set forth the full evidence for the

variants ; which is abundantly accessible in the Digests of Tischendorf

and Tregelles. What is aimed at is simply to indicate those elements in

each case which appear most important.
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8 XpiaTOV • bv ovfc lSovr€<i ayaTraTe, et? ov aprt firj 6pwvre<i

7ricrT€vovre<i Be ayaWtdre %a/3a dveKXaXijro) koL heho^a-

9 afiivrj, KOfii^o/jievoi to reXo'i ttj? iriareoo'i v/uboov, crcoTrjpiau

1 yp'V^ayv. Ilepi »;? crcoTrjpia'i i^e^rjTqaav Kal i^rjpavvqtjav

7rpo(f)i]TaL 01 irepl Trjq et? t'//.a9 %a/3tT09 7Tpo(f)7]TevaavT€<;,

1 1 €pavv(bvTe<; et? rtVa ?} ttoIov Katpov iSrjXov to eV avrol-i

TLvevfia XpLarov irpo/xapTupofievov to, ei? Xpicnov iradri-

12 fxara kul ra<i fxera ravTa Bo^a-i' 049 aTre/caXvcjiOi] otl ovy

iavTol'i vfiiv Be Bltjkouovv aura, a vvv dvrjyyeXt] vfilv Bed

TOiV evayyeXiaafjievwv v/i09 IIveiifxaTi 'Ayico dTroaraXevTt

aTT ovpavou, et9 a iTTidufMOVcnv dyyeXot, irapaKV-^^ai.

13 Alo ava^waafievot Ta<i 6a<pva<i Tr}9 Biavota^ vp,oiv,

v7](povTe<i, TeXeto)? eXirLaare eirl ttjv (j^epofievrjv vfilv

14 %«/3ty ev diroKaXv-^ei 'Irjaov Xpicrrov, 0)9 reKva V7raKor]<;,

fiT} avva'^r)fiaTi,^ofj,evoL ral'i irporepov ev rfj dyvoia vjxoiv

1 5 i7ri6vfMiaL<i, dXXd Kara top KaXeaavra v/uLd<i "Ayiov Kal

16 avTol dyLOL ev Tracrrj dvacrTpo(l>7] yevrjOrfre' Bcoti ykypaizrai,

17 "Ayioi eaeaOe, on iyoo dyto<;. Kal el Uarepa eiriKaXelcrOe

Tov d7rpoaa)7roXr]/x7rT(t)<i KpivovTa Kara to eKdcrrov epyov,

ev <^6^(p TOV T?79 irapoLKLa'i vfiMv '^povov dvaaTpd(f)r)Te,

1 8 etSoTe9 OTL ov <pdapTOt<i, dpyvpiw i] •^pvaio), eXvTpoodrjTe etc

19 T7}9 fiaTata<i vp,6i)V dvaa-Tpo(pT]^ iraTporrapaBoTov, dXXd

Tt/itft) aifiaTt ct)9 d/jLvov d/jioofiov Kac dairtKov XpiaTou,

20 TrpoeyvaxTfjievov fjuev irpo KaTa^oXr]<; Kocrfjiou, <pav6pa)6ev70<i

21 Be eV ea-^aTov tcov ^povcov Si v/iid^ tov^ Bi' avTov

7naTov<i eh &eov tov iyei'pavTa avrov e'/c veKpcov Kal

Bo^av avTu> BovTa, coaTe Ttjv ttlo-tlv vficav Kal iXiriBa

elvai et9 ©eov.

I. 8. The active dycth'Ktoirs appears to be the true reading here. The
occurrence of this rare form in at least two authorities of the fii'st class,

B, and a citation in Origen, and probably also in C,—whilst the ordinary

juiddle form is found without variation a few lines before (ver. 6),

—

cannot well be accounted for except on the supposition that it was in the

original. The only thing at all likely to have led copyists to write the

active by mistake is the assonance with d.ya%6iri in the clause preceding
;

and if this really had any influence in determining the form, it may witli

at least as great probability be supposed to have led the apostle himself

to choose the active, as to have turned transcribers astray.
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22 Ta<i -^v^a^i v[XO)V riyvtKOTe<; iv rfj viraKof] rr)<i d\rj6eia<i

ei? (f)cXaBe\(f)iav awiroKpirov, e/c KapBia-i dXkT]\ov<;

23 dyaTTjjcraTe i/crevci)^, dvajeyepvrjfMevot ouk eK a7ropd<i

(f)6apTrj<i dXXa d(f>6dpTov, 8td Xojov ^mvto<; ©eov koI

24 fxevovTO^' StoTi Udaa adp^ &)•? p^opro?, Kal irdaa So^a

avrr)'=; co? dv6o<i '^oprov i^rjpdvOr] o ^opTO<;, Kal to

25 dv6o<i e^eireaev to he py/na Kvplov p-evei eh top alo)va.

rovTo 8e ecTTLv to prjpba to evayyeXcadev eh v/j,d<;.

2 'Airodefjuevot ovv irdaav KaKiav Kal TrdvTa SoXov Kal

2 v7roKpLaei<i Kal (f>dovov<; Kal 7rd(Ta<; KaTa\a\id<i, co? dpTi-

yevvrjTa ^pe(f)7) to XoyiKov dBoXov ydXa eTrnrodrjaaTe, iva

3 iv avTM av^rjdrjTe eh (TWTrjplav, el iyeuaaaOe otl ^pT/crro?

4 KvpLo<;. IIpo^ ov irpoaep'^ojiievoi, \l6ov ^ojvTa, vtto

dvOpcoTTCov jjLev diroSeSoKifiacrfievov irapd Be ©eu) eKXeKTou

5 ei'Ti/xov, Kal avTol co? XiOoi ^coi/re? olKoBofielaOe oIko^;

7rvevfJLaTLK0<i eh lepdTevjxa dyiov, dveveyKai 7rvev/jiaTiKd<i

6 6va[a<; evTrpoaBeKTovi ©eu> Std 'Irjaov XpiaTov' SioTt

irepLe'^ei ev ypacjifj, 'iBov TlOrjfiL iv ^loov Xidov dKpoyoovi,-

alov eKXeKTOv kvTLjxov, Kai o ircaTevcov eir' avTM ov fxrj

7 KaTaiOT'^vvOfi. 'Tfiiv ovv t) Tifirj rot? TTLCTTevovaLV' diri-

GTOVGiv Be Ai6o<; ov direBoKipiaaav ol oiKoBo/u,ovvTe<;, ovTo<i

8 eyevr)dr] eh Ke^aXi-jV ywvta'^ Kal XlOo^ TrpoaKopLpbaTd

Kal TreTpa aKavBdXov at TrpoaKOTTTOvcriv tw Xoyw direc-

9 OovvTe'i' eh o Kal iTeOrjaav. vfxeh Be yevo<i iKXeKTov,

^aaiXeLOV lepdTevfia, e6vo<; dyiov, Xao^ eh TrepiTrotrjcriv,

07ra)9 Td<; apera? e^ayyeiXrjTe tov eK ctkotov^ v/xd<; KaXe-

I aavTO<i eh to Oav/jiacrTov avTov c^w?, ol Trore ov Xao<i, vvv

Be Xao<; ©eov, ol ovk rjXerjixevoi, vvv Be iXer)devTe<;.

II ^AyairrjTo], irapaKaXoi co? TTapoiKov; Kal 7rape7nB}]p,ov<i

dTre-^eadat tmv crapKLKcov eTriOv/iiioyv, acTLve^ crTpaTevovTai

12 KttTa T?}? ylrv^rj'i' ttjv dvaaTpo(f)r)v vjxwv iv Toh eOveaiv

k'^ovTe'^ KaXrjv, tva iv (L KaTaXaXovatv vficov to? KaKO'irotcov,

iK Tcov koKmv epycov iirotTTevovTe'^ Bo^dacoatv tov ©eov iv

1 3 t^fjuepa iTTiaKorrrj^. TiroTdyTjTe Traar) dvOpwirlvrj KTiaei

14 Blcl tov KvpcoV e'lTe ^aaiXel co? virepi'^ovTi, etVe rjyefxocriv

ft)? St' avTOv 7reiJ,7ro/ji€voi<; eh eKBlKijacv KaKoiroiuiv eiraivov

h
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15 8e dyadoTTOioJv' on ovT(o<i ecnlv to 6eXrj/jia rod &60v,

a<ya6o'7TOLOvvTa<i (fiifxolv tyjv toov acppovcov dvdpcoTrcuv

1 6 dyvcocTLav co? iXevdepoi, koX firj to? eTTLKclXviuifia €^ovTe<i

1 7 tt}? KaKLa<i TTjv eXevOeplav, uXh! ro? &eov SovXot. Trdvra^

Tifxi^aare, ti-jv dSeXipOTrjra djaTrdre, rov Qeov (^o^eicrOe,

Tov ^acnXea Tt/u.dT€.

IS 01 OiKerat, v'jroraaao/u.evot iv iravrl (^o^ro T0i<i Be-

CTTToraL'?, ou fiovov TOK dja9ol<i Kal eineLKecrLV dXXd Ka\

1 9 Tol<i (TKoXiol<i. TovTo <ydp ')((ipi<i, el hid avvelhrjaiv Qeov

20 vTrocfiepeL ri<; Xv7ra<; Trda^cov aSt/co)?. irolov 'yap KXeo<; el

d/xapravovre'i Kal KoXacpc^o/jLevoo viro/jievetTe ; dXX el

dyaOoTTocovvre'i Kal 7rdo-^ovTe<; virofxevelre, touto %a/3t9

2 1 irapa Sew. et? tovto yap ifcXrjOrjTe, on Kal XptaTO^

errraOev virep v/jlwv, vtuv vTroXi/xirdvcov inroypafx/jiov iva

22 e7raKoXou6)]a7)T6 tol<; t^veaiv avrov' 09 dfxapriav ovk

23 iiroiTjaep, ovSe eupedr] S6Xo<; iu tm aTOjxan aurov' 09

XoLSopov/j,evo<i OVK dvTeXoiSopeL, irdcr-^cov ovk TjTreiXei, irap-

24 ehihov Se tw Kpivovn SiKaico-i' 09 Ta9 d/xapTia^ rjficou

avTO'i dvi'jveyKev ev t&j aaifxan avrov eirl to ^vXov, lvu

Tal<; dfiapTiat^ diroyevopbevoh rfj BiKatoavvrj ^rjaco/xev ov

25 Tw jjidiXoym Iddrjje' rjre yap d><; Trpo/Bara TrXavcofievoi,

dXX' e7r€(7rpd(fi7]Te vvv eirl rov iTOijxeva Kal iirLcrKOTrov tcop

-v^u^cov VflCOV.

II. 24. The question whether uiiTov should be read after fji.uhuivi is

somewhat perplexing. There is good MS. authority both on the side of

inserting and of omitting the word, and the two oldest copies are on

opposite sides, K having the pronoun and B omitting. Tischendorf has

the word in his text, and Tregelles on his margin. As very frequently,

consideration of probabilities Avith regard to transcription gives little aid.

It is hardly possible to say with decision whether it is more likely that a

sense of grammatical projiriety led to the leaving out of the redundant

pronoun, or that a remembrance of ay-roti, as it stands in LXX., in the

very familiar passage cited by Peter (Isa. liii. 5), led to its being inserted

in the apostle's relative clause,— the ear having become accustomed to

the Hellenistic redundancy of expression, through its occasional occur-

I'ence elsewhere in N. T. Left to this line of inquiry, one might perhajjs

incline to think the former supjaosition on the whole the more j)robable.

But there seems to be a preponderance of MS. testimony in favour of

omitting the pronoun.
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3 '0/jLOLO)<i jvvalK6<i, VTTOTaaaofievai T0i9 tSt'ot<? dvBpuaiv,

Iva Kal et rtve<i aireiOovatv tu) Xoyo), Sea r?}? tmv <yvvatKOiv

2 avaaTpo(firj<i dveu Xojov KephrjOi^aovrai, enroTTTevcravTe^ T7]v

o ev cf)6l3a> dyvrjv dva(TTpo(f)r)v v/ulmv. wv earo) ov-^ o e^codev

€/jL7r\oK)]<; rpi-^MV Kal 7rept,6eaeco<; '^pvaicov i] ivSvaeco'i

4 i/xaTLcou KO(Tpbo<^, dX)C 6 KpvirTo<i tt}? KapBia^; dvOpcoTro^ ev

TO) d(f)ddpT(p Tov 7rpa€0}<; Kal rjav^iov irvevjiaro'^, 6 icrriv

5 evcoTTLov TOV 0eov TToXvTeXi'i. ovto)<; <ydp nroTe Kal at

aytai jvvatKe'i at eKirifyvcrai et<? Qeov eKoa/iiovv eavTa^,

6 vTTOTaaaofjievat rot? 18iol<; dvSpdcnv, d)^ "Xdppa vtttJkov-

aev TU) ^A^padfjb, Kvpiov avTov KaXovaa' rj'i iyevrjdrjTe

T€Kva, dyadoTTOiovaai Kal fxr] <j)o/3ovfj,evav /JbijSefiLav

TTTOTjCriV.

7 Oi dvSpe<; ofMOL(o<;, avvoLKovvT6<i KUTa yvcoaLv to?

dadevecTTepo) crKevet tco yvvacKelw, d'Trovep,ovT6<; TifMrjv co?

Kal avvKXrjpovo/jioc^ ^dpiTo<i ^o))]<;, et? to fxtj evKOTTTecrdat

Ta? Trpocrev^d^; vjxmv.

8 To he reXo? irdvTe'i Ojxoc^pove^, (XV/ji7radeL<;, (f)i\dSe\(f)OL,

9 eva-irXayy^voi, Ta'rreLv6(^pove<i, jxtj aTroScSovTe'i KaKov dvrl

KaKov i) \oiBopiav dvTl XotSopia?, TOvvavTiov 8e evXo-

yovvTe'i, OTt eh tovto eKXrjOriTe, Xva evkoylav KXrjpovo-

10 fxrjarjTe. 'O yap 0eXa>v ^corjv dyairdv Kal IBeiv r]pbepa<i

dya6d<i iravcrdTO) Ttjv yXcocrcrav diro KaKov Kal )(eiXri tov

1 1 fir) XaXrjcraL BoXoV iKKXtvaTco Be diro KaKov Kal iroirj-

1 2 craTO) dyadov' ^rjTrjadTco elpijvrjv Kal Biw^dToy avTtjv' otl

6(f)6aXfxol Kvpiov eVl BiKaiov<;, Kal coxa avTOv eh Berjcriv

13 avTwv' TrpoawTTov Be Kvpiov eirl 7roLovvTa<i KaKa. Kal

t/? 6 KaKcoaaiv v/Ji,d<;, edv tov dyaOov ^rjXcoTal yevrjaOe ;

14 dXX" el Kal Tracr^otre Bid BiKaiocrvvrjp, fiaKaptot. Tov Be

III. 6. On the question between vT^yix-ovavj (N A C) and v-!rvjKoviu (B),

see Commentary, in he.

III. 7. Between tjvvx,7^/ip')v6fiot and avvxXri^dvoy.oiz authorities are much
divided. Either suits the structure of the sentence. The weight of the

evidence of B and the Vulgate,—and also of N, for though in its earliest

form that MS. shows the accusative plural, this cannot well be anj^hing

else than a clerical error for the dative,—seems to prove that the dative

was probably the original reading.
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15 (f)0^ov avrcov fxr] (f)oj3r]6T]T6 /xijSe Tapa-^Orjre, Kvpi.ov Be

TOP XptcTTov aycaaare iv Tal<; KapSiaL<i v/hmv erotpboi aeX

7Tpo<i aTToXoyiav iravrl toj alrovvrt v/j.d<t Xoyov irepX Tf]<; iv

1 6 iijuv ekiTiho^, aXka /xera irpavTrjTO'i Kal (f)6^ou, crvveihrjcriv

e'^ovre's d'ya67]v, Iva iv w KaraXaXelaOe Karata'^vvdcoaiv

ol iTTrjped^ovre'i vfitov rrjv dja6?]v iv Xpiaru) dva<7Tpo(f)r]v.

17 KpeLTTov 'yap a.'ya6o7roLovvTa<i, el OeXoi, to diXrjfia rov

18 &eov, Trdaj^eLV rj KaKOTroiovvra^. on Kal X/aicrro? dira^

irepi afiapricov cnreOavev, SLKaLO<i virep clSlkcov, Iva vfxd-i

Trpoa-aydyr} tu> Qeco, 6avaroidel<i p,ev aapKL, ^a)07roi,r]del<i

19 Se TTvev/xaTL' iv w Kal rol^ iv (pvXaKy irvevfjuacrLV iropev-

20 6el<i eKTJpv^ev, direLOijaacrtv irore, ore aTre^eSe^ero i) rov

Qeov fJLaKpoOujjLLa iv ri/j.epaL<; Ncoe, KaraaKeua^ofiev7j<i

KLJSoiTov, et9 i)v oXtyoi, tout gcjtlv 6/ctq) y^rv^al, hieadi-

21 Orjcrav hi vSaT0<i. o Kal vfid^ dprlrvTrov vvv aco^ec

/daTTTiafia, ov aapKO<i airodeai^ puirov dWa avveih-qaeo)^

III. 18. For a.'Tci&ctviv (sui:)ported by N A C and the early versions),

B and three late uncial copies, with many cursives, read eTi-ocSsu. West-

cott and Hort, having ccTridxi/ev in their text, place the other in their

margin. The similarity of the words in form, and the familiarity of

them both, and practical equivalence, as here ajipliod, obviously made
confusion very easy. In ii. 21 precisely the same question presents

itself, — the preponderance of authority there, however, in favour of

sVa^fj/ being quite decisive. Here the evidence for d'Tridxvsu pre-

ponderates. Its documentary support is greater ; and, having regard to

the specialties of this Ejiistle, it seems much more likely that a copyist

would stumble from uTriSavtv into 'i'^tx.diu than vice versa, because, whilst

d.'Trodvmx-tiv is not found elsewhere in the Epistle, xxax-'" is a markedly

favourite word of the apostle, occurring oftener in this short letter than

in the whole of Paul's writings. In ii. 21, 23, iv. 1, it is used with

reference to Christ. The mua^nv of the verse preceding the present also

might most naturally lead a copyist to write 'i-Ttoikv.

For ii^oii (supported by B and a number of cursives), ^^wa? is given

by S*^ A C, two late uncials, and the majority of cursives. The versions

are pretty equally divided. A preponderance of documentary authority

is thus on the side of ^^aj. But when j)robability with regard to tran-

scriptional error is considered, the likelihood seems very decidedly to be

that v^oii was tlie original reading. Into the easy, familiar, natural

form in a connection like the present, "bring us to God," a copyist

might most readily stumble,—into the singular and remote " ijon^'' only

by a casual clerical error in an isolated case, which does not at all account

for the wide diffusion of the reading.
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drya6'fj<; €7repa)Tri/j,a et? Qeov, St avaarua€(jo<; 'Irjaov

22 XptcTTOv, 09 ecTTiv tV Se^ia Qeov, iropevOeU et? ovpavov,

VTroTwyivTcop axnu) dyjeXcov Kal e^ovaioov koX Bvvdfiecoi/.

4 XpLdTov ovv iraOovTO'i aapKi, koI y/xet? ri-jv avrrjv evvoiav

2 oirXiaaaOe, on 6 iraOcav crapKi ireTravTai dfiapTiaL<;, et?

TO ixrjKert uvOpwiraiv e'7rcdvfjiiat<; dWa 6eki]fiaTt, Qeov rov

o eTTikoLTTOV iv aupKL ^tcoaut ^povov. dpKero'i <yap o trape-

\ri\v6(jo<i '^p6vo<; to l3ov\r]/j,a rcov idvwv Kareipjaadac,

7r67ropevfievov<; iv daeXyecaL'?, e7rt6vjiiLai<i, olvocfiXvycaif;,

4 K(Ofioi<;, TTOToi^;, Kal dde/xiroi^ ei8co\o\arpiai<i' iv w ^evL-

^ovrai, /J.7] avvrpe-^QVTWv v/iwv et9 tijv avT>iv rfj'i d<JWTM<^

5 dvd^vaLV, ^\aa(pr]/xovvT€<;' ot cnroBcoaova-iv Xoyov tu) krol-

6 /i<w9 e^ovTt Kplvat ^ct)VTa<i Kal veKpov<;. et? tovto yap Kal

veKpoL<i evTqyyeXiaOr], Iva Kpidwai pt,ev Kara dvOpdyirovi

aapKL, ^cbai Se Kara Qeov Trvevixari.

7 ndvTOiV Se TO TeXo9 'ijyycKev. (T(0(f)povr]aaT6 ovv Kau

8 vi'jyjrare et9 '7rpocrev')(d<i' nrpo irdvrwv rrjv et9 eavrov^

dydTrrjv iKTevrj €'^ovre<;, on dydirr, KaXvirret TrXijdo'i

9 afxapnoiv' (f)tX6^evoi el<; dX\,r]Xov<i dvev yoyyva/xov'

1 e/cao-T09 Kado)^ eXa/Sev '^dpiajxa, eh eavrov<i avro SiaKo-

1 1 vovvres ft)9 KaXol ooKovofMOC ttolklXt]'; -ydpLTO'i Qeov' et Tt<i

XaXet, 609 Xoyia Qeov' eu n<; StaKovel, ft)9 ef lc-)(yo^ rj^

•^opijyel 6 0609' iva iv irdaiv So^d^Tjrat o Qeo^ Stci ^Irjaou

IV. 1. For x/nxprixig (found in {^"^B), d/^uprlx; is read hj S* A C and

later MSS. The rendering of the Vulgate (a j^ecmtis), and that of the

Peshito Syriac, which is similar, sustain ufictprtxig, there being no trace in

the Greek copies of the genitive plural as a' reading. That transcribers

might most readily, by dropping the iota, change the somewhat peculiar

construction with the dative into the familiar construction with the

genitive, is obvious,—whilst the converse change is not at all likely.

IV. 5. For 'ixovTt x,ph»i (which is given by N A and the MSS. generally),

B, with probably C, and also a very few minor authorities, reads KpiuovTi.

Westcott and Hort have put this latter in their text, while no other

editors have even given it an alternative place on the margin, and
Scrivener describes it as a " frigid gloss." The canon of difficulty is no
doubt in its favour ; yet, considering the somewhat anomalous, and, in its

connection here, not very natural combination ru> iToifiu<; x-pluovn,—and

the fewness of the authorities which support the reading,—it seems likely

that it has sprung, by error of some kind, out of the other.
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15 (f)o^ov avTMv fMt] (})o/37j6fJT6 fjbTjSe rapa'^OPjre, Kvpi.ov Se

TOP Xpiarov o-'yidaare ev ral<i Kaphlai^ v/ncov eroifioi del

Trpo'i aTToXoytav iravrl roi aiTOvvn v/j.d<i Xoyop irepX tP]'? ev

1 6 iiplv iX7rtSo<i, dWd fxera 7rpavT'rjT0<; kuI (p6(3ov, avveihrjaiv

€'^ovT6<i d<ya6i'}v. Iva ev (h KaraXakeia-de Karaca'^vvOoiaLv

ol e7r7}ped^ovre<i vficov Tr]v djaOrjv ev Xpiaru) dvaarpo^t]v.

17 Kpelrrov 'yap djadoTrotovvTai;, el 0e\ot to OeXTjfia tov

1 8 6eov, irda'^eLV ij KaK07roiouvTa<i. on Kal Xpicrro^i dira^

Trept d/juapTLcov dTreOavev, htKaia virep dSUcov, 'iva u/^a?

TTpoaa'yd'yri ru) Qew, davaT(o6el<; /j,ev aapKi, ^ct)07roir]del<i

19 Be irvevp.arf ev di Kal Tolf ev cf^vXaKj] Trvev/xaaiv iropev-

20 ^ei? eKTjpv^ev, direLOijaaalv irore, ore dTre^eSe-^ero ?; tov

&eov fiaKpodu/jiLa ev rj/xepai'i Ncoe, KaTaaKeva^op,€vrj<i

Ki^coTov, 619 yv oXiyoi, TOVT eaTtv OKTOi yjru^al, Siea-co-

21 drjaav St vhaTO'i. o Kal vfid^ avTiTuirov vvv acii^et

^aTTTia/xa, ov aapKO'^ a7rodecri<; pvirov dXXd a-vveiBrjcreo}^

III. 18. For ccTTidoti/iu (supijorted by SAC and the early versions),

B and three late uncial copies, with many cursives, read e'Trcchu. West-

cott and Hort, having d-TiriSuuiv in their text, place the other in their

margin. The similarity of the words in form, and the familiarity of

them both, and practical equivalence, as here applied, obviously made
confusion very easy. In ii. 21 precisely the same question presents

itself, — the preponderance of authority there, however, in favour of

£7ru$sv being quite decisive. Here the evidence for oiTriduusv pre-

ponderates. Its documentary support is greater ; and, having regard to

the sjDecialties of this Epistle, it seems much more likely that a cojjyist

would stumble from ecTi-s^xviv into 'i'^udev than vice versa, because, whilst

dTroSvyiaKiiv is not found elsewhere in the Epistle, -Tciitaxitv is a markedly

favourite word of the apostle, occurring oftener in this short letter than

in the whole of Paul's writings. In ii. 21, 23, iv. 1, it is used with

reference to Christ. The "Tcuaxnv of the verse preceding the present also

might most naturally lead a coj^yist to write 'iTrxdev.

For C/u,oc,; (supported by B and a number of cursives), ^//«j is given

by X"A C, two late uncials, and the majoi'ity of cursives. The versions

are pretty equally divided. A preponderance of documentary authority

is thus on the side of i}ficig. But when probability with regard to tran-

scriptional error is considered, the likelihood seems very decidedly to be

that vf<,cii was the original reading. Into the easy, familiar, natural

form in a connection like the present, "bring us to God," a copyist

might most readily stumble,—into the singular and remote " you" only

by a casual clerical error in an isolated case, which does not at all account

for the wide diffusion of the reading.
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d<ya6rj<i eirepcorri^a et? Qeov, Bt avacndaeoi^ IrjaoO

22 Xpiarov, o? eariv ev Se^id ©eov, 7ropev6eL<i el<i ovpavov,

viroTa'yevTOiv avru> d'yyeK.wv Kal e^ovcnwv kol Suvd/j,e(ov.

4 Xpiarov ovv traOovTO'; crapKi, koI vfjL€L<i rijv avrrjv evvoiav

2 OTr'Xiaaade, on 6 iradoov aapKi TreiravTat d/jiapTLai'i, et?

TO /xrjKeri uvOpdiirwv €'7ridufjLiat<i dWd 6e\,')]/JiaTt Qeov rov

3 eTTiK.oi'iTov iv aapKi ^loiyaat '^(povov. dpKero<i <yap o irape-

\7)\v9a)<i ')(^p6vo<i TO l3ouXrjfxa rSiV edvoiv Kareip'ydcrdai,

TreTTopevfjiivovi iv daeXyecai<;, eTriOv/jbiaa, olvocpXvjtaL'i,

4 K(t)/xoi<;, 7r6TOL<i, Kal ddef^LTOt^ elSrjo\o\aTpiaL<;' ev w ^evt-

^ovrat, [xi-j (Tvvrpe^ovruiv v/xcov et9 tt)!' avrrjv Tf;? dacoria<;

5 dvd^vo-LV, /3Xaa(fjr]fiovvTe<;' oc dTToScoaouacv Xojov Ta> irol-

6 //-&)<? e^ovTL Kptvat ^(ovra^ koI veKpov'i. eZ? tovto yap Kai

veKpol'^ evrj'yyeK.Lcrdri, Xva KpiOoiai fxev Kajd dvOpcoirovi

aapK.1, ^wai Se Kara ©eov irvev/xaTi.

7 Udvratv he to TeXo? i^y^LKev. aco^povqaare ovv Kai

8 vyj^jrare et? Trpocrev^d^' irpo irdvTwv rrjv et? eavTov^

d^dirriv eKjevrj e'^ovTe<;, on dyaTrr, KaXvirret TrXrjOo^

9 d/Mapnoov' cptXo^evoi etV dXXi'jXov; dvev jo'yyvcr/jiov'

10 €Kaaro<i Kadco<i eXa^ev '^dpicrfxa, et? eavrov'; avro hiaKO-

1 1 vovvre^ co? KaXol oiKOvofioi 7roiKiX7]<; 'ydpiro'i ©eov' et Tt?

XaXel, &)9 Xoyia ©eov' eu n<; SiUKOvei, (w? e| ic-^vo<i 779

'^oprjyel 6 ©e6<i' iva iv irdcnv So^d^Tjrai 6 ©eo? Sid ^Irjaov

IV. 1. For dcfioipTixis (found in i^'^B), i/iiuprioc; is read by N* A C and

later MSS. The renJbring of tlie Vulgate (a peccatis), and that of the

Peshito Syriac, which is similar, sustain (k.f4.»pTioctg, there being no trace in

the Greek copies of the genitive plural as a' reading. That transcribers

might most readily, by dropping the iota, change the somewhat peculiar

construction with the dative into the familiar construction with the

genitive, is obvious,—whilst the converse change is not at all likely.

IV. 5. For 'ixovTi Kplveti (which is given by N A and the MSS. generally),

B, with probably C, and also a very few minor authorities, reads Kpii/ovri.

AVestcott and Hort have put this latter in their text, while no other

editors have even given it an alternative place on the margin, and

Scrivener describes it as a " frigid gloss." The canon of difficulty is no

doubt in its favour ; yet, considering the somewhat anomalous, and, in its

connection here, not very natural combination ru eToif^u^ Kpiuovn,—and

the fewness of the authorities which support the reading,—it seems likely

that it has sprung, by error of some kind, out of the other.
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XpidTov, w icTTtv t) So^a Koi TO KpdTO<i et9 T0V9 alS)va<i

rS)V alcavoiv. ajjbrjv.

12 AyaTTTjTol, firj ^evi^eaOe rfj ev v^uv nrvpcocret, Trpo?

Treipaa/xov vfMtv yivofieiirf, o)? ^evou ufxtv avp,l3aivovro<i'

13 aWa Kado Koivcoveire rot? tov Xpiarov TraOi'ifxaaiv %«'-

pere, iva kui ev rfj airoKaX.V'y^ei rrj'i So^rj^ avrov '^aprjre

1 4 dyaWKOfievoi,. El ovecSi^eaOe ev ovo/xarL XpicrTOv,

fxaKcipiOL' on to t/}9 80^779 koX to tov &eov Tlpevfia e(^'

1 5 vfid<i dvaTraverai. fxrj yap ri? vfjbcov iraa^ero} w? ^ovev<i rj

1 G K\67rrr)<i ij KaK07roio<i, r) to? dWoTpieTrlcrKOTro'i' el Se o)?

XpL(TTLavo<i, fiTj ala'^vveaOco, So^a^erco 8e tov Qeov ev tw

17 ovofiaTt tovto). otl KaLp6<; tov dp^aaOai to Kptfia diro

TOV oIkov tov ©eou' el Be TrpcoTov dcf) 7)p.oi)v, tl to TeXo^

18 Toov aTreLOovvTwv tu> tov ©eov evayyeXlcp ; Kal El o

BiKULO'i /j,o\i<i crco^eTat, dae^rj^; Kal d/xapTcoXo^; ttov

19 (f)aveiTai ; wcfTe Kal 01 Tracr^ofTe? KaTa to OeXrj/xa tov

©eov iriCTTU) KTcaT-p irapaTLdeadcoaav xa? yjrv^i^d^ avTcov iv

dyaOoTTOua.

5 Upea^VTepovi ovv ev vptZv TvapaKakw 6 ovvTrpecr^vTepo<i

Kal fiapTV<; tow tov XpcaTOv iradri/idTcov, Kal tj}?

2 fieWovarj^; diroKaXviTTeadai So^7}<; kolvo}v6<;' iroifidvaTe to

iv vfitv TTolfivLov TOV ©eov, /jbrj dvayKacrTa)<i dWd eK0Vcri(o<i

3 KaTO, ©eov, firjSe alcx'^poKephoi'i dWd 7rpo6vp,co<i, fxrjB^ (i?

IV. 14. On additions to tlie text of this verse, which are found in some
copies, see Commentary, in he.

V. 2. Before [/.vi dvcii,yx.oe.azug, A, with most of the later MSS. and the

versions, reads Wiaico-Trovvn;^ which N B and some other authorities omit.

In a passage like this, which no doubt was much quoted in hortatory

addresses to church office-bearers, the participle was very apt to slip in,

—

giving, as it does, a certain rhetorical roundness to the sentence. That, if

in the original text, it would have been omitted, is very improbable.

The words xatToi ©to'f, after sKovaitj);, have a much stronger claim to be

regarded as genuine. They are supported by S A and many later MSS.,

and by the Vulgate, Memphitic, and some other versions,—but omitted

by B, the majority of the later MSS., and the Peshito Syriac. The words

are not such as would be at all likely to slip into the text ; whilst, on the

other hand,—from their very grandeur, when viewed as exhibiting a

model for pastoral care,—the iise of them might readily be shrunk from

in oral citation, and omission in MSS. might thus easily enough arise.
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KaTaicvpievovT€<i rcov KXtjpcov dWd tvttol <ytvofi€vot rou

4 TTOifiviov Kul (f)avepa)6€VT0<; rov ap-^t7roLfi6vo<; Koiiielcrde

5 Tov dfiapdvTLVoi' t?}? So^t]^ aTe<^avov. Ofioio)<i vecoTepoi,

VTTOTdyrjTe irpecrlBvTepoi^' irdvre'i he dXKrjXoi'^ ttjv Tairetvo-

<^poauvrjV iyKOfi(3(i)<jaa6e' ort 'O 0eo? VTr€pT](f)dvoL<i dvri-

rdacreraL, raTreivol^ Se SiBoicriv -^dpiv.

G Ta7reivdo67]Te ovv vtto rrjv Kparatdv %etpa tov ©eov, Iva

7 ii^d^ v-y^oocrr) iv Katpa>, irdaav T^]V fxeptixvav v/xwv iiripi-

8 \^ai/Te9 eV avTov, otl avTO) fieXec irepl v/mmv. N)]-\lraTe,

'yprj<yopi]craTe' 6 dvTi8iKo<; vficou Sia/3o\o9 <W9 Xecov wpvofxe-

'.) vo<i TrepLTrarei ^rjrdijv riva Karamelv w dvTiaTrjTe arepeol

Ty TTiarei, elSore^ rd aura t&ji' Tradijfidrwv ttj iv tw Koafxco

10 vfxwv dSeXcf^oTTjTC eTnTeXeiaOai. 'O Be ©eb<; irdai]<i

'^dpLjo'i, 6 Ka\eaa<i vfia<i eh ttjv aloovtov avrou Bo^av ev !>

Xpiarw oXlyov iradovTa^, avro<i KaTapriaet, o-rrjpl^eL,

11 crOevcocrei. avro) to KpdTO<i el<i tou^ aloiva^. dfjitjv.

V. 8. On tlie reading riva xxTdTnuu, see Commentary, in loc.

V. 10. After adsuaan, N and the great body of MSS., supj^orted by a

number of versions, add di^t'htoKni. A B and the Vulgate, with a few

minor authorities, omit it. This evidence for omission, though scanty, is

very strong in quality. From the nature of the verse one may safely

assume that in the early ages, as in our own time, it was much employed

in sermons and in prayers,—this latter use, indeed, being proved by the

large number of copies in which the verbs have received a petitionary

form by being put in the optative. Now the natural tendency in oral

citation and free application of a passage of a cumulative structure, such

as this, is always, for supposed effectiveness, to add to the cumulus, not to

diminish. Considering this fact, and the high authority of those copies

which leave the word out, the great probability seems to be that it did

not belong to the original text. The particular verb di^i>.iovu might

readily suggest itself, from its similarity in sense to the verbs used by

the apostle, and from the remembrance of the way in which Paul has

employed it in passages which also, no doubt, like the present, were

familiar as quotations in homilies, Eph. iii. 17 ; Col. i. 23.

V. 11. After tov: uiai/x;, i^ A, and most other authorities, add roiu

alLvuv. B and a few others omit these words. Considering the great

tendency to expansion in doxologies, and, in the present case, particularly

the tendency to conform the language entirely to that of iv. 11 (a tendency

showing itself at work in the beginning of our verse in the reading, found

in very many copies, vi lo^a Koti before to jcqctroi), the likelihood is very

stronjj that the shorter readinjr is the original.
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12 Alo, ^iXovavov vfxlv rov ttlgtov dhekf^ov, w? Xoyl^ofjLai,

8i' oXljcov eypayjra, irapaKoXwv kol eTrifiaprvpcov ravTrjv

''< 13 eTvac oXtjO)) X^piv rov ©eov' et<? ijv crrr^re. 'Acnrd^erai

vfid'i 7] iv Baj3v\(iiVi crvveKXeKTr) koI MdpKo^ 6 u/69 /jlou.

14 A(nrdaaa6e dXkr]Xov<; iv ^iXrjixaTL dydTrr]'^.

Elprjvrj vfilv TrddLv TOL<i iv XpiaTO}.



INTRODUCTION.

I.—C4ENUINENESS.

1. In its opening words the letter distinctly claims the

Apostle Peter as its writer ; and this claim is sustained by

such abundant evidence, external and internal, that it cannot

on any reasonable critical principles be impugned. With

regard to no book in the 'New Testament is the proof of

genuineness more thoroughly satisfying.

2. In the early Church the Epistle was universally accepted

as by Peter. On this point the statement of Eusebius (H. E.

iii. 3), based on an intimate acquaintance with tlie Christian

literature of the first centuries, is quite express : Uerpov /xev

ovv emo-ToXii [jLia, i) \€yofj,6vr] avTov irporepa, dvcofioXojTjTaf

ravTT] Se Kal ot irdXai irpea^vTepoi &)9 civafKpLXeKTO) iv Tol<i

cr<^(hv avrcbv KaraKe-^privTai avyypdfi/iiaaLV.

The first reference which we find to the letter is that

implied in the Sevripav of the Second Epistle (iii. 1), a docu-

ment which, whether its genuineness is admitted or not, is

unquestionably of very early date : ravTrjv rjhrj, dyairrjTol,

Sevrepav v/jlIv 'ypd(f)a) i7ncrro\')]v.

Clement of Eome, in his Epistle to the Corinthians (§ 59),

has eKokeaev rjfid<i diro aKorou^i ei? c^w?,—which cannot well

be doubted to be from 1 Pet. ii. 9, especially when we find

Clement in another passage (§ oQ) using the full expression

about the light : rj icrKOTw/jievr) hbdvota '^fioov dvaOdWet et? to

Oaufiaarov avrov ^ft)9.

In the TcacJwir/ of the Twelve Apostles (i. 4) the precept
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aireyov roov aapKiKcov Kal acofxaTiKcov eTriOvfiLoJv seems clearly

to have for its basis 1 Pet. ii. 11.

The passages just quoted from Clement and from the JiSa;^>;

can hardly be called absolutely certain reminiscences of Peter,

though their being such is probable in a very high degree.

But in Polycarp's Epistle to the Philippians there are several

quite indisputable quotations. In § 1 we find et? ov ovk

ISovTe^ TTLarevere xapa, aveKkaXrjrw koI SeSo^acrfieprj, from

1 Pet. i, 8 ; in § 2, 7rt<jTevcravTe<i et? tov ejelpavra rov Kvptov

rjjjbwv ^Itjuovv XpLarov e/c v€Kpo)V Kal Bovra avroj ho^av, from

1 Pet. i. 21, and fir] uTrohihovre^ kukov avrl kukov >) XoiSoplav

avTc XoiBopLa<;, from 1 Pet. iii. 9 ; in § 8, 09 dv>]ve'yKeu rj/xoju

ra'i afiapria^ tw IZlw acofxart eVl to ^vXov, 09 afiaprtap ovk

iiroLrjaei', ovSe evpeOrj S6\o<; ev rw aro/jiaTL avrov, from 1 Pet.

ii. 24, 22.

Of Polycarp's contemporary Papias we are told by Eusebius

(//. E. iii. 39): K£'^p?]Tat Se 6 avro<i /u,aprvpiaL<; diro t?/9

^Iwdvvov irpoTepa'i e'maTo\r}<i, Kal drro t% Ue.ipov Ofioioo<;.

Besides those passages which have now been quoted from

Clement, the zJ^Sa;)^?;', and Polycarp, there are also in others of

the very early Christian writings—tlie Epistle of Barnabas,

the Epistle to Diognetus, the Shqjhcrd of Hermas, and the

Homily of unknown authorship formerly called the Second

Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians—probable reminiscences

of the First Epistle of Peter ; the most striking of which,

as also some from the writers already cited, will be found

mentioned in the notes on the various passages apparently

referred to.

The early Gnostic Basilides says (Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 1 2)

:

"va fiT) CO? KardSiKOi, eirl KaKol^ ofMoXoyovfiii^oa TrdOwcn, firjSe

XoiZopovpuevot CO? 6 fM0t'^6<i rj o (^ovev'i, dXA,' oti, '^piaTcavol

7re0v/coTe?, oVep avrow irapr^'yopi^aeL /Jb7)8e Trda'^eiv SoKecv,—

a

passage which one can hardly doubt to have had for its basis

1 Pet. iv. 14-16.

The persecuted Christians of Vienne and Lyons say in

their Epistle (Euseb. H. E. v. 2) : iraireivovv iavrov^ vtto ttju
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Kparatav X^"^?^' ^'^ ^1^ i/cavo)'; vvv elalv v-\lrci)/xepot, from 1 Pet.

V. 6.

Irenteiis is the first who attaches the writer's name to his

quotations from the Epistle. In iv. 9. 2 : Petrus ait in epistoLa

sua,
—

" Quem non videntes diligitis," inquit, " in quem nunc

non videntes credidistis, gaudebitis gaudio inenarrabili," from

1 Pet. i. 8 ; in iv. 16. 5 : Propter hoc Petrus ait, "non vela-

nientum malitite habere nos libertatem," from 1 Pet. ii. 16.

From this point it is unnecessary to give quotations,

because the free use of the Epistle, with the apostle's name

attached, by Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, Cyprian,

and the Fathers generally, shows that in every part of the

Church it was unhesitatingly received as genuine.

In the very earliest versions of the New Testament, the Old

Latin and Syriac, the Epistle was included.

In the Muratorian Fragment on the Canon it is not

mentioned. Since, as we have seen, there is ample proof of

the full acceptance of the Epistle long before any date to

which, with the least likelihood, the composition of this list

can be referred, the omission is probably to be explained by

the supposition—to which the character of the document

and the condition of the extant copy give every support

—

either that a sentence has been accidentally left out in

translating from the original Greek, or that at the first

the list was somewhat defective in its structure. See the

thorough discussion on this subject in Westcott, On the Canon.

3. With the position so abundantly sustained by external

proof, that the letter is a genuine production of the Apostle

Peter, everything in it perfectly accords. It breathes throuoh-

out the spirit of quiet dignity, and shows everywhere the

spiritual wisdom, the richness of tender sympathy, the aptness

to teach, which are reasonably to be looked for in a writing

from the hand of an apostle of Christ.

4. Some interesting and striking coincidences of thought

and expression are found between the Epistle and the dis-

courses of Peter recorded in the Book of Acts. Comp. i. 21
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with Acts iii. 16 ; ii. 7 with Acts iv. 11 ; ii. 24 with Acts

V. 30, X. 39; iv. 5 with Acts x. 42. The first of these

/v cases is particularly striking, the resemblance being in a

somewhat peculiar thought ; tov<; Si" avrov 7rL(7Tov<i in the

Epistle, Tj TTiCTTt'; rj St avrov in Acts.

\ 5. There are in the Epistle, also, modes of expression

I which tend to show that the writer had personally known the

Lord Jesus, and which are of so incidental and indirect a

1 character, that design to produce the impression of our having

' autoptic testimony is out of the question. In i. 8 the use

of ovK with the aorist participle iS6vTe<i, and of /x?; with the

present 6pwvre<;, sets forth the " not having seen Christ " simply

/ objectively, as a fact, but the " not seeing Him now," as a

fact viewed in subjective relations. It is hardly conceivable

/ that this little distinction would have been made except

by one to whom it came instinctively, through the fact that

the " not having seen the Lord " had for him no direct

subjective relations, as he had seen Him,—whilst the " not

seeing Him now " was an experience common to writer and

readers. Again, in iii. 22 the participial statement, Tropeu^ei?

et? ovpavov, is really implied in the previous clause, o? eariv

ev Se^ia Qeov, and it is hard to imagine that it would, in

such a sentence, have found expression by itself, except from

a "writer to whom, in connection with the thought of the

Lord's being " at the right hand of God," memory immediately

brought up, with vivid power. His departure from the Mount

of Olives to heaven, as a scene at which he himself was

present. The mode, too, in which the Saviour's sufferings,

and His demeanour under them, are described, leads a reader

irresistibly to the thought of the action of memory. " The

meek conduct of Jesus, His silent endurance of all revilings

and accusations. His quiet patience, even unto the cross

(i. 19, ii. 21-24, iii. 18),—all this is described in such a

manner that we involuntarily get the impression of an

eye-witness " (Lechler, Apost. and Post-Almost. Times, E. T

vol. ii. p. 158).
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6. The Petrine authorship of the Epistle does not seem to

have been disputed till the rise of the modern destructive

school of criticism. The Paulicians, an Oriental sect of the

eighth and ninth centuries, kindred to the Manicheans, set

aside the Epistle through hatred of the apostle or of his

doctrine Qjcssi?nc adversus ilium affccti, as the contemporary

chronicler, Petrus Siculus, has it) ; but not the slightest hint

is given that they doubted Peter to be the writer. By the

Tiibingen critics the authorship has been denied, mainly on

the ground of the obvious familiarity of the writer with letters

of the Apostle Paul, and his manifest harmony with Paul in

doctrine. Thus Schwegier says, " The Epistle is an attempt

of a disciple of Paul to reconcile the Pauline and Petrine

parties, by putting into Peter's mouth a testimony to Paul's

soundness in the faith, along with a statement of the Pauline

system of doctrine, coloured somewhat through the views

of Peter" (Nachajjost. Zcitalter, vol. ii. p. 22). This admitted

w^ant of discord between our Epistle and the Epistles of Paul

has weight against the Petrine authorship, of course, only

with persons who concede the fundamental position of the

critical structure associated specially with the names of

Baur and his school—namely, that Paul and the apostles of

the circumcision were keenly opposed to each other in doctrine

and in feeling. A few years ago it would have been needful,

in the Introduction to a critical commentary on 1 Peter, to

discuss this question with some fulness ; but the impression

produced by the boldness, learning, and dialectic skill of the

Tubingen scholars has now to a great extent passed away. Any

measure of belief that the Clementine romance of the latter

half of the second century exhibits the course of the history

of the primitive Church more faithfully than the Acts of the

Apostles, and the writings of Clement of Ptome, and Polycarp,

and Justin, is now confined to a very small circle. Even by

critics of strongly negative tendencies it has been recognised

that the Tiibingen position with respect to the divisions of

the primitive Church is utterly untenable. Keim, for ex-
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ample, in his last work, Aus dem Urclivistcnthum,—published

in 1878, a short time before his death,—enters fully into

a discussion of the supposed data in Scripture for Baur's

conclusions, and shows these data to have been obtained only

by misinterpretations and fallacies. Schenkel, too, in his

Das Christasbild der Apostcl und dcr nacha/j)ostolischcn Zcif,

published in 1879, expresses his utter disbelief in the

Tiibingen doctrine. The same ground, or ground nearly the

same, has been reached by Piieiderer, Weizsacker, Eenan,

and others. Thus, now, in discussing tlie genuineness of

the Epistle, the objection that anything in what is known, or

probably supposed, with respect to Peter's theological views,

or his relations to the Apostle Paul, is inconsistent with

his having written this letter, may quite reasonably be

regarded as already obsolete and out of the way.

7. Exception has been taken by some to the claim of

the Epistle to have been written by Peter, on the ground

that it contains little which is not abundantly taughi in the

New Testament elsewhere, and thus lacks the independence and

originality which are to be looked for in a document coming

from the hand of an eminent apostle. To this objection the

answer is obvious. The test or standard proposed—that every

apostolic writing must abound in strictly new teaching—is a

purely arbitrary one. The only positions on this subject which

are not arbitrary, but plainly sustained by what we know of

the commission and special qualifications of the apostles, are

such as these,—that, without doubt, in writing letters to the

Churches, as in preaching sermons to them, the apostles had

definite aims with respect to giving their brethren spiritual

help,—that, if the satisfactory attainment of the special

spiritual aim of the writer required the announcement of

truth previously hidden, then this truth was made known,

—

and that in every case, whether a letter contained new

revelations or not, certainly by a fresh divinely-taught mode of

presenting truth in suitable aspects and relations the Church

had ministered to it richly the particular aid which was
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intended. Eegarding the First Epistle of Peter the testimony

of the Church of all ages has been most explicit, that,

applying to it the tests based on these reasonable and

scriptural principles, it has found nothing in the document

but what is most fully accordant with its claim to be an

apostolic writing. With various minor objects, the special

aim of the Epistle is plainly to cheer and strengthen the

believer amid difficulty and trial, by bringing vividly before

him the truth of a wise and loving Father's providence, and

brightening his path with the light of hope. Every spiritually-

minded reader feels that the letter fulfils this design in a

measure which can be ascribed only to the wisdom of heaven.

To no portion of the Bible, probably—with the single exception

of the Lord's parting address to His disciples on the eve of His

Passion—does a Christian, when sorely tried, more naturally

turn for guidance and comfort than to this Epistle. Its

wealth of consolation sustains the heart ; and at every point,

too, the calm authoritativeness and dignity of the utterance

accord perfectly with its claim to have been written by the

Apostle Peter.

8. From two statements in the Epistle arguments have been

drawn against the Petrine authorship. One of these state-

ments is that found in the superscription, that the Churches

to which the letter was written were those in Asia Minor,

—Churches which are known to have been founded by the

Apostle Paul or his associates. " It is improbable," says

Dr. Samuel Davidson (Introduction to Study of N. T., vol, i.

p. 425), " that Peter should write to the Churches of

Pontus, Cappadocia, and Bithynia, which Paul had founded

and instructed ; at least while the apostle himself was alive."

It certainly is jyrima facie improbable ; and just for that reason

it is much more likely that the letter which has, as a matter

of fact, come down to us from early times addressed to those

Asiatic Churches, and distinctly claiming to be by Peter

was actually written by him, than that it was from the hand

of an impostor. The unlikelihood of Peter's writing to these
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Churches is so obvious, that an impostor would certainly not

have gratuitously burdened his task with this obstruction in

the way of having his imposture accepted ; whereas circum-

stances may most easily be conceived of a kind to make it

perfectly natural for Peter to send these Churches a letter.

This point is dealt with in § III.

9. The other statement in the letter from which an

objection to the validity of its claim to be by the Apostle

Peter has been derived is that made in iv. 16, that, at the

time it was written, the simple name of " Christian " was a

ground of accusation before courts of law. It has been

maintained that this points to a considerably later date than

Peter's lifetime. Admitting that—as Paul's experience, for

example, in Ephesus, Philippi, and elsewhere proved

—

Christians were liable from the beginning, in any part of the

empire, to persecution in various forms, through outbreaks of

popular fanaticism, or through false accusations raised by

private foes, it is held, at the same time, that persecution

taking the shape of bringing a man to the tribunal charged

simply with being a Christian was possible only after an

Imperial edict expressly prohibiting Christianity had been

issued ; which, it is said, was not till Trajan's time, in the

beginning of the second century.

There are serious flaws in this argument. There appears

to be no sufhcient basis for the assertion that an edict was

needed to make the profession of Christianity a ground of

accusation and of punishment. The principle of the Eomans

was, that unless a religion was expressly sanctioned, it was

illegal. Judaism was a rcligio licita, and for a considerable

number of years Christianity had the protection afforded by

the fact that it was held to be merely a form of Judaism.

But as soon as it was seen that, in some important respects,

Judaism and Christianity were distinct from each other, then

ipso facto Christianity was a forbidden system ; and whilst, no

doubt, the putting of the law in force might be but occasional,

due to local and temporary influences, yet a magistrate could
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not constitutionally refuse to receive a charge made against

a man of being a Cliristian, if such an accusation were

formally raised at his judgement - seat. In fact, that very

correspondence between Pliny and Trajan, from which the

definite illegality of Christianity is by those scholars who

raise this objection to the Petrine authorship of the Epistle

supposed to date, itself shows clearly that the case was not

so, but that Pliny found judicial dealing with Christians, simply

as Christians, already in action when he went to his province.

Pliny's language leaves on this point no doubt whatever :
" Sol-

lemne est mihi, domine, omnia de quibus dubito ad te referre.

Quis enim potest melius vel cunctationem meam regere, vel

ignorantiam extruere ? Cognitionibus de Christianis interfui

nunquam : ideo nescio quid et quatenus aut puniri soleat aut

quteri. Nee mediocriter hresitavi sitne aliquod discrimen jetatum

an quamlibet teneri nihil a robustioribus differant,—detur

poenitentise venia an ei qui omnino Christianus fuit desisse non

prosit,—nomen ipsum, si flagitiis careat, an flagitia cohierentia

nomini puniantur. Interim in iis qui ad me tanquam Christi-

an! deferebantur hunc sum secutus modum. Interrogavi ipsos

an essent Christiani. Confitentes iterum ac tertio interro-

gavi, supplicium minatus : perseverantes duci jussi." Trajan's

reply also most distinctly assumes that there was no question

in hand of making a new law prohibiting Christianity or

enjoining persecution. Quite plainly the law continued as it

had been, the wise and humane emperor merely introducing

some mitigations.

How long Christians had been liable in this way to perse-

cution, and whether the state of things was due to an edict of

some former emperor, expressly condemning Christianity, or

had been .brought about merely through the fact that the

profession of this religion had not been expressly authorized,

we cannot tell. By far the most probable date for the

beginning of judicial dealing with men simply on the ground

of being Christians, is the reign of Nero. It is likely enough

that, in connection with the persecution which followed the
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great fire, that emperor issued au edict prohibiting Christianity,

though this has not been recorded. At all events it cannot

well be doubted that, at the time of his persecution, the Jews

of Eome, in order to escape suffering along with the Chris-

tians, made strenuous endeavours to show clearly to the

government, and to the people generally, the distinction

between the two religious systems. There appears to be a

great probability, therefore, that from the year 64 the pro-

fession of Christianity was, either as being definitely prohibited,

or simply as being unsanctioned, criminal in the eyes of

Itoman law. Now various lines of evidence converge to fix

the date of our Epistle a year or two later than 64. On

the question dealt with in the present paragraph, Professor

Salmon's IntrodtLction to N. T., pp. 543, 544, may be con-

sulted, and particularly a characteristically thorough and

satisfying discussion by Bp. Lightfoot, in his edition of

Ignatius, vol. i. pp. 2-21.

II.—TO WHOM WEITTEK

1. The Epistle is addressed (i. 1) to the Christians in

certain districts of Asia Minor, the districts specified covering

the whole of that region except the south coast.

The first division named is Pontus. Under what circum-

stances Christianity made its entrance into this province

we have no information. Jews and proselytes from it are

mentioned among those who were in Jerusalem at the ever-

memorable Pentecost (Acts ii. 9) ; and by some of these

knowledge of Christian truth may have been carried to their

homes. Aquila, the friend of Paul, was a native^ of Pontus

(Acts xviii. 2).

Of the preaching of the gospel by Paul in Galatia, the

district next named, of the cordial reception which was

given to him and to his teaching, and of the fickleness of

spirit exhibited by many of his converts,—a trait so cha-
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racteristic of the Gallic race to ^vh^ch they belonged,—full

information is supplied in the apostle's letter to the Christians

there.

From Ccqypadocia, which follows, there had been Jews at

Jerusalem at Pentecost. No other mention of this province

than that and the present is found in the New Testament.

In later times its ecclesiastics included some of the most

eminent of Christian bishops and writers,—Ctesarea, the See

of Basil the Great, Nyssa, that of his brother Gregory, and

Nazianzus, tliat of their common friend, the other Gregory,

being all in Cappadocia.

Asia, by which here, as always in the New Testament, is

meant the Eoman province of that name, stretching along the

west coast, included by this time many well-known Churches,

—Ephesus, Colossi, Laodicea, and others,— most of them

founded by Paul or by his evangelistic helpers.

Of Bitlujnia, the last district named by the apostle, we hear

little in the New Testament, the only other mention of it

being a statement in Acts (xvi. 7), that Paul, immediately

before his first mission to Europe, had a wish to visit this

region, but was forbidden by the Spirit. In later times we

find Christianity flourishing in this province. It was with

regard to it that in the year 112 Pliny the younger, at that

time the governor, wrote his famous letter to Trajan, in

which he describes the extraordinary progress of the new

religion. " Multi omnis Petatis, omnis ordinis, utriusque sexus

etiam," as he mentions, were accused before the magistrates on

the charge of being Christians; further, "neque civitates tantum,

sed vicos etiam atque agros, superstitionis istius contagio per-

vagata est
;

" and yet further, with regard to the power of

this new faith in the way of diminishing the attention paid

by the people to the heathen worship, " prope jam desolata

templa—et sacra sollemnia diu intermissa," whilst of animals

offered for sale in the markets to be sacrificed to the gods,

there had been for some time but " rarissimus emptor." In

Bithynia, too, was the city of NicaBa, where, in 325, met the
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memorable CEcumenical Council which condemned the Arian

heresy.

2. The language of the superscription of the Epistle,

e/cXe/cTot? irapeTriSrjfioL'; Siaa7Topd<i Uovtov kt\., suggests at

first sight that it was addressed, not to the Christians

generally Avho lived in the districts named, but to those

of them wlio were of the Jewish race. In a simple piece

of prose writing like this, the genitive hiaairopa<i cannot

naturally be taken (as in the Authorized English Version)

as equivalent to the participle SLeairapfMevoi';. Considering

that for many generations this word SiacrTropd had been

employed in a special way as the designation of that portion

of the Jewish race who lived beyond the bounds of Canaan,

their covenant home (cf. Jer. xxxiv. 17, LXX. ; Judith v. 19
;

2 Mace. i. 27 ; John vii. 35 ; Jas. i. 1), there cannot well

be a doubt that, as used by Peter here, it has this meaning,

" the scattered ones of the house of Israel."

3. But investigation into the precise thought which was

intended by the apostle in using the expression does not

quite end here. In the body of the Epistle nothing presents

itself which seems specially applicable to Jewish Christians,

nothing of such specialty of teaching as we find in the

Epistle of James and in that to the Hebrews. Not merely

is no subject discussed which we can suppose to have been,

from their peculiar history, or ritual, or temptations, more

interesting or important to them than to converts from heathen-

ism ; but no clause or phrase even seems to have any

unquestionable special suitableness for them. The expres-

sion 7] jxarala vjjlwv dvaarpocpi] 7rarpo7rapdBoTO<i (i. 18) has

been by some thought of as having a special applicability

to Jews; but, in truth, it has an equally natural and full

reference to the empty, profitless modes of thought and life

handed down by one generation of heathen to another. The

use of TO. eOvT) also, in ii. 12 and iv. 3, hp.s been supposed to

discriminate those addressed in the letter from the Gentiles
;

but there is clear proof that, as was most natural, the word
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edvT} began very early in the history of the Christian Church

to have the reference to religion so prominent in it that

reference to race was often quite in the background. We
find such to be the case in the apostolic Epistles. Except

where there is special and manifest reference to the dis-

tinction of the Jews from other nations, Greeks and Eomans

who have accepted Christ are not thought and spoken of

as " Gentiles." In writing to Churches mainly composed of

converts from heathenism, Paul employs eOvrj in such a way

that the converts are quite clearly not included ; see, for

example, 1 Thess. iv. 5 ; Eph. iv. 17 (true reading).

Whilst thus there is nothing in the Epistle which appears

to be specially suitable for Jewish Christians, there are modes

of expression which seem more naturally addressed to converts

from heathenism. The most striking passage of this kind is

iv. 3. The whole of the catalogue of vices there mentioned

is much more characteristic of the heathen than of the Jews

of that age, so far as vve know anything of the kind of

sins by which they were usually marked ; and the aOefiiroi

€t8o)Xo\aTpiat cannot at all be ascribed to Jews, except in

a metaphorical sense, such as is not in the least suggested

by the context. Such expressions as oi Trore ov \a6<i, too

(ii. 10), and ^<? (Sarah's) iyev7]67]Te reicva (iii. 6), while in a

measure applicable to all Christians, yet have decidedly more

special applicability to converts from heathenism than to

Jewish believers.

4. With regard to the address of the letter, looked at in

the light of these facts, various views may be entertained.

We may hold that the apostle writes in the first instance to

the Christian converts from Judaism, and occasionally speaks

somewhat specially to those of them who originally had been

heathen, but at the time of their conversion to Christ had

been Jewish proselytes,—with whom may be also naturally

enough conjoined persons who had entered the Christian

Church directly from heathenism. Or we may hold that

Peter, being well known everywhere as one of those apostles
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who laboured mainly in the Jewish field, might judge it a

matter of kindly courtesy to acknowledge at the outset a

specially close relation to those of the Asiatic believers who

were his bretliren after the flesh, while really intending the

letter for the whole body of Christians, and anticipating that,

when it was read, its tenor would soon show this.

Neither of these suppositions seems perfectly adequate to

explain the facts in the case. The most natural and satis-

factory view appears to be that the letter was intended for,

and is really addressed to, all the Christians, of whatever

nationality,— the apostle's form of expression '7rape7nSrjfj,oi<i

hiaaTTopa<i being employed in a secondary sense, and gather-

ing up all the believers as the spiritual Israel. From the

Septuagint rendering of David's words in Ps. xxxix. (xxxviii.

Sept.) 12,—a quotation and spiritual application of Abraham's

statement to the children of Heth (Gen, xxiii. 4),

—

irdpoiKo^

iyu) el/ii irapa crol /cat 'TrapeTrlSrjjjio';, KaOoy; TraVre? ol Trarepe^

fjbov, we see that the word 7rapeirLh'r]iJL0<; was early in use to

represent the believer's life on earth, with its alien surround-

ings for the citizen of heaven, its foreign language, foreign

manners, foreign views and feelings. In the only passages

of the New Testament besides the present where the word

occurs (ii. 11; Heb. xi. 13) this is its use. One of these

passages, it will be observed, is in our Epistle ; and else-

where, too, the apostle gives evidence how vividly he had

this pilgrim aspect of the Christian life before his mind

(see i. 17). With regard to BiaaTropd, also, the tenor of the

Epistle affords reason for doubt whetlier it is not to be

taken with a secondary rather than with the primary refer-

ence. In the course of the letter, the fact tliat the great

Catholic Church of the New Dispensation—tlie Church in

which the distinction between Jew and Greek is lost—
is the spiritual Israel, the body by whom the realization of

all the covenant promises to Abraham's seed is enjoyed in

glorious fulness, is illustrated by the apostle in considerable

detail by the application to Christians of the Old Testament
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descriptions of Israel, " a chosen nation," " a royal priesthood,''

and the like (ii. 5, 9, 10). AtacnTopd in the first verse, then,

may be supposed to be so employed as, at the very beginning,

to point to this position of Christians,— the combination

irapeTTL^rj^oL hiaairopa'^ meaning " sojourners, or pilgrims, of

the scattered spiritual Israel."

It may appear somewhat unnatural to attach a spiritual

reference to words of this kind occurring in the address of a

letter, a position where, as a rule, not figurative language, but

the plainest and most business-like, is in place. Closer

examination, however, removes or, at least, greatly modifies

this feeling with respect to the present case. It can hardly

be questioned that the one term, irape-mhrjixoi^, is most

naturally taken with a spiritual reference. This was evidently

the ordinary use of the word among believers, and, if taken

here literally, it appears to come in cumbrously and, indeed,

tautologically, in place of the simple rot? ev htao-iropa, or

James's toL^ ScoSeKa (f)v\at<i rai<i ev rfi ScaaTropa. It is inter-

esting, too, to notice that—whether simply through the influ-

ence of the same feeling which our apostle appears to have had

here, or directly suggested by this passage—in the immedi-

ately post-apostolic age the mention of the pilgrim life entered

not unfrequently into the superscription of public religious

letters,— as in the Epistle of Clement of Eome to the

Corinthians, that of Polycarp to the Philippians, and that

of the Church of Smyrna about the martyrdom of Polycarp.

Seeing, then, the obvious familiarity of the early Christians

with the thought that their life on earth was a pilgrimage,

and considering the fact that TrapeTr/ST^/Lto? was a word

commonly employed among them to express this thought,

—

such, indeed, being with them, as New Testament usage

suggests, its ordinary application,—we may fairly assume

that, on the occurrence of the word in the heading of this

Epistle, the spiritual reference at once presented itself to the

apostle's readers as that which was intended by him. They

might not unnaturally also carry forward this reference into
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the next and closely kindred terra ScaaTropa^,—holding this

word indeed, perhaps, in the first instance as somewhat

ambiguous, but soon made certain of the reference by the

catholicity of the tone of the letter, and particularly by that

application of Old Testament designations of Israel to the

Christian Clmrcli which has been already spoken of.

5. In a dissertation, published in the Journal of Sacred

Literature (January 1861), Dr. Quarry maintains that the

Epistle is addressed to Boman Christians who, under the

pressure of Nero's persecution, had fled from the city and

taken refuge in Asia Minor. This position has the great

weight also of Prof. Salmon's authority {Introd. N. T. p. 551),

thus far, at least, that he " feels much inclined " to adopt it.

Of Dr. Quarry's argument, the main point is that 2 Pet.

iii. 15 contains a distinct reference to Eom. ii. 4 (a view

in which he is supported by Grotius, Neander, and others),

and that the words eypayfrev v/xlv are to be taken strictly.

The proof thus afforded, that the Second Epistle was written

to Pioman Christians, is valid also for the First,—2 Ep.

iii. 1 showing that the two were written to tlie same persons.

This argument, though supported by Dr. Quarry with much

ingenuity, does not seem really very strong. The reference

in 2 Pet. iii. 15 is not by any means certainly to a passage

in Eomans, and, even if it were, there is no necessity for

taking the expression, " wrote to you," in the narrow sense

demanded by Dr. Quarry ; but, on the contrary, nothing in

the least forced in viewing it as said to natives of Asia who

had read the Epistle to the Eomans,—all Scripture being

really intended for and practically addressed to all to whom

it comes, whoever might be the first recipients of the particular

portion.

Thus weak, as regards positive support. Dr. Quarry's

position is confronted also with serious difficulties. Besides

the objections which present themselves (see § IV. of this

Introduction) to taking "Babylon" in chap. v. 13 to

mean Eome,—an interpretation needful to give anything of
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likelihood to the view,—the proposed application of the word

StaaTTopd to a body of fugitive Eomans is not very natural.

Dr. Quarry feels this, and makes a somewhat desperate

attempt to obtain an analogy, by proposing to explain the

words Ti]v SiacTTTopav rcov 'EWrjvcov, in John vii. 35, as "the

scattered Gentiles," in place of " the (Jewish) dispersion

among the Gentiles." According to the ordinary view of the

meaning of these words, the use of the genitive is, no doubt,

a little peculiar, though not very different from that of Uovrov

kt\. in the first verse of our Epistle ; but the proposed

interpretation makes hiaaTropdv practically unmeaning. A
yet more weighty objection than any which is merely

linguistic, to the view that the persons addressed by Peter

were fugitives from Eome, lies in the fact that in the two

Epistles not a single expression occurs which can be sup-

posed with any naturalness to refer to flight, or to previous

residence in Italy ; whilst, on the other hand, there are

references which naturally suggest that the persons addressed

had been for a considerable time settled residents in the

region where they lived. Such, for example, are (1 Ep. ii.

1 8 foil.) the mention of slaves, not fugitives from their masters,

nor fugitives along with Christian masters, but owned by

persons who were cruel to them ; and (iii. 1) the mention

of wives, not fugitives along with Christian husbands, but

living at the time with non-Christian husbands.

6. On the whole, the most probable view seems to be that

the Epistle is addressed to the Christians generally who were

resident in the districts named, the apostle's words describing

them as being all spiritually "sojourners, or pilgrims, of the

scattered Israel of God." The truth that all Christians,

whatever their nationality, are spiritually of the seed of

Abraham, must, long before the date of Peter's letter, have

become familiar to the Asiatic believers to whom he wrote,

through references to the subject in Paul's Epistles to

Churches among them; see, for example. Gal. iii. 29, iv. 28
;

Col. ii. 11.
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IIL_OCCASION AND DATE.

1. Of the Churches throughout a large part of the area

covered by the provmces named in the superscription of the

Epistle, we know certainly, from statements in Acts and in

the Pauline Epistles, that they were founded by Paul, or by

evangelists labouring in special association with him. With

respect to the Churches in the rest of the region also, it is

highly probable, considering the abundant communication

between the different districts of Asia ]\Iinor, that they origi-

nated through the efforts of assistants or converts of Paul, In

Peter's letter there is no allusion necessitating or naturally

leading to the supposition that he had any personal acquaint-

ance with the Christian brethren whom he addresses. He

knew their circumstances in a general way, but apparently

merely by report. That the apostle ever visited those parts,

there is no satisfactory evidence. Origen, Eusebius, and

other Fathers, indeed, speak of his having done so ; but their

language is of a vague kind, such as to suggest that what

they say is not based on information, but was merely an

inference from the occurrence of the names of the Asiatic

provinces at the head of the Epistle.

2. What led to Peter's writing to the Christians in those

districts we can only conjecture. The way in which, in v. 12,

Silvanus is spoken of makes it a somewhat likely supposition

that this evangelist— possibly, and not improbably, the

Silvanus or Silas who was for a time a fellow-labourer of

Paul, and that in Asia as well as other parts—had, after a

missionary tour through those districts, visited Peter, and given

him an account of the condition of the Churches ; and that the

apostle was thus led to send to them some words of Christian

instruction and cheer through Silvanus when he went back.

Many years previously, as we know, an arrangement

regarding division of labour had been made among the

apostles, to the effect that Peter and some of the others
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should devote their energies mainly to the Jews, and Paul

and his associates should give theirs mainly to work among

the Gentiles (Gal. ii. 9). This, however, was not at all

intended—no such arrangement among Christian men could,

in any circumstances, possibly be intended— as absolute

in its character. The aim of these brethren was not to make

men followers of Paul or of Peter, but of Christ ; and

accordingly the apostles of the circumcision, and the apostle

of the Gentiles and his companions, respectively, felt them-

selves in no way restrained from going for a time out of their'

own special province, if they saw that the interests of the

great common cause called for their doing so. Wherever, in

his travels, Paul found Jews, his first offer of Christ was made

to them. There are very strong grounds, too,—the adverse

criticism of Weiss, Lechler, and others notwithstanding,

—

for thinking that the Epistle specially addressed to the

Hebrew believers came from the Pauline group of evangelists,

whoever was the particular writer. That Peter again should,

when occasion seemed to him to call for it, write a letter of

brotherly counsel to Churches mainly composed of Gentile

converts,—such as the references in Acts and the Pauline

Epistles lead us to think most of these Churches of Asia

Minor must have been,—was a most natural thing in the

apostle who had been specially chosen by God to begin, in

the house of Cornelius, the direct preaching of the gospel to

the uncircumcision.

3. Considering the very close and tender relations which

these Churches of Asia held to the Apostle Paul, it is obviously

probable in a high degree that, when Peter wrote them a letter

of religious counsel and stimulus, Paul, their special guide,

to whom in the first instance they would naturally have looked

for such a communication, was known by his brother apostle

to be at the time not in a position to do the needed work.

The thought occurs that from this we may obtain some

indication of the date of the Epistle. The hint thus afforded,

however, is altogether vague ; and neither by it nor by" any-
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tiling in the letter are we enabled to determine the date to a

particular year.

It does not seem very likely that the writing of the letter

is to be placed after tlie death of Paul. Loth that apostle

and Peter, according to statements of the Fathers which

cannot well be doubted, suffered martyrdom in Rome under

Nero. Now the data which we have in the pastoral Epistles

and in these patristic statements, appear to put Paul's death

near the close of Nero's reign, so near the close as to make it

scarcely probable that Peter survived his friend long enough

for us reasonably to place the writing of the Epistle in that

time,—at all events if we take the " Babylon," from which it

was written (v. 13), to be the distant city on the Euphrates,

and if we also accept the genuineness of the Second Epistle,

written, as it would seem, after a considerable interval.

Assuming, then, both the apostles to have been alive at the

time when our Epistle was written, we may suppose that

Peter knew Paul to be at the time unable to hear of the

condition of his Asiatic converts or to send them a com-

munication,—being occupied, it may be, on some very distant

missionary expedition, fulfilling, perhaps, his long-formed

intention of visiting Spain (Rom. xv. 2-4, 28 ; cf. also Clem.

Rom. § 5). On the whole, it seems more likely that the

letter was written under some such circumstances than that

it belongs to the time after Paul's death. Be tliis as it may,

however, it can hardly be doubted, at all events, that the date

of the letter falls between the end of the year 64 and the

year 68. To this period a number of facts lead us. The

limit in the one direction is 68, because in that year Nero's

reiffn ended. To or towards the end of 64, as the earliest

time when V7Q can think of the letter as having been written,

several lines of proof converge. The acquaintance with the

Epistle to the Romans which is shown in Peter's letter

(see § V.) makes the date certainly not before the year 58
;

and, if knowledge also of the Epistle to the Ephesians be

admitted,—which is, at the least, probable,—this carries us
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forward to the year Gl or 62. Again, of Paul's life between

the time of his first missionary visit to Central Asia Minor

and the year 63 we have a detailed narrative in Acts ; and

no period presents itself within that time when it seems

likely that another apostle would have written to the

Churches there. Now of his history between the time of

his release from the first Eoman imprisonment and his

martyrdom we know nothing except what we gather from

the pastoral Epistles ; and circumstances may most easily

have occurred then which made it natural and fitting that

' Peter should write to Paul's converts. Yet again, that the

Epistle was not written earlier than the latter part of the

year 64, is made highly probable by the references in it to

persecution of fiery severity (iv. 1 2 foil.), and particularly by

the intimation given in iv. 16, that the simple profession ot'

Christianity was at the time recognised by the magistrates in

Asia Minor as a ground for a criminal charge. By far the

most likely starting-point for this state of things appears, as

has been shown in § I., to have been the persecution of

the Christians in Piome, begun in 64 after the great fire.

Certainly the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians give

no hint that at the time they were written (61 or 62) theie

was persecution in Asia Minor. On the whole, therefore,

it seems that we may safely date the Epistle between

64 and 68 a.d.

Besides the grounds for this judgement which have been

already stated, some little additional support seems to be

given to it by the apostle's reference in v. 13 to "Marcus"

as sending £rreetin"s. Picmembering the intimate relations

with Peter which early writers—Papias, Irenaeus, and others

—

ascribe to Mark the evangelist, who is almost certainly to

be identified with John Mark, the cousin of Barnabas and

associate at various times of Paul, it seems most likely that

we are to recoonise him in this Marcus. From the fact of

his specially sending salutations to the Churches of Asia

Minor, we may naturally deem it at least not improbable
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that he had become acquainted with some of them. Now
in Colossians (iv. 1 0)—an Epistle written during the first

Eoman imprisonment—we find that Mark, then with Paul

in Eome, had thoughts of visiting Asia Minor; and in

2nd Timothy, the last of Paul's letters, written during the

second Eoman imprisonment, we learn (iv. 11) that Mark

then was in Asia Minor. It is obvious that the supposition

of his having gone from Asia Minor to Babylon at some time

during those years, to join Peter there in his labours for a

season, fits in with all the data.

4. By one or two of the older scholars an early date for

the Epistle was thought of, about 46 or 48 a.d. ; and recently

it has been maintained by Weiss that it was written before

the Apostle Paul's influence was much felt in Asia Minor,

—

certainly, therefore, before the year 54, when the apostle's

third missionary tour began, which left such a deep impress

on all that region (Acts xviii. 23, xix. 1-20). The improba-

bilities involved in this view, with respect to the existence of

fully-organized Christian Churches over a large part of Asia

Minor before Paul's third journey,— with respect to the

similarities between this Epistle and some of the Pauline

letters, the original wTiter, according to Weiss, being, of

course, Peter, and Paul the secondary,—and especially with

respect to the subjection of Christianity at that early time

to formal legalized persecution,—these improbabilities are

so great that this view of the date can hardly but be

ascribed less to calm consideration of facts than to a 'priori

theorizing.

IV.—PLACE WHEEE WEITTEN".

1. In V. 13 the apostle sends the salutations of "the

Church that is at Babylon ;

" from which it is naturally

inferred that, when he wrote the letter, he was himself either

in that city or in the immediate neighbourhood.

To our giving the name " Babylon " here the reference
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which lorima facie suggests itself to every reader, to the

famous city on the Euphrates, there does not lie an}' serious

objection in the fact that no ancient writer speaks of Peter's

having visited Babylonia ; because with respect to his scenes

of labour during the whole of the latter part of his life we

are entirely without trustworthy information. No region was

more likely to be visited by an apostle who had it as his

special work to " go to the circumcision
;

" seeing that for

many generations a multitude of Jews had been resident in

those parts.

Some doubt, however, has been entertained by scholars

whether the well-known Babylon can be meant in this

passage, from the fact that, as Josephus tells us {Antiq.

xviii. 9. § 8), during the reign of Caius Coesar many of the

Jews of Babylon were led, through hostility of the heathen

and through pestilence, to migrate from that city, now greatly

decayed, to the flourishing neighbouring city of Seleucia.

There is not much force in this, however. The language of

the historian does not necessarily imply that the whole

Jewish population left Babylon ; and supposing that it did

imply this, more tlian twenty years had elapsed between the

time of the migration spoken of and the period at which, with

any likelihood, the writing of this Epistle can be fixed,—an

interval long enough to allow of a renewal of tlie Jewish

element in the population sufficient to invite the apostle's

labours.

2. Influenced, however, by this supposed difficulty in the

way of taking the well-known Babylon to be meant, many

expositors have looked elsewhere for the place which Peter so

names. Several purely arbitrary conjectures on the subject

have been made, which need not be discussed. To the claims

of two places a certain measure of plausibility attaches. One

of these is a small town in the Delta of Egypt, the other is

the city of Ptome.

3. In favour of the former of these, little can be said

except simply that, beyond question, the place bore the name
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of Babylon,— in consequence, as tradition asserted, of its

having been built by natives of the great Eastern Babylon,

who had come to Egypt in the expedition of Cambyses, or

earlier. Egypt, too, no doubt—extensively occupied as it

was by Jews— was perhaps as likely as Babylonia to be

visited by the Apostle Peter ; and tradition associates the

name of the evangelist Mark—probably the " Marcus my
son" of chap. v. 13 of our Epistle—with the founding of the

Church of Alexandria. But nothing which is known of this

Egyptian Babylon leads one to suppose it a place where Jews

were likely to be found in any considerable numbers, or

which on any ground was fitted to attract the special atten-

tion of the apostle. ]\Ioreover, though, from the time of the

Emperor Augustus, it had some provincial importance as a

military station, we have no reason whatever to think that it

was much known out of Egypt ; and the great probability is

that of those Christians of Asia Minor to whom Peter wrote,

only a very few, who had family or commercial connections

with Egypt, knew of the existence of this town. It is

therefore unlikely in a very high degree that, supposing

the apostle to have written his letter from this little place

in Egypt, he would, without any minute specification, have

used a name which would certainly convey a wrong impres-

sion of where he was, and of what Church it was v.diose

Christian salutations he sent.

4. In favour of the claim of Eome to have been the scene

of the apostle's labours at the time when he wrote the Epistle,

the following arguments present themselves :

—

First, The name

of the great city which so grievously oppressed the Church of

God under the old economy was a most fitting symbolical one

for the great city which oppressed the Christian Church.

Secondly, The " Babylon " of the Book of Eevelation has

been generally identified with Ptome. Thirdly, According to

patristic tradition, Peter did visit Ptome, and, whilst much

which is demonstrably false has gathered round the original

nucleus, yet the consensus of a large number of early authori-
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ties makes it hardly possible to doubt that he did suffer

martyrdom there, and may not improbably have been in the

city for some time previously. Fourthly, By early Fathers

—

as Papias and Clement of Alexandria (or possibly Papias or

Clement, for the passage of Eusebius, H. E. ii. 15, which is

our authority on the point, is a little vague) and Jerome

—

the name " Babylon " in this Epistle was believed to designate

Eome. Through the influence of these considerations, the

position that Peter wrote the Epistle in Eome has been

maintained by a great many scholars, including the Roman

Catholic writers generally, and also a large number of

Protestants— of quite recent writers, for example, Godet

{N. T. Studies), Salmon {Introduction to N. T.), Cook {Speaker's

Commentary), Mason {Commentary for Eaglish Readers, edited

by Bishop Ellicott).

That a plausible case in favour of Eome is established

there can be no doubt
;
yet the real argumentative force of

the facts which have been mentioned appears to grow con-

siderably less as one looks at them. Admitting that the

apostle probably suffered martyrdom in Eome, he may yet

quite well at the time of writing this letter have been in a

region far distant from Eome ; because the precise date of the

letter is uncertain within several years. Again, a symbolical

name, perfectly suitable and natural in a book of visions like

the Apocalypse, does not seem to come in at all naturally in

a quiet, business-like, unmystical statement like that in chap.

V. 13 of our Epistle. It will be observed, too, that, on any

reasonable view of the dates of the two books, the writing

of the Epistle was almost certainly prior to that of the

Apocalypse ; and there is no evidence—nor, considering the

history of the Church up to that time, any likelihood—that

" Babylon " had already come to be known among the Chris-

tians as a designation of Eome. On the supposition under

discussion, then, Peter, in a piece of calm unimpassioned prose,

employed a familiar name in an altogether unfamiliar sense,

without adding a word of explanation, or giving the slightest
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hint that he was writing- mystically. The patristic opinion,

that the apostle's reference is to Eome, is of little moment

;

because, long before the time even of Papias, Eome had shown

herself clearly as a cruel oppressor of the Church, and the

Book of Eevelation had made the symbolical sense of the

name Babylon familiar to all Christians. In such circum-

stances the tradition of Peter's connection with Eome might

most naturally lead to the thought that, in the name as

employed in his Epistle also, the mystical meaning was to

be recognised.

By Mason, Quarry, and others it is suggested that, sup-

posing Eome to be meant by Babylon in our apostle's use of

the name, the reason for his so speaking might be that at the

time it was dangerous for him, or for the Eoman Church, to

have it known beyond the ranks of the believers in Christ

where he was. The name was therefore disguised in such a

way that while Christians—this peculiar use of " Babylon "

being perhaps already knov;n to them—might recognise what

was intended, enemies, should a copy of the Epistle fall into

their hands, would be led astray. This is as likely an

explanation as could be given ; and yet it is far-fetched,

seeing that obviously, if such was the apostle's position, the

simple course was open to him of saying nothing at all in

the letter with respect to where he was, leaving it to his

messenger, Silvanus, to give information on this subject

should it seem needful or desirable to do so. Dr. Quarry

ventures also the singular conjecture regarding the names

Pontus, Cappadocia, and the rest at the beginning of the

Epistle, that " the apostle, having adopted Babylon to desig-

nate Eome, might, for the same reason, have employed

these other Asiatic names to represent regions which it

would have been dangerous to mention by their real

names."

The only thing in the Epistle which has been thought of

as fitted to cast light on the question whether it was written

in the Eastern Babylon or in Eome, is the order in which
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the names of the provinces mentioned in the first verse stand.

To this, with characteristic acuteness, attention was drawn by

Bengel : Quinque provincias nominat eo ordine quo occur-

rebant scribenti ex oriente. Supposing the course which his

messenger would take in travelHng through Asia Minor for

the purpose of encouraging the Churches, and of delivering

copies of the Epistle, to have been in Peter's mind while he

was writing, the order of the names certainly suggests that

he was in a place not west of Asia Minor, but east,—some

region from which a traveller would, first reach the north-east

district, Pontus, and then go on westward. The somewhat

zigzag arrangement of the names exactly accords with tlie

probable course of a messenger sent from the east to visit all

the important Churches in the region. The argument, while

not perhaps so strong as Bengel apparently thought it, seems

to be by no means without force. Quite conceivably, no

doubt, something altogether different from thought of the

route which Silvanus would take in travelling with the

letter might dictate the order in which the apostle has put

the names
;

yet this explanation does appear the most

natural,— for one certainly expects the address of a com-

munication which is to be delivered successively to several

individuals or communities to follow what is likely to be the

order of delivery. Canon Cook (Speakers Commentary, Intro-

duction to First Peter, § 4) feels the force of the argument,

and—holding that Piome was the place of writing—attempts

to show that it tells in favour of his view. " The first

district mentioned," he says, " is Pontus. Now Pontus was

a district in constant communication with Eome ; a vessel

proceeding from Piome would probably proceed there directly,

if its course was determined by the lines of traffic ; and,

whether we suppose that it was sent on public or on Chris-

tian business, the seaports of Pontus would be equally con-

venient. On the otlier hand, had the messenger of St. Peter

started from Babylon, it is impossible that Pontus shou-ld

have been the first district which he reached, or that which
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would naturally present itself first to the apostle's mind."

The last of these sentences appears to be simply an arbitrary

contradiction of a general, natural, reasonable belief ; for

whilst, no doubt, Cappadocia was the nearest to Babylon of

the provinces named, yet innumerable circumstances might

have directed the messenger's route to Pontus first. The

likelihood of the supposition set forth in the earlier part of

the quotation must be left to be determined by individual

judgement.

5. On the whole, Wetstein's conclusion seems sound : Cur

Babylon in Italia potius aut ^gypto quam in Mesopotamia

sit qurerenda, causam non video. No really strong reason

presents itself for departing from the 'prima fade sense of the

name.

v.—STEUCTUPtE AND LITERAEY CHAEACTEPJSTICS

OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The Epistle is an earnest and affectionate pastoral

address to a number of congregations which, besides the

common difficulties incident to all Christians, had also the

special anxieties and spiritual dangers connected with present

and growing persecution.

2. This special element in the position of those believers

for whose benefit, in the first instance, the apostle wrote,

has in great measure determined the tone of the letter.

AVhat is distinctive in it, as compared with the other N. T.

writings, is mainly its peculiar wealth of teaching fitted

to cheer persecuted Christians, and sustaiu them in faith

and in holy resolution. It is particularly with respect to

the bearings of the gospel on the various kinds of spiritual

peril which this form of trial brings with it—temptation to

impatience, to unbelief and distrust, to despondency, to sinful

compromises with the world— that Peter " exhorts and

testifies" that the way of life through Christ, of which the
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Asiatic Churches had heard from Paul and other evan-

gelists, was "the true grace of God" (v. 12). "The great

and permanent merit of our Epistle is to have first distinctly

set forth the right view as to the position of Christians in

reference to the whole power of heathendom, and to its

persecutions of the Church " (Ewald, cited by Cook).

3. The structure of the letter is in every respect simple

and natural. Eeminders of the richness and grandeur of

the Christian's privileges and hopes, set forth to comfort

and to stimulate, lead easily into direct inculcation of holiness

of heart and life, and of the special obligations attaching to

particular stations and relations. Throughout tlie whole

letter, sympathy with the Asiatic believers in their trials

shows itself distinctly, and strong desire so to guide their

thoughts and affections that the persecution may be to all

of them a helpful discipline ; and in the latter part of the

Epistle this subject is dealt with expressly and at large.

4. The outline of the letter is as follows. After the

superscription and salutation (i. 1, 2) comes a singularly rich

and beautiful description of the privileges of believers (i. 3—9),

and of the glory of that gospel which is proclaimed to them,

—a gospel looked forward to with eager longing by the holy

prophets of old, and gazed down into with intensest loving

interest by the angels (i. 10—12).

On this representation of privilege naturally bases itself an

exhortation to duty ; and this, first, general, to the cultivation

of holiness (i. 13—ii. 10),—an obligation manifestly resting

on the believers as being called by and children of God

(i. 13-17), and redeemed with the blood of Christ (i. 18-21).

Having received into their souls by faith God's word of life,

the readers are to seek to know this word ever more deeply,

and to grow in that spirit of love, without which there cannot

be increasing assimilation of the word for spiritual nourish-

ment (i. 22-ii. 3). Thus they will be built in as living stones

in the temple which rests on the living foundation, Christ,

—

who is a stone of stumbling to His foes, but precious to them
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that believe (ii. 4-S). This general section of the practical

portion of the Epistle closes with another inspiriting sketch

of the privileges of Christians, and this in Old Testament

language which was originally employed to describe the

blessed position of Israel as Jehovali's people, and thus, as

used in the Epistle, represents the Church of Christ as the

spiritual Israel (ii. 9, 10).

In the second section of the practical part we have a

series of injunctions to the performance of special duties

(ii. 11-v. 9), introduced by an appeal to all the Christians

to remember that, as citizens of heaven who at the present are

pilgrims in an alien world, they should show to all around

them a winning heavenly beauty of life (ii. 11, 12). One

important element in such beauty of life was suhmission to

those under whose authority God's providence had placed

them,—the submission of subjects to their rulers (ii. 13-17)
;

of servants to their masters, and this with patient endurance

even of cruel wrong, as Christ, the Sinless One, meekly bore

the cruelties of those sinners whom He came to save (ii.

18-25); of wives to their husbands (iii. 1—6). By correla-

tion, this last injunction suggests the duty of husbands to

their wives (iii. 7). To all believers now, whatever their

special positions and relations, the apostle addresses an

appeal to cultivate mutual love (iii. 8), and under the

hostility of the men of the world to return good for evil

(iii. 9),— the appeal being enforced by a quotation from

the Old Testament (iii. 10-12).

At this point counsels specially addressed to the believers

as members of a 2^''''>^secutcd Church begin ; and the thought

of trial seems to be vividly before the writer's mind to the

close of the practical part of his letter (iii. 13-v. 9), though

there are occasionally short passages in which it does not

definitely show itself Under persecution, believers, feeling

that, because they are God's children, they cannot suffer

permanent harm, sliould be restful, stedfast, and manly

(iii. 13-15), having ever before their hearts as the matter
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of main concern the prayerful resolution that their sufferings

shall be in and for well-doing, and never in and for evil-doing

(iii. 16, 17). The fact, signally illustrated in the case of the

Eedeemer Himself, that suffering for righteousness' sake in

llesh brings quickening in spirit, is fitted to give to His people

under persecution peculiar consolation and peculiar stimulus

(iii. 18—iv. 6). The thought of His second coming also should

be much before their minds (iv. 7a), leading to prayer and

watchfulness (iv. 7^), and sustaining brotherly love (iv. 8),

which should show itself in kind dealings towards each other,

both in the way of aid in the matters of this world, hospitality

being specified (iv. 9), and in spiritual helpfulness (iv. 10, 11).

A fiery trial was upon the apostle's readers, which ought not

to astonish and depress them as if it were something wholly

different from what, as Christians, they might have expected

(iv. 12). On the contrary, they should rejoice as they thought

of the connection between present fellowship with Christ

in His sufferings and future fellowship with Him in His

glory (iv. l."3); nay, they should count the very suffering for

Him to be itself true glory (iv. 14). But let them see to

it that they suffered never for evil-doing, but always strictly

as Christians (iv. 15, 16). Their sufferings were fitted to

awaken in them a thankful remembrance of God's grace to

them in Christ ; for, if sin be so evil that even His own
people need for discipline such painful trials here, how awful

must that doom be which awaits His enemies hereafter, and

from which His love saves believers (iv. 17, 18)! Therefore,

thinking of all His goodness, let them trust Him fully,

earnestly doing His will (iv, 19).

At this point the apostle proceeds to give special injunc-

tions to the elders of the various congregations (v. 1-3), and

encourages them in their work by reminding them of the

glorious reward which awaits Christ's faithful servants (v. 4).

By correlation, this naturally leads to a special word of

exhortation to the younger members (v. 5a), followed by

injunctions for all to be humble, trustful, and watchful
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against the temptations of the devil (v. oh— 9). The

hortatory part of the Epistle then closes with an affectionate

prayer for the suffering brethren, ending with a doxology

(v. 10, 11).

After this come a few concluding words. The apostle

makes a kind reference to his messenger Silvanus, and states

in a summary way what had been his purpose in writing the

letter (v. 12); sends the Christian salutations of the Church

at Babylon, and those of Marcus (v. 13) ; calls on his readers

to "greet one another with a kiss of love" (v. 14«) ; and

ends, as he began, with a benediction (v. 14:1).

5. This outline of the contents of the letter shows suf-

ficiently that the apostle does not write specially to teach

theology, but, by practical advice and kind encouragement,

to strengthen the religious life of persons assumed to be

already well-informed Christians. His references to theology

include nothing which is not, in substance, set forth also in

other parts of the New Testament,—with the exception,

according to one interpretation of chap. iii. 19, 20, iv. 6,

of a statement regarding the Lord's work during the three

days between His death and resurrection.

6. As compared with l*aul, the apostle of faith, and John,

the apostle of love, Peter is sometimes called the apostle of

hope. There is ground for this name. The words tXTTiV and

eXirl^eiv, indeed, do not occur in the letter unusually often

(i. 3, 13, 21, iii. 5, 15) ; but—as was most natural, in any

circumstances, in an old man, worn with labour and looking

forward to the martyr's death, of which his Lord had long

before told him, and specially natural when he was writing

to Christians placed in the midst of sore trial—he constantly

turns his own thoughts and theirs to the joys and glories of

the future life (cf. i. 3-8, 13, iii. 7, iv. 13, v. 1, 4, 6, 10).

" Everything is seen in the light of the end. The ' appearing

'

of Jesus Christ fills the view " (Salmond). Yet at the same

time this loving, eager anticipation associates itself in the

Epistle, in a very interesting way, with an unusual abundance
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of reference to the Old Economy. A peculiarly clierislied

aspect, evidently, in the apostle's mind, of the Church of

Christ—one which is presented to us in the first words of the

superscription, and constantly, in many ways, throughout

—

is that of the spiritual Israel of God. The retrospective and

prospective tendencies harmonize beautifully ; and it is

hardly too much to say with Bonifas {L'Unitd de I'enseir/ne-

mnit apostolique,
i>.

55, cited by Lechler) that all the teaching

of the Epistle is grouped round this central idea, L'Evangile

—accomplissement des promesses,—^^et promesse a son tour.

For a systematic exhibition of the doctrinal teaching found in

the Epistle, Schmid's or Weiss's Biblical TheologTj of N. T.

may be consulted, or Lechler's Aijostolic and Post-Apostolic

Times; and as to the Christology in particular, Liddon's

Bamjjfon Lectures, pp. 294-299.

7. While thus our Epistle has very little in its teaching

which can strictly be called distinctive, it has at the same time

a well-marked character of its own. Those of the Pauline

Epistles to which the aim and structure of Peter's give it most

resemblance are Philippians and First Thessalonians. But from

these, as from all I'aul's writings, it is distinguished by its

having announcements and exhortations merely, with little or

nothing of formal reasoning ; and also tlirough the rarity in it

of any reference to the writer's own history and feelings, such

as constitutes one most striking feature of Paul's letters. Such

reference is not altogether wanting here (v. 1) ; and, of course,

in an Epistle like the present, addressed to Christians whom

in all probability the apostle had not visited, there was in any

case less likelihood of much personal allusion than in Paul's

Epistles to the Churches of Philippi and Thessalonica, which

he had himself founded. But, comparing Peter's letter with

those to the Eomans and the Colossians, Churches which at the

time of writing Paul knew only by report, we see Peter to be

much nearer the impersonal in style than evidently was

possible for the temperament of his brother apostle.

8. From the style of the Epistle of James, again, that of

c
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Peter's is very clearly marked off; in that, though Peter

employs Old Testament phraseology considerably more than

James does, his whole tone and current of thought are much

more distinctively New Testament than James's, whose

writing is like that of a Joel or Amos of Christian times,

9. With the evidence regarding one feature of the Apostle

Peter's character which is afforded by tlie wealth of Christian

consolation found in the Epistle, its literary structure also

accords in a somewhat singular measure. From this literary

structure itself one mi^ht gather him to have been a man of

eminently sympathetic and receptive mind, one exceedingly

open to impression from men or from books—a characteristic

which, whilst at times betraying his impulsive nature into

what was wxak or wrong, as on the occasion when he incurred

Paul's rebuke at Antioch, must have been one great element

in his manifest power to win affection. The union of

sympathy with the noble strength that lay at the basis of his

character was the secret of his vast influence for good. The

flower wreathed and beautified the " rock."

This receptiveness of nature is illustrated in the frequency,

referred to a moment ago, with which Old Testament language

is employed by the apostle, not merely in the way of definite

quotation, but as the vesture in which his own thoughts are

clothed.

It shows itself still more strikingly in his use of the

writings of his fellow - apostle Paul. That echoes of these

are to be recognised in our Epistle, hardly admits of reason-

able doubt. It is true that on a considerable number of those

coincidences of thought or of expression which are to be

found no conclusion to this effect could safely be rested,

because the coincidence may be sufficiently explained as due

simply to the employment by both apostles of what had

become commonplaces of the religious thought and language

of their age. But some of the similarities, from their nature

and from the connections in which they present themselves,

cannot well be accounted for in this way. Such are the
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following,— 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14, compared with Horn, xiii. 1, 3, 4;

1 Pet. ii. 24, with Rom. vi. 8-14; 1 Pet. iii. 8, 9, with

Horn. xii. 10, 13-17; 1 Pet. iv. 1, 2, with liom. vi. 6, 7 ;

1 Pet. ii. 16, with Gal. v. 13. These are perhaps the strongest

cases, and they seem to afford satisfactory proof of Peter's

familiarity with Romans, and a strong probability also of his

knowing Galatians. Similarities, more or less striking, of

thought or expression, or both, between our Epistle and

several others of Paul's have been noticed. As regards

Ephesians, in particular, some scholars—Holtzmann, Renan,

Salmon, and others—have deemed the evidence of use by

Peter to be satisfactory ; and there certainly is a probability,

Imt the cases of likeness adduced do not appear to be so

decisive as with respect to Romans.^

1 Th
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10. The question occurs whether, in thus again and again

making use of passages in Paul's Epistles, when writing to

Churches which Paul had founded, and by many members of

which in all likelihood some of these Epistles were well

known, the Apostle Peter might not perhaps have a definite

intention to suggest, in a quiet and unobtrusive but very

convincing way, how complete was his confidence in Paul,

and how warm his affection for him. This is obviously

possible, and seems to be not improbable. There is evidence,

both in statements of the New Testament and in early post-

apostolic Christian literature, that, whilst complete cordiality

and mutual confidence existed among the apostles themselves,

yet in various places members of the Church 'misapprehended

entirely the relations of Peter and Paul to .each other. An
arrangement for division of labour adopted simply on grounds

of expediency, and those slight diversities -in modes of

procedure incident to the diversity in their fields of action,

were taken as evincing an important difference of religious

opinion between the apostles of the circumcision on the one

side, and Paul and his associates on the other. We have no

information, nor any data from which we could reasonably

infer, that among the Churches of Asia Minor there was

anything like the definite sectarianism of Corinth, which had

for battle-cries " I am of Paul," " and I of Cephas." Still,

remembering how active and influential, a few years before

the probable date of our Epistle, Judaizers of different types

had been in Galatia and at Colossie,—all of wliich class of

teachers probably professed to regard the apostles of the

circumcision as their special religious leaders,—it seems far

from unlikely that some misconceptions with respect to the

relations between Peter and Paul may have been entertained

in some of the Churches. The supposition tliat there did exist

erroneous beliefs of this kind, of which Peter had heard, is

certainly not at all needful to account for his use of Paul's

writings in his letter, nor indeed is it perhaps strictly

necessary for the explanation of anything that occurs in the
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letter; but it does place liis making use of Paul's Epistles

in a peculiarly beautiful light, and it gives, too, a special

importance and force to such a statement as that so empha-

tically made in i. 12, that Paul and the other founders

of the Churches in those parts had " preached the gospel to

them with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven," and that

other in v. 12, where Peter mentions it as one of his objects

in writing tlie Epistle, " to testify that this "—the system of

beliefs and hopes which he had illustrated in. his letter, and

which all his readers must have felt to be at every point

essentially the same as that which Paul had. taught them^

—

" was the true grace of God," and urges them to " stand in.

this grace." Language like this- reasonably suggests that the

writer knew some among his readers to have been disposed to

set a Petrine doctrine of " the grace of God " over against the

Pauline, and that therefore Peter judged it needful to declare,

in the most explicit way, that Paul's gospel and his- gospel

were one—which had been taught to Paul, as to him,. " by

the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven." Such suggestion

comes forward in the latter of the passages just quoted more

definitely and vividly if we read iv y. ea-TiJKare than if we

follow the better - supported reading arf^Te ; but with the

imperative also it seems naturally' to present itself in some

measure.

11. There appears to be considerable reason to believ^e

that echoes of the Epistle of James alsoy as well as of the

Pauline writings, are to be recognised in Peter's letter.

When we remember the impressibleness and receptiveness of

Peter's mind, this is antecedently probable.. James and he

had long been closely associated in labour, and in all likeli-

hood were intimate friends ; and there can be little doubt

that James's Epistle had been published many years before

the time when Peter wrote his. Two of the similarities of

the one letter to the other are hardly, in themselves, proofs of

reminiscence, namely, the quotations from 0. T. which are

made in Jas. i. 10, 11, v. 20, and also in 1 Pet. i. 24,
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iv. 8 ; for the passages cited are such as may reasonably be

assumed to have been familiar to every pious Jew. In both

instances, moreover, the quotations are more full in Peter

than in James, and are applied somewhat differently. But a

comparison of Jas. i. 2, 3, with 1 Pet. i. 6, 7, and of Jas.

iv. 6-10, with 1 Pet. v. 5-9, certainly establishes a strong

likelihood that in these places the one writer influenced the

other.

12. Whilst, however, the Epistle thus gives evidence of

the receptiveness of the apostle's mind, individuality also, as

has already been said, shows itself clearly in the mode in

which the various subjects are dealt with. Looking at them

from a point of his own, his treatment has always freshness

and interest. As regards the sufferings of Christ, for instance,

whilst clearly bringing out their atoning character (i. 18, 19,

ii. 24, iii. 18), he dwells also with peculiar fulness on the

aspect of example which they present to believers amid the

oppositions of the world, both in that they were wholly

undeserved, and in that they were borne with perfect patience

and sweetness of spirit (ii. 21-23, iii. 17, 18, iv. 1, 13).

The mediatorial position of the Lord, too,—the fact that all

holiness and all happiness for men are " through " Him,

—

comes before us in the letter with striking frequency, and

occasionally in somewhat unusual aspects. The hope of His

people has life " through His resurrection " (i. 3). Faith in

God comes to men "through Him" (i. 21). The spiritual

sacrifices of the saints are acceptable to God " through Him "

(ii. 5). Salvation is "through His resurrection" (iii. 21).

In the wise use of spiritual gifts by Christians God is glorified

"through Him" (iv. 11). Closely analogous also is that

pointed enunciation of the truth that before the incarnation,

as well as since, divine revelation to man has been " through

Christ," which is given by the name " the Spirit of Christ

"

(i. 11), applied to the Divine Teacher of the prophets, and

also—according to what seems to be the probable meaning of

the passage—by the statement (iii. 19, 20) that the pre-
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incarnate Logos " preached " to the antedihivians. But the

chief specialty of the apostle's cast of thought, as represented

in this letter, is that to which attention has previously been

directed, the singularly interesting union of retrospect and

prospect, his living so much in nuisings on 0. T. words and

scenes, and at the same time so much in anticipation of the

" glorious appearing " of the Lord, and the blessedness of the

New Jerusalem.

The apostle has some striking individualities of phrase.

Such, for instance, are the " living hope " (i. 3), and " for con-

sciousness of God" (ii. 19).

Lexically, also, our Epistle has a good deal which is peculiar,

there being sixty words which occur only here in N. T.,^

—

including several found elsewhere only very rarely, or not at

all, such as d'7rpoa(07ro\i]iJi7rTO}<;, aX\.OTpteirL(TK07ro<i, ap'^i,7roL/jiT]v,

avveK\.eKTo<i. These last words, or one or other of them, may

possibly be creations of the apostle himself, a natural enougii

outcome of his eager, impetuous temperament.

13. As regards syntax, the apostle's style of expression has

little which is peculiar. His sentences are generally simple

and lucid. They are often short ; and expansion, where it

does occur, is of an easy and natural kind,— one rather

favourite form with him, especially in hortatory passages,

being the keeping of a considerable series of thoughts in

connection with one main verb, by using participles (see,

for instance, ii. 13 foil.). Paul also somewhat loves this

structure (see, for example, Eom. xii. 9 foil.). Peter is fond,

too, of introducing what are substantially new sentences by

the relative pronoun (cf. i. 6, 8, 10, 12, ii. 4),—a mode of

expression which crept into the later Greek probably through

the influence of Latin. It is not infrequent also in other

parts of ]Sr. T., but is somewhat specially common in Peter.

^ A list of these words is given in tlie Appendix to Thayer's edition of

Grimm'.s N. T. Lexicon.



COMMENTARY.

CHAPTEE I.

Vv. 1, 2. Superscription and Salutation.

Ver. 1. The new name given to tlie apostle by his Master

appears to have been, as was natural, that which he com-

monly employed, and by which he was generally known in

the Church,—usually in the Greek form, as here, not unfre-

quently also in the Aramaic, " Cephas " (Paul using the two

indifferently). The name " Simon " or " Symeon," however,

familiar to his early friends, was not discarded either by them

or by him (cf. Acts xv. 14 ; 2 Pet. i. 1). His appending to

his name his official appellation, uTroaToXo^ ^Irjaov Xpiarov,

natural and usual in any case in a letter of this kind, has

obviously a special pertinence in the present instance, from

the fact that Peter was writing to Churches which he had

not himself planted, nor even perhaps ever visited. The title

" apostle " is a reminder at the outset that the writer was one

of that little group of servants of Christ to whom had been

given by the Master the oversight, not of particular congrega-

tions, but of the whole Church.

By some good interpreters (as Leighton and Brown) it has

been held that e/cXe/cTot? here does not point to God's eternal

choice, but to the result of that choice, the selection and

separation in time—the " calling," in fact—of the persons

spoken of. In support of this sense reference is made to the

use of iK\eyea-6ac in John xv. 19 ; 1 Cor. i. 26-28. To this

view of the meaning in the present passage these scholars are

led by consideration of the adjunct in ver. 2, iv dycua/jLOi
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TIvev/xaTOf;. Obviously, when these words come in, the actual

separation from the sinful w^orld is in the apostle's mind, the

preposition eV, in the connection, clearly indicating a oncans,

whilst of the divine eternal choice this dyiaafMO'i is un-

doubtedly a result. But it is not needful on this account to

suppose that our apostle uses e/cXe/cxoi? with a different refer-

ence from that which the word usually has. Starting with the

thought of the all-efficient divine choice, the mind of a reader

follows down the line of the operation of this choice towards the

actual severance which it brings about ; and thus an allusion

to means has in it nothing unnatural. On the other hand,

when looked at in connection with the Jlrst of the adjuncts,

KUTa Trpoyvcoacv kt\., any other reference of e/c\e/cTot9 than to

the eternal choice does seem unnatural and improbable ; for one

instinctively thinks of the passage thus far as being precisely

parallel to Paul's ou? Trpoiyvco koI irpocopLae (Eom. viii. 29).

As to the meaning of irapeirihi^ixoL'^ hiao-iropa';, and as to

the history of the Churches in the various districts named,

see the Introduction, § II. The words eViST^/xo? and e7rtS?7/iety

are found employed by writers of the best age in the sense of

making a temporary home among strangers {e.g. Plato, A2J0I.

Soc. § 4), as well as with their primitive force of living

among one's own people ; and among the later writers the

secondary use became the prevalent one (cf. Acts ii. 10,

xvii. 21). In the compound 7rap€7ri8i]fio<i prominence is

given to this thought of temporary residence by the pre-

position,—living " beside " the dwellers, not strictly " among "

them. On the pilgrim state of believers compare, besides

references given in the Introduction, Phil. iii. 20, Heb. xiii. 14,

also a fine chapter of Hermas, Sim. i., and the well-known

and exquisite passage in the Epistle to Diognetus, chap. v.

Ver. 2. The grammatical connection of the three expres-

sions which form the first part of this verse is not altogether

clear. By a number of the older interpreters, as Oecumenius

and Theophylact (with whom a few of the modern agree, as

Kahnis and—alternatively, but seemingly with preference

—
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Canon Cook), these adjuncts are attached to atroaroX.o'^.

A statement similar to that which we should thus have here

respecting divine appointment to the apostleship, and respect-

ing the aim of that office, is found in the superscription of

several of the Pauline Epistles, the one in Eomans, in

particular, corresponding pretty closely to that supposed to

be given here. But Peter's arrangement of words is utterly

against this view of the connection. In every case Paul

ends all that he means to say in the way of expanding the

designation " apostle," before he proceeds to name those to

whom he writes. Cook's position, that Peter's mention of

the persons addressed—which is quite evidently one of the

two main parts of the sentence—may be regarded as paren-

thetical, is wholly unnatural and untenable. Huther takes

the connection of these adjuncts to be with e/cXe/crot?

TTapemhrjixoi^; ; but, having regard to the meaning of the

clauses, it seems to be decidedly most natural, with the

majority of interpreters, to attach them immediately and

simply to e'/cXe/crot?. In beginning a letter of specifically

Christian instruction and counsel, the apostle of necessity

had the distinctive position, privileges, and character of

Christians vividly present to his mind ; and the thought

regarding these which rose up before him most prominently

was that of the glorious grace of God to which they were

due. Thus he naturally gave e'/cXe/croi? the emphatic position

which it has,— thus he naturally cariied the thought of

e«Xe/cTot9 with him over the enumeration of the provinces,

and to it attached the words which follow,—thus naturally

also, immediately after the superscription and salutation, he

opens the letter itself with a glowing doxology, acknowledg-

ing God's " abundant mercy."—The three adjuncts set forth

respectively the origin of election, the means by which it acts,

and its aim. In this series we observe a distinct reference

to the Trinity, these expressions exhibiting the loving interest

and participation of the Three Persons of the Godhead in the

work of redemption,—here particularly in the ai^iolication of
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redemption. The choice of God's peculiar people has its

origin in the will of the Father, works out its purpose

throuoli the renewino; and consecrating influence of the

Spirit, and has for its aim full enjoyment by tliem of the

salvation purchased through the shed blood of Jesus Christ.

The first of this series of epexegetical statements, as has

been said, exhibits the origin of the eKXoyr]. In the connec-

tion there can be no reasonable doubt that this is what is

indicated by Kara. The primary sense of this preposition

(cf, Donaldson, i\"rt6- Cmtylus, § 182) seems to be "in line

with " (see, for example. Acts xxvii. 7). From this all its

varied applications naturally spring. In that most common

use exemplified in the present passage, where the preposition

is an expression of parallelism or correspondence in the most

general way, answering to our English " according to," the

precise nature of the relation intended depends on the nature

of the objects which are exhibited in connection with each

other. Now, seeing that in our passage the three adjuncts

evidently set before us a course, which is carried forward eV,

and leads eh, Kara is naturally taken to indicate the origin-

ating influence ; and, comparing Scripture teaching elsewhere

with respect to the relation between election and the divine

foreknowledge (Eom. viii. 29), we cannot hesitate in the

judgement that the force of Kara is " by virtue of, in pursuance

of." The connection is one of cause and effect.

By TrpojvwaL^, as the word is here employed, more appears

to be meant than simple prescience. As has been already seen,

it is clearly represented as being an active power, the influence

which originates a course of procedure. This being borne in

mind, then, there appear to be, if we take simple prescience to

be meant, two possible complements. (1) The meaning might

be, " by virtue of God's foreknowledge of what in all circum-

stances would best promote the grand ultimate aim of all His

working, His own glory." This would be true and relevant.

But the connection in which Trpoyvcoa-i'; here stands seems to

forbid our filling out the thought with anything so general as
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this, and to require something referring specifically to the

cKXeKTOL themselves. This objection is sustained, too, by the

fact that in both the places where the verb irpoycvooa-Keiv

occurs in IST. T. in any connection similar to the present

(Eom. viii. 29, xi. 2), its object is ^:)crso7i«Z. (2) Supposing,

then, a special reference to the elect, we might take the

meaning to be " by virtue of God's foreknowledge of excellence

or attractiveness, faith or holiness, in certain persons." But

the position that election is Kara Trpoyvcoaiv, with such a

force of irpojvwai^ as this, is directly opposed to the teaching

of Scripture (c.r/. 2 Tim. i. 9 ; liom. ix. 11), cause and effect,

indeed, being by such a representation made to change places

(Eph. i. 3, 4),—and self-contradiction is thus introduced into

the present passage, even taken simply by itself, for it

describes those of whom it speaks as being e/cXe/crol et?

v7raKoi]v. With neither of what appear to be the only

possible complements, therefore, is the sense of mere prescience

tenable. Besides the objections which have been mentioned,

another presents itself in the structure of the sentence, there

being, as has been seen, in the series of adjuncts a clear

reference to the Three Divine Persons. This structure seems

plainly to require in the first member of the series what is

obvious in the other two, not mention of a general attribute

of the Godhead, but of something which Scri]3ture has taught

us to recognise as special in the relation borne to the work of

redemption by the Divine Person named. Now, with regard

to God the Father, the eternal ;pur'posc is what is constantly

made prominent; cf. e.g. Eph. i. 5 ; 2 Tim. i. 9; Jas. i. 18.

Thus we are naturally led to think of the idea of purpose,

predetermination, as involved with prescience, in the sense of

irpojvfoaif; as the word is used in our passage. It is true

that this cannot be shown to have been a classical use of

either the substantive or its cognate verb, a fact which,

according to his wont, is decisive with Meyer in his lengthened

and able discussion of the question (on Piom. viii. 29). But

with the fact before us that a quite familiar classical use
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of the simple verb 'yi'yvuxTKeiv is in the sense of " resolve,

decide" (as Herod, i. 74, 78), there seems to be nothing

arbitrary, or other than entirely natural, in our giving the

corresponding force to the compound with irpo in N. T., if

the course of thought in the places where the word occurs

appears plainly to call for some such sense. It may, like

many other words, receive a heightening of its significance

when baptized into Christianity
;

just as, for example, an

element of approbation and affection enters sometimes into

the sense of the simple -verb fyfyvocxTKeLv in IST. T. use (as

Matt. vii. 23 ; 1 Cor. viii. 3), in accordance with a common

use of the Hebrew Vy^ (as Amos iii. 2). That the course of

thought in those passages in N. T., where TrpoyivcocrKeLv and

irpoyvcocrc^ are said of God, does demand something additional

to the simple sense of prescience, has been felt by a very

large proportion even of those expositors who doubt whether

" predetermination " is meant ; many (as Tholuck, Hofmann,

Delitzsch, T. S. Green) adopting in some form that notion of

affectionate regard which has just been mentioned as found

sometimes in the simple verb. But this does not suit all the

passages; see Acts ii. 23, and ver. 20 of the present chapter.

The sense of 2^ur'pose fits all the places ; and it cannot but be

felt that, as applied to God, this meaning attaches itself to

7rp6yvco(Tt<i altogether naturally, for the prescience of " Him
who worketh all things after the counsel of His own will

"

is simply His consciousness of His own purpose in all its

ramifications. Supposing an element of purpose to be in-

cluded in the force of the word, still plainly in our passage

'•"election," as in Eom. viii. 29 "predestination," is distin-

guished from it. What the distinction is, we have not data

for judging, further than that evidently the divine irpoyvcoai^

is represented as the basis on which the divine eKXoyr'] or

Trpoopicr/j.o'i rises, or the source from which it springs. The

fact that with regard to the counsels of the Infinite One we

cannot determine with precision the respective reference of

the words, is plainly not in itself any reason for concluding
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that the element of purpose does not enter at all into the

sense of Trpoyvroa-i'; ; but it is a good reason why, not assuming

to know more than we do know, we should content ourselves

in translation with the simple rendering of the word which

the Spirit has chosen to employ, " foreknowledge." On the

force of TrpoyvcocTL';, cf. Fritzsche on Eom. viii. 29.

The second of the adjuncts to e/cXe/croi?, iv dycacr/jiaj

IIvevfiaTO'i, sets forth the means by which the divine choice

reaches its aim, " in (through) consecration of (by) the Spirit."

The force of the root a<y-, in ayt,o<;, ayo<;, a^ofiat ktX., Sanscr. jag,

is " religious reverence or awe
;

" cf. Curtius, Gr. Etijm. (E. T.)

i. p. 199. Into ayLo<i and its derivatives biblical usage poured

a rich ethical significance, no word perhaps showing more the

transfiguring power of divine revelation. The sense of " to be

revered simply as set apart for the service of God," presents

itself when a7io? is used of the temple, the shewbread, the oil

for anointing the priests, and the like. Similarly, when the

sinless Lord Jesus applies the word a'yLd^eiv to Himself

(John X. 36, xvii. 19), the simple sense of the verb is

" consecrate, set apart for priestly service." But where

sinful beings are said dytd^eaOaL, reference to character

becomes prominent, the spiritual unction to service imparting

that holiness without which there can be no true service. On

the N. T. meaning of dyco<i and its cognates, cf. particularly the

excellent discussion of Cremer. The substantive dyiaa/jioi;—
which, like the verb, is unknown to classical Greek—denotes

strictly, according to its termination, an act in process, and

this primarily (cf. Donaldson, Gr. Gram. §§ 357, 361) in

immediate relation to the actor, that is to say, answering to

the active voice of the verb,— transition, however, to the

passive aspect, or ultimately to the state resulting, being easy

and frequent. In the case before us the course of thought

appears to lead most naturally to the passive aspect, iv dyiaa/jLO)

being thus equivalent to iv tm (or Sid rod) dyidi^eaOai. In

most of the passages in N. T. where dyiaai^o'; occurs, it seems

to be used (cf. Meyer on Eom. vi. 19) not, according to the
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primary force of this class of nouns, of the formation of holy

character, but, according to that tertiary force mentioned above

to which they often tend, of the character itself, " holiness."

In 2 Thess. ii. 13, however, where the whole combination

found here occurs, and still more decidedly in the place before

us, the idea of ^jrocess seems to be distinctly required. The

course of thought suggests, too, that " consecration " is the

exact word, rather than " sanctification." " Sanctification,"

with its specific ethical reference, would seem, with " unto

obedience " following immediately, to involve something of

tautology, which is avoided by the more general " consecra-

tion "— separation to sacred function and privilege. If,

moreover, we take " sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ

"

to mean "justification," as is natural, then obviously the wide

word " consecration " is the suitable one in describing the

means. This designates the gracious work of the Spirit of

God on the souls of God's chosen, in its full length and

breadth,— pointing in the first instance to conversion, but

including also that continued stimulating and su])porting

influence, that continued " unction," which maintains the

consecration in constant freshness.— IIvevfiaTo^; might be

regarded as an objective genitive, the " spirit " being that

of man ; but N. T. usage with regard to this word in connec-

tions at all like the present favours the sense of " the Divine

Spirit;" and the clear reference in the series of adjuncts to

the Trinity is quite decisive.—As mentioned above, the com-

bination iv ayLacTfio) IIpev/xaTo<i occurs also in 2 Thess. ii. 13.

The striking character of the expression, and the kindred

nature of the sentences in which it occurs in the two Epistles,

make it not improbable that this is one of our apostle's

occasional reminiscences of Paul's writings.

The last of the three adjuncts sets forth the aim of election.

Summarily stated, this aim is eternal life. Of this the

apostle exhibits the two main elements separately. A
question of construction presents itself here. It is possible

to regard the genitive 'Irjcrov Xptarov as governed by vvaicotju
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as well as by aifiaro'i, and the combination vTraicorjv Xpca-rov

occurs in 2 Cor. x. 5. Some, as Steiger, favour this construc-

tion, being mainly influenced by the structure of the otlier two

adjuncts, in each of which there is compactness, " the Father's

foreknowledge," " the Spirit's consecrating grace." This does

raise a certain likelihood that here also the apostle is looking

at all he says as in immediate relation to Christ. But the

double construction is somewhat awkward and unnatural, the

genitive being objective in relation to the one governing sub-

stantive, and possessive in relation to the other. Coming

in, moreover, as the expression et? viraKoyp does, to express

the aim, as regards character, of " election according to the

foreknowledge of God the Father," who in the scheme of

redemption represents the majesty of the Godhead, it seems

probable that the exact form of the apostle's thought was

"unto obedience to God;" which is readily suggested by

the expression taken ahsolutcly, " unto obedience."

The initial act of evangelical obedience is faith in Christ

(John vi. 29 ; 1 John iii. 23), and the fundamental element

in all evangelical obedience is continued faith. In various

combinations viraKoveiv and vTraKorj are employed in N. T.

to set forth tliis aspect of faith ; cf Acts vi. 7 ; Eom. vi. 17,

X. 16, xvi. 26. In vTraKoij, therefore, as here used plainly

with its broadest reference, faith is included ; and the apostle's

mode of speaking elsewhere in the Epistle leads naturally to

the thought that probably, in employing the word here abso-

lutely, this particular form or element of obedience had special

prominence in his mind ; cf. i. 22, and, as regards the negative

aspect, ii. 8, iii. 1, iv. 17. Again, faith is shown by the

references made to it in vv. 5, 7, 9, to have been vividly

present to the apostle's thoughts throughout the whole of the

opening passage. Thus, when a reader, seeing how in our

clause " obedience " is linked to " the sprinkling of the blood

of Christ," and stands first in the combination, instinctively

puts faith in the foreground in his conception of the intended

meaning of " obedience," he seems to be fully supported by
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all the data. To take viraKoi'] here, however, as 2^7m.s?/,y

equivalent to the expression yTra/co?) t^? aXrjdei'a^ (ver. 22),

—

that is to say, as meaning " faith " simply,—would certainly

be unnatural and contrary to analogy. The word means

" obedience " in the widest sense, submission of heart and life

to God (cf. ver. 14 ; Pioni. vi. 16), but with faith, as the funda-

mental element of obedience, intended to stand o.ut with

special vividness.

Like djiaafjiof; (on which see note above), pavTiafji6<; belongs

only to biblical Greek. Here also, as with eV dyiaa-fio), the

sense is naturally taken to be passive, " unto sprinkling

"

being = " to be sprinkled." When under tlie Old Economy

sacrificial blood was sprinkled, this represented the ap[)lica-

tion of its power ; see Ex. xii. 2, xxiv. 8. In N. T. this

mode of expression is employed with regard to the great

Antitype ; see Heb. x. 22, and particularly xii. 24, where the

Saviour's blood is spoken of under the striking name of al/xa

pavTia/xov,—that is, plainly, " blood, the grand purpose of the

shedding of which was that it might be sprinkled on sinners."

Thus in our passage et? pavria-fiov kt\. means " unto ex-

perience of the saving application of the power of Christ's

sacrifice." What then is pointed to by this expression,—the

justifying power of the atonement, or its sanctifying power, or

both ? By some expositors (as Steiger) the second of these

references is maintained, the meaning of the whole clause

being taken to be " unto obedience and experience "—that is,

practically, " and this through experience "—" of the spiritu-

ally purifying efficacy of Christ's blood," its power to open

the way for the bestowal of the influence of the Holy Ghost,

and to stir men to holy action by the exhibition of the

strongest motives to love and obedience. The structure of

the clause would thus be closely analogous to that expression

in John iii. 5, " born of water and of the Spirit," taken in what

is prol)ably the true meaning, " born of moral renewal, and this

through the Spirit." The chief or only ground suggested for

adopting this view of the meaning of Peter's words is that to

D
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say " unto obedience and justification " seems to be to put

the words in the inverse order from that which N. T. teaching

would lead us to expect, seeing that a justified man alone can

give evangelical obedience. But this difficulty is obviated, at

all events to a great extent, when it is seen, through a con-

sideration of various data, that in all likelihood the thought of

faith was with special vividness before the mind of the apostle

in the meaning which he attached to viraKorj. Supposing this

objection out of the way, there cannot well be any hesitation

ill admitting that the probable reference of pavriafiov ktX. is

to justification. That in a passage setting forth the gracious

purpose of God with respect to His chosen people there should

not be any mention of the standing which they have before

Him as accepted in His Son, is certainly unlikely ; and that

in such a passage there should not be any reference to this

even where the blood of Christ is expressly mentioned, is

unlikely in the very highest degree. What was primarily

denoted in the sprinkling of blood under the Old Economy

was, there can be no reasonable doubt, the removal of guilt—
liability to punishment. The case of the Passover in Egypt,

when the sprinkled blood secured for Israel safety from the

stroke of the destroying angel, shows this with special clear-

ness. It cannot well be questioned, therefore, that by his words

here our apostle pointed to justification. Had vrrraKoijv been

absent from the clause, or had there been reason to take viraKo^jv

as precisely equivalent to iriaTLv, there might have been

some ground for regarding pavTca/iov kt\. as referring both to

justification and sanctification,— as, for example, a reader

readily holds both to be pointed to by the language found in

1 John i. 7 and Eev. vii. 1 4. But this is not natural here.

Of the ordinary apostolic formula of salutation, " grace to

you and peace," the basis, no doubt, is the customary word of

greeting among the Semitic races, " Peace " (Matt. x. 12, 13).

The comprehensive application of the Hebrew Di?^'—which a

large induction of cases shows to stretch out, in its reference,

from tranquillity to comfort and prosperity generally, " welfare
"
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in the widest sense—may safely be recognised also in the

N". T. elpi]vi]. At the same time, the original element is

always the main one, " peace, restfulness of heart." ]>y

including %a/3i9 in their formula, the apostles lead up the

thoughts of their readers to the great Fountain of true peace.

The sequence was similar in the later members of the Jewish

priestly benediction, " The Lord ... be gracious unto thee,

the Lord . . . give thee peace" (Num. vi. 25, 26); and it

is not impossible that this may have influenced the form of

the apostolic salutation. Some scholars regard the N. T.

formula as having sprung from a combination of the Hebrew

with the usual Greek epistolary greeting, 'x^alpetv (Acts xv. 23,

xxiii. 26 ; Jas. i. 1),—the combination symbolizing perhaps

the union of Jew and Gentile in Christ, and thus indirectly

making an appeal for unity of spirit between the Jews and

Gentiles who were members of those Christian congregations

to which the apostles wrote. This suggestion is ingenious and

interesting, but its soundness seems questionable. It accords

with the data only in a superficial way, for though %"pi? and

^(jOLLpeLv are no doubt cognate, yet the meaning of the one is

considerably removed from that of the other. Had such been

the origin of the formula, %«/?« seems to be the substantive

which would naturally have been employed.—While Paul, in

his letters, following the Hebrew form, omits a verb in his

salutation, Peter both here and in the Second Epistle, and

Jude also, have ir\r)9vv6ei7}. This is found in 0. T, in the

salutation of two royal proclamations (Dan. iv. 1 [iii. 31,

LXX.], vi. 25), and occurs occasionally also in the Pabbinical

writings (see Wetstein, in loc). Of course there is no sub-

stantial difference of meaning between irXTjOwdeir] and the

understood elrj of the Pauline form : only Peter's form implies,

nr at least suggests, what the other taken simply by itself

does not, that those to whom he writes already in some

measure enjoy " grace and peace." In this form of expression,

as in so much else, Polycarp in his Epistle follows Peter,

—

Clement of Eome also. On the anarthrousness which is
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common in the superscriptions of Greek letters, as in addresses

of letters and lieadincjs of documents of all kinds amouc;

ourselves, and which is very marked in these first two

verses, cf. Winer, p. 140, n. 6.

Vv. 0-9. A>icrij)tion of irraise to God for His grace in Christ,

which not only secures to His jyecple a glorious inheritance

in heaven, hut gives them here unsjJeaJcaUe joy, even though

for a time they may have sore trials.

Ver. 3. On the apostle's course of thought (seen in the

superscription), which naturally leads liim to begin his letter

proper with a doxology, cf. above, near beginning of notes on

ver. 2.

—

EuXoj7]r6<i is in K T. said of God only, the parti-

ciple euXoytjfievo'; being employed where men are spoken of as

'•' blessed." In the LXX. also this distinction is generally

observed. Its ground is no doubt tliis, that whilst the

participle simply states the fact, " blessed," the adjective

either directly asserts, or even if used participially suggests by

its form, worthiness of blessing. By Philo attention is drawn

to this distinction : ev\o'yrjro<;, ov fiovov evXoyrjiMevo^' to fiev

yap TM 7re(f>VK€vac evXajia^; a^iov, to he tw vofxi^ecrOai XeycTat

ixovov {Migr. Ahrah., Mang. p. 45 oj.— It is not quite clear

whether the verb to be supplied in this and similar doxologies

is etr] (" praised be ") or eVri (" worthy to be praised is ")
;

cf. A. lUittmann, p. l'->7. In iv. 11 and in Eom. i. 25 an

indicative is expressed, and in 2 Cor. xi. 31 there is a parti-

ciple answering to an indicative. In these cases, however, the

clause is a secondary one, and therefore the construction

appears hardly to present a perfect analogy to that in the

place before us, where we have the main clause of the

sentence, and in it the predicate €vXoyr]T6<i stands at the

beginning with an emphasis which may naturally be judged

to suggest that the sentence is expressive of a direct longing

of the Christian heart, thus requiring the supplement el't],
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rather than simply a doctrinal statement iarl \ cf. Job i. 121

(Heb. and LXX.).

The designation of God as 6 ©eo? /cat Tlarrjp tov Kvpiov

r]fio)v 'Irjaov XpLarov occurs several times in X. T. : Rom.

XV. 6 ; 2 Cor. i. 3 ; Eph. i. 3,—a little .differently, 2 Cor. xi.

31 ; cf. also Eev. i. G. JTar/yjO, as applied to God, being

often employed anarthrously in N. T., the construction may

be " God and the Father

—

i.e. He who is God, and is the

Father—of our Lord Jesus Christ;" but seeing that the

name, " the God of our Lord Jesus Christ," is perfectly coi-

sistent with Scripture usage (Eph. i. 17; John xx. 17; Matt.

xxvii. 46), there seems to be no good reason for departing

from what is the most natural and obvious construction,

" the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."—The whole

of this clause, from evXo'yrjTO'i to Xptarov, occurs also in

Ephesians and in 2 Corinthians, occupying in both Epistles

precisely the same position as here, namely, at the beginning

of the paragraph which immediately follows the superscription.

As used by Peter, the words may be a reminiscence from one

of these Epistles ; but the clause is in itself so natural a one

to introduce our apostle's train of thought, and the words are

so simple and natural a vesture for the idea, that the proof of

reference to Paul cannot be deemed strong.

The ground of the evXoyta, which has been already implied

in the name, " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,"

is expressly set forth in the long participial clause which

follows, going on to the close of the 5th verse.—The verb

ava^evvdw occurs in N. T. only here and in ver. 23 of this

chapter, but the thought conveyed by it is found in the

apostolic writings everywhere, under various forms of expres-

sion,— Paul's TraXiyyeveaia (Tit. iii. 5), John's reKva ©eov

jeviaOac and e'/c ©eov yevvndrjvat (John i. 12, 13), James's

airoKveladaL \6y(p aXrjOeia^ (Jas. i. 18), whilst Peter's word

here is only a slightly altered form of our Lord's own yevvij-

6r]vaL dvoiOev (John iii. 3).—The thought of the goodness of

God in redemption being the starting-point of the sentence,
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the apostle, in speaking of regeneration, naturally introduces

a reference to its origin in the divine grace, Kara (here prac-

tically causal, as in ver. 2) to ttoXv avrov eA,eo9 ; of. Eph. ii.

4, 7. On the occasional placing of avrou between the article

and the substantive, particularly where, as here, this position

is occupied also by another attributive expression, see A.

r>uttmann, p. 116. On the exact force of eA,eo? as distin-

guished from x^P^'^> see Trench, Syn. N. T. § 47.—The imme-

diate purpose of God in His work of grace is set forth in the

form " that we may enjoy (etv) a hope which has life," i.e. not

merely " which has vividness and energy," but particularly

(^oxrav being taken in its fullest sense, as a(f)6apTov and

dfMcipavTov in the parallel clause which follows seem to sug-

gest) " which is imperishable,"—sustained by divine grace, and

certainly coming through eternity to ever fuller fruition (of.

i. 23 ; John iv. 10, vi. 51, vii. 38). " Living" is a favourite

epithet with Peter; besides i. 23 just referred to, cf. also

ii. 4, 5.

The connection in which the last words of the verse, Bt

avaxTrdaeco^ 'I. X. e'/c veKpwv, are meant to be taken, is not

clear. They, may with equal grammatical propriety be

attached to dva'yevvqcra'i or to ^ooaav. If we adopt the former

of these constructions, various meanings are possible. (1)

The participle may point to the time of the actual regenera-

tion of each believer, and the sense might be, perhaps, " who

regenerated us through Christ's resurrection believed in,"

" through Christ's resurrection as that which, when believed

in, gave us full trust in Him, being seen by us to seal all His

claims and all His promises." This seems to be a strained

and unnatural interpretation of the expression, " through

Christ's resurrection." (2) The participle may point to the

time of our Lord's resurrection, in which case the meaning

will be that then God (virtually) " introduced us and all the

rest of Christ's people into newness of life by raising our Head

from the dead." This mode of representing the relation

between Christians and their Lord—the dependence of our
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life upon His—is very common in the writings of Paul ; cf.

e.g. Eph. ii. 4-6 ; Col. iii. 1. But it is to be observed that

the representation of the case given here by Peter's word

ava^evvi](ya<i is considerably different from that of Paul, who

to express the thought uses such terms as o-fv^twoTroteii/ and

(jvve'^eipeiv. With these the Lord's resurrection has a most

exact and manifest accordance, whereas Peter's word pictures

the great spiritual change not as a rising from the dead, but

as the origination of a new life by hirth. Now with this the

resurrection of our Lord corresponds only in a remote way. It

is true that in Col. i. 18 and Eev. i. 5 our Lord is called

7rp&)TOTo/co9 (e'/c) T(av veKpcov, language in which evidently His

resurrection is conceived of as a birth from the dark womb of

the grave ; and that one or two other modes of expression

elsewhere in N. T. appear to imply the same metaphor (thus,

perhaps, for example, twSii/a? in Acts ii. 24). But to that

considerably harder and more obscure application of this

figure, with the secondary reference, which, according to the

view now under discussion, we are to recognise in the passage

before us, there does not appear to be any analogy. " Eegene-

ration through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the

dead " is a thought peculiar, unique indeed, and, as regards its

precise sense, obscure. (3) Taking the verb ava'^ewdco with

a secondary force, tlie clause may be regarded (so Huther) as

meaning " who awoke or aroused us anew to hope when we

were in gloom and despair." But that the verb is to be taken

in this way is far from likely, when we consider the definite-

ness of the conception of regeneration throughout the N". T.,

the fact that the apostle employs the word with its proper force

in ver. 23, and the perfect suitableness of this proper force in

the present place,—its special fitness, indeed, in the relation

borne by the verlj to et? KXijpovofiiav which follows.

If we join Bt dvaa-rdae(i3^ ktX. in construction with ^waav,

we have an interesting and beautiful thought given us, which i.s

perfectly lucid, and is as fully relevant to the apostle's purpose

as any form of thought yielded by the other connection.
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According to tliis view of the construction, the hope into

which God introduces us by regeneration " has life through the

resurrection of Christ." Hopes which are only of the earth

have the curse of death upon them : they fail of realization,

or, if they are realized in form, anticipated happiness is yet not

attained. But the hope of those to whom God gives the new

life of His children has itself life, and this through the trium-

phant rising of the Lord, their Eepresentative and Head. The

sense yielded by this connection of the words is clear, suitable,

and beautiful ; and this construction seems on the whole

preferable to the other. It has approved itself to Oecumenius,

Bengel, Steiger, De Wette, Hofmann, and other expositors.

Ver. 4. Thus far, in describing the position of privilege

into which God's grace brings His people through regenera-

tion, the apostle has spoken of what is subjective, "hope,"

—

his special thought being, it is likely (considering the mean-

ing of dva<y€vv7](ra^ and of KXrjpovo/xiav,—cf. Eom. viii. 17
;

Gal. iv. 7), " hope as a son." In ^waav a specialty of the

hope of the child of God has been presented, this epithet

implying a security of permanence which is wholly wanting

to mere earthly hopes. In eU K\rjpovojjiiav we pass to an

express assurance that, as certainly as (^Jod's children are

begotten again to enjoy the hoj^e of inheritance, are they

begotten again to enjoy the inheritance itself.—By one or

two expositors, indeed (as Jachmann), it has been proposed to

construe et? K\7]povofiiav, not as co-ordinate with et? i\7rt8a of

ver. 3, but as dependent on ekirlha (cf. ekiriaare IttI, ver. 13),

—thus, " hope towards, or for, an inheritance," = e\7rlSa

KXrjpovo/xLa'i. But nothing whatever favours this connection.

The sense which it yields is less forcible than that of the

other ; and the usage of the language and the balance of the

sentence are both against it.

As usual in the iST. T. representation {c.(/. Col. iii. 24; Heb.

ix. 15), the "inheritance" spoken of is the blessedness and

glory of heaven, the spiritual privileges enjoyed by the

Christian in this life being merely the dppa^oov (Eph. i. 14).
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To this inheritance the apostle ascribes attributes by wliich it

is strikingly contrasted with the heritages of earth. It is

a(f)6apT0'i, insusceptible either of decay from within or of

injury from without ; a/jiLavTo<;, absolutely free from moral

taint or stain, such as is so apt to attach directly or indirectly

to the possessions and inheritances of this world (hence our

Lord's /j,afx(i)vd<i Trj<i aSiKla^;, Luke xvi. 9) ; and afidpavTo<i (cf,

the sister form in v. 4), never in any degree losing the

power to satisfy, not merely in its nature imperishable, but

retaining for ever the bloom and fragrance of its joys. On

d(f)6apTo<; and afidpavTo<i, see Trench, Syn. N. T. § 68.—This

great inheritance, Peter says further, though as yet only an

object of hope, is in safe keeping, " To keep in store, keep

for after bestowal," is a common N. T, sense of Trjpeiv (cf. e.r/.

John ii, 10, xii. 7), and is especially frequent in Peter (cf,

2 Ep. ii. 4, 9, 17, iii, 7). Peter's word TeTi]p7]p,evrjv here

answers to Paul's diroKeifjiivrjv, Col, i. 5 ; 2 Tim, iv. 8,—The

frequent use in N. T, of the plural ovpavoi is probably due to

a natural imitation of the Hebrew ijluralc tantuvi 2!^^", which

received its plural form, perhaps, through the tendency of

Hebrew to express in this way the notion of extension. In

this case, however, the general notion defined itself into a

prevalent conception " of a celestial structure rising by storeys,

three or seven, advancing in brightness and glory. Of this

idea there is a clear illustration in Heb. iv, 14 ; Eph. iv, 10 "

(T. S, Green, Crit Notes, on Luke x, 18, 20).

The transition from jy/na? of ver. o to vp,a^ of ver. 4 is

quite natural. The early clauses are purely a doxology, and

the thought of " our regeneration "—of the divine goodness in

this to the apostle himself as to other Christians—was pro-

minent. But under the easily understood movement of the

apostle's mind the sentence bends itself towards that practical

end of counselling and sustaining his brethren which was

before his thoughts from the beginning : thus u/ia? enters.

—

Ei9 vua<;, " unto you, with a view to you," differs from the

dative very nearly as in English " for " from " to," when we
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speak of "giving to" but of "keeping for," An interval of

time is suggested, with also, in certain connections, the action

of an intermediate agent; cf. vv. 10, 11; Mark viii. 19 5

Acts xxiv. 17 ; Eph. iii. 2 ; and see T. S. Green, i\^. T. Gram.

p. 212.

Ver. 5. Tlie main purpose of this clause is evidently to

sustain Christians against the fear of coming short of heaven,

—to answer the cry of the anxious heart, " "We doubt not

that the inheritance is kept safe, but amid the temptations of

the world what security have we that we shall not be swept

far away from it ? " To this natural question the apostle

replies, " Be of good cheer, for as certainly as heaven is

kept by God for His people, they are guarded by Him for

heaven." Bengel with characteristic pointedness says: Here-

ditas servata est ; heredes custodiuntur ; neque ilia his neque

hi deerunt illi. ^povpovfiei>ov<i—with its military metaphor,

"kept safe as in a ^povpiov" (cf. 2 Cor. xi. 32 ; Phik iv. 7)

—is obviously a word peculiarly fitted to sustain Christians

when distressed by the thought of the number and power of

their spiritual foes ; and to this fitness contributes also the

fact that the form here is that of the iwesent participle, " who

(already at the present moment) are within this glorious

guardianship."

The words ev Bvvdfiet ©eov have been by some supposed to

represent the power of God as itself tlie fortress {j>povptov)

within which Christians are guarded. This is perhaps giving

greater detail and exactness to what appears to be a mere

passing figure than is natural. Substantially the same sense

is obtained in a perfectly satisfactory way by accepting the

force of eV already seen in iv iv^iarryifh (ver. 2), and so

familiar everywhere in Hellenistic Greek, for position within

an encompassing element or atmosphere which exerts an

instrumental influence on the matter in hand. The power

of God is an atmosphere surrounding and pervading the

Christian, through which he is shielded from evil. When
eV, employed in this w^ay, and Sta come together, as here, eV
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sets fortli a f/cncrul causal or instrumental influence, whilst

hid exhibits the special and immediate, instrumentality ; cf.

Heb. X. 10, Phil. i. 2 6, and see a not very satisfactory note in

Winer, p. 486. In tlie present case, faith is the spiritual energy

which enables the Christian to resist temptation successfully,

and keeps him in that relation to God Nvhereby is secured his

ultimate enjoyment of the blessed inheritance of the saints,

—

Tri'ari'i thus being within and under the action of the BvvafiK;

Oeov. It is the encompassing, protecting, sustaining power

of God which gives to faith that certainty of continued

efficiency here asserted of it by the apostle. Peter had very

special cause to remember that the continued existence of

faith, as well as its origination, is absolutely dependent on

the gracious exercise of "the power of God;" see Luke xxii. 32.

The words which follow, et? acoTrjptav ktX., are by some

expositors joined to avayevvyja-a^ (ver. 3), the amplification of

tlie thought of that verb by ek being taken to be threefold,

eh iXirlSa, eh KXrjpovofMiav, et<? crojTijplav. Tlie rhetorical

roundness of expression thus obtained hardly accords with

the apostle's general style ; and a more serious ground of

doubt whether this is the intended construction, lies in the

fact that whilst there is a real advance of thought from the

subjective " hope " to the objective " inheritance," there is no

advance from "inheritance" to "salvation,"—these two, as the

words are here used, being (cf. Heb. i. 14) as nearly as possible

equivalent to each other. The ordinary construction, which

takes the words et? a-coTTjplav ktX. as stating the aim of

^povpovpevovi ktX., is much more natural. Instead of pre-

senting this aim simply by et? avTrjv (viz. r-qv K\T}povofiiav),

the apostle yet more fully illustrates his subject by substitut-

ing cro)Tr)piav (cf. crwTT]pla<^—j^dpno^, ver. 1 0), and for the

further comfort and stimulus of his brethren appends the

assurance that not merely are the blessings which are repre-

sented by this word laid up in the heavens, but that they are

fully prepared, "ready" to be bestowed at the appointed time

(cf. our Lord's iroifid^eiv, John xiv. 2, 3). The use of
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(Twrrjpia, as here, for the fulness of salvation to be reached

in the future life, is very common in N. T. ; cf. crj. Eom.

xiii. 11 ; 2 Tim. ii. 10.—The use of the aorist onroKaXvcfiOrjvai

brings before us the sudden flashing forth of the glory of

salvation on the sight of God's children, when the appointed

day of revelation comes; cf. Eom. viii, 18: ttjv fieXXovaav

So^av a7roKa\v(f)6rjvaL. In V. 1, Peter has tt}? /ieXXouo-???

diroKaXvirreadaL So^t??, where the suddenness and vividness of

the revelation are not made prominent,—the thought, perhaps,

bjeing rather of the revelation as heginning at our Lord's

coming, to grow fuller and richer throughout eternity.

—

Kaip6<i is freely used by the apostle, as by the other

Hellenistic writers, in the sense of "a defined time" generally,

not limited, as commonly in the classics, to " an opportune

time;" cf. i. 11, iv. 17, v. 6. The revelation of full salva-

tion is to be made " in (or at) the last time,"—the time which

is to end the history of the world under its present conditions

of contending truth and falsehood, mingled happiness and

inisery; cf. the use oiicr-^aTr] '>]fjiepa, John vi. 39, xi. 24, xii. 48.

Vv. 6-9. With regard to some parts of this sub-section the

question arises whether the reference is to the present or to

the future condition of believers. Obviously, so far as surface

indications go, the present is spoken of, the main verbs being

in the present tense. Looking a little more closely, however,

we find that the language in which Christian joy is described is

so very strong that it may seem inapplicable to the experi-

ences of earth,

—

ayaXkidv, itself a verb expressive of a high

degree of joy, having attached to it the exceedingly emphatic

words X^P^ aveK\a\i]r(p kuI BeSo^aafu,evrj. The statement,

dyaWidcrOe XvjrrjOivre'i iv ttolklXol^ ireipaaixot^;, appears to

bring this inapplicability prominently into view, and may be

thought indeed to involve a distinct self-contradiction on the

supposition that the main verb, as well as the participle,

relates to the earthly life. The fact, too, that this participle

is aorist may be judged to accord best with the supposition

that the time of dyaWidade is that of the heavenly life,
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M-heii the \v7r7]0P]vai will have for ever passed away,—" after

having been distressed." Again, the clause forming ver. 9,

Nvhich is attached to dyaWidre, and seemingly belongs to the

same time as that verb, may appear to be suited only to the

2)crfcct emancipation from sin and sorrow\ Still further,—it

Ijeing to a certain extent characteristic of the apostle's style

to begin sentences after the Latin fashion, with a relative

pronoun referring to a subject spoken of in the preceding

sentence, and particularly at the close of the preceding

sentence (cf. vv. 8, 10), eV w at the beginning of ver. 6 may
seem to refer to eV Katpa> ia-^drcp, and to mean " at which

time," that is, the time of the Lord's appearing. If these

arguments be sound, then dyaWtdade of ver. 6 and

dyaWLare of ver. 8 are to be regarded as what may be

called presents of vivid prophecy, used in place of a future

tense (cf TrapaBiSorai, Matt. xxvi. 2 ; KarapyeiraL, 1 Cor.

XV. 26). This view of the meaning of the passage has

commended itself to a large number of excellent interpreters,

including, of the more recent, Wiesinger, Huther, and Alford.

Had the passage ended with the 7th verse, few probably

would have differed from them, seeing that the obvious

antithesis in apTi \v7rr}$evTe<; to the thought, expressed or

implied, of the future blessedness, suggests quite naturally

the taking of d'yaXkidade as a present of vivid prediction.

But it is plain that vv. 8, 9 are closely connected with

vv. 6, 7, the whole constituting one paragraph. Vv. 8, 9,

indeed, substantially, though with some difference in the mode

of representation, take up and expand the leading thought of

ver. 6, ev o) dyaWidade, which, through the coming in of

the long subordinate clause on suffering and its aim, had

there been exhibited only in the barest way. Whatever is

the reference of dyaXkLaTe in ver. 8, then, is also naturally

taken to be the reference of dyaXXLua-de in ver. 6. Now to

take the verb in ver. 8 as referring to the future involves

very grave difficulties. That in the two relative clauses

which appear to be so closely parallel to each other, ov om
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ktX. and et9 ov apTi ktX., the verb of the one, ayaTrare,

should be a real present (which beyond all question it is),

:md tlie verb of the other, dyaWLUTe, should be a present in

form merely, with its real time future, is very unlikely.

Again, that in the second of these relative clauses the parti-

(;iples belonging to dyaWiare should relate to a different time

from their main verb (both their meaning and the particle

apri distinctly showing them to refer to the present life), and

this without any rore (1 Cor. xiii. 12), or iv ovpavoh, or other

indication that dyaXkiare is in time severed from its participles

and belongs to the future,—this is unnatural in the very

liighest degree. As regards the structure of the second

relative clause, moreover,—supposing that dyaXKiare be taken

as in meaning future, with its participles true presents, the

antithesis between the described experience of Christians

" now " (apTi), " Ye see Him not, but believe in Him," and

their described experience in the future, " Ye rejoice with joy

unspeakable and full of glory," is plainly imperfect, and

imperfect in a way which in such a sentence is not natural,

—some such statement as dyaWcdre 6p(avTe<i avTov ica9o)<i

ecTTi being required.

Still further,—on the supposition that the references in

this sub-section to the joy of Christians relate to the future

life, it would be hard to see any definite purpose consistently

followed out through the passage. As a whole, no doubt, the

verses would contain a sketch of the blessedness of "the

salvation ready to be revealed in the last time " (ver. 5),

setting forth its exceeding joy in contrast with the sorrows of

the present life. Now, supposing this to be the apostle's

general aim in writing the passage, the clause " whom having

not seen ye love," seems to come in somewhat irrelevantly.

On the other hand, supposing the whole passage to refer to

the present life, a consistent purpose can be traced out to the

remotest ramifications of the sentence. In this case the

apostle appears to be illustrating, not the closing words, but

the central thought, of ver. 5, namely that the children of
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(JoJ are guarded by His power through faith unto salvation.

—

expanding particularly the idea " through faith/' and, Ly an

appeal to the experience which his readers already had of the

power of faith, strengthening their hope that by God's grace

faith would sustain them through to glory. " Think," he says

to them, " of what you already know on this matter by experi-

ence. Through the thought of heaven presented to you

vividly by faith you have great happiness, even though at the

present for wise reasons you have not a few troubles, at times

sore troubles. Hard as it is to cherish strong affection for

one whom you have never seen, still, as your consciousness

tells you, you are enabled by faith to do this. Hard as it is

to have, or even to conceive of one having, intense pleasure

in a kind of intercourse with another which is not maintained

through any bodily sense, but is purely spiritual, still you

have such joy, unspeakable, and, as you feel, of heavenly

origin. In these fruits of faith—loving fellowship with

Christ, and the exquisite and sublime happiness which such

fellowship yields—you possess already the essential elements

of heavenly blessedness. You are thus already in such

measure receiving that end which your faith teaches you to

long and to hope for, even the salvation of your souls, that

you may well repose unwavering trust in the power of God,

acting through the faith which He sustains, as able, notwith-

standing all the distractions and oppositions of the world, to

bring you safe to that fulness of salvation which yet remains

to be revealed." The view of the apostle's object set forth

iu this paraphrase seems to accord with the whole structure

of the passage ; and the prominent way in which TricrTt? and

TTiareveiv are used in the section appears to show that some-

thing of this kind really was his line of thought.

The arguments urged in favour of taking the paragraph

with a future reference look less strong after close examina-

tion than they do at first sight ; and, on the whole, the

difficulties in the way of accepting the prima facie reference

of the passage to the present life appear to be considerably
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less weighty than those which beset the other view. The

language employed of Christian joy is undoubtedly very rich

and intense, richer and intenser than accords with the average

spiritual happiness of most believers ; but probably every

Christian has a remembrance of some times of peculiarly close

communion with the Saviour, for which no words less stron"

than those of the apostle would seem fit. Not a few

Christians have many such seasons. Now, if the apostle's

purpose was to point out to his readers what great things

faith can do, as illustrated already in their own experience,

then the memory of times of "joy unspeakable and full of

glory " was enough for his object, since every believer feels

that such rich spiritual happiness is a fruit of lively faith,

and that, if he has but little of it, this is due mainly to his

living, through worldly influences, on a low level of faith.

Other points will be dealt with in the course of exposition.

Ver. 6. ^Ev a> may have Kaipa> as its antecedent, the

meaning being either " at which (time),"—a sense suitable

only on the supposition that the paragraph refers to the future,

—or " at (or in) which," with the force of " in the thought

or anticipation of which," djaWcdaOai,, like ^(aipeiv and other

verbs of rejoicing, taking iv to express its ground or basis

(cf. John V. 35). But the most natural construction seems

to be, keeping to this latter force of iv, to take the pronoun

as neuter, its antecedent being the gracious assurance con-

tained in the previous sentence generally (cf iv. 4),—The

Hellenistic verb dyaWidofiat looks like a strengthened form

for the classical dydWofiai, with which it agrees in meaning.

A. Buttmann, however {Gram. p. 51, note), observing it to be

often used in the LXX. for the Hebrew yi, inclines to regard

it as having arisen among the Greek-speaking Jews out of

this Hebrew word, the Yod by a phonetic change familiar to

philologists being represented by an iota put after the liquid,

and the form perhaps influenced somewhat by the Greek verb

dydWofiat. The word is a very strong one, " rejoice exceed-

ingly, exult." Besides that thought of a reference to the
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future to wliich this strength of the language employed has

led many interpreters, and which has already been discussed,

the form ayaWtdaOe is by some (as Augustine) on the same

ground supposed to be perhaps imperative instead of indicative.

The imperative, however, would be abrupt and not very

natural here, and is wholly unnatural in the 8th verse.

But the indicative employed to set forth the ideal

of Christian experience, as often in Scripture, has really to

the mind of every thoughtful believer the force of an

imperative.

The next clause, oXljov kt\., sets forth a difficulty in the

way of u^^aWiaatq, by which the sublime power of faith, in

enabling the Christians addressed actually ajaX\.iaa6at, is

vividly illustrated. The participle, XvirrjOevre^;, has evidently

its common concessive force, " though distressed
:

" ef. John

xii. 37; 1 Cor. ix. 19. "Aprt simply contrasts the present

life with that of heaven,—in which (eV to), as an object of

thought and hope, the believer has his joy,—and therefore the

aorist participle might conceivably point to a past within this

present life. But the whole tone of the Epistle shows that

with very many of the apostle's readers the XvTreia-dat was a

present experience, and quite obviously the natural supple-

ment to el Seoy is the present iariv (which, as a matter of

fact, is found in very many MSS.). Peter's thought, therefore,

seems clearly to be of joy, not after, but in the midst of

trouble, exactly as Paul's " distressed (Xvirovfjuevoi), yet always

rejoicing," " exceeding joyful in all our tribulation " (2 Cor.

vi. 10, vii. 4). Our apostle'^ choice of the aorist participle

instead of the present seems tct have been made to indicate

—

t^uite in accordance with the regular force of this tense, and

with many analogies as regards this particular kind of appli-

cation (cf. Donaldson, Gr. Gram. § 427, especially section fM)

—the transitoriness of earthly trouble, " but for a moment,"

when viewed in the light of eternity. Trouble is to the

Christian as a passing wreath of cloud, obscuring the sun for an

instant,—already past almost before it was recognised. This

£
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force of the aorist cannot well be brought out in an English

rendering ; we seem obliged to translate by the present,

" though ye are distressed, put to grief." Another possible

explanation of the choice of the aorist here, one which has to

be given of the use of this tense not unfrequently in N. T.

(cf. e.g. Jas. v. 4-6), is that the apostle throws his mind

forward—as from his immediately preceding strain of remark,

which is referred to by ev m, he quite naturally might do—to

the future life, and from it looks back on the earthly troubles,

now all past. This conception of the form of the thought

—

which the presence of apri in the clause seems to make

hardly so likely a one as the other—appears to be that which

is represented in the E. E. V.—The sense of oXtyov in N. T.

varies between reference to degree, " a little, slightly " (as

Luke vii. 47), and reference to time, "for a little" (as Mark

vi. 31). Either of these would in a measure suit the present

passage, either, as Paul has it, " our light affliction," or, " which

is but for a moment ;
" but in the connection brevity seems

most likely the intended thought.

The interjected conditional clause, et 8eov (iarlv), prepares

the minds of the readers to receive aright the mention of

their sore troubles, by recalling to them the truth that these

come to believers only at the time, and in the measure, in

which their heavenly Father sees affliction to be needful for

the soul's welfare. The force of el with the present indicative

is often shown by the context to be " if (as is the case) "

—

that is, practically, in such a connection as here, "since."

But all that this form of construction in itself indicates is

that the condition is with special vividness assumed to be

realized,—uncertainty, though out of view, not being denied

;

and in the present case nothing calls on us to think tliat the

apostle intended to be more definite than "if it is needful."

Many of the Christians of Asia Minor might not actually at

the time be exposed to any special troubles.

—

^Ev ttolkIXol'^

ireipaa-fjiol';, " in (and thus through) manifold trials," varied

discipline according to varied " needs." Ueipaa-fio^ is here, as
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often elsewhere in X. T., applied, like " trial " in English,

specially to affliction looked upon as a testing agency ; of.

Luke xxii. 28; Acts xx. 19; Jas. i. 2.—By persons who

look at the matter from a merely earthly point of view, the

judgement inight readily be formed that Peter's statement

liere, ajaWida-de XuirrjOivre';, or as Paul has it, Xvirov^evoi,

del Se 'xalpovre'i (2 Cor. vi. 10), is self-contradictory. The

apostles do not stop to say anytliing in bar of this judgement.

They are writing for men of spiritual discernment ; and the

(Jhristian consciousness knows perfectly that tliere is no

inconsistency. Says Calvin {in loc.) :
" Melius experimento

norunt fideles illos contrarios affectus simul consistere, quam

verbis exprimi queat."

Ver. 7. This verse contains an explicit statement of the

gracious divine purpose in affliction,—which has been implied

in el Seov (ver, 6). Whilst the general meaning of the

sentence is plain, the exact form of the thought is not

altogether obvious. Prima facie, " the trial of faith " is said

to be " more precious than gold." Now, according to the

proprieties of the figure, it is faith itself of which this would

naturally be predicated. The simplest and most satisfactory

explanation of the little difficulty appears to be that which

is implied in the rendering of the A. E. V., " than of gold,"

—namely that, immediately, the comparison instituted is not

between faith and gold, but between the trial of faith and

the trial of gold, and that by a slight inaccuracy of expression

{comjKo^atio compendiaria)—found occasionally, no doubt, in

every language, in inartificial speaking or writing, and par-

ticularly common in Greek—the link rod Soki/xlov is left out,

so that we read "than gold," whilst the intended meaning is,

"than that of gold;" cf. Matt. v. 20 ; John v. 36 ; and see

Jelf, § 781; Winer, p. 307; A. Buttmann, p. 168. Cf.

also 1 John ii. 2, where the antithesis with -^fierepcov makes

the supposition of a very similar irregularity of construction,

Trepl rod Koafiov for irepl tmu (a/uLapricov) tov Koafxov, greatly

more probable than that of an intended change in the form
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of thought ; see the full regular expression in Heb. vii. 27.

The other possible explanation supposes something of irregu-

larity in the form, not of the predicate, but of the subject, taking

" the trial of your faith '" to mean " your tried (and approved)

faith." This running together of the meaning of the two

substantives seems to be without adequate analogy, particu-

larly seeing that, not Zoki^i], but the more stubborn and

decidedly concrete-looking form Soki/jllov is used. Dr. Hort

{Gr. Test., A];j2^., note in loc), supposing " approved faith " to be

the subject of comparison, and feeling that Sokl/jlcov does

not at all naturally yield this sense, is inclined to regard as

the true reading the neuter adjective hoKifiov, which is found

as a variant, but only in three or four cursive MSS.,

—

to

Sofiifiou, " the approved excellence," needing less force than

the other to give the desired sense. This seems to be an

entirely gratuitous resort to a kind of refuge legitimate only

in a case of desperation. The similarity both of thought and.

of phraseology gives good ground for believing that in this

verse and the preceding Peter had Jas. i. o before his mind
;

and it is natural to suppose, unless our apostle's course of

thought require a different sense to be put on the words, that

he uses to Zokl^lov t/)? iriarew^ with the same meaning as

James, which is quite unequivocally "the testing of faith."

Now, instead of being in any way alien from Peter's line of

thought, this sense fits in with it perfectly ; for in this

parenthetical verse— introduced to explain the apparently

anomalous fact that those who were children of God and

heirs of heaven were " distressed through manifold trials
"

—

the immediate subject of thought is clearly not the value of

faith, but the value of the testing of faith by suffering. Suppos-

ing this to be the subject, moreover, all the parts of the

sentence come in in an obviously orderly way, and with, as

it appears, somewhat more of relevancy and force than if we

regard the subject to be " your approved faith." If instead

of " testing, trial," we were to take Sokl/xiov in what seems to

be its first meaning, " test," and suppose the immediate com-
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parison to be between affliction, tlie test of faith, and lire,

the test of gold, the conrse of thought would be substantially

the same ; but this mode of looking at the matter is not

very natural, does not well accord with the relegation of Slo,

iTvp6<i to a position in a secondary clause, and differs from

James's use of SoKifMiov. On ZokI^lov, found in N. T. only

liere and in the passage in James, cf particularly Fritzsche,

Prdlim. p. 40.

ndXvTifjbOTepov is best taken (so both A. and Pi. E. Y.) in

apposition with BoKLficov. If it be joined with evpeOfi as a

part of the predicate—in which case, of course, the words

eU eiracvov ktK. are viewed as appended in a loose adverbial

way, to set forth the ultimate issues—tlie sentence moves

more heavily. Moreover, whether the subject spoken of is

held to be " faith " or " the testing of faith," tlie apostle,

writing to Christians, would be likely to assume their know-

ledge that this was more valuable than gold or than the

testing of gold, rather than to describe a certain divine

procedure as chosen with the view of their by and by finding

it to be more valuable ; whereas with respect to the much

stronger predication evpeOfi eh eiraivov kt\. the same difficulty

does not present itself.—The article, which y^pvaiov, being

taken in its widest generality, would naturally have, is

omitted, as frequently where an attribute with the article

follows; cf. Jelf, § 458; Winer, p. 174; A. Buttmann,

p. 03.

The thought yielded by the rendering which the A. E. V.

gives of the clause tov aTroWv/iievov kt\., " that perishetli

though it be tried with (is proved by, R. E. V.) fire," i.s

natural and relevant :
" the trial of faith is more valuable

—

more precious, from the nature of its issues—than the trial

of gold ; inasmuch as gold, even though tried by fire, must

ultimately perish like other corruptible things, whereas faith

carries down to eternity all the gain which its trials give it."

But this thought does not seem to come easily out of the

apostle's words. The only way in which it can be reached
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is this,
—

" which perisheth,"—(then, parenthetically) " and

yet it was tested by fire." Now, certainly, for this sense the

natural form of the participle would liave been the aorist or

perfect instead of the present. The thought yielded by the

2)rima facie rendering of the words, " which perisheth, but

(yet) is tested by fire," is one which also quite suits the

context. " Of such value is the trying of gold considered by

men to be, that though the metal so highly esteemed by them

is perishable, and though in the crucible not dross only may

be removed, but some of the gold itself may be lost, still it

is tried by fire. This analogy from men's mode of dealing

with their precious things may help us to recognise the

wisdom and kindness of God, when to a more valuable kind

of testing He subjects our faith,—which, as we know, is

imperishable, suffering through the crucible of affliction into

which it is cast absolutely no loss."

In the spiritual sphere this earthly life is, as regards

issues of thought, effort, hope, largely a time of seeking : tlie

day of " the revelation of Jesus Christ " will be the season of

finding. To this end, the apostle says, God appoints affliction

to His people as a purifying agency,—that in that great day

of discoveries this trial of tlieir faith " may be found unto—
i.e. certainly issuing in—praise and glory and honour." The

construction evpeOrjvai et<? is not common, and this is an

argument which has been used in favour of our taking the

predicate of the sentence to be eupedfj irokvTLfiorepov. The

combination, however,—which, from the force of et?, and the

readiness with which the mind supplies an 6v in connection

with evpedrj, is in itself a perfectly natural and intelligible

one,— does occur, quite certainly, notwithstanding Steiger's

argument to the contrary, in Eom. vii. 10.—Some interpreters

have minutely distinguished the three substantives here

employed,

—

erraivo'i being the praise given from the throne

by the Divine Judge,

—

So^a, the admission into His glory

following thereon,—and ti/u,7], the honour among the angels

and glorified saints consequent on the e-rraivo^i and Zo^a.
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It may be doubted whether, in a passage like the present,

such rigid exactness of dealing with a group of terms of this

kind is altogether justified. It seems rather as if the apostle,

laliouring under a sense of the immeasurable glory of the

inheritance of the saints, simply piles up word upon word as

if to overwhelm utterly the remembrance of the XvTrrjdPjvat

iv iroiKiXoi'i 7reipacr/j,ot<; : as Beza has it, " quibus nimirum

synonymis voluit Petrus tentationum dedecus et ignominiam

obtegere."

A passage in Hermas (Vis. iv. 3) is somewhat parallel to

this verse, and possibly a reminiscence,—the language, how-

ever, being too general and the figure too obvious and com-

mon to permit any definite conclusion on this head : coairep

yap TO 'xpuaiov SoKifid^erac Sia rod irvpo'i Kal ev)(^pr]aTOV

ylverai, ovrco^ Kal v[xei<i BoKifid^ecrde.

Ver. 8. This verse evidently resumes and expands the

thought contained in ver. 6, ev w dyaWiaade,—which was

there expressed only in the briefest way, in consequence of

the entering in of the weighty subsidiary clause, forming

ver. 7, on the purpose of affliction. In taking up the thought

again, the apostle presents it in a most interesting and

beautiful form, immediately and naturally suggested by the

mention of the Saviour's name at the close of the previous

verse. In ver. 6 he said, " Ye exult in the contemplation

and hope of heaven ; " here he dwells particularly on the

power exerted over the heart of the Christian by the one most

precious element in his thoughts with respect to heaven,

—

the thought that his Eedeeraer is there, and that, through the

communion which He holds with His people now. He is

preparing them for the time when they too shall be there,

and see Him as He is. Peter here brings into much pro-

minence the fact that an imsccn Saviour is at the present

the object of the Christian's affection and the source

of his joy ; evidently setting this fact forth as, for all who

know the vastness of the power exercised over men by what

is visible and tangible, a most impressive proof of the sublime
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and divinely sustained energy of Christian faitb,—thus con-

lirming the assurance of ver. 5 that the children (jf God " are

guarded through the power of God by faith unto salvation."

This same thought, of the extreme difficulty for a creature

like man of being filled with love for an object unseen,

presents itself in a different connection in 1 John iv. 20.

Peter brings the point forward in two aspects. First, " You

have not seen Him, and yet you love Him." Then he passes

on from the historic, " not having seen," to the present, " not

seeing." This is climactic. " To declare that not having

seen Him you love Him, is to say a great thing regarding

the power of faith ; but it is even a greater to say that

from day to day, not seeing Him, but simply believing in

Him, you have through that faith exulting delight in Him."

The difference of the negative particle in what appear to

be precisely parallel statements, ovk I86vr€<;, /xr) 6pMVT€<i,

arrests attention. In the later Greek the particle fir/ came

to be used with increasing frequency in participial clauses,

even in cases where the subjective element of thought was

not naturally ver}' prominent ; until in the Greek of the

present day a participle negatived always takes fxij. In the

language of N. T., whilst fiij is found with participles much

oftener than ov, still there are only a very lew passages in

which the distinctive force of this particle cannot be clearly

recognised ; though, no doubt, in a considerable number of

those cases in which a subjective force can be recognised, a

classical writer would probably have chosen rather to set

forth simply the objective fact; cf. Winer, p. 606 ; A. Butt-

mann, p. 350. In the place before us, where in clauses so

closely similar the apostle employs ou with the one participle

and /jbt] with the other, he obviously looked at the two cases

in those different lights which the two particles in their

strict use indicate. Eegarding the Christians whom he

addresses, the words ovk lh6vre<i set forth their not having

seen the Lord merely as a fact : firj opcovre^ seems to bring

before us their not seeing Him as a fact present to their own
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thoughts, while yet they were enabled through faith to rejoice

in Him. In ovk 186vt€<; we have the negation simply as

standing before Peter's own mind as an historical fact ; and

plainly the fact was of a kind fitted particularly to impress a

3nan who, like him, had been a companion of the Lord Jesus,

and one which he might very naturally and indeed quite in-

stinctively prefer to look at for a moment by itself, historically

]nerely,— out in the open, so to speak,— rather than as

present to the consciousness, and inlluencing the spiritual

exercises, of the believers of and to whom he is speaking. To

Peter himself this experience was something purely objective,

in which he himself had no share, but which in its character

was well fitted to impress his mind as an evidence of the

glorious power of faith. He himself had seen the Lord, and,

as the memory of innumerable proofs which he had witnessed

of His grace and tenderness came up before him, it seemed

to him a most easy and natural thing for him to have learned

to love Jesus ; but for those Christians of Asia Minor, ovk

iSoz/ra?, certainly there was something peculiarly sublime in

the power which had taught them to love Him. There rose

up vividly before the apostle's mind—as the form which the

}iext clause takes leads one to think—a remembrance of our

Lord's words about the peculiar blessedness of those who,

" not having seen, believe " (John xx. 29). With regard to

the second case, firj opoivre^, inarevovTe'i he, the apostle's

experience was substantially the same as that of the brethren

to whom he wrote. He, like them, had often felt the chilling

influence whicri is exerted on the spiritual life of Christians,

when unwatchful, by things seen and temporal ; and yet he

and they, iirj 6p(ovr6<;, " not seeing their Eedeemer, and

fully conscious of this," exulted in Him. The ou and the

fi^ respectively are plainly used with entire naturalness in

the two places ; cf. a somewhat parallel case, Matt. xxii.

II, 12. On the testimony to the genuineness of the Epistle

afforded by the obviously unforced autoptic touch in this

clause, see Introduction, § I. 5.
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lu the clause et? w kt\., these first words belong in

construction to the participle 7naT6vovTe<i. The combination

ew oz/, indeed, is no doubt one which readily permits its

force to pass over in a loose way to the main verb ayaWcare,

but not so exactly as " in whom " does in English. 'AyaWiav

and the verbs of its class are not construed with ek, and

opdv is so only exceptionally, and in a different sense from

that here required (cf. John xiv. 37, with Meyer's note).

I)Ut TTLa-Teveiv often takes eh', and, the chief subject of the

whole section (vv. 6-9) being the power of faith as already

proved in the spiritual experiences of Christians, the thought

mainly in the writer's mind from the beginning of the

present clause was naturally that of " believing," eU ov

TTiarevovTe'i
; whilst to the interjected /xr; 6pa)vre<; tlie mind

at once supplies avrov, and to ayaWiCLTe, iv aurw.—The

rare active form ayaWtav occurs also in Luke i. 47 ; Eev.

xix. 7 ; the passage in Luke, however, being the only one

of the three where the middle is not found as a variant.

Assuming the active to be the true reading here, it would

seem, from its being used so soon after the middle (ver. 6),

that to Peter the one form came as naturally as the

otlier.

The epithets applied to the joy of believers are peculiarly

rich and striking. ^Av€K\dXr]To<i is a somewhat rare word
;

see Ignat. Uph. § 19 ; Iren. i. 14. 5 ; and cf. dXdXrjro';, Eom.

viii. 26. By SeSo^aa/xevr] Christian joy is described as in its

nature distinctly heavenly. Like the face of Moses (rtjv So^av

rov irpoa-doTTov avrov, 2 Cor. iii. 7), or of Stephen (Acts vi. 15),

it is touched with a beam from above, reflecting the glory of

God.

Ver. 9. Several even of those expositors who admit the

previous verses of the paragraph to refer to Christian

experience in the present life think of this verse as pointing

to the future, somewhat thus :
" receiving by and by, as

ye know that ye are to do, the end of your faith." This

is wholly unnatural. Had Peter meant this he would
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certainly have used the future, the form wliich he actually

has in the only other places where he employs the verb

KOfii^eaOat [x. 4; 2 Ep. ii. 13, the reading in this latter

passage, however, being doubtful). The clause explains

and justifies the exultant hope of believers by exhibit-

ing their present position, describing them as already enjoy-

ing in a measure, and according to the intelligence and

liveliness of their faith knowing themselves to be enjoying,

the essential elements of the life eternal. In their peace

of conscience, fellowship with God, growth in holy beauty

and energy, they were already receiving to some extent

" the end " to which their faith looked, and for which it

longed, "the salvation of their souls." From the nature

of the truth of which faith lays hold, this " end " begins

to be gained from the very commencement of true faith

in any soul. It is gained always more as faith grows in

intelligence and strength, until in heaven it is attained

perfectly. This '"' end of faith " is described by tlie apostle

in the most general way, without articles, " salvation of

souls," as if leaving to his readers room for expatiating in all

directions in the contemplation of the breadth and length and

depth and height of this sublime blessing. In naming

specially the salvation of the "soul" the apostle brings out

distinctly the radical and therefore gloriously complete nature

of the deliverance ; of. Jas. i. 2 ; Heb. x. 39. It does not

seem to be over-refining, too, to say that whilst the apostle

is no doubt thinking of salvation in its fulness (as the

unquestionably general irepi rj<i a(OTT]pLa<; which follows shows),

yet his form of expression gives prominence to that sphere

or element in which his readers were actually in the present

life Ko/jLi^o/jLevoi acoTrjpiav,—" the body, indeed, being dead

because of sin, but the spirit being life because of righteous-

ness " (Eom. viii. 10).
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Vv. 10—12. Confinuation of ivhat lias been said regarding

the greatness and the certainty of the Christian salvation,

hy a reference to the deep interest talcen in everything

connected icith it ly yrophets and hy angels.

Ver. 10. On the spelling (late, and perliaps mainly Alex-

andrian), ipavvdv for ipevvav, prevalent in the oldest texts of

N. T., see particnlarly Dr. Gregory's Prolcg. to Tischendorf's

8th ed. p. 81.—It is not needful to distinguish minutely

between i^e^yjnjaav and e^r^pavvrjaav, the two verbs being

plainly employed in order to exhibit with special strength their

common idea of " seeking." This combination is found also

in 1 Mace. ix. 26 ; and ^rjrelv and e^epawav are used in a

parallelism in Prov. ii. 4.—On the omission of the article

with 'rrpo(^rjrav, cf. ver. 7, note on '^^puaiov. It is possible,

liowever, and not unlikely, that the present is not simply

a case of omitting the article in order to lighten a con-

struction. Having regard to the anarthrousness of ayyeXot

also (ver. 12), it seems as if with both words the apostle,

by withholding the article, meant to concentrate the attention

of his readers on that dignity of position which is intimated

by the designations, and which the article— implying as

it does a certain familiarity with the thought—would tend

to make less prominent ;
" prophets—angels—are interested

in the gospel." Anarthrousness, obviously or probably with

this design of making the substantive or adjective stand out

in full prominence, is somewhat favoured by our apostle ; cf.

\i6ov, ii. 4 ; hUaLo<i, iii. 18 ; kl^wtov, iii. 20 ; KTiary, iv. 19
;

and see T. S. Green's iV". 2\ Gram. p. .34. Mr. Green appears

inclined to think that to this purpose of making the inherent

notion of the substantive stand out with vividness is perhaps

to be ascribed the whole class of cases where a noun to which

an attributive combination is postfixed with the article is

itself anarthrous.—Dr. Plumptre (Carnhridge Bible for Schools,

in loc.) has propounded the view that the " prophets " here
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Spoken of are tlie eminent class of Christian ministers of

the first age called by this name in N". T., such as Silas

and Agabus. The ordinary view of the reference has some

difficulties, but this has immeasurably more. Dr. Tlumptre

bravely faces even irpofiapTvpo^evov and ot'^ €avroi<i v/jlIv

Be, but totally fails to make his exegesis look in the

smallest degree natural.— Instead of simply referring to

o-o)T7]pia<; by a pronoun, " who prophesied of it," the apostle

amplifies (cf. ver. 5, note on acorrjpLav), bringing in a new

and most winning description of salvation, tt}^ et? v/xa?

'X^dpiTO'i, " the grace (/.c the gift or manifestation of grace)

for you "—" destined for you
;

" on this use of et?, cf.

et<? vfia^, ver. 4, note. These words evidently contain in

themselves a strong argument. " Ages ago, in the promises

of grace given through the prophets, God had yoic in His

thoughts : can your faith in Him fail when you remember

this ?
"

Ver. 11. We are here told what were those points with

respect to salvation as to which the prophets " made diligent

inquiry and search." The coming of a great Deliverer was

made known to them,—not a little also, as the j)rophetic

ages rolled on, with regard to the glory of His Person and

the nature of His work ; but the time of the deliverance

they were not told. The picture which they were enabled

to form in their minds lacked distinctness of perspective.

On this point, through the intense interest with wliich they

contemplated the revealed Saviour and His salvation, they

earnestly, through prayerful study of the data which they

possessed, sought for more light. Their inquiries, we are

told, related to Tiva Katpov, " ^chat time " God had fixed for

the advent of the Deliverer,— and also to irolov Kaipov,

" 7chcif manner of time," what kind of age in tlie world's

history, politically and morally ; cf. Clem. Horn. § 38,

ni'a\o<yi(Ta>fie6a ovv, aSeX^ol, Troiot koX r/ve? elcrrfkOaixev eh

Tov Koa/jLov. One can easily understand how the question

with regard to irotov as well as rlva Kaipov should arise in
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their minds. Many of the facts revealed to them respecting

Messiah and His work were so strange in themselves, and

especially in their combination, that marvel was natural as

to what class of circumstances could bring about the realiza-

tion of such predictions as that the Christ was to be " cut

off out of the land of the living "—and to " prolong His

days,"— to be " forsaken," " bruised," " put to grief " by

Jehovah — and to be His " elect," " in whom His soul

delighted," — and other similar seeming mutual contra-

dictions.—By some interpreters (as Peile and Mason) riva

is taken as unconnected with Kaipov, its meaning being

" whom." This is, of course, grammatically possible ; but

obvious advantage in exegesis would be required to justify

disregard of the strong 2^rhna facie likelihood that in such

a clause as the present rii/a and ttoIov go together in

construction. Now, in fact, difficulty arises ; for if rtW

have a personal reference, this is plainly much the more

important of the questions,—yet in what is said in the

following verse to have been " revealed " to the prophets

there is nothing which seems in any way to relate to such

a question.

El<; TLva Kaipov means " with reference to what time,"

the construction which follows being either that i8)]\ov has

an understood object, " them," i.e. rd et? XpcaTov TraOrj/iara

ktX., the apostle having already the participial clause so

vividly present to his mind that he construes the main verb

as if he had expressed that clause before it,—or that i8/]Xov

and 'Trpofiaprvpofxevov are to be taken together as conjointly

liaving rd iradi'-jfiara kt\. as object, thus, " was by prophetic

testimony showing" (cf. Acts xxviii. 23, the construction of

i^eriOeTo SLafiaprvp6/jLevo<i). To suppose i8i]\ov used here in

an exceptional way as intransitive, and therefore having ek

attached, with the sense " was pointing to," on such an

analogy as the rare construction found in John xix. 37,

o-^ovrai et-f, is unnecessary.— For the expression irvevfia

XpL(7Tov, see Rom. viii. 9 ; Phil. i. 1 9 ; cf. also Acts xvi. 7
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(true reading) ; Gal. iv. 6, 8ucli a sense of Trvev/xa Xpia-Tov

as " the Spirit who spoke of Christ " (Grotius), could not

very naturally attach to the words in any circumstances,

and here plainly would be utterly tautological. The render-

ing, " the Spirit who—in the fulness of the times—rested on

Christ " (Weiss), is grammatically possible ; but a force of

the genitive, decidedly different from that which it has in

the other places where the combination occurs, is thus

introduced without the slightest suggestion in the context.

No other force of the expression is in the least degree

natural than " the Spirit who is Christ's, and whom He sends

forth" (John xv. 26, xvi. 7). " Procul dubio Petrus Spiritum

Sanctum Christi Spiritum propterea vocavit, quod Christus,

(|uum, priusquain homo factus esset, divina majestate apud

Deum splenderet (Phil. ii. 6), Spiritus Sancti afflatum prophetis

dedisset" (C. F. Fritzsche, Nova Opusc. Acad. p. 259). This

application of the name " Christ " to the Word not yet made

flesh is like that of Paul, 1 Cor. x. 4; cf. also John xii. 41.

P>y the function here ascribed to " the Spirit of Christ," as

the Teacher of the prophets, He is at once identified with

" the Spirit of Jehovah " who " spake by " them (2 Sam.

xxiii. 2). The truth that the pre-incarnate Word was the

Giver of the Spirit to the prophets was one which much

interested the early Fathers ; cf. Barnab. § 5, ol 7rpo(f)rjTaL,

air avTOV (i.e. Christ) e^oz^re? Tr]L> ^dpiv, eh avrov eirpoc^i}-

revaav,—also Ignat. Magn. § 9 ; Justin Martyr, I, Apol. 36,

63; Iren. iv. 20. 4.

In eU Xpiarov the preposition accords with the prophetic

point of view, " destined, appointed, for Christ," exactly as

in T?}? et? vfia<i )(^cipcTO'i of ver. 10 : contrast the form

of expression from the eye-witness's point of view, v. 1,

fxcipTv^ Twv Tov XptcTTov TTadrj/xaTcov. By the fact that in

the preceding paragraph prominence has been given to the

contrast between the sufferings of believers on earth and their

glory in heaven, some interpreters have been led to think

that in the present verse also the reference is not to Christ
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but to His people ; and they would translate thus, " the

sufferings with relation to Christ " (or " until Christ," i.e.

until His Second Coming) " and the glories thereafter."

Neither of these translations of ek is a likely one,—the former,

because of its vagueness, seeing that the apostle, if such had

been his thought, had the distinct Sea Xpia-rov ready at hand,

—the latter, because eU in the sense of " until," joined to a

personal name, is exceedingly rare in N. T., if found at all

(cf the Commentators on Gal. iii. 24). On the other hand,

the use of eh in the immediately preceding verse, in what

prima facie appears to be a precisely parallel combination,

obviously invites us to take the preposition here in the same

sense. There can be no doubt, moreover, that what must

mainly have excited the eager inquiries of the prophets, and

what the angels mainly desired to look into, was the history

of Christ ; and to all intelligent believers the sequence of

thought ia the apostle's letter, supposing the reference here

to be to Christ Himself, presents itself at once as most

natural, the basis of His people's hopes being His sufferings

and glories,—In using the plural of ho^a, a somewhat rare form

(in N. T. only in 2 Pet. ii. 10 and Jude 8, in both places

in a peculiar sense), the apostle no doubt had in his mind

the more or less distinct predictions of the various stages of

our Lord's course of triumph, the Resurrection, Ascension,

Mediatorial Eeign, and Second Coming.

Ver. 12. A communication was made by God to the

prophets—to the longing heart of each seer, age after age,

we may suppose—to the effect that not to themselves but to

men of after times they were ministering their revelations

respecting Messiah. Of course the reference here is to the

blessed realization of the promises in Christ's incarnation and

redemptive work : as regarded spiritual benefit, the prophets

ministered largely to themselves and their contemporaries

(on this see a beautiful paragraph in Leighton). The infor-

mation given to the prophets in answer to their prayerful

longings was probably very general ; but the simple announce-
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inent of tlie distant futurity of the Messianic age was sufficient

to show them tliat they did not need detailed knowledge of

" what and what manner of time."—Construed as here with

an accusative and a dative, SiaKouelu, " to serve," means " to

serve one with something,"—in the present instance, of course,

"to supply information
;

" cf. Joseph. Antiq. vi. 13. 6. Its

object here, aind, " them," " these things,'' points obviously

to ra BrjXovfieva Tvepl twv eU XpiaTou Tradyfidrcov ktX. The

rendering of the A. E. V. here seems, as occasionally (cf.

Phil. iv. 3), to indicate a certain confusion in the minds

of the translators between the force of avT6<i and tliat of

ovTo<?. Aura really ends the first half-sentence, and the

point perhaps ought to be a semicolon,—the second half-

sentence being made up of the two co-ordinate relative

clauses, which are attached a little loosely, " the which

things," etc.

By some expositors (as Hutlier, Alford, and Lillie) a

different view of the meaning of this first clause of the verse

is held. They regard the apostle as speaking, not of a com-

munication made to the prophets after, and in gracious

response to, their eager inquiries, but {diTeKakvjidrj being taken

with that practically pluperfect force which the aorist not

unfrerpiently has, particularly in relative clauses) of a com-

munication given previously—involved, indeed, in those very

Messianic revelations which they had received, and which

had led to their longings and questionings. The one main

statement of the passage is supposed to be that the prophets

felt a deep interest in their predictions regarding Christ and

His salvation (vv. 10, 11) ; and the clause oh d'ireKaXv(f)6r}

ktX. is thought to be added in a subsidiary way, to show the

unselfishness of this interest,—thus, " to whom (however, or,

be it noted) it had been revealed (i.e. practically, although it

had been revealed to them), that it was not to themselves but

to you they were ministering the precious things of which

they spoke." In this case the apostle's line of thought is

—

" If the ancient seers, knowing that the Messianic predictions
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were not for them, still studied them with earnest love, what

should your interest in the contemplation of Christ be, to

whom His salvation has actually come ! " The grounds urged

in support of this view of the meaning are, that no statement

is found in 0, T. about an answer given to a prophet with

respect to such questionings, except to Daniel (Dan. vii. 16),

and that in many of the Messianic predictions a remote

futurity of fulfilment is so distinctly implied that the seer

would not need any further revelation to that effect. This

last position is, at the least, open to question, the obviousness

to us now, after fulfilment, of indications given in the pro-

phecies themselves of a remote time of realization by no

means proving that these evidences could be clearly seen

by those to whom the oracles were first given. On the

whole, the arguments do not appear adequate to overturn

the strong 2}'nnia facie probability that, coming after a detailed

account of certain inquiries, the words oh direKaXv^Or] are to

be held as, according to the common use of the aorist, setting

forth in historical sequence the answer given by God. That

the apostle's statement here is a generalization from the one

case of Daniel is not at all a necessary supposition, and does

not appear to be a likely one, when we take into view what

he says innnediately afterwards about the interest felt by the

(tnrjcis in Messianic study. Tliere does not seem to be any

passage in 0, T. on which this latter statement is specially

based ; and whilst, no doubt, what we are told throughout

Scripture of the character and work of the angels lead* most

naturally to the thought here expressed, yet the apostle

presents it with a definiteness suggestive rather of a revelation

made to him, or of a remembrance of teaching of the Lord,

than of a mere inference. If it be judged that, from their

nature, the facts mentioned in this verse were not likely to

have been communicated to the apostle by special revelation,

there is perhaps nothing forced or fanciful in thinking that

both of them may be reminiscences from the discourse which

he had heard between Jesus and Moses and Elijah on the
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Holy Mount, with respect to " the decease to be accomplished

at Jerusalem," or from the converse of the Lord with His

disciples after His resurrection (Luke xxiv. 4, 5).

By some interpreters on, after aireKokix^OT) has been taken in

the sense of " because, for." Thus Luther translates, " Welchen

es geoffenbaret ist. Denn sie haben's nicht ihnen selbst

sondern uns dargethan," u.s.w. The bareness and abruptness

of oh uTreKaXvcpdr}, according to this construction, make it an

exceedingly unlikely one. Neither is much satisfaction to be

found in an attempt which has been made to obviate this

objection, by putting the words from on to avrd into a

parenthesis, and connecting the following relative clause with

direKokv^Orj,—thus, " to whom were revealed the things which

have now been announced to you," etc. The parenthesis is

but feebly relevant ; the main statement, thus taken, seems

to intimate what is inconsistent with all the analogies of

( lod's mode of communication of truth,—that the facts com-

prised in the N. T. gospel proclamation were made known in

clearness and detail to the ancient prophets ; and the relative

clause, construed in this way, largely loses the force whicli

apparently it is meant to have in the apostle's argument.

The two relative clauses, co-ordinate with each other, with

which the verse and the section end, wind up the passage

with singular impressiveness,—the statements being eminently

fitted to strengthen in the apostle's readers a sense of the

glory of the gospel, and of the lively gratitude and firm faith

wliich became them,

—

Nvv here plainly, in the connection, has

a reference of considerable breadth, '"' in these Christian times,"

as contrasted witli the age of the prophets : thus the aorist,

pointing to the first proclamation of the gospel in Asia Minor,

stands in the clause with perfect propriety,—cf. Horn. v. 11,

vii. 6, xi. 30. This construction of vvv with the aorist, when

vvv covers a lengthened period, is found also occasionally in the

classics; e.g. Plato, Symp. 193 A. — In diroaTdXevTi dir

ovpavov the apostle by using the aorist seems to point to

the great scene at Pentecost ; though his words may simply
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liave regard to the time of the bestowment of the Spirit on

each evangelist, the fuhiess of the phraseology being intended

to illustrate the grandeur of this gift.—The basis for appeal

for the cultivation of faith and hope is evidently made broad

and strong in the words of this little clause :
" Those

wondrous events to which the prophets looked forward so

eagerly are the very events which have been related to you

by the gospel messengers ; and they have been told to you

under the same divine guidance which before was granted

to the prophets,—the coming of the Holy Spirit upon the

preachers of Christ, indeed, having been manifested with

peculiar distinctness and impressiveness." On the object of

Peter in this and similar references, full of love and confidence,

to the Pauline body of evangelists who carried the glad

tidings througli Asia Minor, cf. Introduction, § V. 10.

The last clause has great rhetorical beauty and power.

" P)lest as the holy angels have been since their creation with

the beatific vision of God, still they recognise in the Person

and work of Christ a new and surpassiugly sublime revelation

of the divine excellences, into which they long to gaze."—On

the anarthrousness of ayyeXot, see note on '7rpo(f)rjTac, ver. 10.—
TlapaKtnrTecv, properly " to bend aside," commonly " to bend

so as to look at," is often in classical Greek " to take a slight

side glance ;

" but in N. T. use the meaning seems unquestion-

ably to be " to look earnestly,"—the exact idea being " to bend

so as to see distinctly;" cf. Luke xxiv. 12; John xx. 5, 11;

Jas. i. 25. Compare also the use of another compound,

ijKVTrreiv, in Clem. Eom. § 40, ijKeKV(f)6re<; et? to, ^ddr) t^?

Beia'i jvcoaeco^;. The thought has been entertained l)y many

expositors, that in the present clause the apostle alludes to the

Cherubim in the Holy of Holies, represented as stooping

down and looking with affection and reverence toward the

Ark of the Covenant covered by the blood-besprinkled Mercy-

seat. This supposition is interesting and attractive, but its

basis is insecure. It is doubtful whether such was the

attitude of the figures : and that the cherubic symbol had any
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reference at all to augels is exceedingly questionable ; cf. Fair-

bairn, Typology of Scripture, Bk. II. cliap. 3.

HORTATORY PART OF THE EPISTLE, I. 13-V. 9.

This part subdivides itself into two main sections,—the

Jlrst, extending to ii. 10, containing a somewhat general

exhortation to the cultivation of holy character ; the second,

from that point to ver. 9 of the last chapter, giving precepts

bearing on particular circumstances and relations.

Vv. 13-16. CctU to hope and to holiness.

Ver. 13. By Sio the apostle reminds his readers of the

vital connection between the belief of those central truths of

which he has spoken in his first section and Christian affec-

tions and conduct. Seeing that the particle introduces a main

division of the letter, its reference is naturally taken to be,

not sjDecially to the clause or clauses immediately preceding,

but to all that has gone before,
—

" Seeing that God has given

to you such exceeding great and precious promises and

privileges." From this, two immediate practical inferences

plainly are, " You ought to cherish a lively hope of the

promised blessedness," and " You ought to seek meetness

of character for that blessedness." To both of these the

apostle adverts, to the Jirst in a single sentence, the echo of

which, however, is heard through the whole Epistle ; to the

second, very fully.

First, of hope. Two conditions necessary to the mainten-

ance of Christian hope are prefixed by the apostle, in a

participial form, to his precept ekiriaaTe,—the participles

themselves, of course, having in their connection practically an

imperative force. The sense of the metaphor in dva^coo'dfjuevot,

kt\. at once suggests itself, from our knowledge of the long
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loose attire of the Orientals, and the need of gathering it up

for labour :
" jDreparing yourselves for vigorous and sustained

spiritual exertion," " arousing yourselves from your listlessness

and dissipation of mental energy." These first Avords of the

verse are quoted by Polycarp (§ 2).— The epexegetical

genitive r?}? Biavoia<; vjxwv is added to Ta<i oacjiva'i in a free

and natural way, bringing fully out the apostle's meaning,

—

" Do with your minds what is so familiar to you in bodily

action, gird up your loins mentally." Cf. the words of Clem.

Eom. § 57, in a similar and striking metaphor, Kufi-y^avre'^ ra

yovara t?}? Kaphia^ v/j.cov. The word hidvoia has a special

suitableness in the connection, designating particularly as it

does the mind as at work in life, in dealing with men and

things, ranging " through " all kinds of circumstances and

influences, many of them in their nature calculated to weaken

or to pervert; cf. Westcott on 1 John v. 20. As to the

force of this clause, cf. Luke xii. 35 ; Eph. vi. 14 ; and also, if

the thought of irapeinhrjixot<; Btaa-iropd'i (ver. 1) be judged to

have been still in any degree in the minds of the readers,

Ex. xii. 11. The compound dval^oyvvvvai occurs here only

in K T.; cf. Prov. xxxi. 17, LXX.
From the preparatory work set forth by tlie aorist participle,

the apostle proceeds to exhibit by the present participle

v7](l)ovTe<? a constant accompaniment of true Christian hope.

The verb v7](f)eLv—strictly " to be sober " in the specific sense

of the word, " free from intoxication "—is employed in K T.

(e.g. 1 Thess. v. 6, 8, and twice elsewhere in our Epistle,

iv. 7, V. 8), as occasionally by classical writers, in the wider

sense of " to be sober-minded," free from subjection to worldly

influences generally. Christian hope can live only with

spirituality of thought and feeling and consequent purity

of life. In effect, vij^ovT€'i sums up the result of the chief

part of the mental preparation enjoined in the previous

clause ; cf . Luke xxi. 3 4. By some (as Westcott and

Hort) reXet'iEw? is joined to the participle ; but it seems more

natural to regard the force of this stron" word as thrown on
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the main verb eXirlcraTe. The sense given to TeXelw^ in

A. E. Y., "to the end" ( = /xe;^/3t rekous of Heb. iii. G, eU

Teko<i of Matt. X. 22), appears to be without analogy; and the

ordinary meaning of the adverb, " perfectly," is quite satisfac-

tory, including the other and more, " with full intelligence and

intensity and stedfastness."

The force of the combination introduced by eVt may be

conceived in more than one way. ^Eiri followed by an accusa-

tive is joined to eXiri^eLv only once elsewhere in IST. T., 1 Tim.

V. 5, where the accusative is Qeov, and the meaning " to hope

in, or on, God." In LXX. this construction is common, the

word governed by eVi being almost ahvays Kvptov or some

pronoun referring to God. On these analogies some scholars

take eVt
x^'P''^ ^^^^ ^^ denoting, not the object, but the basis of

the hope, " rest your hope perfectly on the grace—the divine

favour—which is being brought to you at the revelation of

Jesus Christ." The use of the present participle ^epofx,6vr]v has

suggested, moreover, to some that " the revelation of Jesus

Christ " here meant is that made in the gospel :
" rest your hope

on the grace which comes to you from day to day in (through)

the revelation of Jesus Christ." This reference of " the revela-

tion," however, is not tenable. The expression aTroKoXv^a 'I.X.

is a familiar one in X. T. with clear reference to the Second

Coming, whereas the other reference here supposed has only

one or two remote analogies ; and the fact that but a few

lines before (ver. 7) the apostle has employed the whole phrase,

exactly as here, unquestionably of the Second Coming, seems

quite decisive as to his meaning here also. The use of the

present participle in a pregnant sense, as including the future,

is in this place perfectly natural, and has a peculiar richness

of assurance :
" which is now on its way to you, and will reach

you at the revelation of Jesus Christ." When this, then, is

recognised to be the force of the last words of the clause, and

we go back to look at %aptz/, we feel that with (pepo/LLevrjv it is

not naturally taken with its primary force—as " grace," an

fictribute of God, the basis of hope,—but according to its very
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common secondary use {e.g. ver. 10), as " the gift bestowed by

grace," the object of hope. 'JStti with an accusative may

manifestly quite as naturally indicate aim as basis ; and the

analogy of a combination in which the word " God " or " Lord
"

is that which eVt governs, can scarcely with safety be held to

determine absolutely what is the sense in a case like the

present, where a word of a quite different kind occurs. The

closely similar construction eKiri^eiv eh, moreover, is found

with both applications; cf. 2 Cor. i. 10 ; Ecclus. ii. 9. There

seems to be sufficient reason therefore for, with the great

majority of expositors, regarding the object of hope as indicated :

" hope perfectly for, set your hope perfectly on." ()n the

various constructions of iXiri^eiv, see A. Buttmann, p. 175.

The %a/9t9 meant is obviously that which was the great

subject of the previous section, the final fulness of salvation,

the " inheritance " (ver. 4), " salvation " (ver. 5), " praise and

glory and honour " (ver. 7). Hope which has this as its object,

and which is perfect in purity, in liveliness, and in persistence,

is evidently fitted to exert a mighty influence in giving men

much of heaven's character and much of heaven's happiness

even here.

Ver. 14. The grammatical structure of the passage at this

point is not altogether clear. The adversative aXkd at the

beginning of ver. 15 is so plainly suggested by the imme-

diately preceding clause, and sets the words which follow so

sharply in contrast with it, that the course of thought is

dislocated to some extent if aWd be made to begin a new

sentence. Neither, however, does it seem perfectly satisfactory

to have a full break at the end of ver. 1 3. The absence of a

connective particle at the beginning of ver. 14 does not

indeed certainly prove, according to our apostle's mode of

writing (cf. ver. 22), that he is not here beginning a sentence

;

yet this, taken in connection with the perfect relevancy of the

clauses of ver. 14 when regarded as subordinate to iXTrlaare

of ver. 13,—expanding in fact vrji^ovre-^,—seems to render it

somewhat unnatural to put these verses into distinct sentences.
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At the same time, the nature of the clauses of ver. 14 appears

to show that the apostle's thoughts are there somewhat more

thrown forward on the appeal to holiness than backward

on that to hope ; and therefore Huther, Westcott and Hort,

and others, do begin a new sentence here. On the whole,

the view adopted by the Eevisers of the E. V., that vv. 13-16

form one sentence, with a slight irregularity of construction

in the beginning of the 1 5th, is perhaps the most likely.

The apostle here glides in an easy and informal way from

" Cultivate hope," the first of his practical deductions from

that account of the privileges and prospects of believers wliich

lie had given in the earlier part of the chapter, into the

second, " Cultivate holiness." He begins his exhortation by

reminding liis readers that through the nature of their position

as Christians they were " children of obedience,"—an expres-

sion closely corresponding to " elect through consecration of

the Spirit unto obedience" (vv. 1, 2). By tw? this position is

set f(jrth as an argument,—this particle, as often (cf. e.g. ii. 2,

II, 13), being used ietiologically, "seeing that you are," "as

beseems." The genitive viraKoyj'i may be explained in two

ways, the sense yielded being in substance the same, but the

aspects a little different. It may be the Hebraistic genitive

of quality, practically equivalent to an adjective ; cf. Luke

xvi. 8, xviii. 6; Jas. i. 25; and see Winer, p. 297; A.

Buttmann, p. 161. In this case the meaning is "obedient

children (of God)." Seeing, however, that the governing

substantive is reKva, tlie combination may be taken as

analogous to viol t?}? direideLa'i, reKva <f)(or6<i (Eph. v. 6, 9),

and the like, where, according to a familiar Semitic mode of

thinking, " disobedience," " light,"—or whatever it may be,

—

is set forth as the originating, formative, parental power ; cf.

particularly Steiger on the present passage, also Ellicott on

1 Thess. V. 5. On this view, the thought immediately

presented is not " children of God who are obedient," but

" persons whose parent is obedience," persons spiritually

springing from, having their character determined and moulded
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by, obedience. Xovv the Fatlierliood of God to His people

has been alhided to early in the Epistle, in " begat us again to

an inheritance " (vv. 3, 4), and is expressly introduced again

in ver. 17 ; but in the present sentence the designation "He
who called you " is not such as to suggest that in " children

of obedience " the writer had sonship to God immediately in

his thoughts. Probably, therefore, the second view of the

force of the genitive is that which was in his mind. His

readers, by their old nature " children of disobedience," were

now through the nature of the new life which they bad in

Christ " children of obedience."

The apostle's exhibition of the character which beseemed

" children of obedience " is made first negatively :
" not

fashioning yourselves (not fashioning your lives in any

respect or in any department) in accordance with the desires

which you formerly had in your ignorance,"—" evil desires,

lusts," according to a frequent, perhaps the most common, use

of iiriOu/xla in classical Greek, and certainly its prevailing

use in K T.—With the word fiop^rj and its derivatives

there naturally associates itself a certain idea of permanence,

and with (^XVI^^ ^"cl its derivatives one of transitoriness

;

springing from the fact that f^opcpr] designates the " form

"

under which the essence of anything reveals itself, whilst

axvf^ci, " fashion," indicates rather what is superficial,

accidental, variable. The vanity of delight and hope in

the life of sin, and the permanence of the joy of holiness,

thus explain the change of verb in liom. xii. 2, from crvvo-'xv-

fxaTL^eaOe in the first clause to fiera/xopcj^ovade in the second :

and similarly we may contrast Peter's use of avva-^TjfjbaTl^eadai,

here with Paul's longing (Phil. iii. 10) avfjiixopc^i^eadai, tm

davdrw Xpiarov,—where in the language a sublime paradox

presents itself, " to be conformed, linked in character, to

Christ's death " implying " to be linked with Christ to

glorious immortality." On /io/)^?;' and a^yfjba, cf. Trench,

Spi. JY. T. § 70, and Bp. Lightfoot's exhaustive and admirable

detached note on Phil. ii. 6.
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liigid exactness of construction would have required here

with avva'^TjfiaTi^o/xevoi a dative of the model ; not therefore

j)recise]y as it stands, " along M'ith, or similarly to, the lusts,"

but " similarly to those who live under the power of the

lusts,"—that is, specially, in the present case, as the connec-

tion suggests, " similarly to the 7raXaio<i avOpwiro'^ in you,"

"similarly to your own selves while you were still iv Ty

ayvola." But the free construction chosen by the apostle is

perfectly natural, and the meaning obvious. Paul's con-

struction of tlie same verb in Eom. xii. 2 is also somewhat

free, though not quite in the same way.

From the occurrence of irporepov in the clause, ev in the

combination iv ry dyvoi'a seems to be temporal, " in the time

of," with also, however, a suggestion of the instrumental force

which this preposition so often has in iST. T.—Whilst ajvoia,

" (spiritual) ignorance," belongs to all men by nature, yet

plainly if we suppose those to whom Peter wrote to have

been originally heathen, the word has a special fulness of

significance ; of. Eph. iv. 18, and see Introd. § II.

Ver. 15. In this verse there is a little irregularity of

construction. Having enjoined his readers not to take their

old sinful lives as a model to be now imitated by them, the

apostle is naturally led to set forth in direct contrast the

Supreme Model, and another participial clause might in

strictness have been expected, introduced by aWd, somewhat

thus, aWa avfi/xop^t^o/xevoi ru) Kokeaavri vfxa<i ayio). But,

in place of this, his earnestness of appeal leads him most

naturally to forget the exact structure of his sentence, and,

while presenting the thought of God as His people's Pattern

by a slightly different mode of expression, to make his verb

a main one in the imperative, instead of a participle. The

preposition Kara is often in K T., as by classical writers,

used in the sense of "after the model of;" cf. e./j. Eom. xv.

5 ; Eph. iv. 24. In the combination here governed by Kara

the simplest view of the construction is to regard rov ayiov

as going together, " the Holy One," and Kokeaavra vfia.'i,
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" who called you," as inserted, according to an arrangement

of words somewhat favoured by the apostle {e.g. ver. 14, rat?

TrpoTcpov kt\.),—instead of rov ayiov rov vfid'; Kokeaavra.

For a specially close parallel to the present arrangement, cf.

2 Ep, ii. 1. The construction of ajLov predicatively, as in

A. E. V. and text of 11. E. V., seems hard and unlikely.

Had this been intended, we should probably have had KaOoi^

6 v[ia<i KaK,eaa<i ayioq iariv, or something similar.

To the designation of God, " the Holy One," the expression

" who called you " is attached with obvious force. Suggesting

the thought of duty by their reference to that radical change

of moral life to which the readers had been " called," the

words add a strong argument in support of the injunction

given, by reminding them of the grace which had Ijrought

them into that new life. As always in the Epistles, Kokelv

used in this way means " to call cjfcdimlbjl'—the apostles

assuming that the professing Christians to whom they wrote

were Christians in truth. In the present place it seems

likely, from the quotation appealed to in ver. 16, that the

" calling " of Israel into covenant engagements and privileges

—which appears to be the basis of the K T. theological

use of KoKelv—was with special vividness before Peter's

mind.

The words ku) uvtol (cf ii. 5) set the apostle's readers

distinctly face to face with the great divine Model, calling on

them, as they contemplate His character, to take that as the

standard for their own :
" like to the Holy One, be ye your-

selves also holy."

—

'Avaarpocfyy^ is a favourite word with our

apostle, being used in his writings oftener than in all the rest

of N. T. His form of expression here, " cverij dvaaTpo(f)ri,"

shows that he is taking the word in the sense of " a department

of conduct."

—

TevrjOr^re illustrates a tendency prevalent in the

later Greek, and largely shown in N. T., to use aorists of the

passive form in a middle sense ; sometimes, as in this

case, introducing into common use a previously unused or

only provincial passive form, and employing both it and
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the older middle form; cf. AViner, p. 327; A. Buttmami,

p. 51.

Ver. 16. To tlie apostle's injunction is in this verse

appended, as its ground, a reminder that—as is recorded

again and again in Scripture (Lev. xi, 44, xix. 2, xx. 7)

—

God had given as a fundamental precept to Israel, " Ye shall

he holy, for I am holy." Alotl always in K. T. (with perhaps

the single exception of Acts xx. 26, where, if, as seems

likely, this is the true reading, it cannot well but be

equivalent to the other reading Sio), as frequently also in

classical writers, has its antecedent involved in it, = 8ia tovto

oTi, 2)rfl2)/('?'f« quod, " because." The future form of the

injunction, very familiar to us from 0. T. usage, is peculiarly

impressive,—obedience to Him wliose right to reign over all

creatures is absolute being assumed rather than expressly

commanded, as if nothing else were even conceivable.—The

quotation obviously sustains to the full the apostle's precept,

ciyioc yev7]0T]r€ ; and it suggests also, though it does not

directly state, the standard, " as I am holy ; " cf. Eph. iv. 24.

In its connection here this quotation distinctly shows, too,

how fully the apostle regarded the Church of God under all

the economies of grace as being oiii\ with respect to spiritual

relations and obligations.

Vv. 17-21. Continued exhortation to holiness, and especially to

the chei'ishinr/ of a spirit of holy awe.

The particular thought with which the section opens was

perhaps suggested by top KoXeaavra uyua? (ver. 15): "God

called you to be His, and ye show recognition of your relations

to Him by calling upon Him." The antithesis, however, if

such was thought of, is not formally set forth, there being no

emphatic vfieh here. The substance of the section is, " Live

habitually in fear, remembering your relations to God and His

Son Jesus Christ." Taking the precept of ver. 1 7, iv (po^o)
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avaarpdcprjTe, iu association with that of ver. 13, xeXeto)?

iXiriaare, we have something of a paradox,—which yet accords

with the whole teaching of Scripture and with universal

Christian experience,—the fear being that of humility and

tilial reverence ; cf. Phil. ii. 12, iii. 1. " Spei adjungitur timor :

ntrumque ex eodem fonte : timor prohibet ne spe excidamus"

(Bengel).

Ver. 17. El, while, as here used, practically equivalent to

" seeing that," has a special power of appeal. It does not

formally assume the truth of the position stated, on which the

following argument is to be based, but calls on the reader to

think the whole matter out for himself :
" If ye invoke as

Father Him who judgeth impartially according to each man's

work." We might have expected w? before irarepa, but this is

occasionally omitted, particularly where, as here, the predica-

tive word stands in an emphatic position in the clause, the

emphasis itself giving the force of &>? ; cf. chap. iii. 15 (correct

reading) ; 1 Thess. v. S.

One might readily translate by, " If ye call Him Rather

who judgeth ; " but to this there lies the objection that tlie

middle eirLKoXeiaOaL nowhere else among the many places

where it occurs in the jST. T. means simply " call," and,

indeed, that its use iu this sense by any writer is doubtful.

In chap. iii. 6, Peter employs the ordinary mode of expression

for " call." Practically in the present place there is exceed-

ingly little difference. In el irarepa iTrtKaXelfjQe there is

possibly a reference to the Lord's Prayer as habitually em-

ployed by the believers.

In rov airpoacoTToKr^iJbTno)-^ Kpivovja the apostle, by using

the present participle, points to a characteristic of the divine

procedure at all times, not specifically to the decisions of

the great day of final account. The Hebraism irpoacoTrov

\ap,(3dv6Lv (Luke xx. 21 ; Gal. ii. 6 ; Lev. xix. 15, LXX. ; cf.

ySA-eVeiy et? irpocrwTrov, Matt. xxii. 16, Mark xii. 14, and

davfid^€Lv nrpoaw-Kov, Jude 16, Job xiii. 10, LXX.) answers

to Q^JS X'Z'J. The expression " to accept a person " is
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obviously in itself colourless as regards motive, and in the

0. T. it occurs at least as often without as with a bad

reference. In the N. T., however, the meaning is always " to <--'

have regard as a judge to persons instead of to principles, to

be swayed by something in the individual concerned which

is irrelevant to the question at issue, to be partial." The

compound forms 7rpoaco7ro\^fji,7rTr]<;, 7rpocrco7ro\ri/jb\lrLa, irpoaco-

iroX-rjixTTTelv, and a7rpo(TwiTo\i]ix'7ncc)<i are not found earlier than

N. T. The adverb occurs in jST. T. only in the present ^

passage, and elsewhere very rarely. Cf. Acts x. 34 (Peter's

words), where the sentiment is the same as here, and where

alone 7rpoo-&)7ro\r;/i.7rT77? occurs. In the passage before us, the

specific reference, with respect to impartiality, appears to be

to God's not being biassed by any regard to religious pro-

fession or privilege, but looking simply to the e/3701^ ; cf. Eom.

ii. 11 ; Gal. ii. 6.

—

'EKacrrov individualizes sharply. Before

( rod no man can become lost in a party, so as to receive

acquittal or condemnation simply as a member of the party.—
In the singular epjov (as Gal. vi. 4) each man's life—the

aggregate of the epya (Rom. ii. 6 ; Eev. xx. 12)—is regarded

as one great work, according to the predominating spirit,—

a

service of God or an opposition to God. Faith, the initial -

step in the epyov of a Christian life, is itself emphatically

spoken of by our Lord as to epyov rod ©eov (John vi. 29).

—

Though the relation of a justified man's work to his justifica-

tion is not precisely analogous to that of an unjustified man's

work to his condemnation, yet the expression kuto, to eKua-rov

epyov is in place universally with regard to God's judgement

of men, the preposition kuto, pointing to the criterion or test, v

Among the justified themselves, too, the difference in the

rewards of grace will be " according to each man's work

"

(Luke xix. 16-19
; 1 Cor. iii. 15).—A probable reminiscence

of the clause before us is found in the Epistle of Barnabas, iv.

12, KvpLO<; aTrpocrco7ro\')]/u,7rTco<i Kpivel tov Koafiov' eKaaTo<i

Ka6a)<i eTToiricrev KOfxieiTac.—In a clause such as the present,

where on the one hand the predicative word Traripa is plainly
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emphatic, and on the other hand the mode in which the imme-

diate ohject of iiTLKaXetaOe is expressed brings one particular

feature of the divine character and administration into great

prominence, it is evident that the argument is intended to

rest largely, perhaps equally, on both. " To what kind of

life should you be led by consideration of the absolute

impartiality of God's judicial dealings, conjoined with remem-

brance that this impartial Judge is your Father, and is

habitually prayed to by you as such ?

"

Of ev (^6(B(p . . . dvaa-Tpd(j)T]T€, the simple translation, " Live

in fear," fails to represent the emphasis given by the position

V of iv (})6/3m : some such rendering as " Let fear mark your life
"

is required.—The word irapoiKia'i brings up before the minds

of Christians a prominent ground of " fear," in the thought of

the powerful perverting influence which may be exerted on

the citizen of heaven by his alien surroundings during his

"sojourn" in this world; cf. ii. 11 ; Acts vii. 6, 29.

Ver. 18. "Knowing as ye do the divine estimate of the

value of a human soul, shown by the price which was paid for

your deliverance ; and discerning the grounds presented in that

price for gratitude and love and holy obedience."—" Not with

corruptible things, silver or gold,"—the ordinary means of

redeeming from outward slavery or of purchasing any of the

good things of this world, but which plainly cannot by pos-

sibility furnish any approach to an equivalent, when the

question concerns the ransom of an imperishable moral being

:

on this clause cf. Isa. lii. .3 (ov fiera dpyvpiov Xvrpwd^creade,

LXX.), which was possibly echoing in the apostle's memory, if

not definitely before his thoughts. The derivatives of Xvrpov

are occasionally and (piite naturally used in a somewhat loose

secondary sense, simply of deliverance from bondage in a way

accordant with right, without the idea of ransom specially pre-

senting itself; cf. Luke i. 68, xxiv. 21 ; Acts vii. 35. Here,

however, quite obviously from the specification of price,

XvTpovaOat is to be taken with its proper force, " to eman-

cipate by paying a ransom, to redeem ;
" cf. Tit. ii. 14;
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Heb. ix. 12. Compare also the use of dyopu^co, 1 Cor. vi.

20, vii. 23; 2 Pet. ii. 1; and of its compound e^ayopa^co,

Gal. iii. 13, iv. 5. Eedemption is primarily from curse, the

state of condemnation (Gal. iii. 13); secondly, and as the

grand aim, from tlie thraldom of sinful dispositions and habits,

—it being by the atonement rendered consistent with the

glory of the divine administration to send forth those

influences by which the power of sin is overthrown. This is

the aim exhibited here ; so in Tit. ii. 14; Heb. ix. 12-14.

—

The dvaa-rpocji^ of men by nature is fiarala, " vain, profitless,"

destitute of good fruits, as regarded from the only worthy

point of view, the moral and spiritual : on /iarato?, cf. Trench,

S]/n. N. T. § 49. The avacrTpo^if] is described also as

TraTpoirapdSoTo^, " handed down from ancestors." In connec-

tion with dvaaTpo(f)7], " life among our fellows," this adjective

plainly does not point immediately to the bequest from one

generation to another of innate depravity, but to the influence v

exerted by the issues of depravity, evil training and associa-

tions, evil modes of thought and life,—which to so great an

extent form a chain binding each new generation, a slavery

from which " redemption " is needed.—The non-repetition of

the article before TrarpoTrapaSorov is in accordance with clas-

sical usage in such a case as this, where the .substantive already

has an adjective; cf. Gal. i. 4, and see Winer, p. 166, with

Moulton's note 3 ; A. Buttmann, p. 91. An adjective or par-

ticiple thus attached has a prominence which gives it to some

extent the force of a distinct predication : cf. Donaldson,

Gr. Gram. §§ 407 and 489, foil.

Ver, 19. Several translations of this verse are possible,

according to the construction given to the genitive Xpiarov,

and according as w? is taken to be a particle of comparison,

thus making d/xvov a mere simile, or to point to function or

capacity, in which case dfxvov is a metaphor. Thus we have

(1) " with precious blood, as of a lamb unblemished and

spotless, namely (the blood) of Christ;" (2) "with the

precious blood of—as a lamb unblemished and spotless

—

G
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Christ," i.e. according to the usual arrangement of words, " of

Christ, as a lamb unblemished and spotless ; " (3) " with the

precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb unblemished and spot-

less" (so A. v.). To the first of these, which is a natural

rendering according to the order of words, the objection lies

that by it mere blood, one of the cfjOapTu, and that the blood

of one of the lower animals, is—and this manifestly, in the

connection, as a ransom for sinners—called rifiiov, and seem-

ingly likened in value to the blood of Jesus. The third

rendering again is met by the difficulty that a mere simile

appears to lack force in a passage of this kind. The second

view of the meaning seems to be in all respects suitable. The

connection immediately suggests the thought of "a sacrificial

lamb," from the well-known ritual usages of the Jewish temple,

with perhaps a special reference to the paschal service. From

John the Baptist's memorable words (John i. 29, 36) the

thought of Jesus as " the Lamb of God " must have been very

familiar to Peter and to all the others of the first Christians

who had been disciples of John, or intimately associated with

any of his disciples. Peter's very first acquaintance with Jesus

was as " the Lamb of God ;

" and thus no aspect of the Lord's

character and position was likely ever to present itself to the

apostle more vividly than this. Assuming the construction to

be that which has just been preferred, namely, that aifiarc

governs XpLarov, and the intervening o)? u/jlvov is in apposition

to Xpicrrov, the arrangement of words, though not very common,

is by no means unexampled. See, for instance, a similar case,

also with 609, in chap. iii. 7, w? daOevecnepu) crKevei ktX. In

such cases the interjected words gain from their unusual

position a special prominence, which accords with their argu-

mentative importance. Here, for example, the apposition has

the force of " seeing that," accounting for tlixiw attached to

aifMart ; and in the connection the particle &>? gives distinct-

ness to this special force (w?, cetiologia rov " pretioso," Bengel).

An interesting parallel to Peter's ti/jlio) ai/xaTc XpiaTov,

possibly a reminiscence, is found in Clem. Ptom. § 7, are-
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viacofiev et? to acfj.a tov Xpi.arov, koI jvcofiev w? ecrrtv ri/u,coi>

Tc3 Trarpl avrou.

"AfMcofjbo'i and aairCko'; are so nearly synonymous, tliat the

employment of the two is in all likelihood simply to set fortli

the one common thought with special fulness and impressive-

ness ; see, however, Bengel's distinction below. In LXX.

usage the word yu.w/i09 has passed from its classical sense of

" reproach " to a special meaning connected with ritual,

" blemish " (ground of reproach and rejection) in an animal

presented for sacrifice ; and similarly a/LtwyLto? from the sense

of " irreproachable " to that of " unblemished." Both words

occur in the LXX. frequently, /uco/xo9 answering to D^JD, and

a/iio}fjiO'i commonly to n)"'On
; see, for example, Lev. xxii. 1 9 foil.

It is not improbable tliat this sacrificial use of iJiMjj,o<i may

have sprung from the similarity of sound between it and the

Hebrew D^D,—perhaps, indeed, from the one word's having been

regarded by the translators as radically the same as the other.

Not a few LXX. renderings, some of them much less defensible,

seem to have been determined by some such view or feeling

;

compare e.g. to/co? (Ps. Iv. 12), rpo^?; (Ps. cxi. 5), pd^a

(1 Sam. V. 4) with the correspondent Hebrew. The most

interesting case of tliis kind is the use of a-K7]V7] and of the

verb aKr]vovv and other derivatives, answering to and appa-

rently intended to have tlie special force of the Ptabbinical

nr^*^
; cf. e.(j. Ps. Ixxviii. 60 ; similarly in X. T., e.(/. John i. 14

;

2 Cor. xii. 9 ; Ptev. vii. 15, xxi. 3. Whether in all the j)assages

of the N. T. where d/x(oiJ,o^ occurs allusion to sacrifice is to be

supposed, and the special Hellenistic force attached to the

word, or whether in some of them we should give it the

wider sense of tlie classics,—which is found also sometimes

in the LXX.,—may be a question ; but manifestly in the

place before us the thought of sacrifice is present, and thus

the meaning of the word is " unblemished." "AaTrcXo^ does

not occur in the LXX., but in the connection a/xco/io? at once

draws this adjective also into the sacrificial reference ; and

tlie stress which, by the employment of the two synonyms, is
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U'iven to the one thousjht of freedom from all defect answers

—perhaps intentionally—to the fulness of expression in the

Law (Lev. xxii. 21): "It shall be perfect (LXX. a/jLWfiov)
;

there shall be no blemish (/icoyLto?) therein." The thought of

the apostle in our passage thus seems to be, " with the blood

of Christ as an all-perfect sacrifice." But whilst this is the

general thought, the terms a/jbcoiJio'i koI aairiXo'; also obviously

present the special idea—one plainly peculiarly suitable in

the course of an appeal to the " followers of the Lamb " (liev.

xiv. 4) to be holy—that one grand element of the perfection

of the Lord as the sacrificial victim was His personally

" knowing no sin." With respect to the character of the

Lord, Bengel thus distinguishes between the two adjectives

here employed : dficofiov, Jesus Christus in se non habuit labem,

—Kal da-TTiXov, neque extrinsecus maculam contraxit. Whilst

this is ingenious and interesting, and fairly accords with the

force of the words, it can hardly be insisted on : at all events,

in Eph. V. 27 a/j,(o/jLo<; and firj e'^ovaa (tttiXov appear to be

used as almost exactly equivalent to each other. Compare

also 2 Pet. iii. 14, acnrLkoi koI a^MfxrjTOL ; ii. IM, air'iXoi koI

Vv. 20, 21. The statement is here continued of the grounds

of that gratitude to God from which springs naturally the

holy (}}6/3o^ of ver. 17. "From eternity, in the purposes of

divine love, the Eedeemer was destined for you ; and you are

among those who enjoy the privilege of knowing that He is

actually come, and who live under those gracious influences

which He bestows."

Ver. 20. As to Trpoeyvwa-fievov, see note on Trpoyvwcriv in

ver. 2.— Ilpb /caTajSoX?"/? koo-jjuov (John xvii. 24; Eph. i. 4)

is—not necessarily, indeed, but, as used in the N. T., actually

—equivalent to " from eternity."— In the antitliesis, (^avepw-

BevTo<i might not unreasonably be supposed to mean that

C'hrist (the Mediator who in one Person united the two

natures, the GedvOpcDTro^;) having from eternity existed as

such in the irpoyvwa-i^; of God, " passed from designed into
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actual existence." This mode of expression, however, would

be singular ; and the way in which (^avepovaOai is used else-

M'here of our Lord's incarnation (1 Tim. iii. IG ; 1 John i. 2,

iii. 5, 8) suggests rather the bringing in of another thought

than that of the iTp6<yvwaiq, namely, a reference to His

personal pre-existence in His divine nature. In v. 4 (where

see note) the apostle uses (pavepovadat of our Lord's Second

Coming.

—

^Ett io-^drov tmv '^povcov, "in the end of the

times (or ages)," i.e. specially here, no doubt, the times in the

world's history which have been marked off from each other

by variety in the modes and measures of God's revelation of

His will, times in which are recognised different " dispensa-

tions." The previous " times " were all preparatory for tlie

appearance of Christ, and from His advent onwards is " the

last time," the consummation or culmination of " the times."

"'Eax^'Tov is probably neuter, "the end;" cf. Heb. i. 1, also

Acts i. 8.— By hC vixa<i is pointed out the direct practical

])earing of the preceding doctrinal statements on the main

theme of the sentence, ev <p6^Q) dvaarpdipijre, elSora otl kt\.

(vv. 17, 18). The words practically repeat the argument set

forth in i\vrp(o6r)Te (ver, 18), presenting, however, here not

merely the fact, but the fact as being the issue of God's

gracious purpose. On the last clause cf. a passage in the

ancient homily formerly called the Second Epistle of Clement

of Rome to the Corinthians, § 14 : i(f)av€pQ)6Tj Se (6 ^Irjaov^)

eV ia-^drwv tcov rjfiepcov, Xva rjpjd<i acocrrj.

Ver. 21. This verse seems designed to gather up the force

of the long sentence, showing the perfect relevancy of the

reference made in vv. 18-20 to the work of Christ, as an

argument in support of the injunction in ver. 17, " If ye call

on God as your Father, walk before Him in holy fear." In

substance ver. 2 1 says, " It is only through Christ that you

reach this recognition of God as your Father ; and thus in

connection with this name ' Father ' all the tender appeal to

the Christian heart, which is made by the remembrance of the

advent and sufferings of Christ,, naturally presents itself." The
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apostle does not, indeed, in our present verse formally i^efer to

the words of the l7th by saying tov<; hta XpicrTov (or iv

XpiajM) irarepa iircKoXovfievovi rov Qeov, or the like. But

the statements, " It is hia Xpca-rou that ye are iriarol ek

Qeov" and " It is through the proof of the acceptance by God

of Christ's work which has been given in His raising Him
from the dead that you have irlariv koI iXTriSa ei<? Qeov," are

such as, in the connection of the sentence, are fitted to bring

lip the other. That Peter intended this verse to recall the

lirst clause of ver. 1 7, is reasonably inferred from the aptness

of his language to do this,—from the compactness of struc-

ture which this view gives to the sentence,—and especially

from the proof that the Fatherhood of God to believers was

still prominently in the writer's mind, which is afforded by

cpiXaSeXfjjiav in ver. 22, avaye'yevvrjfxevot kt\. in ver. 23,

and perhaps dpriyivvrjTa ^pe(f)r] in ii. 2.

JUia-To^ followed by et? (a construction found with the

adjective only here in the N. T.) has evidently what is known

as its active sense (frequent in IST. T.), "believing," = Tria-Ttv

e^wv et9. ^t' avTov may be paraphrased, by "through the

revelation of God given in Christ, and through the influence

of the Holy Spirit sent forth by Christ." The thought that

faith is "through Christ" appears to have been a favourite one

with this apostle ; cf. his words in Acts iii. IC, ?; tt/o-t^? ?} hi

avTov.— This clause gives some support to the view that

the Christians addressed in this Epistle were mainly persons

brought out of heathenism. It is true that, taking " faith in

God " in a specially deep and rich sense, it may be said of

any class of converts that this was reached by them only

through their saving knowledge of Christ. But in this

passage the language is general, without any express or

obvious reference to peculiar liveliness or intelligence or

operative power of faith. In such a sentence it seems much

less likely that the words are used of Jews, who had from

their childhood believed in God, and indeed " made their

boast " of Him, than that they are spoken of persons who,
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" being in time past Gentiles in the flesh," had in early life

been " without God in the world."

The participial clause rov iyeipavra kt\. is epexegetical of ''^

8t avTov 7naTou<; eh Qeov. Believing knowledge of Christ

produces loving faith in God through tlie ample evidence

presented—especially by our Lord's resurrection—that God

loved and honoured Him, and accepted His work for men.—
Kal ho^av avrw Sovra is obviously not a mere feeble addition

to the mention of the resurrection, " and therein olorified

Him," but carries forward the thought, speaking of the

ascension and session at the right hand of the Father; of.

Acts ii. 36 (Peter's words).

If we attach to Mcrre in the last clause of the verse its

usual meaning, and translate in the way which first suggests

itself, " so that your faith and hope are in God," the statement

has in some measure the look of a tautology, after rov^

TTtarov^i et? Qeov. Some scholars, therefore, have taken the

conjunction to be used in the sense of iva (so A. E. V.), thus

making the differentia of the thought as given in this clause

to lie in the divine purpose. Words of purpose and words

of result have all a tendency to pass into the sphere of each

other ; and in N. T. there are some unquestionable cases of

coaTe as telic ; cf. Matt, xxvii. 1 ; Luke ix. 52, It is to be

observed, however, that in these instances the subject of the

clause introduced by (oare is the same as that of the clause to

which it is subordinate,—an easier case somewhat for transi-

tion from the one sense to the other than that which is

before us here, as is now and again illustrated in English by

colloquial uses of " so as to." Another possible translation is,

" so that your faith is also hope in God." But faith and

'

hope, whilst closely allied to each other, are yet in N. T.

regularly distinguished ; and the epigrammatic pointedness of

expression obtained by this proposed translation belongs rather

to modern literary style than to that of ancient writers, and

particularly that of Scripture. The position of v/xcov between \V

the substa,ntives rather favours this predicative construction of
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eXrrriBa,—the ordinary arrangement wliere nouns which are

coupled by kul and have a common article govern a genitive

in common being different; cf. e.f/. Phil. i. 20, 25. But the

order in Eph. iii. 5 is as here ; and to some extent probably

the arrangement was often determined by euphony. On the

whole, there does not seem to be sufticient reason for departing

from the irnma facie rendering of the clause, " so that your

faith and hope are in God." The apostle appears purposely

to refer to his previous words toi;? Tricrrou? et? Qeov, and

to intimate simply that the clause rov iyeipavra ktX. has

explained the genesis of that nricm'i,—his " so that " being

practically equivalent to, " and thus it is that ;
" whilst eXiriha

is added most naturally, the mention of the glorious proofs of

God's having accepted His Son's mediatorial work bringing

up vividly before the writer's mind the hope - producing

character of Christian faith.

Vv. 22—25. Exliortation to the cultivation of Irothcrhj love.

The connection seems to be somewhat of this kind :
" Whilst

it is true that, so long as you are here, sojourners in the alien

world, you have many spiritual perils, such as to make it

needful for you to walk in/ca?' (ver. 17), bear ever in mind at

the same time that even here there is also for you spiritually

a home life. As you look on God as your Father in Christ

Jesus (ver. 17), remember the many around you who also

rejoice in being His spiritual children, and who are thus your

brethren. Love them sincerely and ardently. A heart

defiled with sin turns ever further towards selfishness ; but

your hearts are purified through faith to be abodes of love."

Ver. 22. We find occasionally elsewhere in the Epistle a

section beginning without a connective particle (as ii. 13)

;

but the present case is the most striking.—The participle

rj'yviKOTe^ has its full perfect force
—

" seeing that, according

to your Christian profession, you have from your conversion
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onward leen pinifyiiig." In ij'yvtKOTe'; ktX., as in any

clause attached in tins way to an ethical injunction, there

lies for the conscience a suggestion of command or appeal
;

but the participle is not to be regarded as having itself a

directly imperative force, = dyviaare . . . kol ayair^aaTi.

This sense of a participle which stands in connection with

an imperative—common with the participle of tlie present

and the aorists—is not common, if it occur at all, with the

participle of the perfect; and the course of thought set before us

by giving to the participle its frequent force of " seeing that

"

is, to say the least, quite as natural as the other.

—

'TitaKoi) tt}?

d\r)6ela<;, " submission to the truth," an expression obviously

of wide range, has here reference most prominently to the

primary and fundamental element in such submission, namely,

" belief." In and through this spiritual element or atmosphere,

TTicTTt?, the purification of the heart takes j)lace : see note on

vTraKo-qv, ver. 2, and for an interesting parallel, showing

that the thought given in this clause was a favourite one

with Peter, see Acts xv. 9.—In eU <piXaBeX.(f>iav the telic

force of the preposition, while present, is yet not prominent.

Ek sets forth the natural tendency which the purifying

work wrought by faith upon the heart has, a tendency which,

of course, becomes a definite conscious aim M'ith the Christian

in so far as the m.atter comes before him in thought.—Whilst

Ka6apd<; of T. E., before Kap8ia<;, is no doubt a gloss, it is

obviously one supplied with thorough intelligence as to the

line of thought, for there is substantially, though not quite

exactly, a threefold correspondence of expression between the

imperative clause and the participial,

—

dWijXovi dya-m]<sare

answering to ei? (f>iXaS€\(f>Lav, eVrei/co? loosely to dvviroKpnov,

and eK KapBla^ to to.? i^u^a? vjJLOiv r)jviKOT€<;.

Ver. 23. As to dvaye<y€vvr]p,evoi, see note on dvayevvt](7a<;,

ver. 3. As the participial clause riyviKOTe^; ktX. led up to

the imperative, so here also after the imperative we have

another participial clause, setting forth a second most

important consideration in support of the appeal, namely,
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the sublime and unending nature of that new life through

which Christians are, brethren.—Of various senses in which

classical writers employ the mainly poetical word airopd

(here only in N". T.), the only one which seems to be in this

passage perfectly suitable is " seed." The description here

answers practically to John's, " Which were born not of blood,

nor of the will of the flesh, nor of tlie will of man, but of

Crod " (John i, 1 3).—The use of distinct prepositions with

airopdi and Xojov naturally suggests the thought that the

reference of the two substantives is different, eV crropa'i

designating as the source of regeneration the gracious influence

of the Holy Spirit. On this view of the meaning we have

the sublimity and imperishableness of the new life shown,

first, from the fact of its springing from the goodness of the

eternal God and His direct action on the soul; and secondly,

from the " abiding " energy of the instrument employed.

We find, however, that the apostle follows up his mention of

the living and abiding character of the \0709 by a somewhat

long confirmatory quotation from Scripture, without making

any reference whatever to the a(j)6apaLa of the airopa as

something distinct from the ^wrj of the Xoyo';. It is to be

observed also that cases occur elsewhere in the N. T. where

the prepositions ifc and Sid are both used in the same

sentence and of the same subject, obviously with no

substantial difference, but merely showing a different point

of view ; see (lal. ii. 16; Kom. iii. 30. It appears on the

whole, therefore, likely that in cnropd the apostle's thought

is not of the influence of the Spirit taken by itself, but of

the word as made quickening by His energy, and here

regarded as the spring of spiritual life ; whilst in hid \6<yov,

following as an epexegesis of this, m'o have the same subject,

the word accompanied by divine power, rejDresented as the

instrument of regeneration. The precise ground of the

transition from the one preposition to the other lies, perhaps,

among those subtleties of feeling, or subtle discernments of

congruity and incongruity, which another mind than the
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Avritei's cannot trace, and which might possibly elude to some

extent even his own analysis.

Looking simply at the words by themselves, the expression

Xajov ^o)VTo<i Geov Kol fievovro^ is ambiguous ;
and while the

order of the words somewhat favours the connection of the

participles with \6yov rather than with ©eov (seeing that in

the great name, of frequent occurrence, " the living God," ^o)v

regularly stands a/ter 0eo9, see c.rj. 1 Tim. iii. 15 ; Heb. iii. 12),

still there is here something of peculiarity in the arrange-

ment of words, on either view of the construction. But,

taking the connection of the participles to be with Xoyov,

the course of the argument is more direct and obvious than

on the other construction ; and the manifest naturalness of

supposing a reference in the /xevei of to prj/xa Kvpiov fxlvei

in ver. 25 to fj,evovro<? here, which immediately precedes

the confirmatory quotation, appears decisive in favour of

the connection of " abiding," and of course also " living," with

" the word." Some interpreters have cited the words in

Dan. vi. 26, 27, 0eo9 ^cov koI /xevcov, as possibly in Peter's

mind, and thus, to a certain extent, favouring the construction

of the participles here with ©eov. The supposition of a

simple echo in the apostle's mind of the Greek rendering has

not much force ; because these scholars have not observe^

that this order of the words, which is important in the case,

occurs in Theodotion's Greek version of Daniel, usually

printed as a part of the LXX., but dating only from the second

Christian century.^ The reading in the true LXX. version

is 0eo? jxevwv koi ^ojv. It is legitimate, however, to suppose

that the original Chaldee, with which Theodotion's order

accords, may have been in the apostle's thoughts ; but

assuming that it was, there is nothim? of argument here to

1 "VVitli regard to this point, however, an interesting discussion by

Professor Salmon of Dublin, at the close of his Introduction to N. T.,

deserves to be consulted. Dr. Salmon brings forward some evidence

tending to show that Theodotion's version of Daniel may have followed

the lines of an earlier translation, made, perhaps, before the books of the

N. T. were written.
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Ixilance the reasons whicli have been given for joining the

participles with \6<yov. We are merely led to view the

conception as having had in the apostle's mind the form,

" the word of God, which liveth and abideth becanse He

liveth and abideth." It is not certain, however, that there is

a reference to Daniel at all. It may be that Peter simply

attached to \6yov the epithet ^mvto^, which in this figurative

use is a favourite with him (cf. ver. 3, and ii. 4, 5), and

then, purposing to support his statement by the quotation

from Isaiah, out of its fievet took fievovTO'^. The arrange-

ment of the words favours this view regarding the formation

of the expression.

From ver. 25 it is evident that in Xoyov the apostle's

thought is not merely of the written word, but of God's

testimony respecting His Son as given in any form, whether

in the types and prophecies of 0. T., or in the story of the

sufferings and glories of Christ as proclaimed orally by His

witnesses and followers.—Considering the assimilative inlluence

with respect to the article which is exerted on Xojov by its

construction with Oeov (a word often anarthrous as a proper

name), we cannot, on grammatical grounds merely, say with

certainty whether Xoyov was intended to mean " a word " or

" the word." Looking, however, to the whole structure of the

sentence, there appears a probability that the conception of

the grandeur of the instrumentality of regeneration was before

the apostle's mind in a somewhat general form, and that thus

the meaning is best given without the definite article, "through

a communication (or testimony) from God, a word living and

abiding;" cf. ver. 10, note on Trpocfirjrat. On \6jov ^wv-ro^y

cf. Heb. iv. 12.

Dr. Liddon {Bampton Lectures, p. 298) maintains (after

Didymus and some other Fathers) that by X0709 in this

passage is meant the Personal Word. But neither here nor in

.Tas. i. 21, as to which he holds the same view, does it seem

to accord with the context. Looking at the closely connected

quotation made by Peter in vv. 24, 2.5, in which, not Xc'709,
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but prjjxa is the word used, and at the practical application

made in the beginning of chap, ii., it cannot well be doubted

that teaching, oral or written, by God's servants, with regard

to His will, is pointed to throughout ; and that mystical

mingling of the senses, at which Dr. Liddon appears to aim,

seems to mar rather than aid his noble argument.

Ver. 24. Alotl (on which see note on ver. 16), usually "be-

cause," is here and in ii. G rather " for," the thought being not

of causality but of proof. Meyer, in his note on Kom. i. 19,

says that nowhere in K T. is this conjunction used otherwise

than of strict causality ; but this remark appears to be too

sweeping. These two cases seem to be unquestionably

exceptions, though probably the only ones. The apostle's

thought here is, " I may most justly apply these epithets to

the word of God, for Scripture does the same."—If it be

supposed that both parts of the quotation whicli follows are

intended as direct confirmations of the apostle's statements, then

the immediate reference of the clause regarding the perish-

ableness of man and man's glory must be to the words o-Tro/ja?

(f)6aprri<i. The words cvk etc cnTopa<; (f)dapTf]<;, however, are

so obviously secondary in importance in the sentence, being

meant merely to lead up and give special impressiveness to

the a(f>6dpTov which follows, that to suppose a formal Scripture

proof of the f^daprrj^ by itself is unnatural. We are rather

to regard hion as standing logically in connection with ro

prj/xa Kvpiov fjuivet, the intervening part of the sentence beinc

in thought subordinate. But here, as often, the simplicity of

Hebrew and Hellenistic style, instead of marking the subordi-

nate part by an introductory "whilst," "whereas," or the like, in

form co-ordinates the thoughts (cf. Eom. iii. 4, vi. 17 ; 2 Cor.

xiii. 7 ; Eph. v. 8).

The quotation from Isa. xl. 6-8 is almost exactly according

to LXX. The particle w? before "xppTo^i is not in LXX., and

has nothing corresponding to it in the Hebrew, but through

the assimilating influence of the w? before avOo'i, is most

naturally inserted in a quotation made from memory. AvTrj<i,
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a more exact rendering of the original, is substituted by the

apostle for uvOpoiTrov. Kvpcov, too, in the last words of the

citation, is put in the place of rov &eov rjfMcov, possibly simply

through the familiarity of the combination pfjfia (or \o7o?)

Kvpiov,—possibly, however, and not improbably, through defi-

nite intention to set forth " the Lord," in the ordinary N. T.

sense of that name, as the Author of the "word" spoken

of, and thus to lead the way directly to that identification

given in ver. 25 of the pruxa mentioned by the prophet with

the evwyyiXiov of the New Covenant, The supposition of an

intention to bring in this thought accords perfectly with the

apostle's teaching, already given in ver. 11, regarding the

Tlvevpia Xptarov as the Instructor of the prophets.—The com-

bination irdaa adp^, designating mankind, specially regarded

as frail, occurs very frequently in LXX., and occasionally in

X. T. In this favourite Hellenistic construction of 7rd<;

(without the article) with an abstract noun (e.r/. cf. Eph. i. 8
;

Jas. i. 2), or here, somewhat similarly, with a collective,

" all " may be the best English rendering ; but the proper

classical sense of this form of expression, " every one," taken

separately, seems to be present, though obscured,—" every

kind or element of," and here " every member of tlie race

which is described as crdp^, every human being." In the

second clause of the present passage, irdaa ho^a has the idea

of " every " prominent, answering as it does in the comparison

to apdo<i, not collective, but " a flower." As humanity in

general answers to the grass, so to the wild flowers among

the grass, which specially attract the eye, tlie " glories " of

man answer, those excellences and distinctions of various

kinds which show man (the natural man) at his best estate,

—

"sapientia, robur, opes, justitia humana " (Bengel).

In e^ripdvOrj and e^iireaev we have a use of the aorist not

uncommon in classical writers, to which some grammarians

give the name of " gnomic," as being found especially in con-

densed general expressions of the results of experience and

observation, proverbs, maxims {jvco/xai.'). In such sentences
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what occurs habitually is by the use of tlie aorist graphically

thrown into a narrative form, with regard to a supposed

special case. This mode of expression has a peculiar interest

and power. In the present place, for example, every reader

feels the pathos of the little story, " The grass withered, and

tlie flower fell off." English idiom, however, scarcely permits

the use of the past tense in such a sentence, but expresses the

liabitual occurrence by the present. This use of the aorist is

not found very frequently in oST. T., the only certain cases of it

indeed, perhaps, besides the present, being in the Epistle of

James, i. 11, 24,—the former of which passages is plainly

based on those same words of Isaiah here quoted by Peter.

On the gnomic aorist, A. Buttmann's discussion {Gram. p.

201 foil.) is specially full and good.

Ver. 25. The spirit of prophecy being, as the apostle has

indicated in ver. 11, testimony regarding Jesus, he proceeds

now to declare expressly that the " abiding word of God," of

which the passage quoted by him speaks,—the word which

abides as a spring of endless life in those who by faith receive

it into their souls (this in the present connection being evi-

dently the prominent aspect of the "abiding"),—is to be found

in its highest form in the proclamation of Christ's work and

grace given in the gospel of the New Covenant.—On the transi-

tion from the word X070? (ver. 23) to ptjiJia here, it is perhaps

worth while to call attention—as possibly illustrating a habit

of expression—to an exact parallel in Acts x. oQ, 37 (Peter's

words).

—

EvayyeXl^eadat in the middle voice is construed in

N. T. with an accusative, either of the truth made known {c.f/.

Eph. iii. 8), or of the persons to whom it is made known (Luke

iii. 18). In the passive, according!}', either of these may be

the subject : for the present construction, cf. Gal. i. 1 1 ; and for

the personal, Luke vii. 22.—For etV vfMd<i (in place of the

more usual vfxlv) evayjeXiaOiv, cf. Heb. ii. 3 ; 1 Thess. ii. 9.

The difference in meaning is slight, and the choice between

the forms of expression may possibly have been determined

sometimes by a feeling of rhythm. Instead of setting forth
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iiumediateness of communication and personal privilege, as the

dative would, the construction with etV intimates that the glad

tidings were sent " among, into the midst of," the persons ad-

dressed. The use of the word evayyeXLaOiv here may possibly

show that the passage of Isaiah following that which the

apostle has quoted was chiming in his memory, seeing that

the expressions 6 euayyeXt^ofMevoi? IIcmv and 6 €ua<yye\L^6fJi€vo<i

'lepova-aXrj/M occur in the next verse, and that the main thought

in that verse, and the paragraph which it introduces, is of the

gospel proclamation :
" Say unto the cities of Judah, Behold

your riod," etc.
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CHAPTEE IT.

Vv. 1-3. Exlioriation to seeh fuller spiriiual acquaintance

vnth divine truth, the noicrishment of the iicw life.

There being everywhere mutual influence, action and reaction,

among the spiritual powers and graces, as among the energies

of the natural life, the apostle, having in the previous para-

graph called on his readers, as " purified through obedience to

the truth, regenerated through the word of God" (i. 22, 23),

to cultivate brotherly love, appeals to them in the present

passage to increase in spiritual acquaintance with the truth,

and in view of this to remember that only in the atmosphere

of love can there be growth in spiritual wisdom. Taking the

two paragraphs together, the apostle's position is this, that in

men to whom divine truth has become the seed of spiritual

life, it shows its heavenly nature by producing love; and

again, only through love can the new life increase in strength,

because only where love reigns can there be true growth in

spiritual knowledge of God's teaching. From the enumeration

given of offences against brotherly love, the apostle's thought

seems to be immediately and specially of the impossibility,

where such offences are committed, of any progress being

made in the acquisition of Christian wisdom through the social

ordinances of the Church; cf. Jas. i. 19-21.

Ver. 1. The figure underlying the ethical use of airoTtOea-Oat,,

common in N. T., may be the putting of!" of garments ; cf. Acts

vii. 58.

—

KaKLav, in its connection, is most naturally taken here,

not in its widest sense, " wickedness," but with the narrower

reference which it often has, " ill-will." Then, introduced by

II
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Kai, as often, species are put under the genus KaKia. These

species are two states of heart, deceitfulness and envy, each

with its characteristic in outward conduct, " hypocrisies " and

" calumnies." The earnestness of the writer, and his sense

of the importance of his injunction, are seen in his plurals,

" hypocrisy, envy, calumny, in every form," and his repeated

" all." On this nse of Tra?, see i. 24, note.

Ver. 2. 'n<i is not to be taken here as a particle of com-

parison, "as if ye were new-born babes," or, " as new-born

babes do." To take it as marking a ground of appeal is

more natural, and gives the sentence more terseness and

vigour,
—

" as beseems {i.e. seeing that this beseems) new-born

babes." The apostle thus, without interposing an explana-

tion, simply carries on his figure from ava^^e'yevv'q^evoi iic

(T7ropd(; a(f)ddpTov (i. 23). No explanation is needed, for

vv. 24, 25 merely illustrate the statement that regeneration

is Bia \6yov ^mvto<; ©eou kol /xevovro'i, and the figure of

the new birth remains vividly before the mind of the reader.

This etiological use of oo? is a favourite one with Peter ; e.g. cf.

i. 14, 19, ii. 11, iii. 7.—In aprLyivvr/ra ^pecfirj we are hardly

to recognise an intimation that those to whom the apostle

wrote had but very recently been converted to Christianity,

It is probable that with many of them this was not the case,

because, on any likely view of the date of this Epistle, many

years had elapsed since Paul's first visit to those parts. Be

this as it may, however, nothing in the context suggests this

particular thought ; and the fact that the precept given is

one applicable to all believers in all stages of their Christian

life while on earth, leads rather to the belief that what was

present to the apostle's mind was the infantile measure of

attainment of God's children here below, even the most

mature, when compared with the glory of their manhood in

heaven. If the meaning be thus general, then, of course, also

the word " milk " does not here—as in 1 Cor. iii. 2 ; Heb.

V. 12, 13—designate specifically the mere elements of revealed

truth, in contrast with what is more abstruse. To the teach-
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ing of heaven, the very highest which we have here is

doubtless but as the nourishment of infants.

The epithet clSoXov— here only in X. T.— " unadulter-

ated, pure," may contrast the genuine teaching of God with

corrupted forms of teaching claiming to be from Him (cf.

2 Cor. iv. 2). Nothing in the context, however, suggesting

tliis thought, it is more likely that the reference is general,

—

to the absolute purity of God's teaching, in contrast with all

Imman speculations on religion, in which—even the wisest

and best—something of what is impure and injurious always

mingles. On dSoXov, " unadulterated," cf. a combination in

I'hilo [Mund. Opif., Mang. p. 33), afiiyi] kov aSoXov koI kuOu-

pdv. The expression 'yuXa aSoXov is in current use in modern

(^Treek for milk unadulterated with water or other ingredients.

As to the precise force of the word, see Trench, Spi. N. T. ^ 56-

—Considering the close connection of the present paragraph

with the preceding, the idea which A. E. V. adopts (" milk

of the word ") is quite a natural one,—that by the adjective

XojLKov the apostle expressly indicates the \6yo<i Oeov ^oiv

Kol jxevwv, of which he had just spoken, to be the ahokov

yaXa. But whilst the reference in yaXa is really precisely

what is thus set forth, no analogy in the use of XoycKcx;, or of

any adjective of its form, in the least degree favours the view

tliat the word is intended to state this ; and indeed it is

certain that to a Greek reader such an application of it must

have appeared utterly forced. This adjective occurs in N. T.

elsewhere only in Eom. xii. 1, where, in exact accordance

with the ordinary use of the word by classical writers, the

meaning plainly is " rational, suited to a being endowed with

reason." This sense is perfectly in place here also. The

word seems intended mainly to mark clearly the figurative

application of <ydXa, in the same way as in i. 13 r?}? Siavoiaf;

vfiwv is added to dva^oio-dfxevoi Ta9 oacjiva^. The apostle's

thought at the moment, as it would seem, being simply of

the distinction between the material and the thinking ele-

ments in man, the more common N. T. word TTi^eu/xart/co?
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might appear, from the ordinary N. T. application of Trvevfia

and its derivatives, somewhat too specific for his purpose

;

whilst yjrv'^LKo'i again in N. T. use tends towards an evil sense.

—The use of the passive of the verb av^dvco in the general

sense of "to grow" is so common (cf in N. T. Matt. xiii. 32)

that we have hardly a right to take av^rjdrjTe here with a

strict passive force, and thus recognise an intended reference

to the great Divine Agent in spiritual growth (1 Cor. iii. 6, 7).

—In acoTTjpiav, as here used, the prominent idea is plainly

spirituality, perfect conformity to the will of God ; cf. Phil.

i. 19, ii. 12.

Ver. 3. El here has the same force as in i. 1 7 and often :

" tliis is a part of the question which I leave you to think

out for yourselves, but observe that if the case is so, then

the precept given will be felt by you to be most reasonable."

The child of God, from the very nature of the new life, longs

always for further spiritual nourishment, and feels that he

ought to have for it similar intensity and singleness of longing

to that of the infant for its natural food.—The fact that of

the familiar words in Ps. xxxiv. (xxxiii. Sept.) 8, on which

this verse is plainly based, kuI ISere have nothing here corre-

sponding to them, seems to show that iyevaaaOe is meant to

stand out in thought,—and is not to be translated according to

its secondary sense, "experience," but to have the figure

which lies in it fully exhibited, in continuation of the image

in ver, 2. But to find in ^prja-ro'i also that particular sense

of " good " in which we apply this word to food, meaning

" sweet, pleasant to the palate, and wholesome " (cf. Luke

v. 39), is certainly forced. Applicable, of course, to 'ydXa,

this sense of the adjective is quite unsuited to the actual

connection, as predicate to Kvpio<;. The word bears here the

same meaning which it has in the psalm, and regularly when

used of God, " good " in the sense of " kind."—In transferring

from tlie psalm the name Kvpio^i, the apostle employs it with

its usual ]Sr, T. application to the Lord Jesus. This could hardly

1)0 gathered simply from this verse itself, but is clearly shown
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by the 4tli, wliicli is introduced by 6v, referring to Kvpto<;, and,

Avhich quite plainly speaks of Christ. We have here therefore

one of the many cases in N. T. in which the apostles freely apply

to the Saviour 0. T. language employed of Jehovah, and thus

most unequivocally—and with an impressiveness peculiarly

great, from the very indirectness of the testimony—indicate

their belief in Christ's divinity.

Vv. 4-6. Believers are a spiritual temple and a holij priesthood.

This section may be taken either as an exhortation or as a

description of privilege,
—

" Be built," or " Ye are built
;

" and

there seems nothing to show decisively which of the two was

immediately the apostle's thought. The preceding section is

hortatory, that which follows descriptive ; and the verses

before us attach themselves readily enough to either of these

sections. On the whole, from the cast of thought and the

nature of the imagery, it appears most natural to regard oIko-

Sofielade as indicative, the passage being intended to illustrate

by other figures what has been meant by av^TjOijTe et? acorijpiav

of ver. 2. At the same time, as with every description of the

spiritual privileges of believers, the section is practically

hortatory to the Christian heart.

Ver. 4. The expression " to come to Christ " may obviously

refer to the initial spiritual act, and often does so, e.g. John

vi. 35. The compound irpoa-ep'^eaOat, however, seems usually

to point rather to the habitual resort of the already renewed

man to the Source of blessing, e.g. Heb. x. 1, 22. Such is

evidently the meaning here, from the fact that not the aorist

participle, but the present, is used. The construction of

7rpoaep')(ea6ai elsewhere in the N. T. is with a dative ; but

nothing appreciably different in meaning seems to be intended

here by the repetition of the preposition; cf. Winer, pp. 266,

539.— The contrast which we have here, between God's

estimate and treatment of Christ and man's, was a favourite
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thought with the Apostle Peter (Acts ii. 22-24, iii. 13-15),

and on one notable occasion was set forth by him under the

same image as here, and by quoting one of the 0. T. passages

here referred to (see Acts iv. 11). It is not unnatural to suppose

that the signification of the name which had been given by

the Lord to the apostle himself made this particular figure

specially interesting to him ; and as we see into what pro-

minence he puts the one divine Living Stone, and how entirely

secondary and dependent he evidently considers his own

standing and office as a TreTpo? to be, one cannot but contrast

apostolic Christianity and raediseval superstition.

To \l6ov Peter attaches his favourite epithet ^oovra (i. 3,

23), to which when applied to Christ all Scripture analogies

—

as John vi. 51 ; Eev. i. 18—teach us to give a pregnant sense,

"possessed of a sublime and diffusive fulness of life," practically

equivalent to ^covra koX ^woiroiovvTa, according to the prin-

ciple explicitly stated in John xiv. 19. By the anarthrous

structure of which he is fond (cf. i. 10, note on irpo(^rjTaC),—
through which the thought is set before the reader as one with

which he is not assumed to be already familiar,—the apostle

with special force calls on us to ponder the unique features of the

picture
—"a stone living and life-giving."—By the next words

it is shown that, in employing the metaphor of the stone, the

apostle had an 0. T. use of that figure distinctly before his

mind. Two verses which are quoted a little farther on

—

Ps, cxviii. 22, quoted in ver. 7, and Isa. xxviii. 16,

quoted in ver. 6—are both plainly referred to in this verse

also. The 118th Psalm appears to have been written in

connection with the building of the second temple. The

primary reference of its 22nd verse seems to be, under an

image suggested by the circumstances, to the restoration of

Israel to their own land, and to something of freedom for

national action; whilst their foes, who reckoned themselves to

be the prime movers or builders of the world's greatness and

power, had judged the nation to be for ever put down, and

worthy only of contempt. This is the first reference. But
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Israel, the elect nation (Isa. xlv. 4), kingly and priestly (Ex.

xix. 6), God's son, even His first-born (Ex. iv. 22), was to

some extent typical of Messiah, the elect King and Priest,

God's Only-Legotten ; see Matt. ii. 15, compared with Hos.

xi. 1. Foreshadowings of the Messiah in Ps. cxviii. were,

it would seem, widely recognised among the Jews, for at the

Lord's triumphal entry into Jerusalem the joyful utterances

of the people were taken from it (Matt. xxi. 9 ; Ps. cxviii.

25, 26). The 22nd verse, that referred to in the place

before us, and more fully in ver. 7, had been cited by the Lord

Jesus, and applied to Himself, in circumstances of peculiar

interest, which evidently impressed the disciples very deeply,

so that the fact of His having then quoted the words appears

to have entered into the general oral apostolic account of His

life (mention of it being found in all three synoptic Gospels,

Matt. xxi. 42 ; Mark xii. 10 ; Luke xx. 17).

Considering that one main object of this Epistle was plainly

to guide and encourage Christians tried and depressed by per-

secution, it seems natural to regard the apostle's thought, in

what he says here of the stone, as being somewhat to this

efi'ect, " Be not perplexed or led astray by the fact that many

around you, who hear of the Lord Jesus,—including persons

whom, from their social position, or their abilities and acquire-

ments, you might naturally think of as leaders,—reject His

claims, and, it may be, cause you to suffer for your adherence

to His name. Pemember that God honours and delights in

Him. Think of His rejection and crucifixion by the Jewish

Sanhedrin, and of His resurrection and exaltation by the hand

of God. The same contrast of judgement respecting Him

reigns all down the ages ; hatred by man, love and care by

God, for His cause and people. Mysterious, too, as the

world's antagonism to Him and His may seem to you to be,

bear in mind that this is sim.ply what Scripture should have

led you to anticipate ; for the very same prophecies which tell

of the divine choice of Messiah, tell also of His being

despised and rejected by men." Such being the apostle's
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line of thought, he is led to substitute for " the builders " of

Ps. cxviii. 22, the general word "men,"—an intimation that

the spirit of the Sanhedrin who condemned Jesus, is the spirit

of the natural man universally. This same thought—that

the rejection of the Lord by the Jewish leaders was not

simply an historical event standing isolated, but was the most

notable exhibition of a spirit which has been shown by multi-

tudes every day since—seems to lie in the perfect participle

uTToBeSoKt/jiaa/juevov, chosen by the apostle in place of the

aorist airoSoKL/jLaadevra, which is the form naturally suggest-

ing itself first to one who would turn the LXX. expression oi>

aTreSoKL/jiaa-av (as in ver. 7 below) into a passive participle.

Whilst Ps. cxviii. 22 presents at its close the issue and

evidence of the divine judgement respecting Christ, in the

stone's " becoming the head of the corner," the apostle prefers

here to give a still more exact antithesis to virb dvdpooTrcou

ciiroSeBoKc/xaafjuevov, by setting forth the divine judgement

itself,—quoting a word or two from Isa. xxviii. 16, a verse in

which Messiah is spoken of under the same figure.—The use

of Trapd with the dative in the sense of " in the sight of, in

the judgement of," common in the N. T., is also quite classical.

—

The verbal adjective e/cXe/crov, standing as it does in clear and

direct antithesis to aTroSeBoKifuiafiepov, has plainly its usual

participial force of " chosen." At the same time, however, in

its connection here not, as often, with a possessive genitive,

but with 'Trapd, the reference to quality, excellence, which it

frequently has—answering to the English adjective " choice
"

—is also prominently suggested,

Ver. 5. Though the fact that the stone spoken of was for

a foundation has not been expressly mentioned, it has been

directly suggested by the well-known substance of the 0. T.

passages referred to. That this would be quite understood

has indeed been assumed by the apostle in his employment of

the words " rejected " and '•'

elect," which evidently point to

a question of suitableness for some definite and important

purpose. In the clause to which we now come, we again find
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this assumed, because koX avrol does not very naturally,

according to the structure of the passage, attach itself only to

to? \i6oi ^wvre^, putting these words in express association

with the XlOo'i ^mv of the previous verse, but also to oIkoSo-

fielcrOe, putting the building in of these \i6oi l^<hvTe<i in

express association with the implied laying of that one stone

as the foundation of a building :
" As Christ the Living Stone

lias been built in as part of the temple, so ye believers also as

living stones are being built in." There is already fully

before Peter's mind the sublime vision of a living temple. In

place of the material edifice at Jerusalem,—to the grandeur

of which, and the magnitude of the separate stones, it was

very probably this apostle who, on one occasion, called the

attention of the Lord (Mark xiii. 1),—he sees the Church of

Christ as " a spiritual house," a house built up of immortal

souls, all illuminated and quickened through the power of the

Divine Spirit, and filled with the glory of Jehovah. This

same image, it will be remembered, was already familiar to

many of those Asiatic Christians to whom Peter's letter was

addressed, from its being found in Paul's Epistle to the Ephe-

sians (ii. 20-22). In his writings Paul commonly (1 Tim.

iii. 15 being exceptional) employs for the Church as God's

temple the name va6<;, a term fitted particularly to produce

solemnity of thought,—" a dwelling of the Almighty, and

scene of divine worship,"—while Peter (cf. iv. 17) loves

rather olKo<i, in which the endearing aspect of the image is

specially prominent—" the abode of a Father." In a passage

in the Epistle of Barnabas (§ 16), which on the whole sounds

like an echo of the present, va6<i is used : Trvev/xariKO'i i'ao<i

OLKoBoflOV/ji€VO<i TW KupiO).

'/2? before XWot ^cbvre^ means " as befits :
" thus, according

to the figure here, where the temple is the Church, each stone

is conceived of as having life through Christ before being built

in. Where the individual Christian is thought of as a sanc-

tuary (as in 1 Cor. vi. 19), the living temple is conceived of

as being such simply through its resting on the living founda-
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tion, which sends life through tlie whole. — The proleptic

predicative combination olKoho^elade oIko<^ irveu/jiaTCKO'i is a

case of a natural and frequent kind of development from the

construction of verbs of being and becoming (= oLKoZofjiovfievoi,

or ^M Tov olKoSo/jbeladac, oiKoq TrvevjxaTiKO'i lyLyueaOe), closely

analogous to a common use of TLOeadat {e.g. 2 Tim. i. 11;

Heb. X. 13).

To the literary law which requires strict unity in imagery,

the style of the sacred writers, particularly of the 0. T,

writers, has little regard. Provided that an impressive

presentation of truth is secured, there is no fastidious

shrinking from the mixing of metaphors. In the verse

before us, however, we have not, strictly speaking, a mixed

metaphor, but rather simply a rapid transition from one

figure to another, each adequately and harmoniously outlined.

Something like the following may have been the apostle's

course of thought. The temple naturally suggests a priest-

hood ; and the statement " to whom coming, ye are built up

a spiritual house,"—which, as has been seen, appears to be

an expansion of the thought "grow unto salvation" of ver. 2,

— contains and suggests prominently to every Christian

reader the general idea, "Ye are brought more and more

fully under the influences of the Holy Ghost." To this here

attaches itself, as the statement of the divine purpose in this

gracious dealing, " for a holy priesthood." Like " priesthood
"

in English, lepaTCVfia is used either of office or in a collective

sense ; and in the present passage either of these would suit

the connection,—(1) " for holy priestly position and functions,"

explained by the infinitive clause following, which in this

case would be a clause of apposition ; or (2) " for (= et? to

etvat) a body of holy priests," in which case dvevejKaL is an

infinitive of purpose. The unquestionably collective use of

lepdrevfia in ver. 9 strongly favours our here also giving

the word this sense,—which in itself, moreover, seems some-

what the more natural. Taking lepdrev^a in this sense,

the construction with eU appears, according to familiar
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Hebraisms, to suggest as having been the immediately pre-

ceding thought in the apostle's mind either " becoming

"

(as in ver. 7) or "God appointing you" (as in Acts xiii. 22).

The use of ava^epeiv for the offering of sacrifices, some-

times with the reference to the altar expressed (as Jas, ii.

21), sometimes omitted (as Heb. vii. 27), is common in

the Hellenistic writers. This application of the word does

not seem to be found in classical authors, but is obviously

in itself quite natural.— Forms both from nqve'^Ka and

Tjve'yKov, simple and in composition, are used in N. T., but

in the infinitive the second aorist form prevails, aveve^Kai

here being, according to the best texts, the only exception

;

cf. A. Buttmann, p. 68.— With regard to the "spiritual

sacrifices" offered by believers, cf. Eom. xii. 1 ; I'hil. iv. 18
;

Heb. xiii. 15, 16.—Whether in the mind of the writer the

words hia ^Irja-ov Xpiarov were connected immediately with

€V7rpoaSeKTov<i Qew or with av^ve^Kai is not clear ; but

the point is of little moment, because either statement really

implies the other also. Looking at the position of the

words, and considering that the previous statements respect-

ing the need of habitual " coming to Christ," and respecting

being built as living stones on Him, the Living Foundation,^

sufficiently in themselves suggest, when we pass to the new

figure, that only in Him believers have their position as

priests, it seems probable that the immediate connection of

" through Jjesus Christ " here is rather with " acceptable."

On the acceptance of the offerings to God presented by the

priestly nation of Israel through the mediation of their high

priest, cf. Ex. xxviii. 38.

Ver. 6. AioTi here is not strictly causal, but introduces

evidence from Scripture; cf. i. 24. Proof is given of both

of the statements which have been made, that respecting

the glorious position of Christ in the sight of God, as a

Living Stone elect and precious, and that respecting the

honoured standing before God of Christ's people. Ample

attestation of both is given simply by quoting in full that
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passage of Isaiah from wliicli the description of Christ in

the 4th verse, as e/cXe/cro?, eWt/i09, has been taken.—The

verb -TTepLe-^eiv, properly transitive, " to contain " (as in Acts

xxiii. 25), is here used peculiarly. Either some such subject

as ?7 irepioxn or o roiro'i, " the passage," must be understood,

with the quoted words construed as object, or the verb must

be regarded as employed semi-impersonally, " it runs thus."

Prom the frequent intransitive and impersonal use of e-xeiv

and its compounds, the latter seems to be the preferable

explanation ; and this is sustained by a similar use of irepie'xeL

in Josephus {Antiq. xi. 4. 7), ^ovXo/jbaL jeveadai travra

KaOcb'i ev auTrj [Kvpov iinaroXfj) 7repi6;\;et. With this varied

use of Trepiex^t may be compared the somewhat similar use in

English of the word " read,"
—

" How do you read the passage ?
"

" The passage reads thus." A certain difficulty in the con-

struction of Trepiex^t seems to have Ijeen felt by some ancient

transcribers, for a reading which is found in a few early

authorities, rj ypacprj in place of iv ypcKfyfj, is in all likelihood

an attempt to simplify.

—

'Ev ypa.^^ means "in a Scripture"

{i.e. passage of Scripture),—or perhaps, taking the noun as

collective, "in Scripture." Bp. Lightfoot (on Gal. iii. 22)

maintains that the singular ypacpy] always in jST. T. means a

particular passage of Scripture. That this is the general use

there is no doubt; but to take Acts viii. 32, Gal. iii. 22,

and especially 2 Pet. i. 20, in this way, seems forced.

The apostle quotes the passage Isa. xxviii. 16 very nearly

as it is rendered (in substantial accordance with the Hebrew)

by LXX., substituting, however, a somewhat more simple and

exact translation of the first word or two, omitting one of

tlie epithets applied to the stone, and in the last clause

adding the words eV auTM. Portions of this same verse are

quoted in Pom. ix, 33, x. 11, and two of the divergences

from LXX., which are found here, occur there also,

namely the substitution of TiOrjut iv ^lcov for €fi^aX\(o et?

TO. 6efie\La Ulcov, and the addition of eV avTM. These

common divergences, however, hardly establish a likelihood
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that Taul's use of the passage was in I'eter s mind, because

there is not identity of form throughout, Paul giving the

last clause somewhat differently from LXX., with which

I'eter agrees ; whilst, as regards tlOtjixl iv, it has to be said

that this is the most obvious and natural rendering of the

Hebrew, such as might readily occur to the apostles sepa-

rately. The fact that the words eV avTa> are added in all

the three quotations of the last clause of the verse which

are made in the N. T., seems to show either that in the days

of the apostles this addition was read in LXX., or that the

passage had come to be usually filled up in this way when

cited in apostolic teaching. To the former view support is

given by the fact that these words are found in the text of

LXX. as given in Codex B, whilst Codex A has the variation

iv avTw. Supposing the words to have been in LXX., it is

lilcely that the translators meant by them " on it " (to/ Xldoi).

If, on the other hand, they constituted an apostolic supple-

ment, then the thought intended is more naturally taken to

be directly personal, " on Him." Indeed, whatever was the

origin of these supplementary words, the way in which the

Apostle I'aul quotes the clause by itself in Eom. x. 1

1

suggests that he at least was thinking not of
"
if" the image,

but of "Him" the reality.— Ai6o<i dKpo'yoiVLaio<;, "a stone

for the point or extremity of the corner," elsewhere described

(see ver. 7) as KecpaXrj ycovLa^;, seems clearly, from the struc-

ture of the figure in the passages where tlie terms occur, to

designate not the copestone, as some have supposed, but the

great stone which was laid for the foundation at the place

where two walls met, and was consequently reckoned the

chief stone {Kei^aKt'}), being of peculiar importance with

regard to the stability of the building. The expression eU

TO, defjueXia of the LXX. rendering in Isa. xxviii. 16 shows

decisively that the Alexandrian translators at least had no

doubt about the A,t^o? aKpoyoyvialo'? being a foundation-stone.

—'The precise meaning of the last words of the verse in the

original Hebrew is " shall not make haste
;

" but this is
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substantially equivalent to ov fiJj KaTaia^^^vvdr] of LXX.,

which is here adopted by the apostle ; for the " haste

"

spoken of is evidently flight in consequence of the proved

insecurity of a support which had been trusted in.

Vv, 7-10. The glory of the position of pricilcge enjoyed hy

Christians.

The apostle, starting with an application of the closing

words of that quotation from Isaiah which has been made

in ver. 6, confirms the faith of his readers by pointing out

the dignity of their position,—the impressive contrast pre-

sented by the position of unbelievers being also touched

upon, in natural accordance with that antithesis between

God's judgement of Christ and the world's, to which he had

adverted a little before (ver. 4).

Ver. 7. The meaning of the first clause, paraphrased, is :

"According to the last words of the prophecy just quoted,

then, you observe, it is for your good—who are believers—

-

that the preciousness or value serves which belongs to the

stone, and which has been expressly ascribed to it by the

epithet eprcfio^."

Another view of the force of v/jllv than that which has been

followed in this paraphrase is grammatically possible. The

dative may be taken (so 11. E. V. marg.) as one, not of

advantage, but of opinion (see Acts vii. 20 ; 1 Cor. i. 23, 24
;

and cf. Winer, p. 265), "in your judgement or sight." To

this view there are very strong objections. (1) If it be

accepted, the rest of the clause cannot be quite satisfactorily

construed. The meaning yielded is, " It is then in the

judgement of you believers that the stone is eVrt/io?." This

is obtained in one of two ways. To r/ Ttfii] may be supplied

Tw Xi6a) earlv; but such a supplement is plainly very hard

and unlikely. Or t) rifirj may be regarded as not subject but

predicate, and equivalent to evrifio^, the subject being " the
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stone," or, personally, " Christ
:

" so A. E. V. This also is a

mode of construction so forced, that nothing but absolute

inability to bring out a satisfactory meaning in any other way

could justify resort to it. (2) The whole section—vv. 7-10

—seems undoubtedly to constitute a unity. 'T/m€i<; Be of

ver. 9 is in sharp antithesis to dircaTovaiv of ver. 7 ; which

again is in as direct and manifest antithesis to v/jllp at the

beginning of that verse. Now quite indisputably vv. 9, 10

describe objective results of Christian faith, in the dignities

which God confers on believers. We naturally assume then

that the contrasted passage introduced by diriaTovaLV is

similarly objective ; and this the structure of that passage

accords with, and its substance requires, for, as a matter of

fact, the Stone is n'>t in the judgement of unbelievers the head

of the corner. That clause again being antithetical to the

first, which is now under consideration, there appears an

utter want of naturalness in taking this as other than also

objective. On these grounds it may safely be held that the

force of the clause is that which has been given in the

paraphrase above. The immediate reference of ovv—practi-

cally answering here very nearly to our English " you see

"

—is to the last clause of the prediction quoted in ver. 6,

in which it was said that " the believers in Christ shall

assuredly not be put to shame." This security of believers

is then thought of by the apostle in its connection with that

TLiir) which in the epithet evTifio'i had been ascribed to the

Stone.—As to the use of the article in rj rifjuTj to exhibit a

definiteness connected with the amplification of a thought

contained in a previous word, cf. e.f/. Acts vii. 41, tc3 elBcoXtp,

where the article refers to i/jLoa-^^^oTroL-rjaav ; Matt. i. 24, rov

vTTvov, referring to Kar^ ovap. The present case is even

simpler than these, through the fact that the same root is

found in both words.

"With respect to the precise sense to be attached to rifiT]

and €VTi/xo<i in this passage, there is some doubt. Classical

usage favours " honour " and " held in honour." In LXX.,
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however, the other shade of the meaning of the words of this

root, " value," is abundantly prominent, as they are used to

represent the Hebrew ip', " to be precious," and its cognates

;

and in particular this is the case with evrifjio^ in the very

passage of Isaiah quoted in ver. 6. This makes it at least

extremely probable that " value " was the thought in Peter's

mind. In the exegesis of the first clause of ver. 7, too, it

seems as if the idea of " value "—that value through which

actually the security spoken of in the previous clause, and

referred to in this clause by ovv, was obtained—more natur-

ally presents itself than " recognition of value, honour."

" Precious " and " preciousness " seem therefore, on the whole,

the preferable renderings. If, however, " honour " be taken to

be the shade of meaning intended, the sense of v/jlIv ovv rj

ri/xr'] would appear to be, " To you then, you observe, from

the promise that believers shall not be put to shame—to you,

as living stones built upon the living foundation—the honour

which belongs and is in the prophecy ascribed to the founda-

tion, is in a measure extended,"—there being thus a reference

to the participation by Christians in the glory of their Lord,

according to His declaration (John xvii. 22). Whether this

great thought—relevant in the connection undoubtedly, but

not in any express way led up to in the context—would

naturally have been presented in so very contracted and

obscure a form as that in which the words of this clause

would give it, may be doubted.—l>y rol'i Tnarevova-cv the

apostle recalls attention to 6 iria-Tevcov in the last clause of

the prediction just cited from Isaiah, and thus to the condi-

tion, as regards state of soul, which, in using the word of

direct address, vjxlv, he has assumed to be complied with by

his readers. The position of this participial adjunct, at the

end of the clause, separated from vfiiv by several words, gives

it a strong emphasis, and adds also to the effect of the anti-

thesis with airtarovaa-, the immediately following word.

Throughout the rest of this section, while not formally

making a (piotation, as he did in ver. 6, the apostle clothes
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his thoughts to a great extent in 0. T. forms of expression.

First, continuing the figure of the stone, he cites in full

Ps. cxviii. 22, already referred to in ver. 4. The citation is

precisely in the words of LXX., except that, according to the

most ancient authorities for the text, the regular construction

by the nominative X/^o? is substituted for the slightly irregular

XlOov of LXX. As to the original reference of Ps. cxviii. as

a whole, and of this verse in particular, see notes on ver. 4
;

as to fC6(f)aX7] ycovLa<i, note on aKpoycovialov in ver. 6. As to

the construction elvai or yiyveaOai et'? rt,—on the whole a

Hebraism, though with classical precedent for a certain sphere

of its use,—cf. Winer, p. 229, and especially A. Buttmann,

p. 150.

—

Ovro<i, in its familiar redundant use to gather up the

subject and bring • it into immediate connection with the

predicate, has obviously here a decided emphasis, " that very

stone."

Ver. 8. Seeing that airKnovaiv has so emphatic a position at

the beginning of this part of the sentence, obviously as a dative

of disadvantage, it is thus, of course, implied that the state-

ment regarding the stone's having become the chief stone of

the corner was at the moment standing out before the

apostle's mind in its relation particularly to nnhclievers, as

involving for them—all unbelievers having been represented

by the builders—the disgrace of folly and failure. In ver. 8

he carries this thought forward, exhibiting the stone as being

to the unbeliever, through its advancement to the headship of

the corner, an instrument of loss and punishment. This he

expresses in words of Isaiah (viii. 14), not quoting LXX., but

translating more exactly. Paul translates in the same way

in Pom. ix. 153, incorporating the words with portions of

Isa. xxviii. 16.—Between the sense of \i6o<i 7rpoaK6/ji/xaro<;

and Trerpa a-KavSdXov there seems to be no appreciable differ-

ence, the doubling of the expression being simply for solemn

emphasis.—The "stumbling" here spoken of is not intellectual

difficulty found in the way of accepting the doctrine of Christ

crucified and glorified : such a sense here would be discordant

I
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with the objective tenor of the whole passage, and would give

no advance of thought. It is the stumbling of fall, loss,

punishment, punishment coming from the glorified Lord (for

it is through the Stone that they stumble),—the thought of

the loss, however, as coming by wilful folly and perversity

being that which is prominent. It can hardly be doubted

that before Peter's mind was present Christ's solemn applica-

tion of the same passage from the 118th Psalm (Matt. xxi.

42, 44; Luke xx. 17, 18); and that application thus serves

as a commentary on the apostle's meaning. Compare also

Prov. iv. 19 ; Jer. xiii. 16. To some expositors it has seemed

that the apostle, in attaching Isaiah's words X,/^o? nrpoa-

KOfifiaro'i ktX. to the Psalmist's statement regarding the

stone's having been made the head of the corner, had before

his mind a picture of the foundation-stone as projecting in

some way on the surface, and thus tripping up heedless

passers-by. The freedom found in the structure of Scripture

imagery generally, and in particular the analogy of the Lord's

language in His application of Ps. cxviii. 22 on the occasion

just adverted to, show that there is no need for this somewhat

awkward and difficult supposition. The thought which is

carried forward from the one figurative sketch to the other,

is simply that of the stone,—no more.—The influence of

Peter's linking together in vv. 6-8 quotations from Isa.

viii. 14, xxviii. 16, and Ps. cxviii. 22, is perhaps to be

recognised in Barnab. Ep. vi. 2-4, where the same three

passages are associated, the reference to Isa. viii. 14, how-

ever, being a little uncertain. But if the combination

was suggested by a remembrance of Peter, this is all that

can be said, for the quotations are considerably different in

form.

In the relative clause ot irpoa-KoirrovcrLv ktX., the dative

Tw Xoycp may grammatically be connected with either tlie

main verb or the participle ;
" who {i.e. of course, unbelievers,

the antecedent being airiaTovcnv) stumble at the word, being

disobedient " (so both A. and E. E. V.), or " who stumble,
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being disobedient to the word " (so E. E. V. marg.). As to

the former of these constructions, cf. Eom. ix. 32. In the

present place the second mode of connection has much in

its favour. First, it appears that this particular thought,

" disobedience to the divine word," was one very familiar

to Peter, seeing that of the three other places in which

he employs the verb aiTeiOetv, one (iii. 1) has precisely

the combination here, aireidelv tw X07C1), with no ambiguity

of construction, and another (iv. 17) the closely similar

ciTreideiu tm tov Oeov evayyeXLO). The circumstance that,

differently from the order in these instances, the dative in the

present verse stands he/ore aTretOovvTe'i, scarcely affects the

weight of this argument, position being so largely determined

by a writer's sense of rhythm or of emphasis. Sccondhj, it

y appears unnatural to represent " the word " directly as the

stumbling-block, when from the language immediately preced-

ing the mind instinctively carries forward the thought of the

stone, i.e. the Lord Himself. Thirdly, the thought yielded

most naturally by the combination irpoaKOTneLv rm \6jw is

simply that of intellectual difficulty in the way of accepting

the word, while the tenor of the whole passage, as has been

seen, leads us to regard the conception as objective, " sufter

loss, punishment." This thought is given by the other mode

of connection,—" stumble, being (i.e. practically, in or through

being) disobedient to the word."—The clause brings in an

explanation of the statement which has just been made, that

Christ is to unbelievers " a stone of stumbling and a rock of

offence
;

" " who stumble, namely (or " for they stumble,"

It. E. v.), inasmuch as they are disobedient to the word."

The unbelief which is expressed in the antecedent atncFTovcnv

is here in the relative clause stated to be, in fact (according to

the uniform jST. T. meaning of aTretdelv), disohedience, the issue

from a perverse spirit (John iii. 18-20) ; and the disobedience

is said to be to " the word," no doubt because the teaching

which the apostle has given regarding the importance of the

word and of spiritually assimilating it, in that paragraph
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(i. 23-ii. 3) wliicli led into the line of thought pursued in

the section before us, is still in his mind. He aims, by his

statement here that cnno-Tia is aireldeia, to deepen in the

thoughts of his Christian readers a sense of the vast import-

ance of bearing ever in mind the definition which he has

again and again given them of iriarL^, as being viraKot],

viraKOT) T% dXrjdela^ (i. 2, 22).

In joining the present participle direiOovvTe'^ to Trpoa-Koir-

Tov<TLv, the apostle teaches evidently that the disobedience

and the stumblinij are coincident. The disobedience involves

of necessity—it is itself, in fact—prodigious loss, considering

the nature, possibilities, and ends of a moral being ; and as

disobedience grows, spiritual death deepens.—On et9 o iriOrjo-av,

ef. as to phraseology and construction, 1 Tim. ii. 7 ; 2 Tim.

i. 11. In the connection it does not appear natural to regard

as the antecedent to o either the main verb of the preceding

clause, or the participle, taken separate!)/, but the whole

.statement,—the stress of the reference, however, falling natur-

ally on the main verb. Unbelievers have been appointed or

ordained by God to loss, punishment, as involved in, and

necessarily resulting from, their disobedience to His word.

The purpose of this little clause appears to be to deepen in

the minds of the readers the conviction that the irpocrKoirreLv

which has been spoken of is not something casual, but in the

strictest sense punishvient from God. This thought plainly is

directly in the line of the whole paragraph. Peter's aim

throughout is to incite his readers to cleave to Christ notwith-

standing that the world around them, including multitudes

more learned and in many ways more eminent than them-

selves, oppose and deride His claims. " Men rejected Christ

;

but God glorified Him. To those who believe, thus accepting

God's judgement of Him, He is found to be an infinite security

and honour ; upon unbelievers, on the other hand—who by

their unbelief join themselves, as regards judgement and treat-

ment of Him, with the foolish and wicked builders—come

condemnation and punishment from God." The Kai, "also,"
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is thus pretty nearly equivalent to "mark this other important

fact in the case." On the use of /cat in relative clauses, cf.

A, Buttmann, p. 283.

Ver. 9. The apostle turns now, with a delight which is

manifest in the richness and free flow of his language, from

the contemplation of the sin and punishment of the unbeliever,

to speak of the blessed estate of the Christian. In the tirst

clause of ver. 7 he began the practical application of Isaiah's

prediction with a brief reference to this pleasant side ; but

having afterwards dwelt longer on the painful aspect, he

gladly takes up again, for more full exhibition, the position

vfjuv ovv ->) Tifxr] ToU TTiarevovaiv. A passage very similar in

structure is Kom. ii. 6-10.—The description here by Peter

of the condition of Christians is throughout a free adaptation

of language used in 0. T. regarding Israel,—the apostle thus

obviously intimating in the most distinct way that the dignity

and privileges connected with being the chosen people of God

are enjoyed in their highest forms by the Church of Christ.

.Supposing, as seems likely (see Introduction, § II.), that those

Christians to whom the Epistle was addressed were to a great

extent members of Gentile races, it is easy to see how cheering

and strengthening, amid the opposition of unconverted Jews

and the narrowness and arrogance of many Christians of

Jewish birth, must have been—particularly as coming from

the great Apostle of the Circumcision—the teaching that the

community of Christ's followers in all its length and breadtli

is the true spiritual Israel, the elect of God.

The tirst designation here applied to believers, " a chosen

(and thus loved and blessed) race," is from Isa. xliii. 20.

Believers form a 761/09, "a body of common origin, a com-

n:iunity of kinsfolk," inasmuch as they are all children of

( Jod ; and they are such through the eKXoji] of His sovereign

love.—The next two titles in the description, " a kingly priest-

hood, a holy (consecrated) nation," are from Ex. xix. 6. The

Hebrew for which ^aaiXeiov lepdrev^a is the LXX. rendering

is CJ'b ri3p»0, " a kingdom of priests," i.e. a priesthood form-
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ing an organized community— people, body of subjects—
under the immediate government of the Divine King. In

Eev. i. 6, where the same passage is cited, such appears to be

the thought given by the best supported text, ^aaikeiav, lepeh.

By some scholars it has been thought that, whatever might be

the sense intended by the Alexandrian translators in their

rendering, the words /SaaiXecov lepdrevfjia, as employed Ijy

Peter at least, ought perhaps to be taken with a force

approaching that of the original Hebrew,—thus, " a priest-

hood belonging specially to the Divine King," on the analogy

of such designations, natural enough in any language, as

" royal chaplains, royal household," and the like. This sup-

position appears to be, in the connection in which the words

occur here, somewhat forced, and is not at all needful. The

N. T. writers not unfrequently, in passing references, employ

LXX. language which represents the thought they wish to

express, even though it may not happen to answer with

perfect precision to the Hebrew in the place where it origin-

ally occurs. Indeed, they do this sometimes even in formal

quotations, in cases where, though the form may be consider-

ably different, yet, as regards general tenor, the translation

substantially accords with the original: e.g. Eom. x. 20, 21,

xi. 9, 10. It seems likely that in his free application here

of the words in Exodus the apostle was acting in this way,

and that the combination should be taken in the sense which

undoubtedly is first suggested to a reader, that of " a kingly

priesthood," the apostle by this condensed expression bringing

out the truth that the glorious privilege of believers is to be

at once kings and priests.— As distinguished from yevo'?,

" a body having community of origin," edvo^, according to

etymology, appears to be " a body organized through com-

munity in the usages of life {edrj)." This distinction has

been adverted to by some expositors ; but, whilst probably

true, it seems hardly to have any claim to enter into the

exegesis, strictly so called, of the passage, for there is

nothincj in the context leading to the thouoht that it was
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specially before the apostle's mind.—As to a<yiov, of. note on
9

In the rest of the verse the apostle reverts to Isa. xliii.,

where immediately after the already cited 7eVo? IkXeKTov we

find (ver. 21) \aov [jlov ov 7repi67rocrjadfM7]v Ta9 a.peTd<; fxou

Birjyeladai. This Peter freely quotes and expands. Con-

sidering the probable present application of the language by

the apostle to Gentiles, it is important to bear in mind the

frequent special use of Xa6<i in LXX. and N. T. for Israel as

the people of God's choice, the theocratic nation. For ov

TrepieiroiTja-dfirjv, " which I acquired for myself," the apostle,

apparently from a somewhat similar passage in Malachi (iii. 17)

which flits into his memory, substitutes the equivalent eh

TrepcTTOLTjaLv, "for a possession" (cf. Eph. i. 14). In Malachi

the words are in connection with eaovTai, and thus, to explain

Peter's construction, we must supply the participle mv ; as to

this Hebraism, see ver. 7, iyevyjOr) et? K€4)a\i]v, note. The

designation \ao<; et? TrepLiroLrjaiv describes Christians as being,

in a specially rich and full sense, " God's own," peculiarly

prized and cared for. The words et? ireptiroiTjcnv appear to be

as precisely as possible equivalent to the adjective Trepiovaio^

(Tit. ii. 1-4), this latter word being the representative in

Ex. xix. 5, and elsewhere, of the same Hebrew term t^^i^

(" a treasure "), which in the passage in Malachi is rendered

by ei? TrepiTTolrjacv. The rendering of A. V. both in Tit.

iL 14 and here, " peculiar," is after the Vulgate peculiaris, and

was no doubt meant by the translators to carry with it the

special force of the Latin substantive peculium. On the

precise force of ei9 irepLiroiTjciv and Treptovaio'i, cf. an interest-

ing discussion by Bishop Lightfoot, in the Appendix to his

work, On a Fresh Revision of the English New Testament.—
The next clause sets forth the grand end for which believers

are thus taken by God as " a people for His special pos-

session,"— namely, to show fortli His glory. That in the

apostle's mind the immediate connection of this clause of

purpose was as just represented,— namely, with the words
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\ao<; et9 irepnrol'qcnv,— may be inferred from the verse in

Isaiah ; but, of course, the force is substantially the same if

we join it with the whole preceding description,
—

" Ye are a

chosen race, etc., to the intent that."—Having in this citation

from Isaiah substituted for the relative clause with its verb,

ov rrepLeTroirjadfMrjv, an equivalent expression with a sub-

stantive, the apostle is naturally led, according to Greek

usage, to substitute also in the following clause of purpose,

0770)9 in place of the infinitive construction of LXX. For

Bi7]yei(T6ai. of LXX., too, Peter, moving quite freely in his

choice of 0. T. phraseology employed in various places to

illustrate the same line of thought in which he is now

engaged, substitutes i^ajyeXKeLv, used in LXX. of proclaim-

ing the praises of God (Ps. ix. 14, Ixxviii. 13). The word

occurs in IST. T. only here. The thought of " telling forth,"

so as to make known far and wide, is evidently made

prominent by the preposition of the compound.— 'Aperi]

is used by Peter more than by any other of the X. T.

writers, occurring, besides the present place, also in 2 Ep. i.

3, 5,— elsewhere only in Phil. iv. 8. In LXX. the word

is not unfrequent,— the plural in particular, as in the

passage of Isaiah on which Peter's present words are based,

being employed to represent the Hebrew i"i?'7^ or rii?nri, God's

" praise " or " praises." The translators thus adopted a word

which explicitly pointed to the grounds of the praise, the

divine " excellences ; " cf. Isa. xlii. 8, ] 2, Ixiii. 7. Philo also

employs the word in the same way {Quis rcr. div. liccr., Mang.

p. 488). Its reference appears to be quite general, like that

of our English " excellences " in its widest use,—including

God's power and wisdom as well as His moral perfections.

Eor the simple ©eoO or Kvplov, answering to fiov of Isaiah,

Peter gives a magnificent paraphrase, pointing out the grandeur

of the work done by God for and in believers, the consequent

greatness of His claim upon their faithfulness and zeal in

telling forth His excellences, and the special meetness of the

duty to the condition of Christians,—enlightenment of the
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dark world by tliose who out of darkness have "been themselves

brought into light. The particular form of this paraphrase

was possibly suggested to Peter (cf. Phil. ii. 15) by a

remembrance, as he wrote the words ottok; kt\., of that great

statement regarding the vocation of Christians which was

given by our Lord Himself in the Sermon on the Mount,

" Let your light shine before men, that they may see your

good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven"

(Matt. v. 16). This precept of the Saviour is almost certainly

referred to a few lines farther on (ver. 12), in iva etc tcov

koXmv epycov eVoTTTeuoi^Te? ho^dawcn rov Oeov, and from the

identity of the thought with that in ottw? ra? apeTu<i ktX.

could, one may reasonably suppose, scarcely but suggest itself

already here,—bringing into the apostle's mind consequently

the thought of light. While natural, however, the supposition

is not necessary. Light and darkness are most familiar 0. T.

images for knowledge and ignorance, and by legitimate exten-

sion also for holiness and happiness and their opposites,

—

images the truth and beauty of which at once commend

themselves to all. No description of the divine work of

grace, therefore, could occur more readily than the exhibition

of it as a calling out of darkness into light—light beautiful

and benign as enjoyed in the Christian life here, and ever

broadening and strengthening towards " the perfect day
;

"

cf. Acts xxvi. 18; Col. i. 12, 13. In the passage before us

the prepositions e'/c and et9 imply that before the writer's

]nind was the conception of spheres or regions of darkness

and light respectively, in the one of which the natural man

is, in the other the children of God. The light is God's

light (avTov), as kindred to—an outflow from—that light

" full of glory " in which He dwells, which is indeed His own

nature (1 John i. 5). The apostle's epithet OavfiaaTov—
" marvellous " through transcendent sublimity—is echoed by

the experience of every believer,—and this always the more

fully as he grows in knowledge of himself and in knowledge

of God. According to the analogy of general IN". T. usage, by
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Tov Ka\eaavTo<i is to be understood God the Father; cf. i. 15,

note.

Ver. 10. To deepen in the hearts of his readers a sense of

thankfuhiess to God, and thus to increase their zeal in " telling

forth God's excellences," the apostle gives yet another word

of description regarding the condition of Christians,—and

this in the form of an impressive contrast between their

former and their present spiritual state. This he clothes in

language freely adapted from Hos. ii. 23 (cf. also Hos. i.

6, 8, ii. 1). This same verse of Hosea is formally cited by

Paul in Eom. ix. 25, in a somewhat different connection of

thought from that in which it appears here.—The sentence of

ver. 9 is continued here, but with a change of form. From

the simple predications " Ye are a chosen race," etc., we pass

now to the construction of a participle with the article,

equivalent to a relative clause,—a construction employed in

the N. T. with even more freedom than by classical writers

:

" Ye are persons who," etc. In the first clause, the fact that

the participle giving with ol the meaning " who were " is left

to the mind to supply, perhaps aids a reader somewhat to

give at once to ov the connection which from the passage in

Hosea we see to be intended,—that is to say, not as negativing

the copula, but as an integral part of the predicate,—thus,

literally, " v/ho were a not-people," i.e. a body of persons in

whom the characteristic features of a Xao^ were not to be

found ; cf. Deut. xxxii. 2 1 (LXX.), eV ov 0e&), eV ovk eOvei.

Hosea having " not -J/?/ -people" (tw ov Xaw [xov, LXX.),

some expositors are of opinion that in the verse before us we

are intended to regard the Geov of the antithetical clause

following as belonging to this clause also. But this would be

grammatically hard, and, as the apostle in his adaptation of

the words of Hosea omits to give any representative of the

pronoun ^ov which he found in Hosea, it appears reasonable

to assume that he meant yVao'9 to stand out here by itself

before the minds of his readers. The thought underlying his

language seems to be somewhat of this kind,—that, from a
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religious point of view, the sinful world has no real com-

munity of life or of interest, but is merely an aggregate of

isolated persons, the tendency of sin being ever, through the

working of selfishness and hatred, toward social disintegration.

The loneliness and dreariness of the unconverted state, especi-

ally amid the intense darkness and debasement of heathenism,

appears to be the prominent idea ; and thus, with a consider-

able difference in form, we seem to have a close resemblance

in thought to the present statement, in ver, 25, rjre o)?

irpo^ara irXavcofxevoi. On the combination of ovk with a

substantive, so as practically to make a compound, a mode of

expression not without analogies in classical Greek, but to be

regarded in the N. T. as due to the influence of Hebrew, and

found, indeed, only in passages quoted from the LXX. (cf.

Piom. X. 19), see Winer, p. 597; A. Buttmann, p. 353.—If

01 TTore ov Xao^ means what has now been said, of course the

antithesis is a climax :
" From this position of isolation you

have passed through grace to become a real community,

closely bound together in love by oneness in the most import-

ant interests ; and not a people only, but the most glorious

and blessed of all peoples, God's people."

The second clause of the verse is adapted from that which

stands first in Hosea. There the ordinary text of the LXX.

has d'yairrja-Q) Tr)v ovk r/'yaTrTjfievrjv. The apostle's rendering

here by forms of iXeetv, which answers more exactly to the

Hebrew, may be due either to his translating for himself, or

possibly to the use of another text of the LXX. (some extant

authorities for that version, indeed, particularly Codex A,

having the forms from iXeecv). The force of Trore of the

previous clause obviously repeats itself before ovk '^Xerj/juevoL,

and here also the ovk joins itself completely to the predicate,

so that we have not simply " not compassionated," but

" uncompassionated." AVhen a participle which has the article

is negatived, the particle employed is in K T. usage regularly

firj, not OVK, antithetical passages like the present forming the

only exception; cf. A. Buttmann, p. 350. In the use of the
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perfect participle we have state presented. In their time of

darkness, had any one of them obtained some true knowledge

of the circumstances in which he was, he would have had to

say, " We are and have been uncompassionated,"—that is,

eXeo? being " active pity," " We have not been visited by

(xod with proofs of redemptive compassion and grace for us

as sinners." But the aorist participle i\€t]devre<i in the other

division of the clause points to definite acts of mercy :
" Now

—since the day-spring from on high visited us—we are able

to say 'HXeridrjiiev, glorious compassion was manifested to us

in the work of our Saviour for us, in sending us the glad

tidings of that work, and in leading us by the iniluences of

the Holy Spirit to accept Him." On the combination of

perfect and aorist participles, cf. Winer, p. 431. With respect

to the use of vvv with aorists, when the particle has a some-

what wide sense, as " since Christ came," or " since the

knowledge of Clirist was sent to us," cf. i. 1 2, note.

Vv. 11, 12. Call to purity of life, with special enforcement of the

thought that thus heathen onlookers may he led to glorify God.

The second and much the longer subdivision of the

hortatory part of the Epistle begins here. The first sub-

division, extending from i. 13 to ii. 10, has dealt with those

duties of Christians which spring out of their immediate

relations to God, and their relations to fellow-Christians. In

the second subdivision, which extends to v. 9, we have

exhortations to duties arising out of the various relations in

which men are placed in life, and advices and encouragements

as to the spirit and conduct becoming believers exposed to

persecution,—as evidently many of those were to whom in the

first instance the apostle wrote. Throughout the whole of this

portion of the Epistle, Peter seems to have vividly before his

mind the special trials, difficulties, and duties of Christians

who are surrounded by heathen, and of necessity brought into

frequent intercourse with them. A ruling thought with him
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everywhere is that by the purity of character of believers,

the faithfulness with which they do their work in the various

spheres occupied by them, and the meekness and patience

with whicli they bear their troubles, even their adversaries

may be drawn to recognise the presence in the Church of a

power from heaven, and led themselves to join the Christian

ranks. This thought has already appeared in the last clause

of ver. 9, which prepared the way for the present section

;

and we have it set forth still more expressly in vv. 12, 15,

iii. 1, 16. This specialty of aspect throughout this part of the

letter obviously presents in itself an element of difference,

even where, as occasionally, a precept which occurs here is in

substance very nearly the same as one that has been given

before,—for example, comparing ver. 11 with i. 14.

The exhortation in vv. 11, 12 is general in its character.

It serves as an introduction to the subdivision, both by giving

a summary statement of a wide range of Christian duty, and

by definitely announcing the point of view, just adverted to,

from which, in what follows, the apostle is about to look at

the position of his readers.

Ver. 11. The affectionate word of address a'ya7n]Tol is

employed in this Epistle only here and in iv. 12,—in both

places with great naturalness and force, as introducing ex-

hortations of a kind in which the loving sympathy of the

apostle with his readers was specially called forth, and would

be felt as peculiarly refreshing. TlapaKoXw, following on

ayaTTrjTot, and written down amid the same pressure of affec-

tionate feeling, is thus perhaps best taken, as in both A. and

li. E. v., with something of its familiar entreating shade of

meaning, " I beseech," rather than with the hortatory shade,

also common, " 1 exhort."—On the omission of vfjid<; here

(which, though not in the least causing ambiguity, still in

such a connection as the present would be somewhat peculiar

in any writer, and is specially remarkable in Hellenistic

Greek), cf. Winer, p. 179.—In the words w? ("as beseems,"

i.e. practically, " since you are ") irapoUovi koL TrapeTriBij/jLov^;
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there is something of a climax,

—

irdpotKoc,, " by-dwellers,"

being residents beside or among the citizens of a country, yet

not of them, their own citizenship being elsewhere, whilst the

designation TrapeTrLBrj/jiot,, substantially the same, adds, accord-

ing to its ordinary use, the idea of brevity of residence,

" sojourners." As to nrapoiKovi, cf. i. 1 7, note ; and as to

TrapeTriSijfjLov;, i. 1, note. To some expositors (basing their

opinion mainly on the expression " among the Gentiles " in

ver. 12, and holding that this Epistle is addressed solely to

Jewish Christians) it seems that by the words " strangers and

sojourners " Peter simply refers to their being of the hiaairopd,

Jews absent from Palestine. By the mention of " Gentiles,"

however, as we shall see, a contrast with Jews is not in the

Epistles of the N. T. necessarily suggested ; and even if it

were, the reference to Gentiles does not come in this verse.

In any case, when we remember that the character of Chris-

tians was exposed to even more of keen and jealous observation

by enemies of the truth in Palestine than in pagan lands,

such an argument in support of an appeal to abstain from

" fleshly lusts " as, " because ye are absent from Palestine,"

would manifestly be pointless and irrelevant in the extreme.

On the other hand, the argument from the fact that Christians

are citizens of heaven, called upon therefore during their

sojourn on earth not to imbibe the spirit or live the life of

citizens of this world, has plainly the greatest pertinence and

force. With this view of the meaning the prominence whicli

already in the Epistle has been given to the thought of heaven

as the believer's inheritance and the object of lively hope

(i. 3-5, 13) wholly accords; also the way in which TrapoiKia

is used in i. 1 7 ; and, still further, the language of David in

a passage which one cannot reasonably doubt to have been in

Peter's mind when he wrote the words now before us,

Ps. xxxix. 12, "I am a stranger with thee and a sojourner"

(7rdpotKo<; koI irape'wihrifjio'i, LXX.).—We may join 009 irapoLKov^i

Kol 'Trape7rtS>]fiov<; either with the object of irapaKaXco or with

the subject of aTri^eo-dai ; and it is of little moment which of
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the coustructions be adopted. If we join the words with the

infinitive, it is then perhaps a shade easier to understand the

omission of v^a<i,
— " I exhort (or, I make entreaty), as

strangers and sojourners to abstain," etc. ; of. ver. 1 5 (where,

however, the analogy is but slight). On the other hand, at

the beginning of a long series of exhortations, all of which

may legitimately be enforced by an appeal to the pilgrim state

of the readers, it appears most natural to attach the words to

TrapaKoXco, the introductory word of the whole section. This

latter construction is therefore probably to be preferred :
" I

beseech you as strangers and sojourners, that ye abstain," etc.

^ETTidvfii'a, " desire," in itself a word of general reference

(see c.ff. Phil. i. 23), but quite predominantly in X. T., as by

classical writers, used of wicked desire, is here defined as such

by the adjective aapKiKi],—adp^ here, as so often in X. T.,

standing for the corrupt nature, which has its stimuli and

instruments in the flesh.

The iiriOvfiiac aapKtKat (otherwise eTnOvp^iai Trj<i crapKo^,

Eph. ii. 3, 2 Pet. ii. 18, and iindvfilac KoafiiKai, Tit. ii. 12)

are the different forms of the one pervasive iTrcdufiia aapKO'^

spoken of in Gal. v. 16, the "fulfilling" of which is the

opposite of " walking in the Spirit,"
—

" for the flesh lusteth

{einOvixu) against the Spirit." Prominent no doubt in

Peter's mind among the " fleshly lusts " were desires for sinful

indulgences of the flesh in the strict sense,—those desires

which John gathers up under rj iirtOvfjiLa t/;? aapKOfi, as he

uses the expression with a specific reference (1 Ep. ii. 16),

—

particularly desires for those impurities which were so gene-

rally practised in heathen society of every rank that, conscience

having becoming torpid with regard to them, they thus pre-

sented strong temptations even to converted heathen. The

expression covers, however, much more than sensual desires,

in the usual meaning of that phrase. Paul, in Gal. v. 19-21,

gives a considerable list of the forms of feeling and conduct

which fall under the name ra epya t>}9 aapK6<; ; in whicli,

beginning with impurities, he goes on to include " hatred.
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wrath, envying, and such like,"—everything, in fact, which

contrasts with "the fruit of the Spirit " (ver. 22).

The compound relative airti^e? has in the connection, as

frequently, the force of " seeing that they," quippe qum, utpotc

quce ; cf. Eph. iii. 13 ; Phil. i. 28, and on the various uses of

6(TTL<i see an excellent note by Ellicott on Gal. iv. 24.—The

clause exhibits a lively and expressive figurative representa-

tion of the work of the " fleshly lusts." As usual with Peter

(see i. 9, 22, ii. 25, iv. 19), ^v^n is here not looked at as

distinct from irvev/Ma (as 1 Thess. v. 23 ; Heb. iv. 12), but as

designating the whole inner nature,—intellect, affections, and

will,—that immaterial element of our being whose salvation

is the primary aim of divine grace, and against which Satan

wars through his instruments, evil desires. These desires

" campaign against the soul,"—strive like an armed band to

destroy it, by obscuring its vision, troubling its peace,

enfeebling its energies, dulling its interest in God and in

fellowship with Him; cf Pliilo {Mund. Ojnf., Mang. p. 19),

TTokifiov rov Kara 'v^l'^'V, o? aylr6vSo)<; ecrrt iroXeficov apyaXeo)-

TaT09 Kol ^apvraro'i. A close parallel to the clause occurs

in Jas. iv. 1. Polycarp (§ 5) has an obvious reference to it,

in which, however, the form of expression is a little affected

by a remembrance also of Gal. v. 17: iracra iinOv/xLa Kara

Tou 7rvevfiaT0<; arpareverai. A sentence, too, in the Epistle

to Diognetus (§ 6) seems to be a reminiscence of this verse,

though the form of the thought is a little different : fiiael

Tj-jV '^vy7]v t] crap^ Kal iro\ep.el, Zlotl ra?? r]8ovat<i KcoXverac

'^pr](j6ai.

Ver. 12. The participial clause here presents the duty in a

positive form, and under a special aspect, its force being,

" thus having," etc. This clause implies that whilst, in

accordance with the radical character of all the ethical teach-

inf of Christianity, the duty enjoined has been enunciated in

ver. 11 in very comprehensive terms, yet at the moment the

outward forms of indulgence in the " fleshly lusts " were

specially before the apostle's mind, because he was mainly
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occupied with the thought of influence on others.—The use

of the nominative €xovT€<i, instead of the grammatically regular

accusative c'^ovra'i, is in accordance with a tendency, found

not unfrequently in the Epistles, to give to participial clauses

which contain a particularly important thought more pro-

minence and independence of form than they might otherwise

have, by employing the nominative even where regular con-

struction would require an oblique case ; of. Eph. iv. 2 ; Col.

iii. 16 ; and see Winer, p. 716. A number of scholars have

held (recently T. S. Green, K T. Gram. p. 180), that in

at least some of these cases, including that now before us,

the participial clause is not to be looked upon as merely a

secondary part of the sentence, but that the participle is meant

to have an independent imperative force. This is satisfactorily

answered by Dr. Moulton (Winer, p. 732, note 5). Indeed,

as regards any form of independent sentence, there appears

much reason to doubt whether a mere participle is ever in

N. T. style, as has often been supposed, employed, on Hebrew

analogies, to represent a main verb ; see an excellent discussion

by A. Buttmann, p. 291 foil.

The words iv rol-^ Wvecnv are attached to the clause in a

somewhat loose fashion, which, however, is perfectly natural

and intelligible. Their immediate grammatical connection

may be regarded to be in either of two ways. It may be

looked upon as with rrjv avaarpo(f)r]v v/xcov, " Your mode of

life among the Gentiles;" for the substantive avaarpo^r^,

being cognate with a verb which would be construed with the

preposition iv, accommodates itself most readily to the simple

addition of the adverbial combination, without repetition of

the article (Winer, p. 170; A. Buttmann, p. 92). Indeed a

repeated rr]v would scarcely be suitable here, seeing that it

would at least appear to limit the range of the obligation of

moral comeliness to those departments of life which were under

the eye of the heathen. But the connection may also be

regarded as with the participle e^ovre'?. Looking at what

seems to ])e the exact logical relation of the words in question

K
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to the rest of the clause, this latter construction is the pre-

ferable. Of course, whatever had been the surroundings of

the apostle's readers, he would have called on them to have

life morally comely ; but the words iv roi? eOveaiv bring in

an argument additional to those which might have been in

force in other circumstances,—thus, " remembering specially

that you are among the Gentiles,"—The contrast with Gentiles

here does not necessarily imply that the persons addressed by

the apostle were Jews, and nothing in the context naturally

suggests that they were. In the Epistles, the name "Gentile"

often has a purely religious reference, " heathen,"—the ethnical

sense passing so out of view that Greeks and Eomans cease

to be spoken of as Gentiles when they accept Christianity,

unless the specifically Jewish use of the word is in some way

directly suggested. For a short discussion of this point, see

Introduction, § II. 3.

—

KaXiqv is obviously predicative ; and

its position at the end of the clause gives it a certain sharp

emphatic force ;
" thus having your mode of life—particularly

remembering that it is lived among the Gentiles—comely." In

the connection which the word has here, its radical sense is

plainly prominent, the apostle's thought being of the heauty

of holiness.—Polycarp (§ 10) seems to have quoted this clause,

the Latin version giving conversationem vestram irreprehensi-

bileni habentes in gentihus.

There is no reason for taking iv u> in any other than its

most obvious meaning, " in the matter (sphere, field) in which;"

cf. Eom. ii. 1, xiv. 22. The apostle's thought is, "that in the

very sphere—namely, your Christian life—where, superficially

looked at, your enemies now imagine themselves to find

grounds for harsh accusations, they may by and by through

the leadings of God's grace see, looking more heedfully,

ground for praising Him as the Giver of moral excellence."

By some expositors the temporal use of iv w, " at which time,

whilst " (Mark ii. 19; John v. 7), has been thought of here
;

but this is quite unsuitable, the time of So^dacoai being not

coincident with, but subsequent to, that of KaTokaKovaw,
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The sense of " whereas " (A. E. V., after pro eo quod of Beza) is

in itself suitable enough to the passage, but is unsupported by

tlie use of eV c5 elsewhere. On the various uses of eV w, cf.

Winer, pp. 482, 484, and a good note of Alford on Heb. ii. 18.

—In 0)!; KaKorroiwv the &>? marks KaKoiroLoi as the name which

was given to the Christians by the KaTaXaXovvre^, or as sum-

ming up the allegations which were made against them ; cf.

A. Buttmann, p. 307. This name KaKoiroLoi suggested (see

ver. 14), just as " evil-doers " does with us, that whether as a

matter of fact the followers of Christ were dealt with by the

tribunals or not, their conduct, the issue of their peculiar

principles, deserved to be punished by the judges. In being

subjected to such a charge, the Christians were bearing the

cross after their Lord (John xviii. 30). Both by N. T. and by

secular writers it is shown that calumny, and calumny

taking this particular form, the charge of criminal conduct,

arose against the Church very early and prevailed very widely.

The Jews in Rome, at the time when Paul arrived there,

stated, as the sum of their knowledge about Christians, that

they were " a sect everywhere spoken against " (Acts xxviii.

2 2). At this stage probably the main accusation was the same

which had been made against the Lord (John xix. 12), a

charge of disloyalty to the Emperor, and, associated with this,

of a revolutionary spirit generally, a disposition to " turn the

world upside down" (Acts xvii. 6). That this was the mo.st

prominent form among the calumnies to which the Churches

directly addressed by the apostle were subjected, is likely

from the fact that he begins immediately (ver. 13 foil.) to speak

to them on the subject of obedience to constituted authority.

With the charge of revolutionary tendencies as regarded the

State, was probably associated, as we may infer from exhorta-

tions which follow (ver. 18 foil., iii. 1, 7), the accusation of

stirring up discords and disorderliness in households. Some-

what later, in all likelihood, was the rise of calumnies of a yet

more unjust and indeed utterly monstrous kind, of which we

read,—charges of the practice of gross impurities and cruel-
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ties in the Christian gatherings, and the like. So widely

diffused among all classes of the heathen did belief in atro-

cious falsehoods of this kind become, that even a philosophic

historian like Tacitus could speak of the Christianos per

flagitia invisos, while their religion presented itself to him as

crAtiabilis svperstitio {Ann. xv. 44) ; and similarly to Sue-

tonius the Christiani appear a genus hominum superstitionis

nova' ac malcficce {Nero, 16).

In the clause introduced by tva, rigid regularity and com-

pleteness of construction would have given us ev rovru), " in

that field," as grammatical antecedent to iv w. Instead of this,

the apostle sets before us what may be described as the

fruitf; which are produced in the field of a true Christian

dvaaTpo^Tj, and which cannot but be seen by the watchful

eyes of the heathen passers-by. These fruits are the Koka

!;pya which will be discerned in every department of a

believer's conduct, in proportion to the intelligence and liveli-

ness of his faith. As already noticed under ver. 9, there

appears to be in this clause a distinct reminiscence of our

Lord's precept in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. v. 16),

A-a/xi^arw to (^w? vfXMu kt\.—The use of the article in tmv

Kokwv epyojv implies a reference to e^^oi^re? rr]v avaarpo^ip

vjjLMv KoXrjv,—these words, of course, clearly assuming that

the separate €p<ya which make up the avaarpocfiij are KaXd

:

on definiteness thus given by implication in a previous word,

cf, note on rj Tip,^ in ver. 7.

/- The verb €7ro7rreveLP occurs in N. T. in Peter only (here and

iii. 2); the cognate substantive also (2 Ey). i. 16). This word

intimates here that, whilst the source of the KaraXakiai is the

d'yvcocria (ver. 15) connected with listening to foolish hearsay,

or with utter superficiality of observation, on the other hand

" eye-witness," in any worthy sense of the word—real personal

contemplation of a Christian's mode of life—may reasonably

Ite expected to lead to a recognition that in Christianity the

power of heaven is present, and thus to bring the observer

to glorify God. It will have this effect with all who have
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not entirely blinded within them that faculty which, even in

unregenerate men, testifies to the original image of God,

—

the faculty which

" Feels liow awful goodness is, and sees

Virtue in lier shape how lovely."

Through the use of the present eVoTrreyoi^re? we have the

viewing from day to day set before us, whilst the aorist

So^dacoat points to the great decisive act which the apostle

trusts will come " in the day of visitation,"—the acceptance of

the evidence that Christianity is from God, and thus the

surrendering of the soul to glorify God by personal faith.

—

The participle iiroinevovTe'i stands in the sentence somewhat

peculiarly, through the absence of an expressed object. Having

substantially the force of hta tov iiroTneveiv, it is closely

interwoven with the main thought ; but its absoluteness, as

regards construction, makes it resemble a parenthesis,—" that

by means of your good works—witnessing (them)—they may

glorify God ;" cf. dvajivcoaKovre'i, Eph. iii. 4, On the sub-

stance of the present clause, cf. iii. 1, 2.

The closing words, iv rjiJiepa i7ri(T/co7rrj<;, are in form so

general that various meanings may be attached to them.

God is often in 0. T. said to '• visit " men, and this either for

purposes of mercy {e.r/. Job x. 12 ; Ps. viii. 4) or purposes of

judgement (Isa. x. 12 ; Jer. vi. 15). The meaning here might

thus be, " when God visits the calunmiating heathen for

judgement,"—and that either in this life, by sending affliction,

or at the great day of final account. On this view of the

sense, however, with either of these references, the words do

not appear to connect themselves very naturally with the

main thought of the clause, that regarding the influence of

personal contemplation of the good works of believers ; and,

supposing the reference to be to the last day, then the force of

So^d^eiv would be different from that which the rest of the

clause leads a reader to expect. By some expositors the

apostle's expression has been supposed to indicate a minute

and formal investigation, whether strictly judicial or other.
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made by the heathen themselves into the conduct of Christians.

But this mode of interpretation, besides yielding a somewhat

jejune meaning, is not accordant with the usus loqitendi as to

eTTKTKoirr) and its verb i'^io-Keirrea-Oai, when employed in any

such connection as the present,—and especially as regards

the combination rj/Mepa or Kaipo<; i'TriaKOTrrj'i (Isa. x. 3, LXX.

;

Luke xix. 44). The natural reference of the expression, as

here used, seems certainly to be to visitation by God, not by

man. In the J^eiv Testament, wherever either the verb or the

noun is used of a divine visitation, a gracious one is always

referred to (Luke i. 68, 78, vii. 16, xix. 44 ; Acts xv. 14
;

Heb. ii. 6). We may therefore most safely take the meaning

here also to be "in the day of (God's) visitation (in mercy),"

—a sense which accords with the whole tone of the passage,

and also with the closely similar passage, iii. 1, 2. In

language which, from the general interest of the occasion, and

from the fact that the immediate reference was to his own

work in the house of Cornelius, Peter could hardly have for-

gotten, and may well have had present to his mind as he was

writing the w^ords before us, the. Apostle James said that " God

had visited (eVecr/ce-v/raro) the Gentiles, to take out of them a

people for His name " (Acts xv. 1 4) ; and in thinking here of

the calumnious opponents of believers, Peter's hope is that

for these particular Gentiles there may come a " day " of

this dealin<T of "race.

Vv. 13-17. 071 the duty of obedience to civil rulers.

This section contains the first of the apostle's exhortations

to duties which arise out of particular relations of ordinary

life. It deals with the relations of subjects to their rulers.

To persons of a lively imagination, and whose minds at the

same time are ill-informed and ill-regulated, the doctrine of

Christ regarding His kingdom on earth may easily present

itself in such a form as to imply the reasonableness, and
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indeed oliligation, of disregarding other rule. A tendency to

error of this kind has been often shown during the history of

the Church, appearing particularly, as was to be expected, in

times of religious upturning and excitement, as among the

(rerman Anabaptists at the Eeformation, and among the

extreme sectaries in the time of the English Commonwealth.

Missionaries find that they have occasionally to deal with the

same error at the present day.^ "Where, as with those Asiatic

communities to whom Peter wrote, the rulers were them-

selves heathen, the tendency to doubt whether duty called on

or permitted Christians to give obedience to these rulers was

obviously specially apt to show itself ; and positive antagonism

to Christ exhibited by the rulers, through persecuting His fol-

lowers, might readily fan what otherwise would have remained

mere theory into a flame of feeling resulting in conduct

very injurious to the interests of the Church. It is evident

that the primitive Christian teachers were deeply impressed

with a sense of the hazard of their converts falling into what

might prove most serious errors on this sul)ject ; for, in

liomans, Paul similarly has devoted a considerable paragraph

to teaching and warnings respecting the duty of civil obedience

(xiii. 1-7). That passage and the present are mutually illus-

trative. To Titus also Paul gives a special injunction with

regard to ministerial duty in the matter of setting forth truth

on this point (iii. 1). The influence exerted on the early

Church by this apostolic teaching is strikingly shown by the

boldness of the statement which Justin Martyr felt himself

justified in making with respect to the habitual dutifulness, as

subjects, of the Christians throughout the empire (I. Apol. 17).

Ver. 13. The connection of thought is no doubt correctly

given by ovv of T. E. ; but MS. authority is decidedly for the

omission of the conjunction. Occasionally elsewhere the

1 A friend of the writer, a missionary in India of long experience,

roqTiested some young helpers in Scotland, who were engaged in writing

or painting texts in the native language for his mission rooms, to include

1 Pet. ii. 17, and tliis expressly because he fouml mistakes on the subject

of relations to civil authority prevalent among his converts.
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apostle begins a period without a connective word; of. i. 22.

—Remembering the necessity of divine influence for sancti-

iication, we may take vTroTdyrjTe here, TarretvwOrjTe (v. 6),

or any other similar moral precept couched in a passive form,

as really passive in meaning. Such exhortations, however,

naturally take a reflexive form, and the unquestionable tendency

of later Greek, illustrated often in N. T., to use passive aorists

with the force of the middle voice, makes it highly probable

that the apostle's thought was " subject yourselves " or " be

subject," rather than "be subjected:" cf. Winer, p. 327;

A. Buttmann, pp. 51, 52.

Krlai^, in the various applications which it has in N. T. use,

coincides throughout with our English " creation,"—desig-

nating (1) the act (Rom. i. 20); (2) the product of the act,

collectively (Col. i. 15) ; (3) one particular product of the act,

" a creation," = KTiafia, " a creature " (Heb. iv, 13). In every

passage of the N. T. where KTiai<^ or any cf its cognates occurs,

except the passage now before us, the reference is to God's

work ; and the combination here, iraaa avOpwirivq KTLaL<i,

regarded simply by itself, would naturally in the first instance

be taken, similarly, as meaning " every human creature (of

God)." Some expositors have held to this sense, regarding

the precept as analogous to those found in Rom. xii. 1 0, " to

prefer one another in honour;" Eph. v. 21, "to be subject

(vTrordo-aeaOai, as here) to one another in the fear of Christ
;"

and in another part of our present Epistle (v. 5), " Yea, all

of you gird yourselves with humility to serve one another."

The view that in meaning the present precept is similar to

these, however, is not tenable. The peculiar form of the

exhortation, in which the appeal for mutual subjection, so pro-

minent in all the others, is wanting, and the remarkable inten-

sity of the periphrasis chosen for the simple iravrl dvOpoiirw,

constitute a considerable difficulty in the way of accepting it,

though not perhaps, taken alone, an insuperable one. But

having regard to the division of Kriaei whicli immediately

follows, presenting in the first instance solely different classes
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of magistrates, elVe /Saaikei e'lre '^'yefioaiv, and in subsequent

sections relations of life wliich, from their nature, imply rule on

the one side and subjection on the other,—to the manifest main

reference of the paragraph, as a whole, to civil government,

—

and to the fact that, whilst the duty of " honouring all men "

is enjoined in the 17th verse, that precept enters by a line of

thought connected with the closing words of the verse and of

the paragraph, " honour the king," we cannot doubt that the

meaning of the injunction before us is not at all so wide as

"Be subject to every human creature." Kriaa appears to be

undoubtedly employed here—in a way strange to Hellenistic

usage, but which to the Asiatic Christians, accustomed to hear

KTL^co and its derivatives employed with much freedom of

reference in the Greek of their heathen neighbours, would

not appear unnatural or hard—for " a creation " of man's

thought, " an institution ;" and this is limited by the preceding

v7roTdjr}T6, by that mention of magistrates which immediately

follows, and which is placed in closest connection with this

word, and by the tenor of the following section, to an institu-

tion for rule in a State, or generally in such societies, required

or naturally brought about by God's arrangements, as involve

subordination,—a household, for example.

To some interpreters (as Hofmann and Huther) it appears

that definition of the object of the particular kind of KTiaa

meant by the apostle is intended by him in using the adjec-

tive avOpwirlvrj, which they understand to signify " applying

to human relations," and explain to mean here particularly

" for man in his social relations." But obviously nothing is

thus gained, for the specific part of this explanation, namely,

" in his social relations," does not lie in the Greek word, but

is a supplement gathered from the context. Looking at the

apparent antithesis between this adjective and hia Kvpiov, it

seems far more natural to take avOpcoTrlvr] in the sense of

origin, " devised by man." The form of mistake into which

Christians were apt to fall is readily inferred from the nature

of the case, and is made evident by the emphasis with which
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our apostle presents his Sia Kvpiov, and with which, in Eoui.

xiii. 1-6, Paul enunciates and reiterates the position that

" the powers that he are ordained of God," magistrates being

thus " ministers of God." The error was this :
" Seeing that

we are now governed immediately by a Divine King, whose

laws we know from His word, and with whom we have direct

communication through His Spirit, and that earthly princes

and magistrates are merely human creations,— man-made

institutions, full of ignorance and often of wickedness,—we

are therefore free from their authority, not bound to obey

them, indeed bound not to obey them." Considering that this

was plainly the nature of the mistake,—and that the peculiar

sense of Kr/cri? found in the present passage was one much

more likely to suggest itself to persons familiar with the free

uses of KTL^(o and its derivatives in ordinary Greek than to a

Jew, to whom " create " was a sacred word, employed only of

God's work,—it seems reasonably probable that the combination

avOpwKivr] KTiai<; had become known to the apostle as one

occasionally, or often, employed among converts from heathen-

ism (perhaps specially among those Asiatic believers to whom

he now wrote) in discussions on the duty of Christians to

earthly authorities. This probable enough supposition satis-

factorily explains the peculiar form of expression.

In the paragraph already referred to in Eom. xiii., Paul lays

stress on the fact that civil government is " an ordinance of

God." It is such, not through the same express kind of

appointment as that which, for example, constitutes private or

social prayer His ordinance, but through the fact that—from the

instincts which He has implanted in men, and the necessities

arising out of the circumstances in which He has placed them

—He has called on them to live in society, and this organized,

that is to say, under magistracy of some kind. The/orm which

government takes in any particular nation is determined by

the thoughts and actions of men themselves, and is thus a

/cT/'crt? avOpwrrlvq ; but civil government, taken generally, being

an absolutely needful element in social life, is a /cr/cr/.? 6eia.
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Peter in the verse before us says, not Bia ©eov, but hia rov

Kvpiov; and Kvpio^, according to ordinary N. T. usage (followed

by our apostle; cf.ii. 3 and iii. 15, true reading), designates Christ.

By this word, therefore, whilst suggesting the same thoughts

about the basis of magistracy which Paul explicitly sets forth

in Ptomans (seeing that " by Christ all things consist"), he also

presents motives to obedience specially connected with the

Saviour. "For the Lord's sake" means, when expanded—
(1) " because of the teaching of the Lord, personally (Matt. xxii.

17-21) as well as through His apostles ; and (2) from regard

to the interests of His Church." This latter motive has been

already illustrated in ver. 12, and is dwelt on again in

vv. 15, 16.

In that specification of forms of " human institutions " for

civil rule, into which, to give distinctness and impressiveness

to his exhortation, the apostle now enters, he naturally selects

the functionaries of that particular system under which his

readers were placed. By the absence of the article, " king
"

and " governors " are spoken of quite generally ; but in the

first instance the king intended was the Ptoman Emperor.

He was freely called " king " by the Greeks, the Jews, and

his other Eastern subjects (cf. John xix. 15), though the

Piomans curiously imagined themselves to retain something of

independence by calling their lord not rex, but impcraior.

Remembering, then, that the system of government which

was immediately within the view of the Apostles Paul and

Peter, when they earnestly exhorted their converts to obey

all constituted civil authority, Avas a harsh despotism, and

that the despot reigning at the time was Nero, we see clearly

the wide and unhesitating sweep of the inspired injunction.

Authority recognised by those among whom Providence has

cast a Christian's lot is, even though it may have originated

in crime and may be exercised with much iniquity, still to

be obeyed, so long as the civil ruler keeps within his sphere,

and does not traverse commands of the Supreme King.

Faithful obedience to civil government is abundantly com-
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\ patible with that free and manly spirit which the principles

of Christianity are fitted to generate, and with most vigorous

exertion to have bad laws abrogated and good laws enacted.

"With altooether abnormal conditions the teachingr of the

apostles does not directly deal ; but it may safely be said

that, where exceptional circumstances cast a Christian among

the excitements of a political revolution, he will find that

intelligent obedience to constituted authority in quieter times

has, through the blessing of the Spirit, matured in him moral

wisdom and strength with respect to the questions which

he has to consider and determine.—The particle 009 before

vTrepe'x,ovTL, and (ver. 14) before hi avTov ire/jiTro/jievot'i kt\.,

has its frequent subjective force, =: " remembering him (them)

to be," or the like ; the grounds being thus introduced why

respect and deference should be shown, in measures and

forms accordant with the positions of the various magistrates.

'Tirepe^ovTi, which involves a comparative idea, seems here

clearly, from the mode in which respectively " king " and

{" governors " are named, with a descriptive phrase attached to

each, to mean " chief magistrate," the comparison being with

the governors. In Eom. xiii. 1, the only other place in

iST. T. where this word occurs with reference to civil dignity,

it is employed of all magistrates, " higher powers," the com-

parison being with the people generally.

Ver. 14. The "governors" (heads of provinces or similar

districts—the designation applying practically to all regularly

appointed subordinate magistrates) are to be obeyed, inasmuch

as they are commissioned from time to time (this is the force

of the present participle Trefiiro/jLevoi,^) through him—the king

—for the vindication of justice on evil-doers and for the

praise of well-doers. The words Bl avrov distinctly suggest

vTTo Kvpiov, the chief of the state being the minister of the

Lord in commissioning the subordinate magistrates ; but

the expression certainly does not itself mean " by Him (the

Lord)," as some expositors have supposed. Nothing in the

connection leads specially to the thought either of Christ as
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Mediator, or of that prominence of the immediate agency of

the Divine Being in carrying out His own purposes, which is

occasionally expressed by the preposition htd (as Eom. xi. 3G
;

Heb. ii. 1 0) ; and only in the one or the other of these ways

could a reference of hi avrov to the Lord be explained.

Besides, on this view of the meaning, the position of these

words in the sentence Avould seem altogether singularly to

confine to subordinate magistrates the Lord's providential

relations.

—

^EkSikijo-l^;, meaning simply " the vindication of

justice," may govern a genitive either of those whose rights

are vindicated (as Luke xviii. 7, 8), or, as here, of those upon

whom the claims of justice are asserted by punishment.—The

reference of eiratvo^ here is, of course, to practical commen-

datory recognition, rather than to words of praise,— the

recognition of well-doers which a magistrate can give, more-

over, being in the vast majority of cases simply the securing

to them of peace and liberty, and only in exceptional

instances the bestowal of positive honours of any kind.—

A

direct connection of et? eKBiKijaiv ktX. with v'Tr€pe')(pvTi, as

well as with hi avrov 7re/ji7ro/xevot<i, is not grammatically

impossible ; thus, " whether to the king, as holding supreme

authority—or to governors, as commissioned through him

—

for the punishment," etc. But this structure is not a very

natural one. The purpose of the king's authority, however,

suggests itself quite readily from the other clause. The true

end of civil government, God's end in instituting it, is in the

verse represented by the apostle as being to some extent in

the mind of the king in sending forth his subordinate magis-

trates,—and thus also, of course, by implication, as being the

view which the monarch entertains of the purpose of his own

position and power. By very many magistrates, no doubt,

both supreme and subordinate, this grand end of their

functions has been in great measure forgotten ; but the duty

of the Christian is to honour civil government as designed for

a noble and gracious end.

Ver. 15. Well-doing—excellence of conduct in all depart-
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ments of life, and thus here particularly in the relations of

subjects to their rulers—is, according to the divine will, to

be the great apologia of Christianity. Through consistent

obedience shown by the followers of Christ to constituted

authority (the participle u'yaOoTrotovvTa^ in the connection

evidently = Sea rod ayaOo-TTocelv), tlie calumnies of the foolish

men spoken of in ver. 12—for to them clearly the article

in TMv d(J3p6vo)v dvOpcoTTcov points—are to be put to silence.

In his form of expression here the apostle has a lively

personification, for the spiritual ignorance of the men is

represented to be the utterer of the calumnies,

—

dyvcoaia

being always disposed stait dcr Aiigeii immer den Mund offcti

zu Jiahm (Wiesinger).—Some scholars are inclined to connect

ovTo}<; with uyaOoTroiovvra'i or with (ptfiolu—thus, " because

it is the will of God that by well-doing in this way (i.e.

submission to civil authority) ye silence," or " that in this

way, by well-doing, ye silence." The sense is good ; but

according to Greek usage the arrangement of words is

decisively against the construction. Outoj^ is no doubt to

be taken predicatively, as in Matt. i. 18, xix. 10. Thus

employed, the adverb, answering exactly to " on this wise,"

is felt by a reader to be a little less sharply definite in

form, a little more general, than the demonstrative pronoun

would be. On the N. T. use of adverbs as predicates, not

uncommon also in classical Greek, cf. Winer, p. 584; A.

Buttmann, p. 131. A specially interesting case is the

adverbial use of laa in Phil. ii. 6.-—The infinitive clause is

plainly an expansion of the predicate outw? ; cf. 1 Thess. iv. 3,

with Ellicott's note. The omission of vfici^, the subject of

^Lfjbolv, is easily understood from the generality of the thought

—much more easily than the omission of the same pronoun in

ver. 11. The form for the infinitive here, (ptfiotp, in place

of the regular (pifiovv, appears to have preponderant MS.

authority. Similarly in Matt. xiii. 32 and Mark iv. 32 the

best supported form seems to be KaraaKrjvolv, and in Heb.

vii. 5, airoSeKaTolv ; cf. Tischendorf, note on Heb. vii. 5, and
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Westcott and Hort, Introd. § 410, and App. p. 166. Tlie

verb (pt/jLoco means properly " to muzzle ; " but, except in tv\'o

quotations of a passage from the LXX. (1 Cor. ix. 9 ; 1 Tim.

V. 18), the secondary sense "to silence" is alone employed

in N. T., e.g. Matt. xxii. 34; Mark i. 25.—In the word

ayvcoala, as used by the Hellenistic writers, the element

of moral blameworthiness (" ignorance which is wilful or

obstinate ") appears to be more prominent than in ayvoia
;

cf. 1 Cor. XV. 34; Job xxxv. 16; Wisd. xiii. 1; also

Clem. Rom. § 59. Whilst, in so far as it is wilful, dyvwaria

of God and of duty to Him is in itself supreme folly (cf,

liom. i. 22), the apostle, in describing these men as also

a(f)pov€^, probably refers particularly to the folly of their

conduct in denouncing a system of thought and of life which

they had not taken pains to understand.

A^er. 16. The syntactical structure of the closing part of

tliis section is somewhat doubtful. The sentence be^inuins

with vTrordyrjre (ver. 13) may be supposed to end with ver.

15, and vv. 16, 17 to constitute another—thus, "As free,"

etc., " honour all men," etc. The form of sentence which

vv. 16, 17, taken together, would thus give us—a participial

clause leading the way to an imperative—is something of a

favourite with our apostle {e.g. i. 14, 15, 22, ii. 1, 2); but

the arrangement is not satisfactory in this place. The con-

tents of ver. 16 have no special relevancy as an introduction

to at least one part of ver. 1 7, namely the precept, " Love the

brotherhood
;

" whilst more naturally, perhaps, than they lead

even into the other precepts of that verse, they attach them-

selves to the whole of what has preceded, describing in some

detail the state of spirit which will reveal itself in the " well-

doing " of subjection to civil authority. Accepting, then, the

connection of ver. 16 with what precedes, we may attach it

specially to ver. 15, as meant to expand the idea intended in

dyaOoTToiovvra';,—the transition to the nominative being in

accordance with that occasional irregular usage in the con-

struction of participial clauses which is explained in note on
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exovTe<; of ver. 12. Or, keeping to regularity of construction,

we may connect ft)9 ekevOepot kt\. immediately with vTroTayrjre

(ver. 13); and this best without making ver. 15 a formal

parenthesis, for ver. 16, even if taken immediately with

uTTOTayrjre, yet in fact expands and explains the general term

dyadoTTotovvTai; of ver. 15—or, more exactly, enunciates the

principles which, as motives, will lead to dyaOoTroua. On

the whole, this last connection, by which ver. 16 illustrates

in the first instance vTrordyrjTe, and thus really also the

whole passage, vv. 13-15, seems the preferable.

Believers know themselves to be through grace free, " the

Lord's freedmen" (1 Cor. vii. 22),—free from the condemning

sentence of the divine law,—from slavish fear,—from the

thraldom of sin. This truth may in various ways be mis-

understood and abused ; and many passages in the apostolic

letters show that in the primitive Church, as often since,

misapprehension and abuse of it did in fact find place. The

freedom of Christians from the law as a condemning power

was, by the monstrous heresy of Antinomianism, twisted to

mean freedom from the obligation of obedience to the law as

a rule of life ; and by many also, as we may fairly infer from

the present paragraph and the similar teaching of Paul, the

ceneral notion of Christian freedom was thought of as includ-

ing emancipation from subjection in various of the ordinary

relations of life. The mode in which the correction of all

such misconceptions is to be obtained is evidently througli

coming clearly to understand the paradox that, gloriously true

as is the doctrine of Christian freedom, yet at the same time

tlie only possible moral condition for man is that of BovXela

to the one or the other of two masters. In being delivered

from the position of " absolute servants of sin " (SovXoc t^?

dfiapTLa<;, Horn. vi. 17; John viii. 34)—a servitude which,

being wholly alien from the true end of man's existence, is

slavery—we pass at once, from the very nature of the case,

into the position of " absolute servants of God " (BovXot,

Oeov)—a service which is true freedom: cf. John viii. 31-36
;
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Horn. vi. 14-23
; 1 Cor. vii. 22, 23. This is substantially

what the apostle teaches in this verse. " Be subject, I

beseech you, brethren, to those who have the rule over you,

—

remembering that you are freemen, and at the same time not

deeming that you have this freedom as {i.e. that, possessing it,

you have a right to employ it as,—a use of e%eti/ somewhat

wider than in ver. 12, stretching toward the sense found in

Matt. xiv. 5, xxi. 2G, 46 ; Phil, ii, 29) a covering of wicked-

ness (a covering fitted to hide wickedness from conscience

and from divine justice), but ever keeping in mind that you

are God's servants." On the middle clause, cf. 2 Vet. ii. 19,

20; Gal. v. 13.

As is assumed in the rendering just given, co? seems in this

verse—from the prominence which it has, being used to intro-

duce each clause— to have its frequent subjective force,

" deeming that you are, that you have," etc. (as in ver. 14).

The repetition of the particle intimates that the apostle would

have all the thoughts distinctly present to the minds of his

I'eaders, the second and third thought modifying the first,

which, taken alone in a certain aspect, might seem to be

inconsistent with the injunction " Be subject." The second cl)?
^

might suitably enough be taken with iirLKaXv^fxa. But uXkd

before SovXol plainly answers to yu.?; of the middle clause, and

accordingly co? exovre'i must go together, corresponding to ox?

BovXot (oVre?).—Whilst either "cloak" or "veil," in the familiar

figurative sense of these words, may serve as a translation,

the metaphor in eiriKaXv^ixa (a word occurring only here

in X. T.) is quite general ; cf. in LXX. Ex. xxvi. 14, where the

word is used of the covering of the tabernacle, 2 Sam. xvii.

19, where it is the covering of a cistern.—If the article with

KaKia^i be other than simply an indication of the abstract, the

sense must be hypothetical,—" tlie wickedness which the words

already written, eVt/caXu^/Ao. e^ovre^;, imply as existing in

any one of whom they could truthfully be said."

Ver. 17. Occasionally, near the end of the apostolic letters,

after the detailed statements, discussions, and appeals, there

L
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occur, quite naturally, groups of brief exhortations, given

simply as they presented themselves to the writer's mind, and

in which, therefore, it is not needful or reasonable to look for

a closely connecting line of thought; e.g. 1 Thess. v. 15-22.

It is plain, however, that such a group of isolated precepts

could not well present itself naturally in the present part of

our Epistle ; and when we find the last precept of ver. 1 7 to

be " Honour the king," and remember the tenor of the context

from ver. 13 onward, we see at once that the clauses of the

verse must be closely associated in thought with each other

and with what precedes, and we have also suggested to us what

the link is. As has been seen from the previous verses, the

peculiar temptation to which partially enlightened Christians

were exposed, as regarded their relation to various forms of

authority, lay in the thought that, being " the Lord's freedmen,"

they were thus emancipated from their obligations to their

earthly rulers. But another aspect of their position also

might influence them. They were not free merely ; they were

; also, through Christ, placed in a new sphere of life, amid

I

new surroundings, under new influences. As these Asiatic

' Christians had been expressly told (Eph. ii. 5, 6), they had

been " quickened with their Lord, and made to sit with Him
in the heavenly places." Through misunderstanding of this

delightful representation of Christian privilege, there might

y'^X' readily arise among persons of a mystical temperament a

lielief that, having passed eU to, iirovpavta, they were released

not only from obedience to earthly authorities, but from all

obligations to unbelievers, and perhaps called on to shun even

ordinary intercourse with them. Being " children of light," in

immediate fellowship with " the Lord of glory," what had Chris-

tians to do any more with men who were only of this world ?

Their duty, it might appear, was solely to " fear God " and

—

the immediate corollary of that—to " love the brotherhood."

To obviate errors of this kind, the apostle in a singularly

pointed way sums up his teacliing on the whole subject by

giving four injunctions, in which the duties liable to be
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questioned are set down with equal definiteness side by side

with those duties which all would admit,—the reader being

thus invited to think out for himself the perfect consistency

with each other, and the various mutual relations, of all the

members of the group of precepts. In this way the group is

made up of two pairs, in each of which is an injunction to a

duty universally recognised by believers, and one to a duty

which, through mistaken views of Christian doctrine, some

might doubt,—the first pair having reference to duties toward

equals, the other to duties involving subordination and

obedience. In the first pair the duty which was questioned

by some stands first, and that which all admitted, second. In

the other pair, the order is reversed. The ground of this

arrangement is obvious, the places of chief prominence and

emphasis—namely, that at the beginning of the series, and that

at the end—being given to those duties regarding which doubts

were or might be entertained, and upon which, therefore, it was

desirable to fix special attention.

"Honour all men. Have respect to man as man. Appreciate

in all those with whom you are brought into contact everything

which is worthy of esteem ; and, in all your dealings, show

that you remember that even in those persons who seem base

there are still great possibilities. Perfectly consistent with

this is also a special duty, which, whilst all of you heartily

recognise it, still greatly calls for thought and prayer and

spiritual eftbrt,

—

love the brotherhood. Then, proceeding to

another class of obligations,—as regards authority over you,

your supreme duty, as you well know, is with holy, loving

reverence to fear God ; and with that duty naturally associates

itself, when the subject is rightly understood, another, which

some of you perhaps may have almost deemed inconsistent

with your relation to God. It is His will, as you have just

been told (vv. 14, 15), that you should respect and obey

magistrates ; wherefore, because ye fear God, honour the Icing!'

It is possible that, as Peier wrote the last two precepts, Prov.

xxiv. 21 was floatinij before his mind.
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The fact that the aorist imperative occurs in the first of

the four precepts, and the present imperative in all the others,

arrests attention. Alford suggests that the first really stands

by itself, as the sum of the exhortations, the other three being

an expansion of it ; thus, " Give to all their due honour,—to

the brotherhood by loving them,—to God by fearing Him,

—

to the king by honouring him." This view is open to serious

objections. (1) It is at the least doubtful whether it fairly

satisfies the requirements of exegesis, as regards the relation

of the verse to what precedes, and the relation of the several

precepts to each other. (2) From ircivra^ it excludes a vast

multitiide whom naturally one quite decidedly expects to find

included under the word, that great proportion of the human

race who are unconverted. (3) Such a mode of expression,

in which God and His creatures are gathered up under one

term, irdvra'i, seems utterly alien from the profoundly reveren-

tial mode of speaking found everywhere in Scripture regard-

ing God. The true explanation of the difference of tense

between the first precept and the others is perhaps somewhat

as follows. All four precepts relate to duties of a continued

kind, and thus might fittingly take the present imperative.

In introducing the series, however, and this with the injunc-

tion of a duty respecting which he had reason to believe some

of his readers entertained grave misconceptions, the apostle

naturally expresses himself in the somewhat more pointed

and impassioned form afforded by the aorist imperative,

—

which, strictly interpreted, calls for a vigorous effort to hcgin

" honouring all men." Being in the introductory precept of

a group, all the members of which from the course of thought

are seen to be closely related to each other, this aorist impera-

tive is felt to give of itself a vigorous tone to the whole

body of injunctions ; and, accordingly, in those precepts that

follow, the apostle naturally enough falls into the other tense,

which brings out the continuousness of the obligation.

—

M8eX<^oT?;9, found in N. T. only here and in v. 9, has

in both passages the collective meaning which, in words
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of this kind, readily springs out of the original abstract sense,

just as in English with the equivalent term " brotherhood,"

and many others ; cf. lepdrev/xa (vv. 5, 9).

Yv. 18-25. On the duty of servants to obey their masters.

Carrying forward his series of exhortations to duties arising

out of special relations, the apostle proceeds now to the duty

of servants to their masters. The fact that the construction

in ver. 18 is not by a main verb, but by a participle, shows

(see discussion of the construction below, in note on the verse)

how close in the writer's mind was the connection between

this section and the preceding,— specially with vTrord'yrjTe

(ver. 13). This grammatical dependence of the passage on

ver. 13 plainly makes highly probable what has in previous

jiotes been suggested, that by dvOpwirivrj KTiaci in that verse

is intended, not civil government alone, but generally such

institutions—springing indeed out of the needs of that social

life to which God has called man, but in their form deter-

mined by man himself— as involve some measure of subjec-

tion of one to another.

The word oUeTai, " domestics," employed by the apostle in

the 18th verse (cf. Luke xvi. 13 ; Acts x. 7 ; and see Trench,

Syn. N. T. § 9), is not absolutely limited in usage to slaves,

and is perhaps purposely used here in place of hovKoi, in

order to include the freedmen and freedwomen, of whom in

large households there were often considerable numbers acting

in various capacities as servants. Still undoubtedly, both from

the predominant use of the word,—so decidedly predomi-

nant that e.g. in Esdr. iii. 19 olKerr]^ is placed in direct

antithesis to ekevOepo^,—and from what we know of the

arrangements of social life among those to whom the Epistle

was written, by far the most of the persons here addressed

were slaves. Here, accordingly,—^just as in the previous

section regarding obedience to magistrates, where, in the first
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instance, the precept enjoined obedience to Nero,—we have

an extreme case. The slavery which existed everywhere

throughout the Roman Empire was of a most oppressive

character. Kind and considerate masters were no doubt to

be found ; but the nature of the system permitted the grossest

cruelties, and, as always in such cases, selfishness and brutality

often took advantage of the permission. Slaves had practi-

cally no legal rights, the law holding them jjro nullis, fro

mortuis, jpro quadrupedibiis. In persons thus situated who

became Christians it was obviously natural in the highest

degree that the assurance of their freedom in Christ would

lead to such thoughts as these :
" Can it possibly be that I,

Christ's freedman, a citizen of the heavenly kingdom, a child

of God, am to remain the bondman of this heathen, himself a

slave of Satan ?
" Or, supposing the master to be a Christian,

the slave's thought would naturally be, " Since he and I are

brethren, it cannot be tliat in any sense I should continue his

bondman, and therefore, even if he fail to see his duty in the

matter, I have a right to assert my freedom and leave him,

or, should I remain in his house, claim in everything the

equality of a brother."

The apostle's teaching on the subject is the same as that

which he had given respecting obedience to magistrates :
" Be

subject, and this not merely through fear of punishment, but

for conscience' sake. Your obligation, too, is not dependent

on the treatment which you receive : to harsh no less than to

kind masters give obedience,—remembering, indeed, that it is

in your demeanour under cruel dealing, in your maintenance

of respectfulness and patience towards exacting and oppres-

sive masters, that the distinctively Christian character which

is acceptable in the sight of God is especially shown." Such

is the apostle's exhortation. Similar teaching is found also

in all the references made by Paul to the subject, which are

numerous,—slaves evidently forming a large proportion every-

where of the members of the primitive Church : cf. Eph. vi.

5-8; Col. iii. 22-25; 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2. A most striking
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practical application of the principle enunciated, too, was

given by Paul in sending back the fugitive slave Onesimus to

his former master Philemon. The same doctrine with regard

to the duty of slaves was faithfully maintained by the Churcli

also after the death of the apostles. In The Teachincj of the

Twelve Apostles, iv. 11, we have the injunction, vyLtei? he,

hovKot, vTTOTaji'jaeaOe rot<; Kvploi^ vficuv to? tvttm ©eov iv

ala')(vvr) Kal (p6j3(o. Christianity was assuredly to be " the

world-wide revolutionist of the ages " (Lillie), overthrowing

all the strongholds of Satan, and among them the awful

iniquity of slavery ; but this was to be accomplished, not by

convulsion, but through the gradual working of principles.

It was not the will of Christ that there should be household

rebellions, or servile wars, or general social chaos. " Nothing

indeed marks the divine character of the gospel more than

its perfect freedom from any appeal to the spirit of

political revolution. The Founder of Christianity and His

apostles were surrounded by everything which could tempt

human reformers to enter on revolutionary courses. . . .

Nevertheless our Lord and His apostles said not a word

against the powers and institutions of that evil world. Their

attitude towards them was that of deep spiritual hostility,

and of entire political submission " (C4oldwin Smith, quoted

by Salmond).

The apostle, dwelling specially on patience under wrong,

supports his exhortation by the example of the Saviour

(vv. 21-23); and, having touched on this, rests lovingly and

expatiates for a little, as every Christian heart does when the

sufferings of Christ come before it, on their atoning purpose

and power (vv. 24, 25). Por a fuller analysis of this latter

part of the section, see below, note on ver. 22.

Ver. 18. The participial construction has been explained in

various ways,—some expositors supposing that here, and in

several other passages, the participle has in itself the force of

an imperative (on which view cf note on e^ovre'?, ver. 12),

—

others supplying the imperative of the substantive verb, some
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of them in tlie secoud person, others in the third. None of

these methods, however, is necessary, or altogether naturah

The fact that both in this section and in the next (iii. 1 folh)

the special duty enjoined is subjection, and that both sections

are introduced by the participle of that same verb of which

the imperative is given in ver. 13, naturally leads a reader to

think that in the apostle's mind the same general exhortation

M'as being carried forward with different special references.

Through obvious correlation with the precept of iii. 1, again,

that of iii. 7, though not enjoining subjection, is felt still to

belong to the same series ; and, falling under the more general

exhortation of ii. 11, 12, which leads into the vTrord'yTjre of

ver. 13, it also has a participial form. Still further, through

this wider reference of iii. 7, the participial construction is

carried forward into the quite general exhortation of iii. 8.

Granting;- therefore that the structure of modern lancruages

may render it desirable, for the sake of clearness, to make

the sections grammatically distinct, introducing each by an

imperative of its own
;
yet the exhortation seems plainly to

have taken in the writer's mind the form of one great precept,

branching out by means of participles in various directions,

—

the earlier sections standing attached closely to v7roTdy't]Te of

ver. 13 (still felt by a reader to be the main verb of the

paragraph, notwithstanding the group of short imperative

clauses in ver. 17), the later sections, in a way hardly

recognised by rigid grannnatical law, yet quite natural and

intelligible, to the general call to holiness implied in virord'y-qTe

and distinctly given in vv. 11, 12.

01 ocKerai is naturally taken with the force of a vocative,

according to a use of the nominative with the article which is

common in N. T., and is found sometimes also in classical

writers, though probably rather a colloquialism : cf. Winer,

p. 227 ; A. Buttmann, p. 140. Our nearest idiomatic repre-

sentative of the article thus used is perhaps the pronoun of

the second person joined to a word of address, as here " Ye

servants."—In eV ttuvtI (^6j3w we have the atmosphere—the
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spirit—of the enjoined subjection. Some liave taken <f)6^o<i

here to niean " fear of God," or " of Christ," referring in

support of this view to Eph. v. 21 ; Jude 23. In the

former of these passages, however, Xpiarov is expressed,

the precept given, moreover, not being at all closely similar

to the present ; and in the passage in Jude the meaning

of the words eV (f)6^(p does not seem to be " in the fear of

God." Whilst, of course, in a Christian the fear of God

will always be the grand influence constraining to the

cherishing of any spirit or the following of any course which

God enjoins, the immediate reference of ^o/3o<? in our passage

seems clearly to be to fear of the master ; and really analogous

passages are Eom. xiii. 7; Eph. v. 33. The best rendering of

(po^o'i as tlius used is probably " reverence." However little

there may often be in a master's character to awaken or sustain

the sentiment of reverence, still the relation in which he stands

to his servants is one legitimately calling on them to cherish

this sentiment ; and their duty is to regard him as being

their master through an arrangement of the Providence of

Him who is always and infinitely worthy of reverence. The

practical outcome of this " reverence " for a master will be

" fear " of neglecting duty in any respect, and anxious solici-

tude to be free from all grounds of just reproach. These two

thoughts, standing in such close connection with each other,

may reasonaljly be supposed to have been both before the

apostle's mind in writing <^o/Sco. In a parallel passage on the

duty of slaves, Eph. vi. 5, we have the yet stronger expres-

sion for " fear " employed, fiera (f)6^ov koL Tpofiov (cf. Phil,

ii. 12 ; 2 Cor. vii. 15), and also an explicit statement of the

principle underlying the enjoined <f)6/3o<i, which at once leads

ns to a correct apprehension of its nature, viraKovere . . . eo9

TM Xpiaro).—Uavrl, whilst best translated " all," is strictly

" every," " every kind of," i.e. practically, " full and abiding

reverence and solicitude;" cf. i. 24, note.

^AyaOoU here means obviously " good " as regarded from a

servant's point of view,

—

i.e. " kind : " cf. Tit. ii. 5 ; 1 Thess.
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iii. 6.—Of iiri-eiKeacv the precise force appears to "be " con-

siderate and forbearing
:

" cf. Phil. iv. 5 ; Acts xxiv. 4, and

see T»ench, Spi. lY. T. § 43. Philo (Muncl. Opif., Mang. 25)

has the combination iirteUeia koI Trpaori]^, qualities which, he

says, are seen twp iraQoov rifxepwdevrcov.—XKoXio'i in its meta-

phorical use presents an image which is universally under-

stood. Employed first of paths, as in LXX., Prov. ii. 15,

wv al rpl^oL aKoXiai, it connects itself also readily with the

persons themselves who walk in the crooked paths, as Deut.

xxxii. 5; Phil. ii. 15, yevea aKokia koI Scea-rpa/jbfjuevrj, "a genera-

tion who—instead of having a character of rectitude, straight-

ness in the line of the divine will—are in all things crooked

and contorted." As employed in the present passage with

reference to masters, and opposed to " good and considerate,"

we may perhaps—remembering that both classes of masters

were no doubt in most cases heathen, and that not improbably

therefore the apostle was thinking of varieties of natural

temperament, at least as much as of character based on prin-

ciple—take the precise application of the image to be some-

what like that of the similar figure in our own colloquial

adjective " cross,"—much stronger, however, in its suggestion

of harshness than " cross." A Seo-TroT?;? cr/coXio? is one whom

his servants find it almost impossible to please, because, when

they have worked along the line which from his former

utterances seemed likely to satisfy him, they find always

that his likings have twisted themselves into a new direction.

Caprice, exactingness, and harshness seem all implied in the

epithet. " Perverse," or the old word " froward," represents

the image or one similar, but " harsh " is perhaps the best

rendering.

Ver. 19. In this and the following verses the apostle

dwells on the relation of servants to BeairoTat (7ko\loI, as

being that in which the temptation to rebellious self-assertion

was greatest, and in which therefore the ennobling power of

Christian principle could specially reveal itself. It appears,

too, from the line which his observations take, that, as regarded
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"being subject" to their masters, whilst, of course, he had

before his thoughts the faithful performance of ordinary daily

duty, yet with respect to the case of those servants who had

harsh masters, his mind turned speciall}^ as was natural, to

their demeanour under undeserved chiding or chastisement.

Their duty in such trying circumstances, he would have them

clearly see, was to resist stedfastly the strong temptation to

sullenness or passion or disrespectful conduct ;
" for this is

acceptable,— namely, if a man for consciousness of God

patiently endures troubles, suffering unjustly."

According to a familiar N. T. usafje, the demonstrative as

formal subject is employed to point to a coming clause, which

is the real subject. This clause might have been in the

infinitive, but—also according to a common N. T. construction

—is thrown into another form introduced by a conjunction ; of-

"Winer, p, 403.—The use of the neuter of the pronoun in tovto

X^^p^'i (if^Ti) here and in the next verse is in itself natural,

and similar constructions are found occasionally in Greek

writers of all ages. On the whole, however, it accords with

the idiom of modern rather than with that of the classical

languages, a pronominal subject being in these, as a rule, made

to agree in gender with the predicate: cf. John iii. 19, xvii. 3,

and see Winer, p. 650 ; A. Buttmann, p. 128. In the present

passage the Vulgate rendering is, hccc est gratia.—With regard

to %a/3t9 here a natural thought is that it is = x^pia/jLa

(1 Gor. vii. 7), " a gift from God's grace," a spiritual beauty

which proves the working of grace on the soul. In ver. 20,

however, the apostle, for clearness and impressiveness, fills up

the expression with the words Trapa ©ea>, " in God's sight
;

"

instead of wdiich, supposing %a/9i? to have been in the writer's

mind equivalent to x^pcafia, one would have expected rather

Trapa &eov, " from God " (cf. eV ©eov, 1 Cor. vii. 7). Look-

ing at the cast of the thought in vv. 19, 20, it seems by far

most probable that %a/3i9 is used in the same way as

in Luke vi. 32, 33, "If ye love them that love you, if

ye do good to them that do good to you, ttom vfitv
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X^-P^^ eariv ;" and indeed it is difficult to resist tlie impression

that that saying of our Lord was present to the apostle's

mind. Xow the parallel passage, Matt. v. 46, has rtVa fxtaOov

exere (cf. also ver. 35 in Luke),—which shows that %a/3i?

must have some such force as " approving recognition," a

sense of the word tending towards, but not identical with,

that which it bears in the familiar expression %apfi/ e^eti/, " to

thank." Compare also the Homily formerly known as Ep. ii.

of Clem. Eom. § 13, and Ignat. Folyc. § 2, the former being a

free citation of the passage just quoted from Luke, and the

other an obvious imitation. In our present passage we may
take TovTo

x'^'^P''^
^s a condensed mode of expression, " this is

(means, certainly brings) aj^proving recognition ; " exactly as

in Phil. i. 22, tovto fioi Kapiro'i epyov, "this is (means, brings)

fruit of labour." It does not seem needful to go farther, and

assume that the apostle uses %apis^ directly in the sense of

"an acceptable act or course of conduct." It suffices that

practically, according to the explanation just given, tovto

%«/3t? is equivalent to tovto evdpea-Tov (or diroSeKTov) ia-Tiv

(cf. Col. iii. 20; 1 Tim. ii. 3).

In the M'ord o-vpeLbrja-i'i the preposition of the compound

points to the reflective action of the mind, the mind's con-

ference, so to speak, with itself. The special reference of the

word therefore, as distinguished from yvajcrc<;, is to the mind's

acquaintance with itself, particularly its acquaintance with

M'hat has been written by God on the tablets of the heart

regarding Himself and regarding right and wrong, and with

the dealings of the soul in relation to right and wrong. In

the great majority of the cases of its occurrence in N. T., the

word is used either absolutely or with a possessive genitive,

and has precisely-the force of our English "conscience," in the

free popular use of that word. In only one other passage

where the reading is certain, besides the present, is it con-

strued with a genitive of object,—viz. Heb. x. 2, (TvveL8j]criv

dfjuapTCMv, " conscience, or consciousness, of sins." In 1 Cor,

viii. 7, avvecSrja-ei tov €l8oo\ov, " consciousness of the idol," i.e.

1
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seemingly, consciousness of it as a kind of mind - haunting

presence, o-vvrjOeia appears to have better authority than

(TvveiBTjaei. In the place now before us, avv6LSi]ai,o Qeov

cannot well mean anything else than " consciousness of God,"

—knowledge of God and of His relations to us, and this

present in consciousness, remembered, thought of, and thus

influential over the affections and conduct. This is, no

doubt, what is intended by the somewhat peculiar phrase

employed by both A. and 11. E. V., " conscience toward God."

—yluTra?—like "griefs" often in tlie older English, and

sometimes still—has, as occasionally, the force of " troubles,

vexations, causes of grief" (so Philo, Mund. Ojn/., Mang.

p. 40). Our word " grievances " nearly corresponds to this

use,—only that, as commonly employed, it suggests in itself

blame to some one, which XvTrac does not do. The verb

v-jro(f)ep6LV, which sometimes is no more than simply " to

undergo," indicating in itself nothing as to the spirit of the

sufferer (2 Tim. iii. 11), is evidently to be taken here (as in

1 Cor. X. 13), according to a natural tendency of words of

this class in all languages, precisely with the force of vvo/jbeveiv

of the next verse, " to bear with patience, with holy resolu-

tion."—The adverb ahiKWi is placed at the end of the clause

with marked emphasis, the undeservedness of harsh treatment

being, as is illustrated in the following verse, the test of the

honourableness of the suffering, and of its claim to be a

brightener of Christian hope.

Ver. 20. "To bear punishment quietly and submissively,

if one has done wrong, is no doubt a creditable thing as

compared with accepting the chastisement in a sullen spirit,

or with rudeness and rebellion ; but what kind of {irolov)

credit or glory is this in the eyes of any self-respecting man,

not to say a Christian! (cf. Luke vi. 32-34). On the other

hand, if a man who does well,—who faithfully executes the

charge entrusted to him,—and who for that very well-doing

suffers through the caprice or brutality of his master, bears

this gross injustice patiently, this is acceptable in God's sight."
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The two present participles dfiaprdvovre^ Kal KoXa'pi^ofievot

come in naturally here, in place of what, looking simply at

the order of time, might have been expected, d/xapT^aavra

Kal Ko\a<pL^6fxevoL This latter form would have been in

place, had isolated acts of wrong - doing and of consequent

punishment been before the apostle's mind ; but the question

in hand being one of character, he has the present participle

of both verbs, representing the case as one of continuance, a

course of wrong-doing and receiving chastisement. Similarly

in the other clause with djaOoTrotovvre^; koX Trda'^ovre^. The

future v-rro/jiei'etTe, used in both clauses, answers to the same

mode of representation :
" if, to one looking down your lives

from the present moment, the field of vision shall be found

occupied with wrong-doing and punishment," or, in the other

case, "with well-doing and suffering for it."

—

KoXa^l^eiv, per-

fectly rendered by our English " buffet," sets before us

primarily what was no doubt often the punishment of slaves

for the lighter class of misdemeanours, a smart stroke of the

hand on the cheek, and then, according to the secondary use of

the word, rough handling generally : cf. Matt. xxvi. 67
;

1 Cor. iv. 11.—In the Gospels the verb dyaOoiroieiv follows

the special sense of dja66<} exemplified in ver. 18,—meaning

" to do good, to act beneficently : " see Mark iii. 4 ; Luke vi.

9, 33, ;>r>. In the Epistles (3 John 11, and several times in

Peter) it follows the general sense of the adjective,—"to do

well, act rightly." Similarly the nouns dyaOoTroua and

d'yaOoiroLO'i are used by Peter, who alone has them, with the

sense respectively of " well-doing " and " well-doer :
" see iv.

19, ii. 14.—The combination dyaOoTToiovvre'i koL irdcr-^ovre'i

might quite fairly mean " doing well and yet (simply as a

matter of fact, without the suggestion of any connection of

cause and effect) suffering
;

" but the antithesis dfiapTdvovre^

Kol KoXa(f)L^6/jievoL, where manifestly a causal connection is

intended, makes it in a high degree likely that here also this

was in the writer's thoughts,
—

" doing well and suffering for

it." It accords with universal experience that a brutal, low-
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minded master, irritated by that feeling of moral inferiority

which was awakened in him by the sight of tlie virtuous

conduct of his slave, might in many cases subject the slave

to cruel treatment, professedly perhaps for some pretended

fault, but really, as the slave himself, and everybody around

knew, because of the well-doing.—As to tovto %a/oi?, see note

on ver. 19 ; and on vrapa 0ea», in its present connection, cf.

Luke ii. 5 2.

Ver. 21. " Patient endurance of wrong, I say, is acceptable

in God's sight, for this is one most important element of that

experience to which you were summoned by Him when He

called you in conversion. You cannot doubt this, because, as

you know (oxi, as often, of evidence, rather than of strict

causality), Jesus also, your Forerunner, suffered for you, leaving

you an example to the intent that you might follow His

footsteps,— and this alike as regards not shrinking from

suffering which by God's appointment comes to you in the

path of your duty, and as regards the mode of bearing the

suffering."

Tovto here, as is evident from the line of thought, has

substantially the same reference as in tovto %apt9 immediately

preceding ; only the mind naturall}' takes it now with a

general reference, as pointing to patient endurance of wrong

of any kind. The divine " call," being to the exhibition of a

certain spiritual excellence, includes, of course, also a call to

the field in whicli alone that excellence can be shown—

a

call, tliat is to say, to carry out Christian principles manfully

in the face of a world which hates Christ, and to accept the

sufferings which the world's hostility may inflict ; cf. John

XV. 18-21. On nothing did our Lord in His personal

teaching lay more stress than on the fact that the very calling^

to be a disciple involves a calling to take up the cross and

follow Him; cf. Matt. x. 38, xvi. 24; Luke xiv. 27.—The

verb Trda-^etv, simply by itself, appears to have been from

a very early time in frequent use among Christians as a

summary term for the Lord's expiatory sufferings generally,
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including along with His death—to which, of course, the

word mainly pointed—also the agony in the garden, and the

mockeries and brutalities of the trial {e.g. cf. Acts i. 3 ;
Heb.

xiii. 12),—the usage being founeled indeed on His own

words spoken on the evening before His crucifixion (Luke

xxii. 15).

In the connection of this verse with the preceding, virep

vficov is naturally taken as meant to remind the readers of

the personal blamelessness of the Saviour, His sufferings

being purely vicarious ; and to this thought kul before

XpcaTQ<i points forward, presenting the parallelism between

the case of the Lord and that of those slaves just spoken of

who suffered for well-doing,
—

" for Christ also suffered, though

Himself innocent, yea, suffered for well-doing." At the same

time the words set forth prominently the grand motive which

impels Christians to holy obedience (2 Cor, v. 14, 15)

—

specially, in the connection, to holy obedience in the way of

patience under trial :
" If He suffered for you, you will not

shrink from suffering which He sends, and which is calculated,

through your spiritual growth under it, to redound to His

praise."— In hearing tlie English expression "suffered for

you," we feel that, as regards the sense of the preposition

" for," the ideas of " on behalf of," and " in room of," both

pass before us ; and similarly, when we remember the famili-

arity to the K T. writers of the doctrine that Christ gave

Himself as a ransom for sinners, it seems probable that,

where used as here, vTrep, strictly " on behalf of," had also in

tlieir minds the substitutionary reference; cf. Winer, p. 479.

In the majority of instances, as in the present, tliere is

nothing in the context decisive on this point, and therefore

the statement made in such passages cannot with safety be

taken as beyond question equivalent to those in which the

preposition is avrl (as Matt. xx. 28); but certainly, at all

events, in 2 Cor. v. 14, to give validity to the apostle's

ar<^ument virep ttcivtwv, it would seem, must mean " instead

of all."
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The prominent position of viuv in its clause plainly gives

to it a strong emphasis, which a reader feels also to be some-

what added to by the fact that the word immediately follows

virep vfjioiv. The force is perhaps something like this, " to

all His people, doubtless, but to you, in your peculiar cir-

cumstances, with special fulness and exactness, leaving an

example."—The enlarged form vTrokLfjL-Kdvco, for viroXeiTrco,

occurs here only in N. T. The exact time and shade of

thought probably intended by the apostle in the participle

vTroXifiTrdvcov are indicated by Bengel with his characteristic

terseness,—m ahitir ad Fatrem.—'Tiroypa/jb/jLO'i, here only in

N". T., was primarily used for a writing or drawing copy, put

before pupils by their teachers (Clem. Alex, Strom, v. 8. 50),

and then naturally for the rule implied in a prescribed copy,

or, as here, simply for an example (= uTroSetY/za, John xiii. 15;

Jas, V. 10); cf. 2 Mace. ii. 28; Clem. Rom. §§ 5, 16, 33;

Polyc. § 8. The fact that immediately, in the clause intro-

duced by iW, Peter passes into the quite different figure of

following the footsteps of a leader, seems <"o show that the

image in the word viro'ypafXfMO'? was not vividly, or perhaps

not at all, present to his mind.

In one minute feature the beautiful and instructive picture

given us in the last clause of this verse, of the Lord's people

following their divine Forerunner down into the valley of

humiliation, may be differently conceived. Tlie verb eVa-

KoXovOelv lieing regularly construed with a dative (1 Tim.

V. 10, 24), the meaning may be "Follow His footsteps" as

guides ; or, roh l-)(yeaiv being used in N. T. in the sense of

" in the footsteps" (Kom. iv. 12 with aroixelv, and 2 Cor. xii.

18 with irepLTrarelv), it may be "Follow (Him, treading) in

His footsteps." Striking and vivid as this latter representation

is, yet perhaps the former construction is to be preferred, as

being the more obvious.—Some expositors would give to

iiraKoKovOelv here an intensive force, translating thus, " that ye

may follow closely (or earnestly)." That quite naturally, in

accordance with its use to indicate motion towards and to

M
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mark addition, the preposition eVi' in composition does some-

times give greater intensity to the signification of the word

with which it is compounded, is certain,—the best illustration

of this power in the N. T. being perhaps in iircycvcoaKecv as

contrasted with the simple ytvcoaKeiv (e.g. 1 Cor. xiii. 12).

The particular verb now before us, too, is in 1 Tim. v. 10

rendered both by A. and E. E. V. " to follow diligently," which

is perfectly suitable there, as it would be here also. On the

other hand, the verb, in the only other two places where it

occurs in N. T., Mark xvi. 20, 1 Tim. v. 24, is employed

—

as in any language compounds which were originally strength-

ening are apt to be, when they come into frequent use—in a

sense not appreciably different from that of the simple verb.

It may be doubted, therefore, whether in any of the places a

special force was intended in the use of the compound.

Vv. 22-25. We have now a series of relative clauses in

which, in the first place (vv. 22, 23), the relevancy of an

appeal to the Saviour's example, in consequence of the paral-

lelism of the cases—already indicated in a summary way in

the words eiraOev virep vjjlmv—is fully and formally set forth

:

(a) He was absolutely innocent (ver. 22) ;
yet (^) He suffered,

and in His sufferings He showed perfect meekness and

patience (ver. 23). Then, in the second place, the apostle

proceeds to expand yet further the eTradev virep v/jlmv, remind-

ing his readers that, whilst Christ's sufferings have an aspect

of example, they bring before us also the expiation of our sin,

and thus present to us the most powerful motives to follow

the example of the Lord's patience and holy beauty of

character : (7) He died for our sins, to the intent that we

might live to holiness (ver. 24, down to the word ^tjacofjuev)
;

and (S) by His wounds His people have, in fact, been spiritu-

ally healed (ver. 24, last clause, and ver. 25). Whilst in

nowise rhetorically wrought up, but perfectly simple and

natural in structure, this passage must be felt by every

attentive reader to be one of singular beauty and impressive-

ness.
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Ver. 22. Throughout the whole passage, vv, 22-25, the

apostle's mind is plainly dwelling much on the great predic-

tion of Messiah as a Sufferer, which is contained in the 53rd

chapter of Isaiah. Ver. 22 is a quotation of the latter part of

the 9th verse of that chapter, varying from the LXX. rendering,

as it stands in Codex A, only by the substitution of d/xapTiav

for avofjiiav. The passage, as here used by the apostle, is

evidently one of the highest interest and importance, in its

connection with the great apologetic argument based on the

perfection of the character of Christ. Peter, one of the very

inmost circle of those who were privileged to enjoy the com-

panionship of the Lord, makes the prophet's words his own,

and thus most plainly sets to his seal that they are true to

the very letter. He testifies that in Jesus, as seen by him

for years in public and in private, amid most varied circum-

stances,—tested by the special temptations connected with

great popularity, and by the special temptations connected

with bitter opposition,—there was absolute spotlessness of

cliaracter. He was pure in conduct, " doing no sin ;
" and in

speech—notwithstanding innumerable snares laid for Him,

and the closest listening of many who were eager to find Him

in fault (this is pointed to by the word evpeOrj)—there was

absolute freedom from " guile,"— from duplicity, evasion,

falsehood in any form,—so that He approved Himself the

" perfect man " who " off'endeth not in word " (Jas. iii. 2).

Precisely similar testimony regarding the Lord's character to

that which is borne here by Peter is given also, it will be

remembered, by another of the specially privileged three

apostles
—

" In Him is no sin" (1 John iii. 5).—In the use

of the aorists eTroLTjaev and evpiBrj the Lord's life is looked at,

not in its extension and variety, but as a unity, constituting,

so to speak, a point in history; cf. John xvii. 4, iSo^aaa. This

is in itself striking, as showing that moral oneness, as it stood

out before Peter's memory, of the eminently full and varied

life of the Lord, which made him feel it quite natural to

employ for himself the aorists of the LXX. The life seemed
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to him to form one "reat act of lioliness. In the next verse,

no less naturally, the many scenes and varied forms in wliich

Christ was exposed to "the contradiction of sinners " come

up to the apostle's thoughts, and thus we have imperfects.

—On the frequent use in iST. T., in place of the simple sub-

stantive verb, of the verb evpla-Kecrdai, by which a lively

picture of seekers and finders is presented to view, of Winer,

p. 769.

Ver. 23. It can hardly be doubted, looking at the abundant

use of Isa. liii. in the context, that in this verse, whilst not

quoting but expanding, the apostle had in his mind the

7th verse of that chapter, which describes Messiah as

under oppression " opening not His mouth, as a sheep before

her shearers is dumb."—The present participles point us to

the many occasions on which He was reviled, as a Sabbath-

breaker, a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber, a blasphemer, a

man in league with Satan, and the like, and to the various

forms and stages of His sufferings ; under all of which, as the

imperfects tell us. He displayed an absolute freedom from the

spirit of revenge. The stern warnings which He often gave

to the careless and hostile were manifestly of a nature totally

distinct from reviliugs or utterances of revenge, and indeed

directly opposed, being spoken with deep solemnity and deep

sorrow, and in the spirit of yearning love. In \oi8opvvfj,evo<;,

followed by Trda-'^wv, we have evidently an advance from

hatred shown in words to hatred shown in action, and

similarly with avTeXoiSopet and rjireikei,—(iTreikelv being the

threatening of retaliatory action.—As to the force of he in a

sentence of this kind—not, strictly speaking, standing in cor-

respondence with the previous ovk, as aWd would have done,

but, as by a kind of afterthought, introducing a new statement

on the subject in a positive form, and answering, therefore, to

some such English expression as " yea, rather," or " on the

contrary"— see Winer, p. 551, and Alford's note on Heb. ii. 6;

and cf Acts xii. 9, 14; Heb. ii. 9.

Whilst the general sense of the second part of tlie verse is
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obvious, yet the precise thought which was present to the

apostle's mind in writing irapeBlSov is not altogether clear.

Considering the frequent intransitive or reflexive use of many

verbs properly transitive (d'yeiv, i'ma-Tpe(J3eiv kt\.),—the natu-

ralness of this use in such verbs as TrapaSihovac, as illustrated

by the similar use of "yield" and "surrender" in English,—and

the actual reflexive use of this very verb now and again in the

LXX. (Isa. xlvii. 3, and, as read in Codex A, Josh. xi. 19), and

once, perhaps, in K T. (Mark iv. 29), one may quite fairly take

the force of the word to be reflexive here, and translate thus,

"committed Himself." It must be acknowledged, however,

that, for a word which occurs very many times in X. T., the

authority supporting this reflexive use is exceedingly scanty
;

and even in the one place in Mark some excellent interpreters,

as Meyer, Bleek, and the Eevisers of the E. V., give the verb

a transitive force, " to allow." In our present passage, also,

many scholars hold it to be transitive, the object in the writer's

mind being an unemphatic " it," which, as usual in such

cases, is omitted. This " it " may represent '' His cause,"—an

object suggested by the scope of the clause, and specially by

Tft) KplvovTL. Both the A. and K. E. V., while putting " com-

mitted Himself " in the text, have in the margin, as an

alternative, " committed His cause." More natural, perhaps,

than either is the view that the understood " it " designates

TO XoLSopecadai koI to Trdcr^etv, taken out of the participles :

Jesus did not deal with this Himself in the way of repaying

it by counter revilings and threats, but gave it all over into

the hands of the Righteous Judge. Others, instead of " it,"

prefer the slightly more remote, and thus not quite so easy,

supplement " them," i.e. those who reviled Him and inflicted

the sufferings. Short discussions regarding the use of irape-

8lBov in this passage will be found in Winer, p. 738, and A.

Buttmann, p. 145. The sense of the statement is obviously in

substance very nearly the same, on any view as to the exact

nature of the construction,—" From the midst of the cruelties

and ribaldries of men Jesus always looked away to heaven.
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and gave over the whole matter to Him who sees all actions

and all hearts, and who alike on Him and on His foes would

give righteous judgement." The absolutely pure, unrevengeful,

loving spirit of this " committing to God " is illustrated by the

prayer offered from the cross.—With tc5 KplvovTt Bikum'^, cf.

i. 17, TOP a7rpoa(07ro\7]fX7rra)<i Kplvovra. The Yulgate has here

the singular rendering " tradebat autem judicanti se injuste;"

as if reading aSiK(o<;, and taking the reference to be to the Lord's

meek surrender of Himself to the unjust judge Caiaphas or

Pilate. This reading has no Greek authority, and is self-

condemned, because the imperfect TrapeSiSov (tradebat) plainly

points, like ovk avTekoiBopeL and ovk rjireiku, to the Lord's

conduct, not exclusively at the trial and crucifixion, but

throughout His whole ministry. This mistranslation is

interesting chiefly as being one specialty of the Vulgate,

which even Eoman Catholic scholars cannot agree to defend,

—

Estius, for example, making the admission that " librariorum

incuria in Codicibus Latinis legitur injuste pro juste."

Ver. 24. " In the sufferings of Christ we have set before

us, not merely a perfect example of the meek endurance of

wrong, but also the most powerful motive to follow this

example, because His sufferings and death were for the expia-

tion of our sins, and this to the intent that, saved thereby, we

should live to holiness."

With respect to the exact form of the apostle's thought in

the first clause of this verse, different views are possible. In

connection with sacrifice, the verb avacfiipeiv is used by the

Hellenistic writers in two shades of meaning—(1) " to offer,

present," and this either with mention of the altar (eTrt to

6v(TLa<TTrjpLov), as Jas. ii. 21, Gen. viii. 20, or without such

mention, as ver. 5 of this chapter, Judg. xi. 31; (2) "to

bear," said of the victim on whose head sin is laid, as Heb.

ix. 28; Isa. liii. 11, 12,—this latter use of the verb being

in accordance with an occasional classical use, " to sustain,

bear," wars, or perils, or troubles of any kind (cf. Thucyd.

iii. o^ , KLvBvvov<i ) Polyb. i. 36. 3, (p66vov<;). The fact that
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eirl TO ^v\ov stands in our present passage has led Luther,

Lechler, and one or two other expositors—taking these words

as answering to eVl ro dvaiaaryjpiov—to think that here our

Lord is said to have, as a Priest, " offered our sins in His

body on the tree,"—our sins being viewed as in the eye of

divine justice so identified with Christ that in His death

judgement came down upon them, or, so to speak, they were

consumed on the ahar of the cross by the fire of God. But

this is a mode of representation for wliich there seems to be

no Scripture analogy ; and ^vKov, as employed in our passage

(on which see below), is not fitted to suggest the idea of an

altar, but only of an instrument for the execution of a capital

sentence. Others, putting aside the special sacrificial uses of

uvacfiipeLP, revert to its primary sense (as in Matt. xvii. 1),

regarding the apostle's thought to be that Jesus carried our

sins as a burden laid upon Him all through the journey of

His earthly life, and up to the tree ; some thinking also that

perhaps by eVl to ^vXov is meant to be suggested some such

idea as that our sins were carried by the Saviour to the tree

to be nailed there, that they might oppress no more (cf. Col.

ii. 14).

On the whole, the most natural and satisfactory interpreta-

tion appears to be that which is given by both A. and E. E. Y.,

—' bore our sins on (upon) the tree." A really decisive

argument w^ith regard to the sense in which the apostle uses

avijvejKev seems to lie in the fact that he is here expanding a

statement of Isaiah, and cannot well be thought to employ

the central word of the statement in a different sense from

the prophet. It cannot, indeed, be demonstrated that when

Peter wrote Ta<; d/jLaprla<i r^fjiwv avro^ avyjveyKev, he was think-

ing of Isaiah's avrb^ d/xapTia'^ ttoWmv dvijvejKev (liii. 12),

with the order of words perhaps affected by the chiming in

his memory also of the closing statement of the verse imme-

diately preceding, ra? d/xapTLa<i avrcuv avTo<i dvoicrei ; but

when we compare the passages, and bear in mind that, accord-

ing to distinct evidence afforded by the context immediately
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preceding and immediately following, the 53rd chapter of

Isaiah was much before the apostle's mind throughout tlie

section, there certainly seems to be an exceedingly high pro-

bability that the clause under consideration is to be deemed

an expansion of Isaiah's words. Now, beyond reasonable

c[uestion, the use of avrjve'yKev in the LXX. rendering of the

passage of Isaiah is in the sense of " bore " as a sacrificial

victim, bore for expiation. With the view that this is also

the sense in which Peter uses it, the added words eV tw

awfiuTi avrov accord well, better, perhaps, than with any of

the other interpretations ; for by the preposition iv the field

or sphere of the av^vejKev is set forth, which fits perfectly

with a simple reference to Christ's " bearing our sins " in His

propitiatory sufferings (cf. Col. i. 22). In eTrl to ^vXov again

there does not really lie any obstacle to our accepting this

view of the meaning ; for, according to a tendency seen per-

haps in all languages, iirl with the accusative, like several

other prepositions of motion, is in N. T. often construed with

verbs which do not in themselves imply motion,—the thought

of prior motion being easily supplied by the mind ; cf. chap,

iv. 14; Matt, xviii. 12 ; Mark iv. 38 ; Eev. v. 1. Thus the

force of the expression is quite adequately given by the E. E. V.

when for " on " of the rendering of the A. V. " bare our sins in

His own body on the tree," it substitutes the preposition of

motion " upon,"—this " upon " suggesting " when lifted upon."

It does not appear therefore to be at all needful to resort,

with some scholars, to the supposition that whilst the ruling-

sense of avrjve<yK€v in the passage is "bore" as Propitiation, the

idea of motion also is to be directly derived from the verb

taken in its primary sense,—thus, " who bore our sins in His

body to the tree, and as a victim bore them on it." No
inartificial writer, such as our apostle, would be in the least

likely to use one word to express two thoughts so considerably

divergent from each other as " carried up " and " bore as a

victim;" and no reader would ever naturally understand the

word to be thus used.
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The emphasis given by avro^ appears to express some such

thought as this
—

" Measureless as are such love and condescen-

sion, yet not through any subordinate agent, not through any

arrangement apart from His own substitution for us, was our re-

demption wrought out, but He Himself bore our sins." The A. V.

brings out a similar emphasis also in the words " in His own

body;" but the meaning seems rather to be simply, as the E. V.

has it, "in His body." Such evidence as is attainable appears to

show that in o^. T. the reflexive pronoun of the third person is

almost always written fully eauTou ktX., and therefore that

where, as here, the form avrov occurs, it is to be written with

a spiritiLS Icnis, avrov \ cf. Winer, p. 188; A. Buttmann,

p. 111. Even with the reading avrov a certain emphasis

may be supposed (so Alford), because the pronoun might

without any ambiguity have been omitted ; but the great

abundance of pronouns in the X. T. style, through Hebrew

influence, makes it, to say the least, very doubtful whether

the apostle wrote the word as anything more than a simple

nnemphatic possessive.

Whilst those sufferings of our Blessed Lord in His atoning

work, which were specially of the soul (Matt. xxvi. 38,

xxvii. 46), were, as an old writer quaintly says, " the soul of

His sufferings," yet the material element in His Passion—the

bodily anguish which He endured for us—is often and

)iaturally prominent in references made to it ; because all

men can to some extent understand and feel the love which

was thus displayed, while the unseen side of the sufferings is,

from its nature, deeply mysterious. In the present connec-

tion the specification of the field or sphere of suffering by

eV ru> (Tca/iiari avrov can hardly but seem particularly natural,

when we remember that the reference to the Lord's Passion

is made in order to exhibit example and motive to slaves,

who, many of them, had from day to day to endure cruel

inflictions of bodily pain.—To the use in N. T. of the word

^vXov, " timber, log," for aravpo^;, our English " tree," in its

old wide signification—still seen in such compounds as " roof-
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tree, cross-trees," etc.,—well answers. This use is not very

common. Besides the present place, it is found in Acts v. 30,

X. 39, xiii. 29 ; Gal. iii. 13,—the first two of these passages,

it may be observed, occurring in addresses of Peter, and thus

showing this mode of expression to be one familiar to him.

This use of the word ^v\ov sprang, as a comparison with each

other of the passages cited distinctly shows, from the Jewish

practice described in Deut. xxi. 22, 23. After the infliction

of capital punishment according to the Hebrew mode, stoning,

the bodies of the very worst of malefactors were suspended

publicly on a tree or post ; and when, under the administra-

tion of the Eomans, crucifixion was introduced into Palestine,

that form of punishment was regarded by the Jews as equi-

valent to an exposure of this kind,—an exposure which was

held to be a public declaration that the curse of God had

come down on a rebel against His law. The thought pro-

minent in the mind of every Jewish Christian, therefore, when

in speech or writing he employed this name ^vkov for the

cross of Jesus, was of the sublime, immeasurable grace which

led his Lord to be " made a curse for us," that He might

" redeem us from the curse of the law " (Gal. iii. 13).

The apostle's exhibition in this verse of motive to holy

obedience divides itself into two parts: (1) The statement

that Jesus died for our sins,—the supreme ground of gratitude

and love
; (2) the statement of His purpose in dying for us,

namely that, freed from sin's oppression, we might be holy,

—from which plainly it immediately follows that earnest

effort after holiness is the mode in which sincere and

intelligent gratitude and love to Him will manifest them-

selves. The sanctifying purpose of the Lord in His giving

Himself for us—often set forth in K T., c/j. i. 18, 19 ; Gal.

i. 4 ; Tit. ii. 14—is presented here under a form in which

the Apostle Paul greatly delighted to look at it, the believer's

death with relation to sin, and life with relation to God and

His service; cf. especially Ptom. vi. 2, 4, 11. The basis

of this representation is the mystical union between Christ
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and His people, according to M'liich in His death we also

died, so as to be no longer either under the condemnation of

the law or under the dominion of sin, and in His resurrection

we also rose with Him to enjoy a new life of peace and of

holy beauty and energy, kindred to His. "With the legal

union before the eye of God, through which " there is no

condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus," is inseparably

associated a spiritual union, through which by the indwelling

of the Holy Ghost we are sanctified.—The verb aTroyiveadai,

here only in N. T., is employed by classical writers in the

sense of " to part from, cease from connection with," and then

also, by a euphemism familiar in all languages, " to depart this

life, decease, die." The primary sense has been adopted here

by some expositors ; but that the secondary was that in the

writer's mind, seems to be sufficiently clear from the antithesis

with ^rjcwfiev,—and also from the construction with the

dative, the other naturally taking the genitive.

The dative joined here to aTroyevofievoi and ^ijaco/Mev—
a kind of construction greatly favoured by Paul (Eom. xiv.

6-8, for example, affording abundant illustrations in connec-

tion with various verbs)— seems to fall under the general

head of daf. comm. ct incomm. Thus, here, whilst possibly

all that was present in consciousness to the writer was this

thought, " that, having become dead in reference to our sins,

we might live in reference to righteousness," still really,

behind this, there seems in the construction to lie something

of personification,—our sins being tyrants, to whom now

Christians, being dead, have ceased to be of service, whereas

to righteousness, our new ruler, we do earnest service through

the activity of life; cf. "Winer, p. 263, and especially A.

Buttmann, p. 178. By some interpreters the datives here

have been taken as instrumental, giving the clause this force,

" that, having in Christ died by our sins, we might live by

His righteousness." The course of the apostle's thought,

however, and the Pauline parallels, seem to show distinctly

that, whilst the truth respecting the change of the believer's
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legal relations to God is, from tlie nature of tlie case, implied

in the clause, yet the aspect of the " dying and living " which

is directly presented is ethical, and that thus the force of the

datives is not " by " but " to."—Looking at the connection

with each other of the clauses of the verse, we can hardly

doubt that tlie article in rat? afMapriai^ does not merely, as so

often, answer practically to a possessive pronoun (fully " the

sins which we all so well know of as ours "), but that in

writing it the apostle was consciously reduplicating on Ta<i

afxaprla'i rjfjLcov of the first clause,—the precise meaning

accordingly being " the sins (spoken of)." Naturally, therefore,

perhaps, in the antithesis rf} before BcKatocrvvr) also is not

merely the mark of the abstract, but sets before us some

such thought as " the righteousness (which belongs to life in

Christ)."

The division of verses has not been satisfactorily made here.

The last clause of the 2-l:th ought to have begun the 25th;

because it is not a mere ei)exegesis of the preceding state-

ment, but presents a new thought, which, as yap shows, the

25th verse explains and justifies. Tliis new thought—in

advance of ver. 24, which has spoken of the gracious purjjose

of our Lord's sufferings—is that these sufferings have actually

saved those to whom the apostle writes, inasmuch as they had

become believers, and had thus passed within the sphere of

the life-giving action of Christ's death. That we have here

a distinct link in Peter's beautiful expansion of the eiradev

virep vp,wv of ver. 21, seems to be quite plainly intimated

by the fact that, whilst quoting the last clause of Isa. liii. 5,

he substitutes ov for avrov of the LXX., thus constitutinsr the

statement a member of the series of relative clauses (vv. 22,

23, 24). The only other change is the substitution of the

cheering form of direct address and assurance to the poor

slaves, IdOrjre, for j^/iet? Iddrjfiev :
" assuming that ye are

sincere believers in Him, then I tell you that ye have been

healed by His stripes."

M(o\a>ylr is Strictly " a weal," the livid mark left on tlie
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body by a stripe or bruise (cf. Eccliis. xxviii. 17). It is here

used collectively, like the Hebrew word "Tii^n^ for which

it stands in Isaiah. Whilst intended, doubtless, to suggest

the whole of our Lord's sufferings—the entire " chastisement

of our peace "— still immediately the word carries our

thoughts to the cruel scouniing to which He was subjected

;

and the special aptness of such a reference in the present

paragraph will be at once recognised. The paradox " healed

through stripes," of which every Christian has felt the

pathetic power, must have gone with an altogether peculiar

force to the hearts of slaves, themselves so painfully

familiar with unjust stripes (cf. Ecclus. xxiii. 10). The fact

also, it may be observed in this connection, tliat the death

of the Lord was by crucifixion, %vas fitted to exert a certain

specialty of winning influence over slaves, seeing that the

Eomans confined this mode of punishment almost exclusively

to these despised outcasts.

Ver. 25. Proof is here given of the actual healing,—the*

apostle passing, however, from the figure cf restoration from

disease to another familiar scriptural representation of the

Christian's spiritual history, return from wandering. lu

making this transition, Peter's mind is still following the

5 3rd chapter of Isaiah, where immediately after " with His

stripes we are healed," comes (ver. 6) " all we like sheep

have gone astray " (Trai^re? co? irpo^ara iirXav-qOr^ixev, LXX.j.

For the aorist, the apostle substitutes the pictorial ??Te

7r\av(ofjb6voL, " ye were wandering,"—" from day to day, as

you so vividly remember, you were, some of you for many

years, stumbling on from one form of sin and of unhappiness

into another,—wandering foolishly, aimlessly, and to your hurt,

as sheep are so apt to do."—The aorist etrecTTpd^rire, " ye

turned," points historically to the time of conversion ; but in

translating, seeing that " now " is attached to it, English idiom

requires a perfect. On this connection of vvv with an aorist,

see i. 12, note. As i7rearpd(f)r}T€ answers in the explanatory

clause to IdOijre in the principal one, perfect parallelism
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would require eTrea-Tpdcfi-ijTe to be taken, like Iddtjre, iu a

passive sense (so Wiesinger and others) ; but such minute

exactness of correspondence is not at all needed, and accord-

ing to ordinary usage, both among classical writers and in

N. T., the second aorist passive of eTriarpecpeiv has a middle

force; cf. Mark viii. 33; John xxi. 20. The sense " turn

hack, ?'cturn," which a reader naturally and justly gives to

eTTLarpec^eiv here, where the thought is of man turning to the

true Lord and Friend from whom he had strayed, does not

belong to the word etymologically or always ; but it frequently

has it ; e.g. cf. 2 Pet. ii. 22 ; Matt. xii. 44.

There is abundant N. T. proof that, by the time this Epistle

was written, eVicr/coTro? was the name of an office-bearer in

tlie Christian congregations, the same office-bearer who was

otherwise known as irpea-^vrepo';; and from Eph. iv. 11 it is

clear that, at least among those Asiatic Christians to whom
l^eter was now writing, iroc/jiijv, " pastor," was also a recognised

name of office. We cannot well doubt, therefore, that when

the apostle here describes the Lord Jesus as Uoifir^v koL

^EiricrKOTTO';, he means the thought of these officers of the

Church to come into view. On the one hand, by his present

application of the names, he suggests to those who held the

offices to rejoice in the privilege and honour which had been

given them of being fellow-workers with Christ, and for the

same reason to cherish a deep sense of the greatness of

their responsibility ; and, on the other hand, he reminds the

private members of the Church that they should never in

any measure content themselves with earthly ministrations,

however attractive, but should live in habitual communion

with the Divine Pastor and Bishop. Along with this view of

the reference, however, the use of the image of sheep in the

earlier part of the verse clearly calls upon us to regard

the primary meaning " shepherd " as present also, and indeed

prominent, in iroLjxrjv, and in connection with this to bring out

the primary sense of i-TrcaKoiro'i, " overseer,"—which the name
" bishop," though simply an altered form of " episcop," fails to
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do to an English reader. " Shepherd," from its variety of

application, serves sufficiently as a rendering of ivol^i^v

m the passage, but it is probably impossible by any one

English word to exhibit at once the primary and the secondary

use of eVicr/coTTo?. The Eevisers of our version have had to

content themselves with putting " bishop " in the text and

" overseer " in the margin. It may fairly be questioned

whether, as the image of the return of sheep to their shepherd

certainly seems to be in the foreground, and the ecclesiastical

reference behind, it would not have been better to releuate

" bishop" to the margin, and set " overseer" in the text. By

some expositors—resting on the fact that in 0. T. God is

sometimes spoken of as the Shepherd of Israel, and that in

LXX. Job XX. 29, He is designated 'ETrtWoTro*?—the words

iroifirjv Koi eirlaKoiro^ here are applied, not to Christ, but to

God the Father. The general N. T. usage, however (our Lord

delighting to describe Himself as the Shepherd of His people,

as in John x. 11 foil.; Matt. xxvi. 31 ; cf. also Heb. xiii. 20),

and in particular, quite decisively, the language of Peter

himself in chap. v. 4, show that his reference here is to the

Lord Jesus. As regards the conjunction of the words TroifMrjv

Kol iiTLaKOTro'i, compare the similar combination of the cognate

verbs in chap. v. 2 (according to the ordinary reading),—also,

as somewhat similar, LXX. Ezek. xxxiv. 1 1. There seems to be

an echo of the combination in Ignatius's words (Horn. § 9): Tf]<i

iv Xvpla iKK\7]crLa<i, r)Tt<i avrl i/xov TroifxevL tw Oeo) y^prjTaf

/xovo'i avTrjv ^Irjcrov^; Xpc(TTo<i i7rt(TK07T)]aei.—As to Peter's use

of '^v-^T), cf. ver. 11, note.
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CHAPTER III.

Vv. 1-6. On the duties of wives.

After the counsels to servants we naturally look for a

statement of the correlative duties of masters, such as follow.^

the address to servants in Ephesians and in Colossians. But

Peter does not touch on these. His mind, as it appears, was

wholly occupied, at this stage of his letter, with the thought

of positions in which the prominent duty was submission.

Starting with the general precept laid down hy him in ii. 18,

he has dwelt first on civil government and on slavery, doubt-

less as being those avOpcoirivai Krlaeif from the obligation

of submission to which Christians were most likely to believe

themselves emancipated, seeing that commonly subjects and

slaves are such, not through any choice of their own, but by

birth or conquest. Now he passes on to speak of marriage,

into the formation of which, indeed, personal choice enters or

should enter, but in which wives— taught that in Christ

" there was neither male nor female," so that they stood in

fellowship with their Lord, not mediately as represented by

their husbands, but immediately as themselves His disciples

and friends — might not unnaturally be in some cases

tempted to think themselves set free from the obligation of

obedience.

Ver. 1. The similarity, set forth by 6/jloico<;, of the case

now introduced to that of servants, obviously, as has just been

indicated, lies mainly in the fact that vTroTayi], the special

duty connected with the position of servants, is also that

aspect of a wife's obligations which the apostle's line of thought
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leads him to make prominent. Throughout Greece and the

Greek East at this time, as innumerable passages in the clas-

sical vriters show, the position of a wife was held generally

to be not greatly different from that of a slave, and wives

were treated by their husbands often with contempt and

cruelty. The sublime wisdom of the apostolic mode of

presenting those principles, through the working of which

Christianity was ultimately to place woman in her true

relation to man, is beautifully exemplified in the present

address to wives, and in the short one which follows to

husbands.

The absence of the interjection &j with the vocative

yvvaiK€<; is in accordance with ordinary N. T. usage. In

most of the instances where c5 does occur, indeed, it is not, as

with classical writers, a mere sign of address, but an exclama-

tion of feeling; cf. e.r/. Acts xiii. 10 ; Gal. iii. 1.—On the

construction of the participle vTroraaao/xevac, see ii. 18, note.

—By some expositors t'St'ot? here is held to be altogether

unemphatic. This is scarcely tenable. In later Greek this

adjective (as also otVeto?) came undoubtedly to be employed

as equivalent to an unemphatic pronoun ; but that in N. T.

the word is ever used quite in this way is not altogether

clear (on some of the most likely cases, as Matt. xxii. 5, xxv. 14,

cf. Meyer, in locc.) ; and that in the great majority of passages

where it occurs the distinctive force of " own " is to be

recognised, is certain. In the present case this force of the

word is perfectly natural, and in itself presents an argument,

thus,
—

" to those whom, remember, you have taken to be your

own, yours in an altogether peculiar sense, and who therefore

liave, according to the nature of the relation, an altogether

peculiar claim on your obedience." Says Leighton, " The

Christian wife, that hath love to God, though her husband

be not so comely, nor so wise, nor so amiable as many others,

yet because he is her oivn husband, therefore she loves and

obeys."—The unclassical construction found here of iW witli

the future indicative occurs a good many times in N. T.,

N
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particularly in Revelation: see Winer, p. 361 ; A. Buttmann,

p. 234.

Whether kuI el, el kuI, or simply el, should be read, is very

uncertain. MS. authority seems to be somewhat in favour of

Koi el, which has accordingly been placed in the text. If

internal grounds of judgement be regarded, el Kal might

perhaps appear to be more likely,

—

Kal in this latter combina-

tion not, as in the other, belonging to el, and marking the

supposition as an improbable one, but applying to the state-

ment made in the clause, and simply indicating that the case

supposed is one harder than others to reconcile with the

apodosis. On the force of el Kal and koX el, which latter

occurs in N. T. much more rarely than the other, see Winer,

p. 554, particularly Dr. Moulton's notes.—On aTretdovcnv to)

\6j(p, see ii. 8, note. The state of spirit indicated by this

expression, in both passages, is not of a mere negative kind,

but is that of persons who, possessing some knowledge of the

truth, were in positive antagonism to it.—The use of tcov

'yvvaiKwv here instead of v^oiv has been by some scholars

supposed to show that in writing this verse the thought had

not in the apostle's mind the form of direct address, but that

the imperative to be supplied is in the 3rd person, and

jvvatKe'i at the beginning to be taken consequently, not as

vocative, but nominative. There is no need for this supposi-

tion, the use in direct address, in such a clause as this, of the

general term " wives " or of the special " you " being really

equally natural, and the choice between them simply a matter

of style. The second part of the same sentence is shown by

vfioov (ver. 2) to be direct ; and the whole series of precepts, of

which the present forms a part, seems to have been conceiveil

throughout in the same form ; see ii. 13, 17, 20 ; iii. 6, 9.

The thought is a natural one, that in avev Xoyou the refer-

ence intended is precisely the same as in tm Xoya preceding.

It is plain, however, that the KepSalveaOac spoken of in the

present clause cannot be effected without the word of God :

it is, in fact, a being won to the gospel, and through the
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gospel to God. To take the meaning to be " without the

influence of public preaching of the word," or to refer

Kephrjdi^crovTaL merely to a preparatory conciliation of the un-

believing husband, by which a fair hearing will be secured

for the gospel, appears somewhat forced: It seems, too,

that while, no doubt, in the N. T. style a noun which

is unquestionably definite is after a preposition often found

without the article, still here, had the apostle meant
" the word of God," the article would probably have been

used, considering the risk of ambiguity and the strongly

marked definiteness of this particular reference of \6yov. The

meaning therefore probably is, " without speech, without

talking " (" without setting up for a preacher," saois /aire la

prcclieusc, Eenan). The case supposed is that in which

husbands are in such a state of feeling that they would be

irritated and hardened by being spoken to about religion,

but may through God's grace be softened and gained over by

the sight of the pure and loving life of their wives. We can

hardly help thinking, however, that the apostle had still

distinctly in his mind the Xo'yw which he had written im-

mediately before, and seeing that, of course, the " talk " pointed

to in avev Xoyov is " talk about the gospel," we recognise

something of linguistic play,—thus, " that if any are dis-

obedient to the word, they may without word about it be

won." In the case supposed the gospel, as revealed, not by

the lips, but by the life of the believing wives, was to gain the

husbands, " The silence often of pure innocence
|
Persuades

when speaking fails "
(
Winter's Tale, ii. 2). In its connection

here KepSrjdjjaovrai has evidently a rich comprehensiveness of

reference,—" be won to their God and Saviour, and thereby

be won also to their wives as now theirs in a fulness of love

and confidence and sympathy unknown before
:

" cf. 1 Cor.

ix. 19 foil. In rhil. iii. 8, Paul by the same verb presents

another aspect of the position.

Ver. 2. Here we have in a participial clause an epexegesis

of the previous statement of instrumentality, Sm t?)9 t6)u
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<yvvaiKOiv avaarpoc}ii]<i.—On i'rr(nnev<7avre<;, and on the thought

given in this clause, cf. ii. 12, notes. As the eTroTrreveiv

brings about the KepSalveadai, the priority of the former

is naturally exhibited by the use of the aorist participle.

—

Seeing that evidently (vv. 1, 6) the apostle has the duty of

obedience so much before his mind, (po^w in tlie connection

means, not " fear of God," but " reverence for your husbands."

Cf. ii. 18, note, and particularly Eph. v. 33. This being the

reference of <po^o<i in the passage, the combination iv 4>^l3(o

cannot well be naturally taken (as may be in the similarly

interjected iv uyvola, i, 14) as having strongly an instru-

mental or causal force, seeing that the ayvrj avaarpocfirj

springs immediately from a Christian woman's loyalty to God,

independently of any relation to a husband. The idea in eV

seems to be simply semi-local, that of the sphere or element,

—" manifestly surrounded and pervaded by reverence." The

rendering of the English versions, " coupled with fear," while

correct so far as it goes, seems hardly adequate.—In ayvi^ the

prominent thought is no doubt that of chastity, but in a

passage like the present the wide original reference of the

word is naturally to be understood, including generally freedom

from everything of grossness and sensuality, " purity " in the

broadest sense of that word.

Vv. 3-6. These verses contain an exhortation to Christian

wives to regard as their true adornment, not the decoration of

the body, but beauty of spirit,—this precept being supported

by an appeal to the example of the honoured matrons

of Scripture story. That in the apostle's mind this ex-

hortation stood in close connection with that of vv. 1, 2, is

shown by the mode in which, in ver. 5, to eKoa/Movv kavTd<i

is attached viroTaaaopbevai r. I. a. Peter's aim evidently was

to show that the submission he had been urging was, in the

relation of wives to their husbands, the legitimate expression

of that purity and beauty of heart which Christianity intro-

duces ; and that the attractiveness for their husbands, which

some of them perhaps tried to secure by undue attention to
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external decoration, would be obtained in a far higher- degree

by faitliful and loving discharge of duty,—through which too,

in many cases, the immeasurable joy might be reached of

winning their husbands to Christ. ^
The question naturally arises whether the prohibition here

given of outward ornament, seemingly absolute, is really so;

Now €v8vai<i l/xaTicov being include<i in the proliibition, whilst

sovic IfjbdTia must be worn, it is certain in this case, and from

the parallelism is reasonably inferred also as regards the

others, that the reference is simply to what is undue, incon-

sistent with the principles of Christian decorum and steward-

ship for God. Here, as with innumerable other Christian*

laws, a principle is laid down in Scripture, whilst very much

with regard to the mode of carrying it out amid the varying

circumstances of life is left to be determined by individual

Christian judgement. The fact that in Peter's enumeration of

the constituents of a worldly woman's K6(jfio<i he uses in each

instance a substantive expressive of action—though, of course,

the ornament really consists, not in the i/jiirXoKJ], irepideat'?,

and evSvai^, but in the plaited hair itself, the jewels, and the

tine clothes—seems to sliow, as Bengel remarks, that a very

prominent thought in the apostle's mind had reference to

undue expenditure of time and attention on the wor/j of bodily

adornment. To the precept of Peter here, one of Paul's

(1 Tim. ii. 0, 10) is very similar in its substance. When we

consider the lateness in Paul's life of the Epistles to Timothy,

however, and the fact that their being in the first instance of

a private character would probably make their circulation

somewhat slow, it is hardly likely that the passage referred to

was before our apostle's mind in writing. The whole precept

—

as regards both its details of those forms of bodily display on

which women wasted thought and time and money, and its

description of a woman's true adornment—may quite natui-ally

be thought of as having been a commonplace of primitive

practical Christian teaching. It is likely that Christian

exhortation on this suV>ject was very common, as being

—
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judging from all that we know of the manners of the age

—

much needed. The excessive devotion of women to elaborate

personal adornment, and particularly to the costly decoration

of their hair, attracted the attention of tlioughtful observers

even among the heathen,—Juvenal, Suetonius, and others.

From statements of the Fathers too, especially of Clement of

Alexandria {Pmd. ii. 11, 13, iii. 11), we see that in later times

also the conduct in this respect of many Christian women
caused anxiety to their spiritual guides,

Ver. 3. On the continuative use of the relative pronoun at

the beginning of a new sentence, exemplified here in wv (for Ka\

vixwv), see A. Buttmann, p. 282. We may construe wv in either

of two ways. It may, in accordance with the familiar construc-

tion of elvai with a genitive, be connected immediately with

\(JT(£),—" and let yours (your special possession or distinction,

your characteristic) be ;
" or, from the subject, Ko<nio<i may be

supplied as predicate. At first sight the former of these may
seem to suit better the second part of the subject-combination,

in which avOpcoTro'i is the leading word. Seeing, liowever,

from the use of the adjective TroXyreX-e?, and especially from

ovTco-i yap . . . eKocrfxovv eavTd<i which follows, that the

idea of " ornament " was clearly in the writer's mind through-

out the whole section, it is indifferent, so far as the context

is concerned, which construction be chosen ; and the two are

about equally natural.—On the fact that even in clauses, like

the present, of the kind which most rigidly recpiire the sub-

jective negative /xy, ovk is occasionally found in cases where, as

here, the particle does not belong strictly to the main verb,

but to a word or combination which is set in antithesis to

another, see A, Buttmann, p. 352. Contrast the construction

in V. 2, 3, where the use of /xrj shows that the thought of the

2orohibition is more vividly before the writer's mind than that

of the mere antithesis.—On the frequent use in N. T., as in

classical Greek, of e^codeu and eacodev as practically equivalent

to e^co and eVw, see Winer, p. 592; A. Buttmann, p. 70.—For

XP^<^i-0' in the quite classical sense of " ornaments of gold,"
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cf. Eev. xvii, 4, xviii. 10.— It will be observed that the

apostle connects " plaiting of hair " with " putting on of gold

ornaments " by Kal, and then for the following connective

uses rj. In the somewhat parallel passage already referred to,

1 Tim. ii. 9, precisely the same change of conjunctions is found.

The ground of this change can hardly be determined with

certainty. It may be that the gold ornaments of which the

apostles were thinking particularly were for the hair, and

therefore the first two specifications went closely together : or

perhaps their thought was of bodily adornment as made up of

two divisions, viz. elaborate arrangement of the ornament

which belongs to the body itself, the hair, and expensive

arraying of the body with materials from without,—the sub-

divisions of this array being put disjunctively by " or."

Ver. 4. In contrast with the e^wOev K6crfio<; of the worldling,

the Christian woman is to have the /cpuTrro? koct/jlo^ of spiritual

beauty. " Submission to their own husbands " is to be no

superficial thing, but to spring up from the deep hidden

fountain of sanctified affections. With growth in Christian

wisdom anxiety to be looked at and admired will always

become less, whilst longing to have richer beauty investing

that inner nature which, though hidden from man, lies full

before the view of God, will become always stronger. The

word KpvTTTO'i, while, of course, immediately set in antithesis to

e^codev, suggests also and leads on to ivcoTrcov tov ©eov.—In

illustrating the connection in the note above, the expression

Kpvirrb'i KoafMo^; was used ; but whilst, as what follows shows,

the thought of "ornament" is still distinctly before the apostle's

mind, he does not here employ the word. He proceeds, instead,

to bring out directly, and in a most vivid way, the vastness

of the contrast between the dead things, the fine clothes and

jewels, of the woman of the world, and the adornment

of the Christian woman, by joining to KpvivTO'^ the word

avOpwTTO'i, implying life, energy, thought, will, affection. This

image of ' the inner man " for the intellectual and spiritual

nature, in contrast with the material element of our being, is
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familiar to us in the Apostle Paul's writings. When we consider

that, looking away from Paul's Epistles, the figure is not found

in N. T. except in the present passage,—that it occurs in two of

the Pauline letters which may reasonably be supposed to have

been known to many of those Asiatic Christians for whom
Peter's letter was intended, the Epistles to the Ephesians and

Colossians,—and that, whereas Paul usually illustrates the

image somewhat, in so far at least as by giving a distinct

statement of the antithesis, Peter here, by giving no explana-

tion, seems to assume its familiarity to his readers,—consider-

ing these things, it seems likely that here our apostle had

Paul's frequent use of the figure in his mind, and intended to

refer the thoughts of his readers to that use.

The antithesis in 6 e^co and 6 eaco avOpwTro^ (Rom. vii. 22
;

2 Cor. iv. 16 ; Eph. iii. 16), to which that here in 6 e^coOev

Kocrfio^ and o Kpvinoq av6pco7ro<i answers, has obviously

distinct elements from that in 6 7raXach<; and o Kaivcxi (veo?)

av6p(i)iro<i (Piom. vi. 6 ; Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. iii. 10). As a matter

of fact, however, " the inner man," in the places where Paul

uses the expression, is not the soul taken generally, but is

" the new man," the soul of a regenerate man, enlightened

and sanctified by the Divine Spirit. In our passage also,

clearly, seeing that writer and reader carry with them into the

clause the thought of the adornment of a Christian woman,

the Kpv7rr6<i avOpwiro^ is the inner being regarded as

regenerate. Some expositors suppose the idea of regenerate

not to be given till the words iv rw a(^6dpTw ktX. ; but

the form of the sentence appears decidedly to suggest that in

the simple name " the hidden man " we are to understand the

true ornament as fully set before us, and that the following

words only elucidate what has been there already implicitly

presented.—" The hidden man " is described as t^? KapBlwi,

which seems best taken as having; somewhat the force of a

possessive genitive, " the heart's hidden man :
" the affections

and energies summed up by the name " man " belong to the

heart, from it they start forth, and conduct in the outer life
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-which professes to be the action of " the hidden man " is

really such—has value and beauty in God's sight—only when

it is in vital connection with the heart. Thus the " man " is

the heart's property. Some such notion of possession as this,

not meant to be very rigidly defined, suits the proprieties of

the figure better than taking the genitive as one of apposition,

—" the hidden man of ( = who is, that is to say) the heart."

A prosaic explanation like this does not seem to accord with

the lively poetic form of the sentence.

The Kaphla, tlien, which might have been represented as

the abode of " the hidden man," having been, in fact, exhibited

rather in something of a possessive relation, the clause goes on

to describe his abode (or possibly, for the preposition would

suit either view, his apparel),—and this in a way to set forth

with emphasis the enduring beauty and glory of this " man,"

this true ornament of the Christian. The "outward adorning"

is only of the perishable body ;
" the hidden man " has his

sphere of action, lives and moves, in the immortal spirit. To

the imperishableness of this home, contrasting so impressively

with the transitoriness of the scene of the display of outward

ornaments, special prominence is given by a bright poetic

turn in the mode of expression, making to a^Oaprov {— rj

dcpdapala) stand out as itself the abode. The outward adorn-

ing dwells in perishableness, " the hidden man " in immortality

—that immortality which belongs to the immaterial element

of our being, here described by the name employed in Scripture

to set it forth in its highest powers and relations, " the spirit,"

the glorious moral nature by which we can know God and

live in fellowship with Him. In the case supposed this

" spirit," illuminated and sustained by the Divine Spirit, does

live in fellowship with God, and has the heavenly beauty

which He imparts.

The form of beauty here specified by the apostle is, in

accordance with the immediate object of the whole passage,

that which should be specially characteristic of Christian

women. Between irpam^; and rjav^i'ov Bengel draws a dis-
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tinction somewliat as of active and passive : the former, qui

non turhat, the latter, q^d turhas aliorum fert placidc. This

distinction has hardly his usual felicity. From the ordinary

use of the words one may fairly think that, as so often in

similar combinations, the two adjectives have been employed

rather to give by accumulation expression to one thought in a

strong way, than to two thoughts meant to be precisely dis-

criminated. In so far as there is distinction, it seems to be as

ibllows : the second word is somewhat more general than the

other, describing the state of soul of which " meekness " is

one manifestation. The English rendering, " meek and quiet,"

brings out the sense perfectly,— "free always from anger,

revenge, and sullenness, notwithstanding the troubles and

irritations which beset every life, and which are likely very

specially to beset the life of a Christian woman married to an

unbelieving husband,—and having this meekness in and through

quietness of heart, restfulness of soul in the assurance of

God's love and care." As to the exact force of Trpai)?, see

Trench, Sijn. N. T. §§ 42, 43. It is not impossible that in

the combination Trpae'co? Kal tjav^iov we have one of Peter's

many echoes of 0. T. language. In Isa. Ixvi. 2, the LXX. has

rairecvov Kal rjavxtov ; but Clement of Eome (§ 13), quoting this

verse of Isaiah, has irpavv Kal rjav-^iov,—which also is Chry-

sostom's form in his quotations (see reff. in Jacobson, in loc.

cit. Clem. Rom.). It is perhaps more likely that this was a

various reading of the LXX., than that both of these Fathers

should have been swayed away from correct citation by a

remembrance of Peter's words.—On the loose connection of

ev Tft) LK^Odprw with o Kpvmb^ avdpoiiro'i, without a repetition

of the article, cf. e.g. Ptom. vi. 4 ; Eph. ii. 15; Col. ii. 14 ; and

see Winer, p. 169; A. Buttmann, p. 91. — On the well-

supported form of the genitive Trpaeax;, for Trpaeo? of the

older Greek, see A. Buttmann, p. 26. A similar form, also

well supported, is (Badeo)^, Luke xxiv. 1.

Instead of taking " the incorruptible " as for the abstract,

" the incorruptibleness or imperishableness," some scholars
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have from the first part of the sentence brought in Koafia as

a supjolement in this clause, either (so E. E. V.) immediately

with TM d(ji6dpTq), " in the incorruptible adornment (apparel),"

or (so A. E. V.) in apposition, " in that which is not corrupt-

ible, even the ornament." This supplement is, looking at the

structure of the clause, not very natural, and does not seem

to be needed, or to add anything to the beauty or sublimity of

the apostle's picture.—The neuter relative, which introduces

the last clause of the verse, has as its natural antecedent

iTpevfiaTo^, or—which in meaning would come to the same

thing, if taken as concrete in the way adopted in the A. E. V.—

•

TcS d^Odprrp. AVe have seen reason to take rw d(j)6dpTa)

rather as abstract, in which sense it is not suitable as the

antecedent. IIvev/xaTO'; seems to be the intended reference.

It is true that the predicate TroA-vreXe? describes the pre-

ciousness of the ornament of a Christian woman,—which

ornament, according to the figure in the sentence, is " the

hidden man;" but this does not make it necessary to refer

o to dp0po)7ro<; and all its adjuncts, gathered up by the neuter

as " a thing whicli." When the apostle's expansion of his

figure is rigidly construed, the " meek and quiet spirit " is

that in which the " hidden man " abides ; but the mind, not

dwelling on this, easily passes to think of these tM'o as prac-

tically synonymous,—so that the relative may quite well be

attached immediately to irvev/xaro^.

Vv. 5, 6. The exhortation to give main thought and care to

spiritual adornment is supported by a reference to the example

of the much-revered godly women of Biljle history, Sarah,

Hannah, and others. Special mention is naturally made of

the case of Sarah, to whom—as the wife of Abraham, and as

a woman not indeed without serious flaws of character, yet in

true and deep sympathy with her husband in his consecration

to God—a like precedence is readily given among the 0. T.

matrons as among the men of faith has been by all generations

allowed to Abraham.

Ver. 5 The apparent correlation in this sentence of oy7to9
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and ft)9 (ver. G) is merely accidental,—tlie course of thought

allowing clearl}' enough that ovrco^ points back, " in that

way," viz. " with meekness and obedience," whilst &)9 means
" as, for example."'—With regard to the meaning of the word

aywi, see note on dyiaafio^, i. 2. Whilst the idea of reverend

dignity, through separation for God, is never absent from the

word, yet in many instances the ethical aspect of the mean-

ing is decidedly and obviously prominent. Sometimes, how-

ever, both ideas present themselves with much distinctness, as

when we read of "the holy prophets" (Luke i. 70 ; Acts iii.

21), and of "the holy apostles and prophets" (Eph. iii. 5).

In the place before us, also, when we read of " the holy

women," we naturally take this expression somewhat in the

same way,—the idea suggested to us, if fully set forth, being

" those pious women to whom, as His servants, God has given

a special dignity, by enshrining their names in the historical

records included in His word " (" those women of blessed

memory," Fronmiiller).

The epexegetical clause, " who placed their hope in God,"

comes in obviously with much naturalness, seeing that this

was the particular side of their piety on which immediately

their meekness and submission to their husbands rested.

They also, like those women to whom the apostle was now

writing, had sometimes difficulties to contend with in their

relations to their husbands,—inconsiderate conduct, miscon-

ceptions, perhaps wrongs ; but, believing in God's providence

and grace, they had a confident expectation (such is the eKiri'i

of Scripture) that He would make darkness light before them

and crooked things straight, and therefore they cast their care

upon Him. For the construction iXiri^eiv et?, cf. John v. 45
;

2 Cor. i. 10 ; see also in our Epistle ekirlteLV kiri, i. 13, note;

and cf. A. Buttmann, p. 175. The words al eXirl^ovaai may

be taken either, according to a frequent use in N". T. of the

present participle with the article {e.g. Matt, xxvii. 40 ; Eph.

iv, 28), without temporal reference, and almost with the force

of a substantive, " the hopers in God " (Winer, p. 444 ; A.
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Buttmann, p. 296), or as a participle of tlie imperfect (Winer,

p. 428), exactly = at ijXTri^ov. The latter view seems the

more natural.—On the connection of eKoafiovv eavrd^ with

the participial clause vTroraaao/jievai ktX,, see above, intro-

ductory note on vv. 3-6.—On the force of tSiot? as here

used, see above, ver. 1, note.

Ver. 6. Whilst in the words " calling him lord " there is

no doubt a reference to Gen. xviii. 12, it seems clear that the

aorist vTTTjKovaev, if the true reading, is not meant to point

simply to the particular incidents there described, but to indi-

cate general character,—there being, indeed, on the occasion

spoken of in that passage, nothing mentioned illustrative of

" obedience," except the proof of respectful feeling given by

the mere use of the word " lord." But the aorist, as employed

to exhibit general character, has a quite peculiar strength, the

life being, so to speak, gathered up and set forth as a single

historical fact; cf. ii. 22, note. The imperfect v-n-rjKovev is

also a well-supported reading here, and it is difficult to decide

between it and tiie aorist. As so often happens, consideration

of probability based on internal grounds does not help us

much. The aorist may seem to be favoured by the canon of

difficulty, inasmuch as a thinking copyist, perceiving that the

reference is to general character, and not remembering the

occasional use of the aorist in this way, might naturally sub-

stitute the imperfect. On the other hand, however, a less

sensible though not altogether unthinking copyist might easily

at once infer, from the mention of Sarah's " calling her hus-

band lord," that tlie sole reference in the passage is to the

incident recorded in Gen. xviii., and might therefore substi-

tute the aorist for the imperfect. With regard to the measure

of reverence illustrated by Sarah's use, on tlie occasion imme-

diately referred to, of the word " lord," it is not unimportant

to remember that she is represented as employing the term in

speaking to herself,—a kind of discourse which brings out

with special exactness the real habits of thought and feeling.

The clause rj<; iyev7]0r]re reKva enforces the argument
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based ou the examples just adduced, by reminding the

Christian women who are addressed that through faith

they had entered into close spiritual relationship with the

holy matrons of Israel, particularly with Sarah. She was the

representative woman of faith, the mother of God's Israel,

—

that Israel which, as Paul had so abundantly and clearly

taught his converts, and among them these Asiatic believers,

was, as regarded its loftiest functions and its highest and per-

manent privileges, not a body of kinsfolk through earthly

descent, but a spiritual association through faitli, gathered

out of all kindreds and peoples. Those women whom Peter

addresses, then, had " become Sarah's children " when they by

faith accepted the God and the Messiah of Israel. This is

one of those passages in this Epistle with which the view

that in the opening words of the letter the apostle is to be

regarded as addressing it solely to Jeivish Christians, does not

agree at all well. It is no doubt true that Jewish women,

when they accepted the Lord Jesus as their Saviour, became

Israelites, daughters of Sarah, in a deeper, grandei? sense than

they had been before ; but, supposing the reference in the

present passage to be to them alone, it would certainly have

been natural to add some explanatory phrase,—" spiritually,"

" by faith," or the like. On the other hand, supposing those

addressed to be mainly Gentile women, the spiritual nature of

the relation to Sarah was at once understood.

The participial clause which closes the verse appears to

have the force of a protasis, the connection and sense being

substantially this, " whose daughters ye became,—if, that is

to say, ye are proving yourselves Christians indeed by faithful

and resolute well-doing." The present participles as used of

conduct sulsequent to the " becoming daughters," associate

themselves a little oddly with the aorist iyev7]6rjT6, taken

strictly ; but, in a verb of this kind, the sense of the aorist

so immediately suggests that of the perfect, or practically of

e'o-re, that the connection is quite natural.—On Peter's use

of dyaOoTToteiv, cf. ii. 15, note.—-In /x.^ (^o^ovjxevat fxr]S6fj.iav
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TTToijaLv the construction does not seem meant to be taken

as that of the cognate accusative, " fearing no fear," that is,

simply, " never being afraid." This construction appears to

require, not merely that the substantive and verb be kindred

in meaning, but that they be cognate in derivation, as (f)6l3ov

^ojSetaOat (Mark iv. 41). In the somewhat peculiar expression

before ns, moreover, there seems to be not improbably a

reminiscence of Prov. iii. 25, ov firj (fjolSrjOrjaT] TrrorjaLv (LXX.),

where the parallel in the latter clause of the verse shows

distinctly that inorjaLv is used— as nouns denoting the

emotions of fear, hope, and the like are so apt to be in any

language—for the exciting object, " cause of terror." In our

passage, similarly, the probable force is well given by the

R. E. v., " not put in fear by any terror," The language

being quite general, the reference is naturally taken to be to

any of the many sources of alarm which in a heathen

country, and in a persecuting age, might, through the action

of womanly timidity, shake constancy in the exhibition of

Christian character. " The meek and quiet spirit " of the

wise Christian woman is to be understood as having nothincj

in it of feebleness, irresolution, or cowardice. The leading-

thought in the apostle's mind, however, was probably one of

qualifying the main injunction of the whole section, "Be

obedient to your own husbands, and this even if they be

unbelieving,"—the qualification given here being, " but bear

in mind always that your supreme duty—that with which

nothing can be permitted to interfere—is to obey God, and

therefore, should your liusbands forbid you, and that with

threats, to do anything which you know God to have enjoined,

let no terror of this kind frighten you, but rest in the

Lord."

The peculiarity at first sight, adverted to above, in the

connection of the present participles of this clause with the

aorist ijevrjOrjTe, has led some scholars to take the first part

of the verse, from coi^ Hdppa to reKva, as a parenthesis,—in

which case, of course, djadoTroiovaat and cpo^ov/xevat agree,
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not with the subject of iyev^dTjTe, but with at aycai ^vvaLK6<?,

and continue the description of their character. This con-

struction does not seem a likely one. Parentheses no doubt

abound in N. T., particularly in the writings of Paul ; but,

if longer than two or three words, they commonly mingle

with and modify the construction of the main sentence. A
strictly formal parenthesis so long as that here supposed, is

hardly consistent with Scripture style. The statement,

" whose daughters ye became," seems bald, too, if unsustained

by any addition. The fact is to be noted also, that, on the

proposed view of the construction, the negation in the last

clause would in its character be objective, purely historical,

and properly therefore expressed by ov/c ; whereas, if the

participles agree with the subject of iyevijOn^re, /x^ is quite in

]>lace. Of this, however, not much can be made in the way

of argument, so greatly predominant in N. T. is the use of fiij

with participles, even where the subjective aspect can hardly

be recognised. So far as the substance of the apostle's

exhortation is concerned, it is plainly immaterial which of

the constructions be followed, because these " holy women "

of Scripture are set forth as models to those who are here

addressed.

Ver. 7. On the duties of husbands.

As was suggested in the notes on ver. 1 of this chapter, the

probable reason for our apostle's omission to follow up his

address to servants (ii. 18-25) with one to masters, as

seems natural, was his having his mind occupied at that

stage of his writing with the special duty of obedience to

earthly authorities. The series of exhortations to classes on

whom that duty is particularly incumbent being closed,

however, with the section addressed to wives, he turns now

to the position correlative to that of wives, and, in a very

brief but singularly comprehensive way, points out the duties

attaching specially to it. In this section no case is singled
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out like that in the former (ver. 1), of a believer married to

an unbeliever. Judging both from what we know of the

religious susceptibility of women generally, and from facts

mentioned in the N". T. regarding the early progress of the

gospel {e.g. Acts xvi. 1, 13, 14, xvii. 12), it is probable that the

case of a believing man wedded to an unbelieving woman was

much less common than the other. One would naturally

gather the same from the apostle's mode of speaking in this

verse, for he assumes that the wives of the men to whom he

writes are also Christians, "joint heirs with their husbands of

the grace of life." If unhappily in any instance, however,

the case was not so, his arguments still were valid, for the

believing husband must keep in view the riches of divine

love, and the " joint-heirship " which thus through the work

of the Spirit might yet be established.

The participial construction is still maintained (on which,

as also on ol avhpe<i used vocatively, see ii. 18, note). Now,

however, there being a transition to a different class of duties,

we cannot think of vTrordyrjre (ii. 13) as being the main

verb in the apostle's mind, but must fall back on the general

exhortation preceding (ii, 11, 12), to which vTrordyrjre is

subordinate,—" Do the duties of your various spheres in such

a way as to show to the heathen around you the heaveuliness

of your religion." Of course the participle here cannot well be

regarded as in strict grammatical connection with ii. 11, 12;

yet evidently the apostle's feeling is that he is dealing, not

with a fully distinct precept, but with a hranch of a great

comprehensive precept.— In ver. 1, o/xoico'^ was naturally

judged to point to the similarity of the duty enjoined, the

thought of " obedience " being carried forward. In the present

verse, of course, this does not hold, and the reference of the

word as used here is to the correlation of positions and duties,—"looking in the same way at the other side of the relation;"

cf. V. 5, and a precisely similar use of the word in Ignat.

Trail. § 3 ; also the use of oDa-avrco^, 1 Tim. ii. 9.

The injunction of the apostle is twofold. In the first
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place, " Dwell according to knowledge with the female vessel

as a weaker one (than you yourselves are)." The arrange-

ment of words, " dwelling with—as a weaker vessel—the

female (vessel)," though somewhat peculiar is quite intelligible,

and has an exact parallel in i. 19. Here, as tliere, the words

with ft)? are transposed from their usuoJ position in order to

bring them into immediate connection with certain words to

which in the line of thought they are specially attached,

Tifitm aLfxan in i. 19, and Kara ^vtaaLV here.—The verb

(TvvoLfcovvTe<i is obviously to be taken with the widest reference,

pointing to the close habitual association of married people

in all its departments and aspects.—Pi/coa-t? here is Christian

intelligence (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 6 ; 2 Pet. i. 5) ; Kara yvcoacv there-

fore, " in accordance with intelligence, wisely." The reference

no doubt includes generally an intelligent acquaintance with

the principles of Christian duty as these bear on the relation

of marriage, but in the position which the phrase has in the

clause it enjoins ."specially an intelligent Christian consideration

at all times of the aaOeveia of the wife, her comparative

weakness physically, and her greater sensibihty of tempera-

ment. To this specialty of reference in f^vwcriv the particle

ft)?, which follows, answers, placing what it is attached to in

a siibjedive aspect, " remembering that she is." According to

a figure found occasionally elsewhere in N. T. (c.//. Acts ix. 15;

2 Tim. ii. 21), the Christian husband and wife—for that the

husband is included in the category is shown by the use of

tlie comparative aaOevea-Tepw—are described by the apostle as

(TKevT] of God, " vessels " to receive and transmit the water of

life, or more generally, according to a common use of aK€vo<;,

" instruments " for His service. This N. T. application of

aKevo<i is based on that of tlie corresponding Hebrew word

vS in 0. T., e.g. Jer. 1. 25. In the place before us the figure

has plainly an argumentative force in support of the apostle's

exhortation. The fact that, according to the law and teaching

of Christ, woman is not to be looked at, as heathen men often

regarded her, as an almost soulless being, fit for nothing
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noble, but as, like man himself, au instrument in tlie divine

liand for accomplishing great ends, is one which, before the

yvcoaa of a Christian husband, at once invests his wife with

dignity. Thus the mind is prepared for the more explicit

teaching of the next clause on this head.

The second part of the injunction is, " Eender honour to

your wives, such honour as beseems persons who—besides

being joint instruments with you in doing service to

God—are also joint inheritors with you of the grace of life."

Christian husbands, rejoicing in the knowledge that they

" shall reign in life through Jesus Christ " (Rom. v. 1 7),

are to bear ever in mind that Christian wives also shall as

certainly and as fully enjoy this dignity ; and therefore, in

their feelings and in their conduct towards them, are to give

them the honour which becomes the heirs of such glory.

The genitive ^w?}? is evidently of the so-called appositional

character ;
" life " is the %a/3t9, " the gift of grace " (cf. Jas.

i. 12).—The transition from the singular tcS yvvatKeia) aKevet,

representative of a class, to the plural avvKX7]pov6/jioi<i, is felt

by every reader to be altogether easy and natural.

By many interpreters, including the translators of both the

A. and E. E. Y., the construction of this verse has been taken

in a different way from that which has now been illustrated.

These scholars place a com.ma after •yvwaiv, and put &>-?

da$evearep(p a-Kevet tm jvvaticeLU) under the government of

a.7rov6/j,ovre<i instead of avvoiKovfre'i. If, according to a well-

supported reading, the nominative <TvvK\r]pov6/jbOi be read in

place of the dative, this view has a little more likelihood than

it has with the dative. But on either reading the other

construction seems preferable. (1) The thought that a o-^ez^eio.

is in itself a ground, not merely for care, protection, gentle

dealing, but for tijjli], is according to this proposed con-

struction set forth by the apostle, and not merely through

the emphatic position of a)9 daOeveaTepw, but through the

fact that this emphatic position is obtained by a rare and

very striking arrangement of words, is made markedly
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prominent. Now this thought is peculiar, and was certainly

so alien from Greek views and feelings, that, had this been

the apostle's meaning, some explanation might naturally have

been looked for. With a different reference, Paul, in

1 Cor. xii. 23, 24, has language somewhat analogous; but

the precise idea there meant is in itself more easily appre-

hended than that here, and, moreover, is illustrated by

details. (2) The arrangement of words answers perfect!}^

to the view that we have two full, well-balanced, and, in

mode of expression, pretty closely parallel clauses ; whereas

on the proposed construction there appears awkwardness in

the form both of the first clause, very short and left without

an expressed dative, and of the second clause, long and

complicated, and .with the particle 009 introduced in it

twice to set forth grounds of action which, though con-

sistent, are not homogeneous or naturally associated so very

closely.

The last clause of the verse exhibits a powerful motive

for obedience to the injunction,
—

" that your prayers be not

hindered." This motive might, no doubt, be presented in

connection with an appeal for the discharge of any Christian

duty, seeing that indulgence in any sin throws up a barrier

between the soul and God (Ps. Ixvi. 18). But no less

obviously it has a specialty of force in its application here

;

for violation of the law of love, especially towards those who

in God's providence are nearest to and most dependent on us,

has a quite peculiarly chilling and deadening power, and is as

a mist which certainly hides the face of God. There may

perhaps be in 'Trpoa-€vy^d<i a special reference to family prayers,

from which most plainly the life is taken away by embitter-

ment of any kind between husband and wife. But the word

is in itself cpiite general, and points to the impeding of private

devotion as well as of that of the household.—The verb

ivKOTTTeiv belongs to the later Greek, and seems to have been

somewhat offensive to the classical fastidiousness of the

mediaeval copyists of N. T., for, in four out of the five cases
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where the word occurs, older compounds of kotztw are found

as various readings. The image in this verb (cf. Lightfoot or

Ellicott on Gal. v. 7) appears to be that of " cutting up " a

road by destroying bridges and the like, so as to impede an

enemy's progress. The fairly supported various reading here,

eKKoinecrdaL, would mean (cf. Matt. iii. 10, v. 30; Job

xix. 10, LXX.), that through failure in household love the

prayers might be " cut off,"—not merely "hindered," as regards

spirituality and power, but, through growth in hardness of

heart, brought to a close altogether, even in form. The

milder mode of expression, besides having much better MS.

support, seems more suited to the form of the apostle's

appeal.

Vv. 8-12. ExJiortation, addressed to Christians genercdlij,

to cultivcde love, kindness, and humility.

The connection of this exliortation with the series of

advices introduced by ii. 11, 12, is shown by the continua-

tion here of the participial, or in the present case to some

extent adjectival, construction ; cf. ver. 7, note.

Ver. 8. The apostle begins with an exhortation to the

cultivation of those characteristics of heart and life which

ought to distinguish Christians in their relations to fellow-

Christians. '0/jL6(f)pov€<; and (f)i\dSe\(f)oi have obviously to

do with the Christian brotherhood, and therefore it may be

assumed with certainty that in o-y/xTra^et? also, which stands

between these two, the apostle was thinking particularly of

relations to believers, though the word itself might have a

wider reference. In the last two adjectives of the verse, also,

which are in themselves of a general character, a special

reference to relations to fellow-Christians is probable, from

the intimate way in which these adjectives are associated

with the previous three as constituting one group, and from

the connection in which one of them and words closely allied

to the other are employed in Paul's writings (e.g. Eph. iv. 32 ;
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Phil. ii. 3 ; Col. iii. 12). As, however, the last grace of the

five mentioned, " humility of spirit," is the necessary basis not

only of love and kindness to Christian brethren, but also of

that right feeling and conduct amid the oppositions of the

world to which attention is drawn in the next verse, this

word afforded a natural point of transition from the one

sphere to the other. Of the whole group of five adjectives

here found none occurs elsewhere in the N. T. except

evairXay^vo^ (Eph. iv. 32).

On the adverbial use of a number of accusatives, as here

TO reXo?, see Winer, p. 238 ; A. Buttmann, p. 153. That

TO TeXo9 has no reference to the close of the Epistle, but

merely to the position of this section relatively to the exhorta-

tions begun in ii, 11, 12, is plainly shown by the continuance

of the participial construction, and also by the use of 7rdvTe<?,

which expressly intimates that, in contrast with the previous

addresses to special classes, the words of this exhortation are

spoken to all the believers :
" Finally, not to deal with par-

ticular classes any further" (ri •^pr] IScoXoyetaOai; (Ecumenius).

—The idea conveyed by the word o^o^ptov occurs often

in Paul's writings,—presented, however, in the verbal form

TO avrb ^povelv (e.g. Rom. xii. 16, xv. 5). In N. T., as in

classical Greek, ^poveh>—like the English " to mind, to be

minded "—is used with a wide stretch of reference, including

the action of the affections and of the will as well as of the

intellect, " to think, to have regard for, to like, desire." In

an appeal to Christians for unity with regard to (^povetv, the

main idea is that of oneness of feeling and aim, resting on

that substantial oneness of thought as to all vital matters

which is presupposed in the simple fact of their being

addressed as Christians. The meaning of ofio^poov is very

clearly and distinctly brought out in I'hil ii. 2-4, where the

synonymous expression iva rb avrb (^povrjre is expanded in a

series of participial clauses.

Whilst avfnra6rj<i and its cognates have all quite naturally

a tendency to lean in their meaning specially to the side of
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" fellow-feeling with those who are suffering" and the verh

crvfjLTraOetv in both of the places where it occurs in N. T.

(Heb. iv. 15, x. 34) has this special force, yet in classical

use the words are by no means limited to a reference to

suffering, but express fellow-feeling in emotions arising from

pleasant experiences also. In the passage before us there

seems no reason for narrov/ing the meaning, and the force of

the word may safely be taken as that of Paul's injunction in

Eom. xii. 15, "Eejoice with them that do rejoice, and weep

with them that weep." If we were to translate the word

simply " compassionate," we should hardly be able to recognise

in eva-irXay^vot any specialty of meaning at all ; whereas if

av/MTTadeli; has its full reference, then quite naturally and

helpfully emphasis is laid by eua-TrXwy'^voi on the more

important of the two sides of sympathy.—On (fyiXdSeXcpoi, cf.

i. 22, 23.—The adjective evairXa'y^vo'i, as used in IST. T.,

naturally follows in its meaning the familiar Hellenistic sense

of crTrXdy^^va, " compassion," derived from the fact that among

the Hebrews the imagined local seat of the feelings, which

with us is the heart, was the higher viscera. As used in the

I^. T., the words of this root appear, from the connections in

which they stand, to have the idea of tenderness specially

prominent ; and therefore the best rendering of 6va7rXay)(^voi

is probably " tender-hearted." As observed above, the word

seems to be brought in here to emphasize that duty of helpful

pity for the poor and the distressed which has been already,

but with somewhat less definiteness, indicated by av/iiraOeLf;,

—and also, one may fairly think, to lay stress on the import-

ance of tenderness in feeling and manner in the discharge of

the duty.—The last of this group of adjectives, raireivo^pove^;,

" lowly-minded," sets forth a feature of character w-ithout

which none of the graces that have been already named could

possibly exist in purity. Pride inevitably involves to some

extent self-seeking. But love, kindness, and sympathy at

once connect themselves with Christian lowliness of mind,

—

which springs from two sources, true self-knowledge, and a
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perception, from the example of Christ, of the suLlime duty

and dignity of humbling ourselves in self-sacrificing love.

On Taireivo^poavvrj, see Txenah, Syn. N. T. § 42.

Looking back now over the group of adjectives in the

verse, we see clearly at once the comprehensiveness and the

connectedness of the apostle's exhortation ; and the sum of

the whole matter is that to which Paul leads us, after his

illustration already adverted to (Phil. ii. 2-4) of the meaning

of TO avTo (ppovelv, " Let that mind be in you {rovro (^povelje

iv vfuv) which was also in Christ Jesus " (ver. 5).

Ver. 9. The same supreme example was in all likelihood

vividly before Peter's mind also at this stage of his exhorta-

tion, for when now, at the natural transition point (see above,

introductory note on ver. 8) afforded by the mention of

" lowliness of mind," he passes on to speak of the duties of

believers amid the oppositions of the world. Lis words are such

as at once to recall to the thoughts of every Christian the life

of the Picdeemer, being indeed but a slightly altered form of

words employed of Christ in ii. 23.

Our apostle in his statement of the duty (on which cf.

Matt. V, 39-48) begins with a reference to the suffering of

material wrong of any kind, and then proceeds to speak of

irritation by abusive language. Though the latter may be in

itself in many cases an evil of a lighter kind than the other,

the temptation to retaliate is often here peculiarly strong,

from the facility with which verbal retort can be made.

Thus the two clauses are well balanced in weight.—The

injunction /ir] a7rohi86vTe<i kukov avrl kukov occurs in two of

the Pauline letters in substantially the same form as here

(Eom. xii. 17 ; 1 Thess. v. 15). These two Epistles are among

those which were most likely to be largely circulated through-

out the Church early ; the former, because of its signal import-

ance, and of the frequent intercourse between Pome and all

parts of the empire; the other, because it was the very first of

the apostle's extant writings. The mode of expression may

therefore quite possibly have suggested itself to Peter from
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memory,— probably, with respect to a mere turn of expression

like this, the unconscious action of memory.—The use here

exemplified of the verb diroSiSoj/xc, in which obviously the

thought of back, "render, return," is involved, is a very

common one. This particular idea, however, does not seem

to lie, as some scholars have supposed, in the preposition, for

there is nothing in the ordinary meaning and use of utto

from which it could naturally be deduced. It appears to

have been derived simply from usage, the word having come

to be applied in a large number of cases where the connection

naturally gave the idea of return; cf. ii. 25, iireaTpd^rjTe,

note.—In the antithesis to \oiSopia, kukov dvrl KaKov has

plainly reference to material wrong, injury in action, though

KUKov in itself is quite general, and indeed, as employed in

ver. 10, points to sin of the tongue.

Tovvavrlov (on the adverbial accusative, cf. ver. 8, note on

TO rekos;) introduces with emphasis the positive side in the

action of the new nature, " contrariwise, in direct opposition

to these carnal impulses;" cf. 2 Cor. ii. 7; Gal. ii. 7.—In

€v\oyovvT€<i the immediate antithesis is with XoiSopla. It is

true that the thought of resulting good connects itself at once

with the word " bless," and in the present case every reader

feels that the spirit of active love implied in evXoyovvreq

extends not merely to the returning of good words for XoLhopta,

but of good deeds for kukov. Still the most natural reference

is to " blessing " in the strict sense, " invoking God's kindness

upon," in contrast with the last-mentioned form of wrong,

" railing."—The last clause of the verse may be taken in two

somewhat different ways, according to what is regarded as the

reference in tovto. (1) This reference may be retrospective,

to evXo'yovvre'i, " because ye were called with a view to this,

namely, your blessing others, your living in a spirit of active

love." This connection is supported by the analogous case in

ii. 21, where the reference obviously is to what precedes.

Supposing that here et? tovto means et? to evXoyelv, then two

constructions are possible, (a) The clause introduced by tW
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may be connected with iKXijOrjre, in wliicli case Iva sets forth

the divine purpose in calling them— to train them in the

spirit of love, in order that, thus meetened for the land of

perfect lo\'e, they might ultimately inherit it. (|8) We may

take the words otl ei<? tovto eKkrjdT^re as a parenthesis, thus

bringing tW into immediate connection with euXojovvre^, and

making the last clause express not the divine purpose, but

that of the Christians themselves, " blessing (for to this ye

were called) in order to be blessed." This construction seems

liardly a likely one, the parenthesis being bald and somewhat

unnatural. (2) But instead of referring to what precedes,

TovTo may point forward directly to iva :
" Ye were called

with a view to this, namely, that," etc. (et? tovto, Iva kt\.

thus= et? TO evXojLav KkTjpovo^irjcrai). This is supported by

the analogous case in iv. 6 ; cf. John xviii. 37 ; 1 John iii. 8.

On this connection the argument is, " Bless others, because

the purpose of God's calling you is that ye may inherit

blessing,—and for those whom even when they were His

enemies God cared for, and by His grace made heirs of

blessing, to do other than bless even their enemies, is opposed

to the new nature of God's children, and a monstrous thing in

God's sight." The words of Peter do not indeed express all

this, but they suggest it, and the argument could not be

obscure to any one who remembered the teaching of tlie Master

regarding the unmerciful servant (Matt, xviii. 21-35), and

regarding the true mode of proof that men have through faith

become " children of our Father which is in heaven " (Matt.

V. 45). These Asiatic Christians, too, had in Paul's Epistle

to the Ephesians read, " Eorgiving one another, even as God

for Christ's sake hath forgiven you " (Eph. iv. 32). Whilst

either view of the reference of tovto yields a good meaning,

and there is no very decisive argument in favour of the one

over the other, this latter view seems on the whole the more

likely.

The A. and E. E. V. render evXcyLuv here "a blessing,"-- z'.e.

no doubt, "a gift from God through His blessing," the special
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reference being, of course, to heaven and its happiness. The

same thought is given by Luther more definitely by den

Segen. It may be questioned whether, considering the close

connection of thought which the substantive here has with the

verb evXoyovvre'i, the conception of the inheritance which was

before the apostle's mind was not that of " blessing," with the

active force of the verb present (cf. Heb. vi. 7; Jas. iii. 10,

in A. and E. E. V.), rather than that of " a (fruit of) blessing."

The heritage meant seems to be " benediction,"— the grace

of God blessing us throughout eternity. Tyndale and the

Geneva version both have simply " blessing " here.— In

*' inherit blessing " one can hardly but recognise a reminiscence

of the Lord's great word in Matt. xxv. 34, " Come, ye hlcsscd

of my Father, inherit the kingdom."

Vv. 10-12. The general exhortation given in the two pre-

ceding verses is supported here by a quotation from Scripture,

made, as is the apostle's wont (cf. e.g. i. 24, ii. 7, 9), with-

out formal reference. The quotation is from Ps. xxxiv.

12-16, and is made from the LXX. almost verbatim, there

being but one change which is of the least moment. The

substance of the passage shows that the connection marked by

<ydp (ver. 10) is with the whole of the two preceding verses.

The choice of this particular 0. T. exhortation for quotation,

however, was possibly suggested by the last thought in ver. 9,

re£fardincr the believer's inheriting blessing : at all events the

opening words of the passage from the Psalm accord perfectly

with such a view, for ^(orj and rj/j-ipai ayadal associate tliem-

selves immediately with evXoyla (cf. Ps. cxxxiii. 3, xxx. 5).

—

As Bengel has observed, the three forms of duty to which in

vv. 8, 9, the apostle has turned the attention of his brethren,

the cultivation of peace and love among themselves, and the

abstaining in their intercourse with the world from revenge

in action and from revengeful language, are all—though with

greater generality of reference—spoken of in the passage

quoted, but in the reverse order. It is worth noting, too, that

these three precepts illustrate, in the form into which the
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Psalmist has cast tliem, three different styles of the parallelism

of Hebrew poetry.

The substance of the quotation is, " Live, my brethren, in love

and peace and likeness of character to God ; for, as God has told

us in His word, the secret of true happiness is to do His will."

Ver. 10. The only deviation from the LXX. which is made

in the quotation, other than merely of an altogether slight

and formal kind, is here,—the LXX., which is substantially in

accordance with the Hebrew, reading in the first clause 6 deXcov

^wr)v, u'ya'TTwv rjfM6pa<i ISelv ayaOd'i. Much ingenuity has been

shown by commentators in endeavouring to prove that Peter's

substitution of dyaTrav kuI for dyaTroiv does not in the least

alter the meaning, except perhaps by giving the expression of

it a little more intensity. But the modes of construing and

interpretation which are suggested with a view to this are all

forced ; and it seems clear that the apostle, whilst substan-

tially in agreement with the LXX., yet by his slight alteration

of phraseology introduces a new thought, interesting and im-

pressive (novum salem addit, Bengel). Looking at the fact that

under certain outward experiences, or as the issue of certain

moods of feeling or trains of thought, life appears at times to

multitudes of men to be dull, weary, even hateful (Job iii.

;

Eccles. ii. 17; Gen. xxvii. 46), the apostle says not merely, as

the Psalmist does, " The man who desires life," but '"' The

man who desires to love life," " The man who wants to feel

vividly and joyfully that life is worth living,"

—

i.e. of course,

practically, as is expressly set forth in the parallel of the

second clause, " The man who wishes to have a happy life, to

see good days (days full of good, and of what is felt to be

good)." In this passage " life " is obviously in the first

instance that here on earth, but under the light of the gospel

the mind passes directly and unhesitatingly—as doubtless,

even amid the dimness of 0. T. revelation, the Psalmist's

mind passed in a measure—to think also and chiefly of the

full, glorious, endless life of heaven, " even length of days for

ever and ever."
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The idea of energetic restraint which is fjiven in the word

Trava-drco reminds ns vividly of the wild and wicked impetu-

osity of the tongue by nature : cf. Jas. iii. 8. The classical

construction of itaveiv is with the simple genitive of the thing.

This is also the apostle's own construction, if aixapriwi be the

correct reading in iv. 1. In the present place the LXX., which

he follows, has, in accordance with the general Hellenistic

tendency to prepositional constructions, introduced diro before

KUKov. In the following part of the clause, however, where

the infinitive with rov comes in, diro is both in the LXX. and

].)y Peter left out. This construction of tov XaXijaaL might be

explained as an infinitive of purpose, " Let him refrain his lips,

that they may speak no guile
;

" but, looking to the form of

the whole sentence, it seems more natural to join rod \a\i](Tac

immediately with Trava-drco, " Let him refrain his lips from

speaking guile." The occurrence in the clause of the negative

fjurj does not present an objection to this view of the construc-

tion, for this particle, in its use after verbs of denying, with-

holding, hindering,—in which, no doubt, originally it had its

proper negative force, the subordinate clause being thought of

as one of purpose,—seems, from the form into which sentences

of the kind are often thrown, to have ultimately been prac-

tically pleonastic. The pleonasm is doubted by some modern

scholars ; but certainly in cases at least—such as the present

— where rov is prefixed to the infinitive, and where tlie

governing verb is one to which a genitive may be immediately

attached, it seems at times strained to regard the construction

as different from what it would have been had the genitive of

the derived verbal substantive stood in place of the infinitive

of the verb : cf. Winer, pp. 409, 755 ; A. Buttmann, pp. 269,

355 ; and EUicotton Gal. v. 7.—The parallelism in this first

precept is that of a general and a particular statement,

—

KUKOV here evidently referring to sin of the tongue of all kinds,

whilst hoXov gives prominence to one form of the sin, that to

which there is the strongest and most frequent temptation,

and by which harm is most commonly done to others.
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Ver. 11. From reference to care over the toniTue the

Psalmist passes on here to speak of conduct generally, and

this nnder two divisions, the first of these having the widest

possible reference, and the other special reference to the

cultivation of peace. In the former of these divisions the

parallelism is that of negative and positive statements of the

duty of obeying the will of God : we are to " bend, or turn,

out of moral evil," and we are to " do good,"—" evil " and

" good " being both obviously used with the broadest reference.

Very similar in substance and in form are Isaiah's " Cease to

do evil, learn to do well "
(i. 16, 17), and Paul's " Abhor that

which is evil, cleave to that which is good " (Ptom. xii. 9).

—

According to the most probable reading, the conjunction Be is

inserted by the apostle after eKKXivdrco. The thought in

Peter's mind which the particle expresses would seem to be,

" hut remember that good words nmst be supported by good

works." So slight, however, is its adversative power here, that

English idiom hardly permits us to translate it at all.—The

closing injunction of the series has regard to peace in a very

wide use of the word, peace in all the societies and relations

with which we are concerned or on which we can exert influ-

ence : cf. Heb. xii. 14; Pom. xii. 18. The parallelism here

is climactic : we are to " seek " peace as a thing of the highest

value, and which at the same time needs diligent search to find

it,—yea, we are to " pursue " it, as a thing which amid the

excitements and tumults of life is very apt to take to flight.

Ver. 12. This verse gives the ground of the assurance that

the man who desires happiness will find it in doing the will of

God :
" because God sees and cares for the righteous, and sees

also the wicked." That His seeing the wicked carries with it

condemnation and punishment, is left to the mind of the

reader. The particle on is introduced into the quotation by

the apostle himself, the sentence standing in the LXX., as

in the Hebrew, without any formal connection with what

precedes. The parallelism in the Psalm here is that of a

quatrain, each of the two main statements having attached to
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it a sister statement, which ehicidates the primary one by

setting forth explicitly the nature and issues of the divine

" seeing," in the one gracious and helpful, in the other stern

and punitory. " The eyes of the Lord are upon the rigliteous,

—and His ears toward their cry : the face of the Lord is upon

them that do evil,— to cut off the remembrance of them from

the earth." In his citation Peter leaves out the last clause,

and the abruptness thus produced has in its suggestiveness a

peculiarly solemn effect.

Many expositors have endeavoured to find in the clause,

" The face of the Lord is upon them that do evil," an express

statement of the difference of the character of this looking

from that of His looking upon the righteous. They lay stress

on the substitution here of " face," for " eyes " of the other

clause,—regarding " face " as, from 0. T. usage, a word fitted

of itself to indicate the idea of displeasure. There are

certainly a number of passages in 0. T. {e.g. Gen. iv. 5,

xxxi. 2) in which the word Q'^Q {Trpoawnou, LXX.) occurs in

connection with statements regarding the exiiibition of anger
;

and in two places where the divine " face " is spoken of, the

thought intended is clearly shown by the context to be of

such a kind that in our English versions the word " an^er " is

used instead of " face" (Ps. xxi. 9 and Lam. iv. 16),—in the

latter place Lutlier also having Zorn, and De Wette ZornUick.

Still, with regard to " the countenance of God," a use of the

expression like this is quite exceptional, and in these cases the

idea of anger does not lie in the word itself, but merely in the

connection. Beyond doubt, from the ordinary use of the term

with reference to God (Num. vi. 2G ; Ps. iv. 6, xi. 7, xxi. 6,

etc.), grace and joy are the ideas which would most readily

associate themselves with the expression, taken simply by

itself. Neither can anything be made of the preposition

eVt in the way of establishing an express difference of

meaning between the third clause and the first. It is true

that, as employed in these clauses, eVt' represents different

Hebrew prepositions, in the first clause ^^, and in the third
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3 ; but there does not seem reason to think that any un-

favourable sense lies in 3 taken simply by itself, and the

meaning appears to be, " the face of the Lord is with (present

with) evil-doers." The Eevisers of our A, V. have undoubtedly

done right in using one word, " upon," as the rendering of eVt

in both clauses, instead of the contrasted " over " and " against

"

of the A. V. On the whole, it seems clear that in the third

clause of the verse and the first alike the one thought which is

expressed is that God sees the righteous, sees the wicked. The

contrast, slightly indicated by the adversative conjunction 8e,

is left to be fully presented to the mind by the marked absence

in the last clause of anything answering to the gracious words

as to " the ears of the Lord being toward the prayer of the

righteous,"—by the naturally suggested remembrance of the

following clause in the Psalm, which is here omitted,—and,

generally, by the knowledge we all have, through conscience

and revelation, of God's hatred of sin.

Vv. 13-17. On duty under persecution.

At this point the apostle passes by an easy and natural

transition into a new and important section of the practical

part of the Epistle, dealing with the difficulties and trials to

which Christians are exposed, as placed in the midst of a

hostile world. To this subject there have been references in

the previous part (i. 6, 7, ii. 12, 15), such as to show that

from the beginning the writer's mind was much occupied with

it ; and in this division on which we now enter he gives with

regard to it very full advices and consolations. This section

may be said to extend to the close of the body of the Epistle,

that is, to V. 11 ; for though in some places the apostle's

observations and counsels have a general reference, yet there

is distinct evidence that the special requirements of a suffering

Christian community were throughout prominently before his

mind.
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Ver. 13. The question introduced by Kai gives in a vivid

form an additional conclusion to that which the readers are

assumed to have already drawn from the data stated by the

Psalmist, or, more exactly, sets forth with special distinctness

one element in tliat conclusion which they were prone to

overlook ; thus, " The passage which has been quoted tells

you—and you believe it—that the secret of a happy life is to

do the will of God, for God is looking down on the moral life

of the world, and certainly will bless the righteous. And

observe, as a part which you are apt to forget of the same

general truth, that, under the providence of your omni-

scient and almighty Father, no one, however much he may

hate you, can do you real harm." To link on a question by
" and " to what has preceded is most natural, and this mode of

expression is probably found occasionally in every language,

the immediate connection being often with some thouglit not

stated, but obviously suggested by the previous course of

remark, and the logical relation of the question to what has

gone before being very varied. The use of icai in this way is

couniion in classical Greek, and occurs now and then in X. T.,

(.(J.
Mark x. 26 ; Luke x. 29; cf. Winer, p. 545.— In his

question the apostle puts KaKooawp and rou aya6ov in sharp

antithesis, appealing to his readers, as it were, in this way

:

" Is it not your fixed belief that under the government of a

righteous God ayaOov in the sense of ' physical good ' will

certainly in the long run attach itself to djaOov in the sense

of ' moral good,' and kukov, ' physical evil,' to KaKov, ' moral

evil ' ? If, then, ye be zealous pursuers of what is morally

good, how can you think that you are to be subjected to

physical evil ?
" KuKcoawv is evidently used, therefore, with

a very wide reference, the chief thought in it having respect

to permanent harm, as to which there is an absolute declara-

tion that, given the required condition of zealously following

good, the thing cannot possibly be,—with a glance besides,

however, at the truth that, with respect even to the earthly

sources of quietness and comfort in life, good is as a rule

P
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visible, and not evil, in the dealings of God's providence

towards His people, for " when a man's ways please the Lord,

He inaketh even his enemies to be at peace with him " (Prov.

xvi. 7). As regards this latter aspect of the case, however,

there are, in God's wisdom and kindness, for the higher good

of the individual Christians immediately concerned and the

quickening of the Church as a whole, many exceptions ; and

to the fact, which he knew to be with much vividness before

tlie minds of his readers, that not improbably the lot of some

of them might be among the exceptions, the apostle proceeds

in the following verse to draw attention.

Considering not merely the formal similarity, but the close

resemblance or indeed identity in the course of thought, it

seems very likely that, in the first clause of the verse before

us, the apostle had present to his mind the first clause of Tsa.

1. 9, given in the LXX. thus : ISoi) KvpLo<; Kvpio<i ^07]6t]aeL fiof

t/? KaKwaec fie ; By the apostle's form of the question, in

which the participle with the article is used, we have set

before us expressly what the simple question, " Who will

work you evil ? " would have bat suggested in a remote way,

•—namely that, as the apostle was aware, this thought of

coming evil was one which was already seriously occupying

and agitating the minds of his readers. The grammatical

subject of the sentence is 6 KaKooaojv ; thus, " The man who is

to do you harm, the harm-doer whom I know you are with

some dread looking foi-, who is lie ?

"

The clause, " If ye be zealous of good," whilst, as has been

seen, suggesting an argument through the antithesis between

KaKcoacov and djadov, at the same time reminds the readers,

solemnly and impressively, of the only condition on which

they had any reasonable ground to look for God's keeping

them from evil. The clause is, in fact, an expanded statement

of that connection between this sentence and the preceding

quotation which has been already indicated by kul; for tov

dyadov ^r)\(OTaL at once leads back the mind to the central

precept of the quotation, Troirjadroy djadov (ver. 1 1), By the
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article in rod dyadov the various forms of moral excellence

which have been spoken of separately in vv, 10, 11, are

summed up and presented as a unity, " good," " that which

is good." By many scholars rod dyadov has been taken as

masculine. With the reading of the T. E., /j,ifX7]Tal in place

of ^r]\(orai, there was in favour of this view the argument

that in every one of the other passages in N. T. where

fjLC/jLrjr/]^ is found—six in all—its construction is with a

genitive of the jjcrson ; cf. c.ff. 1 Thess. i. 6, ii. 14. Consider-

ing, however, the very great likelihood that in rod uyaOov we

are to recognise a reference to dyaOov of ver. 11, there seems

to be good reason to think that, even supposing fMtfirjTal to

be the correct reading, the adjective is neuter. The verb

fii/jieiaOai is in Heb. xiii. 7 followed by an accusative of the

thiuff, and in 3 John 11 its object is the neuter of the same

word found here (to dyaOov) ; and the substantive might

be similarly connected. Again, whilst " the wicked one " is

a frequent N. T. designation of Satan, and " the Just One

"

seems to have been well known as a designation of the

Saviour (cf. iii. 18, note), there is no evidence—for our Lord's

words in ]\iatt. xix. 17 obviously prove nothing with regard

to usage—that the name " the Good One " was a mode of

expression in use for God or Christ. ZifK-wjal, however, has

much better support than /xL/xrjrac, and with it there is no

argument at all for taking dyaOov as masculine, seeing that

l^ri\wTr]<i is in N^. T. attached as freely to a genitive of the

thing as of the person. It is not unlikely, as Alford suggests,

tliat the reading ixifirjraL may have arisen I'rom a reminiscence,

in the mind of some copyist, of the passage already referred

to in 3 John.— On ^rfKwjai as here used, cf. particularly

Tit. ii. 14.

The verb yevrjcrOe, as here employed, does not, according to

N. T. usage, imply or suggest that the apostle doubted whether

at the present time his readers were " zealous of good."

Writing to them as Christians, he could not but assume tliat

they were in some degree what their profession declared ; and
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the employment of ylyveaOat instead of ehat is, in accordance

with a frequent Scripture usage in such cases, based on the

fact that, so long as men are on earth, all Christian attainment

is imperfect, and that therefore believers must always be

" becoming" in higher measure what already to a certain extent

they "are;" cf. e.g. John xv. 8 ; Eom. xii. IG ; PhiL iii. 17.

On the untenableness of the rigid view maintained by some

scholars regarding the meaning of ytyveaOai, in N. T., cf.

Huther on Jas. i. 22. Hutlier's remarks bear specially on the

use of the imperative, but his proof is really applicable to any

part of the verb when employed of Christian character in a

communication addressed to Christians.

Another view of the force of this verse than that which

has now been given is possible. The verse may be held not

to be a corollary from the positions laid down in the quotation

which the apostle has made from the 3 4th Psalm, but a new

thought, similar to that already given in ii. 12, which comes

in again in the 16th verse of the present chapter: "If

ye are seen to be plainly and perseveringly given to the

pursuit of what is good, who will do you harm ?—who, indeed,

will not rather, through your exhibition of a character which

in some degree even the mere natural conscience recognises as

beautiful, be won to regard you with favour and kindliness ?

"

Cf. Teaching of the Twelve Ajjostlcs, i. 3, dyaTrare tou? ixlctovv-

Ta<i vfjid<i,
—Kal ov-)( e^ere e-x^dpov. Even in an age when

Christians were exposed to no little suspicion and trouble for

their religion, and when positive persecution seemed to be not

improbable, or had indeed begun, a general statement like this

of what, on the whole, would be found to be the case through-

out the history of the Church might naturally and helpfully

be made. It would fit in, too, quite well with what follows.

But there seem to Ije objections to this interpretation.

First, a question introduced as this is by kul appears to

require a closer connection with what precedes than would be

given on this view, according to which the leading thought

is of the judgement of men, and the idea of Divine Providence
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is secondary. Sccondhj, this view destroys, or at least makes

remote, the similarity of meaning in the verse to that of the

lirst clause of Isa. 1. 9, which (see above) seems to have been

in the apostle's mind. Thirdly, a thought lil<e that supposed

—which, though similar to that expressed in ii. 12, is at the

same time somewhat different from it, and, for persons situated

as the first readers of the Epistle were, was perhaps a some-what

more difficult one to entertain—would hardly have been given

in the brief and abrupt form in which this short verse would

present it, but would have been expanded a little. Fonrthhj,

the intensity which lies in the word l^rfKwTal appear to

suggest rather that in the mind of the writer the relation

between his readers and tiie eye of God was vividly present,

than that he was thinking of their conduct as looked on by

men. These objections taken together appear sufficient to

show that this view of the meaning of the verse is unlikely.

Neither can we well combine the interpretations. Whilst

perfectly consistent with each other, they are not so related

as that we can very naturally suppose a writer to have

intended to express both thoughts by the same words.

Ver, 14a. The division of verses here is not happy. The

second clause of ver. 14 introduces a new thought, and ought

to have been thrown into another verse, which should have

gone on to vjjlwv in ver. 1.5.

In the first clause of ver. 14 the apostle deals with an

apparent exception to the general position laid down in the

previous verse ; an exception to which, as he knew, the minds

of his readers, situated as they were, would immediately turn,

—their thoughts on the subject having been, indeed, already

pointed to in the definiteness of o KUKMawv. " I liave said

that those who serve God will not be harmed ; and that

assurance, absolute with regard to ultimate issues, includes

also a declaration that, as a rule, here on earth, the hand of

their enemies will be restrained. But supposing that the

case were to occur which to human vision seems most opposed

to this assurance,—supposing that you were to suffer because
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of your faithfully doing the will of God,— still you are

blessed, still there is no KuKcoaa other than according to a

superficial application of the word."

On the use of el Kai and Ka\ el, see iii. 1, note. lu

English "even if" is frequently used a little loosely, not

merely for the case to which if properly belongs, where the

supposition made is represented as in itself unlikely (/cat el),

but for that, as here, where the supposition may in itself be

a probable one, but the case supposed is difficult to reconcile

with the apodosis {el Kai).— On the construction of el with

the optative, rare in N. T., as indeed is the optative mood in

any connection, see Winer, p. 367; A. Buttmann, p. 223;

Jelf, § 855. What this construction exhibits is merely the

supposition of a thing as possible, with perhaps also, in the

instance before us, according to a frequent use of this form, a

suggestion of possible repetition. In the present case, too,

and in ver. 1 7, we have, as Mr. Sheldon Green remarks

{Gram. p. 162), illustrations of a tendency found in Greek

writers, in accordance with the general sweetness and delicacy

of Greek style, to use this particular form of hypothesis,

expressing mere possibility, for a supposition of a distressing

kind.— The verb 'KacryeLv is a favourite one with our apostle,

being in this short Epistle used by him oftener than it is by

any other N. T. writer. His transition to this word in the

present verse is probably due to a distinct intention to

intimate that " suffering " is not KaKovaOac in the sense in

which mainly he had employed that verb in the previous

verse ; also, perhaps, to remove the thoughts of his readers

from a mode of expression in which the human agents in

causing the suffering were directly suggested to the mind, to

a word more general in its reference, fitted rather to lead the

heart to look to God, under whose providence the trouble

came.— In hta hiKai,o(TvvT)v there is possibly still a reference

to the passage quoted from the Psalm, the fact that "the

eyes of the Lord are eVl hiKalov^ " having been made pro-

minent in the close of the quotation. Certainly, however, in
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this expression, taken in association with jiaKupioi and with

the general force of the clause, we cannot fail to recognise an

echo of one of the beatitudes (Matt. v. 10). Turned to often, no

doubt, by all the apostles for strength and cheer, that declara-

tion of the Lord, one naturally thinks, must have graven itself

specially on the heart of Peter, considering the intimation

which had been given to him by Jesus Himself that he

was to die by martyrdom.— To jxaKaptoL the mind at once

supplies the present indicative ecrre. Some scholars (as

Webster and Wilkinson) supply av etrjTe, the mode of

expression required for a rigidly formal apodosis in a hypo-

thetical sentence introduced by el with the optative. The

ellipsis of these words, however, in any writer is exceedingly

unlikely (Jelf, § 376); and even if the supplement were a

defensible one, the construction thus obtained is opposed to

the usage of the N. T., for nowhere in it is there a complete

hypothetical sentence of the optative form. The force of the

great statement presented by ixaKapioi would be weakened,

too, by this form of the copula.— Here, as in the beatitudes,

and indeed generally throughout the X. T., fiaKapta is mainly

objective in its reference, intimating the existence of the

grounds of happiness, whether or not these are at the time in

any large measure subjectively apprehended and the sense of

happiness felt. The true Christian is " blessed " even when

through feebleness of faith he is not consciously full of bliss. On

the " blessedness " of those who are persecuted for Christ's sake,

cf. Luke vi. 22, 23 ; Acts v. 41 ; Phil. i. 28, 29 ; 2 Tim. ii. 12.

Vv. 14/3, 15a. A warning, in close connection with

fiaKapioi, against yielding to fear under threatened or actual

persecution. " But remember that this blessedness can come

only to those who persevere in the way of righteousness.

Therefore, whatever persecutions may be threatened or brought

upon you by the enemies of the truth, do not yield to fear,

but glorify Jesus as your Lord and the Lord of the universe,

by cleaving to Him in persistent holy obedience, and by

childlike faith in His gracious guardianship."
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The apostle here, as so often, adopts 0. T. words as the

vesture of his thought, applying them freely. The passage

used is Isa. viii. 12, 13, as given by LXX. The prophet is

there reporting words which had been spoken to him by God

Himself, commanding him and His other true servants in the

nation not to share in those terrors of invasion which were

entertained by the people around them, but to cleave in

simplicity of faith to God.—As used by the apostle, the

pronoun avrcov (which may either have been substituted by

him for avrov of the LXX., or may have been in his copy,

avToiv being found in some MSS.) refers obviously to those

enemies who, in the word 'rrda')(OLre, are implicitly pointed to

as the agents in the suffering of the Christians. On this

occasional use of avT6<i in N. T. in relation to an antecedent

not expressed but readily suggested,—a mode of expression

which has abundant analogies in free conversational style in

any language,—cf. Winer, p. 182, A. Buttmann, p. 106.—In

Isaiah the command is plainly, " Do not fear the fear which

they entertain." As regards the grammar, this implies that

<f)o/3ov (f)o^7]6rJTe is the construction of the cognate accusative,

and that the governed genitive falls under the possessive class.

As the words are applied by Peter, the general meaning is

quite clear, but the precise nature of the construction doubtful.

Taking it exactly as in LXX., the sense would be, " Do not

permit yourselves to cherish the same fear which your per-

secutors do "—namely, fear of lines, prisons, bodily tortures,

which, because they themselves fear them, they think will be

instruments to subdue your faith, and therefore employ against

you. This construction brings out the sense in what, for

Peter's purpose, seems too remote and indirect a way. Again,

avTMv may be taken in an objective relation to <^6^ov, " fear

not the fear of them," i.e. simply, " do not be at all afraid of

them." In this case the definiteness in tov would be, " the

fear which you know to exist in some measure in your hearts
"

(cf. John vii. 13). Perhaps again, though not very naturally,

taking avrojv subjectively, " their fear " might mean, " the
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fear wliicli tliey endeavour to inspire in you
;

" but more

probably, if uvtmv be viewed as having this force, the objec-

tive sense of (f)6/3ov would have to be supposed, " the instru-

ment or cause of fear," i.e. the cruelty or persecution itself,

—

" the (instrument of) terror which they employ " (cf. Ps. xci.

[xc. Sept.] 5, where, however, the construction is different,

cf)o/3rjd7]a7] uiro (f)6/3ov). This last view of tlie construction

seems to be that represented by the rendering of our A. V.,

" Be not, afraid of their terror
;

" whilst the Eevisers, who

have " Fear not their fear," appear to adopt the construction

first mentioned, the same as in Isaiah. l*evhaps preferable

to either is that given second above, yielding simply the

sense, " Do not be at all afraid of them." On the construc-

tion, cf. iii. 6, note.—By firjSe Tapw^Orjre the mind is

carried forward to think of the agitation, distractions, surgings

to and fro of thought and feeling, which are brought on by

strong fear, and which tend to impede all the exercises of

spiritual religion, and to overthrow that restfulness of heart

in God which should characterize the Christian. On the

force of Tapaa-aeaOat here, cf. John xiv. 1, 27.

In the second clause of the quotation the apostle deviates

in a most striking and interesting way from the language of

Isaiah. The prophet's words are, " Sanctify Jehovah of Hosts

Himself," which the LXX., according to the oldest texts,

gives in the abridged form Kvpiov avrov uycuaare. In place

of avTov, Peter has substituted tov Xptarov (for the authority

for this reading over tov &e6v of the T. E. is quite decisive).

This is perhaps the most remarkable- of several instances in

which textual criticism, whilst it has removed from the text

or has somewhat affected the weight of certain proof passages

for the divinity of our Lord, has brought into view others

which were formerly hidden. Nothing more impressive with

respect to the belief and teaching of the inspired apostle on

this head could be conceived than, in a distinct quotation

from the 0. T., his deliberately writing in place of the great

name, " The Lord of Hosts Himself," " the Lord Christ."
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The construction of the clause is a little douljtful. There

is no grammatical objection to our taking Kvpiov, though

anarthrous, in immediate connection with rov Xpiarov, " the

Lord Christ," on the analogy of the common LXX. combina-

tion Kvpio'i 6 060? (e.g. Gen. ii. 4, 1 5, 16), which is found also

a number of times in the Apocalypse (e.g. xix. 6, xxii. 5).

As, however, the apostle introduces after Kvpiov the particle

Se, whilst neither the LXX. nor the Heb. has any connective,

it seems as if his mind rested for a moment specially on

Kvpiov; and it appears likely, therefore, that the form of his

thought was that which accords with ordinary Greek usage

in a sentence expressed like the present,—that is to say, that

Kvpiov is predicate, having peculiar emphasis from its position

at the head of the clause (cf. i. 17, iraTepa). The meaning

accordingly is, " Sanctify the Christ in your hearts as Lord."

As here employed, dyid^co obviously means " set apart,

enshrined as the object of supreme, absolute reverence, as free

from all defilement and possessed of all excellence." This

sense of the verb springs immediately from the familiar use

of the adjective in application to God ; but it is not found

very often. The only case in N. T. precisely similar to the

present is in the Lord's Prayer, d'yiaaOrjTco to ovopbd crov

(Matt. vi. 9 ; Luke xi. 2). In LXX. also this application of

dyid^w to God occurs occasionally ; e.g. besides the passage of

Isaiah here quoted, Isa. xxix. 23; Deut. xxxii. 51. It is

plain that by sin of any kind, and in a very marked way by

faithless terror at the threats or under the persecutions of

Christ's enemies, by compromise with them, by apostasy, His

professed friends profane His name, displaying practically a

lack of remembrance of His claims to be constantly obeyed

by them and trusted with childlike faith. On the other

hand, all true service, and with peculiar distinctness sted-

fast adherence to His cause under the trial of persecution,

evinces intelligent and loving reverence for Christ, " sanc-

tifies " Him. The predicative addition Kvpiov brings out

with great emphasis that position of Jesus, in relation to the
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believer himself and to the world, which the wise Christian

will have much before his mind and heart,—his rightful and

gracious King, who is at the same time Lord of the universe,

controlling all things with absolute sway, and making all

things work together for good to them that love Him.—To

the quotation which he makes from Isaiah, the apostle adds

mention of the shrine in which the " hallowing " of Christ

is to take place
—

" in your hearts." Considering the connec-

tion in which these words occur, one may reasonably think

that the apostle, in thus reminding his readers of the spiritual

nature of true religion, intended to suggest to them this

thought in particular, that, amid the tumults and the terrors

of the world, strength was to be obtained by turning the

eyes away from the strifes and confusions of earth, and

communing with the Saviour in the secret fellowship of

faith. Peter well remembered that it was when he looked

away from Jesus to survey the billows that he feared, and

began to sink.

Ver. 15/3. By some expositors (so A. V.) a new sentence

or independent clause is begun here, with the imperative

€(TT€ understood. But when we consider the naturalness

with which the words of this clause can be viewed as gram-

matically dependent on what immediately precedes, and the

fact that participial constructions are specially favoured by

our apostle, there seems good reason—strong in any case,

and especially strong where the reading without the connec-

tive particle is adopted—to take the construction intended

by the writer as being eroLfjuot {ovre^). According to this

view, the clause constitutes an epexegesis of the precept,

" Sanctify Christ as Lord," by attaching an explicit statement

of one important element in that sanctifying, " being ready

always to give a vindication to every one who asks of you a

statement with regard to the hope which is in you,—but being

careful to do this with meekness and reverence." The

" hallowing of Christ in the heart " by devotion to His will

and faith in His protection, will, among Christians placed
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in the midst of opponents, show itself prominently in an

unflinching readiness to confess Him, and this in all circum-

stances and to every kind of questioner {del, ttuvtI), whether

magistrate on the tribunal or acquaintance in the common

intercourse of life,—provided only that in his inquiry he

appear in some measure sincere, and not obviously a mere

profane and frivolous or malignant caviller (Matt. vii. 6).

The statement (\0709) which is asked for from the Christian

will be given, and will not be any hazy combination of

sentences meant mainly to propitiate foes by hiding the

characteristics of Christianity, but will take the form of a

frank defence of Christianity (aTroXoyia, " a reasoning away
"

of misconceptions). The duty of thus giving a defence when

questioned is plainly represented by the apostle as one

incumbent on everi/ believer. There is really involved in

the apostle's precept here, therefore, an exhortation to all

Christians to seek growth in knowledge, to " studi/ to answer
"

(Prov. XV. 28),—so as to be able, at least, to point out in a

simple way some outstanding features of the evidence for the

ti'uth of their religion.

According to the reading of T. R, which inserts 8e after

eroL/xot, the present clause would seem not to stand in an

immediate exegetical relation to dytda-are, but to be a cor-

rection of a misconception ; thus :
" Not, however, in your

' hallowing of Christ ' by completeness of trust, disdaining to

regard in any way the thoughts of your opponents about you

and about your Lord ; but, on the contrary, being ready to

answer their inquiries." But there is ample MS. authority

for omitting Be, which has slipped into the text possibly

through some thought of simplifying the period a little by

introducing here a new sentence, with the imperative as a

supplement.—The construction eroifjio'i irpo'i, quite classical,

occurs also in Tit. iii. 1.

—

Altovvti is governed by diroXoylav,

through the force of the cognate verb, which is felt to lie in a

measure in the substantive, diroXoyelaOat, being construed

with a dative (Acts xix. 33 ; 2 Cor. xii. 19). A construction
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like this, while perfectly natural, is not very common either

with classical writers or in IST. T. ; cf. another case with

uTToXoyLa, 1 Cor. ix. 3, and with ev'^^^apLa-rla, 2 Cor. ix.

11, 12; and see Winer, p. 264; A. Buttmann, p. 180.—On

the distinction between the constructions iravrl tu> alrovvri

(^z=7ravrl oari^ alrel) and Travrl alrouvTi, see Winer, p. 138.

—On X0709, as here used, cf. iv. 5 ; Rom. xiv. 12.

A reader feels that " hope " is exactly the word which

answers to the conditions of the case. Faith, of which the

Christians often spoke, would seem to the heathen around to

describe merely certain views or speculations on religion,

kindred in origin and in measure of trustworthiness to the

multitudes of products of fancy or of mental subtlety on this

subject which were to be heard or read of in that age. This

" faith " might interest philosophers, but men in general were

not likely to be particularly curious with regard to it. But

the " hope " of Christians,—a hope, as no doubt many heathen

with whom believers were brought into contact understood in

a vague way, of seeing the return in glory of Jesus who had

been crucified, and of receiving through Him an inheritance

of blessedness,—this hope, when manifest and vivid, sustaining

the Christian under obvious and severe trials, was a practical

power, which could not but attract the attention and excite

the interest of every beholder of the slightest tlioughtfulness.

The form, therefore, it is reasonable to suppose, which a

request made to believers for information about their religion

would take, would, in a very large proportion of cases, set

their " hope " in the foreground ; and specially on it the

" defence " would be made to bear.

The last clause of the verse is cautionary, " But see to it

that in all your defences of your religion the spirit of that

religion be maintained : let your vindications of truth be

given with nothing of arrogance, nor in a flippant, careless

way, as if by men of a superior caste ; but, on the contrary,

with meekness, and with that thoughtful, holy reverence which

beseems a pleading on such -a subject."—On " meekness," cf.
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iii. 4, note. By (po^o'i here does not seem to be meant " re-

verence " for those placed by Providence in a position of

authority, as in ii. 18, iii. 2 ; because, while no doubt the

precept of the verse includes a reference to defences made

before magistrates, it is in form quite general. Neither does

tlie sense " the fear of God," taken simply, quite suit the con-

]iection with /xerd, or the co-ordinate association of (^o^ov

with TTpavTTjTO'i. The idea intended appears rather to be that

expressed in the paraphrase just given, "reverence " of feeling

and manner, such as becomes the solemn importance of the

subject dealt with, and the momentous consequences which

may result from the statement made. This reverential feel-

ing is obviously an immediate outflow from, or a special mani-

festation of, the fear of God. The best commentary on this

little cautionary clause is to be found in Col. iv. 5, 6.

"Wiesinger well cites Luther's fine paraphrase of it, based on

his own experience at Worms and elsewhere :
" Then must ye

not answer with proud words, and state your cause with

defiance and with violence, as if ye would tear up trees ; but

with such fear and humility as if ye stood before God's judge-

ment-seat, ... so must thou stand in fear, and not rely

on thine own strength, but on the word and promise of Christ,

Matt. X. 19, 20."

Ver. 16. The participle here may be taken either as co-

ordinate with €ToifioL (6vT€<i) of the previous verse, or as sub-

ordinate to it. In the former case, the two clauses together are

attached to djidaaTe and expand its thought; in the latter case,

e-^ovTe'i brings in a most important reminder of a cautionary

kind in connection with readiness to answer inquiries. This

latter view seems the preferable. The clause €tol/jloi ktX., whilst

epexegetical of dyida-are, obviously does not illustrate the

central principle or essence of the " hallowing of Christ," but

draws attention to a mode in which the spirit of resolution to

liallow Him will show itself. But " having a good conscience"

lies in the very essence of " hallowing Christ," and the pre-

sent clause therefore hardly associates itself in a natural way
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with the preceding as co-ordinate. On the other hand, when

taken as grammatically subordinate, it fits in perfectly.

Having enjoined readiness to answer inquiries, and—in a

somewhat incidental way, as is shown by his treating the

words as a parenthesis—introduced the caution with respect

to " meekness and reverence," the apostle now proceeds

:

" remembering always the transcendent importance, in order

that your defences of Christianity may benefit men and glorify

God, of your not allowing your sufferings under persecution

to lead you to make in your conduct any compromise with

sin, but having the words with which you defend your religion

sustained by a consistently holy life." If the view suggested

in the notes on ver. 11, above, of the force of the 8e which

the apostle interjects into his quotation, be correct, then the

lelation between vv. 1 and 1 1 atlbrds a close parallel to that

here between vv. 15 and IG.

On avveiZrjaiv, cf. ii. 19, note. Where a moral quality is

ascribed to avveihrja-L^, as here a'yaOrj (also ver. 21 ; Acts

xxiii. 1 ; 1 Tim. i. 5, 19 ; KoX-q^ Heb. xiii. 18 ; KaOapd, 1 Tim.

iii. 9 ; 2 Tim. i. 3 ; d'rrpoa-KOTro'i, Acts xxiv. 1 6 ; irovTjpd, Heb.

X. 22), what is prominent in thought is plainly "conscience,"

as the power bound to govern, and not simply " conscious-

ness," as something passive. " A good conscience " is one

which, enlightened by the teaching of God's Spirit, is truthful

and distinct in its utterances, and vigorous in its pressure on

the will. In every Christian it has defects, no doubt.

Xot even in the most mature believer has the conscience

perfect clearness of vision, perfect articulateness of utterance,

])erfect energy. But God recognises as " a good conscience
"

one which aims with full honesty to do His will ; cf. Heb.

xiii. 18.—In the latter part of the verse the motive which is

suggested for " keeping a good conscience " is that, through

the steady persistence of Christians in well-doing, their

enemies, who from a partial acquaintance with their life mis-

judged them and spoke calumnies against them, might be

made ashamed. Xow this effect could be produced only by
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what was seen, Ly the workings in the outer life of a healthy

conscience, and therefore it may perhaps seem to us that it

would have been more natural for the apostle to speak ex-

pressly of the visible fruits of piety, saying, as in the precisely

parallel passage ii. 12, "having your life beautiful." The

bearings and effects of " keeping a good conscience," taking

that expression strictly, are simply subjective. To obtain a

correct view of Peter's purpose in using the words which

he has done, however, and thus be able to see their aptness

and the beauty and richness of his teaching in the passage, we

must bring the last words of the verse into association with

tlie first. The d^adqv attached to avaarpocpriv reduplicates

on the ci'yaOy'jv attached to a-vveih-r^aiv ; and the apostle here

iu most condensed language gives his readers the reminder

that true excellence of life can be produced only through the

workings of a soul made pure and holy, the firm government

of an enlightened healthy conscience. The use of the words

" having a good conscience " is obviously fitted to suggest also,

and perhaps was chosen by the apostle in order to suggest

another motive, of a subjective kind, besides that relating to

influence on others which he has expressed in the latter part

of the verse,—this motive, namely, " that in your defences of

Christianity you may have genuine comfort, and that their

reflex influence on your own spiritual life may be strengthen-

ing and elevating."

On tbe thought conveyed by the latter part of the verse,

and on the use of ev w, cf. ii. 12, notes. From assimilation

to the text of the parallel in that verse has no doubt arisen

the various reading here, KaraXaXovaiv (or KaToXakoio-Lv,—
found as a variant also in that passage) vjjiwv co? KaKoirotcov, in

place of the simple KaraXakela-de, given by Codex B, and

otherwise well supported.—On /caraia'^^^vvdceaiv, cf. ii. 6.—On

iirrjped^ovre'i, cf. Luke vi. 28, where, as here, the verb governs

an accusative,—whilst by the classical writers it is construed

generally with a dative, sometimes with a genitive. There

seems, particularly judging from a definition given by Aris-
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totle {Rhct. ii. 2), to be involved in the sense of this word, not

thoughtless misrepresentation or insult merely, but an element

of meanness and malignity. Its force as used here, therefore,

would seem to be not simply " traduce," but " enviously

traduce."—By eV XpLarw, " which you maintain in Christ

"

{i.e. " through your union to Him "), the apostle links the end

of the long period closely to the great precept with which it

began, " Hallow in your hearts Christ as Lord." It is as if

he said, " Eemember that your ayadr] avaarpojir], which your

enemies deride and traduce, is in and through Christ,—is, in

fact, the great distinctive mark in you of His presence and

power. It is then by faithful, persistent continuance in this

blameless and useful life that you will most impressively

prove that you liallow Christ as Lord."

Ver. 17. The connection intimated by 'yap is with avveiSijacv

e^ovre^ a<ya6rjv
; and by the verse, looked at in this connection,

we have substantially brought before us again the theme of the

whole passage, which was given us at the beginning in ver.

14, " If ye should suffer for righteousness' sake, ye are blessed,"

—a position exceedingly difficult for human nature to accept,

needing therefore iteration and reiteration, and as a matter of

fact set forth in Scripture in manifold ways and aspects. The

form in which the thought is presented here is very similar to

that found in ii. 19, 20. Kpeirrov replies to the feeling of

impatience which, in unguarded moments, is so apt to rise in

a Christian soul under persecution, and which in a vague way

tends to this utterance, " The treatment would seem less hard

to me, if I had a sense of having deserved it by misconduct."

" Let any thought of this kind be far from you," says the

apostle ;
" it is better, immeasurably better, every way (bcaiius

infinitis modis, Bengel), if it should be God's will to have you

suffer, that you suffer in and for well-doing, than in and for evil-

doing,—better, whetlier you regard imniediately the glorifying

of your Father in heaven, or your own spiritual peace and

welfare under the trouble, or healthful influence on the world,

—better both as respects the present and the future." On the

Q
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rhetorical understatement (Xctott]^) in KpecTTov (the thought

which the apostle really intends to send home being, of course,

that suffering for evil-doing has in it nothing at all of good,

but the very reverse), cf. the use of apueTo^; in iv. 3, with note.

—The use of Kpelrrov here, in which the word obviously in-

cludes both the notion of moral excellence and that of happi-

ness, is as in 1 Cor, vii. 9, 38, xi. 17; 2 Pet. ii. 21.—On

the supplement in the apodosis, Kpelrrov (eVxi), and on the

construction el 6e\ot, cf. iii. 14, notes.

In the use of both deXrjfia and deXoi. in the clause there is

not really anything of pleonasm, the thought in the substan-

tive being of an energy considered simply as existent, in the

verb that of a special action of the energy,—in the one of a

fountain, in the other of an outflow from it : cf. rr]v /3ov\t]i>

rov 6eXr]fjLaro'i avrov, Eph. i. 11; and see Winer, p. 755. The

mode of expression is evidently intended to direct attention

very prominently to the fact that suffering does not come

through any blind chance, but through a Will, guided by in-

finite goodness and infinite wisdom
;
and therefore that, seeing

God has sent it, and is looking down on everything connected

with it, His. people, suffering for doing right, may well restrain

all murmuring, cleave to Him in holy obedience, and feel

assured of a happy issue.—Seeing that out of the infinitive

clause, which is the subject of Kpelrrov {iari), we have to

supply, as the object of Oekou, not the whole a^adorroiovvra^;

'7rdcr')(eLv, but simply rrda'^eiv, rigid exactness might have

required vp,a<; 7rd(Tj(eiv to be expressed after OeXoi ; but tliis

would have clogged the sentence, and there is no real ambi-

guity.—The question arises whether the participles in their

relation to Trda'^eiv are intended to intimate concomitance

merely or cause, " vjJiile doing well, ivhile doing evil," or "for

doing well, /or doing evil ;
" cf. dyadoirotovvre'i kuI 'jrda^ovre'i,

ii. 20, note. Looking to the feeling possibly arising in the

minds of some Christians under persecution, to which this

verse appears to be meant as a reply (see above), there seems

no reason to doubt that tlie causal relation, "for" was upper-
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most in the apostle's mind, thongli he has chosen to put the

case more generally.

Vv. 18—iv. 6. Prooffrom tlie case of the LorclJesus, tliat svffci'-

ing ill flesh for righteousness' sake hrings quickening in

spirit ; and exhortation to the helievers, hased on this, to

hear persecution 'patiently, and let no hostility of the worUl

turn them avmy from 'persistent p)nrsuit of holiness.

This paragraph has some grave difficulties of interpretation.

Its relation to the context and its general aim, however, are suffi-

ciently clear. The introductory particle on indicates that the

exhortation hegun in ver. 13 to patient endurance of persecution

for righteousness' sake, and, in particular, the summary state-

}nent of ver. 17, that " it is better to suffer as well-doers than

as evil-doers," are here supported, the support being by appeal

to the example of Christ in yielding Himself to suffering and

death for a holy and gracious end. That this course of thought

is continued is shown by iv. 1, which expressly makes a prac-

tical application of the Saviour's example in suffering ; and

out of the exhortation given in that verse the observations in

vv. 2-6 arise, though in the latter part with some obscurity

as regards the precise connection, which has to be considered

in the detailed exegesis there. Throughout the whole passage

the apostle has prominently before his mind the relations to

each other, and the comparative importance, of the two ele-

ments in the human constitution, and the two spheres of life

and interest to which thus man belongs,—the bodily, material,

adp^, and the spiritual, Trvev/xa. We find these set in anti-

thesis in the fh'st verse of the section (iii. 18), and again in

the last verse (iv. 6) ; whilst at the middle also (iv. 1) we

trace the presence of the same contrast, the formal addition

to iradoiv twice of aapKl not being explicable in a natural

way except on the supposition of an implied reference to the

bearing which " suffering in flesh " has on " energy and
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happiness in spirit." Seeing then that this antithesis has so

evidently determined to a considerable extent the apostle's

line of remark, it may be considered with justice to be the

key to the interpretation of the paragraph, in so far as, in so

complicated a passage, any single thought can serve as a key.

Ver. 18. Reference to Christ's example as a Sufferer brings

up of necessity to every Christian mind thought also of the

gracious purpose of His suffering. Here therefore, as in the

similar passage, ii. 21-25, the apostle is naturally led to touch

upon this. It is very interesting to see in these references

the intense adoring thankfulness with which, through the

teaching of the Spirit, the sufferings of Jesus had come to be

looked upon by that disciple who, when these were pro-

phetically intimated to him, said with horror, " Be it far from

Thee, Lord; this shall not be unto Thee" (Matt. xvi. 21, 22).

—The line of thought in its barest form is, " You are called

on as Christians to suffer, and it is a good thing for you thus

to suffer in well-doing, for Christ, our great Exemplar,—whom
to follow is always good, and always brings good,—suffered

for well-doing." But from the outset we have the reference

made detailed,
—

" Because Christ died " (or " suffered,"—see

Critical Notes) " for sins once, a Righteous One for unrighteous,

that He might bring us to God."

"Aira^ has evidently an emphasis, " once and no more,"

" once for all
;

" cf Jude 3, and particularly the use of the

compound e<^dira^ in Rom. vi. 10. The contrast implied here

is closely similar to that which is expressed in that verse.

B}^ Kpelrrov (ver. 1 7) our apostle, as we saw, meant not merely

moral superiority considered simply by itself, but superiority

from the point of view of advantage to be gained. By aira^

we have at the very outset a suggestion of how sublimely

this Kpelrrov was realized in the case of our Torerunner : He

died once, to pass thereby to the power of an endless life and

to an immeasurable glory,—The prepositions irepl and virip,

very nearly synonymous in their figurative applications, and

often confounded, are employed in this verse with exactness.
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Ilept simply indicates the gatheriug of thought, speech, action

—favourable, or unfavourable, or indifferent, as the case may-

be— "around" or "about" a subject,— the sense of "on

account of " being in the present place given by the context

:

vTrep suggests a certain favourable interest, a kindly, protecting

bending " over." Thus, in speaking of the Saviour's redeem-

ing work, whilst there is some variation, yet naturally and

usually Trepl stands connected with " sins," and virip with

" sinners :
" cf. Eom. viii. 3, 1 John ii, 2, iv. 10 ; 1 Pet, ii. 21,

John X. 15, XV. 13, Eom. v. 6, 8. On the easy transition

of thought, in virep used of the work of Christ, from the sense

of "on behalf of" to that of "in room of," cf. ii. 21, note.

In the place before us there appears to be scarcely full

naturalness in the antithetical mention of " righteous " and

" unrighteous," unless we suppose the thought of substitu-

tion to have been actually present to the apostle's mind.

On the use of irepi and virep, cf. Lightfoot or EUicott on Gal.

i. 4.—There is evidence in N. T. that " the Eighteous One "

was a well-known designation of the Lord Jesus in the primitive

Church ; see Acts iii. 14, vii. o2,xxii. 14 ; 1 John ii. 1
;
pro-

bably also Jas. V. 6. The omission of the article in the

present place is obviously intended, by leaving the contrasted

terms " righteous " and " unrighteous " in uninterrupted view,

to give the supreme marvel (Eom. v. 6-8) its full power; see

i. 10, note on 7rpo(f)f]Tac. Of this clause there seems to be

a reminiscence and expansion in the Up. to Diogn. § 9, AvTo<i

rov thiov Tlov airehoTo \vjpov virep rjficov, tov aytov virep

avofxoyv, rov ccKaKov virep rcov kukcov, tov Blkuiov virep roiv

uhiKWV.

The form in which the purpose of the Saviour's self-sacrifice

is here set forth by the apostle, " that He might bring you to

God," shows that some such picture of the state of man by

nature rose up before him as has been already given in ii. 25.

Man was far away from God, under His just sentence of exile,

severed from His fellowship, and thus from true goodness and

wisdom and happiness, avrl iroXirov cfivyd'i (Philo, Miuul. Opif.,
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Mang. p. 40). The propitiatory work of Christ was wrought

to the intent that, all obstacles being thereby removed, He

might through His Spirit lead His wanderers home to God,

The verb -rrpoadyeiv is not employed elsewhere in N. T, with

this spiritual reference, but the cognate substantive Trpoa-aywyij

is; cf. Rom. v. 2; Eph. ii. 18, iii. 12. Bengel, pressing the

force of the dative tw Qeoi as compared with the more rigidly

local TT/jo? Tov &e6v, finds the joyful readiness of God to receive

l)ack His banished ones implied in the case :
" Deo id volenti

;

plus notatur per dativum quam si diceretur ad Dnim." But

this is over-refining, for the dative is the regular construction

with this verb in N". T., wherever a remoter object is expressed

:

cf. Matt, xviii. 24 ; Acts xvi. 20.

The participles at the close of the verse belong to the clause

which is introduced by Im. Tliey clearly go together ; and it

is obvious that the second of them could not be attached to

the main verb aTredavev as an expansion or circumstantial

addition. But in the clause of purpose both participles are

perfectly in place. The apostle designs to show in the case

of the Saviour—-the typical, or, more exactly, the germinant

case, as all His people, living in and through Him, know it to

be—how suffering for righteousness' sake brings advantage,

according to the Kpelrrov of ver. 17. This has been pointed

to, as we have seen, by aira^. In the participial clauses

before us it is explicitly set forth, both as to fact and mode,—
the Saviour's death in flesh being described as essentially

associated with new and glorious life in spirit.

By some excellent interpreters (as Huther, Wiesinger,

Alford) ^cooTToiTjdei^ is thought, in accordance with the strict

sense of that verb, to refer to our Lord's resurrection. Huther,

having defined o-dp^ to cover everything in the constitution of

man by which he stands related to and has communication

Avith the world, as distinguished from tendencies and faculties

having to do with his relation to God (which belong to the

TTvev/jLo), goes on to give this as his view of Peter's meaning,

—that " Christ entered into the state of death, in so far as the
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crapf pertained to Him, so that His life in the Resh(sein sarkisches

Lehen) ceased; but from death He was brought again to life,

—

was raised up,—in so far as the irvev/jia pertained to Him, so that

the new life was purely spiritual (pneuviatisrJi)." Wiesinger'

s

way of stating the case is that, " as regarded soul and body,

Christ ceased to live fleshwise (sarkisch), living thenceforward

spiritually (2^neicmatisch)." This exegesis is beset with very

serious difficulties. First, in whatever way we translate the

dative irvev/uLari—" in, with, according to, spirit," " spiritwise,"

or in any other way consistent with the force of the case

—

the meaning of " raised to life with a spiritual body " is not

obtained at all naturally, is indeed quite decidedly forced.

Supposing the reference of ^woTroiT/^et? to be to the resurrec-

tion of our Lord, the only meaning which Trveufxari, in the

present antithesis, would naturally yield would be that He

had a spiritual but in no sense a bodily resurrection. Secondhj,

the supposed meaning, looked at, as it must be, in the light of

the antithesis, is contrary to fact. Huther, admitting that

TTvev/jua is not = adofia Trvev/iariKov (1 Cor. xv. 44), attempts

to justify his position with respect to the sense here, by main-

taining that, in the body with which the Lord rose from the

grave, He was " no longer iv aapKi, but entirely iv Trvevfiari,."

ISTow, whatever changes there may have been in the constitution

of our Lord's body at His rising from the dead, this statement of

Huther could not possibly meet with a more direct contradic-

tion than is given by Christ's own words spoken with respect

to His resurrection body, irvevfia adpica . . . ovk e)(ei, KaOoi^

ifjik dewpelre e^ovra (Luke xxiv. 39). Thirdhj, the supposed

force of TTvevfxa is not congruous with its use, express or im-

plied, in the rest of the paragraph. Quite evidently, as we

have seen, the central thought throughout is of the bearing

which suffering in flesh has on life and energy in spirit. Now

a reference in our present passage, the starting-point of this

course of thought, to our Lord's resurrection, and to His

spiritual body, would introduce an element which does not

naturally associate itself in any way with the use made of
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the antithesis subsequently. Considering these difficnlties,

we may most safely, with the great majority of expositors,

hold that ^(ooTToiTjOeh is not meant by the apostle to describe

our Lord's resurrection.

The dative in a-apKi and Trvev/xan is that familiar one of the

sphere to which a general predicate is limited; and the absence

of the article indicates—particularly seeing that there is no pre-

position—that in the writer's mind the form which the concep-

tion took was not specific, " in His flesh,"
'•' in His spirit," but

had the ntmost generality, " in flesh," " in spirit ;
" cf iv. 1, 6

;

Gal. iii. 3. The one sphere is that of what is bodily, outward,

material, in which the physical life dwells (cf ev aapKi, iv. 2)

;

the other is that of the moral nature, of thought, will, affection,

—and this here, according to the usual reference of 7rvev/j,a in

N. T., viewed on its directly Godvvard side. In a place where

the contrast is so direct as here, it is obviously quite unnatural

to suppose different forces of the dative in the two nouns, and (as

A. E. v., deviating in this from the older English versions) to

translate " m the flesh," " hi/ the spirit." It is manifest at the

same time, however, from the nature of the case, that the anti-

thesis in the two clauses is not absolutely exact. As regarded

" flesh," there was the departure of life ; as regarded " sj)irit,"

the only possible reference of ^oio7ron]6eL<;, when spoken of the

Lord Jesus Christ, is not to a departure of death, to a begin-

ning of life where formerly there had been death, but to an

accession of power and energy, a " quickening " so great and

glorious as naturally to suggest the image of "life from the

dead " (Eom. xi, 1 5). As C. F. Fritzsche expresses it, pointedly,

though with a slight alteration as regards the precise form of

the thought, " Christ's death was no doubt death for His body,

but for His spirit it was birth" (Nova Opusc. Acad. p. 287).

In every language, words which mean " quicken, enliven,"

naturally tend towards a somewhat free use, such as this.

We see the action of this tendency in N". T. in the case of

^cooTToieiv (as in 2 Cor. iii. 6 ; Gal, iii. 2 1) ; and the " quick-

ening" of the seed through death (1 Cor, xv. 36,(tv o o-Tre/pei?
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ov ^woTTOLeLTai, iav fii] diroOuvrj) is as exact a parallel in even^

way to the case before us as could well be conceived.

The course of thought distinctly shows that the "quickening

in spirit " resulted from the " being put to death in flesh
"

(cf. John xii. 24, where, though the word ^(ooiroLelv is not

used, the parallelism of thought with the present passage is

so close that a reader may reasonably think of the saying of

the Lord Jesus there as not improbably in our apostle's mind

at this point). But the antithesis does not determine the

time of the quickening. "We may hold it to have followed

immediately upon the Lord's death, or to have been coincident

with His resurrection. Supposing, however, that it coincided

in time with His resurrection, still, as we have seen, the facts

designated by " resurrection " and by " quickening," as the

word is here used, were distinct.

Vv. 19, 20. The difficulty connected with this famous

passage does not to any great extent lie in uncertainty with

respect to the meaning of separate words or phrases. As to

the exact sense of two or three of these, however, there has

been some variety of opinion ; and it seems desirable to clear

the way for discussion of the main question by dealing first

with these.—By a few scholars the antecedent to Iv c2 has been

thought to be either the leading statement of the previous verse,

aireOavev, or the immediately preceding participial clause,

—

the meaning then being " whereby," = hia rod airoOavelv, or

hia Tov TTvevfiaTL ^(ooTrocrjdrjvai,—or possibly even (cf. Heb.

vi. 1 7) " wherefore " {uvtI tov 8 t 6, alTioXoyiKot^, (Ecumen.).

The proposed construction is no doubt grammatically possible,

and, if an exegesis of the verse otherwise probable required

the adoption of it, no decided objection could be made to

" whereby ; " the somewhat exceptional " wherefore " cannot

well be called for here. But i\\e prima facie antecedent to c5

is not the clause, but simply its last word, the substantive

TTvev/jbaTc ; and the judgement of interpreters generally is that

there is no ground for seeking another. Accepting this con-

nection as in all likelihood the true one, tv w means " in
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which " as a mode of being, or a sphere of action, the idea of

"through wliich" being also possibly present, but not pro-

minent. The closest parallel to the way in which eV is here

used is probably eStKatwdt) ev irvevfian, 1 Tim. iii. 16.

The words roc'i ev (pvXaKrj irvevfiaaiv cannot mean anything

else than " to the spirits in prison." Such translations of a^

(pvXaKj} as " in a watch-tower," or " in safe keeping," have been

proposed by some expositors (as Calvin, Horsley), who hold the

apostle's statement to have reference to a preaching of Christ

to the spirits of jjw7^5 dead, guarded from all evil, and looking

out eagerly for the full blessedness of the resurrection. But

renderings like these are devoid of support from N. T. usage.

With regard to the force of eKijpv^ev also the usage of N. T.

is decisive. Whilst, no doubt, this verb in itself simply

means " to make proclamation as a herald " (so in Eev. v. 2),

and might therefore readily enough be employed in reference

to an announcement of a stern as well as to one of a m'acious

tenor, yet, in fact, in the language of our Lord and His apostles

it is never used of such, but habitually—whether construed

with an accusative (to evajyeXcov, rov \6yov, or the like), as

(xal. ii. 2, 2 Tim. iv. 2 ; or, as here, without one, as Matt. xi. 1,

Mark iii. 14—the verb designates the setting forth of some

aspect of God's grace in Christ. The thought, therefore,

which has been suggested by some of those interpreters who

hold the passage to speak of a visit of Christ to lost spirits

(as Hollaz, Zezschwitz, Schott), that the word here points to

an announcement of doom, a prcedicatio (or concio) damnatoria,

is untenable. Where Christ is said to have " preached,"

without any specification of what was the subject, the natural

conclusion, beyond all doubt, is " that the contents and design

of this K7]pvyfia were in liarmony with the Ktjpvjfxa of Christ

elsewhere " (Huther). It may safely be said that, had the

apostle intended to speak of an announcement of doom, he

could not by possibility have employed a word which, both in

his own memory and in that of his readers, had always been

associated with mercy. It is obvious also that in a passage
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like the present—immediately following a statement of the

gracious work and purpose of Christ, and intended, as a reader

cannot but think, to illustrate in some way that " quickening

in spirit" through which He was to "bring us to God"—the

mention of a visit to lost souls to declare their perdition seems

far from natural or relevant. The same objections hold to

the view maintained by Bengel (which Calvin, whose inter-

pretation of this passage is rather vague, seems also, Inst. ii.

16. 9, to some extent to favour), that the " heralding " was two- ^

fold, of grace and of doom, according to the spiritual condition

before death :
" quibusdam (prreconium) evangelicum, ad con-

solationem,— aliis, et fortasse plerisque, legale, ad terrorem."

The translation of the two verses accordingly runs thus

:

" In which (spirit) also He went and preached to the spirits in

prison, disobedient once (or, aforetime) when the long-suffering

of God waited patiently in the days of Noah, while an ark

was a preparing, in which few (persons), eight souls, namely,

were saved througli water." What is it that is heie referred

to ? What is meant by " the spirits in prison,"— and

when and how did Christ " preach " to them ? As one

possible view of the reference supports, or seems to support, a

certain doctrinal position with regard to the bearing of the

work of Christ on the prospects of souls between death and the

resurrection, dogmatic prepossessions naturally tend to influ-

ence somewhat the judgements of expositors, and no doubt

have done so,—probably, from the nature of the subject, on

both sides, and with not very unequal force. Some modern

commentators give it as their opinion that, however much

mystery may attach to the subject on which the apostle

touches, yet what it is that he states is amply clear, and that

to dogmatic prejudice alone is due the supposition of any

difficulty in determining this. Seeing, however, that, as a matter

of fact, to innumerable scholars of piety, learning, and sound

judgement—many of them not keen dogmatists, but men of a

quiet spirit and. of much holy candour, such, for example, as

Leighton—the exegesis of the verses has seemed very per-
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plexing, there is jj/-»;ift fade likelihood that the difficulties are

not altogether projected into plain words by theological pre-

possessions, but to some extent lie in the passage itself. The

very inability to see that this is so may possibly itself arise,

in a measure, from dogmatic prejudice. There seem to be

real difficulties, both when one looks carefully at the passage

by itself, and when its relation to the context is brought into

consideration.

One view of the apostle's reference, which has commended

itself to very many expositors, is that he speaks of something

which was done by the Saviour after His death, in the region

of separate souls. Eliminating as untenable, on grounds

already mentioned, those forms of this exegesis in which our

Lord's mission is supposed to have been to pious souls, or,

being to souls of wicked men, to have been for the denuncia-

tion of doom,—we have left for consideration, as the supposed

meaning of Peter's statement, that the Lord Jesus after His

death—either while still disembodied (so most of those who

maintain this interpretation), or after assuming His new body

(so Huther, Wiesinger, and some others)—visited the region

of lost souls, and there made proclamation of His work of

grace to the spirits of that wicked generation who perished in

the Deluge. The sense here attached to the expression

" spirits in prison," as equivalent to " souls of bad men in ^

their place of punishment," is beyond doubt the natural one ;

'

and (f>v\aK7] with a closely kindred application is found in

Eev. XX. 7 ; cf. 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6. Wright (Bibl. Essays,

p. 167) well cites also, as to some extent illustrative, Isa.

xxiv. 21, 22, where the words in LXX. are hecr^wTrjpLov and

o-^vpwjxa. Peter's <pv\aKi] here corresponds exactly to Justin

Martyr's x^R'^'^ X^^P^'^> ^^^ ''^^^ f^^^ "^^^ evae^cov {'^iJ-)^^<;) iv

KpeiTTOVi TTov %wp« /Liev€iv, ra? Se dSiKov^ Kol 7rovr]pa<i iv

^eipovL, Tov T7}9 Kpi(jeai<i eKSe'x^ofiei'a'i '^povov [Try^h. 5).

It is quite clear that, in considering the meaning of the

passage, we cannot deal with it as if it contained an isolated

anecdote, but must have regard to its relations to the con- V
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text. It occurs in the course of a paragrapli of counsel and

encouragement to persecuted believers. The example of the

Lord Jesus has been adduced ; and the words now before us

are closely connected, as eV w indicates, with the last state-

ment of the previous verse, that, " having been put to death

in flesh, Christ was quickened in spirit,"—a statement which,

as examination of the modes of expression in iv. 1, 6, has

already shown us, had great prominence at the time in the

apostle's thouglits, and indeed determined to a'certain extent

tlie whole line of his observations throughout the paragraph.

We naturally conclude^ then, that the present relative sentence

was meant to illustrate this statement in some way ; and, on

that view of the reference which has just been given, we

must suppose that our Lord's "preaching to the spirits in

prison " is mentioned as affording a most striking proof of His

having been " quickened in spirit." Both in the sentence

taken by itself, and when it is thus viewed in its relation to

the context, very grave difficulties in the way of this exegesis

present themselves.

In the first place, it will be observed that tlie participle

ciTreiOr^craatv has no article,—a lact which, attached in con-

struction as the M'ord is to a substantive which has the

article, intimates, according to one of the least variable of all

the rules of Greek syntax, that the participle is employed, not

attributively, but as a part of the predicate, being intended to

explain or illustrate the statement contained in the verb to

which the participle is subordinate, by adding some informa-

tion with regard to time, cause, manner, or the like. If such

a participial clause be rendered in English by a relative

pronoun (as here in both A. and E. V.,—cf. 2 Tim. i. 10),

it has to be borne in mind, for exactness of thought, that the

relative is appended somewhat loosely, and conveys really

such a force as would be given by " wlien," " seeing that,"

" although," " if," or some other conjunction. Now, what is

the logical force of the participle in the place before us,

supposing the reference in the main verb eKijpv^ev to be to a
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" preaching " by the Saviour after His death in the region of

lost souls ? Mere precedence in time of the disobedience

('•' after they had been disobedient ") cannot be thought of as

relevant, millenniums having intervened ; neither can the

causal use (" because they had been disobedient ") well be

deemed possible ; and manner and hypothesis are out of the

question. No other force of the participle than the con-

cessive, " although," seems to present itself as even possibly

suitable ; and this can hardly be judged very natural. Seeing

that in the incarnation, and at every stage of His work and

His sufferings, our Lord '• commended His love toward us

"

supremely through this, that " although " we were sinners,

Iiard-hearted and disobedient, still He dealt with us in grace,

it does not seem likely that the apostle—purposing to illus-

trate the glorious increase of spiritual power which followed

His sufferings and death—would, speaking of His " preaching
"

to certain lost souls, add " although they were aforetime dis-

obedient." Such a clause hardly has the strength and point

characteristic of Scripture expression. Had such been the

thought, moreover, this would obviously, in the connection,

liave very special stress laid upon it, and Kalirep, one may

naturally think, would probably liave been prefixed,—cf. c.ij.

2 Pet. i. 12; Heb. v. 8, vii. 5, xii. 17. On this last point,

however, while from the structure of the sentence some weight

may be laid, yet we cannot fairly lay much, when we compare

e.g. 1 Tim. i. 7, 13.—This point in the grammar of the passage,

one plainly by no means unimportant in its bearing on the

exegesis, is to a somewhat singular extent overlooked or

slurred over by commentators,—perhaps because the frequent

translation by a relative pronoun tends to hide the precise

state of the case. Wiesinger, with his characteristic careful-

ness and candour, has had regard to the anarthrous construc-

tion, and has translated, in accordance with rule, by " after^y

they had been disobedient," subsequently explaining this to

mean, in the connection, " although they had been dis-

obedient." But many, most perhaps, of those who support
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that view of the reference of the passage which is now under

discussion, seem silently to disregard the want of the article,

translating and commenting as if it were present. De Wette,

i'or example, rendering " who aforetime were disobedient," has,

as his sole note on this,
—

" A further description of these

spirits through specification of their guilt." Huther does

touch on the grammatical question, and expressly maintains

that the absence of the article makes no difference in the

meaning. He criticises Wiesinger's rendering " although,"

observing—with some reason, as has been already seen—that

" an adversative relation of this kind would have needed to

Ije more plainly expressed
;

" and, as his own position, he

asserts that " the participle attached in an adjectival way to

a substantive is often enough joined to it without an article."

Xo instance, however, is cited. The remark is eitlier wholly

irrelevant, having reference to the case of an anarthrous

participle connected with a substantive which is itself anar-

throus, or it is curiously divergent from commonly received

grammatical doctrine. Sheldon Green, whose discussion of

the use of the article in his Gram, of ]\\ T. is among the

i'ullest and the most philosophical and satisfactory to be found

anywhere, expressly (p. 54) adduces the present passage as

one of his examples of proof given by anarthrousness that a

participle is not employed for the purpose of more full defini-

tion, but is closely associated with the main verb, and has a

force which may be paraphrased by a conjunction.

Secondly, on that view of the reference of the passage

which is now before us, the proportions, and the relations to

each other, of the two parts of the sentence are hard to

explain,— whatever be regarded as the precise form of

thought lying in the conuection of the participle with the

main verb, whether " although " or some other. The sub-

ordinate clause beginning with aireiOTjaaacv is three times as

long as the principal one,—a fact certainly fitted to suggest

that much of the force of the apostle's illustration or proof of

our Lord's being " quickened in spirit " is to be found in that
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clause
;
yet in truth, on the present exegesis, not merely has

the clause no particular force, hut of some of it even the

relevancy is, to say the least, not obvious. The mention of

" the patient waiting of the divine long-suffering in the days

of Noah," and the reference to the " few " who were saved,

—a fact seemingly judged by Peter of such weight in his

course of thought that he adds the precise number,—would

have been entirely pertinent by way of contrast, had it been

stated in the main clause that the Lord's brief preaching

after His death liad been effectual, having turned a multitude

of the wicked spirits, or all of them, to repentance ; but on

this head not the slightest hint is given. No doubt, suppos-

ing " although " to represent the link of thought, a certain

relevancy may be discerned in the earlier statement of the

participial clause,—as bringing out impressively the guilt of

the antediluvian sinners, by describing the long-suffering

which they spurned. The latter part, however, regarding

the small number of the saved, does not seem to fit in

naturally. With " although " as the introductory word, this

part of the sentence must be supposed to point out the all

but universality of impenitence in that generation. Now,

the stress of the whole statement really resting on this,

it seems very unlikely that the apostle Avould have left it

to come before the mind simply by inference,—what he

ex2Jrcsscs being that divine mercy was shown to the penitent

few.

Thirdly, the fact adverted to above, that nothing more is

said with regard to our Lord's supposed work among the lost

spirits than that He " 'preaclied " to certain of them, constitutes n/

in itself a ditticulty in the way of accepting the view under

consideration. The death of Christ brought life to men. His

"quickening in spirit" has been proved by the joy and holi-

ness of a multitude which no man can number. This we

know. Now, natural as it might seem to speak of these

triumphs which have been achieved by the " quickened

"

Christ in this world, we may no doubt suppose it to have
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nevertheless been Peter's intention, on some OTound, in mvino-

a proof of the Lord's power in spirit, to speak of action by

Him in the regions of the dead rather than among men on

earth. But the simple announcement that Christ " preached
"

in Hades to the spirits of a certain class of wicked men, seems

to lack that great and manifest weight as evidence which in

the connection is naturally looked for.

Fourtlily, it is difficult, looking at the apostle's manner of

expression, to think anything else than that he believed him-

self to be in this passage saying sometliing as far as possible

from obscure, something which, as regarded its meaning and

its bearings, every reader would at once understand and

recognise as fully pertinent to the course of thought. At no

point does his tone suggest, " Behold, I show you a mystery."

In particular, the way in which in the subordisate clause he

dwells on the conduct and fate of the antediluvians while on

earth, gives a reader irresistibly the impression—assuming the

interjDretation under discussion to be true—that in the writer's

mind his statement that in the regions of the lost the Saviour

preached to the spirits of these men, had a special and obvious

relevancy to his line of remark, and a distinct and manifest

bearing on the circumstances of those whom he addresses.

Now, in point of fact, special relevancy of any kind in

a reference to the position or history of the antediluvian

unbelievers, as analogous to or having any peculiar bearing

whatever en that of the Asiatic Christians, is so far from

being obvious, that of all the attempts which have been made

by scholars holding the exegesis under consideration to exhibit

such, no one makes even a slight approach to reasonable like-

lihood. At every point the position of the apostle's readers

stood in direct contrast to that of the antediluvian sinners.

Instead of being impenitent, living obstinate under the divine

long-suffering during many years of outward prosperity, those

to whom this letter was written were servants of God, sorely

tried by persecution for their faithfulness to Him ; and the

present passage is a prominent part of a paragraph of
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encouragement to hope, and to patient cleaving to Christ and

His service, notwithstanding persecution. Not merely, there-

fore, does nothing specially suited to their case in the detailed

mention of the antediluvians present itself, but the absence of

parallelism is somewhat marked. And the thought of the

application of a contrast, or of a parallel with the position of

the adversaries of the Asiatic believers, does not seem to have

the slightest naturalness, or at all to suit the details of the

passage. It may be said that perhaps teaching given orally

to these Churches by Peter or—to his knowledge—by some

other evangelist, may have made them familiar with the Lord's

preaching in Hades to the spirits of the antediluvians, and

trained them to see certain subtle analogies between the case

of these ancient rebels against God and their own, or bearings

of it of some kind on their circumstances such as might make

a reference to it specially helpfuL Nothing at all, however,

can be said in support of this supposition, except that, if it

were true, the particular form of exegesis now before us would

be somewhat simplified thereby. It has no historical support,

and, while of course not impossible, seems to be in a very high

degree unlikely. That a statement of so remarkable a kind

should be made over the Pauline region of Asia Minor, so

early, widely, and fully, as would be implied in the appre-

hension of Peter's supposed statement here as something

thoroughly familiar by the members of all the Churches

throughout all the provinces named in the beginning of the

Epistle,—and yet that not the slightest allusion to this teaching

should be found in any of the Apostle Paul's letters, nor any

tradition of it in later literature,—is exceedingly improbable.

Accordingly we have every reason to think that, if the inter-

pretation of the apostle's language which we have now before

us be the true one, then in a passage, the structure and con-

nection of which appear distinctly to imply the writer's belief

that its statements were familiar, and their argumentative

force and special pertinence obvious, to those for whom he

wrote, the main statement—one of a very remarkable nature
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—was in fact startlingly new to them, and the logical bearing

of the whole obscure in the extreme.

These difficulties in the way of accepting this exegesis seem

to be very grave. By many of those who accede to it, a

great deal has been read into the passage. It has been

supposed that the apostle's words may legitimately be taken

as intended to suggest that Christ's preaching to the spirits

of the antediluvians carried with it saving power ; and also

that these spirits represent the whole class of human souls

which have passed out from this earthly life impenitent.

Supposing the thought thus amplified, while some of those

objections to the interpretation which have been mentioned

would remain in their full strength, the relation of the main

statement to the apostle's line of thought in the context

would be simplified. The Lord's " quickening in spirit

"

would be impressively illustrated. But all this reading in

of teaching additional to what the apostle expresses is purely

arbitrary. There is not a word in the passage, or in the

context, to hint either that the antediluvians are spoken of

as representing any wider class, or that the " preaching " of

the Lord was effectual. The very fact, indeed, that by adding

certain ideas we satisfy in some measure the requirements of

the context, while, as the words stand, there seems to be but

very imperfect accordance with these requirements, goes to

show it to be unlikely that we may justly add these ideas.

The apostle's own impulse, yearning as he was to comfort

and stimulate his brethren, must have been to state his case as

strongly as, consistently with what he knew to be true, he

was able to do,—or at least up to the point where no sense

of disappointment with respect to the aptness and force of

the illustration or evidence which he brings forward could

reasonably be felt. His stopping where he has done, there-

fore, seems to show that he could not go farther,—or else

that what he has said was meant by him with a different

reference from that which this exegesis gives it.

A few interpreters indeed—including, singularly enough
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the generally so judicious Bengel—have endeavoured to make

out that the assumption of a wider reference than to the

spirits of the antediluvian unbelievers is not arbitrary,—this

reference lying in the statements of the passage itself. They

take Tot? €v (^vKafcfi Trvev/jbacrcv to mean all the lost spirits,

and assume that then the apostle goes on—with an under-

stood " particularly," or " for example " — to speak in some

detail of a certain class, a species under the afore-mentioned

genus. This is a refuge of desperation. Nothing can be more

certain than that, according to the principles of Greek writing,

aTreidrjcraaLv does not answer to Tot9 Trvevfiaatv as the second

member of a parallelism to the first (which is obviously the

kind of structure supposed), but that it is in the strictest

sense in agreement with it, and precisely co-extensive. Eeuss

(Christ. Thcol, E. T. vol. ii. p. 27-i) says candidly, "The

difficulty, that Peter seems to restrict the ' preaching ' to the

contemporaries of Noah, is insoluble,—unless we are prepared

to say that the author, in commencing the phrase in ver. 20,

was so preoccupied with the typological comparison he meant

to institute between the Flood and baptism, that he thus forgot

to insert some word which would have shown that the ante-

cedent phrase had a universal application to the unbelievers

of former days, and tliat the victims of the Deluge were

introduced only as a particular example." If supplementary

dealing with Scripture • in the way here suggested by Eeuss

were recognised as legitimate, the boundaries of Christian

doctrine might be extended very rapidly.

According to another view of the apostle's meaning in this

passage, which has been held by some excellent expositors (as

Sch(3ttgen, Grotius, Leighton ultimately, Bp. Burnet, and

Professor John Brown), he speaks of the proof of the

Lord's having been mightily " quickened in spirit " which

was given by the marvellous and widely diffused saving

efficiency of His "i^reaching" through the apostles from

I'entecost onwards. The human race in its universality and

continuity is supposed to be spoken of. The expression.
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" the spirits in prison," designates living men, wlio are by

nature in a prison-house, in bondage to sin and Satan (cf. Isa.

xlii. 7, i^aya<yetv e| o'i/cov (pvXaKrj'i, Sept. ; xlix. 9, Ixi 1).

The reference to the condition of mankind in the time before

the Deluge (the same race as those to whom the apostles

preached," iidem nou apt^//,65,utAristoteles loquitur, sed genere,"

Grotius) is made, and this in a somewhat detailed way, " to

show the greater efficacy of Christ's preaching than of Noah's,

though he was a signal preacher of righteousness " (Leighton).

This is ingenious and attractive. It accords well with the

course of thought in the context, aud accounts to some extent

for the structure of ver. 2 0. The ascription of the apostolic

preaching directly to the Lord, in whom it was carried on

and from whom came its power, has an exact parallel in Eph,

ii. 17, and a close analogy in Acts xxvi. 23. Any objec-

tion connecting itself with ev w, too, might be overcome by

adopting the construction— already recognised as possible,

though not probable—which takes as antecedent to the rela-

tive, not irvev/xaTi alone, but the clause ^cooTrocTjOeU Trvev/xart.

But there are serious and indeed insuperable difficulties in

the way of accepting this interpretation. The use, in a

passage like the present, of to?? ev (f>v\aKfj Trvevfxacriv in the

highly poetical sense here assumed seems to be exceedingly

unlikely, there being nothing whatever in the context to

direct the mind to such a meaning. It is true that the

word Krjpuaaetv occurs in the LXX. rendering of Isa. Ixi. 1,

Ilvevfia KvpLOv airkaraXKe /^e Kijpu^ai alyjxakonTOL'i ac^eatv.

This verb, however, is one in very conunon use, and no

indication can reasonably be recognised in tKijpv^ep of our

passage that that verse of Isaiah was in Peter's mind. But

the fatal objection to the exegesis lies in its making the

principal clause and the subordinate apply to different sets

of persons. The nature of the passage is not such as at all

to admit this variety of reference. The following sentence

has been given as one analogous in structure to the apostle's,

—"God sent the gospel to the Britons, who in the days of
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Cfesar were painted savages." This is a natural and intelli-

gible sentence ; and the persons spoken of in the relative

clause, whilst of the same race with those spoken of in the

main clause, were a different generation. Thus far there is

an analogy with what this exegesis takes the apostle's words

to mean. But it is obvious that, in the sentence quoted, the

words of the relative clause would be altogether irrelevant

and unnatural, if at the time wlien God sent the gospel, and

subsequently, the Britons had continued to be painted savages.

Difference of circumstances is essential to the subordinate

clause's having any pertinence. Now in our passage the

absence of difference of circumstances, with regard to what,

in the connection, is evidently the principal ];)oint, namely,

spiritual condition, stands out prominently on the face of the

sentence,—seeing that, according to the exegesis, those to

whom our Lord preached through the apostles are expressly

declared to have been "in the prison-house of sin." To a

main clause which says this, the statement with respect to

the men of the former generation, " disobedient aforetime,"

does not attach itself with the least naturalness.

The two forms of exegesis which have been discussed

make the " preaching " spoken of to have taken place after

the occurrences mentioned in the 18th verse. These inter-

pretations take for their chief guide regarding the reference

of the passage the 19th verse, as containing the principal

clause of the relative sentence, and that which first meets a

reader. According to it, the prima faeic likelihood un-

doubtedly is that the events are set before us in the order of

time in which they occurred, aireOavev (which 6avaTco06i<i

echoes), ^woTroLTjdel^; Trveviiari,, iropevOei^ eKrjpv^ev.

A third exegesis remains to be considered, which—finding

it difiicult to reconcile the first clause, when looked on as

mentioning an occurrence in sequence of time, with the latter

part of the sentence—begins with the consideration of this

latter part, and gathers from it tliat the reference in ev a>

7Top€v6eU eKrjpv^ev is an incidental one to a gracious work
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of Christ long prior to the events touched on in ver. 18. In

this case iKijpu^ev is conveniently, for distinctness, translated

by a plujDerfect,—the precise grammatical view of the case,

however, being not that the aorist is here used with the force

of a pluperfect, but that the writer prefers to make his

statement in a simple narrative way by itself, without

formally indicating the priority of the one past event to the

other. In such a case, indeed, as Alex. Buttmann remarks

{Gram. p. 200), an author seems for the moment to transfer

himself as a narrator to the time of the past event last men-

tioned, and then, quite naturally, to speak also of the event

prior to it by a tense of the simple past. This use of the

narrative preterite occurs occasionally, no doubt, in all lan-

guages : in English, particularly in conversational style, it is

frequent. In classical Greek the aorist employed in this

way is not uncommon in subordinate clauses ; and in the

Hellenistic writers, influenced by the Hebrew mode of expres-

sion, it is found in such clauses very frequently. With

relative pronouns and adverbs it occurs many times in N. T.

:

cf. e.g. Matt, xxvii. 55; Luke vi. 18, xix. 37; John xii. 1.

In the parallels. Matt, xxvii. 60, Mark xv. 46, the aorist

occurs in the one and the pluperfect in the other. In the

passage now before us the relative clause makes approach,

from the obvious weightiness of its statement, whatever

precisely is the reference, to the position of a principal rather

than a subordinate one. The relative pronoun is used with

something of that continuative force which our apostle favours

(cf. ver. 21, i. 6, 8, 10),—not, however, in the present

instance, to the extent of making this a separate sentence,

but merely one requiring to be marked off from what precedes

by a semicolon rather than a comma. In a statement of so

much independent weight, the use of the aorist where the

time is pluperfect is not at all so common as in subordinate

clauses strictly so called. It does occur occasionally, how-

ever ; cf. particularly the well - defined main statement in

Matt. xiv. 3. Looking at N. T. usacre with regard to this
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point, as a whole, there can be no reasonable doubt that,

supposing it to have been the apostle's purpose to refer in this

relative clause to an event prior to those mentioned in the

preceding verse, he might readily enough use the aorist ; and

if, in speaking of such an event, it was in his mind to employ

the word KTjpvcraeiv, there was a very great likelihood that he

would avail himself of this tense, because the perfect and

pluperfect active of this verb appear to have been but little

used, probably because the forms were felt to be somewhat

cumbrous and hardly euphonious. For the uncompounded

verb KTjpvaaeiv, indeed, no instance at all of either the perfect

or the pluperfect is cited by Veitch {Irreg. Gr. Verhs, s.v).

The supposition that in the present place a pluperfect force

belongs to iKrjpv^ev, is not confined to advocates of the

exegesis now under consideration. Thus Alford, who

strenuously maintains the reference to be to a work done by

our Lord after His death, holds that ^woiroi'qOei'i speaks of

His resurrection, but that the "preaching" took place between

death and resurrection, " because ev w koI ktX. might very

well be a taking up again of irvev/xarL, recapitulating some

former act also done in the spirit."

According to the exegesis now before us, the apostle's state-

ment is,
—

" in which also He went " (with the force of " had

gone ")
" and preached to the spirits in prison, when dis-

obedient aforetime," etc. The reference is in this case, of

course, to a gracious work done by our Lord in His divine

nature before His incarnation. In looking at the likelihood

of this mode of interpretation, we are apt, at first sight, to

have a sense of difficulty in passing from the antecedent

'TTvevfiaTi, as it stands connected with ^cooiroirjOeL^, to the

relative a>,—difficulty, however, which on a moment's con-

sideration we see to be possibly, and on further consideration

may see to be probably, due to our attaching to TrvevfMaTt a

limitation of reference which was not in the writer's mind.

What has been said in the close of the previous verse is that,

" having been put to death in flesh " (and manifestly, according
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to the course of thought, through being put to death in

flesh), " Christ was quickened "—introduced into new and

glorious energy—" in spirit." The manifestation given of the

divine righteousness through the Lord's propitiatory suffer-

ings and death made it a possible thing for Him, consistently

with the majesty of God's government, to bless men with life

everlasting (liom. iii. 25, 26). His entering into this sphere

of full life-giving gracious activity was His being "quickened

in spirit." Now, as was formerly observed, the words uapKL

and 'TrvevfiaTt have plainly, from their anarthrousness—and

this particularly seeing that they are used without a preposi-

tion— the greatest generality of reference possible in the

connection in which they stand. They designate constituents

of the Person of our Lord,—but this specially as spheres of

certain distinct kinds of experience and action, of which the

writer is mainly thinking. Not merely when one carefully

considers the line of thought in this passage itself, but still

more decidedly when we examine the use of aapKL in iv. 1,

and of aapKi and Trvevfiart in iv. 6,—a use quite indisputably

resting on the way in which the terms are employed here,

—

it is plain that this idea of spheres of experience stands fore-

most in the writer's mind. We seem to have no reason to

suppose that, when the apostle wrote irvevp.aTL, he was thinking

in a definite specific way of the Saviour's human " spirit

"

(Luke xxiii. 46), or of its distinctions from and relations to

His divine nature,—distinctions and relations which, beyond

question, were to Peter, as they are to us, a profound mystery.

What the apostle had before his mind, apparently, was simply

the sphere in which (primarily and radically) saving energy

acts ; and this is the moral nature, Trvev/jia, which is the organ

of communication between man and God,—for, as " God is a

spirit," so, through His blessed will, " There is a spirit in man,

and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him understand-

ing." Thus TTvevfia is the sphere or form of existence in

which the application of redemption takes place, ^(^p^,

taken by itself, can influence only that which is material

;

v^
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TTvevfia alone can exert that power on moral natures by

which acoTTjpi'a ^v)(o)v (i. 9) is to be effected. Now, whilst

of death the human nature alone of our Lord was susceptible,

the unity of His Person at the same time giving infinite

dignity and value to the sacrifice, the Christian heart, in

praising Him as " the Life," looks directly both to His God-

head and His Manhood. The elvat of eternal existence and

the ^i'^veaOai of beginning to be have both place here : ev

AvTQj ^corj rjv (John i. 4) and {ijepero) 6 eo-^aro? ^ASafx et<?

7rv€v/xa ^cooTToiovv (1 Cor. xv. 45). Thus, having spoken of

irvevfjia in the most general way as the sphere in which the

Lord was " quickened," the apostle may naturally attach to

this TTvev/xa a relative clause mentioning a work of grace done

by Him in His pre-incarnate mode of being,—which was

irvev/j.a. It is to be noted, indeed, that in the only two places

in N. T. besides the present in which the adp^ and the

nTvev[xa of the Lord Jesus are placed in express antithesis

(Eom. i. 3 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16), irvevfjua means, according to the

most probable exegesis, His divine mode of being,—which

may possibly be the reference of the word in Heb. ix. 14 also.

It does not seem natural in our passage to take the antithesis

in the end of ver. 1 8 quite in the same way as in the places

just referred to. Yet these passages certainly show that

there is nothing in the least alien from what may reasonably

be supposed to have been an apostle's mode of thought or

expression, in regarding Peter as from Trvevfiari—used in its

most general form, and with the thought of " the sphere in

which grace works " prominently attached to it—passing on,

in a relative clause connected with it, to speak of a work

of grace done by our Lord in His divine nature. And
in such a rapid transition from mention of experiences of

\

the incarnate Lord to mention of acts performed by Him
in His pre-incarnate state, there is nothing inconsistent with

the usage of Scripture. Frequently, through full view of the

oneness of the Person of the Son of God, the economical

modification of that Person by the assumption of human
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nature is not specially regarded. The historic Christ Him-

self, in the midst of His controversies with captious men

when in the world, said, " Before Abraham was, I am

"

(John viii. 58). He told His disciples,"! came out from

the Father and am come into the world ; again I leave the

world and go unto the Father" (John xvi. 28). In His

high-priestly prayer on the night before. He was crucified,

one of His petitions was, " Father, glorify Thou Me with

Thine own self, with the glory which I had with Thee before

the world was" (John xvii. 5).

As has been already said, it is not improbable that to

many students this supposed generality in the use of irvevfjiaTi,

through which iv m, attached to it, can introduce a clause

speaking of our Lord's work in His pre-incarnate state, may

seem somewhat forced and unlikely. It did for a time to the

present writer. But the more fully the anarthrous forms

aapKL and irvev/j-aTt are looked at, the more distinctly does it

appear that no reference except a very general one is con-

sistent with grammar, and that our having a difficulty in

accepting this reference is due to our coming to the examina-

tion of the passage with a preconceived notion that the

apostle could not but express himself with the precision which

systematic theology aims at. If a student sees his way clear

to regarding this reference of vrvev/xart iv o5 as legitimate, there

appears to be nothing else in the language of the verses which

should made him hesitate to recognise the exegesis under

discussion as possibly the true one,—its likelihood, of course,

remaining to be tried by its fitness to explain the whole

structure of the passage, and its suitableness to the context.

There are, however, several points with respect to the

language which claim a few remarks.

That circumstantiality which in some measure belongs to

all fresh simple narration, and which is in particular a marked

feature of Oriental narrative, shows itself in the Greek Scrip-

tures in, among other things, the frequent prefixing of such

^participles as eX6a)v, dvaaTd<;, 7rop€v6eL<i, to a verb of action.
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Whilst generally designating actual bodily movement, these

words seem occasionally to serve simply to express in a

graphic way the starting to exertion, it may he mental

or moral; cf. Matt. ix. 13. Naturally, in accordance with

that anthropomorphic representation which God has so

graciously, and with such abundance and variety, employed

in His revelation, in order that a vivid impression of His

character and working may be made on men. His manifesta-

tions of power, whether of an outward kind or over men's

hearts, are often described by words of local motion (in LXX.
ep'^ea-Qai, iropeveaOat, i]KeLv ktK.). The use with reference to

God of the participle prefixed is exceptional ; see, however.

Gen. xi. 7, KaTa^dvTe<i crvy^eco/fiev avTwv eKec rrjv jXoocrcrav.

In N. T. also the same mode of representing the divine pro-

cedure by verbs of motion is found (c.ff. John xiv. 23). The

words in Eph. ii. 17, in particular, regarding the spiritual

action of the glorified Saviour through His apostles and other

preachers, eXdoov evrjjyeXiaaTo elpi^vrjv, form a very close

parallel to iropevOeU eKrjpv^ev in the passage before us, as

these words are taken in the exegesis now under discussion,

—and this as regards both the use of the participle of the

verb of motion, and the application of eicrjpv^ev to teaching

of the divine Logos through intermediate agencies. The

iTopevOel'i which occurs in ver. 22 has by some expositors

been thought to stand in a certain correspondence with the

participle as occurring here (ver. 19), and to show that the

present is one of a series of statements in sequence of time,

—

the Lord's death, going to preach in Hades, resurrection,

ascension, "But there seems to be no real force in this.

The verb iropeveadav is an exceedingly common one ; it is

used somewhat differently in the two places,—here, in that

subordinate way, introductory to the main verb, which was

spoken of above,—there, with its full force, ek ovpavov being

expressly added ; and there is no indication of any kind that

in the apostle's mind the participle in ver. 19 and that in

ver. 22 were thoudit of as beinf; in correlation. Viewed as
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connected with a " preacliing " in the days of Noah, iropevOet'^

before eKt'jpv^ev has a very natural and beautiful force, intensi-

fying that expression of earnestness and persistence in the

^^'ork of grace which is so marked in vei'. 20, and the object

of which—supposing this the true exegesis—will be spoken

of afterwards. IlopevOei^; sets forth the eager movement of

love, similarly, in so far,—though, of course, with obvious

differences,—to the " running " of the Father to meet His

returning prodigal, or to the " standing " of Jesus on the right

hand of God, as risen ready to welcome His j)ersecuted

servant Stephen.

According to the exegesis at present before us, the time

pointed to in the participle direLdy'^craaiv is not prior to, but

coincident with, that of iKi']pv^ev. To our accepting here

this very familiar N. T. time of an aorist participle joined to

a main verb in the aorist, Wiesinger objects on the ground

that, as the disobedience was long continued, the participle of

the imperfect, direidova-Lv, would have been the natural form
;

and refers to iii. 6, v. 12, as showing Peter's practice to be

confirmatory of this. But the " preaching " also was of long

continuance, and if the apostle gathers this up, and by the

aorist presents it as one historic fact (cf. ii. 22), its concomi-

tant, the disobedience, is quite naturally exhibited in the

same form. It is to be remembered also that, with relation

to eKTjpv^ev, antecedence to a certain extent, causality indeed,

is to be recognised in oTreiOtjaaaiv, as well as concomitance :

cf. Acts xiv. 2 ; Heb. iii. 18, xi. 31, all of them cases of this

particular aorist participle, d'7rei9)](Ta<;, used with a main verb

in the aorist, and all with a force very similar to that found

here on the view under discussion. Wiesinger's references,

given above, are not relevant, because in the former of the

two passages aorist participles could not have been used

without materially altering the meaoiing (see notes in loc),

and in the other the aorist is one of forvi merely, to which

only present participles could naturally attach themselves.

The particle irore belongs without doubt immediately to
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direiOi^craaiv,—not, as has been maintained by Hofmaun, to

eKrjpv^ev. Its position connects it with the participle, and

quite decidedly its correlation with ore, because—the clause

introduced by ore plainly going with irore—aireiOrjaaa-iv would,

unless 77-0X6 belongs to it, stand unnaturally isolated. The

fact that this particle is joined to aTrecdijaaaiv appears at

first .sight to favour somewhat strongly the view that the

main clause and the participial refer to different times,

—

that the " disobedience " spoken of was long prior to the

" preaching." " Si sermo esset de prteconio per Noe, to

' aliquando ' aut plane omitteretur, aut cum ' pnedicavit

'

conjungeretur " (Bengel). On consideration, however, it will

be seen that there is not really much weight in this argument.

There would have been, if the Epistle had been a document

written in a leisurely way, and with minute attention to

literary form. But the just comparison of the style of the

epistolary writings of K T., and in a measure indeed of the

style of N. T. generally, is with that of our own familiar

letters or of conversation. Now,—applying this comparison,

and supposing the reference in " preached " and " dis-

obedient " to be to the same time,—how should we express

the sentence, if it were our own, occurring in friendly dis-

cussion or in a private letter ? If we were speaking or

writing with deliberation, and had the thought in all its

amplification distinctly before us when we began the sentence,

we should naturally say, " in which He went (had gone) long

before, and preached to those who are now spirits in prison,

when disobedient at the time when," etc. But there would

be nothing in the least degree unnatural—supposing our

speaking or writing rapidly, and taking up the thought at a

slightly different angle—in our saying, as Peter does, " in

which He went (had gone) and preached to the spirits in

prison,—when disobedient long before, at the time when,"

etc. We have all myriads of times constructed sentences

somewhat in this way. The immediate connection of irori,

therefore, proves nothing with respect to the chief question in
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the exegesis. It will be seen also that, if the thought pre-

sented itself to the apostle in the shape just supposed,—that

is, without his having, at the moment when he began the

sentence, the form in which he would expand it distinctly

before his mind,—then the expression of a vvv (joU vvv ev

(jivXaKT] TTveifiaa-Lv) to mark off in a formal way the time of

the " preaching " (and of the active disobedience in the

world) from that of the " imprisonment," would not have

been altogether natural. There stood out in view before him

simply the gracious pleading of the divine Logos with certain

persons, and the failure of that pleading to convert,—a failure

evinced by the fact that, as these persons came before his

mind, they were tcl h> (pvXaKJ} irvevfjuara. The difference of

time between the pleading and the proof of j)ersistence in

obduracy which was afforded by the imprisonment, was a

matter of course, and, with the illustration arising before him

in the form supposed, could not naturally present itself as a

distinct thought finding expression in a vvv.

Dean Alford says that " it must be evident to every un-

prejudiced scholar how alien such an interpretation "—that

now before us—" is from the plain meaning and connection

of the words and clauses." Allowing for the strength of ex-

pression somewhat characteristic of Alford's style, and judging

from the detailed remarks which follow, these words mean, in

substance, pretty nearly what Huther says in a more measured

way,—" Had Peter closed his sentence with cKrjpv^ev, it could

have occurred to no one that he was here speaking of a

preaching of .Christ which took place at a time long gone by."

This statement of Huther is true,—but has really no argumen-

tative force. The general fact that an immense proportion of

the sentences of every writer and speaker have the main

clause in such a form that, unless the light which later clauses

throw on details and modifications be waited for, a hearer or

reader would largely—often entirely—misconceive the mean-

ing, is so patent that, no doubt, Huther's reference is to

specialties found in the present case. Now, as regards the
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whole structure of the passage, the same may safely be said

which was put forward a moment ago respecting the position

of TTore in particular, that any sense of difficulty which arises

in the way of accepting the exegesis under consideration as

legitimate springs from applying canons of literary exact-

ness which are not justly applicable,—the style of N. T.,

especially of the Epistles, having everywhere the freedom

of animated conversation or of the letters of intimate

friends. In talk or writing of this kind there occur continu-

ally sentences in all respects such as the present is, on the

supposition that preaching of Christ to the antediluvians

while they lived in this world is spoken of. A friend who

has been travelling tells us, " I visited the town of A., then

went on to B., and ultimately came to C,—where I pleaded

with the unhappy young men in prison, when I saw them

years ago taking the first steps on the road which has led

them to ruin." Let this sentence stop with the word

" prison," and, undoubtedly, after the previous preterites,

" pleaded " would naturally be taken as in narrative sequence.

But, when the words which follow are reached, the mind has

no sense of anything in the least unnatural in accepting the

reference as a retrospective one,—which in speaking is marked

by the tone, and in writing, it may be, by the punctuation.

This sentence, it will be observed, answers to Peter's with

respect to several points in which his may be thought to

deviate from rigid precision of construction,—the use of the

aorist with a pluperfect reference,—the absence of vvi> from

Tol<i ev (^vXaKfi iTvev[xaa-Lv,—and the insertion of irore in

the subordinate instead of in the chief clause. Examined by

the true standard, that of conversational style, there is nothing

in any of these points, or in the combination of them, in the

smallest degree unnatural. As regards the use of the simple

preterite " pleaded," for " had pleaded," another remark may

be made. One feels that the fact which is implied in the

article, " the unhappy young men," and indeed in the whole

tone of the reference to them,—that the person addressed has
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already some knowledge respecting them and respecting the

" pleadings " alluded to,—makes the employment of the

simple preterite, as the more direct and less formal tense,

somewhat specially natural ; and this answers precisely to the

effect of Tot? in Tol<i ev (pvXaKrj Trvevfiacrtv.

On the whole, therefore, there appears to be nothing in the

language of the passage to prevent our reckoning the exegesis

now under consideration as possibly the true one,—nothing

which, when the free, inartificial style of IST. T. is kept in

mind, could reasonably be judged strained in the mode of

expression, supposing that the apostle meant here to speak of

Christ's preaching in His pre-incarnate state to the ante-

diluvians while living in this world.

If such really be the reference, eK^pv^ev would seem to be

naturally taken with a wide application. Every mode in which

the Personal Word of God pleaded with men is included. The

ordinary influences of His providence, and the special appeal

which the building of the ark—with its, no doubt, well-

known purpose—made to that generation, were forms of the

" preaching." But whilst these may quite reasonably be in-

cluded, it appears to be purely arbitrary, and altogether

unsatisfactory, to exclude from the reference (with some recent

advocates of this exegesis, as Schweizer, Salmond, Wright)

the personal teaching and exhortation of Noah. In the

remarkable statement made by Peter in i. 11, the word

TTveufia is, no doubt, not employed as in our present passage,

but designates the Holy Ghost ; still very striking and interest-

ing testimony is obviously at the same time given by his

language there as to the vividness with which the thought

of the pre-incarnate Christ as the teacher of the 0. T. sages,

through the mission of His Spirit, stood out before Peter's

mind. To our apostle, therefore, evidently, it would be a

natural form of thought that in Noah's preaching it was

Christ who preached ; and—assuming the interpretation now

before us to be the true one—the use of the particular word

eKrjpv^ev appears to suggest the presence in Peter's mind of

s
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precisely this thought,—seeing that in 2 Ep. ii. 5 Noah is

expressly called BiKaioavvrjf! Krjpv^. Exactly in the same

way, in a passage which has been already referred to (Eph.

ii. 17), we are told that the glorified Saviour "came and

preached (evrjyyeXiaaTo) peace " to the Ephesians,—inasmuch

as with the indwelling of His Spirit Paul and other evangelists

did this. The fact that Noah " preached " is not mentioned

in the 0, T., but had been preserved by tradition, and was

very familiar. Of this familiarity, and that the particular

word Krjpvaaetv was that employed with regard to him, there

is ample evidence besides that which is afforded by the

expression in 2 Peter ; cf. Clem. Eom. § 7, Ncoe eKTjpv^ev

fierdvoiap, Kol oi v7raKovcravT€<; iacoOrjcrav, and the references to

a number of similar statements in the earliest writers, which

are given by Bishop Lightfoot, in a note there in his edition.

The fact that Noah himself was one of those " eight " men-

tioned in the latter part of ver. 20, who, believing the divine

warnings, availed themselves of the ark, has been urged as an

objection to the view that his personal preaching is here

referred to. But this has no force whatever. Noah, like

every true servant of (Jod, preached to himself whenever he

preached to others ; and, apart from this, it is plain—con-

sidering that the persons saved from the Elood were well

known to have been, and were constantly thought and spoken

of as, a single family of eight persons (cf. Iren. i. 18. 3)

—

that the apostle, supposing him to be thinking of Christ's

preaching through Noah, could not in a sentence like this, if

for any reason he wished to specify the number of the saved,

speak otherwise than he has done, without an excessive

and wholly unnatural fastidiousness regarding precision of

expression.

The great strength of the exegesis now under consideration

lies in the fact that it—alone of all the proposed interpreta-

tions—appears to accord perfectly with the whole structure

of the paragraph. The apostle, exhorting persecuted believers

to firmness and patience, has it as his leading thought (this
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being distinctly shown, as has been seen, when iii. 18, iv. 1, 6,

are compared with each other) that suffering for righteous-

ness' sake in- the sphere of flesh brings life, joy, power, in the

sphere of spirit. He introduces the observations through

which this line of thought runs, by speaking of the case of

our Eedeemer and Forerunner. The Lord suffered in flesh

even to death, and in consequence of this was " quickened
"

—raised to a measure of power and energy such as seemed

life from the dead—"in spirit." At this stage of Peter's

remarks nothing could possibly be more natural than a

reminder given to the reader regarding a work done long

before by Christ " in the sphere of spirit," in which, though

His gracious pleading had been carried on with signal per-

sistence, there had yet been but little fruit ; this relerence,

of course, serving to bring out most vividly the contrast when,

now " quickened," He is bringing multitudes everywhere to

salvation. The apostle shows, by two pictures set in contrast,

how gloriously had been realized the assurance given of old

through the prophets,—and which sounds out in particular so

often and so joyously in Isaiah,—that, when Messiah came,

there would be a vast increase in the manifestation of spiritual

power in the world,—that tlie gleaning of the grapes in " the

acceptable year of the Lord " would be richer far than the

vintage of former days. Lrom exact parallelism of form in

the contrast the apostle is turned aside by the correspondence

which presents itself to him between the water of the Flood,

covering the accursed world, that a new and purer world

might appear, and the water of baptism, covering the believer's

moral defilement, that, old things having passed away, all

things may become new. With entire exactness of substance,

however, we have, in "Baptism now saves you" (ver. 21), a

statement of the wondrous harvest which the " quickening

"

brings. Detailed antithesis to the oXlyoc of ver. 2 is plainly

quite superfluous, through the knowledge which all the readers

had, and which was their constant wonder and joy, of the

rapid and wide diffusion and acceptance of gospel light,

—
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the simple fact indeed that " you "—believers over all parts

of Asia Minor—" are being saved," itself sufficiently attesting

the glorious progress of salvation. " Observe, too," the

apostle continues, " that this salvation comes to you through

influences flowing from an immeasurable fulness of power and

energy,—through the resurrection of Jesus Christ, who is now

on the right hand of God, having gone into heaven, angels

and authorities and powers being made subject to Him

"

(ver. 22). To all this the words "quickened in spirit"

pointed. Thus we are brought with irresistible force to the

practical appeal (iv. 1), " Forasmuch, then, as Christ suflered

in flesh " (and thereby passed into such fulness of life " in

spirit "),
" arm ye yourselves also with the same mind."

This mode of exegesis explains quite satisfactorily the use

of the anarthrous participle direidrjaaaiv, in that it states the

occasion of eKijpv^ev ; it brings out without any forcing a

perfect relevancy in the apostle's dwelling on the long-suffering

of God with the antediluvians, and on the fewness, notwith-

standing all that patience of gracious dealing, of those who

were saved,—statements which otherwise are not accounted

for in any satisfying way ; and it gives a unity to the whole

paragraph.

One marked advantage of this interpretation is that,

according to it, the passage is not a specially mysterious one,

but contains simply a reference to well-known facts of 0. T.

history, as seen in the light of N. T. Christology. The view

of those expositors who regard the 19th verse as speaking

of an event occurring in the unseen world, is one which for

the imaginative side of our nature has a special attraction
;

but, as has been already shown, that very element in the

exegesis which stimulates the imagination constitutes, when

the structure and connection of the sentence are considered,

a most serious difficulty in the way of believing that the

supposed sense is that which the apostle meant. The writer

appears evidently to intend the exhibition of an illustration,

or proof, or argument, the nature of which, and its bearings
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on his line of remark, were likely at once to suggest them-

selves. Nothing whatever in his mode of expression seems

to imply that he knew himself to be referring to a matter

unmentioned, uuhinted at, in any other part of Scripture.

Now the interpretation before us answers precisely to the

requirements of the case in this respect. The apostle might

most safely assume that all his readers knew something of

the facts connected with the history of the Flood. It is

reasonable to think that, from the awful impressiveness of

that judgement, no portion of 0. T. history was more familiar

to Christians everywhere ; and with this supposition the

frequency and the form of N. T. references to the Deluge

quite accord: cf. Matt. xxiv. 37-39; Luke xvii. 26, 27;

Heb. xi. 7 ; 2 Pet. ii. 5, iii. 6. The " striving of God's

Spirit with men" in the time before the Flood is expressly

mentioned in Scripture (Gen. vi. 3) ; and though the fact

that the preaching of Noah was one of the instrumentalities

employed in this divine " striving " is not there recorded, it

was yet, there is every reason to believe, as has been already

shown, preserved by tradition and well known. That the

" Spirit " who thus v.'rought graciously among men in 0. T.

days was " the Spirit of Christ," was, as is shown by his

language in i. 11, a thought vividly present to our apostle's

mind ; and through those words, as well as by other teaching,

it had also been brought distinctly before the minds of his

readers. Not merely, therefore, from intrinsic fitness to

show a most impressive contrast to the saving energy of

the " quickened " Lord, but from their familiarity to all his

readers, the facts connected with the pleading of Christ

through His Spirit with the generation before the Flood, and

the small success of this pleading, were plainly admirably

suited to Peter's present purpose.

The directness and immediateness, also, of the illustration

of the apostle's course of thought, which is given by vv. 19,

20, according to this exegesis, constitute a manifest advantage,

when placed in comparison with the peculiarity and remote-
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iiess of that which the other interpretation presents. In

ver. 18 he has said, "Christ died for sins, to the intent that,

having been put to death in flesh, quickened in spirit, He

might (thus) bring you to God." Now, on that view of

the meaning which the exegesis we are now considering

exhibits, the " quickening " which was " to bring you to God "

is directly illustrated by mention (vv. 21, last clause, 22)

of the glorious power and energy which were attested by the

Lord's resurrection, ascension, and sitting down at the right

hand of God,—power and energy through which His gracious

dealing "now saves you" (Si' ava(TTd(Teu)<i 'I. X., ver. 21, and

by consequence the whole of ver, 22, being in immediate

connection with aco^et). That the brightness of this sublime

scene of energy and triumph may have its full impressiveness,

a background has been prepared in vv. 19, 20, through the

detailed description of the little result which followed Christ's

gracious and persistent appeals to men in an age before the

" quickening "—men living, like ourselves, in the world, and

amid similar difficulties and temptations to those which beset

us. The illustration thus given of the " quickening " which

was intended " to bring yoio to God " has unity, and most plain

and direct pertinence. On the other exegesis, the proof of

this " quickening " is supplied by mention of the Lord's going

after His death and preaching to certain wicked spirits in

the regions of woe. Doubtless these were human souls ; and

if such a visit was paid by Christ, and lost souls saved

through His "preaching," this did show that He had been

" quickened in spirit ;
" yet even so it seems a singular and

remote illustration of that power which the Lord won through

death " to bring t/oio to God," But when we consider that

not a hint is given of success in this mission,—that why
the spirits of the antediluvian sinners in particular were

addressed by the Saviour is an entire mystery,—that the

relevancy of the details given in ver. 20 of the divine

patience with that generation and of the fewness of the saved

is, to say the least, far from obvious,—and that the connection
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between yv. 19, 20, and those which follow, is, at the best,

loose and uncertain,— it must be felt that, as respects

precision, lucidity, directness, unity, the exegesis which refers

the " preaching " of Christ spoken of to His gracious dealings

with the antediluvians while they were on earth, has great

advantages.

On the whole, comparing the tvvo modes of interpretation

which alone practically are before us,—for that which refers

Peter's statement in ver. 19 to Christ's preaching through the

apostles is confronted with quite insuperable objections,—it

appears that that which supposes the apostle to speak of a

preaching by our Lord in the regions of the dead fails either

to explain the structure of the sentence in which the state-

ment occurs, or to fit in with the general line of thought in

the paragraph; whilst that which regards the reference to be

to Christ's gracious pleading with the generation before the

Flood while they were living on earth, fulfils both of these

requisites of a satisfactory exegesis,—and that there is nothing

in the use of words, or in the construction, inconsistent with

the view that this is the meaning.

A sketch of the history of exegetical dealing with this

passage is given by several commentators, Pott, De Wette,

Wiesinger, and others. This history has some points of

interest ; but the details with regard to what scholar held this

view and what scholar that, give in the present case little or

no help in the work of exposition. Tliere are circumstances

under which such information does supply a measure of aid.

It does so when it shows us that of learning, sound judgement,

and Christian candour, a decided preponderance is in favour

of one particular view. In the present instance there is no

help to be obtained in this way. Where we find among the

defenders of one position an Athanasius and a Calvin, among

the defenders of another a Grotius and a Schottgen, among

the defenders of a third a Scaliger and a Pearson,—where a

Bengel and a Leighton are opposed to each other,—and these

names representative of many on the various sides of opinion.
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—it is plain that in favour of no one of the forms of exegesis

is there any approach to a consensus of erudition, robustness

of intellect, or Christian devoutness and singleness of purpose

in the study of Scripture. Again, if a history of the inter-

pretation of a passage show that the Greek commentators, to

whom the language of IST. T. was native, agree with respect to

the force of certain obscure words or of an obscure construc-

tion,—or if, from the agreement or the tone of the oldest of

them, there may seem to be a likelihood that tradition had

brought down from apostolic times to their day some view of

the meaning which might possibly at least be from an authori-

tative source, or knowledge of some fact connected with a

statement made in the passage under discussion which may

be tributary to its correct interpretation,—an expositor obvi-

ously may here find advantage. But in the present case no

help of this kind shows itself. On nothing, either in the

separate words or in the construction, do the Fathers cast any

special light,—nor indeed was there any reason to look for

such light, or any need for it, the language employed being

common and simple. Neither is there any reason to think

that the believers of the immediately post-apostolic Church

had any authoritative explanation preserved to them from the

earlier day. It is true that there was among the Fathers a

strong belief in our Lord's having, during the interval between

His death and His resurrection, exerted an activity of some

kind among the spirits of the dead. But that this belief was

founded on 1 Pet. iii. 19, or indeed that in the earliest ages

this passage was looked on as having any bearing on the point

at all, there is no evidence. In speaking of the apocryphal

Gospel of Nicodemus, which some scholars suppose to be in

substance derived from a document of the second century,

and which contains a very fantastic account of the Saviour's

visiting Hades, Dr. Plumptre—a keen advocate of the view

that a visit to Hades is spoken of in our passage—observes

that, throughout the whole of the apocryphal writer's nar-

rative, there is no reference to the verses, 1 Pet. iii. 18-20,
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iv. 6, " which might have seemed the most natural starting-

point for it ;
" and he goes on frankly to admit that, " whatever

may be the right interpretation of those verses, the belief would

appear to have had an existence altogether independent of

them" [The Spirits in Prison, p. 82). Total absence, thus

acknowledged, of any reference in the literature of the earliest

times to our passage as supporting what we know to have

been then a prevalent belief, seems by legitimate inference to

tell us somewhat of a negative kind with respect to the exegesis

of the pas?;age in the immediately sub-apostolic age. There is

abundant proof that our Epistle was from the earliest times

one of the most familiar of N. T, writings. To Irenseus,

among others, as his quotations show, it was well known.

The fact, therefore, that Irenieus, when again and again deal-

ing systematically with the subject of a visit of Christ to the

world of the dead, does not even in the slightest way allude

to Peter's words,—words which, if they refer to such a visit,

are certainly by far the most direct and full with regard to it

to be found anywhere in Scripture,—affords strong reason for

thinking that in his day (from about 130 a.d. to the end

of the century) the passage was not supposed to speak of

a preaching in Hades. His chief stay, in maintaining his

position, is a passage not found in Scripture, but which he,

and Justin Martyr also, believed to belong to the prophecies

of Jeremiah or Isaiah. This is quoted or referred to by him

four or five times. In the N. T. his appeal is to Eph. iv. 9.

Not merely this absence of reference, but also the form in

which the belief regarding a visit of the Lord to the region of

separate souls was entertained by the Fathers of the second

century, shows that it was in no respect based on our passage
;

for in all of them the position upheld is that in Hades Christ

preached to the patriarchs and prophets,—as to which Peter's

words give neither statement nor suggestion.

Clement of Alexandria is the first whom we know to have

interpreted the words in Peter of a descensus ad inferos {Strom.

vi. 6). Two centuries after his time we find Augustine main-
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taining the exegesis which takes Peter's reference to be to the

preaching of the pre-incarnate Logos to the antedihivians, and

this without a word to indicate that he thought himself to be

opposing any current of Church tradition. Whilst he is the

first whom we know to have held this view of the meaning,

it may, of course, quite possibly have been the prevalent or the

sole exegesis from the apostolic time to that of Clement of

Alexandria, in the beginning of the third century ; and there

seems to be reasonable likelihood that it was. The argument

against the supposition that the passage was in those early

days interjDreted of a reference to a visit to Hades, which has

been already stated, based on the silence of Irena3us, has all the

conditions present which are needed to give validity to an

argument of this kind ; and the only tenable alternative with

respect to the apostle's meaning is the view which commended

itself to Augustine. For references to statements of the earlier

Fathers as to the supposed visit of Christ to Hades, see a note

of Bp. Lightfoot on Ignat. Magn. § 9 ; for references to the later

Fathers, Pearson On the Creed, Art. v.

Ver. 19. In addition to those points in this verse which

have been dealt with in the preceding general discussion,

one or two others claim a word of comment. Kal may be

attached to T0i9 eV (pvXaKJ] irvevfiaaLv with the force of

" even ;

" and so Wiesinger takes it. But, on any exegesis

of the passage, this sense of the word here seems to be

somewhat abrupt, and hardly natural. The common opinion

of expositors is that the meaning is " also," and that the

connection of the particle is not specially with " to the

spirits in prison," but with the whole statement made in

the clause. The use of Kat in this way in a relative clause

which, like the present, is not strictly subordinate, but tends

towards being a distinct sentence, is common in N. T., as in

the later Greek generally; cf. A. Buttmann, p. 283 (where its

force in such circumstances is illustrated by that of the

German audi in Was er auch that). The additional fact set

forth in such a clause with regard to the antecedent, may be.
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ill historical writing, either conteraporaneous, or subsequent, or,

as on what seems to be the most probable exegesis is the case

here, brought in b}' retrospect: cf, ii. 8 ; John xxi. 20. The

meaning here is, " in which—to remind you, for illustration

of the ^Q)07rot7]6i]vat by contrast, of another fact regarding

the Lord—He had gone," etc.

That the apostle assumes his readers to be familiar with

the history of the Flood, is implied in the definiteness of " to

the spirits in prison." The wickedness of that generation on

which the Flood came, as of the inhabitants of Sodom and

Gomorrah of a later time, was proverbial ; and, if the thought

of the pious followed these men into the unseen world, it

regarded them as lying under the divine wrath. The force

of the apostle's rot? then is, " to those of whom you and I

have heard so often, and of whom, under the leadings of

God's word, we think solemnly as being spirits in prison."

—The name Trvevfiara is naturally employed of them when

looked at, as at this point, in their present disembodied state

;

cf. Heb. xii. 23; Luke xxiv. 37, 39,—also the similar use of

^vx^i, Ptev. vi. 9, XX. 4. There is in the present place,

however, an additional element of suitableness in the use of

the term Trvev/xara. In the connection, the mind is instinc-

tively carried back to " quickened in spirit
;

" and since, as

has been seen, the prominent thought of the apostle in that

expression was of " spirit " as being the sphere of moral life,

action, influence, he most fitly employs also witli regard to

those men of whom he here speaks the word which sets forth

the fact that they too had moral natures which might have

been influenced by Christ. This being the main thought,

the mind passes readily, without any sense of force, to aVet-

OrjaaaLv, which tells of what they did, of how their moral

natures acted, wlien they were embodied spirits.

Ver. 20. On aTreidelv, cf. ii. 8, note. On Trore, cf. ver. 5.

—The double compound direKSexecrdai occurs very rarely else-

where than in K T., wiiere it is not uncommon. The

prepositions in the compound seem naturally to express
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special persistence in waiting, somewhat like the English

" to wait it out " ; and this force well suits the line of

thought in the places where the verb occurs, e.g. Eom. viii.

19, 23, 25; Phil. iii. 20; Heb. ix. 28. The word is dis-

cussed by C. F. A. Fritzsche {Opnsc. Acad. p. 156), who

exhibits its force in the present passage by the translation,

Dei 'patientia pxi-t'icntcr exspectavit (more exactly cx^pcctahat, for

the " patient waiting " is set in specially full view by the use

of the imperfect aTre^eSe^^^eTo, in which we have the divine

goodness pictorially before us, so to speak, in its endurance

from year to year of the obduracy of the wicked). Similarly

Bengel represents the thought by cxspcdabat donee exspectandi

finis crat. This intensity of earnest waiting is obviously, on

that view of the meaning of the passage which has been

maintained above, quite in place,—the apostle presenting in

the strongest form his statement of the persistence of the

pleadings of divine love, in order that the comparative

slightness of the spiritual result may be the more marked,

and thus the contrast of the spiritual success of the

" quickened " Christ all the more vividly felt.—For fiaKpo-

BufMia as ascribed to God the Father or to Christ, of. Eom.

ii. 4, ix. 22 ; 1 Tim. i. 16 ; 2 Pet. iii. 15 ; and as to the precise

force of the word, see Trench, &i/n. N. T., § 53.—Like the

use of rol<i with Trvevfiaaiv in the previous verse, the expres-

sion iv r]/jLepai<i Ncoe also implies acquaintance of the apostle's

readers with the histoiy which is referred to ; of. Matt. xxiv.

37 ; Luke xvii. 26.

The reason of the absence of the article from ki^cotov is

not altogether obvious. Wiesinger and others account for it

on the ground of the familiarity of the name Ki^wrof as

applied to Noah's vessel, from its being used so many times

in the narrative of the Flood as given in LXX.,—the word,

like Kvpio'i and others, whilst in itself general, being assumed

to have come, through frequent use with a certain specific

application, to be regarded, when applied in that particular

way, almost as a proper name. The meaning therefore is
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supposed, of course, to be precisely as if the apostle had

employed the article. This view would accord with that

intimate knowledge of Noah's history which we have already

spoken of as assumed in tlie form of the passage. The only

objection to it—but tliat a serious one—is the absence of

evidence that in the case of this particular word the usage

was as supposed. In the references of after times to the

ark, tlie article seems to be as regularly attached as it is in

the narrative in Genesis; cf. 4 Mace. xv. 31; Matt. xxiv.

38; Luke xvii. 27; Clem. Eom. § 9; Iren. i. 18. 3. In

Heb. xi. 7, indeed, ki/3(ot6v is anarthrous, but there the

indefinite form " an ark " seems to represent the intended

shade of thought. The use of the word as a kind of proper

name not being proved, therefore, it seems not unlikely that

here also we should think of the indefinite force as being

intended. This supposition agrees sufficiently with the apostle's

practice elsewhere, the omission of the article in order to

give full weight to the signification of a substantive by itself

being not infrequent with him ; cf. i. 1 0, note on 7rpo(f>'fJTat,.

Supposing Ki^coTou thus indefinite, the prominent thought

would seem to be of the merciful design of the ark,
—

" while

an ark—a means of deliverance—was a preparing." These

words would thus join themselves in effect to the mention

which has been made of tlie divine " long-suffering," and of

its " patient waiting," to show the fulness and earnestness of

the pleading of tlie Logos of God with that generation. The

slow rising up before them from day to day of what was

distinctly and constantly announced by God's servant to be a

means of escape from a certainly coming destruction, was

in itself a form of " preaching," and gave support to all the

other forms. Ehetorically there seems to be a certain special

suitableness in this indefinite way of taking ki^cotov, in view

of that statement of general disregard of the offered deliver-

ance which immediately follows, in the form of a relative

clause attached to ki^cotov.

The relative clause which exhibits the smallness of the
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result of the pleadings of divine grace witli the men of

Noah's generation has no word indicating the precise nature

of its connection with what precedes, no " nevertheless " or

" notwithstanding,"—gaining thus in terseness and point

:

" He preached to the spirits in prison when disobedient

aforetime, when the long-suffering of God kept patiently

M'aiting, while an ark was a preparing,— in which few

(persons), eight souls to wit, were saved." Every reader

feels the power of the specification of the number,—eight

persons out of a world.

The words of this clause, while their general meaning is

sufficiently clear, may yet be taken with several different

shades of meaning. According to a use of Bcaacol^eiv, not

uncommon in classical writers, and occasionally found in

N. T. (Acts xxiii. 24, xxvii. 44, xxviii. 4), we may translate,

" into which few, etc., were brought safely through water."

This is given on the margin of R. E. V. Grammatically

unobjectionable, this view of the meaning cannot be sustained

on other grounds. Every reader instinctively feels it to be a

strangely imperfect statement of deliverance, that the persons

spoken of were brought safely into the ark, when we know

that in fact they were, in the ark, brought safely through the

perils of the Deluge. But, besides this, the words " through

water," connected in this way, assert what contradicts the

distinct 0. T. statement on the subject (Gen. vii. 4, 7-10),

that the Flood did not begin till tlie patriarch and his family

had entered the ark, and been " shut in " by God. But, in

perfect consistency with N. T, usage, we may take et? in

what is known as its pregnant sense (on which cf. v. 12,

et? i)v (TT)]T€, with note), thus obtaining the sense, " in which "

(fully exhibited, " in which, having been brought by God

into it ")
" a few, etc., were carried safely through water

"

—water which encompassed and threatened to overwhelm

them. This is true and graphic, and the view that this was

the apostle's meaning might be legitimately supported by

the suggestion that there was echoing in Peter's memory
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Si" v8aTo<; of Ps. Ixvi. (Ixv, Sept.) 12, and of Isa. xliii. 2,—in

each of M^hich passages the words are, as here, attached to a

verb compounded with Bui {hcrjXOoiJbev, Sia^aLvr]<i), and in each

of which also the statement has reference to a divine deliver-

ance. If it were not for the relative clause which follows

(ver. 21), this would seem decidedly to be the probable

meaning of our passage. The meaning of that clause, how-

ever, and the kind of connection which it has with that now

before us, prevent our accepting this sense. There we read

" which " (that is, water) " in a corresponding way saves you

also." This plainly proves, through the " corresponding

"

and the " also," that in St' vBaTo<i the apostle had been

thinking of water, not as a foe threatening to destroy, but

as a friend, a bringer of deliverance. This idea does not

seem to associate itself very naturally with the local force

of the preposition Bid, unless with a somewhat undue amount

of supplement, " through the midst of the water, which

sustained them and bore them out of all peril." It appears

therefore likely, though one yields a little reluctantly in

this matter to the pressure of seeming exegetical require-

ments, that the vivid picture given by the local use of Bui

should be put aside. The compound Biaaco^eLv is freely

used as simply a nearly equivalent form (originally rather

stronger) for crco^ecv : cf. Matt. xiv. 36 ; Luke vii. 3 ; Acts

xxvii. 43. On the whole it seems that the verb is employed

in this way here, and that Bid before vBaro^ has its common

instrumental force,—the sense of the clause thus being, " in

which few, eight souls to wit, were saved through (means of)

water."

With the putting aside of the local representation,

" passing through water," the relation of the Bid in com-

position to the other Bid is interrupted. Neither can Bta-

aco^eiv well be supposed to have that stronger force, as

compared with the simple verb, which has just been men-

tioned as strictly given by the preposition ; because in the

very next clause, with which to a certain extent the present
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is contrasted, the simple verb is employed to describe a

deliverance grander by far than that from the Flood. As

hinted above, Siaaco^eiv had to a great extent lost in use the

special, intenser force which it originally possessed : cf. e.g.

the references to Luke and Acts given just above. The apostle

employed the compound here probably partly through the

familiar assonance of hid in composition with Bid separate,

and partly because though, in the end, the instrumental

sense of the preposition as it stands before v8aTo<i was

uppermost in his mind, yet the picture of " passing through

the water " was or had been also in a measure before

him.

Clement of Rome (§ 9) says, JVwe Trto-ro? eupeOei^i Si,a tj}?

\enQvp<yla<i avrov TraXLyjevea-iav Koafiw eKTjpv^ev, kuI Sieaoiaeu

Bl avTov 6 AeairoTTj^ to. elaeXdovra iv o/xovola ^wa ei? r-qv

Ki^coTov. Quite distinct as this statement is from Peter's,

still the coming together, in association with the mention of

the ark, of the words eKrjpv^ev and hieawaev, suggests as at

least possible that Clement was thinking of our passage. If

iraXLyyevecTLav were interpreted with a spiritual reference, and

something like the idea of the first clause of ver. 21 supposed

to be in Clement's mind, the likelihood that Peter's words

were floating before him would, of course, be much increased
;

but (see Lightfoot, i7i loc.) such a view of his meaning does

not seem to be at all probable. In any case we cannot

gather from the sentence anything with respect to Clement's

exegesis of Peter.

By some scholars it has been thought that the use of

-^v^al in this clause may have been specially suggested to

the apostle by that same thought of moral natures and their

relations to the divine Logos, which, as has been seen, we

are almost certainly to recognise in irvev^aaiv (ver. 19).

This is, of course, possible ; and there can be no doubt that,

whilst the deliverance immediately spoken of was an outward

one, yet the main thought intended, in the connection, to

stand out before us is that it was through subjection, to a
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greater or less extent, to spiritual influences,—through accept-

ance in some measure of the divine teaching and warnings,

—

that these eight persons were led to avail themselves of the

means of rescue. Still, considering the free use in N". T. of

yjrvx^ai in enumerations (like " souls," often, in English)

simply for "persons" (Acts ii. 41, vii. 14, xxvii. 37,

according to a common LXX. mode of expression, e.g. Gen.

xlvi. 15 ; Ex. i. 5 ; Deut. x. 22), it hardly seems likely that

anything special was intended here in the use of this

particular word. The natural view is that, when from the

general word 6\{yoi, " few persons," Peter went on to specify

the number, he instinctively adopted the formula familiar to

him in enumerations, " eight souls."

Ver. 21. The language of the first clause is condensed,

but not to serious obscurity :
" which (i.e. water), correspond-

ing, now saves you also, baptism," The meaning of this is

plainly, " which, as corresponding " or " answering " (that is,

the force of the adjective being such as is best represented in

English by an adverbial combination, " in a corresponding

way "), " now saves you also—that is to say, baptism." The

adjective avTirvrrov is appositional to o ; and then afterwards

for distinctness we have ^dTrrLafia as a second apposition, which

comes in quite naturally and intelligibly, though logically the

appositional relation is somewhat loose, " water—that is to say,

the new covenant ordinance in which water is employed as an

emblem."

The apostle does not institute or suggest any extended

analogy between the deliverance of Noah and his family and

that of Christians, but simply notes the fact that, from some

points of view, the water of the Flood might be regarded as

having a certain analogy to the water of baptism. As the

water of the Flood covered the earth which was accursed, and

at the same time bore up God's people in safety, so baptism,

when it is that spiritual reality which the apostle goes on to

describe, covers and purifies the sin-blighted nature, and brings

into salvation. The analogy is brought forward by the apostle

T
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here cliiefly, it would appear, to exhibit with liveliness the

relation of the picture already presented to that now intro-

duced, by giving prominence to what, though in different

ways, was yet common to both scenes of Christ's gracious

action, as an agent in the deliverance. " Under His working

long ago, water saved but eight persons out of the world

:

under His working now, as quickened in spirit, water is

saving you Asiatic believers, representing, as you know, many

thousands over the world."

The translation of avrlrvRov by " as antitype," or " as anti-

typical," would be somewhat misleading, through the technical

sense—narrower than that of the Greek word as used in N. T.

—which these derivatives have in our current theological

language. There is no likelihood that the apostle meant us

to understand that the water of the Flood was, in the strict

theological sense, a " type " of baptism,—mainly intended, that

is to say, to exhibit on a lower plane the same principles which

baptism sets forth, and thus in a measure to prepare men for

the fuller revelation which was to come. That both with

reference to judgement and to grace the Flood had a typical

force is no doubt true, but as regards the ivatcr, which is the

thing here in hand, the thought of an indication oi grace in it

—while present, as is seen on reflection—is yet only secondary,

indeed remote, the immediate and main purpose of the water

being the destruction of the ungodly. ^AvTLTvrro'i, as used in

N. T., indicates resemblance or correspondence to something-

prior, accordance with a pattern (tutto?). This sense is not,

or but very doubtfully, found in classical writers. One mean-

ing which the word has in these is " adverse," and by one or

two scholars (as Hammond) this has been thought of as per-

haps the sense in our passage, " which on the contrary." Aia

vSara at the close of ver. 20 is then, of course, taken with

the force of "through water as hostile or threatening," opposed to

which here is vfjid<i aw^ei. But /cat with vfxd^, "you also," and

the way in which avrirvTTO'i is used in the only otlier N. T. pas-

sage where it occurs, Heb. ix. 24, conclusively set this view
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of the meaning of the word aside. The adjective, in its sacred

application, does not of itself imply anything with respect to

the quality of that of which it speaks ; but merely intimates

that it comes, in time, second to the ti^tto? thought of. The

avrlTVTrov may be inferior, as where of heavenly originals

there are earthly, material, temporary counterparts or tran-

scripts (Heb. ix. 24),—or, as in our present passage, superior,

as a finished work to a rough model : cf. Lightfoot's note on

the Ancient Homily formerly called the 2nd Epistle of Clem.

Piom., § 14. In the formularies of the Greek Church the

bread and wine in the Lord's Supper are called avTiTvira of

the body and blood of Christ.

For analogies to the strong expression employed here re-

garding the efficacy of baptism, u/xa? ato^ei, cf. Mark xvi. 16
;

Acts ii. 38, xxii. 16 ; liom. vi. 3, 4 ; Gal. iii. 27; Eph.v. 26;

Col. ii. 12; Tit. iii. 5.—Hermas (Vis. iii. 3) has a remark

on baptism which looks somewhat like a reminiscence of our

clause taken in association with the last clause of ver. 20 :

t) ^oD'q v/j,o)v Bia vBaTO<i iacoOrj Kal acoOr^aerat.

To obviate misconceptions into which abundant experience

proves the proneness of men to fall—and which might, in the

present case, appear at first sight to be sustained by the par-

ticular comparison here instituted, the deliverance of Noah

ajid his family being of an external kind—the apostle adds a

definition of what, in saying that " baptism saves," he means

by baptism. He does not by that name designate anything

which is merely outward. He means a sincere profession, made

in the appointed manner, of subjection of heart to Christ.

The ordinance saves, he intimates in substance, not through

any action of a material, mechanical kind, but solely as it is

a channel for the communication of divine grace, and used in

accordance with the divine intention. " Debemus in baptismo

agnoscere spirituale lavacrum : debemus illic testimonium

remissionis peccatorum et renovationis nostras pignus amplecti:

sic tamen relinquere et Christo et Spiritui Sancto suum honorem,

ut nulla pars salutis ad signum transferatur " (Calvin).
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For distinctness and impressiveness the apostle describes

what he means both negatively and positively. In the first

place, by " baptism," as he has used the word in the statement

just made by him, he means " not a putting away of filth of

flesh " (that is, " not an outward or bodily purification," a-dp^

being used throughout the Epistle with this force only, though

the adjective crapKiKo^; has the ethical reference, ii. 11). From

the arrangement of the words some interpreters are disposed

to regard the genitives as both governed by dirodeacf;, with

different references (so in N. T. occasionally, e.g. Phil. ii. 30),

(xapKo^ being subjective and pvirov objective, " flesh's putting

away of filth." The ascription of action in this way to (rdp^,

however, is plainly not natural ; and though, supposing aapKO'i

to be governed by pinrov, the order is ceitainly unusual, yet there

is an exact parallel in Eev. vii. 17, ^(or}<i 7r7}<ya<i vSaro^. The

explanation, no doubt, is that aapK6<i had in the apostle's mind

the emphasis of antithesis, his thought, though in the second

part he deviates from precise exactness in the expression of it,

being ou aapKO<; diroOecTL'i pvirov dWa irvevpLaro<i Ka6apiafio<i,

or something similar.—An interesting parallel to the state-

ment of the apostle here, though with a somewhat different

immediate reference, is found in Justin Martyr {Tryph. 14)

when speaking of the Jewish lustrations, r/ <ydp 6(pe\o<{ eKei'vov

Tov ^airrlafiaro^;, o ttjv crdpKa koI fiovov to ao^ia (paiSpvvei ;

fBaTTTLadrjre rrjv \p'VX>]V.

Of the positive part of the apostle's definition the words

which are used, and the context, make the general meaning

sufficiently clear,— " but sincere surrender to God." The

exact form of the thought, however, is very far from being

clear,—the obscurity being adequately represented in R. E. V.

by " but the interrogation of a good conscience toward God,"

with two marginal alternative renderings for " interrogation,"

" inquiry " and " appeal." We have in the words that am-

biguity which not unfrequently arises from the fact that the

genitive may be subjective or objective, uncertainty also what

iTrepcorrjfxa as here employed means, and doubt regarding the
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precise connection and force of eh. The noun iirepcoTr^^a

occurs in N. T. here only, but the verb iirepwrdo) often. As

the simple verb ipcoTao) has freely in Hellenistic use, like our

English " ask," the sense of " request, petition " (whether the

appeal be addressed to God—so e.g. John xvii. 9, 20 ; 1 John

V. 16—or to man), as well as the classical meaning "put a

question," so the compound eirepmrdco, whilst usually " ques-

tion "
{e.g. Luke ii. 46 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 35), means in Matt. xvi. 1,

" request." Similarly in LXX. the verb has generally {e.g.

Gen. xxvi. 7 ; Ezek. xiv. 7, 10) the force of " question;" yet in

Ps. cxxxvii. (cxxxvi.) 3, it has unequivocally the sense of

"request." In Dan. ii. 10, 11, also, this is possibly the

meaning, but more probably " question." The substantive is

found in 0. T. Greek in Dan. iv. 17 (14) only, where its

meaning almost certainly is " request." As used by classical

writers, the meaning of the word is " question." Every ren-

dering of the apostle's language, which from these data seems

to be possible, has found supporters ;
" inquiry proceeding

from, and inquiry or examination addressed or applied^ to, a

good conscience," " petition from, and petition for, a good

conscience," " the petitioned- for boon of a good conscience"

{iTTepcorrjfjLa being in this case regarded as having that passive

force which strictly belongs to nouns in -/la) ; ek taken with

the force of " to, toward," or with that of " in reference to,"

and joined to " inquiry " or " petition," or to " conscience."

Another class of renderings, too, has been thought of. It is

not unnatural to suppose that in the apostle's words there is

a reference to that questioning which, certainly from very

early times, and perhaps from the apostolic age, preceded the

administration of the rite of baptism. An early formula was

^ATTordcraT] Ta> Xarava ; ^Airordaaofiai. ^vprdcrar] tqJ XpLcrra)
;

Hvvrdaa-oixac. Eeference here to such catechizing being

assumed, the apostle's word has been supposed to cover the

whole of this transaction, and to point in the present case

chiefly to the ansvjering—as sometimes in modern English

the word " examination " is employed with reference mainly
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to the answers. An application of eirepwTaaOai and its cog-

nates, somewhat of this kind, resting on the usual system of

bargaining by question and answer in the transactions of

common life, is found in the later Byzantine legal phraseology

—the words being employed with the force of " stipulating,

engaging, promising." Thus we come to a possible rendering

of our passage, " the engagement, or promise, toward God of

a good conscience,"—that is, either subjectively, " given by a

good conscience," or objectively, " to maintain a good con-

science." The view that iirepcoTijfxa here is to be taken

somewhat in this way, as used metonymically, or with a

broadened reference, has commended itself to a great many

excellent interpreters (as Beza, Grotius, De Wette, Lillie), and

has led to such renderings as " in that a good conscience

consenteth to God " (Tyndale), and " the answer of a good

conscience toward God " (A. E. V.). Whilst, however, the

meaning thus given is in a measure satisfactory, it seems

questionable whether it has not been reached rather a priori,

by a consideration of what the apostle might suitably say,

than by an altogether legitimate dealing with what he has

said. The metonymy of " answer " for " question " is a strong

one, and can hardly be accepted without some proof of con-

temporary usage. Now there is no evidence that that

particular application of eirepwraa-dat, and words derived

from it, which has been mentioned above as made in the

technical language of the later Greek lawyers, was in use in

the first century. No doubt, quite conceivably, the words

with this application may have passed into Byzantine use

from the legal phraseology of some of the Eastern provinces,

where they may have been so employed for centuries. Of this,

however, there is no proof. It being certain, moreover, that

no use of the word or its cognates with anything like such a

meaning occurs in LXX., N. T,, or the early Fathers, one finds

it difficult to imagine that, even if the apostle and the Chris-

tians of Asia Minor knew eTrepMrrjfia as so applied, he would

be in the least likely, in a connection like the present, to
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employ it in a sense wliicli had no sacred associations what-

ever, and was known merely of buying and selling, and that

only or mahily in technical law. It may reasonably be

doubted, therefore, whether the assumption of a metonymical

use of eTrepcoTTj/xa in the passage is justified.

On the other hand, if we are thrown back on the sense of

"inquiry" or "petition" as alone legitimate (so, among

others, Bp. Lightfoot, referring to the point in his book, On the

Revision of A. V., p. 136), it may be felt that no one of

the possible meanings seems quite to fill up what is naturally

looked for in a definition of the spiritual significance of

baptism. It is to be remarked, however, that the definition

is brought in in an altogether informal, occasional, paren-

thetical way, simply to give an incidental suggestion of the

true line of thought on the matter. Those renderings which

appear to have any considerable measure of likelihood are

the following:— First, "the inquiry of a good conscience

after God :
" so Bretschneider, Winer, Alford. This rendering

is supported by a reference to 2 Sam. xi. 7, where we read

iTnjpoorrja-e AavlS et? elptprjv ^Icod^. To this view the ob-

jection presents itself, that, wliilst true religion may well be

described as a continued seeking or inquiring after that

spiritual knowledge of God and of His Son Jesus Christ,

which " is life eternal " (John xvii. 3), yet as a definition,

however informal, of baptism, " an inquiry after God " does

not seem natural or specially pertinent, seeing that baptism is

rather a public testimony to having already positively learned

something in this sublime field of research, to having taken

the first great step in the knowledge of God. Secondly,

" inquiry addressed by a good conscience to God :

" so

Gerhard, Besser, Salmond, and perhaps E. E. V. Thirdly,

" a petition addressed by a good conscience to God :

" so

Bengel, Schmid, and the Geneva English Version (" in that a

good conscience maketh request to God "). In these two

renderings there is obviously something of vagueness and

incompleteness. Gerhard, for example, has to supplement
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" an inquiry addressed to God " by " quomodo Deus erga

baptizatum affectus sit
;

" and Besser, in the direct form, " Art

not Thou my Father ? Am I not Thy child ? " Similarly

Steiger—who appears to hesitate between these two views of

the meaning, somewhat preferring " inquiry "—supplements

his rendering thus, " with regard to salvation,"
—

" of which

the person receiving baptism longs to have assurance." On
neither of these translations, moreover, do the apostle's words

seem to have anything like special suitableness to serve as a

statement of the spiritual significance of baptism. Fourthly,

" a petition addressed to God for a good conscience : " so

Lechler, Weiss, Hofmann, Wiesinger. This appears to be, on

the whole, the most satisfactory view. The thought as given

by it is distinct, and expressed with adequate fulness, and has

plainly a special relevancy to the matter in hand. The fact

that the mention of " water " is what has introduced the

allusion to baptism leads a reader to anticipate with confidence

that anything which is said regarding the meaning of the

ordinance will deal with it not merely in its general aspect,

as the beginning of a Christian profession, but to some extent

with respect to the specific teaching of the emblem employed.

This is most unequivocally the case with the negative part of

the definition, " not a putting away of filth of flesh ;

" and

in the positive part the mind, beyond doubt, expects something

which at least approaches to the nature of a direct antithesis

to the negative, some statement of that spiritual purification

which to the eye of faith is pictured in baptism. The position

of a sincere and intelligent receiver of baptism is that of one

who solemnly engages to be pure in heart and life, through

the promised grace of the Holy Spirit. Now the apostle in

the present section of his letter, and indeed only a few lines

before (ver. 16, where see note), has exhorted his readers to

"have a good conscience " (cf. also ii. 19). No form of

expression, therefore, could more naturally present itself to

him here to describe spiritual purity than this ; and it appears

natural also, and quite in accordance with the general style
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of apostolic teaching, that, having in the former place made

mention of the duty, he should now, when speaking of the

baptismal pledge to do the duty, point directly to where the

streno-th for do'ma: it is to be found, and how it is to be

obtained. In making his baptismal engagement the sincere

Christian is praying, and that with intensity. Thus " an

entreaty addressed to God for a good conscience " seems to be

Peter's meaning.

Some expositors have attached the words St avaaTda€co<i

'Irjaou Xpiarov immediately to avveLSr]aeco<} aiyaOrj^, or to

eirepcoTrjfia. 'No connection of this kind seems to be justified,

however, because the words " through the resurrection of

Jesus Christ" stand in such close association with the

following verse that it would go with them in the construe-

tion, and thus we should have an entire overthrow of the

balance of the sentence,—an incidental elucidation of the

spiritual significance of baptism drawing with it the whole

of the latter part, whilst the principal statement y/Aa? croo^ei

would be without a word of illustration. The sense, too,

which is obtained by joining Bl dvaa-rda-eco'i 'I. X. with acio^et

being, to say the least, not less satisfactory than that given by

the other connection, we may safely hold the construction

with aool^eL to be that which the writer intended.

Having so defined baptism as to show that, when he

ascribes a saving efficiency to " water," he is not attributing

this virtue to anything which is merely outward, Peter

proceeds here to show that the salvation spoken of is really

and wholly through Christ. Earlier in the Epistle he has

repeatedly pointed to the resurrection and heavenly glory of

the Lord Jesus as the object through the believing contempla-

tion of which Christian hope has its life (i. 3, 21). Here

salvation itself is set forth as coming to us through His

resurrection. In ver. 18 the Lord's atoning sufferings and

death have been spoken of: at the stage which we have now

reached, the apostle's thought has regard to the application of

redemption, to the work done by Christ when, after and
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through His death, " quickened in spirit." With what a

magnificent sweep he brings before us the evidence of

the completeness of the " quickening," and thus the ground

which we have for assurance of the glorious success of His

work as a Saviour in these gospel times,—in contrast with

tlie little fruit of His pleadings with the sinners before the

Deluge !
" The water which bore up the ark that sheltered

God's people saved but few,—but eight out of a numerous

generation,—though the Word of God had been for many

years graciously pleading with men to repent and live : the

water which correspondingly saves you has its power through

the resurrection of the Incarnate Word, which has attested

His triumph over all the force of death and hell. Your

llepresentative and Lord, who died for you, is risen from the

dead for you, to be a quickening Spirit, to be the Eesur-

rection and the Life. The power of His resurrection is

perpetuated, for He is now at the riglA hand of God, in

surpassing glory and invested with boundless authority. He

has gone to heaven, and the loftiest of God's creatures are

made subject to Him. How sublime in kind, in degree, in

extent, must the salvation be which He gives, thus wondrously

quickened in spirit,—His measureless grace wielding measure-

less power to influence moral natures, to guide and sustain

and bless
!

" Something like this would seem to be the line

of thought in the last words of ver. 21 and in ver. 22: cf.

Peter's words in Acts ii. 32, 33 ; also Matt, xxviii. 18, 19
;

Heb. vii. 25.

Ver. 22. The arrangement of the clauses shows clearly that

the apostle desired to pass at once from mention of the

historic event of the resurrection of the Lord to the statement

of His present position, thus bringing out the continued ful-

ness of His life and saving power. Then by participles he

mentions two facts, the view of which contributes to the

depth and distinctness of our impression of the glor}^ of the

" quickened " Saviour. Eeference to the session of Christ

at the right hand of God is very abundant in N. T., e.g. Eom.
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viii. 34 ; Epli. i. 20 ; Heb. i. 3,—the foundation passage on the

subject, Ps. ex. (cix. Sept.) 1, being also expressly cited a con-

siderable number of times, e.g. Matt. xxii. 44 ; Acts ii. 34
;

Heb. i. 13.—A clause which the Vulgate adds here, dajluticns

mortem, ut vitcc ccternce lieredes efficeremur, while no doubt

merely a gloss, is yet interesting, as showing how, in the mind

of the early Bible student who wrote it, the thought of Christ

as " quickened in spirit," and thus become with glorious

fulness the Life-giver, ran as the main thought through the

paragraph.

The participial clause iropevOeh ek ovpavov has much

interest. If we looked on the verse as being simply an

unimpassioned list of facts connected with the Saviour's

exaltation, it might seem as if, according to the arrangement

adopted by the apostle, the mention of this particular fact

was almost superfluous,—the main statement already made,

that He is at God's right hand, presupposing His having gone

to heaven. But just here enters the special importance of

Peter's words. It is quite clear that this thought, iropevOeU

eh ovpavov, rose up before the apostle's mind as one which to

himself brought home with peculiar vividness a sense of the

glory of the Lord. Now there seems to be no natural way of

accounting for this, except by his memory's giving him

a picture of that scene on Olivet when, while blessing His

apostles, Jesus " was parted from them and carried up into

heaven." The great event of the Ascension of Christ is related

in but a very few passages of K T., probably because it was

thought of by the first Christians simply as being the comple-

tion or legitimate sequel of the resurrection. Even of those

few passages which do state it, moreover, one or two are vexed

with serious textual difficulties. It is of no little moment,

then, to have from an eye-witness, like the Apostle Peter,

what cannot be naturally explained but as a distinct historic

reminiscence. The same remembrance is very probably

actually present in Bo^av avro) hovra of i. 21, but is not so

obvious.
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The genitive absolute clause with which the verse closes

contains an expansion of a part of what is implied in 09 iariv

iv Se^ta &€ov. The inhabitants of heaven are placed in sub-

jection to Christ. Tlie words i^ovacwv koX huvajxewv, taken

by themselves, might apply to earthly powers (of. Luke xii.

11 ; Tit. iii. 1), the whole combination thus describing the

mediatorial authority of the Lord over heaven and earth

;

but the abruptness of the transition from ayyeXcov, and the

fact that in several other passages (e.g. Eph. i, 21, iii. 10 ;
Col.

i. 16) i^ovaia and kindred words are grouped to describe

orders of the heavenly hierarchy, lead quite decidedly to the

judgement that this is what was in the apostle's mind here.

The natural construction is not to subordinate the latter terms

in the group to " angels," " angels (both authorities and

powers)," but to co-ordinate the three, " angels and authorities

and powers,"— the aim of the combination being, as is

manifest, simply to illustrate the might and glory of Jesus

by declaring that all those exalted spirits who compass the

throne of God, by whatever name they may be known, obey

the behest of Him who once hang upon the cross and lay in

the grave. The differences in the words which are employed

in the various passages referred to above, and the variety in

the order of their arrangement in the groups, show clearly

that the sacred writers did not mean to teach anything with

respect to the details of the distinctions existing among the

inhabitants of heaven. The groupings are made merely

for general impression. " For the Christian faith there

suffices the testimony as to different degrees and categories

in the angelic world, while any attempt to ascertain more

than is written in Scripture passes into the fanciful domain

of theosophy" (Meyer on Col. i. 16). Lightfoot, in his note

on the same passage in Colossians, gives a sketch of some of

the speculations of Jewish and Judyeo-Christian theosophies

with respect to the grades of the heavenly spirits.
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CHAPTEE IV.

Vv. 1-4. The division of chapters is not at all happily

made here, the first six verses of chap. iv. being in very close

connection with the last five of chap. iii. At iii. 18, as has been

seen, the apostle began an argument in snpport of the state-

ment made by him in the previous verse to his persecuted

brethren, that it is " a good thing " (meaning by this both

that it is morally excellent and that, from every worthy point of

view, it brings advantage) to suffer for righteousness' sake. His

position is that such suffering in the lower sphere, tlie material,

o-dp^, brings life, power, energy in the higher—that of the

moral nature, Trvev/jua. This he has illustrated by the case

of our Divine Forerunner. He was " put to death in flesh
"

and thereby "quickened in spirit" (ver. 18),—introduced into

a measureless plenitude of saving power (vv. 21, 22), which

stands in striking contrast with the small success of His Avork

of grace in the ages preceding the dying and quickening

(vv. 19, 20). At iv. 1 comes the direct exhortation based on

all this. " Your Forerunner, then, having suffered in flesh
"

(" and this " as, of course, in the connection, the thought

inevitably goes on, " with such glorious issues "), " be ye also

ready to suffer,"

The form in which the apostle couches his exhortation

seems to show that the choice open to those whom he was

addressing presented itself to him as one simply of alterna-

tives. From the essential antagonism between " the world
"

—the aggregate of carnal hearts—and Christ, and from the

excitement of feeling which had arisen among the heathen

throughout Asia Minor, there was no middle course between
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living freely as tliese heathen lived and accepting " suffering
"

of some kind " in flesh." Thus the appeal is " Eesolve, and

that unflinchingly, to suffer, not to sin. Surely your profession

as Christians implies that you feel your past life to be enough

to have given to sin (vv. 1-3) ; and, indeed, those calumnies

and persecutions with which you are now beset are due simply

to the wonderment and irritation of those around you at the

evidence which you have already been giving that you feel

this" (ver. 4).

Ver. 1. The T. E. reads in the first clause iraOovro^ virep

yfiojv crapKi, and in the last o iradcbv iv aapicL The changes

which, on ample evidence, criticism has made, omitting virep

rjficov in the one place and iv in the other, render the apostle's

course of thouglit more obvious. When the true reading in

the two clauses respectively is seen to be simply TraOovro^

oapKi, iradcDv crapKi, the expression, repeated in so marked a

way, and standing out in its bareness and generality, at once

leads the mind unhesitatingly to recognise a parallelism with

davarwOeU crapKt in the first verse of the paragraph (iii. 18)

and with Kpidoia-i aapKi in the last verse (iv. 6),—and to con-

sider that a prominent thought—the governing thought, in fact

—in the apostle's mind throughout the paragraph is that of the

antithesis which is fully expressed in the first and last of the

places, suffering in flesh and life in spirit. With virep r^fjiSiv

read in the first clause, moreover, the chief force of that

clause is the setting forth of the motive of gratitude to the

great Atoner : with these words left out, the relation of the

Lord to His people that comes into the foreground is that

of Example,—which vv. 17, 18 of chap. iii. have led us to

expect.

Those temptations which, through the action of fear, connect

themselves with a state of persecution, are, as strong and

bitter foes, to be opposed by the Christian suitably armed

:

" do ye also arm yourselves with the same mind " (on the

figure cf. particularly Eph. vi. 10-17). Sophocles {Elect.

995, 996) has an interesting parallel to the mode of expression
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liere, in the combination dpuaa oirXl^eaOai. The simple verb

QTfKli^eiv occurs here only in N. T. ; the compound KaOoTrXl^eiv

in Luke xi. 21.

Occasionally in classical writers (see the Lexicons), according

to a development illustrated in all languages, evvoia, " a

thought," has the idea of pnrjyosc more or less definitely

present. This is found also in the Hellenistic use of the word

(Susann. 28); and indeed its meaning in LXX. seems generally

to include with thought also the affections and resolutions

naturally connecting themselves with such thought (cf. Prov.

iii. 21, V. 2). This is apparently its force in our passage, and

is adequately represented by " mind " (of both A. and E. E. V.),—" the same mind " meaning " the same conviction of the

absolute hatefulness of sin, and the same spirit of determination

to suffer to any extent in order that sin may be overthrown."

Elsewhere in N. T, evvoia occurs only in Heb. iv. 1 2 (there in

the plural), where both versions give " intents."

The exact force of the statement in the last clause, " he

that hath suffered in flesh hath ceased (or, taken passively,

been brought to a cessation) unto (with regaid to) sins," is

not altogether obvious ; but consideration of the context aids

to a determination of the meaning. A mystical sense of

Tradcov has been thought of, as referring to death with Christ

in baptism (Schott, Webster and Wilkinson), or to the cruci-

fixion of the old nature (Calvin, Gerhard) ; but this is not

natural. IIa66vTo<i of the first clause is unquestionably literal,

and the aim of the whole paragraph is to give support in literal

physical suffering from persecution. The unmistakeable and

emphatic reference in the repeated " hath suffered in flesh

"

to the closing words of iii. 1 8, suggests in a decided way that

in the present clause the expression " has come to an end with

relation to sins" answers to "has been quickened in spirit,"

presenting this in a special aspect suited to the hortatory

character of the sentence. The subject is general,
—

" he wdio

(every one who) has suffered in flesh " (that is, of course, as

distinctly indicated by the drift of the whole paragraph, " who
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has suffered in flesli for righteousness' sake "). From the

manifest reference of the words of this clause to those of the

first, it is clear that our Lord is included in the category

intended. The view, however, of some scholars (as Fronmiiller)

who deny the generality of the subject, making o iraOdnv

designate Christ only, is discordant with the indications given

by the form of expression,—the natural mode of setting forth

this idea being plainly by iraOwv alone without the article,

thus, " because, having suffered, he hath ceased," etc.

Whilst the general statement is true both of the Lord and

of His people, yet, as of necessity is the case whenever in any

representation of His fellowship with them thought of relation

to sin enters, the aspect is different. The sinless Sinbearer

ended, when He died. His relation to sin pressing on Him

as a burden. Thenceforth He is %«/)t9 a/j,apTLa<i (Heb. ix.

28). When any of His people are called on to suffer unto

death for His sake, that stroke of the persecutor which closes

their earthly life closes therewith for ever all the influence of

sin over them, dismissing them to the life of perfect holiness

and to the enjoyment of the specially glorious crown of the

martyr. The strong word ireiravTat naturally suggests that

this case, that of death for adherence to God's cause,—the

closest possible analogy in the experience of the Lord's people

to His,—was prominent in the apostle's mind. He recalled,

it may be, this instance and that of which he had heard, of

persecution even to this point among the Christians of Asia

Minor (cf. the very emphatic expression rfj iv vfuv irvpwaeL,

ver. 12), and, looking forward to yet more trying days which

were approaching, he longed to " strengthen his brethren."

His words, however, are evidently meant to cover much

more than a reference to the comparatively rare case of a

martyr's death. Every sincere and intelligent acceptance, with

a brave and patient heart, of any manifestation of the world's

hostility to us because we follow Christ, is a spiritual victory,

—

sin and Satan being in so far cast down, and an impressive

testimony given to our having in heart completely broken
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with them, our having " ceased from," " ended," love and

subservience to sin. Proof shown in this way that the soul

has received " not a spirit of fearfulness, but of power

"

(2 Tim. i. 7), secures for it a well-marked new stage for the

attainment of yet higher practical conformity to the divine

will. A note of triumph thus rings out from 'jreTravTat

afxaprlaL<;, precisely as from ^wo'iroir^del'i Trvev/xarL in iii. 18
;

and tlie clause sets forth a most powerful and invigorating

motive :
" Arm yourselves with holy resolution to follow

Christ in suffering for righteousness, because he who has

suffered in flesh has come to an end with regard to sins, thus

gaining the position which as Christians you most desire." In

addition to the stimulus afforded by the simple statement of

this fact, the truth which is always the supreme support of

Christ's people—that, namely, of His victory already won, and

of their spiritual union to the Conqueror—is also implied in

the form in which the statement is made. " In the world

ye have tribulation, but be of good cheer,—I have overcome

the world " (John xvi. 33). On the clause before us, liom.

vi. 7 should be compared : though the thought here is different,

literal suffering and death, not mystical, being spoken of, still

it is difficult to think that that verse was not more or less

definitely before our apostle's memory.

There are scarcely data for determining whether ireiravrau

is to be regarded as a passive, " has been made to cease," in

which case the Divine Agent and the instrumental action of

the suffering are directly suggested to the mind (" by God's

grace, through the trial "),—or as a middle, meaning simply

" has ceased." The perfect of this verb does not occur else-

where in N. T. The LXX. use of it—as in Isa. xxiv. 8,

xxxiii. 8—appears to be middle. The perfect of the com-

pound dvairavofxaL is found in 2 Cor. vii. 13, Philem. 7, in

both places with passive meaning.

The clause may be taken, and has been by many (as Bengel,

Brown, Wiesinger), as stating what the evvoia (in this case

simply " thought and conviction ") was,

—

on being rendered

u
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not " because," but " that." The sense is satisfactory,
—

" Arm

yourselves with the conviction that to suffer for obedience to

the will of God is a triumph over sin." But rr/i/ avrrjv

presents a difficulty. These words in themselves may mean

one of two things,—either that this " thought " was " the

same " which sustained the Lord Jesus in His sufferings, or

that the apostle would have those whom he addresses to hold

this sentiment unanimously, each believer cherishing "the

same thought " with his brethren. This latter meaning is in

the connection untenable, because thus the exhortation would

proceed without any reference at all to the first clause of the

verse, with which plainly from the mode of expression it is

intended to be very closely associated. Accepting then the

other view of the sense as the true one, " the same thought

which sustained the Lord," two objections present themselves

to our going on with " namely, that," etc. First, in this case

the exhortation is not quite what the opening clause of the

verse leads a reader to expect. From " Christ having suffered

in flesh," the direct hortatory deduction is simply " Arm your-

selves with the same mind " (that is, " Be ye ready also to

suffer "),—any reference to a special sentiment which had

animated the Lord coming in, if at all, as a distinct thought.

Secondly, whilst the " thought " ascribed to the Lord is in

itself suitable, being indeed substantially that implied in the

statement made in Heb. xii. 2, that " for the joy which

was set before Him He endured the cross," yet the form in

which it is here presented— as a general proposition, and that

expressed somewhat peculiarly—seems to be such as would

not naturally have been chosen for a sentiment attributed

directly to our Lord, unless it had been well known as

enunciated by Himself. Now nothing at all resembling it is

recorded as having been uttered by Jesus. On the whole,

therefore, there seems to be good ground for considering the

clause not to set forth the contents of the evvoia, but to

exhibit a motive in support of the exhortation " Arm your-

selves,"— oTt thus meaning " because."—With reference to the
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reading a^apTlai'^, see Critical Notes ; and on this free use of

the dat. comm. d incomm., frequent in N. T., cf. ii. 24, rah

aiMapriat'i a'KO<yev6[xevoL, with note.

Ver. 2. The question presents itself whether this verse is to

be regarded as a continuation of the clause introduced by

OTL (so A. E. V.) or to be connected immediately with the

imperative clause, "Arm yourselves with the same mind"

(so E. E. v., giving the other on the margin). The former

of these views is beset with difficulties. First, our verse,

so taken, is but a somewhat enfeebling expansion of the

striking, pointed, forcible statement, nreiravTaL d/xapTLai'i.

Secondly, on this connection the words rov eirlXoLnTov iv

aapKt 'x^povov imply that the case of death by martyrdom

—

which, as has been seen, seems to be naturally thought of as

the most prominent case in o iraOfov aapKc of ver. 1—is not

included at all. Thirdly, this verse, implying evidently, as it

does, what is distinctly expressed in ver. 3, that in the earlier

part of the life of those spoken of there had been sin, would,

if joined to the clause introduced by on, exclude the Lord

Jesus entirely from the category intended by 6 izaOoov

crapKL,—thus making the structure of the first verse far from

natural, and materially weakening the force of the motive

exhibited by otl To connecting the verse immediately with

the imperative there is no objection, further than that the

sentence thus conceived is a little loose in its texture, so that

our idiom would perhaps repeat the exhortation,
—

" Arm

yourselves, I say, with the same mind, so as no longer," etc.

The apostle thus illustrates the aim of his injunction, and this

on the lines of the intermediate clause, which has spoken of

suffering for righteousness' sake as a triumph over sin.

In firjKeTi and rbv i-TriKoiirov y^povov there is plainly a

tautology, of a kind very natural in a sentence of intensely

earnest pleading expressed in the free language of a familiar

letter. The genesis of it may have been that when fjbrjKeTt was

written, the apostle did not intend to mention time again, but,

as he went on with the clause, the thought which he expresses
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in the next verse, " Sufficient is the past time for sin," rose up

before him so vividly that he instinctively brought in here

by anticipation " the rest of the time,"— which he trusted

would be given to holiness. The datives e'jri.6v^iaL<i and

6e\7]fiaTi may be explained either as datives of advantage,

" for," i.e. " doing service to," or as datives of rule, standard,

"according to " (cf. Acts xxi. 21 ; Gal, vi. 16 ; and see Winer,

p. 270; A. Buttmann, p. 184). The fact that the former of

these constructions occurs immediately before {dfjuapTLai<i of

ver. 1, on which see note) makes it likely that here also the

apostle's thought took the same mould.—By the generality of

his mode of expression, avOpwTrwv iTrtOvfilat^ (contrast the

strictly personal form, i. 14, rat? irporepov iv rf) ajvola vfiMV

iTTiOvfxlai'i), and by his using also the similar to ^ovXr]/xa rwv

edvSiv in ver. 3, the apostle shows us clearly what his course

of thought is (see introductory note on vv. 1-4). Prominent

in his mind, evidently, at this point, is not thought of the

moral weakness and perversity of the professing Christians

themselves, but of the demands and influences of the wicked

aroimd. " The case is one of alternatives, with no middle

course possible. Your lives must be given either to compliance

with the will of God (and this involves suffering in flesh)

or to compliance with the evil desires of men. Your Christian

profession intimates that you have chosen to serve God ; arm

yourselves then with the mind of Christ, a readiness to bear

patiently every evil which the hostility of the world may

bring you,—that thus you may serve the Lord fully."

—

Bengel well calls attention to the plural eTrt^f/xtat?, marking

the innumerable and often conflicting directions of worldly

lusts, in contrast with the singular deKrjpiari, the one all-perfect,

absolutely harmonious will of God. On the issues of devotion

to " the lusts of men " and to " the will of God " respectively,

see 1 John ii. 17.

'EttIXoi'ito^, a common word in the classics and in LXX.,

occurs here only in N. T.—On ev aapKi ^lovv, cf. ev crapKi

^^v, Gal. ii. 20; Phil. i. 22. It will be observed that
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throughout this paragraph, wherever expressly or by implica-

tion the apostle uses aapKi as antithetic to irvevfiaTt, and as

one of the main words in his course of thought (iii. 18, iv. 1

his, 6), he presents it in the bare form crapici, without a pre-

position. The place now before us, in which iv is used, is

obviously quite distinct from these.—The verb ^lovv is not

found elsewhere in K T. The 1st aorist, used here, is

somewhat rare; the 2nd aorist e^twv being more common.

By the Hellenistic writers, however, e^iwcra seems to have

been preferred; cf. Wisd. xii. 23; Ecclus. xl. 28. On the

distinctions between ^lovv and ^rjv, see Trench, Syn. N. T.

§ 27.

Ver. 3. An argument in support of the preceding exhorta-

tion. Life according to the " lusts of men " is sketched in its

most repulsive features, to impress the reader with a sense of

the madness and enormity of continuing such a life,—which, as

we have seen that the line of thought obviously implies, was the

only way of avoiding " suffering in flesh " through the hostility

of the heathen. "Arm yourselves with the mind of Christ,

that ye may do the will of God,—for surely your past life is

long enough for you to have given to that frivolous and impure

revelry, which, enlightened as you are by the gospel, you

cannot but see to be altogether unworthy of rational and

immortal creatures, and utterly offensive in the eye of a holy

God. And what profit had ye then in the things whereof ye

are now ashamed ? for the end of those things is death."

As in the latter part of the sentence the apostle piles up his

list of forms of wickedness, his readers could not but think of

every moment which had been spent in these with shame and

horror, as having been deplorably squandered. The rhetorical

understatement (XtroT?/? or /iei'too-t?), found in the application

to a time regarding which they must have had such feelings,

of the mild, indeed colourless, word ap/cero?, constitutes

obviously a grave irony, and has peculiar quiet force. It is not

impossible that, in using this mode of expression here, some

remembrance of Ezek. xliv. 6, xlv. 9, was before the apostle's
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mind. The LXX., however, does not use dpKeT6<; or apKct

there, but Uavovadco vfiiv. A certain specialty of force lies

perhaps also in the compound KaTeipydadat, " to have wrought

efficiently, accomplished
;

" but this verb is occasionally used

in such a way as to prevent our feeling certain that in the

present case the preposition is meant to give peculiar strength
;

cf. e.g. Rom. i. 27, ii. 9. As to the complementary infini-

tive KareipydaOai after apKeroij (iariv), see Winer, p. 401 ;

A. Buttmann, p. 259.—In rb ^ovKruxa ro)u eOvwv—that is,

the mode of life which those who have not the light of God's

revelation desire for themselves, and love to see followed by

those around them—Peter in substance repeats dvdpcoTrcov

iiriOviJiLat'i of ver. 2 (on which see note), in a form somewhat

stronger, and answering with exactness to the actual position

of his readers. The transition (according to the true reading)

from the use of dekrjixa in ver. 2 to that of the synonym

^ovXtj/ma here is perhaps due to an instinctive, reverential

shrinking from employing with reference to men who were

alienated from God a word which had just been used of God

Himself. The change can hardly be ascribed to any special

inherent suitableness of the one word to the one application,

and of the other to the other; for in Eom. ix. 19, ^ovXrjixa is

said of God, and dekrjixa, whilst predominantly said of God, yet

is also, not very unfrequently {e.g. John i. 13 ; 1 Cor. vii. 37
;

Eph. ii. 3), used of men. The line of demarcation between the

force of 6e\(a and that of ^ovKofiai is hard to define with pre-

cision.—On the frequent N. T. use of Wvr} with relation to

religion and not to race, cf, ii. 12, note.

The verb iropeveadat,, employed Hebraistically (like irept-

nrarelv) for a course of life, is construed, as here, with ev (of

the various paths, or the various fields through which the

paths lead) in Luke i. 6, 2 Pet. ii. 10; elsewhere with the

simple dative (as Acts ix. 31), or with Kara (as 2 Pet. iii. 3).

The apostle uses here the participle of the perfect, instead of

what might seem more natural, that of the imperfect. This is

analogous to the case, common in N. T., of an aorist participle
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joined to a main verb in the aorist and coincident with it in

time. The choice of 7r€7rop6v/xei'ou<i instead of Tropevofievov;

accords strikingly with the tone of the whole sentence, one

obviously of intense desire that the time of " working the will

of the Gentiles " should be regarded as absolutely done with.

As to the use of the accusative ireiropevixevov^, the construction

preferred in N. T. in a clause of this kind, instead of making

the participle agree with vfuv (understood with apKerosi), cf,

Winer, p. 782; A. Buttmann, p. 305. In the present place, the

fact that vfuv is not expressed would have made the dative of

the participle hardly natural.

In a catalogue of vices given in the course of an impas-

sioned exhortation, punctiliously sharp discrimination with

regard to the spheres which respectively the different names

cover is not intended nor needed, what is aimed at being

general impression. In the list given by the apostle here the

first two names probably overlap each other to some extent,

and also the following three. The main division is sufficiently

clear, and is approximately represented by " debauchery,

dissipation, and impiety," — " debauchery " answering to

daeXyeiatq, i7rL6vfiiaL<i, " dissipation " to olvo(f)\vylaL<i, Kcofxoif,

TToroL^, whilst " impiety " represents in a somewhat loose

way d6ep,lroi<i elZ(o\o\arpiai<i. All the nouns, it will be

observed, are put in the plural, in order to bring out impres-

sively the habitual wickedness of average heathen life, the

frequency and variety of its acts of grossness.

'AaeXyeta (a word of uncertain etymology) is " wantonness,

regardlessness of all restraints,"—often with special reference

to fleshly impurity (as Rom. xiii. 13; Gal. v. 19), but also

more generally (so apparently, from the arrangement of the

names of vices, in Mark vii. 22). On this word, see Trench,

St/71. JV. T. § 16.

—

'EiTiOv/jbLa is, in the connection which it

has here, naturally taken to designate some particular class of

the civdpwTTcov eTnOvixiai mentioned in the previous verse,

—

where evidently the word has its full original breadth of

reference. Knowing, as we do, how gross and glaring were
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and are sins of uncleanness among the heathen, and how con-

stantly these are pointed to in N. T. wherever there is any

reference to the moral working of heathenism, a reader at once

recognises a strong likelihood that this class of lusts is mainly

intended here in i7rtdvfxiai<i ; and the fact that the word im-

mediately follows aa€\'yeiai<;, which, as has been said, has in

N. T. use pretty decidedly a special reference to impurity,

confirms this view.

Olvo(f)Xvryla (the latter component being from (jAveiv,

" swell up, overflow ") occurs here only in K T., seldom in

classical writers, and never in the LXX., the cognate verb, how-

ever, olvo^Xvyelv, being found in Deut. xxi. 20 ; Isa. Ivi. 12,

According to more than one ancient definition, the word refers

strictly to desire, "an excessive love of wine;" but it is com-

monly used of actual indulgence in long and deep drinking.

" Debauch " is probably the best English representative.—The

two words which follow point, judging from their ordinary

use, particularly to drinking in company, designating gather-

ings of which drinking was a main purpose. Kw/x.09 (found

also in Eom. xiii. 13, Gal. v. 31, in both places in the plural,

and in both associated with fieOac) means " a revel, merry-

making," frequently in honour of a god, particularly Bacchus,

and ending usually in the party's sallying forth from their

banqueting-roora to parade the streets and indulge in what-

ever folly or wickedness suggested itself. Iloro^ (here only in

N. T.) was " a drinking-party," like av/j,7r6aiov. This word was

not in itself one, like olvo^Xvyla and KcofjiO'i, implying of

necessity folly and excess. It was used of the moderate

banquets of good men {e.g. Gen. xix. 3 ; 2 Sam. iii. 20, LXX.)
;

but frequent excess (cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 36) had evidently in the

apostle's days given it a bad repute. On olvo(^\v<yia, kwjxo'^,

and iroTO'i, see Trench, Syn. N. T. § 61.

In using the plural elBcoXoXarpiaa, the apostle probably

intends reference both to the worshipping of many gods, and

to the many forms in which devotion to the idols was shown.

^A6efjbi.To<{ (found elsewhere in N. T. only in Acts x. 28,
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Peter's words) is " unlawful,"—strictly, however, in tlie sense

of being opposed to law as laid down by instinctive convic-

tions with respect to what is right {fas), rather than to law as

set forth in a statute : thus, for example, Philo, in opposing a

certain doctrine, says that, granting it, 6 0eo? <f)6apTo<; earat,

—oirep ovSe 6efit<i {i.e. oirep dOe/xiTov) vorjaai {Leg. Allcg. ii.

Mang. p. 67). In the connection in which the word appears

in the present passage, the apostle seems to imply that the

thought set forth in the epithet might and should have

suggested itself to his readers whilst still heathen. His

reference, therefore, would appear to be to that law written on

the heart, and legible to all men unless wilfully blinded (Eom.

i. 19-23), which forbids the rendering of worship to any

but the living God. It is obvious that in the place which

this adjective holds here, in a passage of intensely earnest

pleading, it has far greater strength of meaning than where it

occurs in Acts. To represent the precise thought by a single

English word is perhaps impossible. "Abominable," of both

A. and E. E. V. (after Tyndale), answers in a general way to the

probable meaning, but not quite to the form of the thought.

" Nefarious " again suits perfectly in this latter respect ; but

its connotation, as commonly used, hardly accords with the

requirements of the present connection.

On the catalogue of sinful practices here given, cf. Eom.

xiii. 13, Gal. v. 19-21, and particularly Eom. i. 18-32,

where the direct connection between departure from the

worship of the true God and immorality is exhibited with

peculiar clearness and impressiveness. Peter's words in this

passage do not, of course, imply that all his readers had been

guilty of that grossness of iniquity which he has sketched.

As regards the extreme of profligacy, probably what had been

the case was simply as Paul states it to the Corinthians

(1 Cor. vi. 11), "And such were some of you." There were,

doubtless, everywhere among the heathen persons whom

thoughtfulness, and instinctive purity and delicacy of feeling,

restrained from many of the debasing practices seen around
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them. But everything which we gather from the literature of

Greece and Eome, as well as from the references made to the

subject in N. T., leads us to think that a deplorably large pro-

portion of the people, cultivated and uncultivated alike, lived

to some extent in vice, and that in large measure conscience

had become torpid.

Of several passages of this Epistle which go to show that

those to whom it was addressed were mainly Gentiles, the

present gives the most decided testimony to that effect.

The whole list of vices suits a heathen population far

more than it does a Jewish, in so far as we know anything

of the sins to which respectively Gentiles and Jews specially

tended ; and the reference to " idolatries " cannot, without

the strongest forcing, be made to point to Jews. Compare

Introd. § II.

Ver. 4. There is brought out expressly here what, as has

been seen, is implied in the preceding verses, when viewed

in their relation to the context,— namely, that to those whom

the apostle addresses there are for choice only alternatives,

—

either living in frivolity and sin, at which Christian enlighten-

ment revolts, or acceptance of dislike— which in certain

circumstances may lead to active persecution— from the

world. The world wonders at the Christian's abstinence from

modes of life in which it delights ; and with the wonderment

is conjoined irritation, because through the more or less dis-

tinct teaching of conscience (Rom. ii. 15), even when conscience

has grown to a considerable extent blind and dull, the lives of

Christians are felt to be a reproof and reproach to sin.

Generally in N. T. the verb ^evi^eiv has, as in the old

classical Greek, the sense of " to entertain a stranger, lodge

him" (e.g. Acts x. 23 ; Heb. xiii. 2). Here, as not unfre-

quently in the later Greek writers, Polybius, Josephus, and

others, it means "to give a sense of strangeness, to surprise"

(Germ, hefremdeti) : so also in the 12 th verse of this chapter,

and (active voice) in Acts xvii. 20. The exhibition of the

object causing amazement by eV (ev c2 meaning " at which ")
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is on the analogy of such combinations as iv a> a'yaWiaade

(i. 6), So^a^erci) 0eov iv rw 6v6/j,aTL (iv. 16),—on which see

notes : cf. also (according to what appears to be the most

probable connection of the words in that passage) Oaufid^etv iv,

Luke i. 21. With respect to the antecedent of c5, there is

a little uncertainty. The simplest view seems to be that

what was immediately before the apostle's mind was the

thought which he has made specially prominent in the pre-

ceding verse (see note there on the use of the perfect participle

ireiropevixevovi),—that for Cliristians the life of sin is now

done with, a thing of the past ; or (this being practically the

same) that idea of " regarding the past time as having been

sufficient," etc., which his whole tone assumes as certainly to

be ascribed to every one of the believers. " At this "—the

fact that their living in vice is ended through the new faith

which they have accepted— the heathen around them " are

surprised." Then the clause in the genitive absolute attaches

itself as an epexegesis of the manifestly somewhat ambiguous

c5,
—

" since you run not with them," etc. Some good exposi-

tors (as Hofmann, Huther, Salmond) regard the most obvious

antecedent as that which is intended, namely, "your having

lived like the others,"—the precise source of the wonderment

being then explained, by the gen. abs. clause, to be the dis-

cordance between the past and the present. But this does

not appear natural. Had the relative exjDression been " with

respect to which matter " {irepl or some similar preposition

being employed), this construction would have been probable

enough ; but iv exhibits the basis of the wonderment, and

—

even supposing the thought of /Lt?) awTpe^ovTcov ktX. already

rising before him— one can hardly imagine that, however

transitionally, the apostle's thought took the form, " The

heathen wonder at your having lived as they did."

On the joining of a gen. abs. to ^evi^ovrai, cf. a closely

parallel case with i'^dprjv, 3 John 3.—The particle firj here

has very distinctly its proper subjective force, the fact of

" your not running with them " being represented as before
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the minds of the heathen and occasioning their surprise.—On
the eagerness expressed by avvrpe^ovrcov, Prof. John Brown

aptly cites the vivid description given by Ovid (Met. iii. 528,

folL) of the hurry and frantic excitement seen at the festivals

of Bacchus.—On aacorla, of. Eph. v. 18; Tit. i. 6,—also

Luke XV. 13 (the adverb aacoTca), and Prov. vii. 11, LXX.

(the adjective a(Twro<^). Tlie best English representative

seems to be " profligacy." "^o-&)ro9 is plainly, according to

the etymology of the word, one so given up to evil courses

that men think of him as aco^eaOac firj Bvudfievo'?,—"past

redemption," as we say. It is found frequently with special

application to pecuniary extravagance, but in the place before

us has plainly its widest reference. On this word, cf. Trench,

Si/n. iV. r., § 16.

What is the exact force of avd'^v(Ti<i here is not clear.

The word is not a very common one, and is variously used.

It occurs with its primary force as a verbal substantive, " out-

pouring ;" thus Philo {Muncl. Opif., Mang. p. 13) speaks of the

sun extinguishing the light of stars ry tov ^ejyov<i dva'^vaei.

Again Strabo (iii. A. 206) says, Xeyovrat 8e dva'^vaea at

TrXrjpovfiei^at, rfj OaXaTTj) KoiXdSe'i ev Tat<; TrXrjfifxvpLcrL Koi

TTOTufxcop Slktjv avdirXovi ei? ttjv fieaoyaiav e^ovaai,— that is,

inlets or estuaries. The lexicographers Hesychius and Suidas

give also " weakness " (a state of " poured - out - ness " of

strength, so to speak) as a meaning. This last sense is not

suitable. So understood, the statement would lack vigour

;

and, moreover, avvrpe^ovToiv eU distinctly leads us to think of

dvd^vcnv here as having a figurative local signification. Some

(as Alford) take " slough " or " mire " to be the meaning,

because portions of certain inlets of the sea answer somewhat

to such terms when the water has receded. The idea is good

;

but there does not seem to be authority for such a translation.

Strabo does not in the least degree lead a reader to suppose

that the word in itself gave any suggestion of an offensive

residuum. The probable sense here seems to be "effusion,

gush, flood." The bitter waters of profligacy are—as an
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accursed stream, foul and destructive—sweeping over the

lands ; and the men of the world, rushing down to its banks

to bathe in it, and drink of it, and in the end to be carried

away by it to ruin, are astonished and angry that the

Christians will not run with them. Something like this

appears to be the picture before the apostle's mind ; and the

few words in which he outlines it for us have a singular

energy. " The whole phrase vividly describes the rush of the

multitude to do evil—that general working of all uncleanness

with greediness, which is the unfailing characteristic of every

community in which is no knowledge and no fear of the

living God. In the absence of all divine and eternal sanctions,

the restraints of conscience and shame oppose but a feeble

barrier to the torrent of evil; and that very social nature

which was meant for the shelter and encouragement of

virtue adds an almost irresistible momentum to the current.

Such was eminently the case in that dissolute age " (Lillie).

It can hardly be doubted that, in the connection, ^Xaa^tj-

/jLovvr€<i indicates calumnious reproaches addressed immediately

to the believers, at whose ceasing from complicity with them

in vice the heathen were surprised and made angry. They

closed their eyes to the conclusiveness of the Christian's

justification of his conduct, so magnificently stated by

Clement of Alexandria {Pcedag. iii. 12), when, after quoting

from Peter the verse preceding the present, he says, "Opov

e'x^o/xev Tov aravpav tov Kvplov oS irepLaravpovfieOa Koi

TrepiOpLjKovfxeOa twi/ irporepcov dfiaprLtov. Because the

Christians refused to join in idolatrous services, and in

dissipation and debauchery, they were charged with being

godless, and with gloomy misanthropy, moroseness even to

odium generis humani (Tacit. Ann. xv. 44). At the same

time, whilst this is no doubt the immediate reference of

^\aa(f)r]ixovvTe'i, the predominance in N. T, of that special

force which this verb and its cognates obtained among the

Jews, as designating language dishonouring to God, makes

it reasonable to regard this particular thought as having, in
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all likelihood, been in the minds of the sacred writers when

they speak of revilings directed against Christians for Christian

modes of acting by the name of " blasphemies." The irritation

of the heathen, as has been seen, was due undoubtedly to a

vague sense that in the pure lives of Christians there was

given from heaven a merited reproof for their own vicious

lives. Implicitly, therefore, in reviling Christians, they

reviled God. The best rendering is perhaps " blasphemously

reviling you." This thought of insult offered to God

leads with special impressiveness to the statement which

immediately follows regarding the Divine Judgement.

Ver, 5. The solemn statement made here is in the direct

line of the apostle's course of thought. His readers were

perplexed in spirit (see particularly ver. 12) by the troubles

to which they were exposed. Under the government of a

God almighty and infinitely gracious, they, His children,

were treated by bad men with derision and cruelty,—and no

outward proof came to them of His interest in them or His

displeasure with their enemies. God's people were crushed,

and His foes were triumphing. " Nevertheless," says the

apostle, " your Father cares for you ; and whilst for wise

purposes, which you will understand better afterwards, He

permits these things now, the great Assize is near, at which

your enemies will have to give account of all their works of

ungodliness, and of all the hard things which they have spoken

against Him (Jude 15). The Lord Jesus, who is Himself

reviled and persecuted when His brethren are (Acts ix. 4),

will be the Judge, and your Vindicator." That this last

thought was before the apostle's mind— the thought not

merely in a general way of Divine Judgement (as i. 17), but

specifically of the Lord Jesus as the Judge—can scarcely be

questioned when we remember his words in the house of

Cornelius (Acts x. 42), in which he exhibits it as being a

main subject of that preaching and testimony for which the

apostles were commissioned, on outo? iarcv 6 wpi(j[xevo<i viro

Tov &eov KpiT>]'i ^oiVTcov Kol v€Kp6)v. The close resemblance
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in these words to the language of our present passage shows

that in both the object of thought was precisely the same
;

and by what had been said a sentence or two before (iii. 22),

with respect to the exaltation of Christ, the minds of the

apostle's readers were prepared to apprehend at once his

reference here to the Lord's glory as Judge.

The combination Xoyov dirohihovai, is found with the same

application as here in Matt. xii. 36; Heb. xiii. 17; Eom.

xiv. 12 (the reading in this last place, however, being doubtful

between the compound and the simple verb), and with minor

references in Luke xvi. 2 ; Acts xix. 40.—On eroL/xco^ ^^^lv,

cf. Acts xxi. 13; 2 Cor. xii. 14,—also 2 Cor, x. 6. On
eTOL/jba)<} in its present connection, cf i. 5, with note. The

next grand manifest divine intervention in the affairs of this

world will be the appearance of the Lord to judgement ; and

to faith, which measures time by the standards of eternity,

this great event is always near : cf. vv. 7, 1 7, with notes.

'ETOi/ji(o<; e-^ofTv being in the present place joined with the

aoinst infinitive, the decisiveness of the judgement (once for

all) is with much energy set forth by the combination, as

well as the nearness.—On Kplvac ^wptu'; koI veKpoix;, cf.

(besides Acts x. 42, cited above) 2 Tim. iv. 1. It cannot

reasonably be doubted that the force of the expression in

these three places is the same, and that in it the words

" living and dead " are to be taken in their ordinary accepta-

tion,—the object of the sacred writer being to set forth the

absolute universality of the judgement of men by the Lord

Jesus, those who shall be alive on the earth at His coming,

and those who shall previously have died, being all alike

summoned to His tribunal. The interpretation " spiritually

alive " and " spiritually dead,"—believers and unbelievers,

—

which, in view of a particular mode of explaining the difficult

verse that follows, some scholars have in our passage attached

to the words, is clearly untenable.

Ver. 6. This verse is obscure,—^judged, indeed, by many

scholars to be as hard of interpretation as any statement found
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in Scripture (" certainly among the most intricate passages in

the whole book of God," Brown), by some absolutely given up as

a locus desperatus ("Hunc locum non intelligo,ideoque ad verbum

transtuli," Castalio). There is a measure of ambiguity in some

of the words, taken separately, or as here associated ; and the

relation of the verse to the context is not obvious. Considering

the variety of reference which is possible for jdp, it seems

best, before trying to determine precisely the connection of

the passage with what precedes, to endeavour, aided by the

general indications which are given by the drift of the whole

paragraph, to ascertain what the probable meaning of the

verse is.

NeKpolf has been regarded as used here of spiritual death,

the sense of the verse being either " To this intent the gospel

was preached to men dead in trespasses and sins, that througli

its working they might have the body of sin destroyed, the

flesh with its lusts being mortified (which, in the judgement

of the unregenerate— Kara avOpoiirov^,— is no better than

death), and might in the spirit have that holiness and happi-

ness which, in the sight of God, constitute true life,"—or " To

this intent," etc., " that, though persecuted as to their external

circumstances by men {Kara dvOpcoirov;), they might, through

the gracious working of God, enjoy true life in spirit." In

both of these forms of exegesis there are thoughts which could

scarcely be brought out of the words of the passage without

force. But, whatever be made of the details, the taking of

veKpoU as speaking of spiritual death seems at all events to

be untenable. This word cannot naturally be viewed as

having a different reference from veKpov<; immediately pre-

ceding,—the force of which, as we have seen, appears quite

decidedly to be " dead " in the ordinary sense.

But whilst veKpot<; cannot naturally be understood other-

wise than as designating persons who are " dead " in the same

sense as v€Kpov<; of ver. 5, it is not necessary to take the

reference in the one as being coextensive with that of the

other. As it stands in the 5 th verse, the word undoubtedly
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means all the dead : that this is also certainly the case with

veKpoh does not follow. A number of interpreters have

maintained, indeed, with much decision, that it does follow,

—

but on insufficient grounds. The anartbrousness of veKpov<i

(ver. 5), though the word there means all the dead, is in

accordance with a not unfrequent licence of the language in

cases where nouns are grouped by a conjunction : cf. e.g.

Matt. X. 37, Trarepa rj fiijrepa, vlov rj Ovyarepa. In English,

also, we say similarly, " The child has lost both father and

mother
;

" whilst, in speaking of one parent only, we should

have to say " his father," " his mother " (in Greek, likewise,

rov irarepa, ttjv fjLrjripa). That the use of this licence with

grouped nouns does not affect the necessity of either of them,

if definite, taking the article, when mentioned separately, even

if this should be in the same sentence as the group, is shown

by another verse in that chapter which has just been referred

to (Matt. X. 28), in the case of ^v')(t]v koI crMfia. Similarly,

in English, we have no difficulty in saying " able to destroy

both soul and body
;

" and we also, like the sacred writer in

his Greek, have to say, " from those who kill the body, but

cannot kill the soul." Thus the absence of the article from

vcKpoh (ver. 6), standing separate, shows that the word is

employed indefinitely, " to dead men." These may, in fact,

be all, or only some ; all that the word, as here used, states, is

that the persons meant are dead. Wherever in N. T. veKpoC

occurs without the article, the context shows that the sense

indefinite {e.g. Matt. x. 8 ; Mark xii. 27 ; Luke vii. 22 ; Acts

xxvi. 8; 1 Cor. xv. 15, 16), except in cases of recognised

licence,—that is to say, groups such as have already been

spoken of, instances where the word is governed by a pre-

position, and the combination, seemingly used as a proper

name, avda-raa-i^; veKptav.

The use of evrjiyyeXicrOr] appears to be impersonal,
—

" glad

tidings were carried,"—that is, specifically, according to the

regular IST. T. application of the verb, " the gospel of Christ

was made known." No such supplement as 6 X/3tcrT09 (Bengel)

X

is)
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is needful, or naturally suggested by what precedes.—On et?

Tovro iva, cf. iii. 9; John xviii. 37; Acts ix. 21; Eom.

xiv. 9.

The second of those exegeses mentioned above, in which

veKpolf is regarded as referring to the spiritually dead, assumes,

it will be observed, that in the double clause introduced by

iva the stress is on the latter of the two members. It seems

plain, on examination of the passage, that the case is so.

We have here an instance of that Hellenistic structure,—not

unfrequent in K T. (see note on Store, i. 24), and most strik-

ingly illustrated in Eom. vi. 17,—according to which thoughts

are in form co-ordinated, whilst really one is subordinate to

the other. Tlius here the purpose of God in having the

gospel preached was that, through its influence, those who

heard it miirht have life ; and the former of the two clauses

presents a subordinate antithetical thought, helpful to the

effect of tlie main one,—the meaning really being, " that, whilst

(or, although) judged in flesh, they might live in spirit."

KpiOoicTLv is naturally taken to have a reference to Kplvat of

the previous verse ; and thus a reader's first thought is that,

like Kpivat, it speaks of the general Judgement. The adjuncts

which are attached to it, however, appear to show that this is

not its application. ^apKi scarcely accords with such a

reference. It is true that the resurrection of the body will

be prior to the general Judgement ; but the term " flesh " does

not appear to be anywhere used in Scripture to designate the

resurrection-body. Job xix. 26 may perhaps be thought of;

but the obscurity of the passage, both as regards the meaning

of the words and as regards the reference, prevents anything

being rested upon it. The particular word crdp^, moreover, it

may be remarked, is not used in LXX. in that place. The

fact that our Lord speaks of the a-dp^ of His resurrection-body

while He was still on earth (Luke xxiv. 39), cannot with

security be held to prove anything with respect to the

applicability of this word to the body given to men at the

general Eesurrection, particularly when the statement made
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in 1 Cor. xv. 50 is taken into view. On the other hand,

many passages {e.g. Phil. i. 22 ; Heb. v. 7) point in a marked

way to the earthly existence as that to which crapf belongs

;

and in the paragraph which the verse now before us closes,

(xapKL, occurring four times besides the present (iii. 18, iv, 1

Us, 2), means quite unequivocally the body here on earth. In

three of these places, too (iii. 18 expressly, iv. 1 by obvious

implication), the same antithesis appears as that distinctly

intimated in our passage between suffering " in flesh " and

receiving quickening " in spirit." Now as physical suffering

on earth is meant in those other places, the presumption that

here also the same is intended by Kpidwat o-apKc is so strong,

when all the various facts which have just been dealt with

are considered, that only evidence of its being impossible to

obtain a satisfactory exegesis of the verse on this view of the

meaning of the expression would justify departure from it.

The fact that veKpoi are expressly described as the subjects of

the statement, suggests that dying itself is the " being judged

in flesh " which is referred to ; and when we find that the

antithesis is " living in spirit," this is confirmed to conviction.

We feel that KpiOdoat fiev aapKi, ^a)ac Be irvevfiari, is very

closely parallel to the foundation statement of the whole

paragraph, OavarcoOeh fiev aapKi, ^(oo7roLr]6el<; Be irvevfiari

(iii. 18).

It would seem, therefore, so far as at this stage of our

examination we are able to determine, that the mention in

ver. 5 of our Lord's being " ready to judge the living and

the dead " at the Last Day, brought up vividly before the

apostle's mind, on some ground, thought of God's judicial

dealing in, according to the principles of His moral admini-

stration, inflicting physical death {hia ttj^ ap,apjLa<i 6 Odvaro'i,

Ptom. V. 12). Subjection to this penalty of sin he calls

KpiveaOai. Similarly, in 1 Cor. xi. 30-32, bodily illness and

death are spoken of as "judgements;" and, a little later in

our Epistle, Peter calls persecution and other outward trials

Kpifxa (iv. 17).
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Kara avOpcoTTov; appears in the connection to mean " after

the manner of men," " as men are judged,"—that is, " accord-

ins to the doom which for sin has come on the whole human

race ;
" and correspondingly KaTo, Geov is " after the manner

of God," " as God lives,"—this latter statement being kindred

to that other of Peter (2 Ep. i. 4), tva yevrjaOe Oeia^; kolvwvoI

(f)vaea><;. On Kara Oeov, cf. v. 2, note. With Kara avOpw-

irovi cf. Paul's familiar form of expression in the singular,

individualizing, Kara avOpwirov (e.g. Eom. iii. 5 ; 1 Cor. iii. 3)

:

in the present place, universality being of the essence of the

thought intended, the singular would not have been suitable.

Ignatius {Trail. § 2) has Kara av6pwirov; ^cSi^re?, " living as

men live : " Kara Qeov also occurs a number of times in his

writings {e.g. Magn. § 1).

If the conclusions which have now been reached with

regard to the force of the words and phrases are well based,

the natural interpretation of the verse is, " For to this intent

"

(the position of eh tovto shows that on the purpose the stress

of the sentence rests) " was the gospel made known also to

persons who are dead, that, whilst judged (subjected to the

judgement of death) in flesh, as men are, they might in spirit

live as God lives (live a life of holy blessedness, kindred to

God's, Kara rov "Aytov Kal aviol ayioi, i. 15)." Two objec-

tions are urged to this being accepted as the sense intended by

the apostle. First, this view of the meaning proceeds on the

supposition that veKpoh speaks of " persons who are now

dead," but who were alive at the time when " the gospel was

preached to them,"—whereas, according to the prima facie

force of veKpoh evr}<yyekLc6r), a preaching to men dead at the

time of the preaching is described—an evangelizing of dead

men. This is no doubt the sense which the mind attaches

lirst to the two words taken by themselves ; but there is

nothing in the least degree forced, or indeed at all uncommon,

in a combination of words like this being used in the other

way, the rest of the sentence suggesting the meaning intended

by the writer. A sense of the continued oneness of the per-
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sonality leads constantly to expressions of this kind. Suppose

that a naval officer of distinction happened to be mentioned in

conversation, and that an old schoolmaster in the company

said, " I taught the admiral navigation,"—not a moment's

doubt would be felt by any hearer that the old man spoke of

the admiral long before he had become an admiral ; nor would

there be the least feeling that the mode of speaking was

strained or odd. Even the transition into the state of the

dead does not interfere with the entire naturalness of this

form of expression. When a newly-made widow says of a

friend, " I shall always be grateful to him, because he loved

—honoured—showed kindness to—the dead," the statement

is at once understood to point to kindness shown during life

to him who is now dead. So in Ruth i. 8, " The Lord deal

kindly with you, as ye have dealt with the dead {jjuera twv

reOvqKOTwv, LXX.) :
" similarly also ii. 20. The only difference

between such statements and that at present before us is that,

in those which have been spoken of, the reference to something

done in life to persons who are now dead presents itself at

once and inevitably to_ the mind of the reader or hearer,

through the knowledge of the circumstances which is possessed,

—whilst in this verse we have but a passing allusion, to the

exact force of which we are not immediately guided by the

context. But that the apostle's first readers—able, from their

perfect acquaintance with those circumstances in their position

which specially had induced the apostle to write to them, to

see in a moment the purport of the slightest allusion—did not

attach to the words before us a reference to experiences jprior

to death as directly as we do to the words of Naomi, or that

they had any more consciousness of strain in doing so with

these words than we have with hers,—this is manifestly a

quite unsupported assumption. The probabilities of the

case must be argued out from consideration of the nature

of the statement, according to the force of its words and

clauses and connection,—the combination veKpoh evriyyeXia-dr}

accommodating itself readily to either of the positions with
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respect to time. The question is obviously in kind precisely

the same with that as to the reference of Tot9 ev ^vXuk^

TTvevfiaaiv in iii. 19, which was fully discussed.

The second difficulty in the way of admitting that meaning

of the verse which has been given above is found in the

obscurity of the connection of the passage, when thus under-

stood, with what precedes. But when one bears in mind the

main drift of the whole paragraph, particularly as shown in

summary form in the last clause of iii. 18 and in iv. 1, a

natural connection for our verse readily presents itself. The

central thought throughout has been that suffering in flesh for

righteousness' sake brings life and strength in spirit. Now
plainly the present verse, the last of the paragraph, echoes

those verses just mentioned, and this in a specially marked

way through the emphatic position given to aapKc and

TTvevfiaTi. We seem, therefore, to be naturally led—obliged

indeed—to think of persecuted Christians as the subjects of

the apostle's statement here ; and, seeing that these are

expressly called venpoi, and that " being judged as men are in

flesh," which was their pathway to " living as God lives in

spirit," appears in the connection undoubtedly to mean death,

the natural conclusion seems to be that the persons immedi-

ately before the apostle's thoughts were Christians who under

persecution had died for the cause of their Lord. On the

likelihood that, in the later years of Nero, and from that time

onward, there may have been now and again even severe

persecutions in different parts of the empire, of which no

record has been preserved, see Lightfoot, Ignatius, vol. i. pp.

15, 16. The entirely casual way in which we learn—and

this not from a Christian but a heathen source—of the severe

persecution in Bithynia in a.d. 112, is very suggestive in this

direction. That the oppression under which the believers in

Asia Minor were suffering at the time of this Epistle had

already gone so far as the subjection of some to a violent

death—really, whether avowedly or not, for their religion

—

may quite reasonably be held to be hinted in iv. 1 (see note
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there) ; and the supposition accords well with the statement

made in iv. 12. IIvpwaL<i in this last passage is a very

strong word, and the persecution indicated by it was not alout

to come, but had already begun (yivofxevj}).

Supposing the reference in our verse then to be to Christian

martyrs, the connection exhibited by <ydp must be not immedi-

ately with what is said in ver. 5, but, as very frequently in

the case of this conjunction, with an intermediate thought,

natural and generally obvious. The apostle has said that

the blasphemous calumniators of the Christians shall have to

" give account to Him who is ready to judge living and dead."

This last expression is universal in its reference, pointing to

the judgement both of friends and enemies of Christ, per-

secutors and persecuted alike. The practical force of the

statement is therefore, of course, that in that Day the folly

and sin of the persecutors will be publicly made manifest,

and the servants of Christ gloriously vindicated. While,

with this wide reference, he writes the word veKpov<;, the

remembrance comes up vividly before him of some of his

Christian brethren in Asia Minor who, as he knew, had

already been placed in this class of veKpoi directly through

the cruelty of the heathen. He was aware also, we may

suppose, that the thought of these martyrs was with much

liveliness before the minds of those to whom he was writing,

—

and that among them that deep and painful sense of mystery

which we know (1 Thess. iv. 13-18) to have existed among

some of the early Christians, when they saw around them

those who loved the Lord dying before He came again in His

glory, was intensified exceedingly by seeing Christ's people

die—perhaps amid torments—expressly because they served

Christ. In the state of mind in which some at least of

Peter's readers evidently were with respect to suffering for

Christ's sake generally, such a sight as this they certainly

could not but "think strange" (iv. 12) in a very high degree.

To this difficulty, then, the apostle adverts,—and that in such

a way as to place the copestone on the whole invigorating
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teaching of the paragraph, with regard to the " quickening
"

power of " suffering in flesh " for righteousness' sake. He
tells them that, when the persecutor does that which, from

his point of view, is his very worst, he is, in truth, but

introducing the Christian into a far higher sphere of that

spiritual life which he had begun to live here, a life kindred

to the life of God. " Your revilers shall give account to Him
who is ready to judge living and dead. Dead, remember,

brethren, as well as living. Your martyred dead, of whom
your hearts, I know, are full, will have a triumphant vindica-

tion
; for this was the very purpose for which the gospel

was made known to men also who are dead (as well as to

you and me who are still alive),—this,—that, whilst judged,

as men are, in flesh, there should be for them nothing further

of judgement involving suffering, but that they might live in

spirit as God lives." On this view of the connection, the

transition from the application of Kplvat, in ver. 5 to the

general judgement to that made here of KptdcoaL to dying, is

easy, and has a special tenderness and beauty ; and all parts

of the verse have their full natural force. While the course

of thought certainly seems, as has been said, to lead to the

view that martyrs are immediately in the apostle's mind,

yet obviously the declaration of the verse really gives its full

comfort to all who mourn over Christian dead. The apostle's

statement is parallel to that of Paul (Eom. viii. 10), El he

XptaTO<; iv vjulv, rb fiev crcofia veKpov hia a/iapTiav, to Se

TTvevfia ^0)7} 8ia hiKaioavvrjv,—the structure there also, sin-

gularly enough, having the same kind of irregularity as here,

for clearly the formally co-ordinate clause to fxev awfia kt\.

is really subordinate.

If it be objected to that connection of the passage which

has now been sketched, that the train of thought assumed to

link the 5 th verse to the 6 th is not altogether obvious, a

sufficient answer appears to be at hand. The question

whether there had been, among those to whom the apostle

wrote, some recent deaths by martyrdom, is one with respect
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to which, from the imperfect knowledge we have of the

history of Asia Minor during that age, nothing more than

conjecture is possible. A probability that the case was so

seems, as has been said, to present itself from the modes of

expression employed, in iv. 1, 12. If we suppose that there

really had been such deaths, and bear in mind that tender-

ness of feeling respecting their loss which must have existed

for a long time among the surviving brethren, we can hardly

doubt that, when the Epistle was read in the various churches,

the martyrdoms would be prominently in the thoughts of the

people throughout the whole of the present paragraph and

much which follows. Thus, at any point, the force of the

slightest turn of language naturally bearing on the death of

their friends would be perfectly obvious to them,—however

it may be at first to us somewhat obscure. Given the

supposed circumstances,—and these are probable,—the course

of thought connecting the 5tli and 6th verses is altogether

natural, and the meaning assumed to be yielded by the 6th

verse is quite accordant with the force of its words and of

their construction, and in entire and beautiful consistency

with the whole paragraph whicli the verse winds up.

By a few of those interpreters who regard the persons

spoken of in the verse as having heard the gospel in their

lifetime (as Hofmann), the reference of veKpoC is supposed to

be to 'persecutors, and the apostle's object to be to comfort

the suffering Christians with the assurance that in no case

will their oppressors escape their merited punishment. " They

shall give account to Him who is ready to judge living and

dead,—yes, those of them who may be dead when the Lord

comes, shall be brought to stern judgement as fully as those

who may be alive, for they heard the gospel and rejected it."

This view is untenable. The tone of feeling thus supposed

to be in the passage is not consistent with the general spirit

of K T. That the delightful sketch, Xva ^oocrc Kara Qeov

7ri>€v/xaTi, should be given merely to serve as a bright back-

ground for a dark record of condemnation, is, in the connec-
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tion, altogether unnatural. The course of thought throughout

the paragraph regarding the efficiency, for quickening in the

sphere of spirit, of the bearing of persecution for Christ

—

a course marked, as by guide-posts, by the occurrence time

after time of the antithesis of aapKi and Trvev/xari,—is entirely

interrupted by making the reference of this antithesis to be

in the present verse to the persecutors. Various serious

objections of detail also present themselves on a careful con-

sideration of this exegesis, which are well stated by Wiesinger,

—who has given to this position of Hofniann an almost

needlessly long and elaborate discussion.

Many expositors make the prima facie force of veKpoh

evTjyjeXlcrOr] a fixed point

—

the fixed point—in their exegesis,—
" the gospel was preached to dead men " at the time when

they were dead ; and endeavour in various ways to make the

other parts of the verse, and the connection with ver. 5,

square with this. Naturally, this class of exegetes includes

most of those who see in iii. 19, 20, an announcement of our

Lord's preaching in the regions of the dead. The fact that

within the same paragraph, though at a considerable distance

from each other, two passages occur which, on a surface view,

may be held both to speak of a proclamation of the gospel to

tlie dead, arrests the attention of every student of the Epistle
;

and the coincidence may not unreasonably be held to establish

a measure of likelihood that this really is the meaning in both

the passages. Yet the measure of probability thus established

is in itself but slight, and has no appreciable counterbalancing

M'eight, when serious difficulties, grammatical and logical, are

seen to obstruct the acceptance of this view of the sense in

either place. In literature and in life superficial coincidences,

as striking or more striking, show themselves every day, which

yet, on examination, often prove to be merely casual, with no

underlying relation. As regards the meaning of our present

passage, the fact is worthy of note that to the consensus among

those expositors who see a preaching to the dead in iii. 19,

in seeing the same here also, one exception—out of several

—
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is Bengel, a commentator ranking certainly among the very

foremost, if not himself absolutely the foremost, for learning,

breadth of judgement, and spiritual insight. The tendency

must have been strong with him, since he had been led to

interpret iii. 19 of a visit to Hades, to recognise the same

here. But he saw clearly that the natural reference of KpiOwat,

aapKL, in the connection which it has in this sentence, is to

dying,—and that this cannot reasonably be viewed as prioo'

to evrjyyekiaOT), of which it is by iW expressly indicated to

be, so far as regards the form of the sentence, a part of

the pmyose :
" ex quo ipso " (that is, the clause iva Kpidcoat

aapKi) " etiam patet evangelii prsedicationem innui morte ilia

priorem, non posteriorem."

By those who interpret eurfyyeXiadi] of a preaching in the

regions of the dead, the connection of vv. 5, 6, is thought to

be as follows :
—

" Our Lord is ready to judge the dead,—and

with reason, for even they have not been without opportunity

of receiving His gospel." This, which is Alford's statement,

adequately represents the general position of those who hold

this exegesis. Now, in this supposed connection itself there

lie difficulties. In the first place, if vv. 5 and 6 stand related

to each other in this way, the course of thought appears

singular. There can be no doubt that, springing as it does

out of mention in the 4th verse of the persecuting spirit of

the heathen in Asia Minor {^Xaa^r]fjbouvTe<;), the statement

made in the 5th verse has in it very prominently a solemn

sternness. Now, the sequence is, to say the least, peculiar

:

" Your persecutors shall render account to Him who is ready

to judge living and dead,—to judge the dead also, I say, for

to this intent the gospel has been preached to the dead, that

they may enjoy eternal life " (this last being undoubtedly the

main thought in the clause introduced by tva). Secondly, the

assumption involved in this mode of connection, that at the

great day of final account the judgement will, with respect

to every member of the human race, be determined by his

having accepted or refused Jesus Christ as made known in
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the gospel, does not seem to be based on Scripture,—which

simply affirms that judgement will be according to the varied

measures of light granted to men, and that the Judge of all

the earth will do right (Luke xii. 47, 48; Rom. i. 18-20,

ii. 9-16, etc.). Thirdly, supposing it were admitted that

the reason alleged to be given in ver. 6 for the statement

made in ver. 5 with respect to the judgement of the dead is

scriptural, and is expressed in a natural way, still it is hard

to see the relevancy in this place of such a justification of

Christ's judging the dead. Nothing in the paragraph, or

indeed anywhere in K T., suggests in the remotest way that

difficulties on this head perplexed or distressed the early

Christians anywhere ; and certainly, to state the case in the

mildest way, an explanation of the kind supposed seems to

have no special suitableness in the present connection. As

Professor Salmond puts the matter excellently, " Peter is not

dealing with any such question as how it shall stand with

those who have not heard the gospel in this world, but with

a plain case where the gospel is known,—the case where

Christians are slandered by their heathen neighbours for their

fidelity to the gospel. How should the mention of a gospel

preached to the dead in the under- world bear upon the

position of living Christians who are misrepresented by living

detractors in the upper world ? What encouragement to

patient endurance of heathen slander should Christians find

in the information that their heathen persecutors are assured

of a new period of favour in the other world? Or how
should the mention of Christ's graciousness towards the

unrighteous dead incite the righteous living to a persevering

separation from heathen impurity ?

"

The exegesis of those who regard tlie verse as speaking of

a preaching of the gospel among the dead takes various forms.

By most of these scholars Kpidcoai aapKi is—rightly, as we
have seen reason to believe—^judged to refer to physical

death; and those intended by veKpoh are either certain

sections of the dead (as, the antediluvian shiners mentioned
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in the previous chapter,—so de Wette ; or, more widely,

those who died before the coming of Christ,—so some of the

older interpreters), or the dead generally (so Wiesinger,

Huther, and others). Those difficulties in the way of logical

connection which have been indicated above affect the

exegesis in any of these forms. All of them are confronted,

too, with a most serious grammatical objection in the twist

which they give to Xva KptQoiaL, making these words speak of

a death which is -past. While it is true, as has already been

said, that the former of the two members of the clause intro-

duced by Xva is in sense subordinate, the stress of thought

being on ^wcrt, yet in form it is clearly a co-ordinate part of

the statement of the aim intended in ev'^'y^ekiaOr]. Now it

seems impossible that in the mind of any logical thinker

—

under whatever Hebraizing influences— the clause could

present itself as one of purpose relatively to evrjyyeXladr}, if

the KpiOrjvai had taken place before the evayyeXiadTJvai, and

was at the time present to the consciousness of the writer as

having been prior. A number of commentators pass this

point by with some slight observation to the effect that the

clause is tantamount to one in which Xva governed ^axri only,

the intervening thought being represented by a participle.

IsTow, however true this is in fact, it does not really touch

the difficulty. Wiesinger, always thorough and candid, mani-

festly—and reasonably—finds it hard in the utmost degree to

satisfy himself that KpiOwat can mean what his exposition

makes it mean, " be in the state of having been judged," or,

" of being judged " (the state of death being deemed a con-

tinuation of the "judging in flesh" begun at death). He
appeals to but one passage, 1 John iii. 23, as analogous; and

gains nothing thereby, because, in the first place, it is not by

any means certain that the aorist there is the true reading,

—

and, secondly, even if it is, the natural reference of Tnarevarcofxev

to a decisive act of faith is in every way suitable, " the decisive

act of faith being treated as the foundation of the abiding work

of love " (Westcott, in loc). In every case in N. T. in which
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iva is construed with an aorist and a present, the distinction

is quite obviously the regular one between an act and a state,

—as here between dying and living; cf. John ix. 39, x. 38.

One case of a conceivably retrospective aorist subjunctive is

to be found in John xii. 7 (true reading) ; but the construc-

tion is uncertain, the view that the force of the tense is

retrospective not being the most probable,—and, in any case,

in the way in which a verb is used after dcpLevat I'va there lies

no true analogy to the passage before us, where iva plainly

has in purity its regular sense of purpose.

Where, as with the majority of the recent advocates of the

exegesis under discussion, the word veKpoU is supposed to

indicate all the dead, there is, besides the difficulty found in

tW Kpidcoai, another, almost equally serious, connected with

evrjyyeXiaOr]. The only natural view of the force of this verb

here is as an ordinary narrative aorist, there being nothing

whatever in the structure or relations of the sentence to

suggest the gnomic force (as i. 24), or any other kindred

use of this tense. Now obviously the historic statement

evij^yjeXLadr)—whilst sufficient, if the supposed preaching of

the Lord to the antediluvian sinners is thought of as referred

to here, or some similar proclamation of truth to the dead

of the pre-Christian ages generally—is an inadequate form

of expression if all who die before the Lord's Advent to

Judgement be deemed to be pointed to.

A few interpreters (Plumptre, Mason, and one or two

more) understand Kpi6ooa-t aapKc not of death, but of some

judicial action of God at the time of resurrection and general

judgement. All these scholars seem to regard veKpoh as

designating the dead generally. Thus their exegesis liey

under the objection just stated with respect to the force of

evrjyyeXiaOr) ; and whilst they escape that connected with the

time of KpiOwai, they are confronted with equal difficulties

of another kind, in the peculiar application of o-apKi, and in

the marked deviation which they make from the contextual

reference of the antithesis between aaptci and irveu/jiari,.
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Mason maintains, though somewhat hesitatingly, that the

verse means that wicked men who in Hades believe in

Christ, through the supposed preaching to them there, shall

not have resurrection of the body (the withholding of this

constituting their being "judged in flesh"), but in some sense

shall, " as God sees it " {Kara Qeov), live in spirit. Dean

Plumptre's language does not give a reader the idea that he

holds exactly the same view as Mr. Mason, but what he does

hold it is not easy to determine with precision. " The dead

had the gospel preached to them, that they might be judged

by a judgement, which was remedial as well as penal, in

that lower sensuous nature in which they had sinned,"—and

" live, in the highest sense of life, in that element of their

nature which was capable of knowing God, and therefore of

eternal life." " Such," he observes, " seems the simple,

natural interpretation of the words
;

" and he goes on to

remark on the influence of " dogmatic prepossessions " in

swaying men from it (Cambridge Bible for Schools, in he.). In

another book, The Spirits in Prison, published in 1884, five

years later than that just quoted. Dr. Plumptre (p. 119)

states as the sense of our verse, " They, too " (" the dead

generally"), "were to have the opportunity of being conformed

to the likeness of Christ, dying as He died, and thus bearing,

as He bore, the penalty of sin, that so they might be sharers

in His life." The meaning of this may possibly be the same

as that of the other statement.

The exegesis of this verse is certainly not obvious or easy

;

but, on a retrospect of the whole discussion, the direction in

which probability points with regard to the apostle's meaning

appears to be marked with sufficient distinctness. On the

one side, we have as difficulties the facts that there must be

attached to veKpoh a reference as respects time, different from

that vihich. prima facie suggests itself,—and that the connection

between vv. 5 and 6 is based on a view with regard to the

severity of the persecution under which the Asiatic Christians

were suffering at the time of the letter, that rests to some
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extent on conjecture. The proposed reference of veKpoh,

however, though not the first which occurs, is in itself

perfectly natural, and accords with frequent use ; and the

assumed severity of the persecution— its having already

brought some believers to a violent death—has in it nothing

which is at all improbable, and seems, indeed, to be directly

pointed to by various modes of expression in the Epistle.

Conceding these two positions, the meaning obtained is

entirely accordant with the sense of the words and with

their construction,— is in itself beautiful, and eminently

fitted to comfort the distressed Christians to whom the

letter was written,—and is in the direct line of the current

of thought traceable throughout the whole paragraph which

the verse closes. This last point is one of very special

moment, seeing that the reappearance here of that antithesis

which has come in again and again between " suffering in

flesh " and '•'

life in spirit " seems with much emphasis to

indicate that the verse is in the main current, not in a mere

eddy.

On the other side, there are most serious grammatical

difficulties, connected both with evrjyyeXicrOr] and with KpiOcoat

a-apKi] and, on any form of the exegesis, a considerable

measure of unnaturalness presents itself in the relation of the

verse to that which precedes, and seemingly an utter want of

relevancy to the general drift of the paragraph.

Vv. 7—11. On the duties of Christians as associated in

congregations.

In the practical part of his letter the apostle has, up to

this point, been giving advices bearing on difficulties and

sufferings to which his readers, in the various positions they

occupied, were exposed in carrying on the general work of

life. He proceeds now to speak specially of the duties

incumbent on them as associated in congregations, the thought
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of trouble and anxiety to the Church from persecution being

also still prominently before his mind.

Ver. 7. The words irdvTwv to TeX,o? cannot be naturally

taken to mean anything else than the close of the proba-

tionary history of our earth through the Second Coming of

Christ, His coming to raise the dead and judge the world.

By some interpreters the reference has been supposed to be

to the destruction of Jerusalem. Now, beyond question, that

awful catastrophe could not fail to make a very deep impres-

sion on the minds of Christians everywhere throughout the

world, and was one in which they would certainly and justly

recognise a " coming of the Son of Man " for judgement. But

that to Christians living at a great distance from Jerusalem,

and many of them of Gentile birth, the overthrow of the

Jewish capital and commonwealth would be spoken of by the

apostle under such a name as " the end of all things," is a

wholly unnatural thought, and could scarcely have been enter-

tained by any, but for the difficulty lying in the word rf^^LKev,

—on which see below.—The emphatic position of iravrav

suggests an antithesis with some partial " end " mentioned

before. This must lie in veKpoZ<i and Kpidayat aapKi of ver. 6.

Some interpreters, accordingly, take Trdvrcov as masculine.

This is striking ; but it may be questioned whether such an

expression as " the end of all men " has likelihood in N. T.

Where "the end" of men is spoken of (ver. 17, below; 2 Cor.

xi. 15; Phil. iii. 19), the reference is always to the luicJccd.

The occurrence of language which would distinctly say that

the day of the Saviour's appearing is to be, in any sense, " the

end " of those who, through faith in Him, have passed into

" the life eternal," seems improbable. Neither does there

appear to be any need for such formal exactness of contrast.

" The end of all things," which is undoubtedly the rendering of

the words, taken by themselves, that rises first to the mind, is,

from its generality—" the end of the present constitution of

things "—not liable to objection, and with abundant pointed-

iiess presents to every conscience this thought, " the end for

Y
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all of the time of probation, the presence for all of the

Judge." The transition from the 6th verse to this is

jiatural and easy :
" But, passing from the thought of the

death of this friend and of that, and of the issues in the

unseen world to them, let us bear in mind and be habitually

influenced by the contemplation of that transcendent event

which is so momentous to every one of us, and which is near."

The perfect 'IjyycKev (as e.(/. Eom. xiii. 12 ; Jas. v. 8) is

practically = ej'yv<; eariv (Mark xiii. 29 ; Phil. iv. 5), differing

from it only by intimating that there has been previous

approach. Now, how can this statement of Peter, the similar

declarations of the other apostles (as in the passages of

Philippians and James, just referred to), and the promise of

our Lord Himself, "Behold, I come quickly" (Kev. iii. 11,

xxii. 7, 12, 20), be reconciled with the facts of history?

Eighteen centuries have passed away, and " the sign of the

Son of Man " has not yet appeared in the sky. How then

could the Lord's Second Advent and " the end of all things
"

1)6 in those old days predicted as at that time near ? The

answer—one which the Christian, in the measure of the liveli-

ness and intelligence of his faith, sees and feels to be satis-

factory—seems clearly to be that the matter is here set before

us as it is viewed from heaven. The force of such words as

" near " and " distant " is very variable, according to the

standard applied. To the young man of twenty a possible

half-century of coming life seems something vast. To the

old man, who looks back over his seventy or eighty years as

on a tale which has been told, the tale seems to have been a

very short one; and the aged Christian's pleading with the

youth would be that, even if he knew certainly that he should

see eighty years, yet he would act wisely in always counting

the end as near. In the case before us the standard of

eternity is applied, because on those who know themselves

immortal the consciousness that " the end of all things " is

near, is pre-eminently fitted to exert an influence leading them

habitually to live as becomes immortality. Alike for stimulus
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and for cheer, God would have us to he ever in an attitude of

waiting for the coming of the Lord. When the faith of the

Church is lively, and her love glowing, she does thus wait,

looking with eager, longing anticipation for " that hlessed

hope " as near of fulfilment. As under the clear sky of the

east a range of lofty mountains seems through many days'

journey almost at hand, so in the pellucid atmosphere of

faith the great towering event of the future, dwarfing all else,

appears close above us. See the statement of the principle of

the reckoning in 2 Pet. iii. 8, 9 ; and compare Paul's estimate

of the Christian's affliction—affliction spread perhaps over

threescore years and ten—as " but for a moment," because the

standard by which lie computed was the " eternal" duration

of the " weight of glory " that was to follow (2 Cor. iv. 1 7).

Whether the apostles themselves, pondering the data which

God had made known to them, thought it likely that " the

end of all things " would come during their own generation, is

a question to which we are not iu a position to give an

answer. Considering how wide, according to what the Lord

had told them, the diffusion of the gospel throughout the

world was to be,—and also the fact that they themselves

received communications from the Spirit with regard to events

which appearances could not lead them to look upon as

probably of immediate or very speedy occurrence, such as the

general conversion of the Jews (Piom. xi.),—it may reasonably

be doubted whether they did entertain such an oj)inio]i.

What was their private anticipation, however, whilst an

interesting question, is not one of theological importance

;

whereas it is of vast moment to see clearly that their teachiwj

is in no respect inconsistent with truth. Now they have

nowhere said anything beyond what the Apostle John in the

Apocalypse gives us again and again as the express utterance of

the Lord Jesus Himself in His glory, •' Behold, I come quickly."

An impressive argument for the divine origin of Scripture

is afforded by the fact that, even in connection with those

elements of its teaching which, to mere human view, might
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seem likely to produce fanatical excitement, the ethical advices

given are always calm and well ordered,—and that in the

history of the Church, wherever belief on such points has

been in accordance with Scripture, the ethical influence of the

belief has been proved to be healthful, calming and strengthen-

ing. The mention of the Second Coming of Christ as near is

associated, as a rule, with references to the duty and the

reasonableness of self-control,— of patience under trouble

(Jas. V. 7—9), of gentleness towards opponents, and restfulness

of heart in God (Phil. iv. 5-7), of watchfulness, purity, un-

worldliness and love (Eom. xiii. 11—14; 1 Thess. v, 1-8).

In the passage before us, similarly,—the great introductory

statement being intended, no doubt, to bear on the whole

section,—the legitimate moral effect of a remembrance that

" the end of all things is near " is represented to be the

stirring up of the soul to prayerfulness, sobriety of feeling,

and active Christian love.

The apostle speaks first of prayer, and of the state of the

heart which meetens it for prayer. Communion with God in

prayer is the centre and spring of spiritual life, and hence

plainly whatever gives peculiar vividness to the thought of

God, and of our relations to Him, has as its primary result an

intensifying of the Christian's interest in prayer.—In using

the plural -jrpoaev^d'i the apostle is evidently thinking of

different acts of prayer, or different classes of prayers. In

similar counsels elsewhere in N. T. the singular is found,

" Give yourselves to prayer," " Continue in prayer " (t^

irpoaevxfi, Kom. xii. 12 ; 1 Cor. vii. 5 ; Col. iv. 2),—which is

obviously the natural form when the duty in general is

thought of. But as what follows in this section of the Epistle

shows that duties connected specially with church life are

in the apostle's mind, it seems likely that this specialty of

reference is to be recognised also in the use here of the

plural,—pointing to the duty of prayer as discharged under

various circumstances, to social prayer as well as private.

The form suggests this, and thus leads into the more explicit
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mention of church duties.— For earnestness and power in

prayer, purity of soul is needful. To the obstruction caused

by sin in the way of true prayer, the apostle has already

adverted (iii. 7). In the verse now before us he calls on his

readers to cultivate a pure and elevated spirit, to the intent

that their prayers may be gladsome and efficacious. In the

N. T., as by classical writers, o-cocj^poveiv is used both in its

primary sense as opposed to insanity, " to be of sound mind "

{e.g. Luke viii. 35), and (here and in Tit. ii. 6) in its

secondary, as opposed to the moral madness of lavish indul-

gence in any kind of sensuality,
—

" to maintain habitual self-

government, holding all the passions under restraint
;

" cf.

Trench, Sj/n. N. T. § 20. Philo {Mund. Opif., Mang. p. 17)

makes acocfipoavvrj the opposite of aKoXaata. As to vijcjjetv,

cf. i. 13, note. In their secondary use, as here, a(o(f)pov€iv

and v)']<f)eiv are so very nearly synonymous that to draw a

distinction is difficult. We are perhaps justified, however, in

tlirowing ourselves back on the etymology and primary force

of (T(c<^povelv, regarding it therefore as pointing to clear and

accurate vieios with regard to living above the power of

sensuality and worldliness, " to be (morally) sound-minded ;

"

whilst vr](fieiv refers rather to feelings and conduct accordant

with this soundness of mind, purity and unworldliness of

spirit and life. For the rendering of v/jcpeiv by "watch,"

which here and in 2 Tim. iv. 5 the translators of the

A. E. V. have substituted for " be sober " (the translation

given by them in the other places where the word occurs),

there appears to be no adequate authority ; and therefore the

lievisers have in these passages,—as also with the adjective

vr}j>aXLo<i in 1 Tim. iii. 2, rendered in the A. V. " vigilant,"

—

rightly altered the translation.

When the clause before us, then, stands thus, " Be sound-

minded, therefore, and be sober, in order to prayers," tliere

seems to be no reason why both the verbs should not be

regarded as connected with et? 7r/oocr6u;^a9 ; and, indeed, they

seem to be somewhat unnaturally severed from each other, if.
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as in A. V., the connection be made only with the second

verb. Tyndale joins the last words with both verbs,
—

" Be ye

therefore discrete and sober, that ye maye be apte to prayers."

The E. V. by its punctuation parts the verbs,— " Be ye

therefore of sound mind, and be sober unto prayer."—Here,

as always, the aorist imperative gives a quick decisive com-

mand ; and where, as here, this form is employed in verbs

descriptive of a state of mind or of life which is to be

habitually maintained, it seems to point, taken strictly, to the

first vigorous effort to attain tlie state;' cf. e.g. Jas. v. 7,

/ji,aKpo9v/ji7]aare.—Polycarp (§ 7) has an evident reference to

the last clause of this verse, v^(f)ovTe<i 7rpb<; Ta<f ev^d'?.

Yer. 8. In this verse and those which follow throughout

the section the apostle attaches his precepts to the first,

(Twc^povrjaaTe koI vTj^lrare, by a series of participles, or of

adjectives with oVre? understood,—a kind of construction

which he somewhat specially favours; cf. ii. 13-iii. 9, iii.

15, 16. In the present case, as to some extent in the former

of the two passages just referred to, he does not seem to

intend the participles to be taken as strictly subordinate

in thought to the expressed imperative with which the series

of injunctions opens, but rather to the general appeal of which

that imperative is a special form, " Seek to be in heart and

life what those who look for the end of all things as near may

reasonably be expected to desire to be."—The first of the

participial clauses contains an exhortation to fervour of mutual

love, which is represented as of paramount importance (tt^o

TrdvTcov; cf Jas. v. 12). This, of course, does not at all

imply that other duties— such as those which have been

mentioned in the previous verse—miglit safely be neglected,

but simply draws special attention to the transcendent im-

portance of this grace,—as constituting, indeed, the atmosphere

in which all the other graces bloom their fairest and bear their

richest fruits (cf 1 Thess. iii. 12, 13). In urging the cultiva-

tion of brotherly love all the apostles, following the example

of their Master, take great delight. Peter has touched on this
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subject again and again (i. 22, ii. 17, iii. 8). In tlie present

place his mode of expression {ti]v) assumes the existence of

love in some measure among his readers, as belonging indeed

to the essence of spiritual religion ; and his injunction is to

have the love " fervent, intense."—The use, as here and in

ver. 10, of the reflexive pronoun for the reciprocal uXkrfkwv,

" one another," is common in N. T., as in classical writers
;

cf. Jelf, § 654. 3.—The adjective eKrev-t], standing outside of

the combination with the article, is predicative : on the

construction, cf. ii. 12, rrjv avaarpocfirjv 6'^ovt€<; KaXrjv, and on

eKTevTJ, cf. i. 22, e'/crez/co?.

With respect to the exact reference of the statement made

in the second clause of the verse there is some doubt. The

expression KaXvirreiv TfKrjOo'i a/xaprLoJv occurs also in Jas.

v. 20, and there it is spoken of a zealous Christian who,

leading a sinner to repentance, thus " covers a multitude

of sins " by bringing the man within the sphere of God's

covenant mercy, which hides his sins. This kind of " cover-

ing " is that spoken of in Ps. xxxii. 1 (a passage which was

possibly in James's mind when using the word in this par-

ticular way), jxaKaptoi oiv iireKoXvcf^drjaav al dixaprLai (LXX.).

But though these words may have been floating before James's

memory, the origin of the expression appears with very great

likelihood—especially when we look at it as it stands in the

verse before us, with ayaTrr] as the subject—to be Prov. x. 12,

thus given in A. E. V., " Hatred stirreth up strifes, but love

covereth all sins (transgressions, E. V.)." The LXX. wanders

in the second clause quite away from the true meaning, having

'Trdvra'i Be rov<; /at) <^iXov€i,Kouvra^ Kokv-^et <pi\ia. Peter's

words are not a literal rendering of the clause in Proverbs,

'TrXi]do<; afiapridov representing D''l?t;'3"'pD only loosely ; still

the resemblance seems much too close to be merely casual.

How the particular form of words arose which is found in

James and Peter, cannot be determined. Possibly the passage

stood so in some Greek version used by the apostles : on the

likelihood that even before the time of our Lord there were,
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besides the LXX., other Greek versions of at least certain

books of 0. T., cf. Salmon, Introcl. N. T., 2nd ed., Lecture 26.

The sense of the clause as it occurs in Proverbs is shown quite

clearly by the antithesis with the first part of the verse to be

that love, as far as is possible, hides the offences of others.

As Luther has it (cited by Wiesinger), " Gleichwie Gott mit

seiner Liebe meine Siinde decket wenn ich glaube, so soil icli

meines Niichsten Siinde auch decken."

As the words occur in Peter, there is nothing at all so

decisive in the context with regard to their precise force

as either in Proverbs or in James ; and expositors have been

considerably divided in opinion respecting it. (1) The refer-

ence may be to the sins of the man himself who cherishes the

love :
" Love covers (secures the covering by God of) a

multitude of sins, through its proving the soul to have true

fruit-bearing faith" (cf. Matt. vi. 14). As thus stated, this

view of the meaning has been held by many Protestant

interpreters
; whilst with Ptoman Catholics— bringing in,

however, the thought of personal desert in the love manifested

—it has been the usual one. (2) Again, the meaning may
be, somewhat as in James, to this effect, " Love is the grand

impelling power to effort for the edification of the Church and

the extension of the knowledge of the gospel, and thus brings

men under the covering mercy of God." To this view there

are the two serious objections, that, there being no such

indication in the context here as in James, leading towards

this meaning, the language would be very obscure ; and that

the whole section seems to bear on the relations of Christians

with other recognised Christians,—having nothing in it to

show that evangelistic effort among the unbelieving or the

lapsed was at this point specially in the apostle's thoughts.

(3) Yet again, the words may be taken as in Proverbs, " Love

hides the faults of brethren." In favour of this sense it may
be urged that where a passage of Scripture is quoted,—not, as

in James, a mere convenient application made of certain

words,—the presumption prima facie is tliat it is employed in
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tlie sense of the original,—which therefore should be adhered

to if it suits the context. The verses which follow show that

what was at the moment foremost in Peter's mind was a wish

to excite his readers to hearty unity and mutual helpfulness.

Now obviously nothing can be imagined more destructive of

peace and comfort in any Christian community than its

including members who are quick to take offence, or who pry

into the affairs of their brethren, and rake out into the sunlight

faults and imprudences. On the other hand, the love which

never seeks to know evil of others, and in all circumstances

shuns and discourages needless talk on such matters, is plainly

a most blessed binding power, the cement of the Christian

temple ; cf. Alatt. xviii. 15-17, 21, 22 ; Luke xvii. 3, 4 ; 1 Cor.

viii. 12. To Peter personally the remembrance of the conversa-

tion related in Matt, xviii. 21, 22, would, as regarded "hid-

ing " wrongs by forgiving and forgetting them, give a peculiar

intensity and vastness of reference to the expression " a

multitude of sins," The use of the expression dfiapTtjarj et? ere

in Luke xvii. 4, shows it to be legitimate to take afxapTlai, in

our passage, in the sense of " faults " or " offences " committed

in the intercourse of brethren with each other.

The connecting particle on implies that the statement made

in the clause is one which obviously presents a strong motive

to Christians for " having their love to one another fervent."

Such a motive is actually set forth on any view of the mean-

ing : whether on any one of the views more force and

obviousness of motive present themselves than on the others

can, perhaps, hardly be determined. On the whole, the last

view of the reference of the clause, according to which its

meaning in Peter is the same which it undoubtedly has in its

original place in Proverbs, appears to be the most likely. There

seems to be a greater suitableness and naturalness in attaching

to an appeal for the cultivation of brotherly love mention of

a motive derived from the increased peace and comfort of the

whole Christian community, than in attaching one immediately

based on the personal good of tlie individual.
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The quotation aydirrj ktX is found also in Clem. Horn. § 49,

and in the Ancient Homily formerly called the 2nd Epistle

of Clement, § 16,—in both places exactly as in Peter. The

reference of the homilist is undoubtedly to covering one's own

sins ; that of Clement is uncertain, but not improbably to

covering the sins of others.

Vv. 9-11. In these verses we have certain fruits of

brotherly love exhibited,—first (ver. 9), a generous use of

worldly property for the benefit of brethren ; and secondly,

(vv. 10, 11), a generous use, for their good, of spiritual gifts.

Ver. 9. Hospitality was a duty to which the circumstances

of the primitive Christians afforded a peculiarly frequent and

urgent call. In many cases converts were, through the cruelty

of kinsfolk, or through other forms of persecution, reduced to

penury, and rendered for a time literally homeless : and " even

when the business occasions of believers merely took them

temporarily from home, they must have shrunk from the con-

tamination of the heathen inns along the road as much as

from the insult and outrage which thev mi"ht meet with

there " (Lillie). Hence with remarkable frequency and

earnestness this duty of entertaining strangers is urged in

N. T., especially on office-bearers (1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 8);

but this not at all as if the duty were incumbent on these

only, but because in this, as in all Christian excellences,

those who bear office should be " ensamples to the flock." All

believers (Eom. xii. 13 ; Heb. xiii. 2 ; 3 John 5, 6) were to

keep in mind that their Master had expressly declared that a

characteristic of true discipleship to which He would bear

testimony from the throne was, " I was a stranger, and ye

took me in." The praise of hospitality is very abundant in

the earliest sub-apostolic writers : cj. cf. Clem. Ilom. §§ 1, 10,

11, 12 ; Hernias, Maud. viii.
—

" God loveth a cheerful giver"

(2 Cor. ix. 7), and therefore, our apostle continues, to be accept-

able to Him the hospitality must be shower cordially,

—

avev

yoyyva-fiov, " without murmuring," secret or expressed, at the

trouble and expense involved,—/i?) eV \i)Trr}<i ?) e^ avd<yKr]<i, as
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Paul has it in the passage of 2 Cor. just referred to. For

yoyyva/i6<;, cf. Acts vi. 1 ;
Phil. ii. 14 : cf. also Teaching of

the Twelve Apostles, iv. 7, ov Biardaet^ hovvai. ovhe StSou?

'yajyvaei'? (found verlatim also in Barnabas c. xix.). This

last clause, enjoining heartiness, thorough sincerity, in Chris-

tian work, is characteristic of Peter: cf. i, 22, ^CKaheX^iav

awTTOKpLTov ) ii. 1 , cnroOefievoL Travra BoXov Kai v7roKpicrei<;.

Ver. 10. In the free exercise of spiritual gifts, also, for the

benelit of Christian brethren, love is to show itself; cf. Clem.

Ptom. §§ 38, 48. The word ')(apL(TiMa has in K T. usage some-

thing of a specialty of application to those extraordinary powers

which in the first ages of the Church were bestowed by the

Holy Ghost on many believers (cf. e.g. Pom. xii. 6 ; 1 Cor. xii.

4, 9, 28); and this is no doubt the primary reference in the

present passage. But in such a precept as that given here,

natural abilities also are plainly included, being in all men
" endowments " from God, in the Christian such in double

measure— as given by Him at first, and as quickened and

consecrated by His grace : cf. Pom. xii. 6-8, where, under the

name of yapiayiaTa, gifts, ordinary and extraordinary, are

grouped together. With regard to all the powers which God

has bestowed on them, then, believers are ever to bear in mind

that these have been given not to be held as private property,

for their own personal edification and comfort merely, but to

be dealt with as belonging to God, and entrusted to their

charge for the benefit of all the brotherhood. Each Christian

is to regard himself as an ooKovoixa for the olKo<i of Christ

—

appointed to see that from the " gifts " placed in his hands all

the members of the household receive their portion in due

season (Luke xii. 42). If every believer be animated by

brotherly love to obey the precept, then through the joint

action the whole household will partake of the full blessing,

7roLKL\7]<; 'x^dpiTo'i ©60V, " God's grace " (here collective, the

entire gracious bestowment, the aggregate of the '^apio-fiard)

" manifold" (rich in its variety),
—

" each as (in the measure

in which) he has received a gift " (the aorist eXa^ev pointing
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back strictly to the time when tlie gift of grace was granted),

" ministering it to one another " (literally, " into the midst of,

among yourselves "), " as (in the capacity of, doing the part

of) good (faithful) stewards of God's manifold grace."

Whilst oiKov6fjio<i is sometimes applied specially to office-

bearers in the Church (1 Cor. iv. 1 ; Tit. i. 7), there is

nothing whatever so to limit the reference here : €Kaa-To^

seems clearly to be general, " each believer," as in Eom. xii. 3

;

1 Cor. xii. 7 ; Eph. iv. 7. To avTo, here, Bengel and others

give an emphatic force, " it and not another,"

—

q.d. " taking

care not to encroach on the sphere properly occupied by other

men's gifts " (" id ipsum, non affectato alio," Bengel). But it

seems very doubtful whether N. T. usage generally, or Peter's

in particular, justifies us in finding any emphasis in the pro-

noun : cf. i. 12 ; Mark ix. 18 ; John xxi. 6 ; Col. ii. 14 (these

last three references illustrating the quite nnemphatic use of

the pronoun as object in cases in which, as in the verse before

us, it stands before the governing verb—a comparatively rare

arrangement, and therefore one in which it might possibly be

tliought that avTo had emphasis through its position).—For

BiaKovelv governing an accusative, cf. i. 12 ; 2 Tim. i. 18.

Ver. 11. The subject of spiritual gifts is continued, the

apostle passing on to impress upon his readers the importance

of constantly cherishing grateful and reverential remembrance

of the fact that all these endowments came from God. No-

thing of a spirit of self-complacency in connection with the

possession of any of the gifts, or of a desire for self-glorification

in connection with the exercise of them, was to be entertained;

but in everything God was to be acknowledged as their Giver,

and the advancement of His cause as their purpose. Thus

through the gifts He would be glorified, both in the hearts of

those who received them, and in the hearts of others who were

made sharers in the benefit. To this supremely important

thought the reference in the previous verse to the " steward-

ship " of believers evidently directly leads.

Of the 'xapiafxara the apostle, to present his precept in a
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lively and impressive way, specifies two leading classes—those

which were exercised through speech, as prophecy, teaching,

hortatory and quickening address, and those which had as

their sphere the Church agencies for such work as collecting

and distributing money for the poor, and caring for the sick

and for strangers (all summed up in the early Church under

the general name BiaKovia, and probably also the same which

are intended by Paul in 1 Cor. xii. 28 under the name

dvTi\')]-\jrei<;, " services of help "),

The injunctions of this verse are so plainly in close connec-

tion with those which precede—as part of a series,—that it

is natural to regard the particiinal structure as still in the

apostle's mind. The forms of the verbs to be supplied, there-

fore, are not XaXetrty, BLaKovelro), but \a\ovvT€<i, hLaKOvovvTe<^,

—the clauses introduced by el Ti<i standing connected with

these participles very similarly to the way in which the

clause with eKaaro'i in the previous verse is connected with

BiaKovovvre'i expressed there. The particle w? has its very

frequent force of representing the statement made as sub-

jective :
" If any man sj^eaks, speaking " (or rather, for sim-

})licity and clearness according to English idiom, the imperative

" Speak ye ") " with the full remembrance—and in a manner

which shows your having the full remembrance—that you are

speaking oracles of God ; if any man engages in the work of

Christian help, do it with the full and clearly-shown sense

that you are doing it by the strength which God supplies."—

•

In N. T., as in the classics, the word \6<yLov is used in the

sense of "a divine utterance :
" cf Acts vii. 38 ; Rom. iii. 2

;

Heb. V. 12. The principle of the apostle's injunction here ob-

viously holds whether,—as sometimes in the primitive Church,

—a man was speaking what had been given him by the im-

mediate extraordinary suggestion of the Divine Spirit, or

simply communicating to his brethren the result of studies in

the word of God, studies prosecuted under the ordinary guid-

ance of the Spirit invoked by prayer. In 2 Cor. ii. 17 we

have from Paul, set forth in detail, the right spirit and manner
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of Christian " speaking," here stated by our apostle in the con-

densed form, &)? Xoyia Qeov.—The verb 'x^oprjyeip, originally

" to bring out, or defray the expense of bringing out, a chorus,"

came naturally enough among the drama-loving Athenians to

be used for " to give abundant supply " generally. The verb

in the simple form occurs in N. T. only here and in 2 Cor.

ix. 10 ; somewhat more frequently the compound iTn^oprjjelv,

(\g. Gal. iii. 5 ; 2 Pet. i. 5.

The object of this remembrance and acknowledgement of

God to which the apostle has been urging his readers is now

explicitly stated :
" that in them all (all the yapiaiiaTa, tlius

exercised with true Christian humility) God may be glorified

through Jesus Clirist." Uacnv may be masculine, " in all (tlie

brethren)," and so De Wette and (alternatively) Calvin take

it,—but the other view seems decidedly more accordant with

the apostle's course of thought. The essence of spiritual life

is lovingly and joyously to recognise God as the Fountain of

all good ; and thus the supreme end of Church life is to " show

forth the praises of Him who hath called us out of darkness

into His marvellous light." This the Church does when, living

to Him, she testifies continually that her life is through Him,

that all her energies and beauties are " gifts " and " graces
"

from His hand. Conscious ever too of her own unworthiness,

she knows, feels, testifies that as only " through Jesus Christ

"

her spiritual emancipation was granted to her by God, so only

through Him can her answering praise go up before God with

acceptance ; cf. ii. 5, note.

This statement of aim leads the apostle naturally, according

to the impulses of the new life, to lift up his own soul, and

invite his readers to unite with him in a direct doxology to

God,—which at the same time is in its form, through the use

of the present indicative (eVxtV), an express statement that

" the glory " (here, in the connection, the glory of redemption

and of all its blessings and " gifts " to the Church) " and the

might" (by which the work of redemption was wrought out,

and will throughout eternity have all its blessed results main-
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tained) are God's. Thus this doxology, whilst a true direct

lifting lip of the soul to God, presents at the same time the

(jround of the preceding Xva So^d^rjTai. The natural reference

of the relative w therefore seems not to be to 'Ivcov Xpiarov,

but, as has been assumed in the outline just given, to 0eo<?,

the subject of the clause; cf. Winer, p. 19G.—The form of

the doxology here is very nearly as in Eev. i. 6 ; cf. also Kev.

V. 13.—For ia-Tiv in a doxology, cf. Eom. i. 25, and see note

on i. 3.—In doxologies generally, as here (but not invariably
;

cf. Luke ii. 14; 1 Tim. i. 17; Jude 25), the article is found

uith So^a, Kpdro<;, and other substantives similarly used. It

may in such cases have its usual force when attached to

abstract nouns—presenting the " glory," " might," and the rest,

in their utmost breadth of reference, and thus setting forth the

fulness of the ascription of praise ; or it may mean " that which

is due, which it is right, and which all God's moral creatures,

unless wilfully blinded, feel it to be right to ascribe to Him ;

"

cf. Winer, p. 134. Probably both thoughts are intended.

In the present passage the articles accord with the close rela-

tion of the doxology to the verb So^d^ijraL in the immediately

preceding clause.

The expression et? tou? al(t)va<;, fre(][uent in N. T., is of 0. T.

origin, being a LXX. rendering for D''p7ij?p (Ps. Ixxvii. 8), as

also for the sing. D^iy^ (Ps. civ. 31). The strengthened

form found in the present passage, eh rot"? alo)va<i Toiv aloivwv,

—also frequent in N. T., particularly in Eevelation,—accords

likewise with LXX. forms, et? alwva alcovo^ (Ps. xix. 10), eh

TOP aloiva Tov al(ovo<i (Ps. xlv. 7). The expression is evidently

intended to present the thought of eternity in the very strongest

way, answering to our English " for ever and ever." It is

formed on the analogy of such Hebrew superlative combina-

tions as n^y''ni^^ ::n.P, d^tdh '\'p, and the like. The exact

I'orm of tlie conception seems to be that of a series of ages

flowing on endlessly, in each of which a number of other

shorter ages are gathered up.
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Yv. 12-19. Pcrsectition for Christ's sake sJiould he deemed an

honour and a ground of rejoicing.

From iii. 1 3 to the end of the Epistle the difficulties and

temptations specially connected with persecution are evidently

so much in the apostle's mind throughout, that a reference to

some aspect of this particular form of trial may present itself

naturally enough at any point. In the present section he

enters into this subject somewhat systematically, directing

attention more distinctly than elsewhere to the deep and

varied sources of comfort which are open to the persecuted

believer. It is not improbable that his taking up the theme

in this way just at tliis point was immediately suggested by

the doxology in ver. 11. In any age of the Church, Christians,

unless thoughtful and mature, are apt to be startled and to

find themselves prone to impatience if sudden and severe

trouble fall upon them. To the Church of apostolic times

—

e.Kultin", as we now do, in the knowledge that their Saviour

had become Head over all things for the Ch^irch, and with

no record of the experience of any past generations of His

people, such as we possess, to guide their judgement witli

respect to the mode in which for their good He would

administer His authority—persecution must have been pecu-

liarly surprising and depressing. It is true that, in His

addresses to His disciples, the Lord had frequently warned

them that they ought to be prepared for the bitter hostility

of the world ; but, amid the glow of hope in the young Church,

these intimations were very likely to be by a large proportion

of the members forgotten. As Peter himself had in former

days " thought it strange " that his Lord should suffer (Matt,

xvi. 22), so practical proof that by the Euler of the universe

it was for a time to be permitted that those who loved and

served Him should suffer insult and wrong at the hands of

those who hated Him, must to a multitude of Christians have

come as a most painful surprise,—at first even to the extent of
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utter bewilderment. Where this sense of wonderment existed

in some degree, a doxology to God expressly as the Author of

the blessings of redemption, as in ver. 11, was plainly fitted

to bring up the feeling with vividness : and now, accordingly,

as if hearing from his suffering brethren the cry, " How strange

this dealing of our God and Father ! " the apostle makes answer,

with an intensity of affectionate appeal marked by his use of

a^aiT'^Toi, which is a very rare form of address with him in

this Epistle (cf. ii. 1 1). He reminds them that affliction is

one of the modes through which God confers His highest

blessing of spiritual quickening, and that therefore nothing

was more in accordance with His character as the God of

salvation, and more fitted to call forth from enlightened minds

grateful praise, than that very discipline by trouble which to

some of them seemed " strancje."

Ver. 12. On ^evl^oj cf. iv. 4, note. The dative joined to the

verb here is that of the instrument :
" be not surprised by ;

"

cf. Polyb. iii. 8, i^evl^ovro tm to av/x^e^rjKO'i elvai irapa rrjv

TTpoaBoKiav. This view, that the dative is instrumental (on

which cf. T. S. Green, CriL Notes, in loc), seems to be simpler

and more natural than that of Winer (p. 262), who, in his

explanation of the construction, associates ^evi^eaOat with

aTToXoyelaOaL and other verbs, in which some shade of the

idea of " direction towards " is involved. The joining to the

verb of an instrumental dative here, and of ev in ver. 4, answers

exactly to the freedom with which in English we may pass

from "surprised by" to "surprised at." That in the present

instance the sense of " strangeness " was of a kind to depress

and sadden—obvious from the nature of the case—is brought

out particularly by the use of the strong adversative aWd at

the beginning of the next verse, placing ^j^atpere in contrast

with ^evi^eaOe.—The word irvpcoaa occurs also in Eev. xviii.

9, 18, but only here in the figurative sense. In LXX. it is

found in Prov. xxvii. 21, with the sense of "trial (of metals)

by fire;" cf. the use of the verb Trupovadac in Ilev. iii. 18.

In the present passage, however, it is plain that the word,

z
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taken by itself, simply sets forth the severity of the persecu-

tion,—the gracious purpose of the affliction, as " trial," being

presented in the next clause : cf. i. 8. Compare also an inte-

resting parallel, possibly a reminiscence of this passage, in

Teaching of the Tiodve Apostles, xvi. 5, TOTe (that is, in the age

immediately preceding Christ's Second Advent) rj^ei, r] ktIg-l^

rcov dudpcio'iTcov et? ttjv jrvpcoaiv t/}? 8oKi,/jLaaLa<;.— Ev vfxlv

means " among you," the persecution immediately affecting

only certain individuals in the Christian community. The

case, however, is one illustrating with much distinctness the

way in which ev came to have this secondary sense of " among,"

—for the trouble was " in " a body so organized that, when

one member suffered, there was sympathetic pain throughout

the whole.— The article rf] implies that the " burning " is

already distinctly before the minds of the readers, the present

participle ^tvofjuevj) intimating indeed that it is not merely

imminent (as the mode of expression in the A. E. V. naturally

suggests), but already begun. Nothing more, however, than

the simple fact of the existence of the Trupwcrt? is, by the way

in which the article is employed, assumed as known. The

participial clause, having no article, is predicative,— the

emphatic words irpo^; Treipaa/juov setting forth the thought

which explains the divine dealing, and which those Chris-

tians who " thought it strange " had plainly for the moment

forgotten. To the combination with the article, exhibiting

something already known, new information is added by this

participial combination without the article. The meaning is :

" Be not astonished at it,—coming upon you as it does (or,

seeing that it comes upon you) for the purpose of trial." For

a precisely similar construction, cf. Jolm ii. 9, to vScop olvov

<yeryevr]fx,€vov, " the water, which had now become wine,"—the

fact of the changing to wine being here stated for the first

time, and the participle accordingly left without the article.

In the familiar construction exemplified in the last clause

of the verse, a genitive absolute introduced by &>?, the &)?

simply places the statement in a subjective connection, and
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is often best rendered by " thinking that," " saying that," or

the like; cf. e.g. 1 Cor. iv. 18 ; 2 Cor. v. 20 ; and see Jelf,

§ 701 ; Winer, p. 770 ; A. Buttmann, p. 318.—Bengel and

some other expositors regard au/xfiaivovro'i as in antithesis

with 'n-po? TretpacTfjihv'ytvofMepT}, stress behig laid on av/JL^aLvovTO'i

as involving an idea of chance, and the thought thus obtained,

that what was really being done by God in His providence

for a gracious end was perhaps by some of the apostle's

readers looked at in moments of faithless impatience as merely

" Jiappeninj " blindly, aimlessly,—or, more exactly, that their

feeling about the matter was as if they regarded it in this

way. It is probable that such a feeling was entertained by

some c f them, and reference to it by Peter would have been

perfectly relevant to his course of remark. But the idea does

not seem to be expressed. Nothing in the position of the

words of the clause suggests a special emphasis on o-vfi^atvovTo<?,

nor does the use of this verb elsewhere in N. T. naturally

lead a reader to think specially of blind chance ; cf. e.g.

Acts XX. 19; 1 Cor. x. 11. Neither does the circumstance

that by giving prominence to the idea of chance we obtain a

new and distinct thought, while otherwise the clause, coming

after firj ^evl^eaOe, may appear tautological, seem to have

much weight. The simple fact that, having written ^evL^ecrde,

the apostle afterwards uses the cognate adjective ^evov, shows

that on this word the stress of the clause lies,—the apostle

having mainly before his mind the error of deeming the

coming of persecution upon Christians to be " a strange

thing," when Christ Himself had plainly pointed out that

persecution arose naturally out of the antagonism of the

spirit of the world to the Spirit of God. The clause is

tautological only as, through the expansion of thouglits that

are felt to be important, tautology enters into all speak-

ing and writing which aims at popular impression and

conviction.

Ver. 13. In this verse the apostle reminds his readers that

those of them to whom persecution for Christ's sake seemed
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" strange," had forgotten that Jesus was the Forerunner of

His people as well as their Saviour and Lord, and that, as

He had passed to the crown by way of the cross, so must

His followers do. For personal sanctification, and for the

good, in various ways, of fellow-believers, Christians must

suffer, each in his sphere " filling up that which is behind of

the afflictions of Christ, for His body's sake, which is the

Church " (Col. i. 24). Spiritual religion being Christlike,

and the world hating Christ, it follows that an invariable

attendant of spiritual religion is in some form " participation

in the sufferings of Christ." All down the generations the

Lord's word holds, " If they have persecuted Me, they will

also persecute you." The other part of the truth on the

subject is, " It is a faithful saying. If we suffer we shall also

reign with Him." On the basis of this divine order, first

suffering with Christ, then glory with Him, the apostle rests

his present precept, " See that now ye accept the trial in a

Christian spirit, in order that, being thus proved true

believers, ye may have the blessed experiences of believers in

the day of the Lord's appearing ;
" cf. Eom. viii. 1 7, where

also we have tW, intimating God's aim in sending the

sufferings—which, being cordially acquiesced in by His people,

becomes their aim in bearing them. But Peter presents the

duty in a specially interesting and pointed form. Under

both kinds of experience—that now of trouble, and that

by and by of glory—the true Christian spirit is essentially

the savie. In the measure of the liveliness and intelligence

of his faith, the believer " rejoices in the Lord cdway " (Phil,

iv. 4), yea, he " glories in tribulations also " (Piom. v. 8).

Though, on the surface of his nature, " in heaviness " (XvirrjOei^;),

when " manifold trials " come upon him (i. 6), yet deep down

in his heart he has rest, joy, because he knows that the trials

come from his Father, and are intended and fitted to make

him more holy. Thus the precept can take the form,

" Rejoice in tribulation now, that ye may rejoice in glory

hereafter."
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KaOo is an adverb of proportion, not therefore " inasmuch

as " (A. V.) in the ordinary causal sense of that combination,

but in its strict etymological sense, " according as," " in pro-

portion as:" cf. Rom. viii. 26; 2 Cor, viii. 12. The more

abundant the " participation in Christ's sufferings," the ampler

to the enlightened Christian mind is the ground of joy.

—

That construction of the verb Koivoivdv which is found here,

with a dative of the thing participated in, is the usual one in

N. T., in place of the ordinary classical construction with the

genitive: cf. Rom. xii. 13,xv. 27 ; 1 Tim. v. 22 ; 2 John 11.

The genitive is found only in Heb. ii. 14. The construction

with a dative of the thing was originally, in all likelihood,

an extension of the regular construction of this verb with a

dative of the person, and implied " communion with " rather

than " participation in," there being thus an approach to

personification of the object : cf. especially 1 Tim. v. 22
;

2 John 1 1 ; and see Winer, p. 2 5 ; A. Buttmann, p. 160;

Ellicott on Gab vi. 6.—On aTro/caXu-v/ri?, cf. i. 7, 13. Most

naturally, instead of, as in these other places, " the revelation

of Christ," we have here " the revelation of His glory,"—the

thought of the out-flashing of the glory pressing itself on the

writer's mind, in vivid contrast with the previous time of

obscuration in the Lord's life of humiliation, and in the long

ages of seemingly triumphant persecution of His people by the

wicked.—According to IST. T. usage ')(api)re iv may go together

in construction, " may rejoice in the revelation " (as the ground

of your joy). But seeing that •^aiperr^ in the first part of the

sentence stands absolutely, and that in a sentence of this

kind a reader instinctively looks for a note of time,
—

" here-

after," expressed in some way, in contrast with the sombre-hued

present,—it seems most natural to take yapriie. also as absolute,

and eV as temporal; so in the other places, i. 7, 13.—To

^aprjre is attached ayaXkLconevoi ; cf. i. 6, 8,—also Matt. v. 12,

a passage which, looking at the context there and here, was

not improbably in the apostle's mind in writing the words

before us. In contrast with the simple X'^^P^'^^ ^^ ^^^® ^^'^^
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clause, which enjoins a joy that in its nature is a triumph of

faith over sense, pain and " heaviness " being often present,

is here placed the " exulting " joy of the day of the Lord, when

the happiness of God's children will have no shadows.

Ver. 14. The precept of ver. 13, ^atpere, implying obviously

"Ye have abundant grounds of joy," ver. 14 amplifies this

implied statement. The special reference in the first clause

to reproach for Christ's sake is seemingly a reminiscence of

Matt. V. 11, and was not improbably suggested by the

immediately preceding words '^apfjre dyaWicufjuevoc ; cf. last

note. " If the men of the world reproach you and treat you

with contempt, in that very fact you are blessed, because your

being hated for Christ's sake by the world which hated and

crucified Him gives proof that His Spirit,—the Spirit of God,

—

through whose influences alone God's moral creatures have

true glory, is resting upon you. Thus the very contempt

which you endure is really an honour, and ought to be to you

a source of happiness." Eeproach against the Christians as

aOeoi, as fools, as kill-joys, and the like, was no doubt very

common everywhere ; and from the liability of the believers

to meet with this particular form of persecution, not merely on

occasions for which their energies might be deliberately braced

up, such as judicial investigations, but at every turn of ordinary

social life, it must have been peculiarly harassing and

wearying. This form of trouble is specified by the apostle

again and again; cf. ii. 12, iii. 16, iv. 4.

The most satisfactory explanation of the various applications

which are made in K T. of the expression iv ovofxari is

afforded by looking back to the original local sense of the

preposition. The " name " is regarded as, so to speak, an

element or atmosphere surrounding whatever is referred to

as said or done. " Within " this atmosphere the command is

given, the act performed, and the like,—that is to say, a

special and indeed essential connection is exhibited as exist-

ing between whatever is referred to and him " in " whose
" name " it takes place. In most cases, naturally, " in the
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name of God," or " of Christ," means "in recognition of God,

Christ, as the source of some authority or power which is

exercised, or as the object of veneration and love." In the

place before us the application of the expression is obviously

different, but is also quite accordant with its general force
;

the reproach spoken of is " in express connection with Christ,"

i.e. is specifically on the ground of the profession of disciple-

ship to Him, and loyalty to His authority. Closely similar

is the use of eU ovo/xa, Matt. x. 41, 42, where we read of

receiving a prophet et'? ovofia Trpocf^^rov, " expressly as, or

because he is, a prophet;" cf. also Mark ix. 41, and see

Winer, p. 487. For perfect clearness as to the meaning, it

seems best in the present passage to render by "for the

name of Christ."— The form of expression oveiSl^eade iv

ovofxaTL XpcaTov (as also rov oveiSia/xov tov Xpiarov,

Heb. xi. 26) was possibly somewhat determined by a

remembrance of Ps. Ixxxix. (Ixxxviii. Sept.) 50, 51.—On

fiaicdpioL, cf. iii. 14, note.

The mode of expression in to t?}9 §0^779 Kai to tov Geov

Uvev/xa is somewhat peculiar, and the words have been

explained in several ways. (1) From the previous clause

Hofmann would supply ovo/xa to govern So^t/?,—with little

naturalness, and no very satisfying sense. (2) To rr}?

S6^r]<i may be taken as meaning " what belongs to, or is

implied in, glory" (cf. e.g. Matt. xxi. 21 ; 2 Pet. ii. 22) ; and

on certain classical analogies (cf. Jelf, §§ 380. 1, 436, Obs. 1)

this has been held by some expositors to be equivalent to

the simple "glory." But no reason whatever can be sug-

gested why Peter should use such a singular expression in

the present connection as " what belongs to glory," " the

element, or principle, of glory " (Plumptre) ; and the employ-

ment of the combination with the force of the simple noun

has no support in N. T. usage. (3) Accepting the construc-

tion which jprima facie seems the natural one, namely, that

both genitives are governed by Ilvevfxa, Bengel is disposed

to regard Bo^a here (as also in Eph. i. 17 and Jas. ii. 1) as
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an appellation of Christ, and therefore to translate thus, " the

Spirit of The Glory and of God." This is ingenious and

interesting, but the passages cited do not by any means

sufficiently support the view that " glory " is a personal

appellation. (4) A perfectly satisfactory sense is obtained

by following the same construction, but taking So^a with its

ordinary force as an abstract :
" the Spirit of glory (the

Spirit, Himself glorious, whose resting on any of God's

moral creatures brings them true glory, by producing in

them a likeness of character to God) and of God,"—the

" and," with a measure of ascensive power almost= " yea,

indeed," bringing in the mention of that name which sums

up all good and all glory. The repeated to accords with a

usage occasionally found in the best classical writers, in cases

where to one substantive are attached two attributes—
adjectives, substantives with prepositions, or governed geni-

tives—somewhat distinct from each other in kind, and both

important; thus, to iv ^ApKuBla rb rod Aco<; lepov, Plat. itcp.

viii. p. 565 (Steph.) : cf. Jelf, § 459. 5; Winer, p. 165.

No instance given in the grammars has a kul, the attributes

being simply placed side by side ; but Kac here is obviously

(see above) quite natural. The feeling which in such cases

dictated to the Greeks the repetition of the article is illus-

trated in our own language. We say instinctively not " the

Spirit of glory and God," but " the Spirit of glory and of

God," the repetition of the preposition serving with us the

same purpose as in Greek the repetition of the article.

The exquisite thought of the Spirit of God " resting " on

a soul, as in a home, is found also in 0. T. ; and indeed it

seems exceedingly likely that, as is his wont, the apostle is

here quoting a passage (Isa. xi. 2) with changes suited to his

line of thought. The passage occurs in one of the chief

predictions of Messiah,—of whom it is declared, avairavaerai,

eV avjov Ilvevf^a rov ©cov, LXX. Through recalling this

0. T. prophecy, the apostle's language was manifestly fitted

to give his readers a measure of support and cheer even
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beyond what was directly conveyed by the words, inasmuch

as it reminded them that the Spirit who rested on them was

the same who had rested on their Lord, and had strengthened

Him for that life of suffering from which He had ascended to

glory. On eVt with the accusative even with verbs of rest,

cf. ii. 24, note.

From some cause—possibly frequent oral citation and

amplification in times of persecution—an unusual amount

of textual variation is found in this verse. Two of the

variants claim notice. After Bo^t]^ a considerable number

of authorities, some of them early, insert Kal Swd/xeco^.

The words are suitable to the context, but their omission

by the best ancient witnesses, and the fact that those which

have the addition present it in somewhat different forms,

sufficiently show it not to belong to the original text. Again,

at the close of the verse stands in T. R. the clause kuto, iiev

avTov'i ^\aa(f)r]/ii€LTai, Kara Be vfxd<i Bo^d^erat. This is quite

inadequately supported, and seems to have been originally a

gloss on the verse :
" Among them (or, as regards them, so

far as they are concerned—your persecutors, namely) He
(the Spirit of God) is blasphemed (in that those beliefs and

modes of conduct which are due to Him, and show His

presence with you, are with them a ground for speaking of

you reproachfully), but among you He is glorified " (that

is, seemingly, from the antithesis with l3Xacr(f}T]fi€iTaL, " is

praised "). The author of the gloss appears to have taken

the expression " the Spirit of glory " to mean not specially,

what probably in the connection it does mean, " the Spirit

from whom alone glory comes to His creatures," but generally,

" the Spirit to whom all glory belongs " (as His people know,

and acknowledge by their praises).

Vv. 15, 16. These verses give the reason for the emphasis

which, as all readers feel, rests on the words " in the name of

Christ," in t^ie previous sentence. " In what I have said of

your being blessed under reproach, I have specified as an

absolutely essential condition, that the reproach be distinctly
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on the ground of your calling yourselves and living as

Christians ; for no man who suffers for evil-doing of any

kind has the slightest right, on the ground of his taking to

himself the name of Christian, to count his suffering a source

of blessedness or glory. He who suffers strictly as a Chris-

tian may justly so count it, and may praise God for it." In

all ages the Church of Christ has had unworthy members, in

some instances members guilty of gross crimes. In a vast

proportion of such cases the criminal has, no doubt, the

fullest knowledge that the religion which he professes is in

no way responsible for his wickedness,—that indeed he has

acted in direct defiance of its dictates. In times of peculiar

excitement, however,—as amid the glow of heart which in

the days of the primitive Church connected itself with the

then new and startling teaching about the kingdom of Christ,

in which all men were free and equal, or later, amid Fifth

Monarchy agitations in the time of the English Common-

wealth, amid the London riots of 1780, and the like,—the

motives by which men are led on to criminal acts, even

to murder, may easily include, and no doubt often have

included, a certain religious enthusiasm, in singular and

unhallowed union with greed and brutality. On cases of

this kind the apostle's precept seems from its connection

intended specially to bear,—its form at the same time being

general.

Ver, 15. As occasionally, in place of the statement of a

reason, which we expect after fydp, there is substituted with

liveliness and naturalness a precept implying and based

on the statement ; cf. Heb. xii. 3. Of the connection of

rydp with imperatives, this is perhaps a more natural

explanation than that which goes back to the original

sense of the particle, according to its components 76 and

apa, and translates the word in this case " verily," " yea," or

the like. The mind demands a closer connection than such

a translation gives. On the sense and use of <ydp generally,

cf. Winer, p. 558 foil.— "Murderer," "thief," and "evil-
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doer," obviously belong to one class, which in fact tlie last

word, general and summary, is meant to define,—the class

of " evil-doers " in a universally understood sense ; whereas

the " meddler in other men's matters " is the representative

of that large class who, through folly rather than wickedness,

become mischief-makers, disturbers of social order, and this

sometimes to the extent that their conduct may reasonably

be visited not merely with the censure of public opinion, but

with penalties inflicted by the law. The apostle indicates

that these two classes are before his mind as distinct, by the

position which he gives to ftx?, the first 0)9 covering the first

three words, while dWoTpie'iria-KOTro'i has the particle repeated

for itself. The singularly expressive and pointed word dWo-

Tpieirlo-Koiro'i, " an overseer of what belongs to other people,"

occurs here only in K T., and elsewhere only once or twice

in ecclesiastical writers,—and was possibly formed by the

apostle. Eeferences to the evil of this kind of conduct,

however, occur again and again: cf. 1 Thess. iv. 11 ; 1 Tim.

V. 13. One can easily believe that, in many Christians, a

natural tendency to meddle with matters of various kinds

with which they had no proper concern, might be intensified

by a misapprehension as to wliat was involved in the duty

of believers to " shine as lights in the world." Knowing

that they had received instruction from heaven affecting

every question, great or small, on wliicli moral principles

bore, they might be apt to obtrude their knowledge in such

circumstances, and in such modes, as by their procedure to

irritate instead of winning those around them. Error of this

kind was not confined to the first Christian age. On dWo-

Tpt,€7ricrK07ro<i Wetstein aptly cites Horace's Aliena ncgotia

euro {Sat. ii. 3. ] 9), and Terence's Tantumne est ah re tua otii

iihi Aliena ut cures, eaque nihil qiim ad ie attinent ? {Heaiit. i.

1. 23).

Ver. 16. For the ellipsis in the protasis, the mind at

once from the first clause of the previous verse supplies T\<i

ird<T')(ei.—The name " Christians "—Christ's people, adherents,
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on the analogy of " Caesarians," " Pompeians," and similar

names of parties—originated, as we are told in Acts xi. 26,

at Antioch. There can be little doubt that it arose among

the heathen, when they began to distinguish the followers of

Jesus from the Jews. Involving as the form of the name

does, or may be taken to do, an assertion that Jesus was the

Christ promised in 0. T., we may be certain that it was not

given by the Jews ; and though it came before long (see

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, xii. 4 ; Ignat. Bo7n. § 3) to be

used with pleasure by Christians themselves, yet N. T. usage

seems to show that it did not originate among them, and

indeed was not accepted by them in the first age. They still

called themselves " the brethren," " the believers," " the saints."

The word XpLaTiav6<i occurs in only two passages besides

Acts xi. 26; and in both there is the suggestion of a name

habitually employed by the enemies of Christ. In the

familiar statement of Agrippa (Acts xxvi. 28), the circum-

stances, the character of the speaker, and particularly the

parallelism in Paul's magnificent reply, lead one to think

that, as used by the king, the name XpL(TTiav6<; connoted a

person despised and liable to bonds. Similarly in the verse

now before us &)9 indicates, or at least suggests, that the

form of accusation was, " This man is a Christian,"—just as

in the cases supposed in the previous verse it would be,

" This man is a murderer," or " a thief." A most interesting

illustration of this " as a Christian " is afforded by the words

of Pliny to Trajan, with reference to the forms of judicial

procedure against Christians of Asia Minor, in the beginning

of the second century ; see Introd. § I. 9. Similarly, with

respect to the latter half of the second century, we learn

from the Epistle of the Churches of Vienne and Lyons

(ch. 10) that the Christians there cvveKkelovro &>? Xpiamavol,

/iT^Se/ita? aXXr)'; alTLa<; avTol<i iTrL(pepofjLevr}<i ; cf. also Justin's

Second Apology, c. 2.

On Zo^a^eru) lov Qeov Bengel says well, " Poterat Petrus,

antitheti vi, dicere, ' honori sibi ducat
;

' sed honorem Deo
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resignandum esse docet." The suffering believer is to " glorify

God "—to praise Him for having given His servant blessing

and honour

—

ev tw ovo/jlutl tovtm. Some expositors take

these last words as equivalent to another reading, not so well

supported, iv Ta> fiepet tovtw (for which cf. 2 Cor. iii. 10,

ix. 3), " in this respect, department, matter,"—the name or

heading standing for the matter itself Seeing, however, that

the words come immediately after the mention of the name
" Christian," as being that, the simple bearing of which was

of itself deemed by the heathen a ground of punishment, the

natural reference of ovofia seems quite decidedly to be to this

same name. The name which the heathen applied as a

reproach was to be reckoned by the persecuted as an honour,

because it represented suffering for and with the Saviour.

The preposition iv is employed here, as often in N. T., to

express the occasion or ground of the action (cf Winer, p. 484),

—a use in the present case particularly natural, seeing that

ho^a^ero) Qeov ev is simply a slight extension of the familiar

construction '^atpeLV ev, dyaWiaaOai, iv, KavyaaOai iv, and

the like. Here, as with regard to iv ovofiari Xptajov in

ver. 14, the best English rendering is perhaps "for this

name."

Polycarp has an echo of this verse (§ 8) : iav Trda-x^co/xev

Bid TO ovofia avTOv, Bo^d^cofiev avrov.

Vv. 17, 18. In these verses we see proof that the solemn

statement of ver. 7, " The end of all things is at hand," is still

jDrominently before the apostle's mind. Immediately, however,

they stand in close logical connection with the injunction of

the previous verse, exhibiting a strong ground why the be-

liever, if called to " suffer as a Christian," should " glorify God

for this name." By this suffering—at the heaviest and the

longest a " light affliction which is but for a moment "—he

may naturally have brought impressively before him the

thought how vast beyond all estimate is the woe from which

as a Christian he is saved through God's grace. " If even

you, the children of God, have because of sin to be subjected
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to such sore trial, how awful must be the doom of God's

enemies—that doom from which His mercy saves you !
" That

such is the course of the argument, and that what the apostle

specially intends to present to the minds of his readers is the

grace of God in saving them from the unspeakable punish-

ment of the lost, is plain on a careful examination of the

passage in its connection both with the close of ver. 16 and

with the exhortation of ver. 19. He does not state the

thought fully, however, and in the abbreviated representation

there is a singular inipressiveness. He gives in outline the

a fortiori argument from the sufferings of Christians to the

sufferings of unbelievers,—and there he pauses. Setting his

Christian readers face to face with a misery which he does

not attempt to describe, but only suggests by an unanswered

question,—Peter leaves it to their own hearts to ponder the

love which to them makes this unspeakable doom a subject

of contemplation merely, not of experience.

Ver. 17. Whilst formally belonging only to the statement

which occupies the first part of the verse, on logically belongs

to that statement as applied by the hypothetical sentence

which forms the second part, and this (see summary of the

argument, above) regarded also in connection with a further

unexpressed thought. On the frequent co-ordination, in

Hellenistic style, of clauses, one of which is in the course

of thought subordinate to the other, of. i. 24, note on use

of StOTt.

The apostle opens his argument by the statement that

" The time is come " (or simply that " It is the time," the

easy and familiar supplement kcTTi being sufficient, the some-

what harder Trdpeari, unnecessary) " for the judgement to

begin from the house of God." It is shown not merely by

the general course of thought, but expressly by the parallel in

the next clause, a(/)' rjfiwv, that by " the house of God " is

meant, according to the well-known N. T. figure, the Church

of Christ; cf. 1 Tim. iii. 15; Heb. iii. 6. In the present

place, and in the passage just referred to in Timothy (whatever
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may be the case in that in Hebrews), the representation seems

to be not of " a house " in the secondary use of the word, as

equivalent to " a family," but in its primary sense of " a

building," God's temple: cf. ii. 5, also 1 Cor. iii. 16; Eph.

ii, 21. The general force of the apostle's statement, then,

viewed in its connection, is this,—that, looking up from the

immediate human agencies, his readers should regard their

persecutions as manifestations of the divine judgement, and

that the time in which they were living was one when the

judgement was to begin with God's own people. God deals

as Judge with all sin committed by any of His moral creatures.

But His judicial dealings with Christians are at the same

time, through His grace, Fatherly chastisements, and—being

such, and intended to meeten spiritually for heaven—they

belong only to this earthly life. Thus all the sufferings of

believers are the beginnings of that divine judgement upon

sin
—

" tlie judgement," as the apostle has it expressly,—the

full development and terribleness of which will be seen in

what is commonly called specifically " the Day of Judgement."

In that day believers, " finding mercy of the Lord," shall

know nothing of condemning judgement, but shall stand

clothed in the righteousness of their Eedeemer. Then shall

be the judgement of the enemies of God. It is true that

they, too, during their life on earth have sufferings, and that

these, in their case also, are judgements of God; but in the

dark shadow of the awfulness of final judgement these divine

dealings with unbelievers during this life pass utterly out of

the apostle's view. Thus to his eye the beginnings of judge-

ment are strictly and simply with the spiritual temple of God,

God's own people. For illustration of Peter's course of

thought here, cf. 1 Cor. xi. 31, 32,—a passage which shows

in a pointed way how such a statement as the present,

regarding Kpl^ia coming on believers, is harmonized with its

verbal contradictory, John iii. 18, 6 Tncrrevwv et? avrou ov

Kpiverai : that KplveaOai which in its nature is a TraiSeveaOac

is intended to prevent the KaraKpi'vecrdac which is meant
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by Kplvea6ai in the passage in John (cf. also iv. 6, with

note).

In speaking of " the time " for the judgement to begin

from the house of God, the apostle refers seemingly to the

Christian Dispensation. Doubtless, in the ages before the

Lord's incarnation also there had been disciplinary judgements

on believers. The apostle, however, appears to look at these

rather as having been premonitory of, than as themselves

belonging to, " the judgement
;

" seeing that of God's dealings

with the world final judgement was not then the next great

stage. In those days the great Eevealer of God was yet to

be manifested. Now He has come,—everything which, con-

sistently with the glory of His character and government,

God can do to touch the hearts of men, and lead them to

Himself, has been done,—the Christian Dispensation is " the

last time," the close of which is the Day of Judgement ; and

of what will thus be the special work of the next great

manifest divine intervention in human history we have the

beginnings presented now in the sufferings of believers.

Such seems to be the apostle's meaning :
" Unum idemque

est judicium a tempore evangelii per apostolos praedicati

usque ad judicium extremuni " (Bengel).

Another possible view of Peter's teaching here regarding

the Kaipo^ is this,—that he would have us understand that

there are in the history of the world certain periods in which,

by the sending of calamities, God signally shows Himself to

men as Judge, beginning with His own people, and passing

on to send far more terrible troubles upon those who oppose

and persecute them. The age in which Peter wrote, he—on

tliis view of his meaning—intimates to be such a period.

The commencement of the judgement was seen in the perse-

cution to which the Christians were exposed ; and its further

stage, one may suppose, was to be the awful visitation which,

a very few years after the date of this Epistle, befell the Jews,

the virulent enemies of the Christians and keen instigators of

persecution, in the destruction of Jerusalem. This view, of a
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series of Kuipol, is perhaps consistent with the language

employed,—naturally enough if Katp6<i alone be read, "a time,"

hardly so naturally if the article be read with it, in which

case, on this view of the reference, the meaning apparently

would be " 02ir Kaip6<;, that of our generation." It may be

also that, in various prominent periods of persecution during

the subsequent history of the Church, something in the

sequence of judgements may be recognised similar to what

was seen in the first age. A most serious difficulty in the

way of accepting this view of the sense, however, lies in the

fact that a reference simply to earthly calamities, as the

judgements spoken of on the enemies of God, is quite incom-

patible with the deep solemnity of the apostle's words on

this subject in the latter part of this verse and in the 18th.

These words evidently point, if not solely, at least mainly, to

the final Judgement. No doubt the fall of Jerusalem, echoing

throughout the world, was fitted greatly to attract the atten-

tion of Christians everywhere, and—particularly when looked

at in the light of our Lord's predictions—must have been felt

to be both in itself a judgement and a notable prefiguration

of the great final Judgement ; but any interpretation which

regards the Kaipof spoken of by Peter as ending with the

fall of Jerusalem, or which considers his words as pointing to

it other than, if at all, in an altogether subsidiary way,

appears beset with insuperable difficulties.

The use, according to a reading not certain but probable,

of the article with Kaip6<;, and the bareness of the form of

statement, seem to imply that on some ground the thought

here set forth by the apostle was deemed by him to be not

unfamiliar to his readers. He had seemingly in his mind

such passages in the prophets as Jer. xxv. 29, xli.v. ll^
;

Ezek. ix. 6 ; Amos iii. 2. These ]iassages were fitted to

prepare the minds of Christians alike for the thought of

chastisement at the hand of God for their sins, and for tlie

expectation that stern punishment would come on His and

their adversaries ; and it can hardly be doubted that by a

2 A
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remembrance of the passage just referred to in Ezekiel the

form of Peter's statement was moulded,—one of the clauses

in that verse being " Begin at My sanctuary " (airo rcov

aytcov fjt^ov ap^aaOe, LXX.).

—

Kpi'fxa, which properly—accord-

ing to the form of the word, and according to ordinary usage,

classical and N. T.—means " the thing judged or decided,

decree, sentence," is employed here, as occasionally (cf. John

ix. 39 ; Acts xxiv. 25), according to a tendency to transitions

of meaning seen in verbal substantives in all languages, with

a reference to the action of judging, its force tlierefore being

indistinguishable from that of KpLai^;.—The construing of

ap-xeo-dau with airo, to mark distinctly the starting-point of a

coarse or series, is common in the classics,—particularly in

Herodotus,—and occurs also often in N. T, ; cf. e.g. Luke

xxiv. 27; Acts i. 22.

In the second half of the verse the apostle shows the

purpose which he had in making the statement in the first

clause. This is to present an argument a minori ad majus,

which he does in a hypothetical form (cf. our Lord's question,

Luke xxiii. 31): "Now, if sin is so hateful in God's sight

that even those who tlirough faith are His children—loved and

cherished by Him—are visited with judgements so sore as those

which are come and coming upon you, what must be the fate

of His enemies ? If the beginnings of a growing tempest are

such as you now experience, what will the end be which is

destined for those who refuse the divine mercy ? " The

nature and the conclusiveness of the argument are clear ; but

there are two little peculiarities in the mode of expression

which require a moment's notice. In tliat substantial

repetition of the first clause of the verse, which constitutes

the protasis of the hypothetical sentence, " Now, if first from

us," it is plain—the words " from us " answering to " from

the house of God " of the previous clause—that " it (the

judgement) begins (ap^eraL) " is to be supplied. With

dp'^erac the adverb irpoiTOv is, strictly speaking, pleonastic,

but it is not therefore useless, because it shows vividly the
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1

stress which the apostle lays on the point of the heginning,—
" If the first visitation of judgement, the first stage in an

accelerating course, be such." In the apodosis, also—the

question " What shall the end he ?
"—there is something of

peculiarity. A reader instinctively regards this " end " as

correlative with that " beginning " to wdiich the words ap'^erac

and wpoirov have both drawn attention,—the " end " therefore

being "the closing stage of judgement." Yet this reference

of TeA.09 does not answer well to the connection in which

that substantive stands with rwv dTreiOovvTwv ktX.,—" the

end of them who disobey " seeming to be a somewhat forced,

unnaturally constructed expression, if taken to mean " the

end of the judgement, which is the stage belonging to, destined

for, those who disobey." It appears more natural to think

that we have here a well-known use of reXo? for " the end,

or issue, of a man's life or character" (cf. 2 Cor. xi, 15 ; Phil,

iii. 19) ; and a comparison of the parallel clause in the next

verse, irov (jiaveirai, confirms the idea that this latter use of

TeXo? was in the apostle's mind, and was indeed prominent.

Taking all the data into consideration, the reasonable conclu-

sion seems to be, that, through the intensity of his emotion at

this point, Peter has in his rush of thought laid on reXo? a

double burden,—his thought fully exhibited being something

like this, " If the beginning of judgement, in God's dealings

with His own people, be so severe as you are now experi-

encing, what will the end of it be, when those who are dis-

obedient to the gospel shall meet their end?"

On aTreiOovvTcov too eva'yyeh.iw, of. ii. 8, tcS \oy(p

direidovvre'^, with note. The expression " disobedient to the

glad tidings " brings out very pointedly the truth that the

invitations of the gospel are at the same time commands

;

and, as added here to " the gospel," the words " of God

"

have plainly a special force—emphasizing the awfulness of

the criminality of d-TretdeLa.—In tco rov Geov evayyeXiM (cf.

Ptom. i. 1 ; 1 Thess. ii. 2) the genitive is manifestly of the

Originator and Sender ; where Xpiarov is used (as Piom.
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XV. 19 ; Phil. i. 27), the force of the case may be either this,

or of the object presented, or quite possibly both, " the gospel

which comes from Christ and which tells of Christ."

Ver. 18. In this verse, to deepen impression, the solemn

question of the I7th is in substance repeated under a different

form :
" And if the righteous man is saved with difficulty,

—

the ungodly and sinful man, where shall he appear ? " As

so often, the apostle avails himself of LXX. language to

express his thought. From el to the end, the verse coincides

vci-hatim with Prov. xi. 31, except that Peter omits the

particle fiev before BiKato<i. The rendering from the Hebrew

is somewhat free,—the exact sense being as given in the

English Version, " Behold, the righteous shall be recompensed

in the earth, much more (how much more, E. V.) the wicked

and the sinner." At first sight it might appear that in the

first clause the LXX. has missed the meaning altogether.

On consideration, however, it will be seen that, since " the

righteous," so long as he is in this world, has his righteous-

ness shaded by sin, there is a certain ambiguity in " recom-

pensed ; " and, on the whole, from the character of the

sentence it seems probable that the LXX. is substantially

eorrect ; of. Delitzsch, ioi loc. Luther similarly renders, So dcr

Gerechte auf Erchn Iciclcn muss. The settlement of this

exegetical question, however, is immaterial, so far as regards

the use of the LXX. rendering by Peter ; because the apostle

is not appealing to the 0. T. in support of his position, but

simply adopting words familiar to him and probably to his

readers, which happened to be suitable for the clothing of

his thought.

The precise force of /xoXt? here is " with difficulty
;

" of.

Acts xxvii. 7, 8, 16. This sense answers to the etymolo-

gical connection of the word with /x6\o<i (usually /iwXo?),

" moil, toil," just as the synonymous adverb ytio7(9 is cognate

with ;U07o? (Cerm. Milhe), " toil, trouble." The expression does

not at all suggest any uncertainty with respect to the ultimate

salvation of all true believers, but simply intimates that God's
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mode of bringiug His people to their final rest in the fulness

of salvation is through hard and painful discipline. Not

merely is the gate strait, but the way also to which the

gate admits ; so that sometimes the believer, compassed with

difficulties, becomes almost despondent, the fightings without

having naturally accordant fears within. The rendering of

/ioXi9 here in the A. V., " scarcely," is not very happy, indeed

almost misleading ; and it seems singular that the Eevisers

have retained it.
—

"^o-eyS?/? means " devoid of reverence for

God, ungodly, impious
;

" a/xaprcoXo?, according to its ordinary

use {e.g. Mark viii. 38 ; John ix. 16 ; Jas. iv. 8), designates

one who is " defiled with manifest sin." The connection of

the two here implies plainly that from the first characteristic

the second naturally follows. In 1 Tim. i. 9, also, these

two words are placed together exactly as here, and in

Jude 15 they stand together without a conjunction.— On

irov (f)avelrat, cf. Ps. i. 4— G, v. 5. Every reader feels the

peculiarly solemn effect produced by the apostle's form of

expression,—an unanswered cpiestion.

Ver. 19. The practical conclusion here presented in the

form of a precept is naturally taken in special connection

with the two verses immediately preceding
;

yet, as the verse

plainly closes a paragraph, other arguments which have been

set forth in the paragraph may also be included in the basis

on which the conclusion rests. "Wherefore, seeing that

divine grace, whilst for ends of infinite kindness it sends

trials on Christians, yet saves them from those immeasurably

greater judgements which are to come on God's enemies,—and

seeing that participation in Christ's sufferings is a proof of

the presence of the Spirit of glory and of God,—let them also

who suffer, because God wills it, commit their souls, with no

less confidence and restfulness than those believers who for

the time are preserved from suffering, to a faithful Creator,

—

remembering always that this surrender of their souls can

have reality and efficiency only when it is surrounded with

an atmosphere of well-doing."
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On the construction, occasionally found in classical writers,

and pretty frequent in N. T. {e.g. 1 Cor. iii. 21, xv. 58 ; Phil,

ii. 12), of (ocne with an imperative—a construction in which

the particle, instead of its ordinary subordinative force, has

the sense of " and so " (exactly the Latin itaque), " conse-

quently "—cf. Jelf, § 867; Winer, p. 377; A. Buttmaun,

p. 243.—By some expositors it has been thought that kul

belongs to ware, " wherefore also
;

" but there is no reason

for supposing a deviation here from the regular usage which

joins KUL to what follows. The thought set forth in the

paraphrase above with respect to the two divisions of the

apostle's readers, those who at the time were enduring per-

secution, and those who were free from it, sufficiently explains

the words " also those who suffer,"—and enters here most

naturally when we remember what has been said in the

12tli verse regarding the likelihood that some of these were

tending to despondency and unbelief, " thinking it strange
"

that they should be exposed to persecution.

The expression ol irda'^ovre'i Kara to Qekruia rov 0eov is

naturally taken as equivalent to " those who suffer because

God wills it" (cf. Gal. i. 4), and as intended to bring up the

thought which has been already presented in a similar con-

nection (iii. 17), and which must be the basis of all reason-

able comfort under affliction, that the trouble is not a product

of blind chance— something thrusting itself, so to speak,

from some alien clime into the well-ordered domain of

divine administration (w? ^ivov v/jllv av/ju^aivovTO'i, ver. 12)

—

but is appointed by God Himself. Other views of the sense

of the combination here have been suggested,—" those who

suffer in connection with (i.e. because of doing) the will of

God," or " those who suffer with a spirit accordant with the

will of God." It does not seem at all likely that, had the

former of these thoughts been in the apostle's mind, he would

have chosen the preposition Kara to express it,—a mode, to

say the least, very obscure. Neither, perhaps, for the other

thought would Kara be the most natural particle, but rather
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'7rp6<i (Luke xii. 47). This latter view of tlie sense, moreover,

gives the verb irda-^eLv an ethical shade of meaning, not

simply " to be subjected to suffering," but " to hear suffer-

ing,"—a sense which, though in all languages a tendency to

this transition shows itself (as, for example, with virotfyepeiv

in Greek and " endure " in English), 'Trdaj(eLv does not seem

to have. These views of the meaning have, no doubt, been

thought of in consequence of the fact that the categorj',

" those who suffer because God wills it," appears to be indis-

tinctive, seeing that the sufferings of the enemies of God, as

well as of His friends, come upon them " because He wills

it." But there is no real difficulty here. Throughout the

whole section, and particularly from el he w? Xpia-Tcavo'i in

ver. 16, every reader carries with him the knowledge that it

is specifically suffering for Christ's sake of which the apostle

is speaking. The category is really simply " those—among

you Christians—who suffer
;

" and " according to the will of

God " is an additional thought, brought in, parenthetically

almost, to show clearly the basis on which the precept of the

verse rests. The apostle's meaning fully given is " Those

among you who suffer,—and this, let these sufferers remember,

because God wills that they should suffer."

By the apostle's use of the designation TriarM Kricnr] we

are reminded of the wide range of argument for comfort and

spiritual strength over which Christians may and should

expatiate. The stimulus and cheer which are afforded by

contemplation of the redemptive aspect of the divine character

and work are so abundant that many believers perhaps almost

forget how much may be found also in the thought of God as

Creator. " He made you : that assures you of His infinite

power to sustain you. His purpose in making you was, like

all His purposes, absolutely wise and good ; those therefore

who with simplicity give themselves up to His care may well

feel confident that He will protect and bless them. More-

over, He has expressly declared this purpose of love, pledging

Himself by innumerable promises in His word ; and no
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promise of the all-trathful One can remain unfulfilled. To

your Creator, then, faithful to His purpose and to all His

declarations, commit your souls with childlike trust." " Con-

servare et volet ut fidelissimus, et poterit ut potentissimus
"

(Gerhard). Cf. Ps. xcv. 3-7, c. 3, 4 ; Acts iv. 24; aud on

incrTO'i in particular, 1 Cor. x. 13. The omission of the

article with Tnarw Krla-Tr) makes the argument which is

involved in the words stand out all the more distinctly,

—

as we too feel in using the indefinite article in such a case as

the present, " to a faithful Creator ; " on this anarthrousness,

somewhat of a favourite structure with the apostle, cf. i. 10,

note on 7r/oo<^?}Tat.

In iraparidea-OccxTav ra? yjru^a'i avrSiv there is probably a

reminiscence of the words of our Lord on the cross (Luke xxiii.

46), which themselves were a reminiscence of Ps. xxxi. 6.

On irapaTlOeadai, cf. also Acts xiv. 23, xx. 32. By the

specification of ra? \^v^d'i (where plainly, and this in accord-

ance with the apostle's general use of the word, "^vxv is to

be taken in its loftiest and most comprehensive sense,— cf.

i. 9, 22, ii. 11, 25), instead of simply "themselves," there is

naturally suggested the thought that in the interests of their

spiritual welfare much hoclily suffering might still be before

them, and, it might be, a martyr's death. Meantime the

yfrv^cti, placed in God's keeping, would be absolutely safe, and

through the sufferings of the body would grow in beauty and

energy.

Through the emphasis which their position gives them the

words iv dyaOoiroua have a marked incisiveness. It is as

if the apostle said, " And remember that only holiness of

character, faithful and persistent well-doing, can prove that

any supposed surrender of the soul to God is sincere and full.

If, having, as you imagine, made such a surrender, you pro-

ceed to act towards your persecutors as the men of the world

would do, returning evil for evil,—or if in any way you

regard iniquity in your heart, or practise it in your life,

—

your alleged surrender has no meaning or force." " Hsec una
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patientium cura,—bene et agere et pati : ctetera curabit

Ille " (Bengel). The probable force of the preposition iv here

is the semi -local, of element or atmosphere, as exhibited

in the paraphrase above. On ayaOoTrotia, cf. dyadotto telv,

ii. 15, 20, iii. 6, 17, and ayaOo-rroLO';, ii. 14. The noun

ayaOoTToua itself occurs here only in N. T., and is found but

rarely elsewhere; cf. Clem. Eom. §§ 2, 33, 34.
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CHAPTEE V.

Vv. 1-4. Counsels to Elders.

Eeturxing from the somewhat episodical line of remark which

has occupied the passage extending from iv. 12 to the end

of that chapter, and which was apparently suggested by the

doxology immediately preceding, the apostle resumes that

series of injunctions with regard to duties arising out of

Church relations, on which he had been engaged in iv. 7-11.

He speaks first of tlie duties of elders. TIpea^vrepoL or eVi-

cTKOTroc—for the names are used in N. T. exchangeably—seem

to have been the only officers regarded as essential to the full

organization of a church; cf. Acts xiv. 23; Tit. i. 5. The

office of deacon, whilst also reckoned of much importance, was

yet subsidiary. We have no account of the institution of the

eldership. The office and the name alike appear to have come

over from the arrangements of the synagogue ; and thus at the

first mention of elders in the history of the Christian Church

(Acts xi. 30) we find the office assumed as existing simply as

ii matter of course.

Ver. 1. The connection intimated by ovv seems to be with

the closing words of the previous verse, iv dryaOoTroila, to which,

as has been seen, their position gives a special emphasis. The

line of thought appears to run on thus :
" In well-doing,— each

in his allotted sphere of action ; and first then of the elders."—
The anarthrousuess of 7rpea-/3uTepov<; accords with the apostle's

general style. The attaching of iv vfilv immediately to irpea-

^urepovi is grammatically a somewhat lax mode of expression,

—offended by wdiich many copyists have inserted Tov<i,—but
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tlie combination is perfectly intelligible, " elders among you,"

"persons among you who are elders."

Considering those claims to the possession of a right of dictat-

ing to elders which have been based on an asserted succession

to the Apostle Peter, and the style in which the assumed

authority has often been exercised, it is particularly interest-

ing to mark the gentleness and humility of the apostle's own

mode of dealing. Like Paul (Philem. 9), he " might have been

much bold in Christ to enjoin,"
—

" but, for love's sake, he

rather," like him, says, irapaKoXo). In support of his exhorta-

tion, too, he uses a designation which sets him in the position of

one of themselves, their " fellow-elder "—one who personally

felt the responsibilities, and from experience knew the diffi-

culties, of an elder. While the apostleship was an office of

far higher dignity and far wider influence than that which was

held by those brethren who are now addressed, yet essentially

its grand function was that of the eldership which Peter goes

on to describe, "to feed the flock of God." The compound

avvTrpea^vrepo^ occurs in N. T. here only ; but we have sub-

stantially the same form of apostolic thought and feeling in the

use of the simple Trpecr^vrepo^, 2 John 1 and 3 John 1. For

the construction, exemplified here in 6 o-vvirpea/SvTepo'i kt\.,

of apposition to an unexpressed pronoun, cf. Heb. iv. 3

;

1 John V. 13. In the cases of this kind which occur in

N. T. the apposition is usually, as in these passages referred

to, a participial combination taking the place of a relative

clause. This is really the construction in our present passage

also, for the structure of the whole verse shows that the

apostle's thought was o <rvv7rp6al3vT6po<; kuI fidpTu<; (wf)

kt\., " I who am a fellow-elder and witness."

Of the precise meaning of the description of himself which

tlie apostle adds to avvirpea^vT€po<;, two somewhat different

views may be taken. The word jxdpTv^—apparently cognate

with Lat. mc-mor—has as its primary force " one who, recalling

something seen or heard, attests it :
" thus often in N. T. It

came very naturally to be used among the Christians sometimes
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with a special application to those who " bore testimony" to

Christ as their Saviour and Lord by enduring for His sake

suffering and death; so, for example, in Acts xxii. 20; Eev.

ii. 13. This latter sense became the prevalent one in ecclesi-

astical use, and is thus that in which the word "martyr" is

preserved in modern tongues. If the designation of himself

here given by the apostle be looked at apart from the others

with which it is associated, no one would doubt that he

employs fidprv^ in the general sense. He had personally

known the Lord, and his chief function as an apostle was

to bear witness to what he had seen of Him (Acts i. 8, 22).

Taken thus, the word reminds the reader in a gentle and

unobtrusive way of the writer's apostolic authority,
—

" fellow-

elder," no doubt, but more. But the designation which follows,

6 Kal T?}? B6^7)<; Kotvcov6<i, naturally suggests the question

whether, in here calling himself fiaprv^ kt\., Peter does not

intend a thought directly antithetic to that other,—something

in the line of that special application mentioned above. He
ma}' be supposed to describe himself as " one who attested

the sufferings of Christ " by participating in such sufferings,

" always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord

Jesus" (2 Cor. iv. 10), and thus to the spiritually-minded

representing and recalling the Lord's sufferings. To some

excellent interpreters this view of the meaning has com-

mended itself, either along with the usual reference of " wit-

nessing " (as Bengel, Wiesinger, Huther), or even excluding it

entirely (as Calvin). Considering the want of analogies to

such a use of /xaprvi when construed as here,—and the readi-

ness at hand, if such had been the idea immediately before

the apostle's mind, of kolvo)v6<; (used in the next clause) to

attach itself to Tradrj/jLaTcov as freely as to So^r]^ (cf. iv. 13),

and express without ambiguity the essence of the thought,

—

there is good reason to question whether the special force of

" a witness through suffering " was that which was primarily

intended. At the same time, the other two designations

having a reference to what was common to the apostle with
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those whom he addresses, and this one being linked closely to

(TWITpea^vTepo<i by their having but one article, it can hardly

be doubted that Peter meant to suggest also the special refer-

ence. In a letter which is addressed to Christians under

persecution, and in which but a few sentences before (iv. 13)

the relation between participation in the Saviour's sufferings

and participation in His glory had been explicitly set forth,

mention of these sufferings such as we have here, followed

immediately by mention of sharing in the glory, could not

but give /jidpTv<i in a secondary way something of the sense

of " witness through suffering."

The apostle's third designation of himself has naturally,

seeing that it brings in a contrast, a separate article. It may

seem that if we apply rigid exactness of construction we

should have to take iaofievo'i as the participial supplement

here. But the apostle's thought is, no doubt, really richer than

that supplement would allow. The (ov which belongs in

thought to the first clause is carried forward,
—

" who am "—in

that vivid, joyful anticipation of faith which is " the substance

of things hoped for ;
" so rightly R, E. V., " who am also a par-

taker." The apostle wishes his brethren—sharers with him

in tribulation for Christ's sake—to be sharers also in this

gladsome and sustaining energy of " living hope." He would

have them look not around only, but forward and up. Peter

had no doubt assurances from the Lord with regard to coming

glory, which were specially for the apostles (as Luke xxii. 30),

or even made particularly to himself (John xiii. 36); but in

the present connection his mind, we may feel convinced, was

resting mainly on those promises of glory which were spoken

directly of all Christ's people (as John xvii. 20-24).—On r?}?

fxeWova7]<i airoKaXvineadaL Bo^rj^;, cf. i. 5, note.

Ver. 2. The apostle's injunction to the elders to care for

those entrusted to them is couched under the figure so common

both in 0. T. and N. T., and which has passed into common

language in the official name "pastor;" cf. ii. 25, with note.

Uoi^iaiveiv is— in accordance with its probable derivation
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from the root (Sanscr.) pa, "protect" (Curtius, Gr. Etym.

§ 372)—a word of much wider reference than ^oaKetv; of.

Ps. xxiii. 1, Kvpio<i nroifxalveL fee, and see Trench, Sijn. iV. T.

§ 25. It comprehends all the departments of a sheplierd's

work, quaintly summed up by Alford as " leading, feeding,

heeding," and in English best set forth by the word "tend."

By the special sharpness and energy of the aorist imperative,

the injunction calls upon the elders to have their official life

as a unity characterized by the spirit of devotion to service

;

on this striking use of the aorist, sometimes also in the indi-

cative, compare ii. 22, note on eTroLrjcrev. On the formation,

prevalent in the later Greek, of the first aorist in -ava from

verbs in -ulvq), cf. A. Buttmann, p. 41.—The dignity, and

at the same time the solemn responsibilities connected with

the office and work of spiritual " shepherds," are impressively

illustrated by the addition to irolfiviov of tov ©eov (cf. Ps.

c. 3 ; Isa. xl. 11).—On the substance and form of the whole

of the present injunction, cf. particularly Paul's words in

Acts XX. 28, 29,—words addressed in all likelihood to some

of those very elders to whom Peter here writes.

The words to iv v/jliv have by some (so A. E. V. marg.)

been taken adverbially, attached to iroLfidvare, " as much as

in you is;" cf. to e^ vfjLwv, Eom. xii. 18, and perhaps also

TO Kar ifie, Ptom. i. 15. It does not appear at all probable

that the apostle would append to a precept like the present

a weakening expression such as this,—especially when we

recall the absolute form in which the same commission bad

been given by the Lord to Peter himself (John xxi. 16), a

form wdiich, there can be little doubt, was in his mind when

he wrote the words before us. Taking to iv vjmv itolixvlov

together, the sense has been supposed to be " the flock

entrusted to you," on the analogy of the combination elvat

or Keicrdat, ev tlvl, " to depend on some one." Substantially,

no doubt, the meaning is something of this kind, but to find

the sense of " depend on " in ev alone is forced. With the

echo of the quite unambiguous iv v/jlIv of ver. 1 still
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lingering on the ear, there is good reason to take eV viuv

here also with the same meaning, that which lyrima facie

presents itself to every reader,
—

" the flock of God which is

among you " being a free but perfectly natural and in-

telligible mode of saying what is yet more expressly indicated

by the plural Kk'qpwv in ver, 3, " those portions of the flock

that live in your districts, and are thus under your care."

Indeed, the fact that in both verses the apostle's mode of

expression is iv vfuv, seems to show it as a thought lying in

his mind,—whether the words were definitely intended to

suggest it or not,— that whilst, as is fully recognised, the

elders were in certain respects " over " the private members,

yet the most important relation, claiming to be constantly

remembered by both, was that which is represented by " in,

among,"—" members one of another " (Eom. xii. 5) ; cf. Acts

XX. 28, ev S.

Whether eTnaKoirovvTe^ be read or left out does not sub-

stantially affect the sense. The adverbs connect themselves

quite as naturally with the main verb TroLfidvaTe. Supposing

the word to belong to the text, the same uncertainty presents

itself here as in ii. 25 (where see note) with respect to the

precise point of view,—whether the primary sense referring

to the shepherd, or the secondary- with the ofBcial application,

is prominent in the writer's mind,—" exercising the over-

sight " (which belongs to you as shepherds), or " exercising

your functions as bishops."

The apostle's precept enters into detail with respect to the

mode of " tending the flock," giving three particular injunc-

tions, each of these in both a negative and a positive form.

Looking at the first two positive statements, we find that

there is an advance on one line from simple " willingness

"

to " zeal." Seeing, however, that when we turn to the nega-

tives we find nothing of this kind, but faults which belong

to distinct categories named,—and this in language so definite

as naturally to fix a specific reference for the somewhat general

positive terms in the antithesis,—it seems clear that the apostle's
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course of thought is not climactic, or at all events is such

only in a secondary way. The three vicious modes of pastoral

dealing which Peter forbids—and which throughout the his-

tory of the Church have wrought incalculable injury to the

character and influence of a vast number of her office-bearers

—are, first, mere formal work, without true heartiness, the

work of men whom some kind of social pressure or other

simply external power has forced into a service which they

dislike ; secondly, work done merely, or mainly, for pecuniary

gain ; thirdly, work done in a spirit of personal arrogance.

With the first fault is placed in contrast the sincere " will-

imrness " of the man who loves his Saviour, and lon^s to

serve Him. On this whole clause compare as an interesting

commentary (though the reference there is not exactly to

pastoral work) Philem. 14.

A moment's consideration shows that there is no con-

tradiction between Peter's ^-q uvwyKaaTW'i and Paul's dvdyKrj

fioi e'TTLKeLTai in 1 Cor. ix. 16,—seeing that with Paul the

" necessity " was that which spi-ang from a recognition of the

will of Christ, to which the apostle's own will joyfully assented.

It is obvious that in the measure in which this dvd^KT] is felt

will really be the efficiency of the discharge of pastoral duty.

—The probable reading Kara Qeov forms a striking and

beautiful close to the first of these clauses of detail. The

preposition seems to be best taken here with its familiar

force of indicating a standard or model (cf. i. 15, iv. 6 ; Eph. iv.

24),
—

" exercising the oversiglit not by constraint, but will-

ingly, like God," or "as God does" (iii. 12). The meaning

may also be (cf. Eom. viii. 27; 2 Cor. vii. 9, 10, 11), "in

accordance with the will of God." In Cranmer's English

Version these words have been inserted, in a somewhat

hesitating way marked by the mode of printing, and in the

form " after a godly sorte."

With the second wrong mode of procedure mentioned

—

namely, acting as elders from love of money— is contrasted

the " hearty readiness, alacrity " (cf. liom. i. 15; 2 Cor.
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viii, 11, 12), which has its impulse not from the consideration

of anything belonging only to this world, but from the energies

of the new life in Christ (" ut fructus non sit merces, sed

pastura," Bengel). In /X7/Se ala-'^poKepScb'i there is manifestly

nothing opposed to the ordinance " that they which preach

the gospel should live of the gospel" (1 Cor, ix. 14). The

apostle's reference is expressly to " base gain." Now the

payment made by his people to a pastor whose heart is in

his work is not base gain, but the very reverse, a most

honourable support. On the other hand, from the essentially

spiritual objects of office in the Church of Christ, the pay-

ment made to a pastor who holds his office solely, or mainly,

tliat he may obtain this, becomes in his case " filthy lucre,"

" wages of unrighteousness." The adverb ala'^poK£p8a)<i, " from,

or in the spirit of, desire for base gain," is not found else-

where ; but the adjective occurs both in classical writers

and in K T. (1 Tim. iii. 8 ; Tit. i. 7 ; cf. also Tit. i. 11).

Ver. 3. The sentence passes here into a participial form,

the participles, like the adverbs, describing a right and a wrong-

spirit and manner of " tending the flock of God." Kara-

Kvpievovre^ is by some (as Huther) taken to involve that

idea of hostility or oppressiveness which /cara gives in many

compounds, " tyrannizing over." But this view of the force

of the word does not seem to be supported either by the

usage of LXX. or N. T. The verb is generally employed,

according to another familiar use of Kara in composition, as

simply a somewhat strengthened form for Kvpcevco. In LXX.

it is applied as freely to gracious government—see Jer. iii. 1-4
;

Ps. Ixxii. (Ixxi. Sept.) 8—as to oppressive—Ps. x. 10 (ix. 30,

Sept.), cxix. (cxviii.) 133. In N. T. the verb is found in three

places besides the present. To the statements in Matt.

XX. 25, Mark x. 42, where it occurs, an exact parallel in our

Lord's teaching is recorded by Luke (xxii. 25) in connection

with a different incident, and there we have the simple

Kvpievco. In Acts xix. 16, again, the word means "to master,

overcome," according to a frequent LXX. use in places where

2 B
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quite manifestly no idea of reproach is intended.— The

precise meaning in our passage of tmv KXrjpwv also, " the

lots, allotments," has been debated. The view set forth in

Wycliffe's rendering, " nether as havynge lordschip in the

clerffie," after the Vulf^ate in cleris, is an anachronism. This

use of the word, no doubt, originated early (Tertullian has it,

and not as being new), but it has no support in N. T. In

the present passage, moreover, in which only the " elders
"

and " the flock of God " as a whole are mentioned, and which

is plainly directly addressed to all the elders, such a leference

would be out of place and inconsistent. The interpretation

followed in the Geneva English Version, and adopted by the

Authorized, " God's heritage," exhibits a thought in itself true

and beautiful. The spiritual Israel might well be called, as

ancient Israel is called again and again, the " lot, portion,

heritage" of God, K\rjpo^ (Deut, ix. 29), KXr^povofiia (Isa.

xix. 25), //ept? KoX o-^oivicryLa KKripovoyjla<i (Deut. xxxii, 9).

Tliis thought is indeed very nearly the same as that set forth

by Peter in ii, 9, \ao<i eU irepirroLricnv. But in our passage

the absence of Oeov, and the use of the plural,—which with

Kkr)po<i, applied in the way under consideration, .seems to have

no analogy, God's people forming one heritage,—are strong

and apparently decisive objections to our accepting this as

the intended sense. The probable reference is to the various

congregations, as " allotted " by God in His providential

arrangements to different groups of the elders ; so Tyndale,

" not as though ye were lordes over the parisshes
;

" and E. V.,

" neither as lording it over the charge allotted to you " (in

v.diich " charges " would surely have been better). This use

of K\rjpo<;, though not found elsewhere in N. T., is in itself

perfectly accordant with the meaning of the word. If irpoa-e-

KXrjpcodrjcrai' in Acts xvii. 4 be taken as passive in meaning,

" were allotted " (as portion, or fruit of ministry), a close

parallel to our passage presents itself ; but the sense is not

improbably middle, " cast in their lot with, consorted with."

—According to the results of our examination of the separate
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words then, the meaning of the clause appears to be, " not as

exercising lordship over your allotments." With regard to

this point of duty, cf. Matt. xx. 25-28
; 2 Cor. i. 24.

On the positive side, the direct antithesis would be " but

as counting yourselves their servants for Jesus' sake " (2 Cor.

iv. 5). Implying this, the apostle prefers, instead of stating

the duty in this genei'al form, to specify the great mode in

which they will show themselves wise servants of tlieir

brethren, living for their help,
—

" but becoming "—growing

ever more fully by tlioughtfulness, prayerfulness, and definite

effort
—

" the flock's ensamples." On the force of 'yLveaOac in

ethical advices to Christians, see iii. 13, note. On tuttol, as

here used, cf. Phil. iii. 17 ; 1 Thess. i. 7.

Yer. 4. Promise of a rich reward to tlie elder who has

faithfully tended the flock of God. Whilst in every age of

the Church Christ's servants find thought of the reward to be

needful and stimulating, it is obvious that in times of per-

secution, such as the time in which this Epistle was written,

elders, exposed by their prominent position to peculiar hostility

and danger, have for that reason peculiar need to look up from

the cross to the crown.

For Kat used, as frequently, with what is sometimes called

a "consecutive" force, "and so," cf. cij. Matt, xxiii. 32 ; Phil,

iv. 7, 9 : on Phil. iv. 12, Ellicott has an excellent note on

the various uses of this conjunction. —The verb (pavepovadai,

here used of the Lord's Second Coming, has been employed

by the apostle elsewhere (i. 20) of the Incarnation. John

.also has the word with both references,—to the Incarnation,

1 John iii. 5, 8 ; to the Second Coming, 1 John ii. 28, iii. 2.

Por the present application, cf, also Col. iii. 4.—The word

up'^iTroifLTjv is not found in classical writers, and occurs in

N. T. here only; but cf. ii. 25; Heb. xiii. 20.—Tlie so-called

Attic future of verbs in -/^&) (Jelf, § 203), as here KOfiielade,

is not uncommon in N. T. ; c.r/. dcpopiovaiv, Matt. xiii. 40
;

iXiTLovaLv, Iiom. xv. 12. 0( Ko/xi^o/xac the future h\ -L<7o/j.ai

also occurs, Eph. vi. 8 ; Col. iii. 25 : see AVestcott and lIorL's
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Gr. Test. App. p. 163.—On the " crown of glory," cf. " crown

of life," Jas. i. 1 2 ; Rev. ii. 10; " crown of righteousness,"

2 Tim. iv. 8. In all these cases the genitive is one of appo-

sition,—the " glory," " life," " righteousness," being itself the

"crown." The glory is (cf. ver. 10) participation in the com-

municable glory of the Redeemer—Himself ho^rj icrrecpavQ)'

fievop, Heb. ii. 9.—To take afxapavrcvo^; as simply another

form for a/xdpavro'i (i. 4) yields a satisfying sense, "the

unfading crown (garland) of glory." It is to be observed,

however, that both of these words, which do not occur else-

where in N. T., are also rare in secular literature ; and the

fact that, using a rare word twice in his short letter, the

apostle has two forms, suggests as likely that the two were

not thought of by him as being quite equivalent in meaning.

Now there is evidence that ap.dpavTo<i was used substantivel\%

to designate an imagined unwithering flower ; and in the

form amaranthus the name has been received into scientific

botany as that of a genus of plants which long retain their

freshness. From the substantive d/u,dpavTo^ is, by the usual

termination indicating material, regularly formed diJiapduTivo<;,

" made of amaranth, amaranthine,"—as ^vXivo<i, " wooden ;

"

p6Sivo<i, " made of roses ;" dKdv6ivo<;, " made of thorns " (John

xix. 5). Thus we seem to have here really a passing poetic

reference to the garden of the heavenly paradise ; and

evidently from our passage, regarded in this light, Milton has

obtained the suggestion of his exquisite lines. Paradise Lost,

iii. 353-35 6. Cf. also Clem. Alex. Pwdag. ii. 8, o Kd\.o<; rov

dfiapdvTOv aTe(j)avo<i diroKeiraL 7ol<i Ka\(h<i TreirokLrevfievoL'^.

To the mind of every Christian reader the thought of the

crT€(f)avo<; d/xapdvTivo<; which the grace of our Lord gives to us,

sucgests at once the remembrance of the cned)avo<; dKdv6Lvo<i

which our sin gave to Him.

A question has been raised with regard to the exact

reference and shade of meaning intended by Peter in using

the image of a " crown." Is this crown the emblem of kingly

dignity,—or of honour for victory in struggle—tlie garland
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at the Greek games,—or of festal gladness—the garland worn

at entertainments sometimes among the Jews (Isa. xxviii. 1
;

Prov. i. 9, iv. 9 ; Wisd. ii. 8 ; Ecclus. i. 11), as well as among

the Greeks and Eomans ? The arecfjavo'i t?}? ^&)?}<? of Eev.

ii. 10 is not improbably a royal crown; for, as that book

seems to move throughout in the circle of Hebrew imagery, an

alhision to the games of the heathen is unlikely ; and in chap,

iv. 4, 10, (jT(ij)avo<i appears almost certainly to designate a

royal crown (cf. Trench, Covim. on Epistles to the Seven Churches,

on ii. 10). In Jas. i. 12, also, the same expression may

naturally enough—and, when we remember the markedly 0. T.

tone of thought characteristic of that Epistle, may with likeli-

hood—be regarded as meaning either a kingly crown or the

festal wreath. In the place before us, however, neither the

royal nor the festal reference is suitable. The floral allusion

which seems to be distinctly present in ufiapavTiuo^ shows

Peter's thought not to be of a diadem, but of a garland ; and

the connection suggests certainly the idea of reward of

successful effort rather than that of festal joy. It seems

natural, therefore, to regard him as having had in his mind

the wreath of victory at the games. Looking at Peter's

obvious familiarity with the Epistles of Paul, in which these

contests and their rewards are often referred to, and at the

fact that he was writing to Christians living in a region

where everything connected with such games was very well

known, there is no difficulty in admitting that this is his

thought here.

Ver. 5. 0)1 the duty of the younger people in relation to their

ciders, coupled with an injunction of humility of spirit o)i,

all, elder and younger alike.

On 6fjLOL03<; used of correlation, cf. iii. 7, note. In the

present case the word is specially suitable, seeing that (as

Bengel observes) humility has been set forth (ver. 3) as the
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proper spirit of tlie ruling members of the congregation, as

well as, here, of the ruled. It is obvious that irpea^vTepoc^

here has, at least primarily, the same reference as irpea-

/3vT€pov<; in ver. 1, which, beyond question, is to office-

bearers. To take the word in the present verse as not also

having this sense in the foreground is wholly unnatural, and,

in particular, would remove from 6/jL0iw<; all relevancy. Who,

then, are the vecorepoi ? There does not seem to be likelihood

in the view of Weiss, that the reference in this word is to

a special class of officials in the Church, set apart for the

discharge of duties requiring physical strength, and spoken of

in Acts V. 6 (vecorepoi), 1 (veavlaKoc), as performing such

duties. Such a class of officers is not mentioned elsewhere

;

and the variation of designation in the verses in Acts seems to

indicate that the explanation which probably presents itself

first to every reader of that passage is the true one,— namely,

that the younger members of the company at once instinc-

tively took upon them a work which naturally fell to them.

Seeing, moreover, that the apostle's previous injunction spoke

of the duties of elders to the whole body of those placed

under their charge, the correlation marked by 6/jlolo)<; leads

one to think here of an address to the Church members

generally,—not specially to a certain class of officials, how-

ever pointedly correlative the names Trpea^vrepot and vecorepoi

might in themselves seem. Many expositors accordingly think

of all the non-official members of the various congregations

—

all those members who were not officially TrpeajSvrepoi—as

being intended by vecorepoi. This, however, would not accord

with the recognised sense of the word, except on the supposi-

tion, which we have no reason whatever to regard as well

founded, that all the older members of Christian Churches

were in the first age chosen to be also officially " elders."

The most satisfactory explanation of the verse appears to

be afforded by considering the reference in 7rpe(Tl3vrepot<f to

tlie office-bearers to be, whilst the primary, not the sole one.

That experience given by age which—as in yepovcrla, scnafus,
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" alderman," aud the like—the name Trpea-^vTepo^ suggests as

an important element of qualification for office, was, it is

reasonable to think, actually present as a rule among the

eldership of tlie primitive Church ; and one can easily under-

stand how, in giving an injunction to the congregations to

show deference to those elderly men among them who were

officially " elders," the apostle might almost unconsciously

class with these the other elderly members, and might thus

address his injunction directly to the " younger people." An
objection to this view has been based on the fact that what

Peter enj(.»ins is not " deference," but " submission," which

appears to imply official subordination. But if the official

elders were primarily in the apostle's mind, tliis seems

sufficient to explain his using viroTd'yrjTe ; and the force of

that word—one sometimes of wide reference (cf. Eph. v. 21)

—shades into something more general in relation to other

elderly people. Precisely the same implicit transition from

the special to a general use of Trpeo-^vrepoi seems to present

itself in Polyc. §§ 5, 6. In Clem. Ptom. also (§§ 1, 21) there

is something similar,— ambiguity, however, being present

here, so that Harnack, for example, thinks official elders to be

spoken of, whilst other editors exclude this reference. It is

obvious that in English, in the same way, an injunction

addressed to the younger members of a Presbyterian congre-

gation to " honour their elders " might be of doubtful or

double reference. In 1 Tim. v. 1, 2, it seems plain from the

structure of the sentence that in Trpea^vripcp age alone is

referred to : cf. the parallel in Tit. ii. 2, 3, where the words

are Trpea-^vrac and Trpea^vTiSe'?.—On the use of the passive

aorist vTrordyrjre with a middle force, cf. ii. 13.—On the duty

liere enjoined, in its special reference, cf. Heb. xiii. 17 ; 1 Thess.

V. 12 ; 1 Tim. V. 17 ; in its general reference. Lev. xix. 32.

The second part of the verse might almost claim to be

placed in a section by itself. The particle Be, however,

according to its use here, links the new precept so closely to

that just given that it is perhaps best grouped with it. As
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often, Be has something of a corrective force, which may be

paraphrased thus :
" But why give a series of detailed pre-

cepts, when one injunction really suffices, if prayerfully

pondered, to guide you aright in your relations to each

other ?
" " Yea," of both A. and E. V., is an excellent

rendering.

Two constructions are possible for the dative aXXTJXoi?.

The first part of the verse may run on to and include this

word, in which case it is governed by vTOTdjrjTe understood.

—" Likewise, ye younger, be subject to your elders
;
yea, all pf

you (be subject) to one another." The precept given accord-

ing to this arrangement has abundant analogies, as Eom. xii.

10, Phil. ii. 3, and has a verbal parallel in Eph. v. 21. The

transition from the I'ind of uirorajr] due to office-bearers to

that due generally by one believer to another may seem

abrupt
;
yet there is scarcely in this a ground of objection to

the construction, seeing that, according to what appears to be

the most likely view of the sense of the first clause of the

verse, there has already been a certain widening out of the

reference of vTrord'yrjTe. An objection, however, does present

itself in the fact that the following sentence would begin

without a connective particle. Such a structure is not without

parallel in the Epistle where a new para.gra2Jh begins {e.g. i.

22, ii. 13) ; but with the sequence of thought so close as it

appears to be here, the want of a conjunction seems not to be

natural. So unnatural, indeed, does this appear, that if—all

things being taken into account—the construction under dis-

cussion were deemed the true one, there would be fair reason

for deciding to begin a new paragraph with rrjv Ta'ireLvo(^poavv7]v,

severing the injunction to humility from all reference to the

preceding precept. In that case irdvre<i Se dWr}\oL<i would

certainly be an abrupt mode of closing a paragraph. On the

whole, the other division of the words appears to be preferable,

according to which the new sentence begins with irdvTe^. In

this case, dX\,T]\oi<i associates itself with iyKofi^coaaa-de, with

that wider force of the dative of advantatre which is often
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found in N. T. (cf. ii. 24, note), " for, in relation to, one

another." On " all," elder and younger people alike, the

apostle enjoins " humility." That lowly opinion of one's own

character and deserts which is given by candid self-scrutiny

in the light of God's revelation, conjoined—as true Christian

humility always is—with the disposition to think the best

that is possible of others, is the secret of " sweet reason-

ableness " and pleasant helpfulness in all the relations of

life ; and the prevalence of this spirit in the Church would

evidently secure concord and happiness, and show to the

world the heavenliness of Christianity. On raireivoi^poavvr]

,

cf. iii. 8, note.

The verb iyKo/jb/SovaOai occurs in N". T. here only, and but

seldom in Greek literature. It was not employed by Attic writers,

and—judging from the nationality of the first who are known to

have used it, Epicharmus and Apollodorus of Gela—appears

to iiave been originally a Sicilian provincialism. The meaning

of the verb and its cognates has been largely discussed, the

fullest and best dissertations being by Gataker in his Adver-

saria Miscellanea, and by C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzsdiioriim

Opusc. K6fx/3o'i is " a band, a stripe of cloth used for a

fastening :
" hence ijKOfi^ovadat,, " to fasten or gird on one's

self" To the interpretation adopted by some (as A. E. V.),

which makes Peter's precept here exactly equivalent to Paul's

in Col. iii. 12, ivSuaaaOe Taireivo^poavvr^v, "put on humility

(as a garment)," Fritzsche's objection appears insuperable,

" Si nihil aliud nisi hoc Petrus dicere voluisset, mirum videri

quod verbum tani insolens eyKOjx^dyaaade quam simplex et

in hac re usitatum evhvcraaOe ponere mahierit." Feeling

this, many expositors have added, as naturally suggested by

the force of K6fji/3o<i, the idea of firmness, " bind upon you :

"

so Bengel, " induite vos et involvite, ut amictus humilitatis

nulla vi vobis detrahi possit." But by the way in which the

substantive iyKOfi^co/xa was used, other aspects of the mean-

ing of the verb are suggested as at least possible. This name

was given to a white scarf or apron, usually worn by slaves.
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and regarded as a mark of tlieir condition,—also, however,

worn sometimes by children belonging to other ranks of life.

Now, by his examination of the passages in which the verb

occurs, Fritzsche seems to make oat pretty clearly that in use,

instead of its primary generality of sense, it took up into its

meaning, frequently at least, the special force of its derivative

noun, signifying therefore " enconiboma sibi incingere."

Accordingly, applying the servile reference, Fritzsche, follow-

ing Heinsius, translates our passage, "Omnes autem lubenter

alter alteri cedentes modestiam vobis pro servorura encom-

bomate incingite," and paraphrases thus, " declarant servi

iraplicato encombomate se heris obnoxios esse,— ita vos omnes

alterum alteri obnoxium esse sumpta modestia ostendite."

Gataker again, applying the case of the occasional use of the

enconiboma by free-born young people, brings in the idea of

adornment, translating thus, " Humilitatem induite, ut encom-

bomata virgines ingenuse,—quibus," as he goes on in explana-

tion, "se decore vestitas exhibebant, ubi in hominum conspectum

prodibant." Among the three specialties which may thus be

thought of as attaching themselves in this verb to the simple

idea of "putting on,"— viz. "firmly," "for adornment," "for

service to others," preference appears decidedly due to the last,

for the following reasons. First, the prevalence of the wear-

ing of the encomboma by slaves was much more likely to

suggest this as an element in any figurative application than

the occasional use of the garment by free children. Secondly,

as a feature in the representation, this is specially suitable to

the particular grace here spoken of, humility. Thirdly, the

construction of the verb with the dative oXkrjXoi'^ suggests

that in the writer's mind there associated itself with

ijKo/xfSovaOat some definite thought of tendency or action

toioards—such as is well brought out by the rendering given

in R E. v., "gird yourselves with humility to serve one

another." Regarded in this light, the word was obviously

fitted to bring up before the heart with much vividness the

supreme example of humility, through recalling that amazing
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scene when the Son of God, about to do the work of a servant,

" took a towel and girded Himself."

In the last clause of the verse the apostle brings forward

a strong ground for " putting on as servants the garment

of humility," in the form of a citation from Prov. iii, 34,

"Because God resisteth—setteth Himself as a warrior in array

against—the proud, but giveth grace to the humble." For a

poetical expansion of this thought, see Mary's Song, Luke i.

51-53. In the connection in which Peter has this ' passage,

the arrogant bearing towards fellow-men which is prompted

by the pride of an unrenewed heart, and the meekness and

kindness towards fellow -men which spring from Christian

humility, are primarily suggested by v7r6p7](f)dvoi<i and

ra-TTecvol^ respectively. At the same time, the aspects of these

states of heart directly towards God present themselves im-

mediately to thought also, and in raTreivcodrjTe kt\. of the next

verse these aspects come evidently into the foreground. On

the precise meaning of vTreprj^avo'i, which makes this adjective

specially suitable in the connection in which the apostle sets

it here (" superbus cum aliorum contemptu et contumelia,"

Tittmann), cf. Trench, Syn. N. T. § 29, and Westcott on

1 John ii. 16, note on dXa^ovia.

The passage is cited by Peter exactly as in LXX., except that

for Kvpio<; he has G>eo9, a substitution which is found also in

the quotation as made by James (iv. 6). Clement of Pome,

too (§ 30), and Ignatius {EjjJi. § 5), have 0eo9.

Vv. 6—11. Exliortation to reaffulncss of heart in God,

covjoined iviih sinritual vigilance.

Ver. 6. Some good interpreters (as Calvin and Bengel)

would not begin a new paragraph here, but think that the

subordination of the younger people to their elders, and of

all, according to their varied relations, to each other, is still

prominent in the apostle's mind,— the argument, on this
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view, being that it is " God's raiglity hand " which has

instituted such distinctions as call for subjection. But the

emphasis of the modes of expression, " the mighty hand

"

and "casting your anxiety," seems quite decidedly 'to show

that that persecution for conscience' sake to which the apostle

has referred so often in the Epistle, of which he has spoken

with special fulness only a few verses before (iv. 12-19),

and which he expressly mentions again immediately after

(vv. 9, 10), constitutes the ground of his observations

here also. He keeps still to the injunction of "humility,"

but (cf. note on ver. 5) turns here from the manward to

the directly Godward aspect of this grace. He calls upon his

Christian brethren to be so under the influence of a true know-

ledge of their personal unworthiness as patiently to bear the

afflictions which God sends,—deeming it to be of His mercies

that they are not consumed but chastened, and showing their

consciousness, alike of their own helplessness and of God's

goodness, by casting all their anxiety over upon Him.
" The hand of God " is a familiar 0. T. expression {e.g.

Ezra viii. 22, 31 ; Ps. xxxii. 4), and occurs a number of

times with the attribute " mighty," %et/3 Kparatd, LXX. (e.g.

Deut. iii. 24 ; Job xxx. 21). The figure, designating simply

the divine activity, obviously may be, and in fact is, applied

either to dealings of mercy or of judgement, the context

indicating the reference. In the present case, whilst, of

course, the strength which can " exalt " when the fit time

comes is suggested to the mind, yet plainly what is directly

pointed to is afflictive discipline ; and, by the sharp aorist

imperative, the believers are called on to see that there be

no delay in their " humbling themselves " under this dis-

cipline. The verb raTreivdoOrjre was no doubt immediately

suggested by Ta7rei,vocf)poauvrjp and raireivol'^ of ver. 5,

—

ovv indeed implying this, " seeing that God giveth grace to

the humble." Compare also, however, in LXX. the last

clause of Gen. xvi. 9, which, though speaking merely of

human relations, has a curious resemblance to the present
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clause, and may conceivably have been echoing in Peter's

memory.

The conjunction 'Iva presents a thought whicli the apostle's

mode of expression throughout the letter shows to have

been specially familiar to him,— '•' Longing, as I know you

are, to be glorified with Christ, prove, by a right spirit under

suffering, your union to Him in cross-bearing now, in order

that you may have union with Him in crown-wearing here-

after:" cf. iv. 13. No principle could well have been more

familiar to the personal companions of our Lord than this

:

cf. Matt, xxiii. 12; Luke xiv. 11, xviii. 14. 2 Cor. xi. 7

may also be compared for a different thought, presented in a

very striking way by words somewhat similar to those

employed here.—For ev Kaipw, common in classical writers,

" at the appointed time "
(
" not thy fancied time, but His own

wisely-appointed time," Leighton), cf. Matt. xxiv. 45 ; Luke

xii. 42. The apostle's main reference, as regards this Kaip6<;,

is doubtless to the Lord's Second Coming (cf. iv. 7),—not,

however, to the exclusion of other seasons of deliverance

which God may grant to His people. A considerable

number of authorities add eVio-zcoTr?}? to Katpw. This fills out

what is no doubt the true meaning ; but the word is in all

likelihood a gloss from ii. 12 (on which see note).—For an

interesting reference to this verse in the letter from the

Churches of Vienne and Lyons, see Introd. § I. 2.

Ver. 7. The apostle here describes the manner in which

the ranreLvovaOai, of ver. 6 will act,—clothing his thought, as

so often, in an 0. T. vesture. He turns into a participial

form the precept with which Ps. Iv. (liv., Sept.) 22 begins,

€7TLppiy{rov iirl Kvpiov rrjv fxepifivdv crov ; and the assurance

also which follows in that verse, koI auro? ere ^ladpe^lreL, ou Scoaet

et? rov alihva aakov rw hcKaiu), he gives in substance, though

in wholly different phraseology,—presenting the statement,

moreover, expressly as a ground of confidence, by the use of

oTL. Christian humility leads to an entire discarding of trust

in self, and to the casting, by the prayer of faith, of all the
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soul's anxiety, with regard both to this world and the next,

upon God,—and this from the knowledge that He cares for

His people, and therefore will, in His providence, work in all

things for their good, and by His grace bring them at last to

glory. The word " casting," distinct from mere quiet " laying
"

or " placing," obviously implies difficulty and consequent

energetic effort. On the precept, cf Ps. xxxvii. 5 ; Matt. vi.

25 ; Phil. iv. 6. The aorist participle eVipn/rai^re? is plainly,

from its meaning, not conceived as antecedent in time to the

main verb raTretvoiOrjTe, but coincident (cf. Mark xv. 30
;

Acts xxii. 16, 2nd cl.)—the construction being analoiious to

what is found so frequently in N. T., an aorist indicative and

aorist participle coinciding in time : cf. Winer p. 430. In its

connection, the participle has itself practically an imperative

force,—the construction being, indeed, simply a formal change,

in accordance with the structure of the sentence, from the

Psalmist's iTrippL-^lrov. On the spelling of iinpi'^avTe'i with

one p,—which, in the best MSS. of N. T., is found also in a

considerable number of other words that in classical prose

have always the letter doubled, particularly, as here, com-

pounds with prepositions,—cf. A. Buttmann, p. 32.

By employing both " care " and " careth " in this verse, the

A. E. v., and older versions, give an appearance of verbal

correspondence in the two clauses which does not accord

with the original : compare the use of " conformed " and

" transformed " in Eom. xii. 2. Mept/xva is— in accordance

with what (notwithstanding the doubts of some eminent

philologists,— see Curtius, Gr. Etym. §§ 40 6, 467) may still

be deemed the probable, as it is certainly the jprima facie,

connection of the word with ixepo<i, fiepiXo)
— " distracting

care, anxiety," such as may readily prevent us from " uniting

the heart " to serve God, and tends to make a man SL-yp-v^o'i

(Jas. i. 8). Cf. Virgil's fine sketch, Ac7i. viii. 19-21. On

/jLepifMva and fjbepifxvdo), cf. Mark iv. 19 ; Matt. vi. 25, 28.

Wiesinger well remarks on the richness of the assurance

implied in the fact that not wa, but otc, is the conjunction
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by which the latter clause of the verse is attached to the

former,—and on the emphasis given to this assurance by the

arrangement of the pronouns, avroy (/j,eX.ei) being placed at

the head of its clause to give immediate support to eV avrov

with which the other has ended. " Humble yourselves under

the mighty hand, Iccause that mighty hand obeys the behest

of a Father's heart " (Besser). When heathenism in its higher

flights approaches tlie Christian position of casting the soul's

burden on God (as in M. Anton, iv. 31, ro he vTroXoiirov tov

^iov hie^ekOe co? 6eol<i (juev iTnrerpocpQ)^ ra aeavrov irdvra

i^ oXt;? t% '^v^V'^), the most marked point of distinction

from the sentiment as expressed in revelation is the total

absence of that brightness of hope which springs from the

knowledge that "He careth for us."—For fieXec construed

with Trepl (as sometimes in classical writers), cf. Matt. xxii.

16; John x. 13,—which latter passage vividly illustrates

the present by contrast ; construed with the simple genitive,

1 Cor. ix. 9 ; with the nominative of the thing,—the con-

struction in this place being doubtful, however,—Acts xviii. 1 7.

The first clause of this verse is repeatedly quoted by

Hermas {Vis. iii. 11, iv. 2, his),—probably, however, judging

from the form of a clause appended on the third occasion,

not from Peter, but from the Psalm.

Vv. 8, 9. The apostle's thought advances in a simple and

natural way. The persecutions of earthly foes, and those

anxieties which these persecutions were apt to excite, made it

—even if the statement of the case ended there—a difficult

thing to live the Christian life of patience and trust in God.

P>ut behind these troubles, and acting through them, was he

who is by pre-eminence the enemy of God and God's people,

the personal head of the kingdom of evil,—who is ever

ranging the world, seeking to draw the children of light back

into darkness, and thus destroy them. The Christian there-

fore must always be spirituall3^-niinded and vigilant, and thus

ready to resist the devik Whilst casting all his solicitude on

the Lord, he must remember at the same time, as perfectly
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consistent with this, that God calls on His people to " work out

their own salvation with fear and trembling,"—to be not inert,

but open-eyed and full of energy. "Whilst God careth for you,

be ye sober, watch, resist,"
—

" hcec vcstra cura sit " (Bengel).

Ver. 8. The verb vr](f)eiv signifies a state of mind and heart

unbeclouded by sensual influences : cf. i. 13, note. Fpi^yopelv,

being derived immediately from eypijjopa, seems strictly to

describe a waking state, looked on " as the effect of some

arousing effort, and so a condition of alertness and watchful-

ness " (T. S. Green) : for illustration of the N. T. force of this

word, cf. particularly Mark xiii. 35-37. The same combina-

tion of verbs as here—in the inverse order, however,—occurs

in 1 Thess. v. 6. The apostle's call to duty is given with

marked energy and decision, indicated both by the use of the

aorist imperative and by the absence of a conjunction. A
suggestion of Besser is striking, and seems not inii^robable,

that the particular injunction yprjyop/jaare may, in its con-

nection here, have been brought into the apostle's mind by a

remembrance of the command given to himself on an occasion

which we may well believe to have never been very far

away from his memory (Matt. xxvi. 40, 41).

In the correct reading, the second clause has no otl ; and

there is a manifest gain in vigour of expression through the

want of the particle in a place like this, where the nature of

the connection is so obvious.—For avTihiKO'; used in its

primary and ordinary classical sense, " an adversary at law,"

see Matt. v. 25 ; Luke xii. 58, xviii. 3. The secondary use,

for " an enemy " generally, was poetical among the Greeks

(as -lEschyl. Agam. 41), and occurs here only in N. T., but

is found sometimes in LXX.,— cf. 1 Sam. ii. 10 ; Isa. xli. 11.

In the present case the word answers to the Hebrew l^K'j iiot

here, however, as a proper name, but a common noun, the

defining name 8id^o\o<; following in apposition. On avrl-

BtKo<i, as here employed, compare the use of o dvTiKeijievo^ by

Clem. Eom. § 51 (6 dvriK€ifMevo<; of 1 Tim. v. 14 has also by

Chrysostom and many other expositors been understood of
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Satan, but improbably). The name Std/3o\o<;, when used of

Satan, is seldom found without the article ; hence some have

been disposed to take as its article here that before avTLBtKo<i,

making avrlhiKO'i an adjective, and translating the words

" your opposing evil spirit " (so Bishop Middleton, Gr. Art.

p. 431), or in some similar way. This is plainly far from

natural, and there is no real need for deviating from the

^^TMua /aci'e construction which takes 8ia/3oXo9 as in apposition

to uvtIBlko'?,—its anarthrousness being due to its being dealt

with as a proper name, in the same way as often ©eo?,

KvpLO^, and others ; cf. Winer, p. 148 foil. See a similar

anarthrous use of the word in Acts xiii. 10 ; Rev. xx. 2 ; cf.

also cases of ^arava'i without its usual article, Mark iii. 23
;

Luke xxii. 3.

The comparison of the fury of the enemies of God's people

to that of a wild beast is common in Scripture : cf Ps. xvii.

12, xxii. 13 ; Ezek. xxii. 25. A reader not unnaturally thinks

of this figure as having a somewhat special fitness in the

present passage, after the representation in vv. 2, 3, of the

godly as a " flock :
" cf. John x. 1 2. The structure of the

passage, however, hardly favours the view tliat the thought of

the image of sheep is still in the apostle's mind : the call,

vrj^are, jp7]yopt]craTe, has relevancy only as addressed to men.

—The lion is
"' roaring " in tlie rage of hunger : topvoyxei^o?

—

Kvplwi eVt XcfiQi KkaLovTwv XvKcov ?; XeovTcov rj kvvoiv

(Hesychius). Cf also, with regard to the use of the word,

Judg. xiv. 5 ; Ps. xxii. (xxi., Sept.) 13, civ. (ciii.) 21 ; Zech.

xi. 3.—On TrepciraTel in its present connection, cf Job i. 7,

ii. 2.—If rcva belong to the text, it seems likely that the

accentuation as an interrogative represents the thought which

was in the apostle's mind rather than rivd—here somewhat

fiat and feeble. The form rcva fits in perfectly with the

current of the sentence. " The lion is roaming around your

encampment in the wilderness, seeking to devour,—but which

of the pilgrims ? He can have real power only over those

who through spiritual torpor fail to be strong in the Lord and

2 c
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in the power of His might ; wherefore, brethren, he sober, be

watchfuL" ZrjTwv rlva Karainetv is a forcible and per-

fectly natural mixture of two constructions, ^rjrwv riva

Karamy, " seeking whom he may devour" (cf. Luke xii. 29),

and ^Tf]TOiv riva KaraTnelv, " seeking to devour some one."

Copyists, according to their wont, attempted to straighten the

construction by substituting the one or the other of these

forms for Peter's ; and, where riva was taken to be the in-

definite pronoun, its want of force easily led to its being

sometimes omitted. Thus all the varieties of reading are

accounted for.—For the secondary sense of Karairlva) found

here, cf. 1 Cor. xv. 54 ; Heb. xi. 29 ; Ps. cxxiv. (cxxiii.

Sept.) 3 ; Prov. i. 12 ; Jer. li. 34.

Ver. 9. On c5 avTlaTrjTe, cf. Jas. iv. 7 (a passage which,

from the marked resemblance of vv. 7, 8, 10 there tow. 5-9

here, we can hardly doubt to have been in our apostle's mind),

—also Eph. vi. 1 1 foil.—The dative Tr/o-ret is that familiar one

of the sphere to which a general predicate is to be limited

(Winer, p. 270),
—

" being firm, stable, in your faith" (Acts

xvi. 5 ; Eom. iv. 20 ; Col. ii. 5, 7 ; and see the contrast,

Eph. iv. 14).—For et'Sore?, " knowing as ye do," " seeing

that ye know," cf. i. 18.

In the infinitive clause governed by eLS6T6<?, whilst the

general sense is clear, the exact form of the thought is

somewhat doubtful.—The use of ra avrd, as here, with so

complete a substantive standing as to govern a genitive, seems

to have no parallel. It is evident from the meaning of the

clause that the force of ra avrd is not abstract (on the

analogy of to '^(prja-rov = xPV'^'^^t7]<;, Rom. ii. 4, and the like),

but concrete, ra avra rwv Tradij/xdrcov being substantially =

ra avra 'Kadi'j^ara. It seems as if the apostle, having

it in his mind to say " close resemblances, counterparts, of

your sufferings," suddenly, to bring out the similarity with

intensity, substituted " the identical," " the self-same,"—but

finished the construction as if he had said " counterparts."

—

The dative uZeK^orrjn may be governed by rd avrd, " the
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same sufferings as (or, M'ith) the brotherhood " (cf. 1 Cor.

xi. 5) ; or it may be joined with eTTLTeXelaOac as a dat. comm.

of that somewhat general kind not uncommon in N. T.

(cf. a.XX.7]\oi'i, ver. 5),
" for, on, with regard to, the brother-

hood." The dative can hardly, according to N. T. usage

(cf. Winer, p. 274, and particularly A. Buttmann, p. 187), be

taken as that of the actor, for virb t?}9 aSeX^orrjro^.—Of the

verb iirLTeXelv, the general N. T. use is with its primary force

of bringing to an end something which has been enjoined,

purposed, begun, " to perform, accomplish, complete :
" cf.

2 Cor. vii. 1, viii. 6, 11 ; Phil. i. 6. Taking eTnreXelaOat in

the present place as middle (to which there is no objection on

tlie ground of usage, the middle voice of this verb being not

uncommon in classical writers, and eTriTeXelaOe in Gal. iii. 3

being not improbably middle,—cf. Lightfoot, in loc), Huther

translates, " that the same sufterings are accomplishing them-

selves in your brotherhood." Hofmann, holding to the middle

voice, but taking it with a transitive force, makes ra avrd

object instead of subject. He draws attention to the fact that,

where olSa is in X. T. followed by an infinitive, the construction

is all but invariably not that of the accusative with the infinitive,

but of an infinitive by itself, the governing verb being employed

in the sense not of " knowing that," but of " knowing to, know-

ing how to,"

—

c.r/. Matt. vii. 11 ; Phil. iv. 1 2 ; 2 Pet. ii. 9.

Then, appealing to the occasional classical use of the middle voice

of iTTireXeiv with a force similar to that not uncommon in the

active, " pay," but with a metaphorical application (as in Xeno-

phon, Mem. iv. 8, to, rov 7?;p&)v iirtTeXeladat ; Apol. 33, rov

OdvuTov i-jmeXeiaOai), he renders the words in our passage,

" knowing how to pay—for your Christianity—the like tribute

of affliction (dai glciclien Lddcnszoll zit cntricldcn) with your

brethren in the world." This exegesis is characteristically

ingenious ; but serious objections to it are, that nothing what-

ever in the context suggests the somewhat peculiar and remote

idea of tribute, and that the article with TraOrjf^uTcov appears

naturally in the connection to point to " i/our aftlictions."
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On the whole, the view which probably jjrima facie occurs

to every reader, that i-TriTeXela-dai is passive, and the con-

struction that of the accusative with the infinitive (as

after o28a in Luke iv, 41), appears to be the most satis-

factory ; and there is no good ground for deviating from

the ordinary N. T. sense of iinTeXelv. The meaning then

is, " Knowing, as ye do, that the same sufferings are being

accomplished on your brotherhood in the world." Every word

of the clause carries in it a support to the sorely-tried believers.

The Christians of Asia Minor should not deem themselves to

be treated in any exceptional way, or reckon their sufferings

as a " strange thing " (iv. 12). These sufferings (7ra^77/iaT&)y

having, no doubt, as its direct reference the " fightings with-

out," but also by immediate suggestion bringing up the

" fears within," which were so apt to become fxepifivai) were

common to all the brotherhood,—arising, indeed, out of those

common relations to Christ which made them a brotherhood.

As Christ " in the world " was crucified through the an-

tagonism between the spirit of the world and His Spirit, so

also " the brotherhood in the world " must in some form

bear the cross after Him. Then the word " accomplished "—
peculiar in its present application— is fitted to lead the

thoughts up to a definite I'^lnn of Him who is infinitely wise

and kind, of which these " sufferings " are a part. Involving,

too, as iimekdv seems always to do, the idea of bringing to a

complete and perfect end (see Ellicott on Gal. iii. 3), this

verb vividly suggests the thought which in the next verse

the apostle expresses, that even at the longest the sufferings

of Christ's people are only for a little tune, only while

they are iv tw Koafirp—in the region of His foes.—On

aBeXcfyoTT]^, cf ii. 17, note.

Ver. 10. A cheering assurance that the struggling believers

will not be left unaided, but that God will certainly carry on

and complete His work of grace. The adversative Bi marks

the transition from thoughts of suffering and strain to a

reminder of that almighty help which ensures triumph. The
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verse is singularly rich in encouragement. At the close one

verb declaratory of the divine strengthening grace is piled

upon another, as if utterly to overwhelm misgivings and fears

;

and, to prepare for an undoubting acceptance of these assur-

ances, every word preceding is laden with truth fitted to

gladden and animate. God is described as " the God of all

grace,"—the God whose characteristic it is to bestow grace

according to every need. On the frequent N. T. use of Tra?,

without an article, with abstract nouns, cf. i. 24, note; and

on the addition to the name of God of a genitive of character,

cf. 2 Cor. i. 3 (where also Tra? is found) ; Phil. iv. 9 ; Heb.

xiii. 20. Then the apostle, assuming—according to the usual

tone of the Epistles—that those to whom he wrote were in

reality what their Christian profession intimated, reminds

them that God had "called" them in conversion (cf. i. 15),

" in and through union to Christ " {ev Xpcaroi being connected

with KoXeaa^), " unto (for, to bring them to) His eternal glory
"

(the glory which He destines for His redeemed being His

own glory, in so far as this is communicable to His creatures,

—John xvii. 22 ; Rev. iii. 21 ; Eom. v. 2). God's "calling"

of Christians is a pledge of all grace needed by them for

ultimately coming to "glory;" Eom. viii. 30; Phil. i. G;

1 Thess. V. 2 4. On the whole clause, compare 1 Thess. ii. 12;

2 Thess. ii. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 10. On the position of avroO, cf.

i. 3, note.

The words oXlyov Tradovra^ are by many scholars construed

in connection with those verbs which follow them. In this

case, the closing verbs are naturally held to point to the final

act of grace whereby, at the Lord's Second Coming, His people

shall be, with regard to their whole being, perfected and

glorified. But the accumulation of verbs, and the emphasis

laid on the promise of firmness and strength, suggest much

more readily that this assurance has to do with the time when

believers are still here on earth, still in the midst of struggle

and liable to misgivings. Feeling this, some who adopt this

construction (as Luther and Sender) find themselves compelled
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to treat iraOovTa^ as if it were a 2^'''csent participle ; and others

(as Benson), to hold that the promise includes deliverance for

the Asiatic Christians from their sufferings, while still on

earth, and then strengthening during the subsequent period of

their lives. On the whole, it seems decidedly preferable to

attach 6\L<yov iraOovja^ to KoXeaa'^, " who called you in Christ

M'ith the intent to bring you to His eternal glory—after

having suffered for a little while." The "high calling of God,"

whilst it has " glory " for its end, includes as certainly

" suffering " as a preparatory agency. To oXtyov (on which

cf. i. 6, note) the apostle has already provided a sublime

antithesis in alcovcov; cf. 2 Cor. iv. 17. The position of the

words oXlyov 'ira66vTa<;— entering almost as if by second

thought, after the clause appears to have been closed—is

fitted to suggest in a very striking way the comparative

unimportance of earthly sorrows, as seen in the light of

heavenly glory.

AvTo^ has the full emphasis which regularly belongs to the

nominative of this pronoun when expressed :
" I have called

on you to watch and to resist
;
yon know well, however, what

hopeless work this would be if success depended on your own

strength, or on the help of other men,—but God Himself will

sustain you."—The relation borne to each other by the three

verbs with which the verse closes seems to be as follows. The

first exhibiting God's sanctifying grace somewhat generally,

the other two speak of the KarapTiafio'i in its action, first, in

the way of resistance to the attacks of spiritual foes, keeping

the soul stable in faith and love; secondly, in the way of vigour

in assailing the enemy, strength to advance the kingdom of

Christ. " KaTaprlaei, perficiet, ne remaneat in vobis defectus
;

arrjpi^ei, stabiliet, ne quid vos labefactet ; adevcoaei, roborabit,

ut superetis vim omnem adversam" (Bengel). With regard to

the meaning of KarapTL^eiv,—"to make apTio<;" (2 Tim. iii.

17), "to give a thing perfect adjustment to its purpose," either

by rectifying something which is wrong, or by supplying

something which is wanting, "to perfect,"—cf. Matt. iv. 21
;
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1 Cor. i. 10 ; 2 Cur. xiii. 0, 11 ; Heb, xiii. 21. On o-Trjpc^eLv,

cf. 2 Thess. ii. 17, iii. 3. Xdevovv is a late and rare word,

occurring here only in N. T.

Ver. 11. The gracious word of promise which God has

given to the apostle for his brethren naturally leads up to a

doxology,—which also most naturally, seeing that the assurance

of the ministration of strength had been so prominent in the

promise, ascribes to God specially to KpdTo<i. For this verse,

see notes on the doxology in iv. 11, of which this is simply a

somewhat shortened form. In the connection here the verb

to be supplied is probably the indicative eVrt, which is

expressed in iv. 11.

Yv. 12—14. CloHng observations, salutations, and benediction.

Ver. 12. According to the use of Bid in such a connection

as the present (on which see Bp. Lightfoot's note on Tgnat.

Bom. § 10), Sid XO^ovavov might describe Silvanus either as

being the apostle's amanuensis or as the bearer of the letter.

As regards this latter application, cf. hid %e(/309 avrcov, Acts

XV. 23. Silvanus may quite possibly have discharged both

functions, but it seems clear at all events that he was the

bearer. The extended statement of commendation given by

the apostle would hardly have been relevant or natural, except

with reference to one who was himself about to visit the

Churches addressed.

Whether this Silvanus was that eminent evangelist, Silas or

Silvanus (the short form in Acts, the longer in Paul's Epistles),

who accompanied Paul in his second missionary journey,

cannot be said with certainty. In favour of the supposition

that this is the same, are the facts that the name was not a

very common one, and that Silas, having been a distinguished

teacher in the Cluirch of Jerusalem before he joined Paul

(Acts XV. 22, 32), must certainly have been well known to

Peter. Then there is no difficulty in the way of our taking
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liim to have been with Peter at any time from about 55 a.d.,

seeing that nothing either in the Acts or in the Epistles gives

ground for thinking of him as having been in association with

Paul after that date. Supposing our Silvanus to have been

Silas, it is obvious that, through his labours in Asia Minor many

years before with Paul,—along with, quite possibly, of course,

more recent visits,—he was peculiarly fitted, from acquaintance

with the Churches in those parts, and from something of a

parental feeling in relation to them, to be a helper of their

faith, enforcing with sympathy and power the teachings of

the apostolic letter which he conveyed. Assuming also as at

least possible (see Introd. § V. 1 0), that among Peter's aims in

writing his Epistle one was to show his cordial appreciation

of Paul's doctrine and work, the fact of his choosing for his

messenger to the Asiatic Churches a minister whom they had

first known as Paul's colleague and friend, was eminently

calculated to support the influence of the Epistle in this

particular direction.

The construction of vjjlIv is uncertain. It may be the

remoter ol)ject of eypa-\jra,— in which case, to account for its

position, we must suppose the commendatory words which

follow regarding Silvanus to have entered by a kind of second

thought, after the mention of him had appeared to be disposed

of by the simple " through Silvanus." We may also connect

the pronoun with rod inarov aSeXipov, as a dat. coomn. On
this view the emphatic position of v/xlv would seem to give

the word some such meaning as " the brother trustworthy

in all circumstances, but whom you, from your experience

of him, have sj)ecial cause to acknowledge as such." An
objection to this construction is, that to leave eypayjra without

a dative is a little awkward, and not accordant with usage :

cf. Gal. vi. 11 ; 1 Thess. v. 1 ; 1 Tim. iii. 14. Still, perhaps,

on the whole, the latter of the two modes of connection is the

more natural ; and we may suppose that vfxiv, while immedi-

ately attached to tov Tnarov aSeXcpov, served also in the

apostle's mind—as very readily in such a sentence it might

—
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for the remoter object of eypayjra.—On Trcaro^:, cf. 1 Cor. iv.

17; Eph. vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 2.

The little clause o)? Xoji^o/xac gives to that high opinion of

Silvaniis, which the article in rov iria-rov dSeXtpou presupposes

to be entertained by the Asiatic believers, the support of the

apostle's hearty assent. There is nothing in the verb Xoyl-

^o/xat of that hesitation which the rendering of the A. E. V.,

" I suppose," suggests as existing in Peter's mind. The word

denotes a judgement founded on consideration of evidence or

argument, "I reckon:" cf. Eom. iii. 28, vi. 11, viii. 18 ; Heb.

xi. 19. Its force here is practically the same as that of

ireiroiOa or ireireia-jxaL in Eom. xv. 14 ; Gal. v. 10 ; 2 Tim.

i. 0. To a misapprehension with regard to the force of the

word, and a consequent belief that Peter could not have

appended a clause of the imagined hesitating kind to his

expression of commendation regarding so distinguished a

servant of Christ as Silvanus,—or, indeed, regarding any one,

in such a connection as the present,—must no doubt be

ascribed the construction followed in the Vulgate, and pre-

ferred by Beza and a few other scholars, which attaches &><?

Xoyl^ofjiat not to what precedes, but to Bi' 6\L<ywv,—" briefly,

as I consider." This is decidedly the less natural connection

of the little clause, and the sense yielded is comparatively

pointless.

With Bi oXijcov, cf. Bca ^pa-)(^E(ov, Heb. xiii. 22 ; iv 6Xiy(p,

Eph. iii. 3 ; and Sl oXiycov ypa/M/jLaTcov, Ignat. Bom. § 8 ; Polyc.

§ 7. Whilst the Epistle is no doubt one of considerable

length, yet the apostle feels it to be short when looked at in

relation to all that, on subjects so important, he might profit-

ably have said, and from his affectionate interest in his

suffering brethren would have said, had circumstances per-

mitted ; cf. the similar statement with respect to the much

longer Epistle to the Hebrews (xiii. 22). In the connection

in which Peter puts the words here, it seems natural to tliink

that one object of his mention of the brevity of his communi-

cation was to direct the readers to Silvanus, " the trustworthy
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brother," as one well fitted to expand the teaching and exhorta-

tion which were given them in the letter; cf. 1 Cor. iv. 17.

On the epistolary aorist—the tense used as from the point

of view of the receiver of a letter, and in English rendered by

the present or, as here, the perfect— cf. Winer, p. 347
;

A. Buttmann, p. 198. As illustrations, see Acts xxiii. 30;

Eph. vi. 22 ; Phil. ii. 28. With respect to the verb ypd^eLv,

Winer, Ellicott (on Gal. vi. 11, and elsewhere), and some

other scholars, are disposed to doubt whether its aorist is ever

in N. T. to be explained as used in tliis way, and to regard

eypayjra in every case where it occurs as being an ordinary

narrative aorist, referring to an earlier letter (as 2 Cor. ii. 3),

or to the previous part of the letter (as 1 Cor. ix. 15, and

here). As to those cases in which the reference is to an

earlier letter (of which cases some of the older scholars,

without any naturalness or likelihood, and in manifest

inconsistency with Bevrepav, 2 Ep. iii. 1, imagined the

present to be one) there is, of course, no room for debate
;

but with respect to the rest there does not seem to be suffi-

cient reason for taking them as other than epistolary aorists.

To count them such explains most naturally in all the

instances the use of this tense, and in at least one, Philem,

19, the other view is wholly unnatural. In Gal. vi. 11, too,

the opinion that ejpay^a does not refer to the previous part

of the Epistle, may quite reasonably be held to have the

greater likelihood ; see Bp. Lightfoot, in loc. The epistolary

aorist does not seem to have been a form conventionally

employed in certain words merely, but the expression of a

particular mode of thinking. Among the Latin writers this

preterite style in letters prevailed even more than among the

Greek; cf. Zumpt, Zat. Gram. § 503.

In the clause which follows, Peter mentions the main

constituents of his Epistle in such a way as to indicate what

had been his aim in composing it,—partly hortatory, partly to

give a testimony. He states the two as co-ordinate, as indeed

they are in all healthful religious teaching,—enunciation

I
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of truth having in view the sustenance of practical godliness,

exhortation looking back to doctrine to give it weight and

point. On this ground we may safely say that, while the

apostle speaks of the two elements separately, yet he was not,

as some have imagined, thinking of two distinct parts of his

letter. This does not seem at all natural. It is, no doubt,

true that the first half of the first chapter has more of con-

tinuous doctrine, or " testimony," than the rest of the letter,

so that we may for convenience speak of it as the doctrinal

section ; but with the practical advices which occupy much

of what follows, dogmatic teaching also largely intermingles

itself.—The verb irapaKoXeiv may, according to N. T. use,

mean "to exhort," "to console," or " to encourage;" and, con-

sidering what has been the strain of the letter, it is in the

present case (as occasionally elsewhere, e.g. 1 Thess. iii. 2)

not quite easy to decide which is the precise idea,—the

writer's thought, indeed, perhaps really in different degrees

comprehending all. " Exhorting," as the word of widest

reference, including all kinds of practical religious injunction

and advice, is probably the best rendering. For TrapaKoXetv

used without an expressed object, cf, 2 Cor. v. 20 ; Tit. i. 9 ;

Heb. X. 25.—In the verb €7n/xaprvpelv (found here only in

N. T.) the preposition has been by some interpreters held to

have the force of " in addition." Thus Bengel, insiqjcr tcstans,

i.e. as he explains, " in addition to the testimony given to

you long ago by Paul and Silas." The classical use of the

word does not appear to support this special force, either as

held by Bengel, or in the derivative form maintained by

Macknight and others, " strongly testifying." As in many

compounds, eVi here merely gives a certain notion of activity

and aim ; cf. ii. 21, note.

What the apostle t-Trifiaprvpei—bears testimony to as a

" witness " (v. 1), called on to tell what he had seen of the

work, character, sufferings, and glories of Christ, and what he

had been taught by Him— is "that this is the true grace of God."

"With the reading of T, E., ravrrjv would have for its comple-
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ment the relative clause et? 7)v eaTrjKare. But, accepting the

much better supported reading aTrjre,—out of which ea-TrjKare

has arisen probably through a feeling that this form had

greater naturalness, a feeling sustained by an echo in the

copyist's memory of Rom. v. 2 and 1 Cor. xv. 1,—we must

regard the demonstrative as retrospective, " that which has

been set forth in the Epistle, and which, writing to you as

Christians, I have throughout assumed you to have embraced."

Looking to the predicate %a/3ti', what is referred to in ravryjv

is naturally taken to be the provision made in Christ for

man's salvation, and proclaimed in the gospel :
" that this is

the true grace of God "—the true manifestation of His mercy

to lost man, on which you may implicitly rely. It is evident,

from the whole tenor of the Epistle, that the trials which had

come upon the Asiatic Churches were known by Peter to

have caused most painful perplexity to many of the members

(cf. especially iv. 12). Was it not, they thought, possible

that, after all, they had been mistaken ? Even supposing,

what many strong proofs led them to believe, that Jesus was

the Divine Saviour, still might there not be some fatal defect

in the form of doctrine regarding Him which had been pre-

sented to them ? Could it be that, if Christ loved them,

they should suffer such things ? The apostle in his letter

has answered such questionings. He has shown his bi'ethren

the gracious object of affliction, has expatiated on the sublime

dignity into which faith in Christ brings men, and has, with

peculiar emphasis, again and again given the assurance that

the form of teaching which the Asiatic Christians had received

was that which truly set forth the salvation (^api9, i. 10)

promised through the prophets, and looked on with profound

interest by the angels (i. 12),—that the message of glad

tidings which had been received by these Churches of Asia

Minor was in very deed the X0709 ^wv Qeov koX fievcov (i. 23, 25).

By TavTTjv here, therefore, he means, no doubt, " this provision

in Christ for salvation which I have illustrated in my letter,

and which you recognise as at all points the same that you
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have been told of before, and have accepted." On the special

force of this statement regarded as a cordial recognition by

Peter of the soundness and authoritativeness of the teaching

of the Apostle Paul, through whom the Churches of Asia

Minor had been founded, see Introd. § Y. 10.

Seeing that akr)dri %a/?fi' is the predicate, the absence of the

article simply intimates that, whether 'x^-piv is definite or not,

at all events no stress is laid on detiniteuess. We cannot

by any English rendering exhibit precisely this indeterminate-

ness,

—

"a true grace" going somewhat too decidedly in one

direction, " the true grace " in another, and the simple " true

grace " passing from the concrete to the abstract. Knowing,

however, as we do, that the grace spoken of is in fact that in

which all the gifts of divine grace to men are summed up, the

best rendering is with the definite article.

The relative clause which ends the verse " is a short and

earnest exhortation, containing the pith of what has been said

by way of exhortation in the whole Epistle " (Alford) :
" in

which grace—blessed system of saving influences—stand ye,"

or, more exactly, bringing out fully the thought involved

in the pregnant construction of eU joined to a verb of rest,

" into which as ye have entered by faith, so now stand

therein." Eor this pregnant use of et?, not uncommon in

classical Greek (Jelf, § 646. 1), and growing more frequent

in the later writers, cf. iii. 20; Mark xiii. 3; John xxi. 4; Acts

viii. 40 ; Heb. xi. 9 ; and see Winer, p. 516 ; A. Buttmann, p.

332. Cf. also the use of iiri, iv. 14.

Ver. 13. As to what is meant by "Babylon" here, see

Introd. § IV. — 'H avveKXeKTr], " the co-elect " (namely,

" with you," e'/cXe/cTOi?, i. 1), cannot well have any other

reference than to the Church of Babylon. The supposition

of some interpreters, that Peter's wife, or some other well-

known Christian woman, is meant, does not accord with the

mode of expression. The words rj iv B., taken thus, would

plainly, through the definiteness of the form, imply that there

was not—and that it was well known that there was not—

•
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any other believing woman in Babylon. The fact that tlie

following salutation is from an individual, Marcus, does not

make it even sliglitly probable that but one person is meant

here also. Supposing that, as was most natural, the Christian

association in Babylon, learning that the apostle, resident at

the time among them, was writing a letter to their brethren

in Asia Minor, expressed in some way their desire that he

should send their united salutation, nothing also was more

natural than that a minister not connected specially with the

Babylonian Church, but who was in the city at the time, and

who, besides, had formerly laboured in Asia Minor (2 Tim. iv,

11), should add his good wishes separately. From very early

times the reference was held to be to the Church. This is

shown by the fact that Codex N, and a considerable number

of other ancient authorities, actually insert the word eKKkrja-la

before avveKkeKTrj. This supplement, however, seems to miss

the precise representation. The apostle's expression rather

exhibits a personification, based on the very familiar 0. T.

language regarding the Church as being " the daughter of

Zion," who was God's "elect." The E. E. V. renders well,

" She that is in Babylon, elect with you." Compare, as per-

haps parallels to this personification, 2 John 1, 13, with

Westoott's notes. The compound (TvveK\eKr6<i seems not to

occur anywhere but in the present passage.

There is no likelihood that, when the apostle calls Marcus

his " son," we are to regard " son " as used in its literal sense.

It is obviously probable that, in a public circular letter like

the present, a salutation by an individual would not be sent

on the ground solely of relationship to the writer, but only by

a person who, either from general eminence in the Church or

from having himself laboured in those parts, was known to

the Christians addressed. Now tradition, very busy with the

history of the Apostle Peter, has yet not a word of any son

of his as being a minister or a person of note in the Church.

It is natural, therefore, to take v/o? in the secondary sense of

a warmly-attached and very helpful younger friend or disciple,
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perhaps implying also one who had been converted to Christ

through the apostle's labours. There is no objection to this

view in the fact that the word which the Apostle Paul

employs with this force is reKvov {eg. 1 Tim. i. 2, 18), for

vl6<i is in itself equally suitable for this application, and is

employed both in N. T. and LXX. in the sense of " disciple
"

(Matt. xii. 27; Luke xi. 19 ; 2 Kings ii. 3, 5).

The identification of the Mark of our passage with Mark

the evangelist has much in its favour. From the very early

time of Papias (as reported by Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39)—and

indeed practically, according to Papias's statement of authority

(o TTpea-^urepo'i), from the age when Mark was still alive—there

was a uniform tradition that the writer of the second Gospel

was closely associated with Peter, and that his Gospel thus

represented in a special way Peter's oral teaching regarding

the life of our Lord. Accepting also the other tradition as on

every ground probable, that Mark the evangelist was that John

Mark, cousin of Barnabas, who accompanied Paul and his kins-

man during a part of their missionary tour, we find in the narra-

tive given in Acts xii. 12-17 evidence leading to the belief

that Peter was an intimate friend of Mark's mother and her

family. Taking all the facts into view, we seem to have a

very strong probability that the Mark of the verse before us

is the same who is known to us elsewhere ; and remembering

that the " sharp contention " many years before between Paul

and Barnabas, which led to Paul's taking Silas as the com-

panion of his second journey, had been with reference to the

trustworthiness of Mark, the conjunction of names which we

have here, Mark's sending his salutation through Silas, is a

pleasant one. All soreness of feeling arising out of the matter

had among all concerned long passed away ; cf. particularly

2 Tim. iv. 11.

Ver. 14. Prom the earliest times the kiss has been among

Orientals a usual token of kindly and respectful greeting.

How fully this was the case among the Jews, many references

both in the Old and New Testaments show. In the early
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Christian Church the kiss was commonly used everywhere as

an acknowledgement of brotherhood in Christ, the religious

character of the salutation being marked by such names as

that which we have here, <f)o\7jfia a^aTT?;?,

—

dyaTrrj denoting

that pure love which is of God, 1 John iv. 8 (the very word

ayciTn], indeed, being one not used by any heathen writer, but

belonj^ing to the language of revealed religion ; cf. Trench, Sim.

iV". T. § 12). Elsewhere in Scripture this kiss is called (pCkrifjua

aytov (Eom. xvi. 16 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 20 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 12 ; 1 Thess.

V. 26). In later writers again we have "osculum pacis" (Tertull.

De Orat. 18), to iv Kvpiw ^cXrjfjia {Const. Aposi. ii. 57. 12), and

the like. In the first ages the believers seem to have greeted

each other in this way on perhaps every occasion of their

meeting for a religious service ; and, even after having been

to a considerable extent discontinued, through abuses which,

amid declining spirituality, connected themselves with the

custom, the kiss was retained for many ages at the observance

of the Communion,—passing quite out of use in the Western

Church only about the thirteenth century. In the Greek and

some other Eastern Churches it is still retained in a measure.

For a full and interesting account of the " kiss of love," see

Did. of Christian Antiq., Art. " Kiss."

The general principle underlying Peter's aairdcraaOe here,

and Paul's in the passages referred to above, is obviously that

it is good for Christians, on all fitting occasions, to express

their brotherly interest in each other, not merely by material

kindnesses, but by the forms of courtesy recognised in their

age and country. Immediately, however, we have not here

a general precept, but simply a request bearing on the pro-

cedure of the various congregations at the time when the

Epistle should be read before them. That the aorist impera-

tive, which is used in all the places, has its primary reference

to an act to be done at once, is shown particularly by the mode

of expression in 1 Thess. v. 25, 26,—the immediately preced-

ing clause being a request for habitual help to the apostle

through the prayers of his brethren, and this given by the
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jrrcscnt imperative. The wish of the apostles was, that the

hearty acceptance by the believers of the message of advice

and consolation which Christ had sent them through His

servants should be expressed by their giving to each other the

sign of their having that love in Christ without which the

Church is feeble and joyless. At the same time, the kiss given

to each other in such circumstances could not but be felt as

conveying the apostle's own affectionate greeting to every one

of them.—The preposition iv being found with cpiX^/juarc in

all the passages of greeting, it would seem that, when joined

to aaird^eadai, this was the usual form of expression in the

Church. In Luke xxii, 48, where irapahihovai is the verb,

the simple dative (f)iXr]ixaTc is used. In the present connec-

tion ii> can hardly be said to have exactly the mere instru-

mental force so common in the Hellenistic writers ; rather it

has its semi-local sense,—the salutation itself being found in,

lying in, the " kiss of love."

As the apostle had begun the letter with the benediction,

" Peace be to you "
(i. 2), so with the same restful word he

closes ; cf. 2 Thess. iii. 16. To the simple vfilv iraaLv he ap-

pends rot? iv Xpcaro), as if saying in love, and at the same

time with deep solemnity, " Peace be to you,—and bear ever

in mind, dear brethren, that true peace can be only to those

who are in Christ;" cf. Eph. vi. 24.

THE END.

2 D
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